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CONSERVATION.

I

N my opening remarks In last year’s Annual Report, when speaking of the attitude

of the Archaeological Department towards the question of restoration, I referred

to a manifesto on the subject which had been issued in 1S77 ^3’ Societyfor the

protection of Ancient Buildings, and I explained how the local conditions prevailing

in India made it difficult for us to acquiesce unreservedly in all the rigid principles laid

down by the Society, albeit we were in very sincere and close sympathy with their

general aims and methods.

At the time of writing, I assumed that the manifesto in question was meant to

apply indiscriminately to Indian as well as to European monuments, my reason for

this assumption being that the gist of the manifesto uas repeated in a letter regarding

the preservation of Indian buildings which the Society had addressed to His Excel-

lency the Viceroy, and that there was nothing in that letter or in the manifesto itself to

show that the Society nished to differentiate between the treatment of European and

Oriental buildings. Since then, honever, I have been greatly gratified to learn from

the Society that it had drafted its manifesto with reference to European monuments

alone
;
that, as regards Indian architecture, it drew a distinction between the older

Hindu and Buddhist edifices on the one hand, and the more modern erections of the

Muhammadan invaders on the other ;
and that, in the case of the latter, it was of

opinion that, local conditions might sometimes demand or justify a policy of limited

restoration, on the ground that the art of the builders has not completely died out,

as in the case of the more ancient Hindu and Buddhist buildings. The Society’s

views in this matter thus prove to be in complete accord with our own, and I need

hardly say how welcome their pronouncement has been to me, or how glad I am to

take this opportunity of placing it on record. The opinion of so strong a body of

experts, who have achieved so much for the preseivation of our own English

monuments, is naturally of great moment to us, and it cannot but be a source of

satisfaction to know that the many difficulties and obstacles with which we are faced in

India are appreciated by them, and that what we are doing has their full sympathy

and support.

With this preamble, let me turn to our work of the past year. In the Northern

Circle, the paaces and tombs of the Mughal Emperors still continue to be the chief
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centres of activity. The efforts that are being made for the rescue and repair of

Akbar’s Palace in the Agra Fort are sufficient!}? described in a separate article contri-

buted by Mr. Tucker
;
here I need only remark that the structures which have

been disclosed by the demolition of the modern military prison prove to be in

a much more ruinous state than had been anticipated, the halls and courts along

the river front being the only part of the Palace that has survived in an even

passably good state of repair. It is a great pity that it is so
;

for it means

that the greater part of this once imposing structure can only be preserved as

an interesting but far from beautiful ‘ ruin’, in striking contrast to the other all but

perfect monuments in the Fort. Fortunately this corner of the Fort is well screened

off from the general view, and everything will be done, by laying down lawns

and by training innocuous creepers over the bare and ragged walls, to make the

prospect as pleasing as possible. It is hardly necessary to say that it is as much
out of the question to demolish any part of these remains as it would be to attempt to

restore them to their original form.

A more difficult and costly undertaking in the same Fort has been the structural

repair of the great Delhi Gate, of which I spoke last year. During the past twelve

months, the original estimates had to be increased, as, in addition to other dilapidations,,

the bases of the bastions on the west side were found to be very unsound, and the

masonry in need of some renovation. On the outer fa9ade of the Gate much of the

original decoration of inlaid stone and marble has been brought to light from beneath
a coating of later plaster, and it seemed probable that similar ornamental panels would
be disclosed in the spandrels of the main arch

;
nothing, however, but coarse lakhattri

bricks were found, and, as these had manifestly been inserted at a later date, it was
decided to replace them by plain spandrels of sandstone, without mouldings or other
decoration. Other works in the Agra Fort that deserve mention are the reconstruction

of the marble railing around the balcony of the Samman Burj, the repair of the
marble channel in the chamber opposite, and the repair, also, of the projecting balcony
carried on brackets along the east front of the King’s Baths, which was in imminent
danger of collapse.

The operations in the Delhi Fort have made equally good progress. Thoucrh the
necessary revision of estimates at first involved some delay, the four main waterways
with their causeways and ornamental parterres, as well as the paving around the
Sawan and Bhadon pavilions, were all completed before the close of the year, while the
reconstruction of the marble pavilion in the corner of the garden had advanced as far
as the springing of the arches. This pavilion known as the Shah Burj, had been severely
damaged by the earthquake of 1905, and its effective preservation presented a
peculiarly difficult and troublesome problem. It appeared that, with a certain amount
of superficial repair and provided no attempt were made to rebuild the central dome the
structure might possibly stand as it was for a limited time

; but, without its dome ’

the
pavilion would certainly have been a very conspicuous eyesore in the garden, and apartrom this consideration. It was also problematical whether the dilapidations would not
p trom bad .0 worse after the temporary aupperta came to be removed. Aeeolmgly, ,tw,s deeded, after carefol deliberatio.,, to dismantle ntost of the edificeatone by stone, and to tebmid it again with as meeh of the old material as could pos-
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sibly be used for the purpose. As it now turns out, this course was the onl}' sound
one for US to adopt, though the real condition of the fabric could not, of course, be
ascertained before the core of the rails and piers had been subsequently exposed.
A further undertaking that was almost brought to completion was the restoration of
the famous Italian mosaics in the Hall of public audience, of which more will be said
in a future leport. But the most striking of all this year’s achievements in the Fort
w^as the transformation wrought in the Rang Mahall or Colour Palace, ” once the
most spacious and splendid of all the royal apartments. A full description of this re-

markable building is given on pp. 23 If of this volume, and a good idea of its beauty,

as it now stands revealed by the removal of modern floors and other accretions,

may be gathered from Plate VII, One singularl}’' charming feature of the hall

is a marble and inlaid fountain basin in its centre, which, together with the long

open water channels, has been brought to light from beneath a later floor. The ceil-

ing of the hall used to be of copper, and at a still earlier period it was of silver, while

the walls were a marvel of gilt and colour. But the ceiling has long since disappeared,

and little of the mural painting is visible, though more of it may, perhaps, be

found when the modern plaster has been scraped away.

Another building of the same name, that has been under repair this year, is the

earlier and less imposing Rang Mahall at Fatehpur Sikri, in which the Emperor

Jahangir is reputed to have been born. It is of plain red sandstone and consists of a

fair-sized court surrounded by two stories of chambers, which for the most part open

on to the court through colonnades. Much of the structure was, unfortunately, in the

last stages of decay, and, when the heaps of debris, which choked the lower rooms

and court, had been cleared away, the engineers found themselves obliged to face a

great deal more reconstruction than was at first thought necessary.

Of the Lahore Fort there is not much to chronicle, since many of its most im-

portant buildings have still to be evacuated by the military. It may be mentioned^

however, that the garden of Shah Jahan’s Sleeping Hall has now been laid out on its

old formal plan, and that, in the Dlwan-i-‘Am, the brackets under the throne have

been repaired, while tlie modern extensions around the building and the modern

piers and whitewash within have been removed.

While much has thus been done for the preservation of their palaces, the

tombs of the Mughal Emperors have not been neglected. At the Taj Mahall at Agra,

an unforeseen misfortune happened during the monsoon in the subsidence of the

pavilion immediately south of the Jawab, followed by the cracking of one of the capitals

which supported its dome. Fortunately, the mischief was detected at once by Mr.

Verrieres, the lixecutive Engineer, and steps were promptly taken by him to truss

up the dome and repair the damaged masonry. At the same tomb another colonnade

has been added to those already rebuilt in the forecourt, and the appearance of the

o-arden has been further improved by the removal of the ugly seats of English pattern,

which used to disfigure the central platform, and by the substitution in their place

of marble benches of a simple and chaste Mughal design. At the tomb of Akbar,

at Sikandarah, good headway has been made in the repair of the stone and marble

facino- of the East Gate, and some necessary structural repairs have been carried

out at the South Gate and in the neighbouring Kafich Mahall. A new approach road,

c
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too, has been provided for the dak bungalow in the garden of the Tomb by cutting

through the south wall of the enclosure and erecting there a small and inconspicuous

oate "of suitable design. The value of this new approach is that it enables us

to dispense with the very undesirable modern carriage road, which passes through

the main entrance to the Tomb, and to restore the spacious platforms on each side of

this entrance gate to their original state.

The mausolea of the Emperor Jahangir at Shahdara and of HumayOn near Delhi

have also come in for their share of attention, a conspicuous improvement in the

former being the restoration of the pierced marble balustrade crowning its western

facade, while in the garden of the latter a number of the ancient w^ater channels have

been relaid in stone. Apropos of Jahangir’s tomb I should like to add a word or

two here to what was said by Mr. Nicholls in last year’s report regarding the original

construction of the roof.

Mr. Nicholls disbelieved the correctness of Muhammad Salih’s account of the

tomb and concluded from the architectural evidence of the building itself that the

opening in the vaulted roof of the central chamber did not form part of the original

construction. 1 have referred to Muhammad Salih’s Shah Jahan Namah and have

no doubt that the description of Jahanglrs’s tomb given therein is very inadequate.

The testimony of Moorcroft, Htigel and Von Orlich, however, is manifestly at one

with Mr. Nicholls’ view.

To these authorities I may now add also that of the Tahglqat-i-Chz^K^, which

informs us that a Mullah in the reign of Bahadur Shah was responsible for making

the hole in the centre of the marble platform (in the middle of the roof), so that the

rain might fall on the tomb below
;
that subsequently th e hole w'as covered in with

wood by Lehna Singh
;
and that the wooden covering was afterwards repaired by

Maharaja Kharak Singh in the time of Ranjit Singh. This additional information

makes our knowledge regarding the opening in the roof practically complete.

To the west of the Indus there are only a few groups of remains in our keeping,

but local conditions, coupled with the peculiar architectural character of the buildings

themselves, make their preservation a matter of singular perplexity. The remains, on
which attention has been focussed this ymar are the well-known Buddhist monasteries

at Takht-i-Bahi and Jamalgarhl, and in both cases the clearance of the debris from
courts and passages has been attended w'ith the best results, the harvest of sculptures

discovered at the former site being rich beyond expectation. It is ivhen the conserva-
tion of the structures unearthed comes to be faced that the difficulties at once pre-
sent themselves

;
for practically nothing is secure against the depredations of the

Pathans on the Frontier, and it is out of the question to treat the remains in the same
way as we should, if they were situated on the near side of the Indus. For this very
reason the employment of wood to replace the old lintels of the same material
at Takht-i-Bahl had been studiously avoided in the previous year, iron o-irders
being let into the stonework instead and concealed from view by a facing of mJsonry
But even these, in spite of their uselessness to the peasants, were torn ruthlessly outM the walls and their fragments thrown into one of the subterranean passages

' I am indebted to Sir Louis
this passage.

Dane, the Lieutenant-Governor of the Panjab, for drawing my attention to
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To prevent such acts of spoliation in these outlying districts the Local Government
is powerless, and it is only an unscaleable wall, erected round the whole site,

that will suffice to protect it. Such a circuit wall appears to have existed in the old

days, and Dr, Spooner is of opinion that by the removal of the debris accumulated
against it and by a certain amount of repair, it can again be converted into an efficient

defence. It is certainly to be hoped that the difficulty may be solved in this way ; for

a wholly modern wall, besides being very costly to erect, could not but be a blemish

on the scene
;
while, on the other hand, it would be unpardonable to neglect any

practicable means of safeguarding these invaluable relics of the Buddhists.

The extended tours which Mr. Cousens has lately been making in the Western

Circle have resulted in bringing many additional monuments on to the list of those

already registered as standing in need of repair, and in making it increasingly evident

that the annual local allotment to Archseology isSinsufficient for the needs of the Presi-

denc)\ The bulk of this allotment is absorbed each year in the upkeep of buildings

which are now in a relatively good state of preservation, and, apart from such small

grants-in-aid as can be spared from Imperial revenues, there is little left for new

enterprises of any sort. Happily, by the end of this year the costly repairs to the

Harem and Palace at Sarkhej and to the Ibrahim Rauza and Gol Gumbaz at

Bijapur will be brought to a finish, or will, at any rate, reach a stage at which they

can conveniently be postponed for a while, and the money which will thus become

available, though b)" no means a considerable surn,MuH at least enable us to attend to

some of the other monuments that have been too long neglected. In the case of

the Gol Gumbaz, it is true, only its south side will have been completed; but this

will suffice to perpetuate to posterity the details of the outer decoration of the

Tomb, which, but for its repair, would soon have vanished entirely. The features

of the other three sides are of a similar character, and, so long as the monument

is structurally safe throughout, their repair can be resumed at any moment that it

may be thought desirable.

Besides these buildings at BijapOr and Sarkhej, the more ancient temples at

Belgaum, the Kalgudi shrine at Degaon, in the same district and the ruins of the

Portuguese settlements at Revadanda have all been under repair. The last mentioned,

it may be remarked, have now been given quite a new lease of life, though at one time

it was thought, locally, that nothing could be done to save them from collapse. More

noteworthy, however, than these undertakings in the Western Circle is the systematic

campaign of repair that has been going on at Khajuraha, where the Imperial Govern-

ment has combined with the Chhatarpur Darbar to overhaul and preserve the whole

(yroup of famous Chandel Temples. Reference has been made to this enterprise in

a previous Report, and a full account of it will be published, when the work is complete.

In the meantime, let it suffice to say that the repairs are being executed as skil-

fully and well as any of their kind that I have seen in India, and that they reflect the

very greatest credit on Mr. Manly, who is supervising them on behalf of the Chhatar-

pur State.

In the Southern Circle, the great group of historic monuments at Vijayanagar

still continues to claim the largest share of our attention, and, in spite of the extreme

unliealthiness of the spot and the consequent difficulty of securing or keeping skilled.
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labour there good and steady progress has been made in their preservation. Chief

among the many items of repair were those executed at the following buildings : the

so-called Underground Passage, which is in reality nothing but a temple of the usual

type erected in a low depression, and which has now been excavated from the debris

that had smothered it
;
one of the Jain Temples on the smooth rock above the village

of Hampi, which was on the verge of collapse and has had to be dismantled and rebuilt
;

the Vifcfchalasvami temple, where new supporting piers have been inserted and other

protective measures taken
;
and the Hazara Ramasvami Temple, Queen’s Bath and

group of Muhammadan edifices, which have undergone a variety of structural repairs.

Elsewhere in the Presidency there have been no operations of any special magnitude,

but the measures taken at several of the old Forts, which 1 specially referred to in a

previous report, deserve passing notice. At the Gurrariikonda Fort in the Cuddapah

District, the long flight of steps leading up the hill has been made good, and a path

has been opened from the bungalow to the well, which has also been put in a sound

condition. At Gingee Fort, the third entrance, which was in danger of collapsing, has

been supported on a new arch, and in the Kalyana Mahall, at the same spot, the old

wooden lintels have been replaced, and sundry other defects removed. In the Sivagahga

Fort, at Tanjore, extensive repairs are being effected to the fractured bastions and

walls, and at the Forts at Krishnagiri, Tellicherry, Saiikaridrug, and Palghat, much

has been done to clear away exuberant vegetation and remedy structural dilapidations.

Yet another fortress, but a more modern one than these, that has been an object of

care during the year, is the well-known Dansborg on the sea front at Tranquebar,

built in the first half of the seventeenth century. In it are many vaulted chambers,

which under the British occupation were built up or subdivided by unsightly walls "into

smaller rooms, and altered thereby beyond recognition. All these later additions have

now been swept away, and the crumbling old brickwork of the original structure has

been protected, as far as possible, against decay.

The ruthless demolition of ancient and historic shrines in Southern India, at the

hands of the Nattukottai Chetties, is a subject which has been alluded to more than once

in these reports. .Short of taking new powers by legislation to interfere in the matter,

the Government has done all it could to put a stop to the evil, but so far its efforts have
borne little fruit, and this year, I am sorryr to record, three more temples have been
consigned to the same fate, namely, the Svarnapurl§vara Temple at Alagapputtur, the
upper portion of which had already been destroyed when it was visited by the Govern-
ment Epigraphist, the Mayuranatha Temple at Mayavaram, and the Mahalihgasvami
shrine at Tiruvidaimarudur.

As to the remaining circles, there is nothing for me to add to the succinct account
which Mr. Taw Sein Ko gives below of the year’s operations in Burma

; and, so
far as Eastern India is concerned, the reductions in the archaeological budget, to which
[ referred in the administrative part of this report, have made it impossible to take
up any fresh estimates of importance, albeit good headway has been made with
several big jobs already in hand, notably with the clearance of the debris from the
Black Pagoda at Koparak, with the erection of monuments on the battlefield of
Plassey, with the repair of theDargah of Khan Jahan ‘All and the Satgumbaz mosque
at Bagerhat, and with the repair of the rainar and mosques at Pandua in the Hughly
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District. All these undertakings, be it said, have found mention in earlier reports and

call for no comment at present, though a fuller account of some of them will appear,

as the estimates are brought to completion.

J. H. IM.arsmall.



THE AKBARI MAHALL IN AGRA FORT.
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H idden away in an obscure corner of Agra Fort, and shrouded in the guise of a

military prison, the Palace of Akbar has passed almost unheeded for the last

forty years. It has now been evacuated and handed over lo the care of Government.
But the changes, which had been effected from time to time, were drastic

;
and

when the disguise came to be stripped off, wounds, which it will be impossible to heal,

were laid bare
;
for on every band were found mutilations and scars necessitated by

the additions and alterations made to adapt the building to its modern requirements.
Yet very much of the Palace had vanished before the advent of the British, and
the greater part of the blame must be laid at the doors of the Mughals themselves.
However, the removal of a deposit of debris, averaging three feet in depth, all over
the site, disclosed the ruins of an unsuspected courtyard with suites of apartments
surrounding it, in addition to the range of chambers which still crown the river face
of the fort wall between the Bengali Bastion and the Jahangiri Mahall. Besides these
chambers and the ruined court, there is a haoli of elaborate plan, connected wdth the
Palace by two stairways.

The particular interest of this group of buildings lies, not so much in its archi-
tectural qualities or in its historical associations, as in the fact that it represents, with
but little doubt, the oldest buildings within the Fort (excepting only the Saiim-garh),
and I hope to prove that they are contemporary with the walls of the Fort themselves!
If this indeed be so, the fact that they are now being rescued from oblivion will bJ
doubly welcome

;
since they supply most valuable links in the chronological sequence

of the Mughal buildings now extant in Agra Fort.

It will be interesting to examine the circumstantial evidence bearina on the dates
of these two buddings. If we consider the position chosen for the well, it is at onceObvious that the hmh was placed with special relation to the Fort walls, in such a nosi-h„„ that .. could oraw on the outer air (or ventilation through ttvo trails at right anniesThe quest,one vent.lal.on tvas a very important one in this ease- for "t „,„s°tbe

^reirVi cool ritreat in the heal

j
*

.

"c IS c ear
j oemonstrated by its intimate connections tvith the Palaceand its spaetouB subterranean chambers. The main approach, dot™ a ,-idc flight rfeps ,n ,he Ih.chncss of the outer vail, is oleatl, part „t the original design of th^For!
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and an examination of the air-shafts lends no colour to the supposition that they

are a later insertion. If we may assume, therefore, that the well is not a subsequent

addition, it is equally clear that it cannot have been sunk previous to the erection of

the outer walls
;
for they retain all the filling with which the ground within is made

up to the required level, and through which the well is sunk.

It may be safely presumed, therefore, that the well is of the same period as the

outer walls. That these are the work of Akbar we have historical evidence in plenty.^

General Cunningham” presumes that the great brioli sunk by Babar, in 1526, in

the empty space “ between Ibrahim^s Palace and the ramparts is to be identified

with the well we are considering. This is an extraordinary error, for, in his JMemoirs^,

Babar describes this well minutely, and his description agrees in no particular with the

bdolim the Fort. Moreover, he gives its dimensions as 10 gaz'^ by 10 gaz—not 20

gaz in diameter, as quoted by Cunningham—,
so that the well in question appears to

have been square on plan and not circular like the present one, which measures

seventeen and a half feet in diameter.

Presuming then that the walls and the bdolt are co-eval, a date for the Palace has

still to be found. At the south-east angle of the fortress lies the Bengali Bastion, a bold-

ly projecting polygon, evidently part of the original design of the Fort and one of the

^‘twenty high turrets’’ mentioned in the Sawanih-i-Akbarl. At the general ground level

is a fine vaulted chamber, evidently one of the Palace apartments
;
the three windows

which pierce its walls form part of a range of openings along the river fajade, alike

in size and design, while the decorative bands and strings on the Palace elevation,

encircle the tower also. This clearly indicates that the Palace and the bastion are

component parts of a whole.

The river fajade of the Mahall rises unbroken in regular courses from the foot

of the great wall, of which Abul Fazl said that the fire-red stones thereof were “so

closely joined that a hair cannot find its way into the joints.”^ Elsewhere we read that

“for much precaution the stones had been linked together by iron rings’”^, so, if any

insertion of later work had taken place, it would not have been difficult to locate it.

Consider, for instance, the obvious lines of junction of the Jahangir! Mahall with the

outer walls of the Fort into which it is so manifestly a later introduction (plate I).

Massive and stern at the base, the severity of the design is gradually relaxed

as the walls ascend
;
string-courses are introduced, then a frieze with medalions be-

tween the brackets of a spacious balcony, and the whole merges naturally into the

two-storied fajade of the Palace, crowning the eastern wall of the Fort. This even

welding clearly proves that the Palace and the walls, and consequently the bdolt^ are

contemporary, the two latter growing up together, while the Palace followed imme-

diately in natural sequence. The style of the buildings is quite in accord with this

conclusion.

^ Meuwirs of the Emperor JahangueiVf translated by Price, 1S29, Oriental Translation Committee, pp. 19

^nd 23.

= A,S. /., Vol. IV, p. XIl.

^ Baber s MemoirSi translated by Leyden and Erskine.

* According to the translators of the above-quoted work, the^«5 of the period was equal to two feet.

6 Akbar Ndmah. Abul Fazl (Bib. Ind.}, Vol. II, p. 247.

6 Maathirn-l-Umard (Bib. Ind.), Calcutta, 1891, Vol. Ill, p, 63.
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Having weighed the circumstantial evidence at onr dispo.sal, it would be pleasing

to find confirmation of our deductions in contemporary history. Unhappily, on this

suhject the chroniclers are dumb. Perhaps this is hardly to be wondered at, for we

are told* that Akbar built five hundred edifices of hewn stone within the Fort, and of

this great number, the more important would naturally occupy a central position,

while the Mahall, though facing the river, is situated in an unconspicuous corner.

Moreover, from its general planning it appears to have been part of the seraglio, and of

this quarter of the Mughal palace contemporary descriptions are naturally of the

vaguest. De Laet, however, who wrote, in the year 1628, makes what is probably a

reference to it in the following words;
—

“ In addition, there is a fifth set of women’s

apartments in which foreign women are brought up for the pleasure of the King; this

is called the Bengaly Mahal. The Emperor referred to is probably Jahangir,

and, by inference from the context, the Mahall was the southernmost palace in

the Fort.

Again it is passed over by modern writers with but one or two casual references,

and these mainly due to the haoli within its courts. This also is not extraordinar}^ when
we bear in mind that, since its occupation by the Military, first as a Sergeant’s quar-

ters and latterly as a prison, access within its walls would be difficult. So envel-

oped did it become in an obscurity, bred of modern additions 'without and whitewash
within, that even a privileged person like Dr. Fiihrer passes over the Palace without
notice in his “ Monumental Antiquities and Inscriptions”, while Keene in the “ Hand-
book to Agra” refers to the prison buildings as calling for no particular remark.®

But, from an account* of the Fort at the time of the Mutin}^ we glean some inter-

esting information and, incidently, confirmation of the supposition that theMahall was
part of the Zenana. “ The one at the southern extremity of the Fort is known as the
‘ Tower ol Bengal ’ from its facing towards that region

;
the designation of the north-

ern tower I forget. Between these two towers but at a lower level are the series of
buildings which constitute the Palace. It would be more correct to say ‘were ’ for
many of the buildings have disappeared, among them the Zenan^i of the Emperor
A vbar which, when it existed, was known by the fanciful appellation of ' The Palace
of the Fish.’ It was situated immediately below the ‘ Tower of Bengal’ Some broken
arches, a few ruined walls and a well of vast dimensions alone remain to indicate
I S site. In cafiing tt the ‘ Palace of the Fish ’ the author appears to have confusedZenana with the court known as the Machhi Bhawan, to which he referselsewhere a-; the Gwalior Square.

" reters

.

Plates II mi III ilU.strate tile Imtiia pl.n and section, and it will be noticed that
It ,s .„ s„ stages, each with its encircling gallerg. sare the lowest, which is reached byfour flights of steps, descending into the water seventv thyp^ 4 ^ ^

^

.....U-ann r.-.nstatc;T^;„et.
Tl.c rof^raphy ofihe Mogul EmpWe.ho de Uu trtn. L n, .. uIn .1 retv edition of this book, however, the PalL Calcutta. tSji. p. 31.

^wv mnccuracjes in his description of these buildings
writer is responsible for
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throughout, the baoli if; of the severest design and, but for narrow balconies to the

first and second floors and an occasional niche, is unrelieved by any ornament. The

well is now the haunt of bats, which may be seen in their thousands clinging to the

roof, and the chambers are far from suggesting the seductive resort which they must

once have been when frequented by the Emperor and his ladies. They evidently

served as cool places of retreat in the hot v;eather, and in consequence are

elaborately ventilated by numerous air-shafts piercing the massive outer walls of the

Fort.

There appear to have been two means of access to these chambers. One, a

broad and gentle staircase in the thickness of the wall, descended from a pillared hall

in the middle of the southern side of the Great Court, which lay before the Palace

;

the other a narrow winding staircase on the river side, built within the heart of

the screen wall. A continuation of these steps led to the upper floors of the Zenana.

The stairway shown to the west on the first floor plan and again on the ground floor

plan of the Palace is evidently a later addition
;

it is possibly contemporary with the

brick shaft which lies a short distance to the south-west, and which is connected with

the main well by small chambers and passage ways, to which this staircase properly

conducts, Keene, who, although he ignores the Palace, deals at some length with the

baoli, seems to think that there was yet another approach through a subterranean

passage, connecting the well with the Khass Haveli. “The object of this ”, he says,

“ doubtless was that, in the heat of summer, the Emperor and his chosen companions

might have the means of changing air and scene without exposure to the hot winds that

raged without. Arrived at the they could seat them-

selves on cushions in the chambers that surround the waters of the well and idle away

the sultry hours in the manner so fondly dwelt on by Persian Poets.”^

This passage—if it ever existed—is now carefully blocked up. There is no

obvious exit from the well galleries, the plan being quite symmetrical on these floors
;

nor, starting from the other end and tracing the labyrinth of dust-laden passages and

sombre chambers, to which access is obtained from underneath the Khass Mahall,

could 1 find one that did not appear to reach its logical end. However, a plan made

by the Military Works Department,— apparently many years ago, but it bears no date -

shows the main passage slightly broken at its end, which is just beyond the southern

tower of the Jahangiri Mahall. Throughout its length this passage, which has every

appearance of being co-eval with the Palace above it, is amply lighted and ventilated
;

but at this particular point, it breaks out into a chamber nine feet square, in which

are no less than eleven air-shafts. The collection of so many ventilators at one point

seems to indicate that this is the natural terminus of the passage, where the impure

air would tend to collect, and which would require an adequate provision of

outlets. Moreover, this particular chamber lies just within the extreme limits ol

the Red Palace, as indicated by the obvious junction of original with inserted work in

the outer wall. It is evident that, if this passage proceeded further, it must have been

cut through from the later buildings beneath the foundations of Akbar’s Palace. No

indications of this, however, were disclosed in the course of excavation, and the

absence of ventilating shafts in the outer wall is noteworthy.

io Agra. Kecne, Thacker, Spink &: Co., Calcutta, 6th Edition, p. i8.

D
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In a local directory it is stated that during the Mutiny 5^^ persons, mostly

women and children, lived down in a large well in the portion of the Fort which was

Akbar’s Palace.” ^ This statement, however, is refuted by an officer who was in the

Fort during the Mutinj', and who recollected the well being opened up soon after.

The air was so bad that two dogs, which were sent down, were suffocated. Moreover,

there are no painted numbers nor other signs of occupation, such as we find in the court

of the Amar Singh Gate, in which many refugees were quartered during the Mutiny.

Somewhere about 1870 a watch, bearing the date 1614 and the maker’s name,

‘ Steir’, was found in the well. Mr. Keene, some time President of the Archaeological

Society of Agra—an institution which seems to have soon come to a most untimely

end— suggests that the iratch may have been one of the presents sent by James I to

lahanglr by Sir Tbomas Roe’s embas.sy in 1615. He points out" that pocket wmtches

had been in use for about hundred years before that date, but that those of a

circular shape, such as the one found, were arecent invention of the end of the i6th

d-ntury.

Cle.ired of ti’.c debris, the plan of the Zenana, with many details of its arrangement,

stands revealed, and with the aid of the eastern side, which is in better preservation,

it i.s possible to hazard a reconstruction of this Palace of the King’s Wives (plate I).

Ranged round the sides of a large paved court, some 140 feet square, rose double-

storied buildings of red sandstone. On the north and south the apartments were of

bui little depth, but- on the east they were considerably broader, so that full advantage
might be taken of the river and its cool breezes. In the centre of this side lay the
great hall (plate IV/zJ, flanked at each end. and towards the river by narrow cham-
bers. The latter were two storied, but the great hall itself rose to the full height of
tlie facade. To north and south of this block, there were open courts enclosed by
high screen walls

;
those on the east being part of the river frontage and two stories

high, while those on the west were continuations of the courtyard fapade. These
screen walls were of considerable thickness and contained narrow staircases leading to
the upper floors of two other groups of double-storied chambers, which bounded this
side of the Palace towards the north and soutii. Round each of these open courts
and along the fapade towards the great courtyard, ran a wide balcony givino-
access to the rooms through various doorways (Plate lY/?). In the south-rvesl
corner of the central block, a staircase ascended to this balcony and there were
Other stairs leading to the roof.

To ,h= . 0,1 ol tfe souther,, eour, is the Ucli, and approximately correspondin.
o on the north side ot the square .s an oblong court. Adjacent to both o( thesethere appear to have been starnvays, and it seems very likely, from the fragmentarvdata avadable, that the remaining three sides of the central court were adorned rvithlapades Uvo star es high, marked by balconies and crowned by a/— with ha ,1meats above of the familiar type of the period. To the west Lid hTve e.„ t

doL:; i: purfL'irL is'7"'‘“”? r
^-

it appears not to have been in the centra

_ .Ipra QunrUrly D,„ctory.
^ — —
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Having in imagination reconstructed this court of the Harem and having seen

it designed mih that dignity of conception so noticeable in the works of the earlier

Mughal emperors, it is sad to glance round us and note the iconoclastic ravages of

time and the hand of the destroyer. The fate dealt out by Akbar to the early Lodi

fortress has indeed recoiled upon his own handiw'ork.

Save for a few broken foundations, .the west side has been entirely swept

away. To the north the boundary of the court has nearly vanished
;

but, as a

compensation and owing to the protection of a high mound of earth beneath which

it was buried, and on which, in modern times, four mortars were mounted for

the defence of the Fort, a length of high brick wall runs almost from end to end of

the court. It is the northern limit of the Palace, and in front of it are the shells

Fig. T

.

of one or two chambers. On the south side of the court a few fragments of nails are

left, and the preservation m situ of some detached details, such as mouldings and one

or two bases, lends additional interest. A square paved hall, of four columns and

twelve pilasters, occupied the centre, while to the west of this appears to have been a

dais paved with white and red stone. A little beyond is the opening to the well

staircase. This is a modern entrance built under a wide ramp leading to the walls

above and dating from 1813. The ramp is superimposed on the old Mughal wails

and an accumulation of earth about 2' 6" deep. When the court was cleared down

to its original level, it became necessary to underpin the ramp, and, m the course of

the work,"much of the old plan, now concealed beneath this modern causeway, was

temporarily disclosed.
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To the east a considerable portion of the Zenana remains in a very fair condition

;

indeed, were the exterior so well preserved as is the interior, there would be but little

-cause of complaint, all the circumstances being considered. But a glance at Fig. i

will show the shattered state of the facade. A ruthless bombardment by small

ordnance—presumably target practice by the Mahrattas or, as some say, by Lord

Lake’s men after their occupation of the Fort in 1803—, and a heedless cutting of the

shattered walls to receive the roof beams and partitions of the modern enlargements,

coupled with natural decay, have reduced this once imposing fa9ade to a tottering

veneer of broken stones. Promiscuous patching with rough brickwork has alone kept

certain portions from collapse, and the work of conservation will be one of excep-

tional difBculiy.

A casual glance at the building as it now stands—although freed of its accretions

and coats of whitewash, will give but little idea of the original ensemble. Raised on a

moulded platform some two feet above the level of the Great Court, the fire-red

facade uprose in two spacious stories, the full width of the square. A group cf three

doorways, separated by piers with capitals and bases of simple design, marked the

centre of the elevation. Flanking this was a long stretch of wall, sparsely ornamented

by a few niches. At the far end there would have been doorways giving on to the

Muall courts. A balcony, supported on boldly-projecting brackets, defined the junc-

tion of the sloriee, and on to this opened three windows from the great hall, widely

spaced in alternate bays
;

also others from the lateral chambers. Further on. to

right and left, must have been openings through the screen walls of the courts to

admit to the encircling balconies within, from which the other apartments and stairs

leading to the ground floor could be reached.

The most elaborate and, at the same time, the most distinctive feature of the

general design, was a line of cusped niches, set in shallow panels between the win-

dows. They appear to have varied considerably in width and depth, though the styles

of the panels align with the upright members of the elevation below. The effect

must have been somewhat similar to that oF the main court of the Jahangirl Maliall,

AboA^e this profusion of perpendicular features the bold horizontal line of the chajja

anorded the necessary check to the upward progress of the’ eye, and threw a broad

band of shadow from end to end of the elevation. A comparatively light parapet

with solid battlements of Kangra pattern, crowned the elevation. There is no data

to show that there were kiosks at the angles, though there are parallel examples in the

contemporary buildings at Fathpur Sikri and Allahabad. But the continuation of the
flanking walls in the same plain as the rest of the elevation is an argument against
this supposition, for the identities of the central block and the adjacent courts would
have merged in the common fa9ade, and the kiosks would therefore have marked an
angle which had no exterior indication.

The eastern fayade of the Palace, once mirrored in the waters of the Jamria at
the foot of the wall, is not so successful a design (Plate V, a). The great stretches
of wall are broken by a few windows arranged at different levels; the upper ones
reached from the galleries of the small courts Avith bracketed balconies in front, while
the others opened onto a wnde balustraded balcony which swept from end to end of
the facade and returned round the bastion. In somewhat later times this balcony Avas
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-carried round the flanking towers of tlie Jalianglrl IMahall and across the interven-

ing fafade. The general design of this river elevation is redeemed from being

• common-place by its central feature, whichj when complete, must have been very

pleasing in effect.

Opening on to the balcony was a triple arcade which, with a balcony and chnjja,

was repeated above in the upper storey. The crowning cornice of the elevation is

also raised at this point with the effect of further emphasising this happy feature-

The central bays of the arcades were open down to the floor, but those to right

and left were provided with seats and were probably closed in with pierced

screens.

The designer of these facades* has fully realised the advantage of concentrat-

ing the features of a design and has gone out of his way to do so in both the main

elevations of this Palace. The general tendency of Mughal design in secular build-

ings is, however, to distribute details evenly, and attention is sometimes drawn to the

ends of a buildings by decoratite features purposely introduced.

Passing from the courtvard into the Palace, the excellent state of preserration of

the interior is a welcom' consolation for the stricken facade. Tlie Great Hail, two

stories in height and singularlv dignified in proportion, is divided into five bays by

massive double stone beams supported on boldly projecting brackets (plate a).

On either side the walls are pierred by three openings, grouped in the middle bays, and

above are three vlndow- s' t in tne alternate bays. Those in the centre were former-

ly dignified by the addhion of balconies, as were also the single lights at each end

of the hall. The windo-\s in the three interior walls opened onto the upper floor.s

of the surrounding chambeis, which appear to have been open to the sky. For the

decoration of the apartments there are niches, some cusped and some with rosettes

in the spandrils, and usually arranged in groups of three. Over the doors, the lintels

are carved with rosettes and pendents of Hindu type.

There is little to notice in the adjoining rooms save, perhaps, the absence of

doors giving on to the south court. From the plan it v ill be seen that there are two

modern openings, and at first sight-indeed, without a very careful e.vamination

-

these appear to have replaced original exits. The jambs are, however, entirely of

modern brickwork, and a thorough scrutiny of the available data yielded convincing

proof that no doors had ever existed there. An obviously original stone projects too far

to allow the door to have been centrally placed in the bay externally or to have come

under the open niche above, which was twisted in its passage through the wall so a.s

to brintr it into the middle of the bay. The turn of a moulding within the room indi-

• cates that the next member, had it been complete and /« s//«, would have been a

niche corresponding to that in the central bay, and not a doorjamb. Moreover, the

construction of the wall in these two bays does not agree with that of the opposite

side of the room, uhich is furnished with doorways.

The plan will show the disposition of the rooms to the south of the main block, of

which the massive Bengali bastion is the most striking feature. Externally, it is a

polygon of eleven sides; internally, a Maltese cross, «ith reentrant angles, is tlie

I Oasim KRjn Mw Balir uas the architect of the Fort. Sv: Maaf!iiru4-Vmar!i. Bib. Ind. Calcutta, 1831,

'Vol. lU. p- t'S-
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dominant note of its plan. The four arms are roofed by semi-domes on true penden-

tives mth flat ribs, which meet at a carved rosette of white stone. The main roof is

also domed, with pendentives and i6 flat ribs. A large circular column has been built

to strengthen the dome to carry ordnance on the root above, and this has quite marred

the happy effect of the chamber. Here alone throughout the Palace has marble been

introduced
;
but sparingly and of a very coarse quality.

North of the main hall and contingent with it, was a long narrow chamber which,

with its vis-a-7)ts on the other side of the court, has unfortunately disappeared. The

foundations, however, are clearly visible. Northward, again, is a group of buildings

shown on the plan as belonging to tlie second period, to which the Jahangiri Mahall

may be assigned. There is no definite line of demarcation betweent the two periods, but

the assumption that these rooms belong to a later period than Akbar’s Palace is chiefly

based on the following data. An inspection nf the outer w’all of the Fort reveals

substantial evidence that the east facade of the jahangiri Mahall is an insertion.

Above a certain point the wall is of a different construction and is treated all over the

facade with a painted design, which, concealing the real joints of the stones, purports

to be ashlar of small stone with wide white joints. This in itself is by no means conclu-

sive evidence
;
but for that we look to the two extremities of the fa9ade. Here—but

especiallv towards the south—decided rents in the wall from top to toe are clearl}*' to

be seen (PlateVI, a). To one side is the pei feet masonry of the substructure of Akbaris

Palace, with regular courses and even joints
;
to the other side, an irregular imposition

of one stone above another, with no regard to uniform courses. Tiue it is that some

of the mouldings of the older fajade are carried round the biirj and along the front

of the Red Palace, but they differ slightly in detail, they are elaborated by ihe inser-

tion of marble, and, in more than one case, they da not align with the original to which

they are evidently an addition and not a continuation. The junction of these two

periods occurs on the outer wall at the point indicated on the plan, and I have assumed

all to the north and west of this point to be of the later period. A reference to the

subterranean chamber at this point has already been made. It clearly belongs to the

Jahangiri Mahall, and, on the plan, may be seen a long passage in the thickness of

the wall which ma}" possibly have led down to this room. At present it debonches,

in an unsatisfactory manner, into a small chamber immediately below the floor of the

square room, from which the only other exit is a hole cut through into a sunk passage

to be considered later. The narrow ante-room on the north is certainly part of the

Jahangiri Mahall and appears to have had its jawdb on the other side of a big court

on the east of {.hat Palace. This was evidently swept away by Shah Jahan's addi-

tions, and it appears to have been replaced by an arcade with arched and cusped
openings. A consideration of these data will, I hope, justify my hypothesis.

To the v;est of this block of buildings, the most noticeable feature of the plan

is a long narrow court with a range of latrine chambers along the whole of its south
side (Plate V, b)* The northern boundary of this enclosure Is formed by the southern

wall of the Red Palace, which is pierced by three doorways giving access to this court

and to a smaller one lying between it and the chambers on the outer wall of the Fort.

One of the latter is an ante-chamber affording the only other access to the court. It

is well to emphasise this point, as it clearly demonstrates the fact that this court and
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its surroundings are part of the Jahangirl Mahall and not of Akbar’s Palace with which

they were not connected.

The dividing line between the two palaces seems to be the long sunk passage to

the south of the court, and this is borne out by a slight dissimilarity in the structure

of the two high brick walls which enclose it. This passage, in the floor of which was

at one time a drain, commences under the square room noticed before and, passing

through one or two underground chambers, runs a straight course from east to west,

open to the sky, until it approaches the west end of the court, where it appears to have

been roofed over. Thence it leads into a stone-lined drain, about which,

travelling south-west, finds its exit above the moat near the Amar Singh Gate. Its

course is shown on the plan in dotted lines.

From the floor of the passage are doorways giving access to various small base-

ment chambers below tho:e shown on the plan, and obviously for the use of sweepers.

At various points along the passage are watershoots, carefully placed so that their

supply channels were carried on the partition walls of some of these rooms, which

w'ere tvidened for that purpose. These discharged rainwater which they had brought

from the southern enclosures of the Jahangiri Mahall by means of open channels,

which, traversing the narrov/ couit, tapped its surface water also.

The rooms on the souLli side of the court, built partly of brick and partly of very

coarse rubble, were pla..ter coated and decorated with incised and coloured friezes.

The ends of the court were divided into three bays, from one of which, at the east

end, a doorway leads into a small open square with arcaded recesses on three sides.

At the west end, and from the corresponding bay. an ingeniously contrived passage

passes into the Jahangiri Mahall, while, from the centre, a staircase ascends to the

remains of a balcony. An amrie bracket of this balcony is still in situ, so we may

presume that it returned along the south side of the court. The deduction that there

was a second storey is very plausible as, in one or two places, fragments of the wall

rise above the general level, and there are traces of another stairway at the far end.

From the floor of the baFony a short flight of steps leads up to the gallery round the

south-west of the I’cc' Pabce.
,

• ,

We now pass to a discovery of considerable interest and one which throws a new

light on the original aspect cl tifls part of Agra Fort.

Adiacent to the h'uj, to which reference has ]ust been made, are two or three

bavs of a wall faced with sandstone and marble. For many years these have been

concealed behind some sheds which butted on to them. Excavation along the Ime

sue<rested revealed the foundations -more or less complete-of a massive uafl SMth a

Mtewav and tower. A comparison of the main dimensions showed that this was

flmost ^identical with the fa5ade of the Jahangiri Mahall with which it aligns (Plate

VI b) The foundations towards the south were hard to find, as they lay at some

denth below the mound and had been considerably disturbed, one would almost think

by some seismic Action. The resemblance is not confined to a genera agreement

£ A' the details of decoration are the same also. The \\ all spaces are

LdedTnio the sam= o( bays, and thny ate embellished mith the same decora-

tion that is to be found on the neighbouring fajade. The marble is, however, of a

coarser quality, and much of the carving has been omitted. There is no doubt that it
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\ras the intention of the architect to reproduce the adjoining elevation and to shut off"

the two Zenanas behind a continuous fajade, 430 feet in length, broken at even distances-

by three towers and two lofty gateways. The effect of this magnificent frontage,

decorated with marble and coloured tile work, must have had an imposing effect on

the stranger, who, climbing up from the Amar Singh Gate, was confronted by this-

fine structure, flanking his approach to the great courtyard of the Diwan-i-’Amm.

This fa9ade, however, is not contemporary with the Jahangirl Mahall, but was

added after that building had attained completion. This would necessarily be some

years later, for the screen wall was subsequent to the latrine court, the west upper

arch of which butts against the v/all of the burj while the steps it carries lead on to the

surrounding balcony. All the faces of the were highly carved and inlaid with

marble showing that it was intended, in the original conception, to stand free on every

side except the north-east, where it is attached to the Palace. The corresponding tower

at the north end of the Mahall has several panels uncarved and spaces wanting their

marble inlay, adjacent to the return walls which were afterwards demolished by Shah

Jahan. Although the fragments of the screen wall are only one storey high, it cannot

be doubted that it was originally the full height of its neighbour
;

for a careful exa-

mination of the bitrj showed traces of the junction, and moreover a back wall of a

room on the first floor behind the screen is still standing.

Imposing as it must have been, this magnificent fa9ade did not meet with the

respect due to it : for, at some subsequent period, but before entire ruin had

overwhelmed it, double courts, surrounded by a multiplicity of small rooms, were

built in front of and against its carved surface. Of coarse brick and mortar

only, there is little left by the aid of which an approximate date can be assigned

to these courts. However, buried under a ramp leading on to the Amar Singh

Gate, was the back wall of one of the chambers, and such details as do exist

seem to indicate the early part of the 1 Sth century as the probable date. On the site •

of the noithern of these two courts stood the Warder’s Lodge, originally built as

a magazine in rSi2. The work of demolishing this was considerably delayed by

the intense hardness of the mortar used for binding the bricks together. This was,

indeed, considerably harder than the very hard cement used by Akbar, which has often

been a cause of difficulty where demolition has been necessary. It should be noticed

that these courts are not arranged symmetrically with any other feature, but their

position seems to have been governed by the line of the Amar Singh Gate.

Before leaving this subject, it may be well to recapitulate the various periods of
'

the buildings and ruins we have considered. Starting with the Fort Wall and presum-
ing the correctness of our hypotheses with regard to the dates of the Well and of the -

Zenana, with its great court and surrounding buildings, we have this group representino-

the First Period, dating from about 1564. The Jahangiri Mahall follows, .forming the
Second Period, and this we may assign to the latter part of Akbar’s reign or to the early
part of that of his successor

;
but I venture to think that the former is more likely to

be correct, for reasons which will be stated later. The long narrow court between
the two Zenanas was probably co-temporary with the Jahangiri Mahall or possibly a
little later. Next followed the fa9ade, linking up this Palace to the Fort W'all on the -

south, and this may be called the Third Period. Last come the two courts to which .
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reference has just been made, and these also seem to call for a division to tliemselves

and constitute the Fourth Period.

With the exception of the Jahangiri Mahall, so very little of all this nou' remains,

that one feels that fate has not dealt altogether fairly with this comer of the fortress.

Why has she visited her wrath here in a whirl of destruction, that has razed to the

ground the works of three distinct periods, and wdiich has left nothing to mark their

site, save a remnant of broken foundations ? It is well known, indeed, that each

successive ruler of Agra tore down the proud palaces of the last King to clear a

site or to obtain ready materials for his ov/n erections. In this case, however,

competition for the site does not supply the reason
;
for it will be noticed that none

of the various buildings described shows any sign of having supplanted a previous

tenant of the ground, though in one or two instances they appear to have been

built on to their neighbours. But it is true that almost every sendceable stone has

vanished
;
many carved stones there are indeed, but only a tithe of what there

must once have been. No historical evidence comes to our aid in solving the

problem
;
conjecture is vain. One thing seems very certain—that the greater part

of this destruction occured before the advent of the British, A plan of the Fort,

which dates from about 1812, and another which may be still earlier, shovs nothing

of the Akbarl Maball save a few walls of the river chambers. The magazine w^as

built in 1812, and it seems reasonable to suppose that its site was chosen because

there were no buildings immediately adjacent. Moreover, this building from^ its

position would have considerably hampered the target practice that at some time

was conducted against the fagade of the Mahall The screen wall and the buildings to

the west could not then have existed, as they would also have been m the line of

fire The only possibility of obtaining a suitable range for the small cannon w hicn

carried out this wilful bombardment with solid balls (some of which have been found)

was to utilise the full width of the Fort at this point. This necessarily presumes a

space clear of all impediments.
u a f

The faeade was ill-calculated to withstand tins ruthless bombardment. Tlie

thin veneer of facing stone shattered in pieces, a corner fell, and the disfigurement

of the xMahall was completed when it was adapted to utilitarian purposes, first as a

Prnvnst-Sero'eant^s quarters and then as a prison.

But the'time has not yet arrived when we must write "finis” to the h.story

of the Palace; for its conservation w-ill be undertaken in trme to preserve much

Lt is interesting. The measures proposed for its repair are strictly those of con-

a in the case of the fa9ade the task will be by no means an easy one.

mrern^val of some decayed beams and the replacing of broken brackets will add

?^: co:rc "yb: -riedanhsp,ee<l-,l.J9e,-whe,en .nd it it proposed

J. ne CUUl \ I
. — , in nrrrirrl wltn

,0 layout >l'«
P»‘l'a and grass plots in accord rvith the

itSn”«ra of any treasnre trove cl particplar interest,

thouJh the lorvet stratum of the spoil earth r,.. Ml ot btokeh glass and pottery.

or the glass mod, is iridescent, but the only d.scovenes approaching a complete
Of the glass,

^ nhina is verv frasmentarv, but not

state were a tew phials for perfume. The china is very fragmentary,
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devoid of interest; a vast diver.dty of pattern and manufacture is noticeable, many

animals appear in the designs, and much of it has Chinese characters on it.

• Presuming that this china-ware dates from either the reign of Akbar or of

Jahangir, the following story, related by Terry, ^ chaplain to Sir Thomas Roe on

his embassy to the great Mughal, is not without interest, as indicating the value

set upon the ware of that far distant country. Jahangir had commissioned one

of his officers— a man of some rank—to keep a certain cup safe. Unhappily the

vessel got broken, so the Emperor caused his servant “ to be very much whipt and

then sent him into China (which is a marvellous distance from thence) to buy

another." The same story is related by Hawkins ^ at greater length, and we learn

from him that the " faire china dish” cost ninety rupees. The nobleman, in great

fear at the loss of the dish, sent a trusty servant to China to procure another,

similar, if possible, to the broken one. After the lapse of two years—but before the

- .» lYlpVOi:

Fig. 2.

servant, had returned—the Emperor called to mind the dish. On learning of its

fate, he ordered the offender to be beaten with whips and cudgels until he was left

for dead. He recovered, however, but only to be cast into prison, whence he was
afterwards released and despatched to China in search of a similar dish, which, we
learn, he happily obtained in the end from no less a personage than the King of
Persia.

!
Icrry s A Voyrtj^e fa Fa^t ludta. Reprint from the edition of 1655. J. Wilkie, I?*’?, p. 38S.

• Voyages, The Hakluyt Society. London, 1878, p. 429.
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Perhaps the most interesting choses tronvees were some clay models, some-
what similar to those presented at local shrines in more modern times. Tliose that
were found in the Akbarl Mahall \\ere unearthed in a room to the north of the latrine

court, and as they are apparently children's toys we may perhaps presume that
this room was used as a nursery. The greater number, however, were found in the
ruins west of the Jahangiri Mahall in the excavations of 1905. None of the figurines

were in a perfect state, but the more interesting and the better preserved examples
are shown in Fig. 2.

The elephant seems to have found considerable favour as a toy, for several heads
and trunks were collected fNos. 10 and 14), The torso of a rider (No. 16) with a

water-bottle and weapons strapped on his thighs, is of interest, and so also are the

three heads (Nos. 9, 13 and 15) which are worthy of notice on account of their head-

dresses. No. 12 is a spirited torso of a horse in harness, while No, 8 is a fearsome

animal, which appears to be a dog from the muzzle and collar he is wearing. The
two other dogs (Nos. 2 and 6) are distinctly related to the pariah of to-day, while

the sheep with a fat tail (No, 4), and the buffalo with his tail twisted over his back

(No, 7), strike familiar notes. No. 17 is a hen, and No. 5 apparently an ostrich.

The robe of the lady (No. 11), worn straight at the bach, is noteworthy, and the

camel with his rider (No. 18) would have made an attractive subject but for the

very bad modelling. No. 3, presumably a baby monkey, makes a charming little toy»

reminiscent of the modern Teddy Bear.

Many clay vessels of various shapes and purposes were unearthed, but of metal

objects, a large lock of intricate working, the rusted . blade of a dagger, a bit and

some small cannon balls were all that were found. Incidentally, the smallness of

these cannon balls tends to discredit the suppositipn that the damage done to

the Palace facade by bombardment was ihe work of Lord Lake’s men, for the cannon

used by them must have bc:en of much larger bore.

It -^vas very naturally hoped that the excavations of the Zenana would add

something to the available data for determining the chronological position of tlic

so-called Jahangir! Mahall. it is much to be regretted that nothing conclusive was

forthcoming. However, we may safely deduce that the Mahall was subsequent to

the Zenana, but that its erection did not necessitate the demolition of the greater

part of Akbar’s Zenana, as stated by the writer of a recent guidebook, who, on the

strength of this deduction, utterly discredits the assumption that the Jahangir

Mahall was built by Akbar.*’ ' Far from being mutilated and unsymmetrical

in plan” the only irregularities are those of the original design, and it is noticeable

that the north wall of the Palace, which is practically intact, is not pierced by any

opening which would warrant the assumption that there once were other courts of

the Palace to the north. Moreover, the eastern fa9ade is self-contained. That there

were earlier buildings on the site is highly probable, but there is not sufficient data to

presume that Akbaris Zenana, as wc have it now, is but the southern wing of

a <^reat united Palace for the ladies of the Harem, the central portion of which was

demolished to make room for the Red Palace.

» fo Rc-v\riUcn by E. A. Duncan. Seventh Edition. Thacker, Spink 6: Co., CalcuttA,
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So much has been written on the subject of the Jahangir! Mahall, that

It IS with diffidence that one enters the arena. But there are two facts which,

I believe, have not yet added their weight in the balance of evidence. We have

already noticed that, to the north and south of the end towers of the river facade .of

the Mahall, there are two rents in the wall. A cursory examination on the spot is

amply sufficient to show that the whole of this fa9ade of the Mahall— and there

is no reason to dissociate it from the rest of the Palace—is an insertion, to make

room for which much of the outer wall w'as torn down. The general structure of

the wall is different in quality
;

the lowest string moulding, though similar in

contour, is now inlaid v^rith marble, while the htirjs themselves are also inlaid, carved,

and decorated with encaustic tiles None of these innovations preclude this facade

from being the work of Akbar, for fragments of encaustic tiling are to be seen on

the Delhi Gate of the Fort, while marble is used as inlay both there and in the Bengaly

Bastion. Another fact, which has not received due recognition, though it has been

noticed by Professor Blochmann, is that, if Jahangir is the author of the Palace,

it is strange that nowhere in his Memoires does he make any mention of it. The

Palace which he did build, but which has now almost entirely vanished, he fully

describes^ in detail and with much enthusiasm. It is strange that if the Mahall

is his work, it should have received no notice from his pen.

Akbar began to build his Fort in 1564-, some six years after he had entered

the existing fortress of Badal Garh. We are told ^ that he built upwards of five

hundred edifices of red stone and, if we are to credit this assertion, we may well

believe that he was building up to his death forty-one years later^ as for many years

of this period his main energy would have been devoted to the buildings at Fathpur

Sikri. This would give ample opportunity for the Mahall to he a later insertion

than the majority of the buildings, but still the work of Akbar.

In building himself another Palace, the size of Fathpur Sikri, within seven years

of the commencement of Agra Fort, it is very clear that Akbar had hoped per-

manently to transfer the seat of the Mughal Empire there. It may well be imagined,

therefore, that the work on the Palace at Agra languished somewhat till about 1585,

when, abandoning Fathpur Sikri, Akbar removed his court there. ^ What is more
likely than that, forced to resume Agra as the headquarters of his Government, he

gave orders for work on the imperial palaces there to proceed apace, and amongst
others, for the erection of one near to his own, for his '' little Shaikie the heir-

apparent, and his wives ?

R. Froude Tucker.

» Memoirs of the Brnferorjahangmiry translation by Price, pp. 211— 13.
- AXbar Nania)i (Bib. Ind.) Vol. ii, p, 246 ; and iiunidkhabii-t-ta'itjdyikhf translation by W. H. Lowe

M.A. (Calcutta 1S84), Vol. I, pp. 74—'jj.

*

^ (Translation), VoLti,p. 180.



THE RANG MAHALL IN DELHI PALACE.
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T
he Rang Mahal! {lit. Colour Hall) was the largest of the apartments of the royal

seraglio in the Imperial Palace of Delhi. In Shah JahaiVs time it was known
as the Imtiyaz M a hall (Palace of Distinction) but on a map ' dating from the reign

of Akbar II we find the name changed to Rang Mahall Kalan^ a title which strikes

one as singularly appropriate in view of the traces that remain of its elaborate

painted decoration and the eulogies of those who saw it in its glory.

It is interesting to note that on the same map a building is shown with the name

Rang Mahall Khurd or Small Colour Palace. From the description of this building

given by Sayyid Ahmad Rhan ^ it appears to have been a miniature reproduction of

its neighbour and to have had a garden 63 gas square with an octagonal tank, the

diameter of which was 25 gas and in which 25 fountains played.

Muhammad Salih, a contemporary historian of Shah Jahan’s reign, describes the

Rang Mahall as follows :
“ The Imtiyaz Mahall is the greatest of all the Imperial

Palaces. It is 50 gaz long and 26 wide, and is wonderfully painted and adorned with

gold. In excellence and glory it surpasses the eight-sided throne of heaven, and in

lustre and colour it is far superior to the palaces in the promised paradise.’' ^ The

Rang Mahall, set on the marble terrace which in former time swept from end to end

of the eastern face of the fort, overhung the River Jamna, sluggishly flowing at the

base of the red sandstone walls. Between it and the Diwan-i-'Amm lay an orchard

garden, one of that chain of gardens for which the Palace of Delhi is so remarkable

and which must have added so much to its attraction as a place of residence. A
little to the north lay the Emperor’s private apartments, only separated from the

Mahall by a marble courtyard made pardah by high screens of red sandstone. These

were probably covered with white chunam, but a water-colour painting,^ dating from

before the British occupation, shows the bare red sandstone.

‘'The external appearance of this palace may be thus described/’ says Sayyid

Ahmad. “ A platform having been built, leaving room for the plinth, two very

J No. K3 in the Catalogue of the Delhi Museuvi of Archeology.

2 Sayyid Ahmad Ehan, Atharu-s^Sanadld, Caunpur, 1904. Chap. II, pp. 34-35.

» Muhammad Salih, AmaUi-Salih. MS in Public Library, Lahore, fol.sSs.

^ Op* cit* No. J. I, No. J. 6 is interesting as showing the exterior of the iSIahall at a period soon after the

ritish occupation.
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pleasant underground chambers were constructed beneath, while above was raised a

colonnade of five arches, three bays deep, the length of which was 57 gaz and the

width 26.'^ ^ It will be noticed that the length of the fagade differs in the accounts

of the two historians, Muhammad Salih giving 50 gaz only. The actual measure-

ments of the building are 153' &' by 69 3'', and, taking the gaz to be equal to 2' 8"''^

Sayyid Ahmad is but very little out in his figures, which give the dimensions of the

Mahall as 152' by 69' 4/' The value of the was determined by experiment,

the latter author giving many measurements by which its value could be checked

against existing dimensions.

A little further on Sayyid Ahmad continues his description, ” The front of the

palace was of pure marble and decorated with cusped arches wonderful to behold, and

it v^as adorned with inlaid "work of such a kind that the mind was astonished. On the

four corners of its roof there were kiosks which added to the glory and grandeur of

this edifice, and, near the corners of the building, were four stone kiosks which could

be closed with iaitis in the summer time and turned into Khas” Khana.’’

It is fortunate that the historian has added a drawing of the fa9ade, from

which we are able to learn what these kiosks were like, for no vestige of them now

remains, except their foundations. They were by no means an improvement to the

facade with their pointed roofs and slender shafts. The drawing—more accurate

than the description—shoves but two of these pavilions, at the ends of the main

facade. The accuracy of Sayyid Ahmad’s account may also be doubted on other

points
;
for it appears that there never was any marble above the necking of the piers

and what he mistook for inlay was but painted ornament.

From this illustration we also learn that the arches of the facade were filled in with

an open fardah screen, apparently of marble, the traces of which are still to be seen

;

while the centre opening was further elaborated by the introduction of moulded columns

and a triple arch. Above the screens were small windows filled in with jali^ similar

to that still to be seen on the north and south fa9ades. Altogether, the ' illustration

makes the west front of the Mahall more attractive than it is now under its coat of

dirty plaster, which led both Carr Stephen^ and Keene to describe, it as being

built of grey sandstone.

Although the exterior of the palace must once have been very attractive, yet it was

on the interior of this apartment of the royal princesses that the architects lavished

their attention. Ustad Ahmad and Ustad Hamid, the best of the able
.
Archi-

tects/’ ® were probably the authors of the design, but one likes to think that Shah
Jahan has added the impress of his taste and personality to this building, the

crowning jewel of his seraglio. We are told that this was so in the case of the

Diw^an-i-Khas$, where he gave directions for the inlay work.^

Engrailed arches on twelve-sided piers divide the main apartment into fifteen

bays, 20 feet square. The piers are cased in marble to a height of 1 1 feet, where

op. cif.j p. 35 ^
2 Khas is a Ivind of coarse grass from which tattis are made.

The original slcetch for this illustration is No. J, 23 in the Catalogue quoted above.
Carr Stephen’s Archarolo^sry of Delhi. Calcutta. 1876, p. 237.

® Keene’s Hnndhooh to Delhi. Calcutta, 1906, p. 136.

/
Shah Nawa^ M{idthtvn‘l-U77i{ird, Calcutta, 1891, Vol. II, p. 865,

• Keene’s Jiundbooh io Delhi, Calcutta, 1906, p. 132.
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the arches spring from plaster capitals. Within the carved panels which fill the

sides of the piers and all round the borders may be dimly traced the forms of the

original painted decoration of the familiar conventional flowers. Plate VII shows

these traces more distinctly than they can ordinarily be seen, the colours presumably

being mostly red and yellow, to \vhich the film of the negative is particularly sensitive.

Above the necking of the piers all is now concealed under many coats of w'hite-

wash, but fragments of colour, visible here and there, encourage the hope that beneath

this protective covering some of the original splendour may still remain. The

spandrils—probably of polished eJmnam^ painted and gilt— w’ere encased in a frame-

work of little square mirrors, and traces of glass borders arc to be found round the

doorw^ays and niches as well.

On the subject of the ceiling Sayyid Ahmad may again be quoted. It is said

that the ceiling of this palace was of silver, but in the reign of Farrukh Siyyar it was

taken off to supply a pressing need and was replaced by one of copper. In the reign

of Muhammad Akbar Shah II, this w^as also removed and a w'ooden one put in its

place, v/hich is now^ in a ruined condition.^’ ^ Muhammad Salih, wriiting in the reign

of Sbah Jahan, describes the celling as being “ gilded and ornamented Vith golden

flowers. ^ The present ceiling is entirely modern.

The eastern wall is pierced by five windows overlooking the river and the fiat

country beyond Doubtless from these the favotired ladies of the Zenana could catch

a glimpse of the elephant fights, which took place on the sandy foreshore at the_ foot

of the walls and of which the Emperor was an interested spectator in the adjoining

Muthamman Burj. Four of these windows are now filled in with that rectilinear

tracerv which is so reminiscent of the covers of Chinese boxes.
' .

The original glazing, which has entirely disappeared, was probably of atrocious

colour and sfraiiar to that which still exists in a protected position m the of

L Hammam. The central opening is enclosed within a frame of flamboyant sw rls

bdbL domes and umbrella-shaped finials, the latter being strongly reminiscent of

L crowning features on the domes of the Jami Masjid and Shah Hamadan s Mosque

Ifslagar," while the whole is an unpleasant foretaste of the decadence which set in

tlTanltrrfmtn ball are two small chambers on either side of porticos

openitg Lrth and south. Their walls are girt about with marble, waist high, and above

are recessed niches.
p.ilace was consecrated to military purposes and a

1 . ""f nSer oaSls filled the interior. But it is probable that, to

labyrinth of lath a P ^ owe the preservation of the marble channel

this very a^apta
10^ adornment of the Mahall. Concealed and unsuspected

and
of rough sandstone, they have passed practically unscathed

beneath the
Jg^^oocupation. A careful examination of the floor and the

through 50 years
that the channel was still s/to, trial holes

adjoining court gave rise to tne p

Loc cii^

hoc. ciU limed bnths facing the Diwan-i-Kbas? in Agra Palace,
-

^
facing the unvan-.-iMias:,

’ ofm Arc:.oloslr.al Surrey of InAla fo. igoS-c;. p. .68.
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confirmed the truth of this expectation, and its consummation was a discovery of

considerable interest.

' All Mardan’s canal, tapping the Jamna some six miles above Delhi to obtain the

necessary fall, fed the Palace with many streams of limpid water which filled the

tanks, played tlie fountains and poured like a quick fall of stars ” before the illumi-

nated candle niches. But of all these waterways the most favoured was Nahr-i-

Bihi^t (Stream of Paradise) so called by Shah Jahan himself,^ Falling in a rippling

cascade down the marble chute in the Shah Burj Pavilion and flowing along the

terrace that bordered the Hayat Bakhsh garden, it traversed the chain of stately

edifices that lined the eastern wall of the Palace—Hammam, Diwan-i-Khass,

Khwabgah, silently gliding beneath the Mlzan-i-Insaf, ^ across a sun-bathed court

into the cool of the Rang Mahall. Thence, still southward, it passed through the

little Rang Mahall, Mumtaz Mahall and other buildings of the Imperial Zenana, send-

ing out shoots to feed the many channels and fountains. As Bernier tells us, '' nearly

every chamber has its reservoir of running water at the door, on every side are

gardens, delightful alleys, shady retreats, streams, fountains, grottoes, deep excava-

tions that afford shelter from the sun by day, lofty divans and terraces on which to

sleep cool at night.” ® Elsewhere he 333^5, “ The water of the canal - . , . runs

into the Seraglio, divides and intersects every part and falls into the ditches of the

fortification.” Happily much of this marble waterway still exists, but till lately its

course terminated abruptly at the colonnade just beyond the Scales of Justice Screen.

Rising from its grave to a new lease of life, it now pursues its wa}^ across the fardah

court— In the midst of which a marble bridge spanned the channel—and into the Rang

Mahall beneath a triple arcade which has its jawdb on the far side of the palace

(plate VII, ^7). At that point, unliappil)^, all traces of the channel cease and there is no

hope that any further fragments of this waterway remain, as the ground to the south

is now considerably below the original level.

On entering the Mahall the channel adds further elaboration to its boldly moulded

sides and straight lines of black inlay, in the shape of a flat border, about a foot wide

and carved with a conventional design of singularly soft outline.

In the centre of the Palace is the chef Precious stones, carving, inlay,

coloured marbles, all add their quota to the adornment of this work of art. A triple

border, three feet wide, gently slopes towards the shallow basin in the middle. Each

border is worth)^ of stud}^, and each is well adapted to Its position, with soft outline

and flowing curve. Every design has as its basis the fan-shaped shell, the common
theme being skilfully varied. Inlay of precious stones in the outer, and of lines - of

dark marble in the middle border give the necessary relief to the white marble

(plate YII, b).

Within this trinity of borders is the centre-piece, a full blown lotus of 24 petals.

Its calyx, represented b\^ a fringe of curving leaves, forms a little basin, from which
springs a circlet of flame-like petals embracing a round pedestal. The fountain now

* Muhammad Salih. Op. cH.y ioL 579.
- Scale of Justice.”

’ Bernier, Travels in the Mogul Empire. Constable, 1907, p. 267.
* Ibidem, p. 257.
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lacks its crown, from which once bubbled the scented water but thanks a-min ,oanother of Sayyid Ahmad’s pictures, we know what it was like.
'

Risiim somclieiHitabove he water on a slender stem was a half-blown bud of the ubiquitous lot^usthm almost to transparency. Within it, no silver d'eau rising in a featherv plume

LJth r over, fellVinkling
into the basin below, keeping the face of the water in constant play

The spandrils next the border are inlaid with marble and precious stones, but ihe
design of flowers and leaves is somewhat thin and attenuated. Separating ii,e basin
from- .the channels is a narrow border adorned with a naive little design oF a rose and
four leaves, strongly reminiscent of broderie Anglaise ”

•• Despite the spoliation of Us je’.vels, the broken centre, and the lack of danclno-
waters, this fountain basin is still by far the most charming of those extant in the
Fort, and IS perhaps only surpassed in elegance by the fountain in the Muthamman
Bur) Pavilion at ^ Agra. Even the facile-tongued Sayyid Ahmad is at a loss to find
words befitting its beauty :

‘ It has a tank the beauty of wdiich baffles description.
It IS made of marble and fashioned in such a way that it resembles a full-blown flower.
Its inlay of flowers and foliage in various coloured stones has been so finely executed
that it is beyond the pov/er of any one to describe it. Although the tank is seven
gaz square yet it is of very little depth. It is just like the palm of a hand. The
particular beauty of this basin is that, wdien it is full ot rippling w’ater, the foliage of

the inlay w^ork appears to w^ave to and fro. In its centre is a beautiful flow^erlikc cup
of marble

j
moreover on each curving point and arched cusp, flow’ers and leaves of

coloured stones spring from creeping plants and creeping plants from flowers and
leaves. Within the cup you wfll find a hole through wfflich the w'ater bubbles out from

a hidden channel underneath. The sheet of water falling from the edges of the cup
and the weaving of the plants and flow^ers under the dancing w'ater arc nothing less

than a scene of magic.’* ^ Our other historian is likewise moved to enthusiasm. “ In

the midst of the central hall is a shallow^ tank designed on geometrical principles.

It is decorated wdth points and on each point there is a hole through which the w'ater

of life bubbles out from Ine jets fixed above, enhancing the pleasantness of the

surroundings and the beauty of the building. The mind of man on percemng this

w^onder is amazed. The channels on the four sides, fed from this sunlike fountain,

pour their waters in the form of a cascade into a basin made of one piece of marble,

and on leaving this the ^'/atcr flow's into the main channel running in the midst (of the

garden). The stone of this basin is one of the w^onders of the world and came from

the Makrana Quarry. By order of His Majesty, the basin w'as made square, four

gaz by four gaz^
" with a depth of one and a half gaz. It w^as brought by means of

a hundred mechanical contrivances from Makrana to Shahjahanabad, a distance of one

hundred knroh^ and placed here,”^

The basin, to w’hich the historian refers, is at present in the Queen*s Gardens, but

wdll soon be restored to its original position immediately below' the fagade of the

' Loc. clt,

“ These dimensions give the size as lo' 8' square by 4' o'' deep. The actual size is lo' 3'' b}* 3' 10^ deep.

= Kuroh is equal to about two miles. The distvance as the crow flics between MaUrunn and Delhi is about
186 miles.

* Op. cit,

:

lol. 582.

F
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Mahall in the centre of a small marble tank, the greater part of which has been found

in situ (see Fig. i). At one time this was decorated with a cusped and trefoiled

border, but it is sadly mutilated now. In the plinth of the hall and immediately

behind the tank is a double row of eleven niches^ and in front of these—gay with

flowers in vases in the daytime and twinkling with candles at night—the water poured.

Filling the square basin, it overflowed into the tank below and glided onwards to

the garden,

^‘Another branch of the channel flows from east to west in this Palace and falls

in the form of a cascade into the tank placed in the courtyard in front of the Palace.

Each arm of the channel is decorated with inlay and mosaic work,” ^ Thus Sayyid

Ahmad, and again elsewhere he says, In front of the central door towards the court

Fig. I.

there a big tank of one piece of durable marble, into which a sheet of water, three

gaz'hroad, falls from a height of one and a hsil From this basin the w^ater falls

into the tank beneath it and then, joining the channel, flows through all the waterways
of the garden.”

.

*

Traces of the channel referred to have been -unearthed besides a large central

tank ' of red sandstone. The delimitations of the garden have also' been fixed by
excavation, but the foundations are rather complicated, as many-additions appear to

have been made from time to time. However, abundant evidence is there to guide us
in the resuscitation of this garden, which it is hoped will be carried. out in the next few

years in conjunction- with the- Hayat BaWish Bagh and the intervening spaces. The
* Loc. cii. '

. . ,
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lines of the old buildings umU be marked by brinks of shrubs v.-hile the orieinal lay-out
of the garden will be indicated by stretches of grass and paths. Sayvid
Ahmad's description of the garden is interesting. “ The courtyard was so extenViye
that a garden was laid out in it r/ith channels dotted with jets. All of these are
destroyed now^ and instead of these [alaces wretched houses liaye been built. = In

former times there was a tank in the Palace, 50^/?.? by 48, with five jets in it and a
channel with twenty-fire jets. It had al.o an orchard, 107 gaz by 1 15, which was
surrounded by a screi-n-like railing of r d sto.ie, and the railing was decorated with

two thousand finiais cf gold. On tlij thre ; sides of the court3’ard beautiful houses

and charming arcades were built, cey.n-'ctn gaz wire, and below' the plinth of the

Palace on the west side, lay this garden ’’ ^

This account of the garden is very accurate in the main points, and it must be

borne in mind that the author v/as wrltiig just before the ^^lutiny, and v/e should

therefore expect his description to agree witli the garden as we find it, save for

modern additions.

The tank, which mea.sures i;6' by 123' 6" as compared with 133' 4'' by 12S' o'"

of the description, is placed centrally in the space between the back of the Diwan-i-

‘Amni end the facade of the Rang Mahalh There

are clear indie itions on the west vrall of the Khass

b'ahall and there are also foundations to locate the

position of the return arcades referred to** and to

show that the garden was an exact square of 307' o"

instead of 285' 8" by 306' 4'' as given by the

histo ian. The foundations of the surrounding houses

and ai cades on the north and south have been

locate d by test pits, and their dimensions approxi-

nia-e to those given by Sayyid Ahmad. The colon-

nade on the third or west side was a continuation of

the projecting block at the back of the Diwand-

*Amrn. Through this the Emperor passed from

his private apartments to the Hall of Justice.

From the back of the King’s private entrance

to the jharoka there is an open gallery overlooking

the garden and thence a winding stair^my leads

direct to the colonnade below. It is easy to imagine

the Emperor, wearied with the ministration of justice

or bored by an audience of foreign embassies,

seeking with relief the cool of the Mahall, resplen-

dent with colour and marble, and musical with the subdued murmur of falling waters,

and the voices of his chosen ladies,

The first edition of „ . ' rr
i

Cf. Heber, A Narraii'vc of a through the Uppor Provinces of India. London, tSaS. Vol. II,

pp. 297-305.
* Op. cit.

** The northern arcade gave

These arcades, however, appear

access to the stairs leading to the Khixre gate below ihc Mnlhamman Burj.

to have been but 20 feet wide instead of 45
F 2.
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From the Rang Mahall the Emperor passed across a narrow court to his private

apartments under the arcade before the scales of justice. This fa9ade is of white

marble and now shows no sign of having been coloured, all traces having been bleached

out by the blaze of the sun which beats fiercel}^ on this w^all throughout the day.

recently there was a buttress wall jutting out some 3 feet into the court at

the west angle. A careful inspection showed that neither this wall nor the one in a

corresponding position on the north side of the KhSss Mahall was structurally

necessar}^, and, as they were obviou'sl}^ of modern construction, the core being of

modern bricks, the}^ were demolished. It was then discovered that considerable

traces of colour (plate VlII) remained high up the wall where the protecting chajja

liad cast its shadow (Fig. 2). From this it is safe to presume that the elaborate

painted decoration of the interior originally extended to the exterior of the buildings

and I believe this instance to be unique.

R. Froude Tucker.



TAKHT-I-AKEhPJ at kalanDr.

The story of uVs tr nc i." too v/ell known to need repetition.

Immediately after the a coari^r despatched from Dm Panah to

Prince Jalalu-d-Din, afterwards tl.e Tdraperor dilcbar, v/ith news of what had befallen

the Emperor. At the time, Inc pii'^ce was ii command of an expedition against

Sikandar Sur^ nho had retired to the mountain fastnesses of the Hirndlayas.

He was not yet 14 years of a^e and th^ real direction of the army vras in the

hands of Bairam Ivhan^ whom l^e affectionately styled his ‘‘ baba,’^

** When the army of fortune encamped near Hariana, a swift courier arrived and

..apprised Bairam Khan of !‘:s Lf^aiesty jahanbanis fall. Bairam Khan did not think

it expedient to advance fur--her and moved the army to Kalanur, in order that they

might halt some days in p'easmt place. ^ Near Kalanur, Nazr Shaikh Culi “

-arrived and produced t'^- e cub^hme mmdate.” ^

It seems doubtful If tias :r>iate/ which held forth hopes of the Emperor’s

speedy recovery, was actcal.y sent by Humayun himself
;
for he appears to have been

unconscious during the feur days that elapsed before his death on the nth Rabi ‘ I 963

A. H: A third messenger was at once despatched to Prince Jalalu-d-Din, and

-appears to have arrived clcco ^n the heels of the others. After a lapse of twent}’’ days

(from Humayun’s death), a dch’^ the reason for which is not very evident, Akbar

'‘began to honour and adorn the throne of the sublimat, under an auspicious star, on

Friday, the 2nd of the month of RabruPavval, in the year 963, in the garden of

Kalanur, which to this day they have not finished laying out. Then he sent messages

of conciliation and courtesy to the Amirs of the frontier, so that the Khutbah ** was

^ Kalanur appears to have been a favourite camping ground. In January 1526, Hum.iyuu encamped

ahere and Feroz Tugjilaq hunted there. Then a place of some importance, it is now a village decaying on the

ruins of its predecessors.

* According to Badaoni this name should be Joli and Ferishtah and Xizamu-d-din Ahmad spell it JSli.

^ Akharnamah. Translated by Beveridge. Bibliotheca Jndica, Vol. 1 , 1903, p. 662.

^ A translation of this is given in y. A. S. Vol. XL, 1871. For the political reasons for the issue of this

Pirman cf. The Bistoty of Htundyun by Gul Badan Bcgam, translated by Ancttc J. Beveridge. OrienUl Trans:

Fund. New Series I, London, 1902. p. 54-5.

® Erskine (History of Indi.a under Baber and Humayun. Vol. II, p. 529) says that the prayer for the

Pinipcror was recited in the name of Akbar in the grand mosque at Delhi on Rahi ‘I 2Sth. This would be some

four days before Akbar was actually crowned. 1 he mosque was of course the Oil's Kuhna Masjid in Parana

•QiFa.
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read also at Dilhi/'* Latif tells us that Akbar’s first act was to issue '‘an order

from the throne prohibiting the collection of Na^rana, which was levied on the-

occasion of a royal installation.”"*

The scene of this epoch-making event lies about a mile to the east of the town

of Kalanur, some 14 miles from Gurdaspur, in the district of that name. Little now

remains to mark the spot. A simple chihfih'a of plaster- coated brick, 37' 6" square

and some four feet high, rises from a platform of nearly double this area, overgrown

with vegetation. The paved border, which surrounded it, has almost entirely vanished

under the encroaching fields. In the centre of the is a tank, square

and some 4'6" deep, now filled with debris. The angles were enriched with moulded

steps and -the waters of the tank overflowed down scalloped chutes of plaster, painted

red, into four miniature reservoirs at the foot of the platform. Little flights of steps-

on either side of the chutes lead on to the chihutra from every side except the west.

Fig I.

On this side is the throne, a plain brick structure, iS' long, 5' 9" wide and 3' high,,

with a single step extending its full length. A plain moulding returns along its upper

edge, but beyond this there is no decoration . In place of the crimson awning on*

gilded standards, a drooping ler tree serves as a canopy, year by year, shedding a carpet

of leaves on the throne where Akbar was crowned Emperor of Hindustan (Fig. i)*

'

Of the garden, wdiich was afterwards laid out round the throne, little, remains

except the w’ells. Of late years, every brick of the pavilions and kiosks has been

delivered over by Philistines to swell the embankments of the Amritsar-Pathankot

Railway.
;

- ...j
’

Proposals for the conservation of this interesting relic have been submitted to

the Government of the Punjab, and it is hoped that the site will shortly be reclaimed
from the encroaching fields and vegetation which are fast obliterating it. Thus will

a lardy recognition be paid to the historic spot that witnessed the crowning of the*

greatest of the Mughals.
,

. .
. ...

*

.

''
* R, Froude Tucker. .

r..
. .1 AUBadaoni, Translated by Ranking, ' Calcutta, 1898, Vol. II, p,' I.

Latif. History of the Punjab. Calcutta, 1891, p, 135,
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During the yec^r Pc63 \]j expend d i\^ Curma, on n*- h ^ cJ
works, as co’np'XieJ \u h in Dieviou^ year Oi ih s ?i.'ount,

Ri2,ooo was a grant-jp- iJ f. cm the Imperial re^ e ines The reduccion in ^ jo». jre

was due to retrenchm orvMii
^

to cro'^-hl an fi nno in the PdP i il T ihhc

Works Department Bid ;et

5

Fig 1 —laungthaman K}aulvta\vg>i Pagoda

The activities of the Public Works Department were centred at Mandalay,

Pagan, Sagaing, and Prome. The majority of the conservation works undertaken
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presented no chanicteristic features of architectural interest; but a special treatment*:

was accorded to the following monuments:

(f) The Taungthaman Kyauktawgyl Pagoda, Amarapura (Fig. i) ;

(n) The Nanpaya Temple, Pagan (Plate IX a and b and Fig. 2) ;

(?>Vj The Tupayon Pagoda, Sagaing (Plate IX, c)
;

{iv) The Sinbyume Pagoda, Sagaing (Plate X, d)
;

iy) The Miugun Bell, Sagaing (Plate X, b)
;
and

iyi) The Bawbawgyi Pagoda, Prome (Plate X, c).

The Taungthaman Kyauktawgyi Pagoda was built in 1847 hy King Pagan, the'

immediate predecessor of Mindon Min. It is the best preserved of the numerous-

religious structures at the deserted capital of Amarapura, and exemplifies a type of

architecture, which, though borrowed from the Indian designs at Pagan, was con-

strucied entirely by Burmese architects. The artistic interest of the temple lies in the-

nunurcus frescoes, with which its four porches are adorned. They represent reli-

*

gious buildings, in various styles of architecture, built or repaired by Pagan Min at

Sagaing, Amarapura, Ava, Pakangyi, Prome and Rangoon, and the planets' and
constellations according to Burmese ideas of Astronomy. The human figures also •

possess an ethnographical interest as they depict the dresses and customs of the
period.

In building this shrine, the model taken was the Ananda Pagoda at Pagan,,
which was erected by King Kyanrittha in 1090 A.D.^ There was an interval of a
iiitle more than seven centuries and a half between the construction of the two -

temples, and the achievement must be pronounced to be a fair success. The pro-
totype IS awe-inspiring from the chastity of its design and the simplicity of its

grandeur, while one’s religious sense is bewildered by the extraordinary wealth of
‘

detail and the amount of fantastic ornamentation lavished on the later edifice. In

'

the nineteenth century, the Burmans had apparently forgotten much of their*
knowledge of architecture in brick .and stone, and were accustomed to build and ,

carve in wood; hence one serious defect of the Amarapura Pagoda, which is.
conducive to its instability, is the use of wooden beams and joists in the interior
aisles.

The Pagoda is still an object of worship and in an excellent state of preservation.
The measures taken for its conservation mainly consisted of making' its multiple-
roofs water-tight and of clearing the vegetation within its circuit walls.

The. best specimen of stone architecture at Pagan, if not in the whole Province,

,

isthe Nan-paya, erected in 1059 A. D., by Manuha, the last King of the Talaings!

.

f /. I late IX, a and b and Fig. 2.) The kikhara on its top indicates its descent from
Indian protoiypes. It has a true orientation, as its porch, pierced by a stone

Window,”" T u
building is lighted by three stone-

A/lT ”f f skylights at the basement of the-Mara. Each of the wmaows is surmounted by a highly decorated arch; whose

.

*A. S R, i903«4, p.72,and PI. XXIX.
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centre is supported by a vase, and on whose summit sits a Hindu deitv [Fig* 2.]

The wealth of ornamentation lies

in the frieze below the cornice* the

corners of the Duilding, and the

frieze at the basement. The upper

frieze consists of heads of ogrc'.

disgorging chaplets ot pearls, and

rhe low^er of hainsa birds (Brah-

- many duck), each encased in a

- floral panel, carr) ing a flower.

'a i

^
The hamsa bird, which is noted for

,
its purity and conjugal fidelity, and

which is also the vahana or vehicle

of Brahnid, is the national emblem

I of the Talaings. The triangular

wTeaths, enclosing heads of ogres

,, ‘ and pointing apex to apex at the

,
- corners of the walls, are bold in

'

design and tvell executed. The

•
f. decorations on the outside of the

building are carved on soft sand-

Fi^ 2. Stone uindou, Nanpavn stone of a daik grey colour, which

has much weathered (Plate b). The sculptor’s art is at its best in the decoration

of the four pillars flirkin^ sanctuary in the main building. On two si es o eac i

pillar are carved the four-faced Brahma, the creator of the Universe, 10^
mg otus

flowers in each hand. The anatomy of the figure and its facial expression are ex^

cellent of their kind. The broad forehead, the firm mouth, the tne uc -

developed chin indicate high intellectual power
'
(Plate IX, to Budd lists.

The Temple is built partly of stone and partly of brick, and the preserve ion o

the stone mouldings at the base is a costly work requiring considerable teclmica s u

^

An estimate of R8,A56 was s-metioned, out of which 1^2,665 m een expen

when the year closed. ,. .Up

The Tupayon Pagoda at Sagaing (Plate IX, c) reflects a

development of religious architecture m Burma, and Its type IS no me

or elsewhere. It was built in the igtb century A.D. by Narapatisahu. King of Ava

was destroyed by the earthquake of 1838 A.D., and repaired by
^

A.D. Two years la.er, the King was dethroned by his brother,

^ ^^
his pious work vas left incomplete. It is a cylindrical structure vi 1

terrLes each of which is decorated with a band of niches, intended for holding smal

images of the Buddha. It is 393 feet in circumference at the base,

high. Its precincts were cleared of vegetation and debns
;
tie s eps on *

and South sides were repaired; audits summit was crowne

coping of concrete. Those minor works were earned out at a cost of nearh R6,ooo.

C/4 Figs I—4 of Rnihma at pp. 17*—*73» ^ * 1906-7*
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The Sinbyum^ Pagoda (Plate X, a) was built, in iSi6 A.D., by King Bagyidaw,

while he was yet Heir Apparent, in order to commemorate the death of his wife, the

Sinbyume Princess. It was built in the form of the Sfilamani Pagoda in the

Tdvahmsa heaven, which is supposed to enshrine the hair of Siddhattha, cut off at

the time of his renunciation. Tdroatimsa is situated on the top of Mount Meru, the

centre of the universe. It is surrounded by seven concentric ranges of mountains,

and safeguarded by five kinds of mythical monsters called the Naga, Garuda, Kum-
bbandha, Yakkha, and Gandhabba, to each of which a separate region is assigned.

Yule visited it in 1855 A.D., and describes it in the following terms in his

‘‘ Mission to Ava^^ (p^tge 172) : “The basement, which formed the bulk of the struc-

ture, consisted of seven concentric circular terraces, each with a parapet of a curious

serpemine form. These parapets rose one above and within the other, like the

walls of Ecbatana as described by Herodotus. The only ascent appeared to be from

the east. In the parapet of ever}" terrace were, at intervals, niches looking outwards,

in which were figures of nats and warders in white marble, of half life size. A great

circular wall inclosed the whole at some distance from the base. It was difficult to

ascertain the nature of the central structure, so shattered w"as it by the earthquake.

The whole (though round instead of square In plan) had a great general resemblance to

the large ancient pyramidal temple in Java called Bore Buddor, as described by
Raffles and Crawfurd, but this Mengoon structure was not, I think, very" old, and I

doubt if the resemblance ^vas more than accidental.^^

The building was severely shattered by the earthquake of 1 838 A.D., and Yule saw
it In a ruinous condition. It was, however, restored by King Mindon towards the close

of his reign (1S74). In 1876, Colonel E. B. Sladen read a paper on it before the

Royal Asiatic Society, London, which is printed at page 406, Volume IV, .of the

Society’s Journal, together with remarks by Colonel Yule and others. Fergusson has
also noticed it at page 624 of his ^''History of Indian and Eastern ArchitectnreE

A small expenditure of R840 was incurred in grouting the cracks of this Pagoda,
and in repairing its steps.

The Mingun Bell (Plate X, h) was cast in 1 790 A. D. by King Bodawpaya,
to he dedicated to the Mingun Pagoda, which was never completed, and is now in
ruins.

^

Its weight is about 90 tons, and is the second largest bell in the world, being
one-third of that at Moscow and fourteen times of that of St. Paul's. Its supports
were destroyed by the earthquake of 1838, and it rested on the ground till i8g6,
when It was raised, slung on an iron beam, and placed in a suitable shed, under the
-supervision of the Deputy Commissioner, Sagaing. Its principal dimensions

External diameter at the lip

Internal diameter, 4' 8^' above the lip * . !

Interior height . . ^

Exterior height .

Interior diameter at top
. , ,

The thickness of metal varies from six to twelve inches.
iNecessary repairs were done to the shelter over the Bellwas replaced by flag-stones at a cost of R 1,3 13.

. . 16' 3''

. . 10' o"

. 12' 0"

. ?>' 6
'^

and the cement flooring
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Conservation works ^^ere, for the iirst time, started at Prome or “Srlkshctra,”
which, according to the Buddhist Chronicles, was founded by King Duttabaung, lor
years after the Nirvana of the Buddha, xe., in the year 442 B.C. Three pagodarwere
selected^ for conservation, the most interesting of which is the Bawbawgyi pagoda
(L late X, ^). It is situated at Hinavrza, about 5 rniles to the East of Pronie. This
edifice may be described as a cylindrical dome resting on three receding terraces and
crowned with an iron ii» It has a slight indentation in the centre, and the upper
portion below the ti is shaped like a cone, or the termination of a phallic emblem. It

is 153 feet high from the natural ground level to the top of the and is 240 feet in

circumference. The measurements of the height of its several parts are as

follows :

—

Terraces

Body of pagoda

Conical dome

Arnalaka

Ti

153'

There are three peculiarities in the construction of the Bawbawgyi, which are

not noticeable in the shrines of Pagan :

(?) The expostd surface of the brick work on the body of the Pagoda is

notched in squares so as to increase the adhesive qualities of the plaster.

(iV) The core of tlie Pagoda, which is So feet high and 10 feet in diameter,

is pierced by a vertical hollow shaft, in order apparently to secure eco*

nomy.

(m) On the north face, two parallel lines, about 4 feet in breadth, run along

the whole length of the cylindrical dome, almost detaching a thin strip

of brick work from the structure. These lines indicate that the outci

covering, which is in layers, was built in a circular form, and that a

small segment was added to complete the whole structure.

The pagoda was found to be covered with thick jungle near the base, and

passages had been cut into it by treasure hunters. The jungle at the base and the

veo-etation found growing on the pagoda were destroyed, and the debris was cleared.

The inscriptions, sculptures, and votive tablets, discovered at Hmawza in the

course of excavations, appear to connect ancient Prome with Northern India in the

Gupta period, and its monuments may probably be assigned to the 9th century A. D.^

While the earliest historical buildings of Pagan date from the nth centuiy^ A. D.,

it would appear that the Bawbawgyi and the other Pagodas of Hmawza would carry

us, at least, 200 years earlier.

Taw Seim Ko.

1 The 9th ccnliir}' A.D. appears to me too late for some of the sculptures found at Prome. 1 should assign

them on stvlistic grounds to at least a cenluo' earlier (Ed.)

' G 2



EXPLORATION AND RESEARCH.

I

N previous Annual Reports my introduction to the section on Exploration and Re-

search has taken the form of a brief but, I think, fairly complete summary of the

year’s vork, intended particularly for the convenience of those readers who may want

to ascertain what are the main results of our labours, without wading through all the

|ong and detailed articles of each Report. Now, however, that our discoveries are

beincr legularly chronicled by me in the. pages of the I?oyal Asiatic Socieifs journal

v/here they appear long before our own more bulky official records can possibly be

published, it hacomes quite superfluous to reprint similar summaries in these Reports.

Accordingly, I purpose henceforth to confine myself to a few comments on such

points in the special contributions as seem to call for them, and to noticing any dis-

coveries of interest, which do not find a place in the body of the Report.

In his concluding remarks on the Excavations at Saheth-Maheth, Dr. Vogel

observes that their chief result has been to settle the much disputed question of the

identity of the site with the ancient city of Sravasti, and the neighbouring Jetavana.

The new' finds of Dr. Vogel and Pandit Daya Ram Sahni, and particularly the copper,

plate grant unearthed from the foundations of Monastery 19, would certainly seem suffi-

cient to justif)^ Dr. Vogel in regarding the question as conclusively settled. Yet one

authority at any rate, Mr. Vincent Smith, still remains unconvinced^, and it is as wmll,

therefore, that I should state here that, since Dr. Vogel wrote his report, the operations

at Saheth have been resumed again under my own supervision, and that still another

staiue of Kushana date has been brought to light bearing the name of the Jetavana at

Sravasti. In favour, therefore, of the identification we now have the followiwpf facts :
—

1. The topography of the site agrees accurately with the descriptions of Sravas-

li given by the Chinese pilgrims and other writers. The most salient features in these

descriptions are these —

(a) In the time of Hiuen Thsang the walls of the royal precincts® measured 20
H in circuit. The w^alls of Maheth are approximately 3J miles long.

{b) In the Da§akumaracharita^ we read that the city of Sravasti was situated

' See y. R. A. S., igoS, p. 792, n. 3.

^ea}yBtiddli'si Records of the Western Worlds Vol. 11, p. i, n, 2 .

^ Vide y. R, A. S„ 1898, p. 531.
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on the bank of a river An old bi-d of the R^pii lAs close under tlic northern walls of

Maheth, and tie pres nt bed is hardly a mile ?*7ay.

(c) Both the Chinese pilgrims agree in placing the Jetavana to the south of

the city, and Fa-Hian lells us that ii lay i,2o.v .mds from the south gate. The mins

known as Saheth lie south and west o\ the city of M<ihet!i
; and the distance to Saheth

from the Bazar Gate of the cit^’, wh ch c- 'tiinl. the clnef gate on the south side,

is just about 1,00^ is

(d) The dimensions of Saheth, 1 ul m/tg the Icwer mounds to the East, which

manifestly formed '‘art of the t/iiginal ^ue, ce respond precisely with die i,ooo cubits

square of the Ceylonese tradiiiond

2. When Goneial Cunninuhani sei m r/o^'k t<) excavate the site, he found .a

colossal Bodhisattva statue of t’m 'Cunmua period, which, according to an inscription

incised on its pedestal, was put y a c ’t on monk Bala at the Promenade of the

Blessed One in the ILosambahutl 'o o-uo t

3. The same r cord Is car red on a** umbrella post now in the Lucknow Museum,

which there is good reason to br!i( v<^' \:jl u'ira>thedat Saheth during Dr. Hoe) s

excavations there

4. An inscrlbf'd coppcr-plate d'.movercd in Monastery ig, which records the

gift of six villages to the ComiriULnt\ of Monks residing at the Jetavana-mahavibara.

5. Four of:hesz villages can be with villages in the near vicinity of Saheth^

Maheth
;

it is true that one ol the niiaes, Paitana, is common enough in India. But

the others are not, and, evc n If they reie common, it would be more than strange if

they could all be found elsewhere so small an area.

6. Another static of Kusnay^ date has since been discovered at Saheth, whicli

also bears the name or the jt-iavana Sra\asti*

Opposed to this array of positive evidence, we have the statements of the two

Chinese pilgrims, T/ho place Sra>ast;ata distance of about \2 ydja,ias and

xespecfively, from KcpHavastu, and agree, more or less, in stating that the direction

was north-we.teily ;

whereas Fabcth- Alahcth is situated at a distance of less than 6o

miles in a west-south-westerly dii action from Kapilavastu.’ It is no doubt nght to

insist on the creneral trustwor. hiness of the Chinese pilgrims, and to emphasise the

danger of disre-ardin- their statements, unless they can conclusively be shown to be

wron- But errors in both pilgrims are easy to find'
;

and when, as in this case, every

freshAonumental record proves them to be at fault, it is surely going too far to set

the evidence of those monuments aside on the assumption that one and all of them

have been transported from elsewhere.
, . u

Wher question which seems to call for some comment is that touched on by

Dr ^‘pooner in the last two paragraphs of his account of the excavations at Takht-.-

Bahl where he takes the oppoitunity of breaking a lance with Mr. Havell on the

1 Vide S. Hardys jfafiuaiy Bttddhhfr:^ p.
224.

= Vide y. A. S. B,. Vol.
Tl,crc can be no doubt that the pll^jrims reckoned their dip.

^ The error of distance IS not e

^ traverse^them ; and in this case they may have had a far mote difncult

tanecs accordintr to tlie time it to .
‘

Possibly, too. the road was more circuitous than it is now.

co«n.rytolr.-.verscth.nth=rncdc.n^^^^^ account of Mounl

< A sttikina insloticc of Hiucr. insan„ tb

Gndhrrkula .it Rajyi’-.
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subiectof Indian art. In estimating the relative excellence of the many sculptures-

recovered by him at that site, Dr. Spooner expresses the view that, the older those

sculptures are, the more nearly do they approximate to the Hellenistic ideal
;
that, as

time <roes on, they become more and more mechanical and meaningless
;
and that die

latest^examples are mere grotesque abnormities, wholly devoid of beauty or spirituality.

No one, I imagine, is likely to dispute the general truth of Dr. Spooneds proposi-

tion, which is admitted, so far as 1 know, by every competent archmologist who has

made a study of Gandharan art
;
though doubtless, if the date of every sculpture pro-

duced by that school could be ascertained, plenty of exceptions would be found among

them to the general rule. Granting, however, that the history of Gandharan art is a

history of degeneration from start to finish, it is still not quite apparent why Dr. Spooner •

finds it necessary to assail Mr. Havell’s views. If my memory serves me aright, the

latter insists on the highly spiritual quality of the Indian conception of the Divine, as

he finds it manifested, for example, in sculptures of the Gupta epoch
;
and he contends

that this spirituality did not, and could not, find expression in the art of Gandhara or in

any other school of art based on Western Classical traditions, which he regards as-

^^(ig^goriistic to its development. In his opinion, therefore, it was only with the decay

of the overpowering Hellenistic influences which permeated into India from the North-

West, that (rue Indian art was able to blossom forth and flourish. But is there any-

tiiing in this view inconsistent with Dr. Spooner’s own proposition ? Obviously, it is not'

to be supposed that the special qualities of true Indian art, on which Mr. Havell lays-

such emphasis, could be traced in each and every one of the later and degenerate

sculptures discussed by Dr. Spooner. Indeed, it may be doubted if any one of the sculp-

lures in question could be singled out as exhibiting those particular traits. But, surely,

this is only what we should expect. For Indian art did not, in this case, oust the

Hellenistic tradition. It was the decay of the latter which rendered possible the-

birtli and growth of an indigenous Indian school; and these crude and spiritless

-

images belong to a time when the influence of that school had not yet made itself

felt, but when the art of Gandhara was at its lowest ebb.

Reference has been made in previous Reports to the efforts that Government',

was making to recover the pillars belonging to the famous railing at Bodh-Gaya,

which were so long hidden away in an obscure corner of the Mahant’s house. It is

very gratifying to be able to state that these efforts have been crowned with success,

and that the pillars in question are now standing alongside their fellows around the-

temple. The existence of these pillars has, of course, been known for many years,

and they were long ago noticed and partly illustrated in publications relating to

Bodh-Gaya. But, built as they were into the verandah and walls of the house,

some of their most interesting features were effectually concealed from view. One-

such feature is an inscription which the late Dr. Bloch read as follows :

—

Raho Brahmamitrasa pajavatiye Nagadevaye dinarh,

i.e., ‘This pillar is the gift of NagadSva, the queen of king Brahmamitra.’

The queen of king Indramitra is also mentioned as the donor of another

pillar, and Dr. Bloch identified these two kings with the Indramitra and

Brahmamitra, whose copper coins have been found in Northern India.' Both of

‘ Cy. Cunningham’s Coi'hs yurfid,- pp. So and 84.
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them belonged to or -were contemporaries of the Sunga dynast v, and it follow’S.

therefore, that this portion at any rate of the Bodh-Gaya railing belonged to the

same epoch, or, in other v.'ords, that ‘ it is something like a hundred years later than

A§oka, r/hose name has been M'rongly brought into connexion with it by the modern

expression Asoka railing at Bodh-Gaya. * Among the reliefs on these newly-

recovered pillars is the famous SCirya panel, in which the Sun God appears driving

a four-horse chariot, manifestly copied from a Greek model. Another figure* which

strikes me as of great interest, is one with the ushnisha portrayed on its iicad. Whom
this figure is intended to represent, is not apparent

;
but, whoever it may be

the sculpture is plainly of the Sunga period, and it proves, therefore, that the

nshinska was no new feature introduced by the Gandhara artists.

In conclusion, it remains for me to refer to some trial excavations carried out by

Mr. Taw Sein Ko at Prome in Burma, and I cannot do better than give tlie lollowing

account of the vrork furnished by the excavator himself. ‘'According to the Burmese

Chronicles, Prome or SriksheLra was founded by King Duttabaung loi years after the

Nirvana of the Buddha, Its antiquity must be comparatively high, as it is often refer-

red to in the Chinese annals of the Tang dynasty (618-907 A. D.) as the kingdom of the

l-'in and as It was known to the celebrated Chinese pilgrims Hluen Thsang and l-tsing^

who visited India in the seventh century A.D., and left trustworthy accounts of their

travels. It is still known to the Hindus as Brahmodesh, and the Irrawaddy (Airavati)

river, on which it stands, is regarded by them as second only to the Ganges in its

efficacy to wash away sin. During the solar eclipse of January, 1907, and the Ardho-

daya Festival of February, 1908, large numbers of Hindus flocked to Prome to bathe

In its sacred river. The ancient connection of Prome with India is further confirmed

by the discovery, about fifteen years ago, at Lebaw, a village seven miles to the south

of the Hmawza railway station, of two gold scrolls containing the well-known Buddhist

formula Yc dhamma Iictiipabhava, etc., which are incised in the Fastern Chalukyan

script dating from the ses^enth to tenth century A.D*

“ The site of Srikshetra is now called Yathemyo, the ' City of the Hermit/ and is

five miles to the cast of Prome, and the railway station of Hmawza is included within

its area. The ruins, consisting of earthen ramparts, walled enclosures, burial grounds,

and pagodas in all stages of decay, are found scattered within, roughly speaking, an

area of 400 square miles, that is to say, within a distance of about to miles in the

direction of the cardinal points from the railvay station as the centre. So far, there

are very few data available to throw light on the history of these remains. A.s to cpi-

graphical records, two inscriptions in an unknown script were found, in 1907, by Gene-

ral de Beylie in the Bebe pagoda and K3^aukka Thein, and a broken piece of a votive

tablet containing seventeen effigies of the Buddha with a Sanskrit legend, was found,

with many others, among the debris in the core of the Bawbawgyi Pagoda. Of the

latter Mr. Veiikayya writes as follows :
—

‘ The scripts are written in Nagari characters

which were current in Orissa and Northern India about the twelfth century A.D. I read

it as follows :—am=Anirudadevena ka(a)— . The inscription is apparently broken both

» Vidt' 7. 'S'., October I90S, p. 1096.

= Loc, cif., Plnlc 1 V. fig. 4.

* Published E/'i^mphui Jndir, vol. v. pp. loi.
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al the beginning and at the end. It probably records that Anirud(dh)adeva made a

present of the tablet on which the Inscription is engraved, or that he prepared the

mould in which it is cast.' Aniruddhadeva is the same as Anawrata, the hero-king of

Pagan, who flourished in the eleventh century A.D. The native chronicles relate that,

while building the Shwezigon Pagoda at Pagan, he deposited in its relic-chamber a

number of holy relics which he had obtained by ransacking the ancient shrines

of Prome. The records are, however, silent as to whether the Bawbawgyi was

one of the edifices which he robbed. The discovery of this votive tablet at least

indicates that this pagoda had acquired some sanctity even during the time of

that great conqueror.

“ Of the pagodas themselves, the best-preserved is the Bawbawgyi
;
and this

one is nov/ undergoing such measures as are necessary for its permanent upkeep.

!t is a cylindrical structure with a slight horizontal -indentation about the middle,

cone-shaped above, and crowned wdth an iron ti. The base consists of five terraces,

26 feet in height. The body of the pagoda is 73 feet high, the conical drum 24 feet,

the ainalaka 5 feet, and the ti 25 feet, making a total of 153 feet over all. A
peculiarity of the Baw^bawgyi is that in the middle of the pagoda is a vertical hollow',

10 feet in diameter and 80 feet high, a feature which I have found in none of the

pagodas at Pagan/

''Among the sculptures discovered is one which comes from the Zegu Pagoda.

In the upper panel the Buddha is represented, with an aureoled head, and flanked

by tv;o cro^Yned and well-draped figures, each carrying a fly-flapper, in the centre

of the low'er panel is a tree flanked by tw^o deer, on either side of which are two

worshippers in an attitude of adoration/’

This sculpture appears to me plainly to derive its style from the familiar Gupta
work of Northern India It can hardly be assigned to a later date than the seventh

century A.D.. and may be earlier. The figures on each side of the tree (?) seem to

me more like horses.

J. H Marshall.

> A parallel lo this may be found in the Maniyar Math structure at Rajgir, une >rthed t . o rears ago.
V.ac 7. A’..1 ., October 190S, Plate viii, 2.

’ ^











EXCAVATiONS AT SARNATH, 1908.

—

I
Jigging operations were resumed at Sarnath on January i6th of this year

and continued for a space of S weeks until IMarch 12th. The main part

of the work was confined to the northern side of the site, which in the previous

season we had tentatively designated the “ monastery area/' but some further excava-

tions with valuable results were also made in the stilpa area, particularly around the

Jagat Singh stftpa and on the north side of the Dlianiekh Tower.

Monastery 1.

It will be remembered that in 1907 we discovered, in the monastery area, a

singularly imposing structure dating appoximately from the 12th century A.D. Little

more than the eastern side of this building had been laid bare in that season, but there

was sufficient, we believed, to enable us to reconstruct roughly the plan of the building.

So far as the building has now been cleared, our‘ ideas as to its plan prove to have

been generally correct. As shown on Plate XI the whole of the southern side has now

been unearthed and turns out to be precisely as we expected
>
while the walls on the

northern side have been picked up at various points where we assumed them to exist.

The northern side of the building, unfortunately, lias been much more damaged thcan

the southern, as the ground here shelves away to the and there has been less

accumulation of earth and debris to protect the foundations, It will probably not

be worth while, therefore, to excavate further in this direction. The western side of

the building has not yet been completely cleared, but it is already obvious that it

cannot correspond in plan to either the eastern or southern side, and it is no less

obvious that it will not be an easy matter to recover its plan with certainty. The

difficulty which presents itself is this. At the south-west corner the surrounding wall

of the quadrangle, round which the monastery Is built, returns, as one would expect,

towards the north, but after a space of 6 feet it breaks off abruptly, and there is no

indication as to whether it continued further, or was returned again towards the east

or west. The corresponding wall on the north is even more broken ; and, to make the

problem more difficult, there is a spacious concrete floor ^ on a level with the ground

* This floor, througii an ov’ersight, Ins not been incli:atcd on the site plan ; it will be shown in ihc next plan,

when the operations at Sarnath have been resumed.

H
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floor rooms of the monastery, which is too much broken away at its edges to allow us

to make certain of its precise limits. Near the middle of this floor is the stone

base of a column in sifn, carved in identically the same style as the column bases and

other architectural members found on the eastern side of the monastery
;

and traces

also were found of another column having existed to its south. These columns

must have been intended to carry an architrave and roof, and we may assume,

tlurtfore, tin.t there was a large pillared hall or portico on this side of the monastery.

But hov: was this hall connected v/ith the inner quadrangle and with the buildings

norih and south of it ? There is hope that the answer to the former question will be

foviid v;hen the clearance of the western side of the quadrangle is completed.

Yih ther there \;ill ever be sufficiently clear indications to answer the latter with

cc'tainty is doubtful.

" be r.K "idc i brink plinth around the quadrangle and on the outside of the build-

ing was described by us last year,

and there is nothing further in this

year’s discoveries to add to the

details we gave of it, as it proves

to be of precisely the same descrip-

tion on all sides of the building.

As \vill be seen from the plan, there

were projections from the main

building on the south, east and north

faces of the quadrangle, and in the

centre of each face was a flight of

steps. The flight on the east is

relatively well preserved and was

illustrated in last year’s report, but

on the south only the brick walls

flanking the steps are preserved,

and there is sthl less remaining on the north. A peculiarity of these flights of steps

is that they start from a slightly higher level than the floor of the quadrangle, and

must then fore have been put in later. The mouldings, however, of the wall behind

them are not carried right through, and it follow^s that the original plan provided

for steps in these positions. Perhaps they were at first put in in wood, and subse-

quently changed.

The grand and imposing character of this monastery is fully borne out b}^ the

extent of its precincts and of the approaches giving access to it. Its eastern and
mam entrance opened out on to a courtyard measuring 1 14 from east to west and
flanked by a smaller court on the south, with another, presumably corresponding to it,

on the north. This court tvas paved with heavy flags of sandstone, averaging
4X2 3 Xi and once covered or intended to be covered with a floor of concrete
such as covered the pavement to the east of the main shrine. As far as we know at
present, no structures were built within this court

;
but the whole of it has not yet

been cleared. The entrance to it on the east must have been a singularly handsome
eature, ha\ing been flanked on the outside wdth richly carved bastions and provided

''{r, vb'VtVi: hr

Fn. I.
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^ith a neatly constructed gate-keeper’s lodge within. The bastion on the south has
almost completely disappeared^ but that on the north is well preserved up to a height
of 4 feet. A plan and elevation of it is shown in Plate XII and a photograph in Fig.

I. Like the rest of the monastery, its core is composed of brickbats, but the facing

brickwork is m^t^accuratelji^ chjselled, and decorated with elegant mouldings and
designs. The gate-keeper’s lodge on the inside is also built

with the same finely dressed bricks but is relatively plain. As
it was a light, one-storeyed structure, there was no need for

deep foundations, and only one course of bricks was found

to have been laid below the ground level. The exterior of the

lodge walls was relieved by a row of small niches, 2* 7'' above

ground and 7" wide, receding deeper into the wall from the

bottom upwards, as shown in the section (Fig. 2). The upper

part of the niches is broken away, and we cannot say how
they were finished off above. It is possible that they mav
have been window slits, but it is more likely that they w'cre

merely of a decorative character, just as we find them on

many buildings of the same period.

The boundary wall on the east of the court, tlirough

w^hich this entrance passes, is 4 4" in thickness, the same

as the boundary w'all on the south, to whicli reference will

be made later. Its core is composed of brickbats, but the face bricks were

finely chiselled and fitted, as w'as the case with all the contemporary buildings at

Sarnath.

'’(Passing through the gateway described above we come to a more spacious court

measuring 290' from east to west, on the eastern side of w'hich is another gate-

w^ay not quite in a line wnth, nor with the same orientation as the one above described.

The plan of this second gateway was more elaborate and its proportions \vcre much

more massive than those of the first, but the design of both must have harmonised

Avell together. On the outside were the same sort of bastions, which now un-

fortunately are all but level wdth the ground
j
and on the inside was a gate-keeper’s

lodge, precisely like the one at the inner gate. But betw'een the basuons and the

lodge, instead of a mere w^all, there was a large gatehouse, measuring 61' X 28' and

containing several chambers. ‘The foundations of this gatehouse go dowm to a depth

of 8' 2", and appear to have been intended to carry a high superstructure.^ In-

deed, judging from the massiveness of its foundations, this gateway would seem to

have been something like a South Indian an analogy which is reflected in

the diminishing size of the gateways as one approaches thc_cen_tral building. Un-

lortunatcly, there w^as very liitle debris covering the remains of the gateway and con-

sequently few remnants of the superstructure survived. 'Little as there is, however,

it is enough to show that the gateway was constructed in the same way as the

monastery, vi:;,, of chiselled brick and stone combined, and that the style of the two

‘ It is possible that Ibe foundations may have belonged loan earlier building, in ^\hich case they uould

afford no evidence as to the height of the siipcrstrucUirc. A further attempt will be made to settle this point

nc5.t season.

H ^
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was identica], the same patterns even being employed in the stone thresholds and

pilasters. What the elevation of the superstructure was like, or what was the

precise arrangement of the interior chambers on the ground floor, it will never be

possible to ascertain.

Beyond this second gateway, towards the east, it is quite likely that still another

and larger one has yet to be discovered. Certainly this second gateway does not

appear to mark the limits of the monastery precincts in that direction. For the cross

wall on the east side of the second court is well finished on its eastern face
;
and more-

over bvo parallel walls, one on each side of the gateway, stretch towards the east,

indicating, no doubt, the existence of other courts beyond. In this connection it may

be noticed that the south wall of these two is finely finished with mouldings on its

southern face, from which it may be conjectured that there is an enclosure on that

side of the wall and probably another, corresponding to it, on the north side of the

norlb wall.

Further extensions of the precincts have also to be followed up on Ae west side

of the monastery building, between it and the western limits of the site. A feature of

interest in this part of the site is a great drain— a veritable cloaca— which appears

to have carried off all the water from the monastery. It appears on the plan crossing

the earlier FvJonastery II, on the ruins of which it was built. So far, it has been

exposed for a length of 52 feet. The side walls are of brick, 6' high and about 2'

thick. The floor and roof are constructed of lengths of sandstone laid side by

side rnd averaging 5" 6'‘'x8'^ in size. Internally, the drain measures 6' high

and 3/
4'^ wide, being thus sufficiently large for a man to clearlj Near it and against

the wall of thv- old monastery, are the remains of a mortar pit, in use apparently

wlien ihe dram was constructed.

Up to the present then we have traced this great monastery over a stretch of

ground more than 760' from east to west. On the south, it is bounded by one

long and almost straight wall stretching from the great gateway on the east

almost to tiie western limits of the site. The northern boundar)^ wall has not yet

been ttac< d out, but we may assume that it lies not far from the edge of the jhiL
Tills extensive area was occupied in earlier days by several monasteries, which

towards the eastern end of the site extended a little further south than the late

monastery, but towards the w^est seem to have been confined within the same limits.

Parts of three of these earlier monasteries have been excavated during the past
season, but before describing them, it u ill be convenient to give a list of the more
important sculptures or other finds made within the precincts of the upper monastery
or in the level between it and the earlier monasteries, and which the confused nature of
the ddbris makes it impossible to ascribe to any particular period. As remarked in
connexion with the finds of the previous season, many of the antiquities unearthed
in the upper monastery manifestly belong to a much earlier age and nothing as to
their date can be deduced from their place, of finding. No doubt, many of them
wore taken from earlier buildings to be set up in the new edifice, and the confusion
thus arising is further increased by the fact that the debris of older structures was
indiscrnmnately mixed up when the sits was levelled preparatory to building the new
monastery.
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Selectpa) Antiquities.

(e) From monastery building and western precinct.

Scenes,

a 42. Upper part of sculptured slab. Ht. 2' Starting from below, the

:scenes are as follows :

—

1. Upper part of Bodhi-scene, In centre, Buddha’s head with halo, under

foliage. To his left, demon with, sword
;

to his right, defaced demon.

2. First sermon. The Buddha seated, cross-legged, on throne. Below, are

six worshippers. Behind, halo; and, on both sides of this, figures

standing on lotuses, with halos. That to the Buddha^s 1. is in vnrada^

mndret and holds garment in raised 1, hand
;
that to his r, Iiolds garment

iw raised 1. baud, while his r. rests on storctach. Below, ou both sides,

figures standing on lotuses. To the Buddha’s L, Bodhisattva with top-

knot and necklace, holding rose in 1. hand, while the right is in varada-

viiidtd. The corresponding figure to the Buddha’s r. holds fiywhisk in

r. hand and ring-shaped object towards breast in I. Above, celestial

beings with offerings.

3. Nirvana scene. The Buddha reclining on r. side, on couch. Bulow, five

mourners, the right-hand one (Subhadra) faces the Buddha. To his r.,

i\ic trida7ita. At Buddha’s feet, another mourner (Alahakasyapa)
; at

Buddha’s head, kneeling worshipper with flag Above. 6 beings, the

five on the r. side w‘-th up-lifted r. hands
,
the one just above feet, a

female ;
the corresponding figure to the 1., also a woman, who faces the

other ones. Behind her, foliage.

4. Above, small stupa with niche, in which Buddha seated, cross-legged, on

lotus in dhyanamud^'ci.

On the back, creed in characters of the 6ih century.

Buddha inidges,

a 3. Buddha seated cross-legged enthrone \x\ dharmachahrainudrd. Traces of

Avheel and worshippers (five?) below. Ht. q.\V\

e 13. Bust of Buddha in dharmachahramud7*a with red paint. Ht. 5

c 8. Architectural fragment, with Buddha (?J seated cross-legged on lotus in

bhilviisparkawndrd. On each side of head, Face gone. Ht. 1 2",

y 8, Standing Buddha in Ht. 15^"'.

a 22, Defaced standing Buddha, hands missing, Ht. 2

tt 17. Buddha head with halo. Ht. 5^

BddJnsaftvas and othc)^ deities.

a I. Bodliisattva, with anklets, arm rings, and bracelets, seated in yilasana on

lotus. Probably AvalokiteSvara. Right hand in Ht. 6.

€ 24. Figure with necklace, seated cross-legged on blue lotus in cibhayamudra

Maitreya). Ht. 5J".
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Decovcctive and miscellaneous sculptures.

a 8. Head and right arm of image. Right arm, with arm ring and bracelets,

raised above head, and holding object (perhaps vajra). Ht. 4''.

e 22. Upper part of image. To the right, celestial being with garland
;
in

centre, figure with necklace seated cross-l'eg^'d in mradmnndrct. Length 22''.

a 6- Figure, with arm rings, seated cross-legged in varada or b]m7nisparsa7nndra

;

seems to come from upper left hand corner of larger image. Ht. 10".

<£ ri. Bust of small image. Right hand, bent over breast ; left hand missing.

Ht. 5^'.

<3 £4. Broken seated figure holding object in left hand. Ht 4".

all. Fragment of larger sculpture,* bust, part of head, and right overarm of

female chaurFbearer. Ht.

a 4. Dancing female figure; left hand pressed against breast with palm turned out-

wards; right hand hanging against knee. Flower stalk behind, to her right. Ht. gY*
€25. Upper part of female figure with big ear-ring, facing to the right- Ht. 6

a 48. Lower part of stone with roughly carved image
;

figure holding left arm

on back of horned animal (buffalo ?) while apparently spearing it. (? Mahishasura-

e 6. Fragment of sculpture, from top of throne (?) on left side.

Below, Atlant ; above, fat standing figure, and to his left, small sitting

figure. Ht.

a 13. Decorative head with high headdress, deep eye and big teeth,

of same shape as head on mace of big Siva image. Ht. Cf. Fig. 3.

Terra-cottas and pottery.

a ig. Female head and bust in terra-cotta. To proper left, smaller

head resting against shoulder of main figure Ht.

X 9. Small votive peacock in terra«cotta,

a 18, Votive terracotta pig filled with rattling objects. Ht. cf".

a 28. Goblet, partly broken, with decorated bands. Diam. 8-|-'A

4 -

a 16. Round earthenware pot, * with bands of horses, flowers and cowries.
Diam. Sr. Fig. 4

mardinl).
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From 1st court on east*

Scenes^

7
] 170. Relief, broken at top and bottom. Parts of two panels. In upper one, tol.,

Buddha in bhilmispar^ajuudi'a

;

fo proper r., attendant figure carrying bow (? Mara) ;

to proper L, two female figures (? daughters of Mara) : below, female figure fleeing

away (?), and on either side of her two figures of worshippers, one of which offers

oblation. In right of upper panel, Buddha in dharmachakramudt^a

^

with deer and
wheel below. On his r. side, two male figures worshipping

;
traces of other worship-

pers to 1 . In lower panel, Siddhartha holding hair in 1 . hand and sword in r. On
each side, an attendant Buddha, and head of third figure on his r. Behind him, female

holding a bowl. On k side of panel, a naga with snake hood above. On r. side

*of lower panel, top of umbrella. Ht. \ 6''. Plate XIII, b.

Buddha images.

rj 19. Seated figure of Buddha in bhfijnisparka 7?iudra^ much On back,

Buddhist creed, in characters of loth century A.D.

7
) 221. Torso, with arms of Buddha in dhannachakrauiudra. Ht. 4:}'''.

7
}
gi* Lower part of Buddha, seated cross-legged on throne. Defaced. Ht.

Bodhisattvas and othey deities.

7
} 142. Figure of AvalukiteSvara in relief. Legs from knees downwards wanting.

Ht. 6h\
7
) 168, Head of Bodhisattva (?) highly ornamented. Ht. S'''.

7
) 27. Celestial being in cloud bearing garland and flying to 1 . Gupta work. Ht. 8".

Tj 210. Female figure standing
;

halo behind head
;

1 . hand holds vase. Second

figure, defaced, to proper r. Later Gupta style. Ht. 2' 2'''.

Decoraii've and miscellaneous sculptures.

7
) 190. Relief. Figure of warrior riding to 1 . on lion

;
wears conical peaked cap

;

in r. hand, club (?) ;
in left, bowl (?). Ht. 4^-". Fig. 5.

7
] 192. Head with halo behind, and khdtimuklia above

;
ear-rings and ornamental

headdress. Ht.

To r., miniature

7] 24. Female bust with necklaces. Ht.

7
} 18. Female figure seated cross-legged,

figure of elephant,

77 207. Figure in relief, seated in niche, with column on proper

right. L. half of figure missing. Ht. 7''.

77 68. Pedestal of black Gaya stone. One foot of main figure

above and two feet of attendant on proper left. Below, on

pedestal, two worshippers. Ht. 5".

77 22. Male head with be.’ird and ear-rings. Defaced, Ht.

77 196, Standing figure of chauri -bearer. Ht.

77 32. Elephant with mahout and second rider on back.

Harness, but no hoivdah.

Fig. 5.

Ht. f.
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7)20S and 207. Architectural fragments. To !., figure seated cross-legged on*

lotus and wearing armlets- In middle, standing female figure. On r., male figure

seated cross-legged and holding axe in right hand. Above, dentil cornice witli frieze*

of kTriiwmkha heads and birds surmounting it. Length i'

137. Architectural fragment with standing figure* in high relief. To proper 1 ,,

flying celestial being. Late mediaeval style. Ht. gY-

7] 211. Architectural fragment, decorated with dancing figure, musicians and

lions (?) rampant. Late mediseval style. Ht, 1' 3^'^

7^ 143. Terminal of pediment (?) with viakara head gargoyle and traces of animal

figure above. Cf, a similar terminal discovered last year. A. S. I?,y 1906-07,

Plate XXVI, 2.

'ij 36. Fragment of pilaster. Siva under canopy, with Nandi^ wearing necklace

of skulls. Ht. 424". Plate XlII,/.

7^ 159. Fragment of door jamb, ornamented with two female figures and motifs

borrowed from jewellery.

7] 103. Door jamb, ornamented with male figure seated in carved pediment.

Ht. 3':

77 153. Broken door jamb. Lotus scroll ornament in middle with birds seated on-

flowers. On either side, Atlantes between
^ ^ projecting mouldings. Ht. i' 6"n

V .

rj6i. Fragment of door jamb with

^ palmette design. Gupta style. Length

Terra^cottas,

77 51. Clay seal, broken. Buddhist creed

in characters of 5th-6th centuries.

77 38. Atlant, supporting bracket. Arms
above head. Legs bent upwards behind

body. Ht. 7V'. Fig. 6,

7] 145. Terra-cotta brick with lion head at

end. Gupta style- Dimensions 9^'^X

6 5. Heavy necklace of 18 clay beads,

barrel-shaped. 2Y long.

InSC7*ipt20?7.

7) 149. Fragmentary inscription of loth century. See List of Inscriptions, XVII.

Metallic objects.

77 146. Three silver rings complete and 2 broken. Diam., about 2'^ Plain.

77 76. Two iron cutting utensils, one ^ong, the other ^ong.

V 50, 73 l^'on head of adze SY long, 2 sickles and one cutter
5I''' lono*.,

77 5 ir?. Nails various.

71 1S5. Brass finger ring in diam. Ribbed on the outside.

7) 223* Brass ring Y diam. Chevron pattern on outside with knob for bezel.

17 186. Brass bangle, 3-^" diam., plain.

V 45 > Beads as in other courts.

V.,

'4if' ’Hi
"S'-:

/

y S
^

;,ryj

- ' W. -i-
•

r.fe-. Vi'i

Fisr. 6.
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Conis»

0721. I. Copper coin of Shah Jalian.

Mint— Bairat.

Obv

Rev.

Cf. Wright, Caialogjte of the coins in the Indian Museum, Coicuffn, V<. 1 , III,

Ko. 1 108 and PI. XI.

2, Copper coin of Aurangzeb.

M in t—D elhi (Shahj a hanabad)

,

Obv obj alip

Rev,

Cf. Wright, op, cit,, p. 193.

The (late, which was recorded in terms of the Hijra era on obv, and of the

regnal year on the reverse, is lost.

3, Another copper coin of Aurangzeb, struck at the same mint. The legends

are also identical but the coin belongs to a different issue.

4, Twelve copper coins of the same type, of the reign of Aurangzeb.

Mint— Narnol.

Obv, ^

Rev. Jy^ [
C

]

Cf, Wright, op. cit., No. 1648 and Plate XIV.

5, Two copper coins of the same type, probably of Aurangzeb.

Mim~Bairat.

Obv.

Rev, . . . * [ ^ J

6* Two Muhammadan copper coins, on one of uhich appears to read

—

obj L/»

There were, besides these, a few other coins which cannot be identified.

From 2nd Court on east.

Scenes,

t] I. Relief partly defaced and upper part missing. Buddha descending from

the Travastrirh.^a Heaven. Head and 1 , hand missing. To proper I., attendant

( ? Indra) holding umbrella over Buddha’s head
; to r., a second attendant (? Brahma).

Below, flight of five bteps, on r. and 1 . of which two worshippers in kneeling attitude.

Late Gupta style. Ht. 1' 3". Plate XIII, g.

7] 2. Fragment of relief, containing parts of 2 panels. In upper panel, throne

supported by Hon on 1 . side. Below throne, two worshippers and deer couchant in

front. To 1 . of throne, lotus supporting figure, of which feet only remain. In lower

panel, temptation scene (?). To 1 . chauri ox torch (?) bearer. Above, three demon

figures and head of one below. Early Gupta style. Ht. i' SL Plate XIII, c.

Buddha images,

t 6. Relief. Buddha in 5/i77?;ns/(Tri(7;;2?(r/?*(t on lotus throne with halo; on each

1
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side of Buddha, a figure with halo ; on each-side of throne, attendants. Above, maha*

farinirmna scene : Buddha reclining on r. side,. .On back, Buddhist creed in charac-

ters of loih— nth centuries. Ht.

I 50. Lower half of statue. Buddha in hIminisparsamudra seaxeion lotus. Ht. gy\

1,7. Buddha in attitude of meditation on lotus. Head missing. " Ht.'5^'L

i 46. Head of Buddha with short curls. Ht.
,

Bodhisattvas and other deifies,

t 44. Head of AYalukite§vara, with Amitabha Buddha in headdress. Ht. 5^".

*17 10. Fragment of three-headed figure (? Marichi) of green stone. Two heads

arc female, the third that of a boar. Highly ornamented. 'Ht.
' ‘

t 145. Colossal image of Siva in relief, measuring 12 high X3' 1
1" broad and

thick. The god is represented spearing, his" adversary, Tripura (?) on his

trident, which he holds with one 1 . and one r. hand. A second r, hand holds a sword ;

a third holds two arrows and a fourth his dmnarii, while the fifth grasps an uncertain

object which is broken at the upper end. The second 1 . hand holds the mace, adorned

with a skull {kliafvanga)
;
the third grasps a shield, the handle of which is visible

the fourth supports the bowl for catching the blood of Siva’s enemy ; and the fifth

holds a bow of double flexure {pinahd).

The demon Tripura grasps a sword in his r. hand
; his 1 . forearm is broken.

Beneath Siva’s 1 . foot is another figure fighting upwards, with sword in r. hand and
shield iu I, and by the side of the last mentioned, a buffalo (?) head looking upwards.

The carving cf this colossal sculpture was never finished and the ornaments
which the god v/ears on his body and upper part of legs are incornplete.

The image was found in the debris above monastery IV, which will be described
below, at a ht. of about 8' above the floor level Near it were two other large
.stones, one a rough blocks g 5" long, the other seemingly intended to be used
as a pedestal for the statue.

L 158. Siva (?) dancing the tandava. Wears long necklace of skulls. Ht. i ioV\
t 104. Figure of Siva and Parvati (?). Siva 3-faced, with trident in r. hand and

vase in 1. Ht. i' 1

Decorative and mtscellaneons sculptures,

t 49 - Standing figure of attendant from proper r. of image. Half of face, feet
and 1. hand missing. Thumb of r. hand, which is raised to shoulder, bears a ring.

t I. Torso of male figure, ornamented. Ht. 3T".
^

I 4 - Female figure, with lavishly ornamented head. The legs from knees, r. arm
and ]. forearm are missing. Much defaced, Ht. 8f".

I 16, Figure of female worshipper offering oblation in front of throne. Ht. 4'^,

t 105. Hand holding lotus. Very fine work. Length 5^
t 29 . Fragment of statue, similar to t 137; but no trace of ornament on leg-

uncertain figures below throne. Ht.
^ *

t 1 1. Fragment of miniature pilaster, with elephant emerging from r. side The
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t 3. Lintel of doorway. Decorated with floral hands, etc. In centre, TArA
holding lotus in 1. hand. Length Fig. 7.

!-

i
.

'
-i

Fig-. 7.

t 108. Fragment of column decorated with foliated design in typical Gupta

style. Ht. I'sr.

7/ 4. Stone offertory dish with 4 projecting handles round rim and lotus in rdief

inside. Diam.
4f-'". Cf. Proceedings of Soc. of Antiquaries of London, VoL XXII,

I, pp. 89 sqq.

Tcj’ra-cofia^.

i 96. Round clay seal, I 'f' diam. Inscribed with iS lines of writing from Bud-

dhist texts, in very small letters of the 8th or 9th century. The 3rd and 4th lines

read :

—

Tathagatdya Bhagavafe Bdkya'\$imhdya\namah TaihUgafay^ArhaiZ sainyak-

Samhnddhdya^ The last four lines contain the Buddhist creed. The rest of the

inscription has not been deciphered.

L 144. Clay seal, diam., impressed with Buddhist creed in characters of 7th

centur3^

t 142. Clay seals, early Niigari, 9th century (?) diam., writing reversed ka-

sha-iia (?)

I 7. Carved bricks and plaques decorated with lotus and chequer patterns, all

of good Gupta style.

t 134. Terra-cotta pedestal, with octagonal section in middle. Decorated

roughly in imitation of hanging garlands. Ht. 52".

1 54. Terra-cotta fragment of Buddha. Only head and shoulders remain.

Traces of white paint on clay. Good Gupta style. Ht. 44'^

163. Miniature female figure in relief. R. hand raised above shoulder, holding

uncertain object. L. hand hangs dowm. Hr. 3I".

I 88 and i I2, Two toy horses of terra-cotta.

Trench to south of 2nd Court.

t 45* Fragment of frieze with two bands of figures above, and one of flowing

foliated design below. Ht. 14'. Plate XIII, //.

t 12. Corner of'column. Supporting Atlant, wuth foliated design above. Gupta

style. Ht. Ur}''. Plate XIII, r/.
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East of 2nd gateway of Monastery I.

•jj 55. Halo, with celestial figure bearing garland in cloud, to 1 . Floral border of

late Gupta style. Broken. Ht. ii-s".

7
) 74. Halo, with leaves on branch above. Floral border. Ht. 10".

ij 180. Lintel of doorway. In centre, Buddha in bimmisfarkamudra. Much
•defaced. Length 2' 1

1

".

17 67. Fragment of frieze of Gupta date. Male figure in chaitya window, flying

across to right, with hair arranged in wiglike curls, necklaces and bracelets
;

1. hand
holds flower stalk. Ht. 8f".

•q 88. Stone rolhng-pin, furnished with a bail handle at each end. Length 13J".

We may now proceed to describe the three earlier monasteries referred to above.
One of these, distinguished by the Roman numeral II, is situated on the west side

of the late monastery building, its outer wall forming the western limit of the monas-
tery area. The second (HI) is immediately in front of the eastern entrance of the
I.uer monastery building and lies partly beneath its first court on the east and partly
beneath its second court. The third (IV) extends beneath the second court and under
its boundary wall in a southern direction. The first and second of tliese monasteries
were struck by us during the digging of 1905-07, and are referred to at pages 76 and
?5 sqq. of the Report for that year. All three, as will be seen from the following
descriptions, present the same general features and conform, so far as can be judged
at prt-sent, to the usual type with which we are familiar from examples at Kasia and
otlier places, though certain details in them are new' to us.

Monastery II,

phe part of this monastery so far excavated comprises a row of 9 chambers on
the we-t side starting from the south-west corner, part of two chambers at the south-
east corner, most of 1 he low' verandah wall on the south side and about one-third of
it on the west. There is thus enough to reconstruct roughly the plan of the building.

The inner court measures about 90' 10" from side to side, and will no doubt be
found to be approximately square; the low wall around this, carrying the columns of
the verandah, is 3' 3" thick, and the verandah itself 9' 8" broad, behind which are the
cells and common rooms of the monks. The front wall of the latter is about 4' to"
thick, the parti-w'alls about 3'8", and the back wall on the w'estern side 10' 1". Assum-
ing t lat the back wall on the eastern side has the same dimensions, this will give usan over all measurement, from west to east, of 165' 2"; but it is likely that the back
wall on the west was thicker than that on the east, as it needed to be especially mas-
sive at the outer limit of the site. However this may be, the dimensions of themonastery shown on the plan cannot be more than a foot or so out.

excavated, this monastery is by no means in so good a

B
'"deed, it is nowhere standing to a heiaht of...ore than three or four feet above the foundations, and in parts there are co^Iete.gapsin hes ructure. A view of the south-w'est corner is shown in Plate XIV a

T.,e,.alla..„.spo;„,,ass,a..dab,™,Ui„,.
.o’ thick, o„d I coLp.^'I'

o"
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bricks of slightly varying sizes, the average being about i5"X9i"x 2^"'. On tiu-

outside, it is furnished 'with footings, rising from the ground level, and part of the

foundations beneath belong to an older structure, which will be referred to later. Tlie

face of all exposed brickwork both outside and inside the building was chiselled,

-except in the interior of the cells. Of the chambers along the Inside of this wall, the

5th from the south end is larger than the other ones, and appears to be the centre

room on this side. On the lower verandah w&l! in front of these chambers near its

southern end are two square slabs of stone, evidently meant as a foundation for the

verandah pillars, which we may assume to have been of stone similar to those stln

in the other contemporary monasteries* In the intercolumniations was a low wall,

1' 8'' broad, which divided off the courtyard from the verandah and at the same time

helped to secure the stability of the columns.

Beneath this verandah wall on the west and south sides, and beneath the surround-

ing ceils, are the remains of a more ancient structure, which appears to have had a

sliglitly different orientation. This earlier structure can be observed most clearly in

the trench alongside the south verandah wall, where a brick pavement belonging to

the earlier building has been partly laid bare. This pavement is just over 6 feet below

the level of monastery II, and above it the wall of the earlier structure is standing,

in parts, to a height of 3J-', and has been used as a foundation of the later wall above

it. How far the foundations of the earlier building go down below the pavement, and

whether there are still other buildings beneath, has not yet been ascertained. The

pavement itself is 17' 9'' below the surface of the ground, and excavation at this depth

is, of necessity, very slow and laborious. Nor would it be advisable to carry the dig-

glng lower, until a considerable area at least of the early building has been laid bare.

At present, the trench sunk to the level of the pavement is a very

narrow one and only a strip of pavement a few feet wide has been

exposed. From this it may be gathered that the antiquities recover-

ed from this early stratum are very few and not such as to afford

any conclusive evidence as to the date of the building. Indeed,

there is only one small object sufficiently characteristic to be of help

to us
;
but small as it is, it has a very exceptional interest. This is

the terra-cotta head shown in Fig. 8. It was found on the brick

pavement, not far from the middle of the south verandah wall. It is

of a fine light clay, hollow within, and without slip, though with

traces of a white pigment here and there. The modelling is roiigh^

^but thoroughly artistic, and the western classical influence in the treatment of the

features is very strikingly apparent. Indeed, tliere is nothing whatever Indian about it.

On the head is a peaked conical hat or helmet, with apparently a cap of some sort

worn beneath it, from which side lappets descend, covering the ears and almost

meeting under the chin. For the origin of this headdress we must look towards

Persia,^ and it may well be ibat the terra-cotta itself or the artist who executed it,

came from that country. Be this, however, as it may, we may feel fairly secure in

assigning this terra-cotta head to a date hardly later and possibly somewhat earlier

1 CA O. M. Oalton, The Treasure of the Oxus, pp. 47‘~54» various autlioritics regarding Persian dress

, arc quoted.
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than the 1st century B.C. Its markedly Perso- Hellenic character, taken in conjunc-

tion with its place of finding, so far to the east of India, gives it an especial value,

and it is greatly to be hoped that' more antiquities of a like character will come to light

as the excavation of this early monastery proceeds.

As td.the date of the Monastery II,
,
there is not yet enough evidence to speak

with certainty, but the style and details of its construction leave us no I'oom to doubt

that it belongs.approximately to the same age as the better preserved Monasteries III

and IV described below, which 'we assign with some hesitation, be it said, to the

Gupta period-. This impression is borne out generally by the finds made within it,

though it must be admitted that their evidence, if taken apart from other consider-

ations, is not .of a kind to be regarded as convincing.

The antiquities found in this building include the following

S I. Head oE.statue with characteristic Gupta headdress and traces of red paint.

821. Upper part of small stone image. Ht. 2".

8 22 and 23. Terra-cotta votive, images representing

—

(a) small GaiieSa. Ht. 2'f'.

(i)) bust of female. Ht. 2T".

8 2a: Seal,- inscribed vith Buddhist creed in characters of 6th or 7th century.

8 2. A playing die of bone, 2V long, marked in dots with the figures from i to 4
on the four long sides.

Monastery III.

As surmised last year, this building has turned out to be a monastery, planned so
far as can be seen at present on the same lines as Monastery II. Three chambers on
the west side and four on the south, with a part of the verandah and courtyard, have
been excavated. The walls are still standing to a height in places of over 10'.

'

The
outer wall is 5' 6" thick on the west side, and just over 6' on the south

;
the inner

walls run to an inch or two over 3'. The verandah in front of the cells is about ti' o"
broad. Its roof was carried on stone pillars at the outer edge and stone pilasters
corresponding; to them, against the face of the cells. A view showing some of these
pil ars 5ir,Y appears m Plate XV. They are i' 2," square, approximately, at the baseand rise to a height of 6' 8" above the floor of the verandah. The square base of thecolumns changes above to the octagon, then becomes 16 sided and reverts attain
below the cap to the square. The capitals appear to have been of the usual HMdu
bracket type

; several specimens of them were found in the debris, but none in posi
tion. fhe columns were built into a low wall which crossed the intercoiumniations
and which from the indications given by the rough dressing at their bases, appearshave been about i foot bi^h.

to

The courtyard as wefl as the verandah floor and the floors of the chambersaround arc all paved with hrick, laid flat.

amoers

From the corner of the courtyard a covered drain runs under the floor of the\eran a an o the open passage in the south-west corner of the monastery to carryoff the water from the open courtyard. This drain measures 10" deep xl'KL Z
position to act as a trap and prevent the drain becoming choked.

^
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Of actual Cells for the monks, four only have as vet been opened up, nimelv.
one on the t\cst side, one in the corner, and two on the south side. Acccb^^ to the
corner cell is given by an open passage, winch measures S' 5'^ across and is somewhat
narrower than the cells themselves. In the north w'all of this passage is a neat liule

niche (13 X i 4^ ), used perhaps for a lamp^ or small image. The doorways of the

cells measure approximately 4 c'" across and 6' 7''

nigh. The door jambs and lintels may have been

of wood. The doorway appearing to the right of

the photograph in Plate XV, « opens into the cell

No. 3 on the south side. When it w.is excavated,

the courses of car\cd and [plain brickw’ork above

the lintel were still in position, but had sagged

somew'hat in the middle when the lintel below

them rotted away. Course by course, therefore,

the bricks w'ere carefully removed and replaced

again over a new lintel. Cf. Fig. 9. The interior

w'alls of the cells are all left rough, wdiile in all

other parts of the monastery the face of the

brickw'ork is carefully chiselled. Possibly, the

cell walls were originally plastered over, but no

tiaces of plaster have been found. To the east of

Fjg Q the third chamber on the south side is wdiat appears

to have been an entrance to the monastery. There is no inner wall here on the side

towwds the courtyard, but its place is taken by a row of stone columns (Plate XV, h),

similar but more ornamental than those around the verandah. Details of their decora^

tion areshowm in Plate XVI. They measure i' 3'' square at the base and stand 7'

high, above the le\ el of the pavement. Up to the present, two columns and the

pilaster against the west wall have been found standing in sitn. It is probable that

there only remains another pilaster to be found on the east side
;

in other wmrds, that

the front of the hall is ” distyle in antis,” but this is nothing more than a surmise.

The excavation of the hall towMrds the cast could not be proceeded with, as it is

covered in part by the gateway of the fust court of the upper monastery above,

which w^ould have to be removed if the whole area is to be cleared. In the debris of

the hall were found a stone capital and broken architrave, of which drawings are

given on Plate XV I, Neither of them is large enough to fit the columns on the

ground floor^ and the conjecture may be hazarded that they belonged to the super-

structure, ^vhlch in parts at any rale may well have been of stone.

At the back of cell No. 3 on the south side is a chamber which projects out

16' from the outer face of the monastery- The interior depth of this chamber, so

far as it has 3mt been excavated, is 1 7', and the walls are standing to a height

of 5' 9" above the pavement on the south side of the monastery referred to below.

On the north and west sides, within the chamber, the lower part of the walls

project somewhat, but the projections are not at the same level. It seems likely

' There were no tr.ice*;, ho\\c\cr, of SDOt in the richc or on the fnce of the wall.

- Sec the photograph, Phtc where the small cap is shovvn on one of the columns in sUtu
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that the substructure here belongs to an earlier building, but it may prove of

course to be nothing more than a deep foundation. Ihere is no trace of a door

or other aperture in any of the walls, and the purpose of the chamber is not

apparent. It may have been used as a storage chamber of some sort or it mav have

been nothing more than the foundation of a superstructure entered from the first"

floor of the monastery. The latter view is the one which at present we are more

inclined to take. It is noticeable that the footings of the southern Avail of the mon-

astery are returned along the west wall of this chamber. These footings do not, like*

the original footings at a much lower level on the west side of the monastery, form

an integral part of the Avail, and have no doubt been added on to it at a later date,

AA'hen the ground around the monastery had risen considerably, and when the brick

pavement on this side AA^as laid. This pavement^ Avhich is 2' 9" above the interior

of the monastery, has been followed up for about 44 feet towards the south, and 50'

east and Avest. It is constructed solidly of 5 or 6 courses as far as the line indicated

on the plan, at a distance of 19' 5" from the south AA’all of the monastery and parallel,

to it, but from that point southward it is composed of a single course of bricks-

only, wdiich now' present an uneven surface.

The only antiquities which w'ere found on the floor of this monaster}^ and AA'bich:

can be regarded wdth certainty as belonging to it, are the following :

—

7
] 154. Iron ring, diameter 3^".

7y 136. Six iron nails, some round headed, running up to 1 1
"
in length.

7
)

Brass pear-shaped bell with ring attachment above, slit in base, and’

Slone (?) ball inside
;

2" long.

77 204. Bone die with numbers marked by dot in circle from i to 4 on the 4 long

sides. Length 2^-'^

77 130 & 144. Three pierced stone screens. One of these, measuring I'lo^X

i 'Sy'Xs', is shown in Plate XIV, b and a second in Plate XIV, c. All three appear to

have been used as window screens. The second is of more than usual interest in con-

nection Avith the dating of tw^’o famous buildings in Kashmir, namely, the Tomb of Zainu-

]-*Abidin’5 mother and the temple of Jyeshthe^vara on the Takht-i-Sulaiman.

Mr. Fergusson, it may be remembered, arguing from the form of the arched niches in^

the enclosure walls of these buildings, assigned them both to the Muhammadan

-

period, though, had he visited the monuments in person, he must at once have seen

that all other evidence which they furnish, is directly opposed to such a date.

Now' the form of the outer line of the arch shown in Plate XIV is practically identical

wnth that of the arches decorating the wall around the tomb of Zainu-l-^Abidin’s

mother, of which those in the Takht-i-Sulaiman temple are but a slight variation,,

and it follows from this that Fergusson’s argument must now fall to the ground.
The third screen has two arches side by side similar in outline to the one illustrated.

Monastery IV.

Only the north-east corner of the courtyard and verandah and two chambers-
on the cast side of this monastery have as yet been cleared. Just as in the
Monastery II, described above, the verandah is carried on stone pillars set in aW w'al!. The w'all stands 22" above the pavement of the court, and is 33''^'
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broad* The full length of the columns averages about S\ of which 5' 6" stood out

above the wall. They arc of the same general design as the verandah columns in

monastery III, though some varieties are introduced in the details. The ^Yidth

of the verandah IS from The front wall of the cells is $ 6 }/ wide,

the party walls the back wall of the monastery 6' i''. The bricks used in

the construction of the walls are oi the same kind as those used in monastery 111.

The level of the courtyard is about g 6
"
below the base of the long southern boundary

wall of the upper monastery, and about 14' 6
"
below the level of the ground. The

court is paved with bricks laid flat, as in monastery III, and sloping slightly towards

the north-east corner, near which is a drain similar to that discovered at the south-

west corner of monastery IL

The colossal statue of Siva and its pedestal found lying a little above the top of

the walls of the eastern cells have been described above at page 52. They plainly

belong to a much later date, and could not have been put where they were found

until the monastery we are describing was in ruins and covered over with ddbris.

The only objects found on the floor of the monastery and belonging, approximately,

to the period when It was destroyed are various iron implements, vi::. :

—

I no. A vegetable cutter, similar to those said to be used in the Benares district

in the present day. The footpiece is long and 2" broad ; the blade g" long and

from ij" to broad. The foot of the operator was placed on the flat footpiece, and

the vegetable held in both hands and cut on the blade between them,

L 65. Another somewhat similar implement, which at first sight looks rather like

a broken sword handle and blade. It has 4 bent legs on the under side. Ht. 4"

t 139. A sickle. Length 10"

1123. Knife-blade, with broken spike at the end for handle. The back of the

knife is blunt and flat. Length lo"'.

L 1 19. Two spear heads of iron. 5'' and 6
"
long.

7] 73. Cutter, of chisel shape, with cutting end slightly curved, 3" long.

Fragments of iron ring.

Ten nails of various sizes.

7} 186, Brass ring, diam. 2-^'. Convex on outside, concave inside.

7
)

loi. Small chain of brass, single plain links. About i'
7^" long.

Group of stupas on the north side of the Dhamekh Tower.

We may turn now from the monastery area on the northern side of the site, to

describe what has been done among the shrines and sftlpas to tlie south of it
;
and,

first, let us start with an interesting group of remains that has been brought to light

this year on the north side of the Dhamekh Tower. AH the ground around this

monument had been excavated many years before by Major Kittoe, and the many

siupas unearthed by him had long since been destroyed. It was generallj* supposed,

therefore, that nothing more remained to be discovered; but a trench carried north-

ward from the Tower soon disclosed the fact that Major Kittoe’s excavations had in

reality only touched the uppermost stratum, and that the monuments below this

stratum still remained undisturbed. Those which have now been brought to light,

consist of sifipns, chapels, walls and concrete floors. Among them three distinct

K
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Strata and some intermediate ones can be differentiated. The earliest of these goes

back to the Gupta epoch, the second to the eighth or ninth century A.D., and the

uppermost to the eleventh or twelfth century A.D. It was to the last mentioned

period, no doubt, that the structures found by Major Kittoe belonged, as they appear

to have been unearthed on the level of the wide concrete floor which has been traced

here and there for a distance of seme 8o feet northwards from the Dhamekh Tower
j

and at a depth of some 6 feet below its present base. On this level also was found the

long and beautifully cut inscription (numbered XXIII in the list below) referable to-

the 1 2th century A.D. No doubt, other and still earlier remains exist lower down,

but these have yet to be excavated. Of the structural character of these monuments

there is little to be observed, as they are almost entirely of brick and plaster and

analogous in character to what had already been found in other parts of the site.

Perhaps the most interesting is the substructure of the building numbered 74 in the

plan, which is the plinth of a belonging to the Gupta epoch, but concealed

almost entirely beneath a building of the second stratum. The elevation of the*

plinth is shown in Fig. 10, Its complete height was about 3' 4", and the small

pilasters projected from the face of the wall. The bricks of wdiich it is composed
measure 8*Fx6f''X2-|^ and, though covered with plaster, were well laid and finely

chiselled. Between the stupas 71 and 72 were brought to light the three finely-

preserved reliefs illustrated in Plate XVII, a, b and c. They belong to the second
stratum of buildings (8th or 9th century A.D.) and appear to have formed a group
together. That they are all three of the same date, and probably the w'ork of same*
artist, their style leaves no room for doubt.

Fig. 10.

Among other antiquities found in' this area may be noticed the following selected

Buddha images,

Ht
Buddha. L. hand raised towards shoulder, holding garment..

V 118. Head of Buddha, slightly defaced, i<\." high.

Bodhisattva,

t] gS. Head, lavishly ornamented, with Buddha
torehead. Probably Ai>alokitegvara.

in headdress and Tlraa on
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Decorative and miscellaneous sculptures,

7] 123. Stone relief. Four-armed female figure, .seated in oriental stylc^ with

feet crossed, and two hands in front of knees; a third hand on 1. holds vase.

Beneath feet, a jar from which two snakes are issuing. On proper 1 ., row of four

snake heads, one above the other, with figure of GaneSa at top. Similar snake heads

on proper r., but upper part broken. Hi. 1 T'. See Plate XIX, c,

7) 16. Female figure, feet missing. On proper r., stalk of lotus (?) ;
behind legs,

miniature figure of worshipper. Star pattern on garment. Ht. lol".

7) 107. Female figure, with blue lotus to proper 1 ., necklace, ear-rings and lofty

headdress. Ht, 9".

7) 97. Lower part of female figure. Feet missing. To proper 1 ., torso of

female attendant. Ht.

7) 128. Female (?) head, with lavishly decorated headdress. (7rn<l mark on

forehead. Ht.

7) 162, Female head with ear-rings. Ht. 4'^

7] 164. Standing figure of c/jauri-heurcr; I. hand against I. hip, holding small

vessel. Feet missing. Ht.

Tj 122. Head, with cap. The long nose, high cheek bones, full lips and small

chin proclaim it of the Gupta period. Of coarse concrete covered with plaster.

Ht. See Plate XIX, b,

7) 150. Miniature dancing figure, in relief. Defaced. Ht. 3:]-'^

7^ 178. Miniature Ihiga andjjw/A Ht. 3".

7} 100. Pedestal of statue, with spout at corner and defaced inscription. Ht. 5J"*

rj 160. Elephant’s head, finely carved. Gupta period, length 5J".

7) 139. Tiger’s liead. Good Gupta style. Length 4-J".

71 4. Stone oblation dish, finely finished, with solid handles on each side.

Diam. 20''.

7} 140. Architectural fragment. Row of lotuses with leaves between. Ht-

Tcrra-coftns,

yj 163. Buddha, seated. Much defaced. Ht. 9}."

A shallow trial trench was also sunk at a little distance to the cast of the buildings

described above, where the structure numbered So is shown in the plan. Here a

beautiful little miniature of Avalokitesvara was found. It measures only 3^ inches in

height and in point of delicacy and finish would do credit to a Chinese artist. At

first sight it looks as if it were made of ivory slightly toned by age
;

but a closer

inspection shows the material to be a compo.sition mainly of clay. The figure,

however, is not stamped from a mould but is carved out by hand, apparently, when

the composition had hardened. Much of the work is undercut, and the right arm is

completely detached from the background. The fragment of a miniature of similar

style and made of the same material was found by Mr. Ocrtel at Sarnath in 1905 ;

and is illustrated on p. 84 of my Report for that year; but in that case the work-

manship is scarcely .so fine. On grounds of style, both figures may be assigned with

K 2
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confidence to the nth or 12th century A. D. Among other antiquities unearthed in

this little trench, may be noticed the following :

Buddha mage.

K 4, Fragment of seated Buddha in blue Ga3'a stone, Htt 34 •

Decorative and miscellaneous sculptures.

K 5. Fragment of large statue, showing small Buddha seated in blmmispar-

saviiidra. Ht.

K 18. Fragment of statue in best Gupta style. To I, trace of fretted halo,

with celestial being bearing garland at the sides. Ht. 'jY*

K 6. Female figure, moving to 1 . Carries mace, adorned with skull, over 1 .

shoulder. Hair falls down bade. Lower part below waist missing. Defaced.

Ht. 9^
K e. Votive plaque. Standing male figure, with hands at side, holding uncertain

objects. Ht.

IC I. Chaitya window with lion’s head within. Gupta period. Ht.

The so-called Hospital.

The extent to v/hich the excavation of the so-called ‘‘ Hospital ” has been pushed

this year will appear from the plan on Plate XVIII, a. The remains here are of two

distinct buildings, one erected on the ruins of the other. Of these, the earlier, which is

represented on the plan in blue, is apparently to be referred to the early Gupta period
;

the later, represented in red, belongs to the 8th or 9th century A.D. The floor level

of the earlier building is approximately 4' Y b^low that of the later one, and its

foundations go down another two or three feet lower. The bricks, of which it is

built, measure from 15" to i6|'^X9i" to to 2|". The east, west and

north walls are merely low.parapets, covered originally with plaster, on which a row

of columns stood. Five stone bases of these columns—one on the west wall and

four on the east— still remain in position
;
and others were found lying in the debris

below. The southern wall completing the quadrangle of this earlier structure appears

to have coincided with the position of the later wall on the south side. The purpose

of the two inner walls forming a square at the north-west corner of the quadrangle,

is not apparent. Their presence suggests that the building was not the ordinary type

of monastery.

Outside the westwall of thi senclosure is a long narrow pit marked /'in the

plan. It is perhaps somewhat later than the quadrangle described above, but it

certainly antedates (he later building at a higher level. It appears to have been
nothing more than a pit for preparing chilna.

The later building (coloured red in the plan) is built of smooth chiselled bricks,

averaging ej-" in thickness, but varying in their other dimensions. In its centre,

apparently, was a quadrangle, similar to those in the monasteries on the north side
of the site, and approximately, it may be assumed, of the same size as the quadrangle
of the earlier building just described, although its eastern limit has not 3^et been
ascertained. The parapet wall on the south side of this quadrangle is well preserved.
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It measures i' 2}/ in height by 3' 2''
in width, and is built of a rough rubble brick

with a coating of lime plaster, Disposed at equal intervals along it were

stone columns, about i' 4" square at the base, the broken bases of four of which are

still sifu. The row' of columns no doubt extended round the four sides o? the

quadrangle and served to support the roof of tlie verandah.

On the south side of the quadrangle and at the bnck of the verandah is a rovr of

chambers similar in all respects to those in the monasteries previously described. At

the eastern end of the wall in front of them, one pilaster remains sifu correspending

to the pillar on the other side of the verandah, and manifestly intended to receive the

architrave spanning the verandah
;

the other stone pilasters have all disappeared.

The thresholds and door jambs of the chambers were of stone, and in the second

chamber from the east, the threshold consists of a carved stone of excellent Gupta

design taken no doubt from some earlier building. In the next chamber is a liindti

firepiri of some later date and oriented at a different angle to the walls of the

chamber. The pit, wdiich is built of brick and plaster, is 3' 3" square and i' 7" deep.

A smaller stone receptacle seems to have bee n added afterwards in front of it.

At the point /{ is a pedestal of brick covered with plaster. It appears to have

been the base of a statue set up, perhaps, when the building v\e are describing

had fallen to ruin, and subsequently used as a convenient place for mixing mertar,

amass of which still adheres to it. Beneath the pedestal are the remains of a floor of

concrete laid on stone, belonging no doubt to the original building.

The chambers on the west side of the quadrangle have almost entirely

disappeared, but their plan is more or less apparent from the foundations as well as

from the indications given by the remains of concrete floors. The chamber in the

centre of this side is a hall, giving access to the building, and approached

from the w^est through another chamber, wdiich probably served as an entrance

portico. One of the door jambs on the cast side of the central chamber is a lintel

of late Gupta style, the carved side of wdiich was built into the wall. The chamber

on the south side of the central one has 0 pavement of brick divided into four quarters

by two lines of brick, set on edge. The bricks measure 13'' long by 7:1'' to 8]" wide.

The range of rooms on the west side, it will be observed, are different in shape

to those on the south side. But whether the difference indicates that the building

was erected for any other purpose than a monastery, is uncertain. In all other

respects it appears to conform to the usual type of monastery, and the fact that

Major Klttoe found numbers of pestles and mortars inside it is not, in our opinion,

sufficient to w'arrant its being called a Hospital.*'

The building excavated by Major Kitloe, it may be noticed, is described by

Cunningham" as being Co' from east to west and 42' from north to south, surrounded

by a low wall, 3' thick and iV high above the level cf the terraced floor, parts of

which remain.” General Cunningham adds that the stumps of 12 stone pillars were

fixed Into the wall and that they were split in all directions as if destroyed by fire. It is

obvious from this description that Major Kittoc discovered only the inner quadrangle

of the building, and was unaware of the existence of the surrounding chambers

^ ICuiKla. = X. A*., I., p. 135.
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Jagat Singh StiTpa.

In spite of all the attention given to the Jagat Singh Stupa by previous

explorers, ever since it was first opened up in 1794, we had good reasons for hoping

that with the aid of more careful and thorough excavations around its base, a good

deal more might be Itrarnt about its early form and history. Accordingly, a trench

x\'as carried down on the north side of the stupa through the late concrete pavement,

v^hlch extended up to this point from the walls of the Main Shrine, and it soon

became manifest that we had not been wTong in our expectations. The first new'

feature that came to light was the outer w^all of a pvadahslix^iia^ or ambulatory, around

the stupa, and at a distance of some 60 feet from its centre (see Fig. ii). In the

Fig. II.

section on Plate XYIll, h, this pradaksliina is indicated in blue. In wddth it averages
between 15 and 16 feet. The encircling wall is about 4' 5'' high by 3' 4" in thickness
at the base

;
and was pierced originally b}^ four openings, one at each of the cardinal

points, just as are the railings round the stupas of Bharhut and Sanchi. This, so
far as we know% is the first example that w^e have in India of a pradaksliina closed
in with a solid Avail instead of an open rail.

At a later date pradakshina w*as filled in wdth debris, and acce.ss to the stupa
A\as then provided by bricking up the four doorways and placing flights of stone steps
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ngainst the outside. At the same time a floor consisting of three layers of brick, with

a 5" thickness of concrete above, was laid over the top of the filling. Each of the

flights of steps, it should be added, are cut from a solid block of stone.

The history of the various rebuildings, which the jagat Singh Stupa ba<

undergone, is now clear, and can be understood at a glance from the section of the

building which we publish on Plate XVIII, A All that is actually left of it is hatched

in on the section, and the upper part of the structure is merely outlined in rough, no

attempt being made to indicate the changes in detail that must have been introduced

at the various epochs. The original stupa ([, yellow) dates back, we believe, to the

time of ASoka. Its bricks vary in size, some being iqV'X i4v"X cT': others

i6^''X i2i^X3^", others i 6\'' y. X. 2^

,

Most of them are sliginly wedge-

shaped, the smaller end being laid nearer the centre of the stupa; but no effort

seems to have been made to bond the courses together. The thick layer of concrete,

with which this stupa was covered, is well preserved at several points beneath the

later additions, and the curve of the dome can be ascertained from the overhanging

brickwork of the first addition.

The first addition to the original stupa ( 11 ,
green) appears to have been made

in the Kushana or early Gupta period. The bricks used average i 5^X10^* Xs.^ ;

but half bricks and bats are sparing!}' used. To this period, it might appear at

^Tstsi^ht.th^ixhepradakshina (III) belonged, but what little is left of the outer

surface of the brickwork of II, on the south side of the sffepa, shows that it was

finished off on its exterior surface with well laid bricks covered with concrete, whereas

the inner wall of the pradakshina consists of a thin layer of lime plaster laid on

a core of rubble and clay. The next addition (HI, blue) is probably referable to tlu;

5th or 6th century A.D. The materials usel were, as just stated, anything but

lasting; and it was probably not very long before the buttress (IV) on the north side

•had to be inserted, in order to prevent the shell falling away. No doubt it was foi

the same reason, also, that the pradakshina was finally filled in altogether, as being

the easiest method of buttressing up the whole of the base of the siilpa. The few

finds made in the debris filling appear to indicate that this took place about the 7th

century A.D. The next two additions (VI and VII) we assign to 9th or loth cen-

tury, and the last (VIII) to the final building epoch at Sarnath, when the great

monastery on the northern side of the site was erected. The brickwork is of

precisely the same description, as we find there.

Outside the pradakshina wall a large number of small subsidiary sfilpas have

also been unearthed, but none of them are of sufficient interest to claim speci

mention here. Of the smaller antiquities, however, recovered in this area the o -

lowing deserve notice :

—

Buddha images^

J. S. iS, 27 and eS. Three Buddha heads of Gupta style. Ht. .sF; o" -

respectively.

Bodhisattvas and other deities*

J. S. S. Standing figure of AvalukitCsvara. L. hand holds loto. R. hand

turned outwards at side. To proper r. of head, miniature siufa. Hr. 5^-

.
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J. S. I. BodhisatH'a seated cross-legged on lotus, with ornaments and halo.

Four arms, one pair joined in front of breast, lire other two raised, and holding indis-

tinguishable objects. Perhaps Avalokite^vara. If so, upper 1 . has been holding lotus

rose and upper r. rosary. On base, part of creed in characters of 9th or loth century.

J, S. y. Figure of Kuhcvd in niche, with halo behind head. Partly defaced.

Gupta style. Ht. i"

Decorative and iniscellaneons scnlfiu7'es.

J. S. c. A lion’s claw, finely modelled. Length

J. S. 5. Umbrella. Diam. 3' 3'".

J. S. 6. Part of shaft of stone umbrella, with decorative band in middle.

Gupta epoch. Ht, 1

J. S. 26. Architectural fragment with shJpa sculpted in relief. On one side,

conventional flower. Ht.

J. S. 3 and 4. Portions of octagonal pillar, decorated with two bands. Above,

half lotuses
;
belovr, birds in festoons. Ht. 6f",

J. S. 13. Architectural fragment, decorated with part of chaitya window.

Gupta style. Ht. 1' 11".

Terra-cottas.

j. S. 10. Carved terra-cotta capital of column. Gupta style, Ht,

J, S. Fragment of day seal; above, wheel between deer couchant. Below,

inscription in Gupta characters “ Sri Saddharmma-chakre Mula-gandhakutyam.^’

The inscription is much broken. Tlie seal appears to be from same die as others

found in 1906-07,

Inscriptions.

J, S. 23. Two votive inscriptions in characters of the 6tti century. See List of

Inscriptions, IV.

J. S. 14. Fragmentary votive inscription in characters of 4th or 5th century.

See List of Inscriptions, III.

Approach to the fllain Shrine from East.

Another part of the site, which yielded a great number of antiquities, was the

long passage by which the Main Shrine was approached from the east.^ The
western end of this passage was opened up in the previous season, and this year the

has been carried for some 100' towards the east, without, however, reaching
the other end. On either side of the passage are low parapet walls, with small
stupas built into them and with recesses here and there for votive statues. The spot
seems to have been a particularly favourite one for such images, for fifty or more of
them in a broken or fragmentary condition were found on the floor of the passage.
They range in date from the Imperial Gupta epoch down to the iith or 12th century
A.D., the majority being reliefs of Buddha or of one of the Bodhisattvas. A
characteristic head belonging to the latter class is of pale grey green stone, measuring

This passage may have served as a chanhrama.
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ii-l" acrossiwith a highly elaborate headdress and a halo behind, decorated with

a rough floral design. Another interesting piece is the lower half of a Budhisattva

seated in oriental fashion. He wears a long rosary, and on his left arm is a bracelet,

while a broad ornamental band encircles his body below the waist. On the under

side of the pedestal, which measures in width, is a typical relief of the late

Gupta style— a lion’s head spoutiitg forth swags of beads from its mouth, and. on

either side, a bull rampant. More remarkable, however, than either of these is the

sculpture illustrated in Plate XIX, r/, representing a male and female dcit}' standing side

by side,' with an inscription on the pedestal containing the Buddhist creed in characters

of the r;th century. The male figure is nude, but his body, arms and legs are

encircled with snakes. His headdress is elaborated with a Dliyanibuddha surrounded

by a halo in front. From his mouth protrude two tusks. In his riglu hand is a bowl.

Beneath his feel is a prostrate figure i5dng full length on a lotus, and also wearing an

elaborate lieaddress with an ornament below his ciiin, etc. The female figure is

lavishly decked with ornaments. Between the two is a lotus
;
while below arc two

kneeling worshippers, and, above, two celestial beings bearing garlands. Among the

other antiquities obtained in tlie same place are the following :

—

Buddha image,

T 65. Figure of Buddha with attendant on eitlier side. Ht. i'.

Bodliisattvas aud other deities,

T 30. Bodhisattva, in bhnmisparsamudra. On either side of head, miniature

stupa w’ith high pinnacle. Below, standing figures of attendant Buddhas
;

tlic one on

proper r. with hand raised in benediction
;

tiie one on 1. with r. hand low<‘.red and

thumb turned outwards. Below throne, lions ;
and, between them, figure of woman

fleeing to r. Ht. 10''. See Plate XIX, a,

T 67. Upper part of male figure, lavishl}" adorned. L. hand holds full lotus

[podma). In headdress, Dhyanibnddha in Latest style. Ht. 7IL

T 25. Figure of Tara in lliasana attitude, holding lotus in 1 . hand. In head-

dress, Dh3'anibuddha in dhyanamudra. In front of throne on r., kneeling worshipper,

loih or nth centur}’. Pale buff stone. Ht. ii"* See Plate XVn,r/.

T 73, Fragment of blue stone from proper 1 . of statue, 4^ high. Tara sealed

on lotus throne, holding blue lotus in 1. hand ;
to her proper r., two figures of children,

the nearer one in praying altitude.

Decorative and miscellaneous sculptjircs,

T 68. Female figure with full lotus or rose in left hand. Dhyanibuddha iu

headdress. Latest style. Blue stone. Ht. 5!* .

T 56. Head of female image, of blue Gaya stone. Ht. 2?/.

T 66. Figure in Masam attitude. R. hand uith palm turned outu-ards.

Anklets and brneclcls. Body and head missing.

* Dr. Bloch suggests that they arc Ktibcrn and H.lriti,
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T 72, a and h. Pieces of pedestal with three Buddhas in dhyanamudra side by

side. Ht.

r 28. Part of arm, adorned with armlet and inscription in characters of roth

or iith century, containing Buddhist creed. Longest measurement, SJ •

Metallic object.

T g. Iron spear head, 5^^ flanged.

Area North of Main Shrine.

It remains in conclusion to describe our excavations in the area to the north of

the Main Shrine, and between it and the monasteries on the north side of the site.

It will be seen from the plan on Plate XI that there is a distinct break in the group

of buildings scattered over this area, and that there are remnants of a wall running

north and south on the west of this break, and of another corresponding to it on the

east. The broad passage between the two is entirely devoid of buildings, and it is

natural to suppose that it afforded direct access to the Main Shrine from the

monastery area. At its northern end there is a considerable gap in the southern

boundary wall of monastery I, and at this point a gateway may well have existed. A
number of detached antiquities belonging to the Gupta and later periods were found

in this open space, approximately on the same level as the Main Shrine,* but it is

hardly necessary to remark that they afford no evidence of the date of the stratum in

wbicii they were found.

On the west side of this open approach between 30 and 40 more stupas have

been laid bare, which link on with the large group in this part of the site excavated by

us in 1907. One of these stupas (No. 52 in the plan) is of a somewhat unusual form,

consisting of a square base and round superstructure, with four niches flanked by

brick pilasters. A plan, elevation and section of it are given in Plate XVi and a

photograph on Plate XX, a. A little to the west, again, of this stupa is a larger one

with an unusual type of base and a round superstucture with niches. The rest

of the structures unearthed this year, have suffered much damage, but they appear to

have conformed in all essential particulars to the usual types, found in other parts of

the site. As to their date, the results of this season^s digging serve to confirm the

conclusion we arrived at in 1907 regarding the remainder of this group. Of the

minor finds, a few only belong to the Gupta period p and the rest to a later epoch.^
Among them we may notice, in particular, the metal image (List y 27) the stucco
heads and Iiands (List y 28) and the small votive stupa (List 7 j) found inside and
near the top of one of the stupas unearthed in 1907.

On the east side of the approach and immediately to the north-east of the Main
Shrine, Mr. Oertel opened up a narrow paved passage flanked by small stupas and
shrines and ending in a flight of stone steps at its northern end. From this point the

now been continued in an easterly and northerly direction as far as the

Nos. ^ 56, 57, 5S, 59, 60, 61, 75, 76, in the List below.
E. /T* y 20 and 23 in the List below.

E.^. Nos. e 1, S, 15. 16 ; y 13, iS, 21, 22, 23a 24, 25. 35 j B 51 » 52 of List.
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uth boundary wall of monastery L The new unearthed in tliis plot—nine in

number—are of various ages and disposed at various levels, later structures in several

cases having been built directly over earlier ones. On one of the sffcf'as found.

in siiu, an image of Buddha (/3 ^ 82) seated under an umbrella, and not far away from

it another large stone umbrella (y3 41), with lotus petals round the socket hole in the

centre. But the most valuable discovery in this part of the site was made at the

spot marked 50 in the site plan, some 20 odd feet north-cast of the steps terminating

the passage referred to above. At this point two pilasters were brouglii to light,

facing each other, having once apparently formed the jambs of a doorway. They rest

on a kachcha wal! running north and south, below which, again, is an older wall built

of bricks measuring at the bottom but smaller near tlie top. At its

northern end this wall is returned at a right angle towards tiie west, and there arc

traces of a similar return at its southern end. Inside these walls, the posts of a

Mauryan railing were found fixed into a floor made partly of brick and partly of mud

(Plate XX). When complete in the place where it was found, the rail must have com-

prised 1 4 uprights, /.<?., five on the north and south sides, and four on the east and

west, forming a rectangle of approximately 7" 6"xS 6'\ One upright, however, on

the north and one on the west are missing, as well as all the coping stones and cross-

bars. The posts vary in length from 4' 2" to 4' 4", of u hich the base up to a height

of 6" to 9" was left rough, the rest of the surface being smoothed, dressed and carved.

Three of the corner posts are sculpted on the two outer faces
;
the oilier corner

post, at the north-east corner, and the rest of the intermediate posts are can'ed, as

usual, on one face only. The devices sculpted upon them are as follows :

—

Norih-*ivcst corner post (starting from bottom) —
On north side

—

1. Pot with flowers.

2. Ornamental irilulix on platform, with rail below.

3. with rail, dome, neck, top, and umbrella with garlands.

On west side

—

Pillar with round base and cap, surmounted by lotus, iri^nh and wheel.

Soidh^UHist canter post—
West side

—

Ornamental flower decoration and, on top, stnpa witii rail, etc., as above.

South side—
Four fields, separated by rails, and sliowing i, petals, 2. pot with flowers, 3,

hodhi tree, 4, gandhakuii.

South-cast co7‘itcr post—
South side

—

Two standing leogryphs, a vihara whh rail in front, and two doors,* st/tpa

with mil, etc., as above.

East side

—

Floral decoration and, above, pillar with flower, trisflln, and wheel, as above.

East corner—
^ardrila, and, above, sifipa, with rail, etc. The remaining pillars contain

representations of leaves, wheels, flowers, siiipast leogryphs, etc. A specta.
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interest attaches itself to the first post on the eastern side, from the south,

^^^here a fish god with two tails is engraved. See Plate XX.

In the debris, in which the rail v/as buried, were quantities of ashes eKtending

from above the top of the rail right down to the floor, and the stone posts and brick

wall beside them also showed evidences of burning. The date at which the confla-

gration took place appears to have been in the 6th century A.D., for a number of

clay votive tablets and sealings belonging to that century^ were found in and around

the area, and their unworn condition, taken in conjunction with their number and

variety, leaves no room for doubt that they must have been quite recently dedicated

at the time when the fire took place. At what date, on the other hand, the railing was

erected where it now stands, we have no means of determining with precision. The
railing itself is, of course, late Mauryan in style

;
but that the position it occupies is

not its original one, is obvious from the fad that the post at the north-east corner

is not intended for a corner post, as well as from the fact that the posts are sunk so

far into the floor as to conceal part of their sculptured reliefs. The only criterion that

we have to help us are the walls near the railing and some of the neighbouring structures.

These seem to indicate the early Gupta period as the time of its erection, and we shall

probably not be far wrong in accepting this date. As to the sacred object which
stood inside the rail, we are also left in some uncertainty. No traces whatever have
been found of any like the one we have inside the rail of the south chapel of

the Main Shrine. But the presence of a stone pedestal and a stone unibrella“ in the

debris suggests that there may have been a statue here, which, if ic was of wood, may
have perished in the fire, or, if of stone, may have been subsequently removed. The
base of a smaller statue, it should be added, was also found in the debris, one foot
above the top of the rail.

Another find of great value and inlerest made in this part of the site is the mag-
nificent door lintel of Gupta date figured in Plate XX. The end of this massive
stone was seen peeping out from underneath the foundations of the structure marked
51^, in the site plan, which abuts on to the eastern side of the passage way referred
to above. When started to excavate it from its resting place, we imagined it to
be hardly more than a few feet long, but foot after foot the tunnelling cre'pt on until,
when the other end v/as reached, we found that it measured no less than 1 6 feet.
To withdraw such a gigantic block from the narrow tunnel in which it lay without
damaging the carvings on its lower face was, it may well be imagined, no easy task.
Fortunately, however, we were able to fix up two powerful levers on the platform
above it, which enabled us first to turn the stone over, and then to raise it sufficiently
to place rollers beneath. But even then it took the strength of 6o men to haul it on
to the higher ground and convey it to the Museum.

A 46. The reliefs on the face, it will he seen from the photo. (Plate XX) are
divided up mco fields, separated by representations of viharas. The latter are of two

in

each other.
^

The first is the top of a vihara with lions .above;

In the
^ figures with musical instruments.In the centre tnsteafi ol hens, ,ve e„d .,„o fat figures above. The other kind
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1

represents the top of a viluira with amctlaka ; below* standing female between

pitchers.

In the different fields are. beginning from the left

—

1* Jambhaln w'ith nakidi in 1. and bljapuraka in r. hand, sitting in tilitsnnn,

with two female c/;r7 ?/r/-bearers. Halo behind head.

2. A saint w'hose r, hand is being cut off by a man, whom two women irv to

restrain. He is shown clasping his hands towards his aggressor. The
latter has a rope (?) hanging down from his shoulder, and behind him is a

^//^7;/r?-bearer. There can be little doubt that the scene represents the

Jfitaka of Kshantivadin (the Preacher of Forbearance)^ an identification

for wliich wc are indebted to Dr. \'ogcI,

3. Dancing and playing women.

4. Women with musical instruments. Note the garment open down the side

on the main figure in the last two groups.

5. BOdhisattva seated cross-legged
;

worshippers on both sides and .above.

This sculpture also perhaps refers to the Kshaniivadi-jafaha.

6. Jam bh ala with naknlT and bljapuraka. To his proper r., amorous couple.

A large number of smaller antiquities were found in this area, of which the fol-

lowing may be noticed here.

Scene,

/3 22. Fragment of Bud hi scene (?) ;
two women standing on conventional rock.

Head and r. arm of 1 . hand figure broken. To her 1 ., smaller woman holding r. arm

against I. breast (Mara's daughter).

Sandstone. Ht* 16'".

Buddha images,

33. Defaced sitting Buddha in dhyannmndra, Ht. 7}.",

y8 75. Lower part of Buddha in hhitmisparsamudrd seated cross-legged on lotus.

Ht.4r-
yS 40. Feet of Buddha sitting cross-legged on lolus on throne. Below, wheel,

deer, and six worshippers. Ht. 6".

y8 39, Buddha secited cross-legged on lotus throne, in dliarmachakramndnl.

Scolloped halo above throne, and roses on both sides of it. Below, wheel, deer and

four worshippers. Ht, 7^".

y8 38. Headless defaced Buddha seated cross-legged on lotus in dhannacliakt a*

vindra. Below, wheel and traces of four worshippers, tliree to the !. and one to the

r. Rest defaced. Ht.

y 24. Headless Buddha seated cross-legged on thro tie in dharmachakramudra.

Below, wheel and deer and two worshippers. Hi. 7^'^

^ 82. Buddha seated in dhavmachahramudrd with an umbrella above. Ht. i' 4".

Found in niche in small siupa in corner, north-east of Main Shrine.

^ 52. Bust of Buddiia in dhan7iachak 7uimudrtl. Head missing, Ht. 3''.

P 16. Standing Buddha in varada 77iud7ui

;

hands and feet broken ; traces nf halo

behind. Ht. ih

' .No. XXVUl of ihc (tr.'io'i, Sptycr, pp 253 fi.) and No. 313 <>f the P.’di JliaUn.
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y 34. upper part of Buddha in 'oavadamndra. Red painU Ht. ii^".

/3 24. Bust of standing Buddha in ahhaymniidra\ 1 . hand and head missings

traces of halo. Sandstone painted red. Ht. 15^^^-

^31. Defaced standing Buddha in ahhayamudra. Head and feet missing,

Ht. i'.

/8 48. Feet of standing Buddha with red paint. Ht i' 2^'^

Bodhisattvas and other deities.

^15. Lower part of Avalokite§vara seated on lotus in lllasana
\

r. hand in

varadamiidvd^ and below it, Suchimukha, with pointed face turned upwards. Behind

him kneeling figure with folded hands. On opposite side of base, fat squatting figure

raising r. hand towards Bodhisattva, and, behind him, kneeling female with folded

hands. Ht. 8^.

y 23. Bust of figure seated in llldsana with traces of halo. To his r., traces of

halo of bigger image. Ht.

^ 59* Legs of figure sitting cross-legged on lotus, 1. hand holding object, per-
haps purse. Red paint. Ht. 3''.

/3 9. Upper part of sculpture, sliowing part of halo with one celestial beincr on
each side, and foliage above. Ht. 5J".

7 25- Upper part of four-armed goddess, holding sword in r. hand behind head
and long object in other r. L. arms broken

;
ornaments. Ht. 3^'^

Decorative and miscellaneous sculptures.

/3 60. Typical Gupta head of attendant. Ht.

fB 4. Fragment of sculpture. Above, dancing female
;
below, tail and traces of

body of lion. Ht. 13'h

729. Celestial being with flowers in 1. hand. In front, raised Ico- of similar
figure. Ht. 61".

^

/3 7. Female bust with ornaments and high headdress. L. arm and r. forearm
missing. Ht. 14.".

IB iS, Celestial being with garland, from bigger image. Gupta. Ht. 5I"
73 58. Broken stone with rough representation of lower part of female. ^Ht. 3^"
/3 56. Broken palm of r. hand with full blown fadma in middle

; 4"X3".
^ '

-y 1 . Small stone stupa with four niches, containing seated Buddhas in dharma-
cliayamudya,dhyanainndra, dharmachahramndra and hlmmispariamudra respect-

I. Sculptured stone
; upper part of chaitya window. Gupta.

y 35 - Decorative animal mask. Ht. 9".

1 erra-cottas, Sealings, etc.

y 2S. Fragments of Buddha heads and hands in stucco,
y I. Terra-cotta head with long nose. Gupta. Ht. li",
/3 62. Broken votive horse in terra-cotta. Ht. 3^",

36. Votive image of bull in terra-cotta. Ht. 5^".

werelrn?'w --e time-ome of them (^64) have a representation of three smpas over the
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creed. Others arc smaller and often still enclosed in small These latter

ones usually have a square base and a round dome, but sometimes also tin* ba^e is

round. One (^81) has a square base in tliree tiers, a round dome and square

neck. It is 2 ^^/' high, and the base measures

70. Votive tablet inscribed with the Buddhist creed in characters of the 6th

century. The inner face measures In centre, a sffcf’a with a niche, in

which a Buddha is seated cross-legged in dharmachakva or dhyttnamudi a. From
the top of the siupa streamers (?), in which one small stupa on each side (K hand one

broken). On both sides of central siFtpa, figures, probably Bodhisaltvas, standing on

lotuses, with r. hand raist'd in ahJiayamndrix^ both provided with halos, and the one to

the proper r. holding flower in 1. hand.

^ 70. Similar tablet, measuring iy"X In centre, a stfipa with five umbrellas

and streaming garlands. In niche, seated Buddha, apparently in hhFtmispar^avutdra ;

on both sides, attendants on lotuses, with r. hand apparently raised in ahJtayamudra
;

one to r. holds lotus stalk in 1 . hand. Below, traces of the creed in characters of the

6th century.

c 36. Clay weight V long X i" broad X thick. Inscribed on both faces.

On one side the writing appears to be kz-ihu ; on the other uncertain. The cliaracters

are of the 9th or loth centuries.

Metallic Object,

727. Copper image, much corroded. Seated figure, halo behind head
; r. hand

holds rosary; 1 . hand uncertain object. Below is tenon. Total hi. 5V'. Tenon i"

long.

INSCRIPTIONS,

Twenty-three new inscriptions were discovered during the season. Most of them

arc repetitions of the Buddhist cnicd, or short dedicatory epigraphs, which are only of

importance for settling the date of the objects on whicli they were found. Others arc

of more interest. In the notes wliich follow they have been arranged roughly in chro-

nological order. None of them are of the IMauryan period, the oldest one dating

from the century preceding the rise of the empire of the Guptas.

I.

The oldest inscription found during the season* s work came to light after the ex-

cavation work had been closed. It was found by Babu Soli an Lai on the topmost step

of the stone stairs on the south side of the Jagat Singh Stupa. The inscription runs

(PI XXI, I)

acliaryydnaFn Sarvvasiivadiiwm parigrahn\^Ji] “ homage of the Sarvastivadin

teachers.*’

The form of the letters d, ya, va^ pa, etc. arc older than the Gupta period, and,

on the whole, the inscription may safely be assigned to the third, or more probably,

to the second century A.D,

An identical inscription, of about the same period, is found in duplicate on the

fine sandstone rail surrounding the old Stfipa, in the somh chapel of the Main Shnne.^

' Soc -I. .S'. A*.. 19^6*07, p.
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7'he Saivastivadins are an offshoot of the orthodox Sthaviravada, just as the

Sammitlyas, who have left an inscription on the A§oka pillar.^ Both these sects

belong to the Hinayana, and their predominance in Sarnath during the first centuries

of our era is borne out by the discovery of an inscription in Pali.^

II.

Another inscription (PI. XXI, II), which certainly also belongs to the Hinayana,

contains the so' called Buddhist Creed, and runs:

—

J. dham 7na hetiiprabhava

2 . tesam Jietii^vi tathliga-

3. fd avdcha tesam clia

4. yd nirOdhd Z-

5. vavi vadi mahd-

6 . sravia no.

The characters of this inscription are slightly younger than those of the preceding

one, Compare the form o{ya with a loop, the a and the via. The epigraph probably
belongs to the third, or, perhaps, to the fourth century. Its chief interest lies in the
fact that the language is Pali, intermixed with two Sanskrit forms, viz.j p7'abhavd (]. i)

and •irainand (1. 6), though the terminations of both words are Pali.

III.

A fragment of an inscription (PI. XXI, III) in characters of the 4th or 5th century
was found during the excavations carried on about the Jagat Singh Stupa. It runs,

* vi^aihgZ uMavi- adIliya , , .

2. . . ,u\d^'^dikya cha pita fa ,

3. . • ,patayah sd

The inscription is too fragmentary for a translation which would give any idea of
the contents.

IV.

Another Inscription tPI. XXI, IV), belonging to the same period, was found in
the same neighbourhood on the base of a double image. The stone has two sockets,
each of them with an inscription. That to the I. runs,

(fcyam dliarmvid-ynh upMgam hhabatolc.
The fa ol nfavgam has been added below the line. The inscription is extremely

;
... .!*:

ought to have run dcyadharnimd^yam, and the whole legend
IS unmtel hgible. The mason has evidently been unable to understand his original It

:;r;r

»

The r. hand inscription runs,

1. dcynvi dliarvi7h'0-^yah

2. npdskikula

nrifyas ^-cro a branch of thr\^j^iJuUakal
according lo the Sinhalese Chronicles, the Sam-

Vol. IX, p. 2\)2 ,

^ ^
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The correct text uould be dtyadharmmv-yaui uf dsiLl-lult'

:

Ihfs i.s tbr piou^

gift in the coiled ion of npasiluxs,

V.

This inscription (PI. XXf, V) was found on the base of an image to the north-ua-st

of the Main Shrine 32). It runs,

—

1. dcyadharmmd'-^ymn SrxhyahhiksJwIi sthavlra \_rijd^d]frii p:r,(vam

fad^hhavafv^(lcl!ihy-dpadhyaya'??ial(i-fntr[o!j‘]

2. pu 7‘V’V(iiigovi(iih h/ifvci S(itvvns(iii'(lji(i?)i^i(t{(i 7i)’’Uffiiya^juaii-ai'{lpfcvZ^sfi{
ti

''This is the pious gift of the Buddhist Friar, the sthavtra,., . Whatever
religious merit there is herein, let it be for the acquisition of unsurpassed knowledge

for all beings, beginning with his acharya, upildhyaya, rnotlier and falfii.T."

The name of the donor has been lost. It must have consisted of four or five

aksharas. The characters belong to the 6th century A.D.

VI.

This inscription (PI. XXI, VI) was found on a stone in the court-yard of the large

modern monastery to the nonh of the Main Shrine, but it is impossible to state wliere

it originally came from. It runs,

—

Visvafalah n da^a chaiiydins^in yaf-pinjyam kdrayiiv-drjjiiaw luayd [i**]

sarvvaloko hhavZ\t-tZna'^ sarvvajhah karuudmayah n ^ri-Jayapdla . .. Zfdn^

tiddihya kdriiam^Anu‘ifapdll\iia\.

" ViSvapala. By the merit wliich has been acquired by me after liaving caused

ten chaiiyas to be made, let the whole world become omniscient, filled witli compas-

sion. A . . .

,

of ivv-Jayapala has been made with reierence to those (chaiiyas) by

Ainritapala.'^

The name Viisvaprda does not seem to have any connexion wdtii the context. It

wdll be seen that two syllables are lost after the word Jayapala. They probably

contained a word indicating the object erected by Aniritapfila. Jayapfila is perhaps

the father of the Prda king A^igraliapfila I. Jayapfila's fatlier, Vakpala, was a

younger brother of king Dharmapfila, w’ho lived about A.D. S61. 'Ihe paleography

of the inscription ivoidd take us down to the ptii century A.D.

VIII -^XVL

All these inscriptions contain the Buddhist Creed, or fragments of it. They

belong to the loth— i2th centuries.

XVII.

Fragment of an insciiption found on a stone to the east of the modern monastery

north of the Main Shrine. It runs,

1. ... lii’ah h^Z-Vra . . .

2. , , ,\dhf\patyam said bhuva?jdiri .

.

.

3. ... Ipaayihuva fasya )i saumyah hrj . .

.

4. ... vd[{]id^bhfit sitfo^sya 1

' bhn • .'r 7; rt cn n n

0

1 be ren d

.
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5. ... gra-^arvvadasa-sufd s nnscs .

.

6. ... sn?wasafvasja licfdh svasii

7. ... \Dh(t\r?mnachcik7'c cliakara ||
srJinad^Dada . .

.

8 . ... tah LohctDaradasah ii Oin}

The beginning of the inscription contained the genealogy of a man, perhaps

Loke^varadasa, who did something in the Dharmachakra. Of his ancestors, one was

Sarwadasa, perhaps his father. I cannot identify any of these persons. Dharma-

chakra is known as the name of the Sarnath monastery or a shrine within it (see below,

Inscription XXIII). The characters of the inscription belong to the loth century.

XVIIL

The uppermost r. hand corner of the inscription of the Kalachuri Krishna found

during the excavations carried on in 1907. It only contains some laudatory epithets.

XIX—XX.

Two inscriptions oi the loth or iith century which are too far gone to be

made out. They seem to contain dedications of images.

XXI.

hound near the Dhamekh Stupa. Registers a gift of the Rajaputra Hatharideva,
the son of the Rajaputra Najunadeva (?). nth century.

xxu.
Ihe Buddhist Creed, to which is added a note that “this is the gift of the

mahaycmanityayin^ the faraviopasaka .... whatever merit is in this, let that be, etc.,

etc. Tne name of the donor has been lost, nth or 12th century,

XXIII,

This Inscription v/as found incised on a rectangular slab excavated to the north of
the Dhamekh Stupa just below the raised mound running 'east and west over the
remnants of the old Gupta monasteries.

//

Nagari of a very ornamental kind, covering a space of
21 X 15. . The inscription, which is in an excellent state of preservation
has been puahshed in the Epigraphia Indica (Vol. IX). As will be seen
rom t le subjoined translation, it records the construction of a viliara by Kumaradevi

queen o Govindachandra of Kanauj, whose inscriptions range from A.D. iha to
_ii 54 - It accordingly belongs to the first half of the 12th century. It is written

Ji rimsiatwn.

Hail. Obeisance to the exalted noble Vasudhara.

(she, who is) a nectar, stream of—-
ie road stream of unlimited misery in the manifold universe

;

Expressed by a symbol.
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T\iio pours out riches of and gold over earth, skies, and heaven, and who

conquers all the misery of men in them.

(V. 2). Victorious be that lover of the lotuses, the fiasliing: torch for the illumin-

ation of the world, who causes oozing of the lovely moon-gems and (brings tears into)

the eyes of longing people; w'ho opens the knot of pride in haughty damsels and also

the closed lotuses; who, with his nectar-filled beams, revives the god of love, who

was burnt to ashes by the impassioned ISvara.

(Y. 3). In bis (the Moon's) lineage, which enjoys a valour worthy of homage;

which is resplendent witli sliinlng fame; which speedily annihilates the pride of the

river of the gods by its purity
;
which destroys the splendour of its adversanes, was a

chief, known by tlie name of Vailabhanija, honoured among princes, the victorious

lord of broad PliJiika, of increasing mighty prowess.

(Vs. 4—5). The full moon elevating the lotuses of the Chhikkora-family. known

on earth as iri-DcvarahshUa. the lord of PflhT, (who) surpassed even the splendour of

Gajapati by liis splendour; whose glory alone ravished the hearts of the world, was

descended from him Vallabharaja). as the moon from the ocean, a second Vishnu,

{n)idhu) together with Lakshmi in the shape of his charm
;
a second moon bringing

the ocean of joy to rise to the eyes (as the moon raises the ocean)

a

second moon,

the lustre of whose light was his fame (or, a second Vishnu with Sr! in the shape of

the lustre of his fame)
;
an incomparable treasure of goodness, a treasure of resplend-

ent virtues, an ocean of profundity, a peerless store of religion, a store of energy, the

only depositary of the love of arms;

(V. 6). who was a wishing tree visible to tlic eye bestowing goods longed for on

those in need; who was an irresistible thunderbolt in accomplishing the splitting of the

mighty mountains, his haughty foes; whose arm was like a sprout of a marvellous herb

in healing the fever of Cupid in enamoured people, wliile he astonished the minds of

kings.

(Y. 7). In tlie Gauda-country there was a peerless warrior, with his quiver, the

incomparable diadem of kshatriyas, the famous prince Mahana, praised by kings, tlie

maternal uncle (of Ramapala). He conquen^d Devarakshita in war and made the glory

of RJimapala rise in splendour because the obstruction caused by Iiis foes was removed.

(V. S). The daughter of tliis Mahanadeva was like the daughter of the mountain

(/.e. Parvati)
;
she was married to tlie lord of Pitlu (as Parvatf) to Svayamblui,

(V. 9). Known under the name of ^ankaradcvi, full of mercy like Tara, and s le

was victorious in the effort to secure the creepers of the wishing tree. .

(V. 10), To them, forsooth, was bom KximaradcvJ, like a dGvi lovely

charming streak of the spotless autumnal moon, as if Tarini iierself,

J
compassion, had descended to earth with a wish to free the world from the oc

misery.
, • 1 -a tt In's

(V. ti). After having created her, Brahma was filled with pnetc.

cleverness in applying his art

;

excelled by her face the moon was

in tiic air, postponed to rise till nigl.t, becoming impure and subsequen ^

bow can tliis her marvellous beauty be described by people like us •

(V. 12). She, who in a wonderful way possesses a
T"

glittering net for entrapping those antelopes, the moving eyes; " " <'

'
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of beauty of the washes of the playful milky ocean by her brilliant charm of lovely

splendour; who does away with the infatuation of the daughter of the mountain (?>.,

Pan^atl) by her proud grace.

(V. 13). Her mind was set on religion alone, her desire was bent on virtues, what

she accumulated was merit, she found a noble satisfaction in bestowing gifts, her gait

was like that of an elephant, her appearance charming to the eye, she bowed down to

the Creator, and the people sang her praise
;
she took her stand in the play of com-

miseration, was the permanent abode of luck, annihilated sin, and took her pride in

abundant virtue,

(Y. 14). In the royal Gahadavala lineage, famous in the world, was born a king^

Chandra by name, a moon among rulers. By the streams of tears of the beloved

wives of the kings who could not resist him, the water of the Yamuna forsooth

became darker.

(V. 15). The king Madanachandra, a crest jewel amongst impetuous kings, was
born from him, the lord who brought the circle of the earth under one sceptre, the

splendour of the fire of his valor being great and mighty, and who even lowered the

glory of Maghavan by his glory.

(V. 16). Hari who had been commissioned by Hara in order to protect Varanasj
from the wicked Turushka warrior, was again born from him, as the only one who was
able to protect the earth, his name being renowned as Govindachandra.

{V. 17). Wonderful, the calfs of the wishing cows could not formerly get even
drops of the milk stream to drink, on account of its continuous use for satisfying the
hearts of petitioners, but after the multitude of his petitioners had been gladdened
through the liberality of that king, they sit down to the feast of drinking the milk
which is always plentiful and applied according to their wishes.

(V. iS). In the capital of his adversaries hunters pick up fallen necklaces with a
mind to use them as nooses for the deer in it, and not through mistake, and hunters
quickly remove the fallen gold ring with sticks, their bands shaking with fear,
mistaking it for a snake on account of its large size.

(V. 19), The chariot of the sun was dela^^ed because its span of horses were
greedy after the mouthfuls of fresh, shining, thick grass on the roofs of the palaces in
the towns of his uprooted foes

;
and also the moon became slow, because he had to

protect the gazelle (in Its orb), which was falling down, having become covetous after
the grass.

(Y. 20). Kumaradevi, forsooth, was famous with that king, like Sri with Vishnu,
and her praises were sung m the three worlds, and in the splendid harem, of that king
Siie was indeed like the streak of the moon amongst the stars.

(Y. 21). This vtfiara, an ornament to the earth, the round of which consists of
nine segments, w^as made by her, and decorated as it w^ere by Vasudhara herself in the
s lape of Tanni, and even the Creator himself w’as taken with wonder w^hen he saw it
accomplished with the highest skill in the applying of wonderful arts and like' to (thepalaces of) the gods. '

teachil^ of
copper-plate grant which was connected with the

most ofail
Siven it to Jambuii, the fore-

P iikas, for so long a time as moon and sun endure on earth.
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(V. 23). This Lord of the A\ heel of the Lau* was attain nTtorrJ by tu-r in

accordance with the way in which it existed in tlie days of Dharnhisuka. thJ ruler o*

men, and even more wonderfully, and this J’z/hlra for tlial sfJutvira, was elaboratelv

erected by her, and miglit he. placed there, stay there as long as moon and sun

(endure)

.

(V. 24). If anyone on the surface of the world preserves her lamf*. tlu n vou

jfzias, who are intent on bowing down to the pair of feel of the Blessed one. must hit

his witnesses; but if any fool robs her fame, then those will quickly punish

that wicked man in their wrath.

(V. 25). The poet in eight /;/a7s/;/7^, known as the trusted friend of the Banga-

king, SrJhiinda by name, the learned, who was the only lion to attack the troop of the

elephant like heretics, who was a Rohana mountain of the flashing jewels of poetical

composition, he made this eulogy of her, cliarming with strings of letters beautifully

arranged.

(V. 263. Tins pra^asii lias been engraved by tlie '%ilpin Vamana on this excellent

stone which rivals the rajavarta (/>., Lapis Lazuli).

It will be seen that, after invocations of Vasudhara and the Moon, the inscription

gives the genealogy of Kumaradevi and GOvindachandra, The latter is well known,

and his lineage is given in the same way as in other inscriptions. Wc learn that he

was an incarnation of Vjshnu for the purpose of freeing Benares from the wicked

Tarusbka soldiers, ric., from Muhammadan raiders. GOvindachandra Avas himself an

orthodox Hindu, but wc see from our inscription tiiat he was tolerant enough to marry

a Buddhist wife.

Kumaradevi was the daughter of SankaradevI and Devarakshita. The latter

who must have lived in the last part of the i ith century, was the son of Vallabharaja

and, like liirn, apparently a local governor or general in Pitlii, which may be identified

with Pittapuram in the Godfivarl District. Sankaradevi was the daugliter of Ma liana

the maternal uncle of tlie Gaiida king Ramapala.

The chief importance of the inscription for the history of Sarnruh rests with the

description of the gift it registers. We are first told, in V, 2 1 ,
that a was

constructed. Then Vv. 22-23 inform us how the queen prepared a copper-plate con-

nected with the teaching of the Lord of the Wheel of the Law {pri-Dharmachahra^

jiiia) and gave it to a certain jambukl, Avho is described as tlie foremost of all

paffaltkas^ and that she then restored the Lord of tlie Wheel of tlie Law as it had

been in DharmasOka’s days. Then it is stated that the vthdra of that Sf/iavira (rir.,

of the Lord of the Wheel of the Law) was caused to be made with great care, and the

wish is expressed that he (the Lord of the Wheel of the Law) may reside in that

vihdra for ever.

It seems necessary to infer that the Lord of the Wheel of the Law^* {krJ-

Dharma'chakra-jina), wliich is stated to have existed in DliarniasOka’s days, was an

image of the Buddha, and that the vihura built by queen Kumaradevi as a dwelling

^ Thh Is ihc feminine of which word U chew here found in connectian with rtVrifiT i ,* sec /;)>.

Vol. Ui, p. 44, 1. 35.
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place for him, was a shrine, a gandhakuii. The copper-plate mentioned may have

contained the famous Benares Sermon, but the wording of the text can also be-

constructed to mean simply that it ^vas drawn up In accordance with the teaching of

the Buddha.

We thus learn from our inscription that there was an old image of the - Buddha

in Sarnath, known as the Dharmachakrajina, the Lord of the Wheel of the Law.' His

shrine was known as Dharinachahra^jinamhctra. We have already met with the term

Dhannachakra or Dharmachakravihara as a name of the whole Sarnath establishment

of w'hich gandhaktiii formed part. We now see that Dhannachakra was also used

to denote an image, and Dharmaohakrajinavihara as the name of a shrine.

J. H, Marshall. •

Sten Konow.







EXCAVATIONS AT SAHETH-MAHETH.

»

INTRODUCTORY REAIARKS.

I

N view of ihe famine prevailing in certain districts of the United Provinces it was

decided that, instead of resuming my explorations at Kasia, ^ 1 was to transfer

operations to the ancient site of Sahdlh-MahGlh in the Gonda and Bahraich districts.

This site is situated at nearly equal distances from Baliraich and Gonda, 5 miles ea^^t

of Akauna (Bahraich) and 12 miles west of Balrainpur tGonda). According to

Cunningham, it lies 58 miles north of A3’odh3Ti (Faizubad district). Mr. Marshall

arranged that in connection with the excavations a complete survey of the site sliould

be made by Mr. A. Wilson, Eie also lent me the services of Pandit Dava Ram
Sahni, whose assistance proved of great use. Besides these two officers and my
ordinary staff, a sub-overseer and a temporary clerk were appointed. 'Phe work was

started as an ordinary work and, after the R3,ooo originally sanctioned for the Kasia

excavations had been exhausted, it was lumed into a civil work, financed from famine

funds. In addition to the R3,000 already sanctioned, 1^7,289-2-0 were spent, the

total expenditure amounting to R 10,289-2-0. Moreover, a sum of R 1.753 was

granted for the preservation of the buildings excavated.

After some preliminary work had been done under the supervision of Mr.

Wilson and Pandit Daya Rain, the excavations were actually started with 640 labour-

ers on the 3rd of February and carried on till the end of April. During the month

of April the excavations were continued by the Pandit and my head-draftsman, TIu;

number of labourers was gradually increased to 1,600 men. Among these, only 325

were diggers, whereas 1,000 wore employed in carrying earth and 230 in clearing the

jungle which completely covered the site.

In the coarse of the work my two draftsmen prepared 14 drawings and my
photographer took 34 photographs of the buildings excavated. The finds have been

provisionally placed in the tahj^rma of the Lucknow Museum, as the Afuseum

building docs not afford room for their proper exhibition.

The second portion of this paper, dealing with the excavations at Sahe^h, is the

work of Pandit Daya Ram Sahni.

^ Cf. . 1 . S, h\ for 19 >4-5. PP- -t;—55, for I9^5*r», pp. 61 -S5 nnJ Icr 1 pp. 44~:7‘
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Before giving an account of this year's excavations at Saheth-Maheth, I wish

to insert here a resume of previous explorations on this important site. In Januar)"

1863 Sir A. Cunningham first excavated the mounds of Maheth and Saheth

which he identified as the site of the ancient city of Sravasti (Pali Savafthz) and

that of the Jefcavana, the famous Buddhist establishment outside that city.^ This

identification was confirmed by the discovery of a colossal Bodhisattva image in

one of the ruined shrines of Saheth. An inscription incised on the base of this statue

in characters of the Kush ana period records that the Bodhisattvaj together with a

parasol, was set up by Friar Bala at Sravasti, at the Promenade fchanh'amaj o{

tlie Lord Buddha in the Kosamba-kuti. The date of the inscription is lost, but the

subsequent discoA^ery of the inscribed Bodhisattva of Sarnath, dedicated by the same
Friar Bala in the 3rd year of the reign of Kanishka, proves that it belongs to the

earl)^ Kushana period.^

Before Cunningham resumed his explorations, Mr. W. C, Benet, C.S., Settle-

ment Officer, did a few days' digging in Maheth, It appears that he dug into the

mound known as Pakki Kuti, which Cunningham had identified with the Ahgulimala

Stupa^ mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims. All that is known about his diggings

are a few lines reproduced by Cunningham from the Oudh Gazetteer.'^

Cunningham resumed his explorations at Saheth in 1876, when he laid bare
some sixteen distinct buildings, mostly sfufas and small temples of a comparatively
late date. The little shrine (No. 3), in which the Bodhisattva image had been found,

he identified with the Kosaraba-kuti mentioned in the inscription, and another similar

edifice, situated to the north of the former, he believed to represent the Gandha-kuti,.
the most notable monument of the jetavana. The latter identification was solely

based on the well-known Barahat relief which portrays the donation of the Jetavana
by Anathapiudika and in which the Gandha-kuti is showm to the left of the Kosamba-
kuti. It may, however, rightly be doubted whether the bas-relief is accurate as
regards the relative position of the two temples.

It appears that about the same time (1875-6) Dr. W. Hoey, LC.S., did some
excavation at Maheth, but no account is aA^ailable of his diggings. It may be gathered,
however, that he obtained some images from Sobhnath, the Jaina tem^e in the
A\estern poition of Maheth. They included one of Sumati, the fifth Tirtbarhkara.

More extensive explorations were carried out by Dr. Hoey both at Saheth and
Maheth from 15th December 1884 till 15th May, 1885, at a cost of R5,ooo, supplied
uy the Balrampur Estate. They dealt with no less than 34 different buildings at
Saheth and some more in and around Maheth. Unfortunately, not a single one of
these monuments was completely excavated, and both the descriptions and plans
su sequently published are inadequate to com^ey an accurate idea of the remains
aiscovered. [n his reporP Dr. Hoey attempts to identify some of the buildings with

pp. vol.
^ -’d Vol. XI,

«Uh PP- ^74 ff- and Ep. I,id. Vol. VIII (1905-6) pp. 17911.

bo Arigttlitnala. Cl. Wo'^Mcd^FaT'bei'n VoT V Prakrit form, however, appears to

. . . dI. LXI (1892), Pt. I, extra number, plates I—XXX.
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monuments mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims, but fails in most cases to adduce
any proof. The etymologies of local place-names proposed by him in support of !us

identifications do not deserve a serious discussion. One of tlie most important finds

made in the course of his excavations was a well-proser\'ed stone inscription dated

Samvai 1 176 (A.D. 1119). It records the foundation of a monastery (ftV/arc) by an
individual of the name of Vidyadhara, apparently a counsellor of Madana-pala of

Kanauj. This inscription was found in the courtyard of a Monastery (No. ci), which

occupies the south-western corner of the SahCth mound. It is now placed in the

Lucknow Museum.^

As in his report Dr. Hoey fails to furnish accurate information regarding the

objects discovered in the course of his diggings, I insert here a list* of 'V\ccessions

to the Lucknow Museum for the month of May 1SS6 ” wliich were obtained bv him
from Saheth-Maheth.

1. A large inscribed slab dated Saihvaf itS6 (read 11/6),

2. A reddish sandstone, inscribed, Gupta period,

3. Six fragments of two inscriptions from images of Jaina pontiffs,

4. An ancient inkpot (i’/’rj,

5. A bronze figure of a dragon.

6. An inscribed seal of a Buddhist Monastery.

7. Two baked clay seals, inscribed.

8. Ten clay seals (two unbaked) holding the Buddhist creed formula.

9. A collection of 500 unbaked clay seals,

10.

A copper coin of Kancrki [read Kanishka).

The first inscription of this list is evidently the stone slab, found in Monastcrv

No. 21, just referred to. Of the second inscription no mention whatever is made in

Dr. Hoey’s report, though in all probability it was the oldest and most important

record found in the course of his excavations. It appears that it is a fragment of the

post of the stone parasol erected by Friar Bala together with the Budhisattva statue.

The inscription, though partly defaced, is identical with that on the image.’ The

inscribed clay-seals found by Dr. Hoey, it is impossible now to identify owing to the

absence of any reliable record of the Lucknow ^luscum collections. The 500 unbaked

clay seals mentioned sub 9 are no longer traceable. Dr. Hoey refers to them in the

course of his report (p. 37).

So far the identitv of MahOlli with Sravasti had been universally accepted. In

iSqS, however, Mr. Vincent A. Smith published a paper' in which he undertook to

disprove Cunningham’s identification. His arguments were chiefly derived from the

data contained in the itineraries of the Chinese pilgrims.
.
Mr. Smith claimed, more^

over, to have discovered the true site of Sravasti between the villages of Balapur,

Kaiiidi and Intava in Nepal territory near the place where the Rapt! leaves the hills.

In a subsequent paper Mr. Smith dealt with the question of the colossal Budhisattva

image of Saheth which formed the main support of Cunningham’s theory. There

can belittle doubt that originally this image stood in the open, sheltered by ^ts stone

' Kiclborn, /«i. .!«. Vo!. XVn. fiSSS), pp. 6if.
,5^'* ia dfatch

- of the Ptoxdnddt ^V. U\ P* cud Ottdf’h Argus

jSSS (AUnhabad tSSp). p. 17W

3 C/. Bloch. £/>. /»: i. Vol. IX, pp. 200/ r P, A.S. for 19^^
< V. A. Smith, P, .1. S, for iSgS, pp. Pf olso Srjcus /

pp. Iff. S
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narasol When discovered, however, it was enshrined in a small temple, apparently

of aktc date. Mr. Smith concluded that it was removed from the true SravastI to

Saiieth at a lime when the former place had become deserted. The distance of

the t-o places is about 50 miles, but the Rapti would have afforded a convenient

watcr-t/ay for the removal of the image. In support of his theory Mr. Smith

adduced the exam-ile of a Birar image which is said to have been removed from Nagpur

to Lonar over a distance of 7® miles.

The question of the identity of Saheth-Maheth uith SravastI and the Jetavan

was, tha.-clore, still a matter of dispute at the time when the excavations were resumed

jntl^c rirAer of 1908.

As the mo^'ern name of the site has been adduced in favour of the identifica-

tion, a bv; words maybe said on this point. There exists a considerable variety in

t;i.vmTl;n^-...d.'Otc.l bv different writers. Cunningham gives the name as Sahet-Mahet

and :.U-. .Imlth'has Saiiet-Mahet. Dr. Hoey was first inclined to adopt the spelling

rdterwards changed it into Set-Mahet, a spelling which has since been

tMDw-:. by Vchcr authors.' Regarding the minor site Dr. Hoey remarks that

lii ' sct.D rent map hrst prepared after the annexation calls it Set, and the patwaris

of timn i'.bbmrhcnd preserve the name.” Considering the great carelessness in the

ren 0£ olacp-naines noticeable in Indian maps, I do not think that much im-

pnr ancc" c be attached to the settlement map quoted by Dr. Hoey. According to

fheh c.ii pronunciation the correct spelling is Saheth-Maheth which agrees with that

followed by the paivarl of Chakar Bhandar. This spelling I have adopted in the present

publication.

A.— General Description.

It should be n^^ticed drst of all that the names Saheth and Mah^th are

applied to two d'sdnct sites situated at a distance of J mile from each other. Maheth^

the larger of tin* two, is c^escribed by Cunningham as “ an almost semi-circular

cret>ccpt wiih its diameter of one mile and a third in length, curved inwards and facing

the north-cast, ?dong the old bank of the Rapti river.^^ He makes its circuit

17,300 feet or upwards of 35- miles. According to our recent survey the circuit is

1 7,250 feet, enclosing an area of 40,743 acres.

Both the extent and configuration of Maheth can leave no doubt that it is the

site of an ancient city. Its^outline is very distinctly marked by earthen ramparts.

These considerably vary in height, those to the west being 35' to 40' high, while

those on the south and east are not more than 25' to 30'. In the ramparts there are

a series of openings giving access to the interior, 'which is almost entirely covered with

jungle. These passages are denoted by the name of darwasa, but it is clear that

they cannot all represent real city gates. Most of them are certainly only gaps or

depressions in the rampaits.

On the accompanying plan I have given the names by which these so-called

gates are locally known, but I have altered some of them, so as to make them more

Hoey, Report pp, 3?. Cf. hid. Ini. Vol, XVH (i888j, p. 61, footnote, and V. A. Smith J. H, A. S. for lOoo
p. y.
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intelligible. As there were no less than three gates indicated by the name
Pipai) Gate, I have adopted new names for two of them. It will be seen that

the gates are named either after villages or buildings from or to which they le.ad,

or after particular trees which grow on the adjoining ramparts. The latter nomen-

clature is far from satisfactory, and I have, as far as possible, replaced the

names of trees by names of localities. I shall now briefly describe these gates and

try to establish W'hich of them represent real city gales.

At the eastern extremity of the site aretw'o passages, named Bfinkj and Gang:!-

pur Darw^aza, after two neighbouring villages. The Bank! gate is only a slight

depression, S' wide, and does not seem to mark an original city gate. The Gangapur

gate is 14' w^ide. Through these two passages footpaths lead into the eastern portion

of Mahcth which is comparatively opeti and free from vegetation. The Gangapur

gate is locally known by the name of Khurkiiuriha Darwaza, the meaning of which

I have not been able to find out.

From this gate the ramparts run south-west for about 1,500' and then turn due

west. At the turning-point there is a gate of very peculiar aspect. It is locally

known as Piprahva DarwTiza, but I have renamed it after the village Kfind-bhari which

lies just opposite. It consists of tw'o passages separated by a rouglily circular space

w'hich is surrounded by mounds. The outer passage, w’hich is iS' wide, is enclosed

between two low mounds, but on both sides of the circular space are two distinct

bastions, that to the west rising to a heiglit of 29'. The inner passage U a long

ravine, S' wide. Outside, distinct from the gate proper, there are two low mounds

which apparently are the remains of outworks. The appearance of the Kand-bhari

Gate suggests an original city gale, but further exploration would be required to settle

this point definitely. Inside there is a depression of the soil. A footpath leads from

here to the Juriha Gate.

At a distance of only 460' is the next gate, whicn is called Niddhi Darwaza,

It is said to have been named after a man wiio was buried in (he neighbourhood, but

no "rave is now anywhere traceable. Tlie Niddhi Darwaza is only a slight depres-

sion, 14' wide. On both sides of t/ic Kand-bharr Gate the brick parapets arc still

extant. They are (2' 10" wide 10 the west, and 17' 6
"
to the cast of the gate. To

the east, a second wall seems to have been built on to it. The bricks are of various

sizes. The common size is n'' by si" by 3^ but some are large flat bricks,

iiJ'/' square by 3^^ thick. Each brick has three grooves, apparently intended

to make the mortar adhere to it more firmly. It is noieworthy, that, though

the parapets on both sides still stand to a height of 2', there is no trace of a

"ateway. This makes it very doubtful whether there originally existed a gate on

this spot.

The next gate I have named Clilrcnath Gate after a small shrine, situated outside

it which is known as Chlrenath Mahadev, on account of the stone h'figa which it

contains being split (Hindi cIiTrm to split*’). As pointed out by Dr, Hocy,* the

temple, which is modern, stands on earlier ruins. For his assumption that the /ifjga

is the lower portion of a memorial column there does not exist any foundation.

Kef'crt, p 43: little IV.
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quarters for soldiers. The central space was occupied by a building, which may have

been a guard-room, or a monk's residence or an octroi post
;

in fact it may have

served all these purposes at various periods. ” As long as these remains have not been

fully explored, it is difficult to decide as to their exact purpose. What is left of

Dr. Hoey's excavation, shows a large brick structure, the west wall of which has a thick-

ness of 7^ To the vrest of it is a depression, possibly once a tank, enclosed by low

mounds. Inside this building Dr. Hoey discovered the 500 inscribed sealings of un-

baked clay, already mentioned, which were sent to the Lucknow Museum and have

since disappeared.

From the Imli to the Pipal Darwaza the ramparts run due north. The Kanji

Gate is merely a footpath leading over the ramparts. It is situated opposite the tank,

Sagra Tal, to tlie north-west of which rises a small mound known by the name of

Barm Dev.

The next two gates are very distinct passages, 49^ and 46' vdde respectively and

equal in level vv^ith the l^elds. They are named Khaira and Khairi Darwaza, after the

two pools which occupy the north-west corner of Maheth. On Cunningham’s plan

they ^re shown iis one lake—narrow in the centre. But in reality there are two dis-

tinct pools separated by a mound on which a sadliu has taken up his residence. The

mound coutaliis an old w’ell. I may add that the names Khaira and Khairi, as applied

to these pools, are often interchanged. With reference \o the gates, the names are

hardly appropriate, as both give access to the southern pool usually called Khaira. A
footpath leads from both gates to the northern, or Khairi, pool. In this connection 1

may also mention a small tank called Suraj Kund, where an annual 7ncla takes place on

the pnrnainasl of the month of Karttika, supposed to be the date of Rama's birthday.

the south-west corner of this tank is a small mound on which a sMhu used to

live. It will be noticed that opposite the Khaira Gate there is a mango grove

containing a well and a liiiga temple, known by the name of Banl-nath ” the Lord of

the Grove.

The north-western corner of (he fortifications is marked by a bastion, 40^ high, to

the north of which a ppssage, wide, crosses the ramparts. It is named Pipa-

rhiya Darwaza or Pipal Gate after a large plpal tree growing on the top. From here

the ramparts turn eastwards in the direction of the Naukhan or old bed of the Raptl.

C)n its right ban!:, at a little distance north of Maheth, once stood the village of Raj-
garh. Some foity years ago, when the village was destroyed by a flood, the inhabit-

ants scctled in '^Tulariha, west of Maheth, which since then has become known by
tee doable name of Rajgarh-Gulariha. The northernmost gate of Maheth has been
named Rajgarh-Darwaza, after the original village. It is 33" wide and gives access
to the Khairi Tal. The ramparts rise here to a height of 63'.

At the spot where the old Rapt! approaches the northern extremity of Maheth
there is a gap, some 500' wide, in the old ramparts. It is evidently due to the
action of the river. This gap is locally known as Kalbala Darwaza, Karbala Gate,
because on occasion of the Muharram the villagers dispose of their iazias on the ad-
joining river bank. I may note that in the various parts of Oudh this festival is cele-
brated both by Hindus and Moslims. The name Kalbala affords an instance of the
interchange of I and r in the dialects of these sub-Himalayan districts, which is also
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noticeable in certain place-names such as Rummin Dei (from Limb-uhLumtntt::), and
Piprahva (from pipal ficuq religiosa

From the so-called Karbala Gale the ramparts run south-east with a sligli?

inward curve. The Naukhan or old Rapd gradually recedes from the ancient site,

thus leaving a widening strip of fertile soihvhich is indicated by the name of Nausahra.

Along the river-face there arc no less than twelve gates including the Karbala

Darwaza just mentioned and the Banki Darwaza from which we began our circum-

ambulation of the ancient city, h will, however, be seen that onlv one of these—the

Nausahra Darwaza, named aiier Liie low land along the river—has been proved to be

one of the original city gates. A detailed description of this uaie will be given in a

subsequent section of the present paper. The remaining so-called gates, whether

original or not, deserve only a short notice.

First come the Sandel (Channan) and Bel (Bclhan or Belahi) Gates, the latter

40' wide, both named after trees. TJie next three arc named after three prominent

monuments inside Mahcth : the tomb of I^Iiran Sayyid, the Pakki Kuti and the

Kachchl Kuti. The Miran Sayyid Gate is iS' wide, the Pakki Kuti Gale is a narrow

gap of S'j and the Kachchi KuU Gate is 17'^ wide. Next comes the Nau:>ahrri Gale,

to be described subsequently. After the Nausahra Gate we have the Jurihd Darwaza,

a twin gate, as the name indicates. That to the west is a distinct passage and the

other only a slight depression. Near the former a small cutting, 2' wide, wa^^ made;

but nothing was found, except earth and loose bricks. From the Twin Gate a foof-

path leads to the Kand-biiari Danvaza, as has been staled above. The Potters Gate

(Kumhara Darwaza) is a passage, 8' ivide, with masonry remains, cotisistlng of small

bricks, on both sides. The iMadar Gate (Madarhana Darwaza), called after the tree

of that name, is a slight depression at a small distance from the Potters Gate.

Before proceeding to give a detailed account of the monuments of MaheUi, 1

wish briefly to mention a hypothesis advanced by Mr. \\ A. Smith,* The walled

town'*, he says, was protected in old days on the north, and perhaps also on the

east, by the Rapti, ivhich used to floiv under the ramparts, and has cut away «i portion

of them. The walls in the eastern portion of the northern face are lower and weaker

than the fortifications on tlie north-western and western side. Major Jaskaran Singh

of Balrampur who accompanied me on the occasion of my second visit in March 1^09

believes that these low^er walls arc comparatively late substitutes, perliaps dating

from the time of iMahmud of Ghazni, for parts of the original fortilicalions are cut away

by the river. The country-people say that masonry is found far out in the bed of the

river, of which the stream has moved a couple of miles away. The city rvas ori-

ginally probably of a rectangular shape, as indicated by the dotted line inserted in the

tracing.’’

1 do not exactly know how fnr Major Jaskaran Singh can be trusted as an

authority in mailers ate Ideological, but I may say at once that my excavations at the

Dasahra Gate leave little doubt as to the antiquity of the gate itself and the adjoining

fortifications. The main point on which Mr. Smith's conjecture is based can

—

I believe—be explained without resorting to the assumption that half the ancient city

y. A\ A. S. for Xgoj, p, 14.
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quarters for soldiers. The central space was occupied b)' a building, which may have

been a guard-room, or a monk’s residence or an octroi post
;

in fact it may have

sensed all these purposes at various periods, ” As long as these remains have not been

fully explored, ii is difficult to decide as to their exact purpose. What is left of

Dr. Hoey’s excavation, shows a large brick structure, the west wmll of wffiich has a thick-

ness of 7'. To the west of ft is a depression, possibly once a tank, enclosed by low

mounds. Inside this building Dr. Hoey discovered the 500 inscribed sealings of un-

baked clay, already mentioned, w'hich were sent to the Lucknow Museum and have

since disappeared.

From the Inili to the Pfpal Darwaza the ramparts run due north. The Kafiji

Gate is merely a footpath leading over the ramparts. It is situated opposite the tank,

Sagra Tal, to the ncith-west of which rises a small mound known by the name of

Barm Dev.

The next two gates are very distinct passages, 49' and 46' wide respectively and
equal in level with the telds. They are named Khaira and Khairl Darwaza, after the

D.-o rcolc which occupy the north-rvest corner of Maheth. On Cunningham’s plan

they .Tc showm a- one lake—narrow' in the centre. But in reality there are two dis-

tinct pools sepai ated by a mound on which a sadhu has taken up his residence. The
mound contains an old w'eil. I may add that the names IChaIra and Khairi, as applied

to tiiese pools, are often interchanged. With reference 10 the gates, the names are
liardly appvopiiatc, as both give access to the southern pool usually called Khaira. A
tO0Lp.A.h i.wa..s -iom both gates to the northern, or Kbairi, pool. In this connection I

may mso mention a small 'ank called Sura] Kuijd, where an annual mUa takes place on
the of the month of Karttika, supposed to be the date of Rama’s birthday,
^t the soutli-west corner of this tank is a small mound on which a sadhu used to
live. It will be noticed that opposite the Khaira Gate there is a mango grove
containing a well and a lingci temple, known by the name of Bani-nath “ the Lord of
the Giove.

’’

tire r.crth-w'estern corner of the fortifications is marked by a bastion, 40' high, to
the north of whic!; a passage, is'y" wide, crosses the ramparts. It is named Pipa-
rhiya Darwaza or Pipal Gate after a large pipal tree growing on the top. From here
i!ie ramparts turn eastwards in the direction of the Naukhan or old bed of the Raptl.
On Its right bank, at a little distance nortii of Maheth, once stood the village of Rai-
garh. Sonie forty years ago, when the village w-as destroyed by a flood, the inhabit-
ants settled m Gulanha, ivest of Maheth, w'hich since then has become known by
le ou e nameo Rajgayh- Gulanha. The northernmost gate of Maheth has been

tnM
It is 33' wide and gives access

to the khairi Tal. The ramparts rise here to a height of 63'.
At the spot w'here the old Rapt! approaches the northern extremity of Mahethth re IS a gap. some 500' wide, in the old ramparts. It is evidently due to theaction of the river. This gap is locally known as Kalbala Darwaza / ^ iLrbala Gate

Lied both L Hi„dtlsTr,d"M°i‘^“
•

“cha lolL ;”,? The Kalbald affords a„ iostaooe of thea„,e and , ,n ,l.„ d.aleot, of ihese snb-HimaIa,an districts, which is also
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noticeable in certain place-names such as Rummin Dei (from Luinbtni^Lnmmifil)^ and
Piprahva (from plpai ''ficus religiosa

From the so-called Karbala Gate the ramparts run south-east with a slight

inward curve. The Naukhan or old Rapli gradually recedes from the ancient site,

thus leaving a widening strip of fertile soil which is indicated by the name of Nausahra.
Along the river-face there are no less than twelve "gates*', including the Karbala
Darwaza just mentioned and the Bahki Darwaza from which we began our circum-

ambulation of the ancient city. It will, however, be seen that only one of these—the

Nausahra Darwaza, named af^cr the low land along the river—has been proved to be

one of the original city gates. A detailed description of this gate will be given in a

subsequent section of the present paper. The remaining so-called gates, whether

original or not, deserve only a short notice.

First come the Sandel (Channan) and Bel (Belhari or Belahi) Gates, the latter

40' wide, both named after trees. The next three are named after three prominent

monuments inside Maheth ; the tomb of Miran Sayyid, the Pakki Kutl and the

Kachchi Kuti. The Miran Sayyid Gate is iS' wide, the Pakki Kuy Gate is a narrow

gap of 8"; and the Kachchi Kuci Gate is ly' wide. Next comes the Nausahra Gate,

to be described subsequently. ATter the Nausahra Gate we have the Juriha Darwaza,

a twin gate, as the name indicates. That to the west is a distinct passage and the

other only a slight depression. Near the former a small cutting, 2' wide, was made
;

but nothing was found, except earth and loose bricks. From the Twin Gate a foot-

path leads to the Kand-bliail Daiwaza, as has been stated above. The Potters Gate

(Kumhara Darwaza) is a i^assage, 8' wide, with masonry remains, consisting of small

bricks, on both sides. The D.Iadar Gate (Madarhana Darwaza), called after the tree

of that name, is a slight depression at a small distance from the Potters Gate.

Before proceeding to give a detailed account of the monuments of Maheth, I

wish briefly to mennon a hypothesis advanced by Mr. V. A. Smithd " The w^alled

town*', he says, " w^as protected in old days on the north, and perhaps also on the

east, by the Rapti, v;hich u^ed to flow under the ramparts, and has cut aw^ay a portion

of them. The ualU in the eastern portion of the northern face are lower and weaker

than the fortification^ on tbe north-w^estern and western side. Major Jaskaran Singh

of Balrampur who accompanied me on the occasion of my second visit in March 1899

believes that these lower w^alls are comparatively late substitutes, perhaps dating

from the time of Mahmud of Ghazni, for parts of the original fortifications are cut away

by the river. The country-people say that masonry is found far out in the bed of the

river, of which the stream has moved a couple of miles away. The city was ori-

ginally probably of a rectangular shape, as Indicated by the dotted line inserted in the

tracing."

1 do not exactly know how far Major Jaskaran Singh can be trusted as an

authority in matters archaeological, but I may say at once that my excavations at the

Dasahra Gate leave little doubt as to the antiquity of the gate iiself and the adjoining

fortifications. The main point on which Mr. Smith's conjecture is based can—

1 believe be explained without resorting to the assumption that half the ancient city

^ y, i?. A, S, for iqoo, p, 14.
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fulS been vrashed ar/ay by the Rapti. The ramparts from the Tamarind Gate to the

Karbala Darwaza are higher and broader than elsewhere, most probably because this:

porllon was not protected by a river. There was consequently greater need here for

strong ramparts In the absence of natural defences.

There is good reason to assume that tlie south face was at some time likewise

sheltered by a natural watercourse. Cunningham marks on his plan a distinct moat

along the south-west side of the ancient city. Mr. Smith^ observes that this moat—

HOT/ for the most part a rice swamp—communicates through ponds with a canal, six

miles long, v/hich runs due south and joins the Kuana river. This canal is known by

the name of Bhuibanda Nala. It seems to me that those ponds—Khajuha Tal,

Baitara Tal, Voinda Tal, and another Khajuha Tal—mark the course of an ancient

river -ririch once vIov;ed along the south-w^est corner of Maheth. It is quite natural

that tanks should be dug in the depressions caused by a dried-up river bed. The

eidstence cf such an old river bed is very clear to the south of Ora Jhar Basket

Dust ”). This mound, apparently a ruined siflpa^ together wdth the smaller mounds

cf Parahlya jhar 5'hoe Dust ”) and Kharahua Jhar (“ Sandal Dust forms

another anc'Ient site w hich still remains to be explored. The names of these three-

mounds rere- to a tradition that, w’hen the buildings of Saheth w^ere being construc-

ted, the v/orkmen, on their return home, daily used to knock out their baskets on this

spot. The Ora Jhar mound stands on the right bank of the river bed just referred

t"'. 't seems most likel)^ that vrhen the monument represented by this mound "was'

raised, the river w^as still in existence.

Dr. Hoey^s identifications" of Ora Jhar and Panahiya Jhar with the palace of

Vl‘'j:haka and a cockpit {s7c) hardly deserve serious consideration. At the present

st.s re cf our knowledge of the remains of Saheth-Maheth it w^ould indeed be vain

to attempt to identify any of the individual monuments mentioned by the Chinese

pilgrims. It should not be lost sight of that the ruins of this site reflect the condition

oi the ancient city and its environs at the time immediately preceding the Muham-
madan conquest. It is most unlikely that at that time the position of the city, its

gates and different edifices should have been the same as nearly six centuries

before, 'when Hiuen Tsiang visited the sacred sites of Buddhism.

Mr. Smith rightly points out that the site of Maheth represents a ruined towm
and not merely a palace. 1 doubt, how^ever, w^hether it is quite correct to say that

it is “ a town all complete in itself. There W'ere no doubt suburbs outside the-

walled enclosure. Their former existence is indicated by brick remains and minor
mounds and by the frequent discovery of coins in the fields all around. It would
perhaps be most correct to call Maheth an akropolis—the fortified inner city contain-

ing, besides the palace, a number of temples and other religious monuments, tanks^

barracks and bazars. It may be compared with the Qi7a ‘

of the Muhammadan period.

Evidently this is exactly w'hat Beal in his translation of Hiuen Tsiang^s description,

of Sravasti renders by the royal precincts ’’ and Cunningham Is, therefore, quite-

right in asserting that the circuit of 20 /?’ of “ these royal precincts closely agrees-
with thm ot the ancient site of Maheth.

^ F, A. S. for I goo, p. 14,

Repor,, pp. 39f, The names of these mounds are modern. Cf. Smith A, S, for- 1900, p. 16.
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B.— Kachchi Kuti. (Plates XXIII—XXVL)
The most important group ol monuments in Maheth is found about the middle

of the river face in the immediate proximity of the ramparts. Included in the ramparts

between the Pakki Kuti and Kachchi Kuti Gates is a large stupa which I have

called A, Due west of it at a distance of 300^ is a mound containing a massive

brick building known as Pakki Kuti. Cunningham called it E and identified it with

the Angulimala stupa. South-east of this building at a distance of 250' rises another

brick edifice of considerable size, called the Kachchi Kuti. It is Cunningham^s D,

which he identified with the stupa of Sudatta. It is not clear which buildings he

indicates as B and C, as there are only a few small mounds to the west of the

Kachchi KutJ, Due west of the Pakki KuU, at a distance of 360^ there is an extensive

but flat mound of rectangular shape which hitherto has remained unexplored. Near

its north-western corner we notice a Muhammadan grave in a plain brick enclosure.

It is the tomb of Miran Sayyid, who is said to have been the first Muslim governor

of the place.

The Kachchi Kuti was partly excavated by Dr. Hoe)% but both his description

and plan^ are inadequate to convey an idea of this building. I must point out

first of all that this ruin represents different periods of construction. Latest in date

is a small brick shrine, which stands in the top of the mound and of which the west

and north walls are still extant. The other two sides have been rebuilt with kachchd

masonry apparently by the sddim who once resided here. This accounts for ihe

name Kachchi KuU, the latter word being applied to the residence of an ascetic.

The sddim is probably responsible for caves dug in the solid masonry of the ancient

plinth on which the shrine is raised and for an arched entrance on the east side.

The original entrance was to the west, but had been closed—perhaps by the same

sddliu or by a previous occupant—by means of a stone which must once have formed

the pedestal of an image. It measures 3' 6" in length, i'
6'' in width and ']Y in

height, has a depression (2' 5"X 2'') cut in the top and is pierced in its centre

with a mortice (9F X 5^' X reception of the tenon of the image. Possibly

this pedestal once carried the idol enshrined in the temple. Stone fragments, which

must have belonged to an image, were found in the course of excavation around the

plinth, but they are too small and indistinct to allow us to decide which deity the

image represented. In any case, we may safely assume that the latest temple, the

ruins of which are still extant on the top of the mound, contained a stone image.

The pedestal is equal in length to the width of the doorway, which is 3' 6
"
wide,

and leads into a passage 5' wide. Of the actual shrine only the west and north

walls are partly preserved. The distance from the north-west corner of the cham-

ber to the passage is 3' As the latter must have been in the centre of the

wall. It follows that the length of the wall internally was 3 4¥+ 5 W+3 A-V—

12'5A'''. The shrine was probably square, approximately at least, as the north wall can

be traced inside over a length of 12' 9". Adjoining the north wall we found a bit

of a concrete floor, but as it is 3' above what appears to have been the floor-level of

' J^eport, p. 54, PI. XVI. C/. also V. A. Smith, i?. A, S. for 1900, p. 17.

O
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the cliamber, it can hardly have belonged to the original shrine. The original building

had recessed corners vhich could be traced along the north side. Subsequently it

tvas encased in a retaining wall and became rectangular in shape.

It is obvious that the insignificant shrine just described is much later than the grand

plinth on which it is raised. This plinth must have belonged to an edifice of much

more imposing dimensions. It is true that the top building stands in the same axis as

the rectangular plinth. But if this plinth had been raised merely as a substructure for

that insignificant little shrine, it is not clear why—as we shall presently see—it was

extended so far westward.

Excluding the projections and additions to be noted in the sequel, the plinth

proper measures 105' from east to west by 72' from north to south. It is approached

from the west side by a flight of steps, 45' long and 14' 5'" wide, 'which is curved in

outline at the lower end—a peculiarity which we shall also notice in our description of

siftpa A and the Jain temple of Sobhnath. On both sides of the steps is a later

structure built on against the plinth wall and continued along the north and south sides

for a distance of 24' from the corners of the plinth. The exact purpose of this

platform is not apparent, but there can be no doubt that it is a later addition. On the

south side its shape is very irregular. The flight of steps itself is contemporaneous

with the plinth, as both are similar in construction and equally .covered with a layer of

plaster. The existence of this flight of steps as well as the absence of doors and

windows leaves no doubt that the rectangular structure is indeed a plinth.

All that remains of the temple Avhich once surmounted this substructure is a

portion of a floor of glazed green tiles, g" square by i thick, which was discovered

by Dr. Hoey immediately in front of the entrance to the later shrine. The level of this

floor is about 2' below that of the later shrine, and its width is 15' 3". It is con-

tinued under the foundations of the later building.

Each side of the rectangular plinth has a double projection, from 18' to 19'

wide, at both ends. The north-east corner appears to have been rebuilt. The plinth-

wall is best preserved on the north side where it stands to a height of 14'. Here w^e

find the upper portion decorated with a row of pilasters of plain brickwork, i \
'

wide,

alternating with sunk panels, which are placed at distances of 3' lo'f These panels

are 16^'^ or 17" wide and 3'" deep. The height is no longer ascertainable, as the

upper portions are missing. Presumably they once contained terra-cotta plaques,

numerous fragments of which were found along the four sides of the building.

The pilasters rest on a comice of four courses of brickwork, the lower course

consisting of dentated bricks. Under this course are two receding courses. Then
the wall goes dov/n in offsets formed by courses of rounded bricks. At about 5'

beneath the cornice there is a row of weep-holes placed at distance of G to 8\ At
the foot of the north, east and south walls we notice two rectangular projections of

brickwork, about 10 wide, which possibly belong to some earlier structure. At the
corners, also, there are double projections, but these apparently make part of the
foundations, as they agree in outline with the double projections above. The upper
portion of the wall is partly covered with a layer of plaster, thick. -

In the course of his excavations Dr. Hoej^ pierced the northern and southern
wall of the. plinth and cleared what appeared to be two chambers (marked a and b
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on his plan) rectangular in shape and enclosed by high brick walls. For convenience’

sake I shall refer to these open spaces as rooms, ’’ though it is evident that they

never served the purpose of habitation. On the east side they are shut off by a

continuous wall (E-E) of an ornamental appearance, which must have belonged to an

earlier plinth, presumably square in plan. It will be seen from plate XXIV that the

portion of the plinth to the east of this wall is approximately square and must

represent the original plinth.

At the north side of the southern room Dr. Hoey found a wall of ornamental

brickwork (F-F), and a similar wall (G-G) on the south side of the northern room.

These two walls are distinct from the wall E-E and have evidently been added. The
space between was covered with a sloping pavement of bricks set on edge. This

ramp is, as it were, a continuation of the long flight of steps leading up to the plinth.

I removed the pavement and cleared the space between the walls F-F and G-G.

This space 1 shall refer to as the central room. ” This excavation made it quite

evident that E-E is one continuous wall decorated in a uniform fashion. The mode of

decoration—see plate LVI—is similar in character to that of the later, rectangular

plinth, but differs in detail. Here also we notice a series of sunk panels for the

reception of terra-cotta plaques. Seven of these panels are preserved. They are

square, and measure i' Y' width and height and 2^" in depth. The plaques which

they contained must, therefore, have been somewhat wider than those of the later,

rectangular plinth. The sunk panels are separated by dwarf pilasters which are 3' 5'^

high and placed at distances of 4 g\ The pilasters are surmounted by a cornice

supported on a row of small brackets. The top of the preserved portion of the wall is

formed by the remnants of a similar cornice likewise resting on dwarf pilasters and

brackets. The central portion of the wall is decorated with two bracketed cornices

similar of construction but without pilasters. The length of the preserved portion

of this decorated wall is nearly 42'. The size of the bricks is 11'^ (or 12'") by 8" by 2".

Thelowerportionof wall E-E, which is built of plain masonry, is separated from the

upper decorated portion by a la3^er of earth 2" thick. It, therefore, seems that the

lower portion belongs to some earlier building. We notice along the top of this lower

portion three weep- holes, similar to those found in the lower portion of the rectangular

plinth, or, to speak quite correctly, in the portion of the rectangular plinth east of

wall E-E. This w^eep-holed wall, therefore, forms a square and seems to represent a

third plinth of still earlier date than that to which the ornamental w^all E-E belonged.

It is a point of special interest that in the northern room the remnants w^ere found

of two circular structures partly hidden under wall E-E. From their shape w-'e may

infer that they are the remains of two small stiipas circular in plan and consequently

early in date. Another point to be noticed here is that in clearing the central room

several lar^e carved bricks were found including the capital of a pilaster w'hich was

discovered immediately under the sloping pavement. Bricks of this type are not used

in either of the two ornamental plinths just described. They point, therefore, to the

former existence of a still earlier edifice of a highly decorative character. This edifice

has completely disappeared, unless we are to assume that the earliest square plinth

with the weep-holes belonged to it. As the large carved bricks arc of the same type

as those used in the early plinth of the Nirvana temple of Kasia, the building to w'hich
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they belonged may be assigned to the Kushana or early Gupta period. Similar

ornamental bricks came to light also in the northern and southern rooms at a very low

level Dr. Hocy does not mention whether he found any in clearing those two rooms,

but a few' specimens are reproduced on plate XXX of his Report.

It is obvious that the debris found in the central room represents an earlier deposit

than that of the northern and southern rooms. It is, therefore, quite natural that the

specimens of these early carved bricks should be found in the central room at a

much higher level than in the two adjoining chambers.

This point is also of great interest in connection with the discovery of numer-

ous terra-cotta fragments In these three rooms as well as outside at the foot of

the wall enclosing the rectangular plinth. A few specimens came to light in excava-

tion on the top of the plinth. It is clear that these terra-cottas found inside the three

rooms are earlier than the rectangular plinth, and must have belonged either to the

same building as the decorative wall E-E or to some still earlier edifice. Unfortunately^

only very few more or less complete plaques were found and their size (17" by 12")

does not agree with that of the sunk panels in E-E. But it should be remembered

that this wall is only a portion of a plinth and that the building which once crowned

it was most probably decorated in the same manner and may have contained panels of

different sizes. I may also note here that the terra-cOttas seem to belong to different

periods and that those representing an earlier type were mostly found in the central

room together with the large carved bricks.

We, therefore, obtain the following list of structural remains arranged in

chronological order and shown on plate XXIV in different colours

:

isi ,—Two circular basements of small stupas, probably Buddhist, found in the

northern room in the foundation of wall E-E.

2nd..—Square plinth with double projections on both ends of each wall. Bricks

i2 'Ty S'" by cj". Wall only extant to a height of 5' to 6
'

;
weep-holes along the

top of the preserved portion. Possibly the superstructure of this plinth was decorated

with carved bricks and terra-cottas of the earlier type found in excavation. Presum-

able date : Kushana period.

37‘d.— Square plinth raised on No. 2, apparently also provided with double

projections on both ends of each wall. West wall E-E (shown in blue) extant to a

height of 11' 8^^ above remains of No. 2, Decoration of moulded bricks,* cornice

supported by pilasters alternating with square panels evidently meant for the reception

of terra-cotta reliefs, perhaps contemporaneous with the terra-cottas of the later type

(Ramayana series). Probable date : Gupta period.

4t/t .—Double wall (F-F and G-G) facing north and south, built at right angles

against west wall of No. 3 and decorated with cornices of moulded brickwork. Both
walls are cut off on the w^est side. The space between these two wmlls filled with debris,

including carved bricks and terra-cottas of the earlier type which may have belonged
to No. 2. The top was paved with brick tiles set on edge and slanting so as to form a
ramp. Judging from this ramp, it seems probable that these walls were built to provide
a means of access to No. 3, Originally the entrance of No. 3 must have been on one
of the other sides, but no trace of it was found. Probable date between A.D. 600
and Soo.
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^tlu—Rectangular plinth (red) and with double projections on both ends of each
•Tvall and flight of steps leading up to it from the west. This plinth is naised on the ruins

of No. 2. Jn its construction the square plinth was extended westward and the whole
enclosed in a new wall decorated with moulded brickwork. The upper portion has

a row of pilasters alternating with rectangular (?) panels probably meant for the recep-

tion of terra-cotta reliefs. Probable date between A.D. 8oo and looo.

6t]u— Platform built along the west wall and parts of the south and north walls

of No. 5.

yth.— Shrine (green) built on the top of the rectangular plinth No. 6. It forms a

single, approximately square cell,—probably containing a stone image the pedestal of

which is still extant. The plan of this shrine shows recesses and projections on the

four sides, but subsequently it was encased in a retaining wall cither square or

rectangular in outline. Probable date
;
A.D. 1000— 1200.

It should be distinctly understood that the above is only an attempt at

analysing the confused mass of remains of the various buildings which have succeeded

each other on the site of the Kachchi Kufci. As regards the more prominent ruins

the order of their construction is at once evident from their relative position. But i[

is often doubtful to which of the main buildings we are to assign the less con-

spicuous or the detached portions of the ruin, like the floor of glazed tiles in front

of shrine No. 7. As to the dates attributed to the various buildings, I may remark

that the oldest dateable documents found in the course of excavation are a few

inscribed clay sealings and one seal-die. As their legends are written in the Brahmi

'Character of the Kushana type, I infer that the earliest monument which stood

on this site goes back to the same period. A few of the terra-cotta reliefs are

marked with numerals which enable us to assign them to the Gupta period. As

stated above, they must have belonged either to building No. 3 or to some earlier

edifice. For each of the later monuments I have put down a period of 200 years

as the approximate date of their erection. I assume that after the Muhammadan

conquest no new temples were built.

At a distance of 120' to the east of the rectangular plinth a detached wall

came to light running from south to north and turning westward at its northern extremity^

Evidently this wall represents the enclosure of one of the ancient monuments which we

have tried to trace in the ruins of the Kachchi Kuti.

Before finishing my account of the Kachchi Kuti, I wish to offer some remarks

regarding the terra-cottas found in such profusion in the excavation of this building

(plate XXVII, B), Their total number amounts to 356, as will be seen from the list

inserted beneath. This list includes only those pieces which have preserved a distinct

shape. 1 have arranged them in the order in which they were found so that their

relative depth can be inferred from their place in the list. It should further be re-

membered that the so-called northern and southern rooms had been partly excavated

by Dr. Hoey, who mentions that he found a clay figure of a monkey (his plate Z\XV d)

and a head of an image in the southern enclosure.

The great difficulty in the way of adequately discussing the terra-cottas of

the Kachchi Kuti is their very fragmentary state. We possess only seven base-

reliefs which are more or less complete (Nos. 287, 28S, 289, 313, 333, 334 and 335).
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These were all discovered along the foot of the north wall of the rectangular plinth,.

with the exception of No. 288 which was found on the east side. These panels are-

uniform in size, their height being 12" and their width about 15'^ They are all

provided with a raised border rudely decorated with a foliated design. It is^

noteworthy that on the complete panels we find a double border on the proper

left side, whereas to the proper right the border is wanting. This clearly indicates

that these bas-reliefs were meant to form a continuous frieze on the wall of the build-

ing. This obsei^^ation renders it less likely that they belonged to the same monu-

ment as the square plinth No. 3, as on its preserved portion we find a different

arrangement, namely, that of panels alternating with pilasters. It should be noticed

that on the north side the complete panels were found 3^" below^ the ground level

of tlie rectangular plinth. This ground-level is clearly marked by a course of project-

ng bricks immediately over the weep-holes. On the east side also No. 288 was

found at the level of the lower plinth.

Except No. 334, the seven preserved bas-reliefs contain each two figures, The-

action of these figures is well expressed, but the treatment of the faces, hands

and feet is second-rate. This will become more obvious if we compare the terra-cotta

sculptures of the temple of Bhitargaon. In both cases, however, the terra-cottas,

owing to imperfect burning, are black and comparatively soft inside.

The most interesting of the Maheth terra-cottas is No. 287 of my list which

shows a monkey brandishing a long mace in both hands and attacking a warrior

armed v,\\.h a sword (PI. XXVIl). In No. 335 we have avery similar scene
;

but here

the heads of the two figures were found detached from the panel, and had to be refixed.

There can be little doubt that these two scenes refer to the exploits of the monkev

hero Hanuman described in the 5th and 6th cantos of the Ramayana. Nos, 325, 326

and 333 which were found close together also represent fighting scenes
;
but it is im-

possible to identify the actors. In No. 288 we may j^erhaps recognize the meeting be-

tween Lakshmana and the RakshasI, Surpanakha, who with bent knees and folded hands

implores him to grant her his love (PI. XXVIl). Anyhow, the occurrence of the

fighting ape on two of these bas-reliefs (Dr, Hoey’s monkey is most probably a third

Hanuman) indicates that these panels represent scenes from the Ramayana. There

can consequenth^ be little doubt that the monument which they once decorated was-

Brahmanical Most probably it was a Vishnu temple. In any case the conclusion

arrived at disposes of Cunningham's and Dr. Hoey’s attempts to identify the-

Kachclu KuU with one of the Buddhist monuments described by Hiuen Tsiang
in the city of Sravasti.

It has already been noticed that some of these terra-cotta panels are marked
with numerical figures, evidently indicating the position which they were to occupy In

the Iriezc. These numerals are incised on the lower border of the panel. Nos. 333
and 334 have each two figures which I read 18 and 23 respectively. On No. 287
also there are two figures which I am unable to identify. The figures exhibit the-

type found in the inscriptions of the Gupta period, and w^e may infer that this is the
rime to which these terra-cottas belong. I may note that from other sources also it

appears that during the Gupta period terra-cotta sculpture was largely used for the-
decoration of brick buildings.
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Among the numerous fragments found in the course of excavation there are

•several which show the same foliated border as the complete panels of the Ramayana
type, and therefore must belong to the same series. Instances are Nos. 35, 59, 74,

145 and 226. On No. 35 we have the lower portion of a standing figure very similar

to that on No. 288, which I suppose to represent Lakshmana. In front of the figure

in question we notice what appears to be a monkey’s tail similar to Hanuman’s tail

in No. 287. Moreover, we have here the foliated border also. There is thus reason

to suppose that it belongs to the Rama3^ana series. It was found inside the northern

room. Nos. 59,145 226, which I believe to belong to the same series, were found

in the central room.

The southern room yielded nine fragments (Nos. 20, 28-^34 and 40) which, when

put together, formed a panel of semi-circular shape (ht. 13J'' ;
width It repre-

sents a woman running after a little boy. The interpretation which at once suggests

itself is that it refers to some episode of Krishna’s childhood and that the woman is

his fostermother Ya^odha. Though different in size and shape, this panel exhibits the

same style as those discussed above. It has the same foliated border. The figures are

clumsy, especially the little Krishna, who is decidedly the ugliest urchin ever portrayed.

The head of Ya^odha is unfortunately lost, but her hands and feet are badly modelled.

In the course of excavation we found several fragments of superior workmanship,

which I believe to belong to an older monument than those discussed above. In

some cases the figures are remarkably well modelled. Among these more artistic

fragments are several which contain the leg of an apparendy seated figure shod

with a boot or sock (Nos. 1^6, 151, 152, 294, 303 and 324). It is curious that all

these fragments, except 324, were discovered in the central room, but not at a very

low level. There is also a border fragment (No. 150) with an exquisitely modelled

hand, which came to light on the same spot. We have further a curious fragment

(No. 141) with what appears to be a monkey’s paw. It seems to belong to the older

type, as it is both well-baked and well-modelled. It was found in the central room.

A point of difference between the older and later terra-cottas is the border.

Those of the Ramayana series have, as we noticed above, foliated borders
;
those of

the older type have either plain borders, or they are cut in a simple geometrical

pattern. Sometimes the border consists of only a single or double straight line.

Then the older fragments are much better baked. They are just as hard as bricks,

whereas the later ones are soft inside. The size also differs, and they seem in

general to be thinner than those of the Ramayana type. No. 273, which exhibits a

prancing horse^ very well modelled, is 131-'" high. It was found at the foot of the

south wall of the rectangular plinth. Unfortunately, not a single complete specimen of

the older type came to light.

Besides the terra-cotta bas-reliefs which served the purpose of building decora-

tion, I must mention some fragments of a nearly life-size figure of the same material

which were found to the north of the flight of steps not far from the platform built on

to the rectangular plinth. The largest fragment is a portion of a bent leg ol a seated

image (No. 104), which fits together with a left hand holding a lotus bud (No. 156).

1 Possibly this fragment refers Lo the episode of Krishna's fight with the demon Dhenuka. Cf. Prem Sdgar^

^ch. XVI.
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We found, moreover, the upper portion of an arm mth a very elaborate ornament and

remains of drapery (No. 174), and a fragment of a lotus seat (No. 175) which were

discovered close together and appear to belong to the same image. It would be

interesting to know whether the upper portion of a head with curious locks also made

part of Uds image, as, on account of its frontal eye, it may be supposed to have

belon^^ed to a Siva figure. It agrees with the other fragments in size, but it should

be remarked that a lotus-bud would be a very unusual emblem in the hand of Siva.

Two other fragments of heads certainly belong to another figure.

In all probability the images represented by these fragments were once usedas*

objects of worship, but it is difficult to decide in which temple they were enshrined.

Most of the fragments came to light at a distance of 24' to the north of the flight of

steps and ii' from the detached wall which crosses it at right angles. As this wall is

continued on the south side of the staircase, it is evident that it belongs to an earlier

period of construction than the rectangular plinth. The fragments v/ere found

below the ground-level of the staircase. It follows that most probably they were-

already buried at the time when this staircase and the rectangular plinth were con-

structed. The image or images to which they belong cannot, therefore, have stood

in a temple raised on that plinth. It seems plausible that the terra-cotta idols are

contemporaneous with the terra-cotta bas-reliefs and were enshrined in one of the

earlier temples, either No. 2 or 3. The Brahmanical character of the terra-cottas

found at the Kachcln Kuti is confirmed by a three-faced head (No. 292) with top-

knot and pointed beard, which presumably represents Brahma. It was found on the

south side of the plinth.

Finally, we must speak of another class of terra-cottas which have no connec-

tion with any particular building, namel}'', those rudely modelled animals of baked

clay which are found on nearly every ancient site in India, whether Brahmanical or

Buddhist. The use of such clay beasts as toys is often referred to in ancient litera-

ture, Among the ruins south-east of the Kachchl Kuti were found the fragments of

a rudely fashioned figure (ht. o m. 27) of the same type as the pot-images ” of

ICasia.^ We have been able to restore It, with the exception of the left leg which is

missing. Tiie body has the appearance of a reversed pot to which the head, arms
and legs have been attached. The figure is distinctly marked as a male

;
he is seated

and holds in his left hand a cup and in his right hand an indistinct object, perhaps a

bag. He has a protruding belly with a deep navel, a necklace and a sacred thread.

A plain bracelet round the left wrist is partly preserved. The head bears a high

headdress and heavy ear-rings. Numerous fragments of similar pot-images ’’ were
found at Mahcth in the course of excavation. I notice particularly a right foot

(o m. 12 long) with disproportionately long toes.

C.—Finds.

KACiiCHi KUTi.

a.—Terra-cottas,

1. Lower half of figure with drapery round legs. Ht. o m. 14. Along west walk
2. Indistinct fragment with draper}^ Ht. o m. 08, Along south wall,

^ Cf. A, S. R. for 1906-07, p. 56,
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3. Left arm and part of bust of male figure. Ht. 0 m. 07. Along north wall.

4. Fragment of border of panel. Ht. o m. 14.

5. Boss with four-petalled rosette. Diameter o m. 07. Along southern wall near southern room.

6. Hip and thigh of standing figure with scarf round loins. Ht. o. m ii. Northern wall

low excavation.

7. Fragment of hip and hand. Ht. o m. 08. Inside northern room.

8. Fragment of carved brick. Length o m. 105. Surface of mound.

9. Fragment of female figurine standing with left hand resting on hip. Head and right arm

missing. Hand of other figure on her left shoulder. Ht. o m. 13. In southern room.

JO. Head defaced with curly hair and a kerchief. Ht. o m. oG. Southern wall.

II. Hand roughly modelled. Ht. o m. 075. South side of PaUkI KuU,

13.

Bust of figurine. Ht. o m. 04. Southern Avail.

13. Head with ringlets and protruding lips. Ht. o m. 09. Northern room.

14. Bust of male figure^ head and arms broken. Double necklace. Ht. o ni. 12. Northern

room under later wall to west.

15. Right hand Avith plain bracelet. Length 0 m. 08. Northern room.

16. Portion of leg. Length o in. 10, Northern room.

17. Tayo hands holding jar. Length o m. 09. Southern room.

18. Corner of panel Avith hand holding garland or snake. Ht. o m. 1 1. Southern room,

ig. Head, defaced, Avith ringlets and earrings. Southern room.

20. Fragment of medallion with lotus border and left arm of figure. Ht. o m. 23. Southern

room (under later wall to Avest). It fits together Avith Nos. 28-34 and 40.

21. Fragment with shoulder (?) of figure. Length o ra. 075. Northern room.

22. Fragment with drapery. Length o m. 08. Northern room.

23. Fragment of border of panel. Length, o m. 135. Southern room.

24. Indistinct hollow fragment. Length o m. 12. Southern room.

25. Foot Avith anklet of rude figure or pot-image. Length o m. 07. Found 10' from

northern Avail near detached room.

26. Fragment of vessel (?) curved and rudely ornamented. Length o m. 14. Same spot

as No. 25.

27. Tortoise with female figure on reverse, Length o m. 035. Outside along northern rvall.

28. Short thick-set figure of a child looking over its left shoulder. Girdle and biacelels.

Hands and feet missing. Ht. o m. 05. Southern room. Cf. No. 20.

29. Lower fragment of panel with right leg of a draped figure walking in front. Ht. o m. 14.

Southern room. Cf. No, 20.

30. Fragment of border of medallion decorated with lotus petals (o m. 22). Southern room.

Cf. No. 20.

31. Fragment of foliated border. Ht. 0 m. 15. Southern room. Cf. No. 20.

32. Fragment of foliated border. Ht. o m. 16. Southern room. Cf. No. 20.

33. Corner fragment of rectangular panel with lotus petals and foot of a child. Ht. 0 m. 14.

Southern room. Cf. No. 20.

34. Corner fragment of panel decorated with lotus petals. Ht. o m. 19. Southern room.

Cf. No. 20.

35. Fragment with lower portion of male figure. Ht. 0 m. iC. Northern room.

36. Small fragment apparently of same panel as 35. Ht. o m. 065. Northern room.

37. Fragment with toot. Ht. 0 m. 07. Northern room.

38. Hand holding some indistinct object. Northern room.

39. Fragment with bell. Ht. 0 m. n. Southern room.

40 Bust of female figure. Ht. 0 ni. 07. Southern room. Cf. No. zo.

41. Lower half of arm. Ht. 0 m. 07. Southern room.
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42. i-ragment hand on hip. Ht. o m. 07. Northern room.

43. Head with curly hair and earrings. Ht. o m. 12. Northern room.

44. Torso of ftamale figure with necklace and bowl in left hand. Broken in fiv^e fragments.

Ht. o m. 16. Northern room.

45. Circular panel with roserte. Diameter o m. 185. Northern room.

4.6, Head with high head-dress. Nose broken. Hi. o m, 09. Northern room.

47. Head
;
surface disintegrated. Ht. o m. 07. Northern room.

48. Head of iraage-pot. Ht. o m. ii. Outside along west wall near staircase.

49. Bust of female figure with prominent breasts. Ht. o m. ii. One of the top rooms,

western side.

50. Corner of rectangular panel with snake. Ht. o m, 20. Northern room,

51. Head; left portion of face injured. Ht. o m. oS. Outside near southMvest corner in

spoil earth.

52. Circular panel similar to No. 45. Northern room.

= 3. Small indistinct fragment. Ht, 0 m. 04. Outside, along northern wall,

54. Indistinct fragment. Ht. o m. 09. East side.

55. Border fragment of rectangular panel. Ht, o m. 10, Northern room.

56. Corner brick with capital of pilaster, 14" x 14" x 5" Northern room.

57. I'orso of male figure with bare breast. Right hand against shoulder^ left against

breast. Ht. o m. 15. Northern room ; north end.

58. Httad with flat hair and curved nose, concave at back. Ht, o m. 065. Outside south

side.

58(7. Border of panel with bust and left arm of male figure. Broken in two pieces. Ht*

o m. II. Top of mound; in front of entrance to shrine.

59. Border of panel w'ith hand or foot. Ht, o m. 14, Central room under ramp.

60. Indistinct fragment, apparently breast with necklace. Ht. o m. 10. Southern room.

61. Fragment of border. Ht, o m. 075, Outside along southern

62. Head defaced wdth top knot and long curls. Ht. o in. 09. Outside along southern

wall.

63. Small fragment. Ht. o m. 04. Central room.

64. Small fragment necklace (?). Ht. o m. 04. Northern room.

65. Indistinct fragment. Ht. o m. 10. Northern room,

C6. Small fragment svith hand. Ht. o m, 065. In spoil earth.

67- }} >j » Ht, o m. 06. In spoil earth.

69. Border fragment with indistinct object. Ht. o m. 22. On top of mound, in spoil earth

near old pavement.

70. Fragment of arm ^Yith drapery. Ht. o m. 17. Near north-east corner at foot of plinth

wall.

71. Border fragment. Ht. o m. 13. From spoilt earth.

72. Kude head probabl}'’ of pot-image. Ht. o m. 11. South-east corner enclosure.

73. Rude foot with bangle. Broken in tw^o pieces. Ht. o m. oS. North wmll of plinth.

74. Corner fragment with standing male figure, holding rope or snake (?) or perhaps shoot-
ing a bow. Head, right arm and legs broken. Ht o ni. 20. Central room below panel in cast
walk

75. Border fragment wdth right foot. Ht. o m. 10. Central room.
76. Head

;
forehead and left eye broken. Ht. o m. io. Central room.

77. Fragment of large head with right eye, forehead and hair. Ht. o m. 09. Central
room.

78. Corner fragment of panel ; o m. 19 by o m. 14. Central room.
79. Lower portion of standing figure clad in a tunic; o m. I 3 . Central room.
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80. Torso of male figure, in two pieces; o m. 14. Central room.

81. Portion of leg (?) ; 0 m. 12. Central room.

82. Portion of arm (?) ;
o m. oS. Central room.

83. Crouching male figure, head lost ; o m. 23. Central room,

84. Lower portion of standing figure, surface disintegrated; o m. j 8. Central room.

85. Right hand holding rope (?) ;
o m. 09. Central room.

86. Head, surface disintegrated; o m. 12. Central room.

87. Fragment with hand (?) holding indistinct object
;
o m. 14. Central room.

88. Head with ringlets, looking sideways
;

o. m. 14. Outside along northeJn wall.

89. Fragment of circular panel with hand and piece of drapery
; o. m. 245. Outside at

foot of north wall.

90. Torso of male figure
;

o m. 105. Outside at foot of north wall,

91. Fragment of bird
;
o m. ir. Same spot.

92. Head with ringlets and earrings
;
o m. r r. Outside at foot of south wall.

93. Lower portion of sitting female (?) figure; 0. m. 12. Outside, foot of south wall.

94. Fragment of right leg of sitting figure
;
o m. 095, Outside, south side,

95. Boi’der fragment of circular panel
;
o m, 16. Outside, south side.

96. Upper portion of nearly life-size head with long curly locks and frontal eye. Top

broken. Ht. o m. 09. On north side of steps, west of connecting wall (8 small fragments

apparently of same image),

97. Fragment of torso of female figure with arms crossed in front of the breast
;
o m. oS

At foot of south wall.

98-99. Two indistinct fragments, one apparent!}^ knee of seated figure
; o m. 08 and o m.

07. At foot of south wall.

lOOv Upper portion of head with ornamental head-dress, hollow
;

0 m. 075. Along north

wall.

101. Torso of male figure, surface disintegrated ,
o m. 22. Central room, under ramp.

102. Fragment with arm (?); o m. 085. Central room under ramp.

103. Indistinct fragment ;
o m. 085. Central room under ramp.

104. Portion of leg of seated image. Lotus-flower and tassel. Knee broken. Length o m. 35.

North of flight of steps, west of connecting wall. Same find-place as No. 96.

105. Fragment o£ arm ;
o m. iS. Same find-spot as No. 104.

106. Indistinct fragment with head of cobra; o m. 11. Same find-spot.

107. Portion of arm with two bracelets, broken in two. Same find-spot.

108. Fragment of arm or leg; o m. 105. Same find-spot.

109. Small fragment of arm (?) ;
o m. 14. Same find-spot,

no. Other fragment; o m. 13. Same find-spot.

r 1 1. Fragment of head, with left eye and curly hair. Same find-spot,

1 12. Corner fragment of panel with male figure, standing, clad in tunic, boots and holding

whip (?)'in left hand^ Head missing. Broken in two pieces. Ht. o m. 20. Same find-spot.

1 13. Head with long ringlets and heavy earrings. Right eye and left cheek damaged.

Ht. o. m. 10. Same find-spot.

114. Indistinct fragment with linga (?); o m, 14. Same find-spot.

115. Left hand holding object, broken in two pieces
;
o m. 09. Same find-spot.

116. Indistinct fragment; o ra. 07. Same find-spot,

1 77. Toe of large image; 0 m. 04. Same find-spot.

118*. Fragment of head (burned) with right eye and ornamental head-dress
;
o in, 08. Same

find-spot.

119-132. Various fragments. Same find-spol.

133. Border fragment ;
o m. 20. Same find-spot.

^
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134. Fragment of head. Proper right side broken. Hair indicated by holes. Ht o m. 10.

Central room under ramp.

135. Indistinct fragment with foot (?) ;
o m. 15. Central room under ramp.

136. Border fragment with right foot (?) ;
o m, 055. Central room under ramp.

137. Thigh of seated figux*e
;
o m. j 2. Central room under ramp.

1 3S. Corner-piece with male figure running. Right arm and leg missing. Head defaced.

Ht. o m. 30. Central room.

139. Fragment with bust of male figure, left arm raised
; o m. 17. Central room.

140. Fragment with torso of male figure ;
o m. 13. Central room.

141. Corner fragment with hand or foot of monkey (?); o m. 105. Central room.

141x2. Border fragment with lotus petal ornament ; o m. 095. Central room.

142. Fragment of leg with ring ; 0 m. 06, Central room.

143. Indistinct fragment ;
o m. 07. Central room.

144. Head with ringlets and earrings
;
o m.o6. North of steps.

145. Border fragment %Yith lower portion of male (?) figure clad in dhoti and seated on a low

couch; o m. 14. Central room.

146. Border fragment with right leg of figure, apparently seated cross-legged, and wearing

boots. Width o. m. 18. Central room.

147. Fragment with leg of standing figure. Ht. o m. 17, Central room.

148. Border fragment with upper portion of figure (?). Ht o m. 16, Central room.

149. Fragment with hand, Ht. o m. 10. Central room.

J50. Fragment with hand. Ht. 0 m. oS. Central room.

15 1. Fragment with portion of leg, calf and boot. Ht 0 m. 09. Central room.
152. Fragment with portion of boot

;
o m. 09. Central room.

153. Head with long ringlets. Ht. o m. 07. Central room.

154* Small fiagment with portion of arm or leg* Hfc. o m. 05. Central room.
155. Small fragment. Ht. o ni. 05. Central room.

156. Large left hand holding a lotus bud. Bracelet round wrist. Length o m. 16. North of
steps.

157*

prostrate

158.

160.

161.

162.

163.

164.

165.

166.

167-

i 74 «

175*

176.

i77v

178.

179.

180.

Border fragment with right leg of standing figure. It is being clasped by a
behind it. Ht. 0 m. 12. North of steps.

Four toes of left foot with flower beneath
; o, m. 065. North of steps.

Fragment of arm or leg of large image
; o m. 09. North of steps.

Fragment of rod
;
o m. lo. North of steps.

Indistinct fragment perhaps of large image
; 0 m. cS. North of steps.

Head of pot-image
;
o ra. 07, South of steps.

Indistinct fragment
;
o m, 08. North of steps.

Fragment of head; o m. 105. North of steps.
Leg with bent knee, draped

; o m. 07. North of steps.
172. Various indistinct fragments. North of steps.
Left hand with bracelet. South of temple.
L>pef portion of arm with bracelet

;
o m. 24. North of steps.

Fragment of lotus-seat
; o m. 13. North of steps.

Left foot, disintegrated
; o m. 13. North of steps.

Fragment of female figure with child at left breast
;
o m. 13. North of steps.

ragment of lower arm with hvo bracelets
;
o m. 08. North of steps.

Indistinct fragment
;
o m. 1 1. North of steps.

Smiln ;
o m. u. North of steps.

Small head with curly hair; 0 m. 07. North of steps.
Arm of pot.nnage

; 0 m. 08. North of steps.
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183. Foot of pot-image
;
o m. 05. North of steps.

1S4. Indistinct fragment with scrollwork
; o m. 10, North of steps.

185. Fragment of hand (?) with bracelet
;
0 m. 10. North of steps.

186. Indistinct fragment j o in. 13, North of steps.

187. Fragment of pot-image {?); o m, 13, North of steps.

188. Indistinct fragment, probably of large figure
;
o m. 10, North of steps.

189. Indistinct fragment, probably of large figure, with draper}’ indicated ; o m, ii. North

^of steps.

190. Indistinct fragment with drapery indicated
; o m, ii. North of steps.

1 91. Fragment of garland (?); o m. oS. North of steps.

192. Border fragment of panel with left foot of walking figure
; o m. oS. North of steps.

193. Fragment of flat brick with floral border on edge ; o m, 12, North of steps.

194. Fragment of breast (?) of large image with indication of drapery
;
o m. 14. North of

steps.

195. Indistinct fragment with necklace (?J;
o m. 07. North of steps.

196. Foot of pot-image with anklet
;
o m. 06. North of steps,

197-199. Three indistinct fragments.

200. Torso of crouching corpulent male figure, apparently wearing sacred thread
;
o 111. 16.

South of steps.

201. Torso of male figure
;
o m. 10. South of steps.

202 . Fragment of face
;
o m. 06. South of steps.

203. Fragment with right hand
;
o m. 07. Outside south wall.

204. Head ;
o m, 07* Outside south wall.

205. Indistinct fragment ;
0 m. oS. Outside south wall.

206-307. Fragments of panels.

208. Proper right half of panel with flying garland-carrying male figure ;
o m. 29- North

-of steps.

209.

210

211.

212.

2I3‘

314*

215.

216.

217.

218.

219.

220.

221.

222.

233.

234.

225.

226.

227.

^28

229

230

-23I'

Torso of female figure, appaiently seated
;
o. m. i8. North of steps.

Fragment with legs of figure draped ; o m. 095. Outside south wall.

Border fragment of panel curved
;
o m. 12. Central room.

Fragment of right foot
;
o m. 07. North of steps.

Indistinct fragment with drapery indicated
;
o m. 09. North of steps.

Indistinct fragment ;
o m. 08, Along south wall.

Leg and hoof of horse
;
o m. 10. Central room.

Indistinct fragment ;
o m. 06. North of steps.

Border fragment with legs of standing male figure ;
o m. 15. Along south wall.

Border fragment with lotus-petal border
;
0 m. iS. South wall.

Indistinct fragment, perhaps leg
;
o m. 15. Along south wall.

Curved (?]
border fragment with left hand holding garland

;
o m. 15. Along south wall.

Border fragment with paw of some animal (lion?) ;
o m. 14. Along south wall.

Curved border fragment ;
o m. 13. Along south wall.

Two fragments of right leg and foot
;
o m. 15. Along south wall.

Indistinct fragment; om. OSS- Along south wall.

Fra-^ment with torso of male figure ;
o m. 16. Along south wall.

Border fragment with mace (?) ;
o m. 10. Central room.

Fragment with bent knee ;
o m. 08. Central room.

. Indistinct fragment ;
o m. 07. Central room.

. Fragment of arm or leg ;
o m. 165. North of steps.

Rlcrht foot with anklet ;
o m. 15. North of steps.

,239 Various fragments, partly belonging to images. North of steps.
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240. Border fragment with well-modelled right leg and boot (or sock) of seated figure^

o ni. 10- Similar to No. 146.

241. Portion of legj o m. 125.

242. Curved fragment, perhaps of vessel
;
o m. 16.

243. Indistinct fragment.

244. Fragment of breast (?) with curious necklace
;
0 m. 14, North of steps.

245. Fragment of leg (?) of image
;
o m. 12. North of steps.

246-248. Indistinct fragments, apparently of image. North of steps.

249. Small fragment with grooved ornament
; o m. 07. North of steps.

250. Torso of male figure
;
o m. 15. Central room.

251. 7 ‘orso and two arms of figure seated to right
;
o m. 15. Along south wall.

252. Head with long ringlets and earrings. Top broken
;
o m. 15. Along south Mall.

253- Portion of leg of standing figure
;
o m. it. Along south wall,

254. Head with small top not
;
0 m. 07. Along south wall.

255. Head Mith curious head-dress
;
0 m, 09. South wall.

256. Bust of female figure
; o m. 04. Inside plinth, north side.

257. Indistinct fragment
;
o m. 085. Along south wall.

258. Indistinct fragment
; o m. 07. Along south ivall.

259. Border fragment with lower portion of seated female figure, H:. o m. 14. Along
south wall.

260. Border fragment; o m. 16, Along south ;vall.

261. Left arm of figures
; 0 m. 12. Along south wail.

262. Fragment with lotus panel
; o m. 10. Along south w^all.

263. Head
; o m. 06. Along south wall.

264. Small fragment
;
0 m. 05. Along south wall,

265. Border fragment with portion of leg or arm with ring ; o ro. 115. Along north wall.
266. fragment with right shoulder and arm

;
o m. 06. Along south wall.

267. Head with high head-dress
; o m. 08. Along south wall.

268. Fragment of right arm and fist with bracelet
;
o m. 07. Along south wall.

269. Indistinct fragment ; o m 10. Along south wall.

270-271. Two indistinct fragments. Along south wall.

272 Fragment of head (?) ; o m. 04. Along south wall.

273 Proper left portion of square or rectangular panel. With prancing horse and left le-r of
human figure apparently in the act of kicking it. Ht. o m. 36, width 0 m. 2 '. Alon-r south
wnli ^

274. Indistinct fragment
; o m. 07. Along south wall.

' 75 - Thigh of seated female figure
; o m. r2. Along south wall.

276. Fragment of figure
; o m. 075. Along south wall.

277 - Female figure seated to left
; o m. 21. Along north wall

278. Border fragment wdth lion's (?) head
;
o m. ii. Along north wall.

279. Hit fragment carved with peacock’s tail
; o m. 26. Along north wall.

2bo. Torso of mail figure
;
o m. 36. Along north wall

2S t . Curved border fragment with lotus-petal ornament
;
o m. 1 7. Along north wall.

boot

1 ° ti. Along north wall.

If ^^^Sments of pct.images. Inside plinth, north side.
286. Indistinct fragment; o m. 04. Along north wall

«= f i-bb.biy h,wtog ...
..d %bb..g. Rabtea, 1,0 bolds, sword i. Hi, ,ig,,t|..„d. Th.botdors.
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is carved with a lotus-peial design. Two numeiais on llie lower border. No border to the

proper right. Ht. o m. 315 or 15"
; width o m. 40 or 15". Along north vail. (Plate LVII.)

288. Panel with male figure standing to right, raising Ins right hand in front of breast and

holding indistinct object in left hand. A female figure is kneeling in front. Perhaps Lakshmana

and Surpanakha. Ht. o m. 302 or irV'. The si2.e, when complete, must have been the same as

No. 287. The proper left end is missing and the preserved portion broken. Along east wall.

(Plate XXVI 1 .)

289. Fragments of panel with two (igures, apparently P.akshasas (moustaches 1) walking to

right. The second one holds in both hands a staff to which n fl) -whisk (?) is attached. Ht

o m. 315 or 12'^, Same size as Nos. 287 and 288, Along north wall, (Plate XXVII.)

290. Torso of male figure wearing tunic and cross belt across breast. Ht. o m. 18. Along

north w’all.

291. Torso of male figure wearing curious nccLIace and belt with short dagger. Ht. o m. 19.

North wall. Broken in tw^o pieces.

• 292. Three-faced head with top-knOE, probably Brahma. Central face has pointed beard.

Ht, o m. 09, South w^all.

293. Corner fragment of panel. Border indicated with dots. Scroll in corner. Ht. o m. 16,

South wall.

294. Well-baked border fragment with foot clad in sock. Ht. 0 m. og. Central room,

395. Knee of seated figure; 0 in. 10. bouth wall.

296. Indistinct fragment; o m. 07. South wall,

297. Border fragment
;
o m. oS. South w'all.

298. Fragment with portion of human figure completely worn; 0 m. 14. Central room.

299. Foot with sock ; o m. 0S5. Central room.

300. Legs of standing figurine
;
o m. 045. Central room.

301. Torso of male figure. Right hand (bracelet) lai.ed against shoulder. Ht. o m. 12

'Central room.

302. Corner fragment of panel with hand (bracelet)
;
o m. 13. Central room.

303. Leg of seated figuie
;
o m. 095. Central room.

304. Corner fragment ;
o m. 095. Central room.

30c. Border fragment with leg of seated figure ;
o m. i u Central room.

306. Head of monkey (?) much worn; o m. 08. Cential room.

307. Arm of pot-image holding cup; o m. 10. Central room.

308. Fragment of lotus-petal border ,
o in. ii. North wail

309. Fragment of left thigh of figure ;
o m. 10. Norih wall.

310. Indistinct fragment ;
o m. 06. North wall.

ai, Head with thick moustache: om. 05. North wall.

-,12' Lower portion of left arm and hand. Quadruple bracelet. lit o m. og. North wall,

as Nos. 287, 288 and 289. (Plate XXVIL)

3x4. Curved border fragment. Ht. o m. 175. Central room.

^
r i. -fi. Ht o m. 08. Central room.

'ziK, Border fragment with foot, n-
^ i^ ^ .11 ' lafr. Ht o m 10. Central room.

316. Head with long ringlets. Ht. o m. 10.

T, 1 t Hf o m. 07. Central room.
317. Head of monk 3.

•

Tail of a fish Ht. o m. 34, Along northern wall.

318. Fragment with curved herder. Tail ot a tism

319. Head; om.o8. North-east corner.

320. Head; o m. o6
.

23 (83 "), broken in two pieces. Male and

321. Panel. Ht. o m. 31
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female figure standing on a bird apparently a peacock. The male figure seems to touch the left

breast of the female. Central room in low excavation.

322, Border fragment with hand holding wreath (?) ;
o m. 10. Central room.

3.23. Border fragment plain
;
o rn. 10. Central room.

324. Corner fragment with foliated border and leg, broken above knee, and foot with sock

perhaps belonging to a flying figure. Ht. o m. 19. Foot of north wall,

325. Fragment of panel with male figure running to right and swinging battle-axe in

right hand. Legs broken beneath knees. Ht. o m. 25* Foot of north wall near centre.

326. Fragment of panel with male figure, running to left and holding a bow in his right hand-

Left hand applied to ear. Legs broken beneath knees. Ht. 0 m, 25. Foot of north wall near

centre,

327. Fragment with the head and neck of a horse to right. Ht. o m. 15. Foot of north,

wall, east side.

328. Fragment of panel with foliated border and torsoes of two male figures apparently

standing. Of one the left arm is preserved. Ht. o m. 15. Inside plinth, south side.

329. Fragment nith right thigh of figure, apparently seated, and hand bolding an indefinite-

object. Ht. o m. 12. Foot ot north wall, near north-east corner.

330. Fragment of panel with portions of two figures. Of one, seated in a natural fashion

with the left hand placed on the thigh, the lower portion is preserved. Of the other figure only

the right hand is still extant. Ht. o m. 17. Inside plinth in chamber between central room and

top of steps.

331. Fragment of head of poi-image. Ht. o m, 09. Foot of north wall outside northern

room.

332. Fragment of panel with foliage. Ht. o m. 2r. Foot of north wall, near west end.

333. Fragment of panel with foliated border and two figures fighting. One, the head of

vhich is lost, stands with outstretched left hand and his right foot placed on the left thigh of

the other figure which has fallen on its knees. Two numerals on lower border which I read 23.,

Ht. o m, 32 ;
width o m. 35. At foot of north wall, outside northern room.

334. Fragment of panelwith foliated border and standing figure of a Kinnara {?), the lower

half of the body being that of a horse. Head, arms and -breast broken. The left hand is raised

at the level of the head. Two numerals on lower border which I read 18. Ht . o m.'gi
;
width

o m. 35. At foot of north wall, outside northern room.

335. Panel with foliated border and two male figures wrestling. The right-hand figure holds

a shield in his left hand, whilst liis right arm is slung round the body of the second figure which

stands with his right arm stretched out, as if ready to strike. Close to this panel two heads

were found—one of a man and the other of a monkey which seem to belong to the two figures.

Ht. o m. 32; width o m. 39. At foot of north wall, outside northern room.

336. Two fragments of female figure, standing. Face, breasts, arms and legs broken,

Ht. o m. ig. North-east corner of plinth.

337. Fragment with a left arm with plain bracelet. The hand holds an arrow (?) between

the second and third finger. Ht. o m. ii. Found close lo No. 32/.

338. Torso of male figure. Ht. o m. 15. East wall.

33g. Fragment with leg of male (?) figure, apparently standing. Ht. o m. 12.

340. Fragment of panel with torso of female figure. Breasts broken. Ht. o m. 14. Inside

plinth in chamber between central room and top of steps.

341. Fragment of panel with plain border and foot of seated (?) figure, Ht, 0 m. 13.

Central room.

342. Fragment with portion of left foot. Ht. o m. 105. Central room.

343. Fragment with right hand holding indefinite object. Ht. o m. 08. North-east corner

of plinth.
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A,.4»i3r' “o o,

346. Fragment with portion oMes: (?) Ht o m on m ^

347. Head of male figure with moustache sli?bUv marked Hf o or
’

at
348. Head of male figure ^Hth hair tied up i„ aTop-k ;t Lo

"

o m. 07. Along north wall.
^ Hi.

349. Fragment consisting of a foot. Ht. o m. 055. Near centre of north wall

northrn\far™'
" ° --S' Along

351. Fragment consisting of the fore-leg of an elephant. Ht. o m. oS. Same spot as
No. 334. ^

353 Fragment consisting of the left arm and br.ast of a male figure. Ht. o m. 08. Alon..
north wall.

353. Fragment consisting of the bent leg of a figure. Ht. o m. 075. In central room
354. Well-modelled head of a female figure uith long-drawn eyes, curly hair and plain ear-

rings. Ht. o m. o6. Same spot as No. '^24.

355. Fragment of head of male figure nith open mouth. Ht. o m. 055. Same spot as
No. 324,

356. Fragment consisting of left foot. Pit o m. 05. Same spot as No. 324.

d.— Stone Sculptures.

1. Sculpture representing SKa and Parvatl Ht o m35. Found on mound soulh-rrest
of Kachchl Kutu

2. Fragment of basalt sculpture nith upper portion of four-armed attendant, holding trident
and waterpot in his two left hands. Right hands broken. Ht. o m. ii. East of Kachchl Kuti
on top of enclosing wall.

3. Fragment in sandstone. Legs of standing figure, feet missing. Ht. o m. 09. South
side of Kachchl KutJ.

4. Indistinct fragment in sandsione with two grooves. Ht. o m. 05. South side of Kachchi
Kutl.

5. Fragment with stmding Jain figure (ht. o m. 23) found on top of mound, south-west of

Kachchi Kuti. {Pf- above No. r.)

6. Fragment in blue stone ot head of image with portion of forehead (proper left side) hair

and high headdress. Ht, o 111.14. Along south wall of plinth.

7. Fragment of sandstone, apparently roilionof pedestal of image. Ht. o m. 14.

8. Fragment with right hand holding some object
; o m. 12. Southern room.

9. Fragment with heads of two figures side by side. High headdress. Ht. o m. 03. Outside

along northern w^all.

10. Fragment of face of stone figure. Pit. o m. 06. Outside along north wall.

11. Fragment of stone figure. Ht. o m. 06. Outside, along north w^all.

12. Upper portion of Buddha (?) figure. Ht. o m. 115. Drapery : right shoulder bare.

Gn lop of mound south-w’est of Kachchi Kuli. Same fiiid-place as No. i.

13. Indistinct fragment of stone sculpture ;
o m. 105. Found on spoil earth.

14. Fragment of stone sculpture with right arm of figure. Ht. om. 18. Found near old bed

of Rapti,

15. Fragment of hand ;
o m. 075. Along northern %vall of Kachchi KutT.

16. Indistinct fragment; 0 m. 105. Same find-place as No. 15,

17. Two small fragments. Along northern wall.

9
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i8 Fragment in blue stone carved with scrollwork in low relief
;
o m. 1 2. In jungle

south-west of Kachcln Kuti. Find-spot about same as No. i.

19. Elephant (?), defaced, in sandstone ;
0 m. 08. Same find-spot,

20. Small fragment ;
o m. 05. South wall of Kachchi Kuti.

21. Head with tiara ;
o m. 045. East of Kachchi Kuti.

22 . Head with long ringlets, chin and mouth broken. Ht. o. m. lo. Outside, at foot of east

wall near south-east corner.

23. Sandstone fragment with short, thick arm with bracelet
;
o m. 22. Along north wall

•of Kachchi Kuti.

24. Sandstone fragment with leg
;

0. m. 15. Along south wall,

25. Fragment in sandstone consisting of right cheek, nose and mouth of face
;
0 m. 08.

Inside plinth, north side.

c.— Clay Seals and Sealings,

1. Clay sealing (diameter 0 m. 015) with horse walking to right. Found on the north side

of rectangular plinth, outside the northern room.

2. Clay signet (diameter o m. 017) with pierced handle and legend Rndraghoshasa in

Kushana Brahmi. Found outside the northern room.

2.

Clay sealing with elliptical seal impression (longer diameter 0 ra. 015). Legend Naya-

mitasa in Kushana Brahmi. Found inside the extension of the north wall of the small shrine on

the top of the mound.

4 Clay sealing with circular seal impression (diameter 0 m, 01). Legend Svdviisa in

Maur^^a Brahmi and ornament,

d,—Pottery.

1. Bottom of vessel. Foot broken. Slip. Southern room.

2. Small vessel with pointed bottom. Northern room.

3. hJiniature vessel. Northern room.

4. Dented border of large vessel Slip. Southern room.

5. Fragment of heavy vessel decorated with disks. East of Kachchi Kuti.

6 Small fragment. Northern wall, outside,

7. Fragment of dented vessel with slip. Southern room.

8 Spout of vessel with slip.

0 Fragment with handle.

10. Fragment with dented border. Slip. Southern room.

11. Fragment of candle-5tick. In small room outside northern wall.

12. Lid of vessel Same place as No. ii.

e.—Mncellaneom Objects.

1. Spear blade. North of Kachchi KuFi.

2. Spear blade, East of Kachchi Kuti,

3. Several fragments of grinders of baked clay. (Other specimens were found at the

Nausahra Gale.)

4. Numerous double-pointed pins of baked clay, about 2'' long. Along east wall

5. Tortoise of baked clay with female ligure on reverse.

D,-Pakki Kuti. (Plates XXVIII—XXIX.)

Next to the Kachch! Kuti, the most prominent mound hitherto explored is that

known as Pakki Kuti, which is situated at a short distance to the north-west of the for-

mer, Its modern name it seems to have received on account of its having been selected
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by a hi. residence. General Cunnineham proposed to identify ihis mound
with the Auguhmala of the Chinese pilgrims, but Dr. Hoey, haritm reco<.piced
the latter monument in another locality (the mound he calls A) Veferred'm
regard the Pakkl Kuti as “ a later building or the repaired remnants of a later buildin-
raised on the site of the old Hall of the Law,” another monument mentioned bv the
Chinese pilgnms. General Cunningham, as Mr. Vincent Smith remark na-r in any
case right in calling the building a stupa; no further identilicalion’is at present
possible.^

The ruined building, which was partly excavated by Dr. Hoey, is constructed
in the shape of a large quadrangle, measuring 120' from south to north and 77' S"
from east to west. As the western t ortion has not yet been fulh explored, it is

possible that the edifice extended further in this direction than can' be ascertained
at present.

The interior consists of a curious medley of irregular brici; walls built at n>[it
angles- except in the centre—so as to form rows of square and rectangular rooms.
The absence of doors and windows is sufficient io prove that these supposed rooms
can never have been used as dwelling places. The interior walls arc only a frame-
work meant to be filled in with earth, so that the monument to which they belona
was undoubtedly a solid structure which can haidly have been anything else but a
sftC'Pci. I may add at once that no finds ha.ve been made to prove its religious

character or to mark it as a Buddhist monument. A well-known instance of a siftpa
built with such a framework, though on a different plan, is the Jaina of the

Kahkali Tila near Mathura.“

In the present instance the most noticeable feature is the curved wall which
occupies the centre of the mound. Viewed from the west side, it presents the

appearance of a to^ver, the parallel w'alls of the adjoining rooms having been built on

to it. One of these rooms I cleared to a depth of i8' from the top of the curved

wall. The large rectangular chamber in the centre of the mound liad been previously

excavated by Dr. Hoe}^ to a depth of 20' from the top. In case the Pakki Kuti

is a relic tower and not merely a memorial monument, we may expect to find the

deposit of relics in the square room adjoining the chamber excavated by Dr. Hoey,

for it ^ will be seen that this square occupies the centre of the curved wall which

apparently encloses the inner core of the mound.

That the partition walls start from the original ground-level is also proved by the

tunnel which Dr. Hoey ran through the middle of the mound from south to north,

in order to drain and preserve it. The arched doorwa}^ shown on the sub-joined

Plate XXIX (section on C-D) belongs, of course, to Dr. Hoey’s tunnel.

The only find^ worth recording is that of two earthenware pots (one with lid),

measuring 3' i" in circumference, which were found under the foot of the outer w^all on

the east side of the building. As these vessels were entire, it appears that they had

been buried there on purpose. They did not, however, contain anything hut earth.

^ Hoey, Report, pp. t*. Plalcs XV and V. A. Smith y. R. A. S, for 1900, pp. id f.

- V. A. Smith, The Jain Stupa ofMathura, pL Ilf, cf., Fotichcr, Vart grtco-bcuddhique du Gaudhdra, pp.

S^ff. and Fig. 28.
^ .

2 In the course of excavation two iron rings, sV' 'n diameter, were found and two iron knife-blades, the

latter on the surface of the top of the mound.
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In this connection I invisl mention that immediately to the south of the Pakki

Kull two earthenware drains were fou^^dj top being on a level with the foot of

the south walk They consist of earthenware rings fitting together so as to form a

vertical tube. The western drain was excavated to a depth of lo' 3" The other was

found to end at a depth of 6' S''" from the top. At the lower extremity it contained

six earthenware pots with pierced bottoms placed mouth downwards and measuring

2 in circumference (Plates XXVTI and XXXII).

E.-Stupa A. (Plate XXX.)

This monument Dr. Hoey^ proposes to identify with the Angnlimdla Stupa

mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang. It stands east of the Pakki Kuti and east of north from

the Kachchi KuU, on the very edge of the ancient city, so as to form one mass with

the ramparts. Dr. Hoey’s explorations leave no doubt that the building is in

ivality a sifepa. He sank a shaft of 9 in diameter from the top down to a depth of

nearly 30'. The present depth of this well is about 26'; but in the course of the last

twenty years it must have become partly filled with debris. The interior is a solid

mass of brickwork.

I excavated the top of this structure which consists of a low cylindrical tower of

nr-issive masonry, about 20' in diameter, with a rectangular projection, 14 wide, on
the east side. It is built of bricks of various sizes, the largest measuring 12^ by g''

by The outside of this tower was exposed by me to a depth of 8/ It is evident

that this buildup did not originally form part of the ancient sttipa^ on the top of which
may be inferred from the existence of a rectangular platform

'i\ ^ ' projections on the north and south sides and the remains of a flight

kvT ^
accompanying plan that this flight of steps

(hose ^of rf
’ rr T?

platform has a curved end, as is the case with

north side!) t Sobhnath. The platform is best preserved on the

bSs ike r fr". ^ 4'. Among the

nofp fh
broken 1 found some measuring i si" by q" by 2^“ It isn^e^orthjyhay^asonry d^es not obtain any carved bricks.

’

'
P- 55 ! cf. Smith, y. R. TsTi igoo, p. ih"
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In running a trench, 6V wide, from the Kachchi KutI Gate in the direction of the
sslufa we struck what appears to be the remains of a lower platform consistina of
^only four courses of bricks. In this trench a number of small earthenware pots were
•found, the largest measuring 14'^ in circumference. Numerous terra-cotta toys also
'turned up, mostly rude figurines and animals. They include an animal (Fig. \)
apparently meant for a bird with pierced tail and short wings, both decorated with
dots. The head is lost. A curious fragment, similar to the terra-cottas found in

'the cutting at the Baitara Gate, represents a female standing with a parrot perched
on her left arm. The head and legs are missing. Another fragment consisting of a
hand holding a cup, must have belonged to a figurine of the same type as the one
found to the south-east of the Kachchi Kutl. I must also mention a hollow, pear-

shaped object (circumference 6") with handle (Fig. 2). As it appears to contain ahead
' or small pebble, I presume that it is a child’s rattle. Several broken handles

evidently belonging to such an object were found here and elsewhere in the course of

excavation.

P—Nausahra Gate. (Plates XXIII and XXXI.)

This gate, as noticed above, is named after the strip of cultivated land between

Maheth and the Naukhan or Old Raptl. It is also called Bark! Bazar ka Darwaza.

My excavations have proved that tins was one of the main gates of the city. On
both sides the city walls curve in^vards, so as to form two bastions leaving a space of

60' in width between. From the curve of the eastern bastion the city wall was

excavated for a distance of 48', and its top fould be traced still further east. Its

•width is about 9, and it is built on the top of the earthen ramparts so that its foot is

above the level of the surrounding country. The preservation of the wall may be

partly due to the fact that it has been built slightly shping, the foot projecting about

3' from the top. From the cu^^^e of the bastion the wall is continued inward for a

distance of 32"
;
here its width is about. io\ The eastern bastion is built of very

heavy bricks measuring 18^“^ by 1 by
3'' and laid in mud As only six courses are

deft, its height is not more than 2'. 1 he straight portion of the wall stands to a greater

height (7'), It is of very solid construction and there can, in my opinion, be no

doubt as to its great antiquity.

At a distance of 12' from the curve of the bastion a flanking wall runs out at

right angles to the city wall. This flanking about 5' wide, is evidently a later

addition. It is built on to the city wall, but touches it onlv at the top, whereas lower

down there is 6
"
thickness of earth between the two. The flanking wall is now 34'

long, but may have been longer originally. Its top slopes down rapidly, and at the

point where it ceases, no distinct corners were found. It is built on the slope of the

ramparts, so that its foot, at the point where it touches the city wall, is 9 9 higher in

level than at its end.

The object of this flanking wall is not obvious. In its present state it would

-considerably weaken the defences of the gate by affording an easy access to the top of

the city wall. But we may assume that it was originally equal in height with that wall.

That it was merely meant to serve the purpose of a buttress is not very likely, as

the city w^all shows no sign of bulging out. Moreover, for a simple buttress a wall of
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greater thickness and less length would have been more effective. It seems more

probable that the wall served the purpose of a projecting bastion which, in the case

of an attack on the gate, would enable the defenders to harass the enemy’s flank.

It w’ill be noticed that to the west of the gate a similar flanking wall is found. It is also

possible that both walls once formed part of an outwork, the greater portion of which

has now disappeared.

Or the west side also there is a distinct bastion, though only a few layers of

bricks are now left on the top of the ramparts. At a distance of lo' from the curve

there is a flanking wall similar to the one just described, to the east of the gate. There

is no clear joint. This flanking wall starts in reality 6|''''{rom the city wall, the inter-

vening space being filled with some irregular masonry. Here also the flanking wall

is obviously a later addition. On the spot where the two walls join, a later wall, 2' 6"

high, is built over both. The flanking wall is 29' long, but ends in an indistinct mass

of apparent!}^ later masonry. Beyond the flanking wall, the old city wall on this side

of the gate was no longer traceable. But at a distance of 1
1' west from the flanking

wall there starts a later wall of irregular masonry, 35' long, 12' wide and 8' high,

which is strangely contorted and bulging.

Further west we find only low and irregular walls, apparently of a late date, raised

on the top of the earthen ramparts. They are continued for a distance of 47'; but

here no deep excavation was made. At a distance of i28Hrom the point where these

late low" walls cease, a cutling, 60' long and 8' wide, w"as made through the ramparts,

which here appear to consist of mere earth, though again on the top towards the city

some late irregular tvalling w^as found.

Let us now^ return to the gate proper. The old city wall could be traced

inw’ards for a distance of 35' from the western bastion. It stands on a i' thick layer

of ashes and charcoal mixed wdth potsherds, w^hich is plainly visible both on the east

and the west side. The w'all Itself consists only of four layers of very large bricks

the size being the same as that on the eastern bastion (i8"x ii'^X 3"). On this old

rvall a later wall is raised, leaving a layer of earth, i' thick, between. It is built of

large and small bricks mixed, and ends 25' from the bastion. The old wall beneath

continues lo'further. Its end thus presents the appearance of a square platform, on-

which remains of decorative stucco work were found apparently ^belonging to a

cornice.

It will be noticed that in the above description no mention has been made of an

actual structural gateway. There is, how^ever, adjoining the w^estern bastion, a piece of

masonry, 6' wdde, Tvhich seems to have belonged to such a building. There is

nothing corresponding on the east side and the remains in question are too shapeless

to allow^ us to speak wdth certainty. At any rate it is surely on this spot that the

city gate must once have stood.

Immediately to the south of the supposed gatew^ay w^e notice the foundation walls

of two distinct rectangular rooms enclosed by solid walls and leaving a passage of
about 20' between. The \valls of these rooms are built of bricks of various sizes.

The wMdth of each room is from 8' to 9 . The north wall of the eastern chamber was
excavated to a depth of 8', bur it appears that about half of it is foundation wall, the
original ground-level being marked by a projection a! 4" from the top. From their
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position we may infer that these chamoers served to accommodate the guard in

charge of the gate, but no objects were found to confirm this conjecluie.

Adjoining the west wall of the eastern chamber we found reran mts of a pavement,
•which must have belonged to the passage leading through the gale into the ancient

city. The bricK tiles of this pavement measure
1
5'" by i i-y*’ by 2^'. On it ware

found an iron clamp, 6^" long, and two iron nails, V' long, which probably originate

drora the wooden doors of the gateway,

G.—Temple of Sobhnatii. {Plates XXXII and

The ruined Jain temple situated in the western portion of .Maheth, not far from
the Tamarind Gate, derives its name Sobhnath from Sambhavanatlj.g the third

Tirthamkara, who is believed to ha.ve been born ai SravastiP Dr. Hoey did some
excavation here both in 1875-6 and in r8S.|-5, but his description is brXf au*! vague
and the published plan does not elucidate it to any extent. As the ruin co’''sisc3 of a

confused mass of more or less defined brick structures of various Dtriods, ii is not

an easy matter to describe it adequately even vdth the help of accurate dra\ings.

The eastern portion, the outline of which was traced by Dr. Hoey, consisis of

a roughly rectangular courtyard, measuring 59' from east to vest uy 49' from soutli

to north. It is enclosed by a wall, SX to 9' thick, which is mostly built of br-jk_n

bricks. An entire brick v/as found to measure iz'" by o'*'' by 'the masoniv

contains a large number of small carved bricks which are u^^d at randem Aee
Plate XXXIII, detail G) and must have been taken from some eai’i^r builAng then in

ruins. As bricks of this type belong to a period immediately prcceiiv.g the Munam-
madan conquest, their use is sufficient to establish th^. lateness of these remains.

The wall enclosing the courtyard is preserved to a height of only 4' 6"^ outside

-and 2 to 3" above the floor level inside. The in erior fat e is provided nith .) series

of niches of various sizes arranged at ii regular distances along the north east and

south sides. The numerous fraguu nt-. ci statuary vvh ch came to light in (lu excava-

tion of this courtyard, belong to images whicn must have occupied thuii. r.dies.

A similar arrangement may still be seen in u.oderti Jain teinplei. The num-

ber of these niches can still be a sccx'ta aed, though on')' th lowct pait is picscrv'cd.

Here I wish also to notice two recUaaguiai rooms in the north-west and :^outh-we5t

corners of the enclosure, in which some well-preserved sculptures wore found ?/; .v//;;.

The north-western room, which measures 8 by yielded the numbers i, 2 and 1

1

of the subjoined list which vere discovered standing side by side against the west wall.

In the south-west corner room (iri by 13 was found, which appears to be the

upper portion of a large image slab. In this connection I may no'ice some lerra-cotta

rings which were unearthed inside the courtyard and must have belonged to pinnacles.

The courtyard is paved with a concrete floor, which is best preserved in the two

comer-rooms just mentioned.

The courtyard is entered from the east side by means of a flight of steps, 23 6

long and 12^4'' wide, built in a curve at its lower end. Here also we notice carved

bricks taken from some ruined building. Excavation has shown that this staircase

* Hoey, Report, pp. 55 f., Plate XVII I ; cf, also p. 36 and y. R. A, S. for igoo, p. 12.

- Cf, Buhler and Bu'^gess, 7'he Indian Sect of the faina^ (London, 1903)1 P* ^7 *
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rises from an outer courtyard 50' wide and 5' belon^ the floor-level o( the inner court.

From this lower level it should not be hastil3Mnftrrrcd that the outer court, rvhich was

only partly excavated, belongs to an earlier period On the contrary, it is evidently a:

later addition, as its walls have been built on to those of the inner courtyard. Thediffer-

ence in Ici^cl is probably due to the circumstance that the inner or western yardjs

raised on earlier remains
;
but this point has not yet been fully ascertained by excavation.

It is clear that in its turn the inner square is added on to the western portion of

the ruins where we shall have to look for the temple proper. A second staircase

(27' by 14' 8"), also provided with a curve, rises from the inner courtyard and leads up

to a plinth 4 4'^ in height. From this point the ruins present the appearance of a

confused mass of avails in which it is difficult to distinguish any order. It is, hoivever,.

clear that these walls constitute the main portion of the Sobhnath ruin and belong

to an earlier period than the double courtyard just described. We may assume that

these remains were once concealed beneath a platform in front of the temple proper, but

unfortunately Dr. Hoey does not elucidate the state of these remains before excavation.

Let us now turn our attention to the westernmost part of the Sobhnath ruins. It

is crowned by a domed edifice, apparently a Muslim tomb of the Pathan period. This

building was still entire in 1885, but since and most probably Giving to Dr. Hoey’s

(‘xcavations, it has partly collapsed. This is said to have happened about 1900.

Large cracks in the standing portion foretell the impending completion of its fall.

Though the tomb has neither name nor histor)^ its heavy walls form a picturesque

object in the midst of the all-pervading junole. But the antiquarian may look forward

to its final fall with some satisfaction, as only then a complete survey of the earlier

remains wall become possible.

The domed tomb displays a massiveness characteristic of the Pathan period.

It is square in plan and measures 18' outside and inside in both directions.

Its walls, which have a thickness of 3' 5", are built of bricks laid in mud, and covered'-'

with a laver of plaster both in and outside. By means of corner arches ihe square

is converted into an octagon on which the dome rests. The east and part of the

south wall together with half the dome have come down. These two walls must

have contained arched doorways similar to the one still existing in the north walk

The west wall is provided with a prayer-niche {miljrdb)^ as is often found in tombs-

of the Pathan period.

The Muhammadan building stood within a rectangular enclosure formed by a

plastered brick wall, 2 2 thick, which has now mostly crumbled away. In the south-

east corner it is still standing to a height of 4" 8'"
;
here we notice some small niches

probably meant for lamps. The .enclosure, which measures 43' by 29' outside, leaves

an open space in front of the tomb and a passage along the thn-e remaining sides-

Both are paved with a concrete floor 6'^ thick.

These remains are raised on a platform, 30' square, built mostly of broken bricks

including carved ones, A complete specimen w^as' found measuring 12''' by 8'^ by 2 \

This platform, no doubt, represents the plinth of the last Jain temple which was-

destroyed by the Muhammadan conquerors, as recorded in Dr. Hoev's ballad (stanza

18). It will be seen from the plan that the enclosure of the tomb overlaps this

square platform. The tomb proper stands on a mass of debris which is probably the-
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remains of the ruined shrine. Among this debris on the south side two moulded
bricks of a peculiar shape were noticed. The wall enclosing the square platform
stands to a height of 2' 6" on the north side and is surrounded by a concrete floor.

The square platform is built on the top of a larger platform, apparent!)' of an
earlier date, the east or front wall of w'hich was completely exposed. On this side it

is 44' long and high. At a height of 1' 8'" from the foot is a moulding formed by a

course of rounded bricks. Above this it consists of plain masonry for 4' 9", over which

is a cornice, as shown in detail F of the accompanying plate. The north-east corner

of this lower platform is distinct. From here the north face was traced for a distance

of 21' 10", at which point a slightly projecting wall is met, apparently an addition.

On the south and west sides no corresponding portions of the lower platform were

found.

Finally, I must mention two roughly square structures (12' by 13'), of uncertain

meaning, which are placed on the same level to the east of the lower platform opposite its

north-east and south-east corners. They are decorated with two cornices of moulded

brickwork, 3s shown in detail E, and are probably contemporaneous with the lower

platform, though it should be observed that they are placed at a slightly different

distance from it, namely the northern one at 5' 5" and the southern one at 6' In

none of these earlier remains do we find any carved brides. To the east, the buildings

last described are enclosed by a wall of irregular masonry containing a few moulded

bricks. On the top of this wall we notice a distinct passage, f 10" wide, which

probably led to one of the later temples. On both sides of this passage the eastern

face of the wall presents an entirely different appearance. The raison d'etre of this

curious construction I am unable to explain.

H.— List of Jaina Sculptures.

1. Sculpture (ht. 2' 6V' or o m. 80) of buff sandstone, v’ell preserved, representing the

first Tirtharhkara Vrishabhanatha seared cross-legged in the attitude of meditation on a throne

supported by two lions coiichant, placed on both sides of a wheel. The latter rests on a bull,

the cognizance of Vrishabhanatha, To the proper right of the throne is a female figurine seated

to front and holding an indistinct object, perhaps a musical instrument, in her right hand. On

the other side is a kneeling female figurine with hands folded in adoration. The central figure

is nude
;
the centre of the breast, the palms of the hands and the soles of tlie feet are marked

with symbols. The top of the head is raised, so as to resemble an ushnisha. The hair is indicated

by a row of straight lines. The ears are elongated
;

beneath each ear a double lock of hair falls

down on the shoulders. Over the figure is a triple parasol on which a grotesque figure is lying

in the act of beating a hand-drum. On the sides of the Ti'rthamkara stand two attendants with

high headdress, each holding a fly-whisk over his shoulder. The rest of the slab is carved with

four rows of miniature Tirthamkara figures seated in meditation, the total number, including the

main image, amounting to twenty-four, the traditional number of the Tirthamkaras. In front of

the third row arc two projecting figures of elephants placed on lotus flowers and each mounted by

two men. They are turned towards the head of the central figure. (?. R. A, S.^ 190S, Plate V.)

2. Sculpture (ht. 2' 6}'^ or o m. 795) of grey sandstone, much worn, representing a Tirthamkara

seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation on a throne suppotted by two lions rampant,

placed on both sides of a wheel. The latter rests on the figure of a dwarf. The main figure

is nude
;
its left arm is broken. On each side stands an attendant with a fly-whisk surmounted by a

flying garland-carrier. Over the main figure is a parasol on which a grotesque figure can be traced

R
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in the act of beating a hand-drum. On both sides of the slab is a vertical row of miniature

Tirthamkara figures, seated in meditation, the total number, including the main image, amount-

ing^ to twenty-four, the traditional number of Jaina patriarchs.

3. Sculpture (ht. i' 3'^ or 0 m.395) of buff sandstone, partly destro5’'ed, representing a Tkthi^

anikara seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation on a throne supported by two lions

couchant, placed on both sides of a wheel. The cognizance beneath the latter is defaced. On

both sides of the throne is a male figurine. The main figure is nude and bears the usual symbols.

To its left is an attendant with a fiy-whisk surmounted by a miniature Tirtharhkara figure.

The corresponding figures to the right are lost.

4. Sculpture (ht. i' 2V' or o m. 39) of buff sandstone, partly defaced, representing a

Tirthamkara seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation on a throne supported by two

lions couchant, placed on both sides of a wheel. The cognizance beneath the latter Is defaced.

To the proper right of the throne is a crouching female figure and to the left a kneeling female

worshipper with her hands joined in adoration. The main figure is surmounted by a parasol over

which three figurines of heavenly musicians are visible. The rest of the slab is carved with four

rows of miniature Tirthamkara figures, their total number, including the main image, amounting

to twenty-four.

Sculpture (ht. 1' 3^" or o m. 413) of buff sandstone, well preserved, representing a

Tifthaihkara seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation on a throne supported by two lions

couchant, placed on both sides of a wheel. There is no cognizance. The main figure is seated

between two attendants with fly-whisk and is surmounted by a parasol on both sides of which

are projecting elephants, flying celestials and miniature Tirthamkaras.

6. Sculpture (ht. T 5?" or o m. 465) of buff sandstone, defaced and broken in several

pieces, representing a Tirthariikara seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation on a throne

supported by two Hons couchant, placed on both sides of a wheel. No cognizance is traceable.

On the proper right of the throne is a female figurine seated to front, and to the left a kneeling

female worshipper with the hands joined in adoration. The rest of the slab is carved with the

usual attendants, projecting elephants and miniature Tirfchamkaras.

7. Sculpture (ht. i' iiV^or o m. 615) of buff sandstone, well preserved, representing a

Tirthamkara standing between two miniature figures of which that to his right is seated. The main

fic^ureis placed under a parasol over which ihe figurine of a musician can be traced. To his right

stands a female attendant with a fly-whisk, surmounted by a rampant leogryph. Foliage above.

8. Sculpture (ht. 1' fiV'’ or o m. 485) of buff sandstone, defaced, representing a Tirtharhkara

standing between two miniature figures of which that to his right is seated. On his right side

stands a female attendant with a fiy-whisk, apparently surmounted by a rampant leogryph.

9. Fragment (ht. 1^'' oro m. 352) of a sculpture of buff sandstone, defaced, representing

a Tirtharhkara standing under a parasol, over which the figurine of a musician can be traced. On
both sides of the head is a miniature Tirtharhkara.

10. Two fragments (ht. i' or o m. 4S5) of a Tirthamkara seated on a throne marked

with a wheel and two non* descript animals.

11. Sculpture (ht. i' 7^" or o m. 505) of buff sandstone, completely worn and broken, re-

presenting a male and a female figure seated side by side under a palm tree. A miniature

Tirthamkara projects from the foliage of the tree
;
and a figurine is shown climbing up by the

stem. The attributes of the main figures are unrecognizable.

12. Sculpture (ht. 105" or o m. 268) of buff sandstone, much defaced, representing a male
and a female figure seated side by side under a palm tree. Attributes unrecognizable,

13. Sculpture (ht. j* 2^" or o m. 38 ; width 2' or o m. S77) of buff sandstone, broken
in four pieces, and carved with five figurines of Tirtharhkaras (three of which are placed in

chapels) seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation. The central figure has a Naga hood.
The sculpture evidently was the top portion of a large image slab.
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Minor Finds.
1. Stone figurine (ht. o m. 065) of a jina seated cross-legged in meditation.
2. Fragment (width o m. oS) of a stone sculpture with feet of standing figure.
3. Fragment (ht. o m, t2) of stone sculpture with feet of standing figure.^
4. Stone implement (length o m, 08) broken in three pieces.

5. Head of terra-cotta animal

6. Fragment (length o m, 12) of stone sculpture with head of elephant

,

7. Fragment (width o m. 055) of stone sculpture with feet of standing image.
8. Fragment (ht. o m, 035) of stone sculpture containing halo of figure.

g. Silver coin.

10. Small fragments of sculpture.

11. Head of image-pot.

12. Fragment of a pestle.

13. -Axe blade.

14. Spindle whorls.

15. Beads.

Saheth.

(By Pandit Daya Ram Sahni.)

Unlike Maheth described above, Saheth falls entirely within the limits of the

Bahraich district, being situated about half a mile to the west of the boundary line of

the districts of Gonda and Bahraich, and only a furlong to the south of the Balrampur-

ikauna road. The more conspicuous part of the mound at the present day is 1,600

feet long from the north-east corner to the south-west and varies in width from 450
feet to 700 feet, but that it formerly extended for several hundred feet further in the

eastern direction, is proved by the general elevation of the lands lying to the east of

Saheth and the fact that a large ruin marked H in General Cunningham's plan,^ and

identified after him by Dr. Hoey with a slu^a of Sariputta, is still connected with the

main site by raised ground."

The average elevation of Saheth is 14 feet above the level of surrounding fields.

It contains, however, a large number of eminences which rose much higher. Twenty

of these were excavated by General Cunningham in 1863 and 1877-8, and revealed

temples, sffipas and other structures, to each of which he affixed a number from i to

18. Dr. Hoey’s operations were much more extensive, since not only did he open

every detached mound that he noticed, but also led long trenches throughout the

length and breadth of the site. We need not, therefore, be surprised if he could not

complete any of the buildings that he commenced. It is also obvious that he

suffered from insufficiency of funds, for he invariably left the excavated debris either

on the buildings themselves or quite close to them. These heaps of rubbish had

very much hardened in the course of time, and their removal naturally entailed much
waste of time and money, which could have been fruitfull)^ utilized elsewhere.

During the past season, work was restricted to only those of the more important

structures which had been left unfinished by the previous explorers. The buildings

will be referred to by the numbers given to them by General Cunningham, fresh

numbers being affixed to those discovered since his time.

Vide Plate XXII above.» A.S. i?., Vol, XI, Plate XXIV.
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—Convent No. ip. (Plate XXXIV.)

Of the year’s excavations at Sabeth, that of No. 19 must take first rank for the

valuable data it furnishes regarding the identification of Saheth-Maheth with the ancient

Sravastl. The building was discovered by Dr. Hoey, and is marked 21 in his plan of

Sahethd Dr, Hoey dug all around the building down to a depth of about 13 feet

below the surface and came to the conclusion that ^^the building had been twice

rebuilt with extreme care exactly on the old foundations, before it was finally rebuilt at

the latest date prior to falling into the decay in which he found it. This statement

is quite correct with this exception that the lowest or earliest building on this site

has certainly a somewhat different plan. Of this, only a single corner, standing

5' high, was unearthed on the west, the rest of the building being all hidden under the

upper strata. The foundations of the later structures all stand precisely one over

the other, making up a total height of over ii\ The wall of the second period is

very compactly built of well chiselled bricks, measuring approximately

The joints between the bricks here, as everywhere else in pre-Muhammadan buildings,

are of mud, but so fine that at places they are' scarcely visible. The lower part of

this wall for a height of 4-^ feet is characterised by 12 offsets or footings of a double

course of bricks each, the remaining surface for i'
2'^ being quite plain. At the

lowest footing there were the remains of a brick floor on the south and east sides.

There is no evidence as to the age of this level, but the earliest buildings wdth

footings that I have seen are the Gupta monasteries at Sarnath, It wfill be seen on

the plan that the east wall had a projection 44 feet wide and about 17 feet deep at the

distances of 36 and 38 feet, respectively, from the south-east and north-east corners.

A larger projection occurs on the west wall. The outer wall of the next building of

the series on the spot is about ? feet high. At this period the monastery was entered

by a porch, the side walls of \vhich 'will be found figured in Plate XXXIV,' plan, ' At

the back of this porch I found tw’o low platforms, situated 8| feet apart, and built up

of moulded bricks, details of which are illustrated in figures c and d of Plate XXXIV.
The ornamentation on the southern platform consists of a row of leaves cut in relief,

with a floral device in the middle. The chief feature of the other platform is a pair

of geese standing opposite each other with faces turned backwards. On the

authority of the style of this ornamentation I am inclined to assign this level to -about

the loth century A,D, The building that was 'raised 'on this spot last of all is

the one w^ith which vre are chiefly concerned in this paper. In plan it is a perfect

square, measuring 118 feet along each side externally. ' The projection in the middle

of the west side wull be referred to presently. Dr; Hoey’s plan“ shows this projection

right at the northern extremity of the \vestern' side. ^ The inner ^ arrangement of. the

building corresponds precisely with that of all other monasteries hitherto brought

to light, an open courtyard in the centre surrounded by rows of cells on all sides

preceded by corridors. The courtyard is 56 feet long from east to west and 54' 8"' in

width. The eastern and w'estern corridors extend as far as th^ outer wmll of the

building on both sides. The southern corridor only reaches' the outer wall at the

^ J, A, S,B., Part I, Extra Number, 1892, Plate V. / . ,

’

'
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Tvestern end. This prolongation of the passages was necessary to provide means of
communication to the corner cells.

The corridor is everywhere about 8 feet wide and is separated from the courtyard
by a low wall; 3' thick. It seems probable that the corridor was' open on the side of

the courtyard; being supported in front not by a solid wall but by a series of columns
of brickwork or of wood placed on the outer wall. At the other end, the corridor

rested certainly on wooden posts engaged in the wall of the cells. Some of the sockets

which held the posts as well as the bases of the brickwork which bore them, came
to light in the northern and eastern rows. The floor in the verandah and courtvard is

.everywhere paved in concrete; which is well preserved. The drain shown in the plan

m the north-east angle of the structure was found to be covered with over-lopping

bricks. On the outside it was traced in a much ruined condition for more tlian 20.'

The monastery contains altogether 24 rooms, the last one of which occupies the

south-west corner of the courtyard. The size and plan of the rooms will be apparent

from the plan. The apartments are small, as they are in all Indian monasteries ^ Each

cell is provided with a doorway with the exception of cells Nos. 1 and 20, where it

-has decayed awa)^ No vestiges of any kind of door frames were found, but the

cavities existing in the reveals of jambs afford ample evidence to show that the cells

were originallj'^ fitted with doors, presumably of wood, which were talcen away at the

-break-up of the establishment for use elsewhere.

The central chamber of the eastern row is the largest in the monastery, measuring

21' long and ii' deep. It is the entrance hall and shows that the monastery, like

its predecessors now lying buried underneath it, faced eastward. Inside it v/cre

unearthed the brick bases of two rows of columns, one adjoining the outer wall and the

other in the middle of the room. That the columns were of wood was e\i lent from

quantities of charcoal lying on the tops of their bases. The waU between the

chamber and the verandah had disappeared, but at the threshold I found the charred

remnants of a wooden beam, 3' long, in situ. I believe that this wall was originally

pierced with three doors, one In front of each of the three intercolumnar spaces. It

is clear that this room also was destroyed by fire.

The chamber opposite the entrance, in the centre of the western row, is the

smallest room in the whole building, being about S' square internally. The walls are

thick and recessed, and the cell is raised on a platform high- But the room

possesses a peculiar interest. It is the chapel of the monastery. AYe learn from

. 1-Tsing “ that every monastery in India had its holy image.with a temple to enshrine

it, and that the image was bathed every day in the forenoon under a canopy stretched

over the court of the monastery. Major Kittoe found a similar shrine in a monastery at

Sarnath in 1851-325 and only last yea.r a monastery with chapel was unearthed by

Dr. Vogel at Kasia.^ The chapel at Sarnatiri contained only “an elaborately corniced

block ” which Major Kittoe considered to be the throne of an image, but that at

Kasia not only an inscribed stone, but also fragments of a large terra-cotta image

•of Buddha. In the shrine in the monastery which we are describing here was a large

pedestal along the west wall. No image was, however, found inside it.

5 Cf. I-Ts’mg^, trans. by Tabakusu, p. ill. ^ A, S. R.y 1906-07, p. 48.

- Loc, cit,f p. 147. •S'. R. p. 127.
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In front of the chapel is an an te- chamber, ivhile the other three sides are sur-

rounded by a circumambulatory passage. The latter is about 4 feet wide, and it was

obviously to provide room for this, that the back wall of the monastery had to be

projected in the middle behind the chapel. Soth these features are wanting in the

earlier examples quoted in the preceding paragraph, but when they first began to be

employed in chapels of this class is not known.

Two other cells probably also served the purpose of shrines. In one of these—

No. i6—I found three pedestals or szmhasanas, but only one small image of a Buddha
of the 8th or gth century (List of Sculptures, No. S44). The other cell (No. 18) con-

tained, besides a pedestal, a terra-cotta tablet containing a figure of the Buddha of the

5th or 6th century A. D. (List of Terra-cottas, No. S36) and an inscribed sculpture,

representing AvalokitSsvara, of the Sth or gth century (List of Sculptures, S38).

These objecis were, no doubt, appropriated from earlier buildings and worshipped as

relics of the past. All the remaining cells were used for the accommodation of monks
with the exception of No. 23. Of the residential apartments, No. 15 would seem to

have been used by the vpadhyaya oxacharya of the convent, for it is the only one which
is furnished with abed in the form oLa brickwork bench, 3' 8" wide, built along the west
wall. The southern end of the bench is made a few inches higher, to serve the purpose
of a pillow. A few earthen cooking pots and ashes were lying on the floor. In the
23rd cell, which I identify as the store-room, I found half buried in the floor a big
earthen jar over 2 feet high and 7 feet in circumference. This must have been used for

the storage of corn, By its side were a cup (Siog) of bronze, 4I inches in diameter at

top, and an iron palli or ladle (S 1 1 1) of the type still used in India for taking out oil.

But this is not all. This cell is connected with a find which is certainly the
most notable discovery of the season. I refer to an inscribed copper plate of
Govlndachandra of Kanauj, which was found in the north-west corner of this cell

immediately under the floor. The plate was carefully packed in an earthen case
2 feet square and 3 inches high, which was built against the foundation, well secured
on all sides with brickwork. It measures 18" long by 14" high and i" thick, and is

inscribed on one side only with 27 lines of neatly engraved and admirably preserved
writing. In the middle of the upper part there is a hole, in diameter, which must
have held a metallic ring surmounted with the king’s seal. The charter issued from
Varanasi on rMonday, the full moon day of Ashadha, Saih. 1186, which according to
Dr. Fleet corresponds to the 23rd June, 1130. The inscription records the grant of
six villages to the " community of Buddhist friars of whom Buddhabhattaraka is the
chief and foremost, residing in the great convent of the holy Jetavana,” and is of
paramount importance, inasmuch as it conclusively settles the identification of Saheth
with the Jetavana-raahavihara and consequently that of Maheth with the city of Sravasti.
The names of die villages granted are Vihara in the district of Vada (?) Chaturagiti.
Pattana, Upalaunda, Vavvahall, Ghosadi attached to Meyl and Payasi attached to
Pothivara. Further evidence in favour of this identification will be found in the fact
that some of the places which formed the endowment are still extant and known by
their ancient names.^

^

' Sec my note on this plate. Ep, hid,, Vol. X.
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Another useful purpose which the copper-plate ser\*es, is to supply the date not
only of the building in which it was found but also of many others scattered over the

site which are obviously contemporaneous with No. 19. Such, for instance, are

Nos. II, 12, 6, 7, 2, 3, and i, all of which stand on the surface and belong to the last

building epoch at Saheth. It is also clear that Buddhism was a living faith at least

in this part of the country as late as the 12th century A.D,
Besides the minor antiquities noticed above, a large number of other objects

came to light in this building. Among sculptures, the image of Kubera (List of

Sculptures, No. S^Y of the Sih or 9th century, in red Mathura sandstone, and several

fragmentary sculptures in Gaya stone are interesting. Metallic articles, which were

also found in abundance, consist of iron nails, rings and clamps, which must have

been used in the woodwork
j
arrowheads

;
the blade of an iron sickle

;
a plough-

share
;
a needle and a few bangles of pewter. A gilded iikidi (forehead ornament),

which was found in the southern corridor, was dropped there perhaps by a female

pilgrim.

To the north-east of No, 19 there seems to exist a large group of stupas. Three

of these were unearthed by Dr. Hoey“ who considered them to be columns. A few

more were opened up in the past season. The earliest of these is a stupa about 8' in

diameter and standing about 2' & high, which on grounds of style should be assigned

to the 4th or 5th century A.D. The clay sealing numbered S.34 (see list below)

which was found at the foot of this structure points in the same direction. The

remaining stupas are the work of the 9th or loth century A. D.

B.—Temple No. I3. (Plates XXXV, h and XXXVI.)

This building stands some distance to the east of the monastery described above,

with which it is nearly conternporarv. It was partly excavated by General Cunningham

and has now been completely freed from debris. The structure consists of three

rooms arranged in one line, with a narrow vestibule in front and an ambulatory pas-

sage around the central chamber, and faces in the northern direction.

The central chamber is about seven feet square internally, with a brick pedestal,

6" high, built on to the south wall. No portable antiquities were found, with the ex-

ception of a human skull and some other bones which were lying on the floor. The

back wall behind the central chamber was pierced with a window to admit light into

the passage around it.

The side rooms are somewhat larger, being 10' long and 9' broad internally.

General Cunningham was of opinion that the central chamber originally contained an

image of the Buddha, and that the side-rooms were the dwellings of attendant monks.

It seems, however, more likely that the latter were meant for images of the Bodhi-

sattvas Avalokite§vara and Maitreya or possibly of the gods Indra and Brahma who
accompanied the Buddha on his descent from the Tra3mstriiiisa heaven.

Temple No. 1 1 the excavation of which was also completed during the past

season, is Identical in plan with No. i 2 and evidently served the same purpose.

^ For a photograph of this image see . R, /I. S. for October, 1908, Plate V , 2 .

~ Report^ p. so.
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c.—stupa No. (Plate XXXVII.) '

,

This mound was also first examined by General Cunningham^ who came to the

conclusion that the building concealed in it was a mediaeval stfipa built on the remains

of another of a much earlier date. It may be noted, however, that the upper-

structure was originally a chapel or shrine. This is proved not only by the existence

of the brick floor with the pedestal of a statue found by General Cunningham himself,

8V below the top of its walls, but also by the fact that the east ^wall still retains

clear marks of an entrance, gV wide, which escaped his notice. The clay sealings

which General Cunningham found one foot above the floor, must have been deposited

when ihe shrine was converted into a siiipa.

The earlier sfflpa now lies hidden under later accretions, and its shape and

dimensions could not be ascertained. But outside it, on the north and west, were

exposed, some five feet below the level of the ground, the sides of a brick terrace

on which the was at first raised. The west side, which was wholly laid bare,

measures 71 feet. Of the north face some 83 feet were - excavated.' The terrace is

about 4 feet high and is composed of bricks of the . same size as the stilpa itself;

vis.y r4^Mong and 9'' broad. The top of the terrace was marked- by some sort of a

cornice, which now survives only in a S22igle course of bevelled bricks.

Gn this terrace was erected rat a later date a smaller one, measuring 58' long

and 50' broad, with a projection in the middle of the east side. This projection . is

divided into 3 cells, 33“' long and 3' to 6'. broad internally, and represents, presumably

the foundations of a stair^ I am led to this conclusion by the fact that the cells

were filled with earth and their inner walls; left quite, rough; The bricks used in

this terrace measure 11" X yV'X 2'".
. , , ^

Still higher up were found the remains of two other platforms, 'which would' seem

to have been the basements of the shrine and stupa which General* CunninghamTound

on the summit of the mound.

D.—Temple No. 3. .

In the neighbourhood of No. 3, which General Cunningham identified as the

ancient KosainbakutT, a very interesting structure caine to light. It is .a 'solid brick

terrace, about 10 feet broad and some 4 feet high, which starts 14 feet tO; the south

of the mandapa of No. 3, and runs in an eastern direction for, a length of 53 feet.

The external decoration consists of projections of brickwork such as we generally

find on sinpas the Gupta and later periods. The, terrace was ascended from the

north by a flight of steps built on to the middle,-of its face, which still survives in part.

A similar structure was discovered by General Cunningharn^ to the north , of the

Mahabodhi temple at Bodh Ga3’a and identified as a Buddha’s walk,, which, no doubt,

is also the nature of the structure now unearthed at Saheth. The promenade at

Bodh Gaya was covered with a roof supported on stone columns, but no' trace was
found of a superstructure of the Saheth monument. '

> A, S. R, Voh.XJ, p. 5S- n I . .

= This terrace was partly excavated by Dr. Hoey, but his plan represents the projection as a separate
structure.

’ ' '
• >

'

^ ^UiUabodhi, p. 8.
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The structure reminds us of the m hich, according to the Kushana
inscription* carved on the Bodhisattva statue discovered by General Cunningham in

No 3, belonged to the Kosambakuti, but it must not be inferred that it is the actual

promenade of the inscription. This structure, as well as No. 3, stands on the

surface of the mound and is among the latest buildings unearthed at Saheth-MahCth.
What may, however, be safely assumed, especially from their close juxtaposition, is

that they very probably stand on the site of the chankama and the kdsamhakuti
mentioned in the epigraph. These buildings must have been looked upon as two of

the most sacred monuments of SravastI, and it is highly improbable that, when they
fell to ruin, any other spots ^vould be chosen for their re-erection th^m those which
were supposed to be hallow'ed by the presence of the Great Teacher.

E. —Temple No. 2. (Plate XXXVTII.)

The excavation of this temple was started by General Cunningham^, W’ho laid bare

the shrine and the nnd identified the building as being the gandhakuiT
Dr Hoey exposed the entrance chamber and cleared the concrete floor all around

the temple as far as the surrounding wall, which is about S' thick, 115' long from

east to w'cst and 89' broad. The east side of this wall, which w'as exposed in the past

season, contains an entrance which w^as found bricked up Dr. Hoey also cut open

the concrete floor on the south and west sides of the temple, and found under it an earlier

structure which appears to be a plinth. The enclosing wall of this plinth w^as completely

laid bare in the past season The structure measures 75' long and 57' broad. There

is a projection on the east side, about 15' 6" deep and 12' broad, divided into 2 cells,

wdiich do not communicate wath each other and may be assumed to have supported

a stair The present height of the plinth does not anyw'here exceed 7 feet On the

outside the w'alls are decorated at both ends with projections similar to those on the plinth

of the Kachchl Kuii, the intervening spaces being decorated with shallow' panels

separated by low piers of brickw^ork. The bricks are carefully chiselled and well fitted

together

The interior of the structure was not all composed of brick. It w'as divided

up into compartments of varying sizes, w'hich were filled w'ith earth and debris.

A few' of them w^ere opened up by Dr. Hoey on the south side. The cross-w%alls

are of rough construction. This mode of building plinths and foundations of buildings

appears to have been common in early days. The foundations of a large sfflpa to

the w’^est of the 7?intn shrine at Samath are made in the same w'ay, and so, presumably,

is the early plinth in building No. 5 described above.

We expected to find here some remnant of the famous GandhahUi wdiich

General Cunningham locates on this spot. The basement unearthed under the temple

of General Cunningham is, as has been noticed above, carefully constructed, but,

unfortunately, no trace remains of the actual monument wdiich stood on it. What
makes the situation still more difficult is the fact that, though gandhakuiis must have

been common in past davs at all places in any w^ay associated w'ith the life of the

Buddha, not a single example has come dowm to us on any of the numerous Buddhist sites-

• Ep Ind ,
V//A pp. jSo-i. = A, S /?., AY, p. 84

S
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hitherto explored. Nor do the hoards of sculpture found year after year in these

places throw any light on the character of the gaudhakuiu The shrine labelled

gaudhakiif? on the Bliarhut relief^ is shown only in front elevation, from which it is

impossible to draw any conclusions regarding the plan and design of the building.

‘I'he only evidence, therefore, left to us is that afforded by stray references to the

monument scattered about in the Pali literature. These have luckily been collected

bv Professor H- C. Norman of Queen’s College, Benares, and published" in a learned

paper with the express object of aiding the archaeologist in the determination

of the form of this most interesting Buddhist monument. In summing up the

evidence he remarks “ that the' was :~(i) The private dwelling place

of the Buddha. (2) A structure standing in the middle of the monastery, with

a stair leading up to it. Great care was taken to make both building and stair as

splendid as could be. (3) The repository of floral offerings which gave it its sweet

perfume and its name.” Items i and 3 do not concern us here. As to the features

referred to in item 2, it may be remarked that the plinth of the building I am

describing— for this is all that remains of it—is certainly the most ornamental of all

structures hitherto exhumed at Saheth and was also furnished wilh a stair. But

wlietlier the structure also stands in the middle of a monastery further explorations

only can sho\v.® In point of age the structure cannot be much earlier than the late

Gupta period.

F.—Temple No. i. (Plates XXXY, a, and XXXIX.)

In connection with this building General Cunningham speaks of three terraces,

the lowest of which he makes 350 feet square, and 8 feet high
;
but it may be observed

that no such terrace exists now, and the building No. 8, which according to the

General occupies it, smnds quite apart on a much lower level. The monastery dis-

covered and partly excavated by him on the supposed middle platform has filled

up since his time. Enough remains still visible, however, to show that it is 150 feet

long from east to west and 142-| feet broad, and not 131 feet square as he states

in the text (pp. c/V., p. 83) or igs'x 165/ as his plan on Plate XXIV of the same

volume represents. In Dr. Hoey’s plan^ the width is only 6 feet in excess. It is

a pity that time could not be found for clearing up this monastery, the only advance

made on the old work being the discovery of an entrance chamber 18^'x 16' pro-

jecting in front of the east wall.

Turning to the temple exposed by General Cunningham' on the top of the mound,

we find that Dr. Hoey correctly points out the difference in age between the viandapa

and the garbJiagri'lia, though his plan fails to bring it out. Another drawback in

General CunninghanVs and Dr. Hoey's plans is the total omission of the footings or

diminishing courses of which the walls of the cella are composed. These footings

embrace the whole of the extant height which now nowhere exceeds five or six feet,

' See Rhys Davids, Buddhist ludia. Fig. 23.
'

- 7. 5. B, for December 1907.

’ No monasteries with chapels in 'the centre have yet come to light anywhere in India. Building No. i

may possibly have been a monument of this description.

X!, Plate XXIV. Plate VI..
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and are relieved in the middle by projections beginning at varying intervals from each

other and increasing in width as they recede inwards. Three such projection^

now remain on each of the faces except the cast one. which contains the door, but it

is possible that the upper portions of the walls had a few more, since General

Cunningham's plan shows four on each face. No idea can be given of the superstruc-

ture, and the pedestal, which Geneia! Cunningham found against tlie back wall, has

disappeared.

It would not be necessary to refer to the juandapa^ were it not for a few points

which cannot be passed over. From the existence of four low brick pedestal^,

forming a square inside the chamber, which he mistook for altars, Dr Ilocy was

led to suspect that the viandnpa might be a later Hindu addition. Such structures

are, however, found at Saheth itself in the ante-rooms of several temples, including

the chapel in monastery No. lo, which is decidedly Buddhist, and General Cunningham’s

suggestion that they are bases of masonry pillars, which aided the v alls in support-

ing the roof, is therefore more plausible. The fact of their being plastered o\cr

constitutes no serious objection
;
for it can be conceived that, once these pillars decayed

or fell, their assistance was not considered necessary and they came to be treated

like the floor around them. Dr. Hoey himself unearthed a row tf four such pillars

{vide Plate LXIX) in the earlitr building found by him immediately below the floor of

the viaiidapa. The u ell discovered by him a few feet to the east of these pillars

presumably belongs to the monastery referred to above. The mandapa had no doors

in the north and south walls, and it was probably the projections on their outer faces

which made General Cunningham show them in his plan.

During the past season two important features of the building were brouglit out.

One of them is a porch with a sloping floor, 17' 6" long and 7' 0" broad, in fiont of

the mandapa. The porch was probably supported on four piers of brick bases, two

of which now remain. The other feature is a wall all round the temple and intended

obviously to enclose a path for circumambulation. The wall is 7 feet distant from the

temple on the west side. 8' 5" on the north and only 5' 10" on the cast. At a later

date the path would seem to have been filled up and co\crcd with a concrete

floor, a small bit of wdiich can still be seen on the south side of the cella.

The building is composed of bricks of varying sizes, of which the commonest

are i3'^X7"X2|", io''Xio"x aV and 9"X7^"X That some of the material was

taken from earlier buildings is evidenced by bricks carved with various patterns

occurring in the building here and there. The temple belongs to the latest building

epoch of Saheth-^lanelh,

The area to the south-east of No. i seems to be occupied by a monastery of an

early date (No. 4). Dr. Hoey exposed its outer-w'all as well as a fe^v ceils on the north

side. In the past season, time could not be found to clear up the wfliole of its interior,

but a narrow’ cutting driven inside it from the north-east corner to the scuth-w'est

brought to light a number of small antiquities which w’ill be found described in the

lists below. One of these is a small copper image of Bala- Krishna, about high,

playing on his flute 'Abe right hand and left forearm and feet are wanting.

Another figure of copper was that of a tortoise with a white gem set in the

back.
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G.—List of Sculptures.

Buddha Images^

I. Statuette in grey stone (ht. 6V‘) of Buddha seated cross-legged in the teaching attitude

on a conventioiiallotu?. The head, breast and fore-arms as well as the sides of the sculpture

are broheii. The garment is only indicated by its borders above the feet. On the base of the

sculpture appears the usual wheel between couchant deer. On the back is carved an inscription

in two lines censisting of ihe Buddhist creed, partly lost, followed by the syllables deva

in characters of the gth or loth century. Found near Saheth on the south of the Balrampur-

Ikauna road.

S.48. Statuette in some soft stone 2^'' high representing Buddha seated on a conventional lotus

in the bhumisparsa attitude with an attendant on each side. The base is recessed at each corner

and carved iu the centre with?, thunderbolt [Vajra). On both sides of the head are carved two

miniature attendants probably Avalokitesvara and Maitreya and two stupas. On the back of the

sculpture is scribbled an unintelligible inscription in one line in early script. Found

outside the 19th cell of No. 19.

S. 44. Granite sculpture, 6" l)igh, representing Buddha seated in meditation on a conven-

tional lotus under a parasol. He holds between his hands in his lap a bowl which is presented

to him by a monkey carved on the base. I'his refers to the presentation of inadhu by a monkey

to the Buddha at VaisMi. The middle portion of the back of the sculpture is dressed and incised

with an incorrect version of the Buddhist creed in three lines in characters of about the 8tb

century. Found in the iGthcell of No. ig.

S, 45. Fragment of a Gaya stone sculpture, 6" high, containing, in a chattya, im^ge

of the Buddha seated in abhavaddna attitude, On his left is a figure of Tara seated on

a full-blown utpala^ and approached from the left by a child. Found in the 22nd cell of

No 19.

Bodhisattvas and other deities

S. 2. Lower portion, 4I" high, of a blue schist image of Avalokitesvara seated in the sportive

attitude Uildsand) on a lotus seat. The right foot of the deity rests on a smaller lotus which

springs from the same stem as that on which he sits. On the right and left of Avalokitesvara

arc two lotus flowers which must have carried divine attendants, of which only the feet

remain. The two kneeling figures on the base probably represent human devotees. We notice,

moreover, a figure of a (Suchimukha) or tantalized spirit who is usually shown under the

ri^ht hand of this god. On the base is a mutilated inscription in the ndgari script of the nth Or

1 2th century, of which only the syllables deva at the beginning and yakha
{
7
) -ka at the end arC

legible. Found on the surface of the site.

S. 6. Fragmentary Gaya stone sculpture representing lower portion of an image of Simhana-

da-Lokesvara, seated like a i^Iaharaja on a lion and supporting himself on his left band which

holds the stem of a lotus. In his right hand appears a trident turned downwards and touching

the forehead of the lion. The epigraph on the base of the sculpture reads Danapati sresJithi

Paupidhdtnana (?). About iith or 12th century.

S. 31. Head of a statuette of Avalokitesvara. Found near the surface in No. 4.

5.38. Image, 8^" high, of Avalokitesvara seated in ardhaparyaiika attitude on a conven-

tional lotus. On both sides of the deity stand female figures of which the one on the left has

four arms and holds a twig. The head and left arm of the main figure are missing. Below

the right hand of the deity which is in the varada attitude is shown the preta Suchimukha with

iiifialod belly and joined hand stretched out, as it were, to receive the drops of nectar trickling

* The letter S. in this and the followi.ng numbers was adopted to distinguish the Saheth antiquities from
tho.se discovered in M.'iheth

.
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-down from the fingers of the Great Compassionate. The base of the sculpture bears the inscrip*

-tion

—

Line i. \De^\jadha\7'^'\mmd yaih Sauvaseknsya vadhit.

Line 2. ... kaya (:) ...

meaning 'The pious gift of—ka, daughter*! n-Ia\v of Sauvaseka'\ About 8th or plh century A. D.

Found in the 18th cell of No. 19.

S. 5. Image of Kuvera or Jambhala, 22'' high, in tlie spotted red sandstone of Mathura, seated

in the European fashion [ardhaparynnkka). The lemon which the god held in his right hand is

broken. In the left hand appears a purse.^ The right foot of the god is placed on an overturned

jar, perhaps a treasure vase. On each side of the halo is a partly defaced Nagari inscription ol

{he 8th or 9th century containing the Buddhist creed. The sculpture was discovered outside

the ante-chamber of chapel in No. 19. {Cf, J. R. A. S, for rgoS, Plate V.)

S. 10. Fragment of border of a sculpture, 4^" high, in grc}’ sandstone containing a :riakara

head on the proper left side and a headless figure apparently Nrisimha disembowelling Hir.inya*

kasipu. Found outside the r4thcell of No. 19.

S. 4. Two fragments of a sculpture, measuring together 17" high. The lower fragment

contains the lower half of the main figure, whose right hand is in the attitude,

and a figurine of Tara holding an utpala in the left hand. The other fragment belongs to the

proper right border of the sculpture and bears two other small figures of the same goddess, each of

which is accompanied by a figurine of a child. On this fragment is also depicted a blue lotus

which no doubt belonged to the main figure. For this reason I suppose it to represent Tara.

Found in ante-chamber of chapel of No. 19.

Fragmentary and doubtful,

S, 3. Fragment consisting of the base of a sculpture with the crossed legs of a seated

Buddha or Tirthankara. There is an uncertain design carved on the base. Found in old well

in the low mound known as Bihar! Das-ki-kuU.

S. 8. Fragment of base of a Gaya stone sculpture, 5 A" high, hearing a four-armed

‘female figure seated on a iull-blown lotus. The lower left hand holds a child (?). The emblems

in the remaining hands cannot be recognized.

S. 9. Fragment of a rudely executed sandstone sculpture, high, representing a

seated male figure. The left hand of the figure holds an indistinct object. Found to cast of

No. 19.

S. 13 . Hand of sandstone female figure, 2^' long. Found near No. 2.

S. S3. Left band in sandstone 4^" holding a mace (?). Found near No. 2.

S. 14. Right hand in sandstone, 2^" long, holding some uncertain object. Found

near No. 2.

S. 22. Sandstone face of a Buddha or Tirthankara, 4" high. Found among stupas to

north-east of No. 19.

S. 23. Base of a sculpture, i}" high, representing the right foot of a standing figure and a

reclining figurine.

S. 16. Fragment of a Mathura sandstone sculpture representing a foot with an anklet.

Found on floor of No. ii.

S. 18. Right hand with bracelet and symbol, in attitude, in Gaya stone.

Length 2". Found in Sth cell of No. 19.

S. 20. Fragment of a fore-arm in Gaya stone, 1^" long. Found to the cast of No. 19.

S. 36. Fragment of an arm of a statuette, 35-" long, in basalt, wearing a bracelet. Found

in ist cell of No. 19.

* This attribule wilt be found discussed nt length in ihc J* i?. A. 5., 1909, pp. 288-9.
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*-* 37. Fragment from proper left border of a sculpture in grey sandstone, 5" long

containing a head being to the right and \vearing large ear-rings.

S. 39. Bust of a female statuette, S" high, wearing an elaborate torque, a large necklace

(ar-rings and ad’adem. Drapery slightly indicated. Found. outside 14th cell of No. 19.

S. 43. i\ruc]i damaged fore-arm of a statuette, 2" long, holding a flower stalk. Found in

company with above.

Terra-coffas.

S. I. A terra-cotta head, 4" high, with diad,, long drawn e)^es and thick lips. The ears

ar^-* concealed under two dots of curly hair. Found in No. i' beloAv surface.

S. 4. Terra-cotta head, 4'^ high, with large eats resembling those of an elephant. The nose

and scalp damaged. Found In No. 4, near surface.

S. 5. Headless standing female figure, 2V high. Left hand rests on thigh
;

the right

hangs loose on the side. Found in No. 4, 2}/ below surface.

S. 7. 'I hree roughly modelled figures, to 2" high, similar to those found north of steps

of Kachchi Kuti (Maheth), No. 4, about 4' below surface.

S. 9. Head of a nondescript figure of black clay. Found In No. 4.

S. 2. Well-shaped seated bull, i;y' high. Found in No. 4, below surface.

S. 3. Bird with outstretched wings about high. Probably part of a vessel. Cy,

A. S. /?., : 902-03, plate facing page 1S2, fig. 24, No. 28.

S 6. Broken figure of a quadruped i-}" high. Found in No. 4.

S. 1 1. Hollow head of ahorse, lyHong. Found in No. 4,
6* below surface.

S. 20. Two fragments of top of a miniature stilpa. Found on north wall of lowest

terrace in No. 5.

S. 21. Similar stupa 5^'" high with a hole 2^' deep in the base. Found on top of lowest

terrace in No. 5.

S, 24. A potter^s dabber or thapuaior shaping pots with
;

high- "^he bottom is somc-

wliat convex and the top is pierced with a hole to be worked with a wooden handle when used

in the inside of pots with a narrow mouth. Found in courtyard of No. ig.

S. 25. Two handles of rattles similar to that represented in fig. 2 above. Found on-

lowest terrace in No. 5.

S. 26. A miniature ornamental horn, long. Found at the foot of north wall of earlier

structure below No. 2.

S. 16. Terra-cotta ear ornament, in diameter, of the form still in use arrxng poorer

classes in the United Provinces. Found in courtyard of No. 19.

S, 8 & 15. Two goldsmith’s moulds. Found in No. 4.

S. iS. Si.x cones with spiral ornament i"to 2" in diam., at base. Found in vestibule of

i\o. r2.

C/af tablets and sealings.

S. 36, Clay tablet 3^' square representing Buddha seated in the dharmachakrmmidra on-

•i conventional lotus with a Bodhisattva standing on each side. Below the seat of the Buddha

appears the Buddhist creed in 3 lines in characters of the 5th or 6tli century A. D. There is a

kneeling figure to the proper right of the inscription and a woman and a child to the proper left.

The border on the remaining 3 sides consists of ii miniature stupas in relief with garlands hang-

ing from their tops. Found in cell No. 18 of No. ig.

S. 34. Clay tablet i" in diam. bearing figure of a couchant bull facing left and the legend

Budha [devasa] in characters of 5tb or 6th century in exergue. Found at base of earliest stupa

in group to north-east of No, 19.

28. An elliptic clay sealing li" along major axis, inscribed with the name Buddhade.-

[va] in late Gupta script. Found in No. 4 near surface.
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S. 31. Fragment of a circular inscribed clay tablet 3" in diam.
; found near surface in No. a.

riie extant uTiting consists of portions of 12 lines in tlic agari characters of the Rih or ptb
century A.D. The letters are very small and it is impossible to offer a complete reading of the
inscription. The 3rd and 4lh lines rtT^A-Talha^^ntaya navio Bhagavatc S.jhya
iiamafi Taihagaiay-ArJiate scimynk-samhuddhdya,

S. 32, Clay tablet 2 hi diam. Contains the Buddhist creed in a deep incuse in characters
-of 8th or 9lh century A. D. Found north of No. 5, on surface.

33 - Collection of clay tablet:? impressed with the Buddhist crenl in cliaraclers of the
gth or lOth century. Found among the stupas to north-cast of No. ig.

3o* Four cla)’’ tablets with Bud didst creed of about the same date. Found to cast of

No. 19.

S. 29, Circular seahng in diam. Impressed with figure of a couchantbull facing right

Tlie reverse bears a clear string mark. Found in No. 4, some 4' below surface.

Coins,

S. 55 * Punch-marked rectangular copper coin.

Obv. Sun, taurine and other sj'-mbols.

Rev. Blank, Found to north of No. 7.

S. 64. Copper coin of Ahichclihattra.

Obv. In incuse, the three usual symbols of the Panchala coinage. In exergue

illegible name of King in earl}^ Brahmi.

Rev. Figure of Agni (?) on railing between posts. Found in spoil earth.

S. 51. Ahichchhattra copper coin of Agnimitra.

Obv. Incuse square. Above, the three Panchfila symbols. Below, in carl

Brahml Agiinitrasa,

Rev. Defaced. Found cast of No. 3 j
uear surface,

S. 54. Similar. Excellently preserved. North of Cliahkama, near surface.

S. 62. Indo-Sassanian silver coin of uiiassigncd coinage.

Obv. Caricature of Sassanlan head with winged licad-drc.ss facing left. To right

of head syllable ga of the 8tb or gth century.

Rev. A number of marks which cannot be identified. Found in spoil earth to

north-east of No. 19.

Besides these, three copper coins of Akbar, two copper coins of the iSih century and a few

others which were loo much corroded to be identified, were found.

2IiscclInncous mcial objects.

S. 96. Copper image, 2J" high, of Brdakrishna playing on liis flute iyaths}). The right

hand and left fore-arm and feet are missing. Found in No.

S. 95. Miniature figure of a tortoise in copper with a crystal set in the back. Found in

No. 4, abcut 3' below surface* .

S. 78. Iron cup with round base, 4^' in diam. at aperture. Found a few feet west of

No 19.

S. 109. Bronze cup .[k" in diam. al top. Found on floor of cell i\o. 23 of No. 19.

S. III. Iron pain for taking out oil. Found in juxtaposition with above.

S. So. Iron ploughshare, 8 long. Found in courtyard ol No. 19.

S. 105. Iron chisel, 3 J" loiig' Found in cell No. 17 of No. 19.

S. 83,106. Two iron sickles. Found in southern corridor of No, 19.

S. 103. Blade of knife 10" long with pointed tenon 3" long, hound in cell No. 14 of

"No. 19.

S. Si, 88 and 98. Spear-heads. Found in courtyard of No. 19 and middle (errace of No. 5.
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S. SC-j. Two small balls of lead. Found among siupas to north-east of No. 19.

S. 79 and 91. Arrow-heads. Courtyard of No, 19 and No. 2.

S. 94. Bronze rod about 5'^ long, thick at ends and thin in the middle. I am unable to-

determine its purpose. Found 3' below surface in No, 4.

S. 66, 79, 89, etc. Iron nails, cramps, etc., of different sizes.

S. 99. Two bangles of bronze and 3 of pewter. Found on floor of 3rd cell of No. 19.

S. 104. Copper disc, y' in diam., gilded on one side. Probably a fikuli or forehead,

ornament. i6th cell of No. ig.

S. S6. Finger-ring of pewter and an ear-ring of iron. Found in group of sltlpas to north-

east of No. 19.

Conclusions.

The chief result of the excavations at Saheth-Maheth is this that thev have-

settled the disputed question of the identity of the site with the ancient city of

Sravastl and the neighbouring Jetavana.^ As stated at the beginning of this paper,

Mr. V. A. Smith, relying on the evidence of the Chinese pilgrims, arrived at the

conclusion that the identification first proposed by Cunningham could not be main-

tained, and that the true position of Sravastl was marked by an extensive ancient

site north of Balapur in Nepal territory.

Mr. Smith fixed on this site by following the route of the Chinese pilgrims,

from Kanauj to Kapilavastu, the situation of both these places being established.

With regard to Kapilavastu it must, however, be admitted that the exact

position of the ancient city is still uncertain. The two months' explorations of Babu

P. C. iMukerji have helped little to elucidate the local topography. There can, of

course, be no doubt as regards the site of the Lumbim garden, but as the Nigliva

pillar is no longer m situ it may be questioned whether it really marks the supposed

birth-place of Kanakamuni Buddha.

The stages by which the Chinese pilgrims travelled from Kanyakubja to Sravasti

are uncertain. Mr. Smltli^ has himself to admit reluctantl)^ a “ glaring error ” in the

distance and bearing of Sravasti from Sha-che as recorded by Fa-hien, and remarks

-

about Sha-che itself that the site of almost any ancient town would suit his

description. In the case of Hiuen Tsiang we are hardl}-^ more fortunate, as he

reached Sravasti from Kau^ambl
;
and the position of this place is still a disputed

point, while the intervening stages Kia-shi-po-lo and Pi-so-kia have not yet been

Identified.

Mr. Smith lays great stress on the agreement between the two pilgrims as regards

the bearing and distance from Sravasti and Kapilavastu, and protests stronglj

against the assumption that both should have v/ilfully lied. There are, however,

many transitions between wilful lying and mathematical accuracy. We may rightly

hesitate to expect great exactness in men who were disposed to accept even the most

extravagant statements. It should also be taken into account, how far the Chinese-

pilgrims could be accurate in the circumstances in which they had to travel.

Making due allowance for this, we may still hold the view that, judged by the

standard of Oriental writings, their accurac}^ is most remarkable. Their guidance-

^ Cf. my preliminary note. The She of Srdvosil R. A» S, for 190S, pp. 971 R,

' y. R. A, S. for iSyS^ pp. 522 f.
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is undoubtedly of great importance in questions of ancient topography, but it should

not be implicitly relied on. To decide such questions we require conclusive evidence

derived from the monuments themselves and particularly from epigraphical records.

The only document of this kind hitherto available was the colossal Bodliisattva

image which, as stated in the inscription, was erected at Snivasli. ]Mr. Smith rightly

points out that it was not found in its original position. But this by no means implies

that it came from elsewhere. The much greater probability is that it originally

belonged to the site and was re-erected in a new temple not far from the spot where

it first stood. The jetavana must have seen many changes in the millennium inter-

vening between the Kushanas and the Gaharvars. It would indeed have been mar-

vellous, had a statue, which was set up about the reign of Kanishka, remained un-

disturbed till the time when the Moslems ended the existence of the famous Buddhist

.sanctuary. There is little reason for wonder tliat the Bodhisattva was not found ;;/ siiti.

The mscrihed umbrella post' m the Luck/mir i\Iuseiim strengthens t}?e proba-

bility that the Bodhisattva originally belonged to the site on which it was found.

The stone parasol was erected at the same tinie with the image, as is clearly stated

in the inscriptions on both. But if we are to believe with Mr. Smith that the colossal

image was taken to Saheth after the destruction of the Jetavani, wc must assume

that the parasol was removed at the same time. This necessitates the assumption

that this object had escaped the general ruin, for otherwise what purpose would there

have been in its removal ? Considering that the stone umbrella, found with the

Bodhisattva statue of Sarnath, measures 10' in diameter and the Sravasti one was

presumably of a similar size, both suppositions must appear highly improbable. But

I do not wish to press this argument, as unfortunately we possess no sure record

of the discovery of the inscribed fragment, which owing to this circumstance, loses

much of its value as a piece of evidence.

Wc possess now another document of much greater importance in the copper-

plate discussed above. It was presented to the Buddhist community of the jetavana

in A. D. 1130 and proves that this sanctuary still existed in the century preceding

the Muhammadan conquest.

It came to light in the ruins of a building which undoubtedly was a Buddhist

convent, and the circumstances of the find show that this was the very convent

to which the plate was presented. Dr. Btihler points out that in the ruins of

Valabhi, the modern Vala, copper-plates have been found immured in walls or even

in the foundations of the houses of the owners^ Indeed, no other than the owner

would have had any reason for preserving such a record thus carefully.

In view of the accumulative evidence of the three authentic records now at our

disposal, there can be no reasonable doubt that the site of Saheth represents the

Jetavana and consequently that of Maheth the city of Sravasti.

J. PH. VOGELi

* Ep. Vol. IX, pp. 29^ f.

* Indischt Palaeographxt, p, 93 (transl Fleet, p. 9*3).
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“

The famous rums of Takht-l-Bahi are situated on the crest and northern slope

of a detached spur rising abruptly from the plain some nine miles north of Hot!

Mardan in the North-West Frontier Province, that is to sa}^ in the heart of the Yusuf-

zai country, itself, roughly speaking, the centre of the ancient territory of Gandhara.

Their romantic situation, high on the precipitous hill, ndth its magnificent views of the

fertile plains below and the encircling mountains, together with their comparative

accessibility, have made the ruins a familiar and favourite spot with the Europeans of

the neighbourhood, wdfile the extraordinary extent and relatively good preservation of

tiie ruins themselves are sufficient to explain the interest that has long been taken in

them by archseologists, an interest wffiich has been widened by the fact that many of

the best pieces of Gandhara sculpture now to be found in the museums of Europe

were originally recovered at this site.

But, although the attention of European scholars has been centred on these

monuments ever since 1871, wffien Sergeant Wilcher made his excavations here, no

satisfactory identification of them has ever been found. That the observant Chinese

pilgrims, to whose careful journals Indian Archaeology is so much indebted, should

have failed to mention a site of such unusual Inceresc seems almost incredible, and at-

tempts have been made, naturally, to find such reference in their writings, while even

the possibility of Taklit-i-Bahl being identical wdth the Aornos of Alexander’s histor-

ians has been mooted and discussed. But no theory yet propounded has carried con-

viction with it, and there seems no escape from M. Foucher’s conclusion that, how-

ever much we may regret it, the fact remains that the Chinese pilgrims do not mention

it, whatever the reason may be. And unless and until further excavations yield posi-

tive evidence, the problem of its identity will remain unsolved. For up to the present

the only epigraphic material recovered is the well-known inscription of Gdndophares

dated in the year 104 (probably 46 A. D.) and now preserved in the Lahore Museum.

The most important portion of the ruins as a whole, which extend altogether for

something like a mile east and w^est along the summit, is the monastic complex situa-

ted on a ridge to the north, somewhat lower than the crest of the hill itself, and

toward the eastern end of the w'hole site. From the precipitous sides of this smaller

ridge massive walls still rise to a height of nearly 50 feet in places, enclosing the
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summit of the same, which appears to have been artificially levelled within this*

enclosure and laid out in its present series of quadrangles terraced one above another.

But the excavations carried out in 1871 were too superficial for a final determination

of the original levels in all cases, nor have the operations to be discussed in this

paper advanced sufficiently as yet for me to speak with certainty as to how far this

terracing was carried out.

The main entrance to the monastic enclosure appears to have been on the south.

This entrance has not as yet been cleared, but it seems probable that from it a pas-

sage led north to the western end of the rectangular courtyard B which appears to

have been on the same level. The portion of the whole enclosure lying to the west

of this has not yet been excavated, so that it is impossible to say whether this level

continued right up to the main wall rising from the khicd on the west, or whether it

was lower and approached by a stairway from court B. The fact however, that the

so-called underground chambers shown in the plan at this point are definitely structu-

ral, and not excavations in the rock, makes it obvious that the natural level of the rocky

hill top lies on the west much below the level of the courtyard B, and the fact that

no original entrance to these subterranean chambers has ever been found points to

the possibility that their being underground is accidental. This is a point, however,

which it is idle to discuss until further excavations can be carried out. But it can be

definitely affirmed that, if the level in this part of the site lay above these chambers,

they were deliberately buried b}^ their builders.

Having advanced, then, from the entrance gate to the western end of the court-

yard B, the visitor would have turned to the right and east to enter the court itself,

which, as can be seen by the plan, is a mass of little stupas surrounded on three sides

by lofty chapels, and bisected from north to south by a paved passage running be-

tween little stupas and miniature shrines [Plate XLI, Fig. (a) ] and connecting courts C
and A, both of which lie at higher levels than court B itself, the former, the monastic

quadrangle proper, being approached by a short flight of five steps, the latter by a

loftier one of 15. Ascending these 15 steps to the south, one enters the court of the

main stupa (marked A on the plan) and finds oneself in front of a square platform

originally approached by a few steps now quite ruined. This is obviously the base-

ment of the stupa itself, but long continued and irresponsible treasure seeking has

resulted in its complete destruction. Round this courtyard on three sides rise a num-

ber of chapels, originally five on a side. It is obvious from the structure of these build-

ings, as M. Foucher points out, that as first planned they were separated one from

another by a considerable space, which, at a later date, when the court became crowded

with images, were built up into miniature shrines completely closing the court on the

three sides in question* By great good fortune it is precisely here that the only

superstructures extant in the whole site are to be found (with the exception of

the vaulted pa5sages underground to the west of courtyard B)
;
but even here only

two of the chapels retain their original roofing, while a third has the lower of its two

domes and the collar partly preserved.

On taking up the work at Takht-i-Bahl in January 1907, in accordance with

recommendations made by the Director General of Archaeology in India previous to

my arrival in this country, our first concern was to take steps for the preservation of
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these domed superstructures, for, so far as I know, they are the only existing

examples of this construction, in this part of India at least. In considering how the

end in view, namely the preservation of the ruins in their present condition, might

best be attained, I was fortunate in having the advice on the spot of the Assistant

Commanding Royal Engineer, Nowshera, and after considerable deliberation the

following measures were decided on. Before anything could be done to strengthen

the domes themselves, it was necessary to fill in the cavities which had formed in

the side walls of the chapels. It was evident that these walls originally supported

a wooden lintel on wdiich the surmounting dome had rested. But the avidity of the

local peasant in these treeless regions for firewood is so great that it was out of the

question to restore this lintel in wood, for this would inevitably have led to the peasants

prying the beam out and thereby imperilling the structure we w^ere trying to save.

Nor could the original lintel be replaced in stone, owing to the difficulty of securing

a suflRciently large piece of the slate schist of which the building is built. We w^ere

therefore forced reluctantly to insert iron girders across this space, it being under-

stood that they w^sre to be concealed by masonry harmonious with the rest of the

building. Nor could the opening above this lintel be retained without endangering

the superstructure, so that it became necessary to fill this in wath masonry of the

ancient t5^pe, care being taken that it should not be made flush witli the front of the

building, and should be faced mth a solid slab of slate to mark it permanently as a

repair, w^ithoiit disfiguring the monument. And the top of the collar in the more badly

damaged chapel to the left of the central one on the w^estern side w^as rendered w^ater-

tight by relaying its upper courses in invisible cement. Similar measures on the east-

ern side of the courtyard together wdth the excavation of the court around the stupa

completed our operations in this quadrangle, but such serious damage had been done

to the backs of the chapels, especially on the west, by percolation from the inside of

the court, that considerable cavities in this part had to be filled in, the ancient con-

struction being everywdiere copied, and with great credit to the mistri in charge.

Another urgent wmrk of conservation undertaken in 1907 ^vas the clear-

ance of the large quadrangle on the north side of the site, which M. Foucher has

showm to have been originally the Hall of Conference. The outer w^alls on the north

and west of this enclosure rise from the hillside and are of great height even to-day,

but the accumulated debris wuLhin the court had gradually forced the walls out.

In order to relieve them of this pressure, therefore, the court was excavated down to

what appeared to be the original inside level. But it is to be feared that the collapse

of one or both of these ivalls is after al! only a question of time. The nature of the

site is such that in the opinion of the engineers buttressing is impracticable, and all

that can be done at present is to remove such causes of danger as are remediable.

The only other piece of conservation undertaken in the course of this year was

an attempt to save the eastern w^all of a building to the south of the main monastic

complex but only a few feet distant from it. The building is one of the few at Takht-i-

Bahi which enclose a winding staircase leading under corbelled arches set at right

angles one to another ;
and although the w^all was so greatly out of the perpendicular

that there is little hope of saving it permanently, still it wa.s propped up with heavy
timbers and thereby greatly strengthened.
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In the following season the work was recommenced in January, 1908, by clearing

the monastic quadrangle marked C on the plan. This was so choked with debris

that the fact of there being cells around it at all was hardly apparent, and the im-

provement in the appearance of the court effected by its excavation can therefore be

imagined. As was anticipated, the excavation in this part of the site presented no

-difficulties and led to the rec over}'’ of very few sculptures, as the monastic quadrangle

is naturall)’’ not the portion of a convent in which sculptural finds are to be expected.

The possibilities of the adjoining court marked B were however almost unknown.

In the report published by Sergeant Wilcher this court3'ard is stated to have been ex-

cavated, though how thoroughly, it is hard to judge from the report itself. For this

reason, therefore, as I was myself occupied with trial excavations at Sbah-jT-ki-Dherl

near Peshawar city, when the work of clearing this court was begun by the sub-over-

seer of the Public Works Department who had been in charge of the previous work

at Takht-i-Bahi. careful instructions w^ere given him to telegraph me at once if it

-appeared that the court had not been properly excavated before. But the unfortunate

absence of the Garrison Engineer in charge, on the Zakka-khel expedition, resulted

in no notice being sent me, and it was not until I visited the site to inspect the work

that 1 learned how almost untouched the quadrangle had been previously. Fortunately,

onlv the eastern end bad been cleared up to the time of my visit, and I was thus able,

by dropping my other work, to superintend the excavation of the greater part of it in

person. But lam glad to say that the subordinate referred to above appears to have

conducted the earlier part of the work with as much care as could have been expected.

How^ altogether superficial Sergeant WilchePs excavations in this part of the site

w'ere can be seen from a comparison of the plan published in his report with the one

accompanying this article. Indeed, he appears to have dug merely enough to enable

him to draw up the plan in question, for even in certain places which one would infer

had been cleared thoroughly, sculptures were found in large numbers lying obviously

as they had fallen. This is especially true of the passage connecting the courts

A and C, and even of the flight of steps leading up to the former. Anything like

a final plan of this quadrangle is now for the first time possible, and, as has

been mentioned above, the levels to the west of its open end are not even yet deter-

mined with certainly. It is hoped, however, that the work can be so advanced in the

season of 1908-09, that a really complete plan of the entire monastic complex within

the enclosing -walls will be possible.

The most important result of the work in the year under review w'as the recovery

of the sculptures mentioned above. Apart from shapeless fragments and those too

badly damaged to justify being placed in the Museum under present conditions \ the

stone fragments alone number 472 specimens, occupying 15 cases in the Museum

galleries, besides some dozen larger sculptures in the entrance hall. These have been

arranged In accordance with the principles followed in classifying the Sahribahlol

1 The very limited space at present available in the Victoria Memorial Hall lor museum purposes makes a

selection of the sculptures for exhibition unavoidable, much as this is to be regretted from the scientific point of

view. Pains are taken that all pieces important for illustrating the range of artistic execution shall be shown. Such

fragments as are necessarily excluded (duplicates of architectural ornaments, fragments of drapery and the like)

are^stored in the Arch$olcgical godo*vn in Peshawar, where they will be accessible to those who wi<5h to study the

itotal yield of the site.
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sculptures as mentioned in the annua! report of the Archaeological Department for the-

year 1906-07. The first section contains such fragmente as illustrate principally

archaic elements in the art of Gandhara, that is to say, artistic elements known to-

Indian art previous to the appearance of the Gandhara school, whether indigenous or

of foreign origin. Section 2 includes stones illustrating chiefl}^ foreign elements in-

troduced into Indian art, so far as is known, for the first time by this school. Section.

3 consists of legendary scenes from the life of the Buddha. Section 4, of such frag-

ments as appear to have been related more directly to the cult of Buddhism/ and

which for this reason I have designated devotional sculptures. Following upon these

are two sections containing Bodhisattva and Buddha figures respectively, with a last-

section including such fragments as do not fall into any of the previous divisions. The

stones have been numbered consecutively, after being classified as above, so that any

criven stone can be found at once. The Takht-i-Bahi collection of 1907-08 thus

comprises the Peshawar Museum Nos. 679 to 1151 inclusive, apart from stucco frag-

ments which, because of their fragility, are placed in horizontal rather than in upright

cases in the centre of the gallery and consequently numbered separately.

Pig. 2.

The majority of these stucco fragments are heads, of which a number are shown-
in figures i and 2. But, in addition to these, there are a few legendary scenes originally
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X)rraing part of the stucco ornamentation on some of the little stupas in courtyard B,
but none are reproduced here^ as they offer no features of special interest, although I

believe this is almost the first time that such scenes have been found in stucco in this
Province. Figure 3 represents a fragment from the torso of some stucco figure which

seems to have formed part of some large represen-
tation of the Buddha’s temptation. At least the
presence of this grotesque face on the body of the
figure reminds one of the well known sculpture of

this scene reproduced by Professor Grunwedel on

95 his Buddhistische Kunst (page 96 in the

English edition).

The first section, “archaic elements in the art

of Gandhara^’j is the smallest section of all, including
only 33 stones (Nos. 679 to 71 2 inclusive), nor do
all of these call for separate mention. Some half

dozen are Hons' heads of varying degrees of excel-

lence, being for the most part fragments from the

Corners of pedestals. That type of cornice which
shows a series of single figures under ogee arches

separated by encased pilasters is represented by three stones, the Assyrian

honeysuckle ornament by two, and the Atlas motif by three, No. 694 being of

especial interest (see illustration, fig. 4). Nos. 685 and 686 show very graceful floral

patterns, the latter being a scroll of

considerable beauty, while Nos. 694
and 696 represent elephants of the

clumsiness usual in this school.

But the most interesting stone in

this section Is No. 712. This re-

presents a miniature stupa, decora-

ted, as can be seen in the illustra-

tion [Fig. (b) of Plate XLI] with

great delicacy and success. This,

with No. 758, a badly damaged

pendant to the former, are the only

sculptures in the round recovered at

this site, and give one an admirable

idea of how a stUpa used to look.

There is a cavity at the top for

the missing tee, but the tee itself

was unfortunately not recovered.

Fragment No. 758 for consider-

ations of space has been placed in

Fig. 4. Section 2.

This section, comprising Nos. 713 to 758, consists in large part of fragments of

Tinodillion cornices, showing the newly introduced brackets with Corinthian capitals.
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The triangular stone No. 721, which is in excellent preservation, shows an interesting

marine monster with the body and head of a man, the forelegs and feet of a bull, wings

and a long serpentine tail with well defined spots (Fig. 5), Another familiar motif*

represented is the line of little

Erotes bearing a long garland

over their shoulders, the most

interesting stone showing this

design being No. 736, which is

either a fragment from the top-

of some miniature stupa or the

upper dome of a chapel, in

which case it probably formed

part of that large composition

of which No. 735 is a remnant

and which shows a Buddha

figure seated within a chapel.

The occurrence - here of the

same motif on what seems to be

the lower dome of the chapel

makes it appear probable that the fragment No,736 formed the upper portion of the'

same.

The third section, that containing fragments representing legendary scenes,

Nos. 759 to 816 inclusive, is naturally the most difficult to discuss as well as the most

interesting portion of the collection. Unfortunately, many of the stones are of a very

fragmentary naiure, which renders their recognition and identification extremely*

difficult if not impossible. But others are practically entire.

Among familiar scenes, the First Sermon at Benares, the so-called Turning the-

Wheel of the Law, is represented by two complete stones (772 and 786) and many

fragments which appear to fall into two groups, in other words to represent two other

wholes, which, however, we have not succeeded in piecing together- The onl3r

feature of interest in regard to these scenes is that no one of them, whether complete

or fragmentary, shows the Buddha^s hands in the posture which in later art is

invariably associated with this scene, namely the dharmachahra-mudra, but, instead,

the posture indicative of benediction or reassurance, the abhaya-mtidra^ wffierein the

right hand is upraised.^ And the stone No. 786 is remarkable in omitting the two deer

which usually recline to right and left of the Wheel of the Law depicted on the front of

the Buddha^s throne in the centre of the composition.

Another one of the so-called four chief scenes in the Buddha^s life (of wffiich the-

above-mentioned stone is the third) is fragment No. 775, depicting the Buddha^s

death, or the viahapmdnirvdna. The specimen is one of the abbreviated type,,

if I may call it so, where but few figures are represented, and is remarkable chiefly

for the extreme stiffness of the reclining Buddha.

The Enlightenment, the second of the four scenes, appears to be represented b}~

’ This is also the case in MathurS sculpture in which the dharmachakra-mndra appears to be quite unknown.

—

].Ph.V.
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'No. 841, which seems to be a fragment of the scene depicting the presentation of the

four bowls to the Buddha, but the piece is too small for one to speak with certainty.
' The birth under the Sal-tree, curiously enough, is not represented, save in certain

-of the stucco fragments mentioned above.

The Dipankara Jataka, on the other hand, occurs on the large stone No. S16,

^vkich originally formed one of the trilobate false niches on the dome of some stupa.

This stone, it is worth mentioning, is complete, although badly worn and in three pieces,

and was found, strange to say, buried face downward in one of the underground

passages of the monastery, in what one would certainly have thought was a most

unlikely place for the recovery of sculptures. Various other fragments of this scene

occur, but the best representation of all is that shown in Fig, (d) of Plate XLII.

This, I regret to say, disappeared mysteriously from the site after being photo-

graphed, but I am not without hopes of recovering it.

The Great Renunciation is represented by No. 784, which shows a portion of

the scene depicting prince Siddhartha’s departure from his palace in Kapilavastu,

while another well-known scene occurs on No. 794, namely the legend of the white

dog which barked at the Buddha [shown above the Buddha’s left shoulder in Fig. (a)

of Plate XLIIl] {cf. Foucher’s L’art Gr^co-Bouddhique du Gandhara, page 525). The

'left hand side of this stone, which is unusually long and narrow, shows seven standing

figures with haloes, apparently seven of the eight Buddhas including Maitreya {Cf,

''Grrunwmdel’s Buddhistische Kunst in Indien, Fig. 63 and page 164). A similar row

of six standing Buddha figures to the right of fragment No. 772, which is likewise

flong and narrow (the left hand side shows the First Sermon, complete) leads to the

conclusion that these two fragments originally formed part of a single frieze, with

legendary scenes, apparently not in any chronological order, intervening between

repeated groups of the eight Buddhas. But the fractured ends of the two, unfor-

tunately, do not fit properly together.

An especially interesting stone is fragment No. 769. This appears to be the

right hand portion of a large pedestal originally supporting a standing figure of the

Buddha, which, judging from certain tiny feet at the extreme right, seems to have

been accompanied by miniature figures, presumably represented as worshipping.

'Such Buddha pedestals are usually adorned, as Dr. Vogel has pointed out, wdth a

Bodhisattva with worshipping figures to right and left. The present stone, however,

-[Fig. (d), Plate XLV] departs completely from this convention, and shows instead

what I take to be two scenes illustrating the incident of the Fire-Temple in the legend

of the conversion of Ka§yapa {cf, Beal’s Romantic Legend of Sak)^a Buddha, page

293, et seq. and Foucher, op. cit,^ page 447 ff). So far as I am aware, however, this

story of the miracle of the Fire-Temple is not found elsewhere depicted in more than

-one scene, of which the one to the right in the present sculpture shows the usual type,

with the Buddha seated in the temple and indicated as actively carrying on his fiery con-

test with the serpent, which resulted in the submission of the latter and incidentally led

the Brahman ascetics of the monastery to suppose the place was on fire and accord-

ingly to endeavour to put out the conflagration in the manner depicted on the stone.

But there is little or no doubt that the sculpture to the left represents an earlier scene in

.‘this drama. The sculpture is, unfortunately, broken, so that we miss the left hand side

u
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of this scene, but it seems almost certain that it must originally have shown the figure-

of the Buddha advancing to the temple, his way thither being indicated by. the

Brahmanical figures which appear in our fragment. How large this left hand pa’^el

originally was, w^e have no means of ascertaining, but from the position of the-

Buddha's foot on the fragment it is plain that the pedestal must have been a very

wide one and that our present fragment is only the extreme right side of it. It seems -

probable, therefore, that the two scenes it shows are only two of a number which

adorned the face of the whole, though whether these were all scenes from the legend

of Ka^yapa it is of course impossible to say.

Another legendary scene of special interest occurs on the pedestal to the remark- •

able figure of the ascetic Gautama shown in Fig. (a) of Plate XLIII, and again on a

larger scale in Fig. (a) of Pl^te XLV. The story it portrays is, I believe, that of*

the two merchants Tripusha and Bhallika, whose caravan of wagons was miraculously

stopped on approaching the grove wherein the recently enlightened Buddha was medi-*

tating {cf. Beal, op^ cit.^ page 239). Foucher in speaking of this legend says of it “ nous

ne poss^dons pas de representations tout-a-fait certaines,'’ from which it seems safe

to infer that the present stone is quite unique. For there can hardly be doubt as to •

the identification of the scene. To begin with, the propriety of the subject on the ^

pedestal of a sculpture representing the six years' austerities is striking, for the

moment indicated is the termination of Gautama^s second long fast of 49 days sub-

sequent to the abJiisamhodka?ta, nor do the details of the legendary scene leave room

for doubt. At the left, we see the erstwhile leading oxen, reclining ns indicaiive of the -

stopping of the caravan, whicli is further suggested most picture squel}^ b)" the frantic

attempts which are being made on the right to start the wagon, whose wheels the

legend tells us suddenly and miraculously became fixed. The two merchants are

shown at a later moment of the episode, approaching the Buddha under the guidance -

of the Deva of the grove in bodily form, in order to make on his suggestion their

offering of honey and wheat to the famished Gautama
;
and, finally, should be mention-

ed the fact that Vajrapaoi is the sole attendant on the Master, as is customary in t

scenes connected with the Enlightenment, But that even here, in a scene subsequent

to the Enlightenment, the figure of the monk does , not appear, would seem very

definitely to support Dr. \'ogers ingenious theory that the usual trio, Buddha, Vajra--

pani and the monk, represent the Three Jewels, vis.j the Buddha, the Dharma and the

Sangha respectively. In accordance with this theory, therefore, the present scene

-

marks Vajrapani's first really legitimate appearance, his figure in other scenes anterior

to the being as it were prophetic, ''the coming event casting its

shadow before.’'

In fragment No. 792 [Fig. (b) of Plate XLII] we have what would seem to be

an interesting combination of the two scenes reproduced by M. Foucher on pages 385

,

and 393 of his great work, although, if this hypothesis be correct, it. would seem

necessary to differ with this scholar in his identification of the figures in the latter. I

think it will not be doubted that at the extreme left of our present stone we have the

Bodhi tree witlithe throne before it, although the front of the st^at itself is unfortunately

defaced and has lost the figure of the Earth-Goddess, which In all probability it once -

bore. Granting this, the unmistakable Nagas adoring the Buddha as he enters on the-
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right must be identified with the Naga-Raja Kalika and his spouse the Nagi
' Suvarnaprabhasa. The scene, therefore, appears certainly to represent Gautama’s

approach to the seat of wisdom, the only difficulty being the amorous couple of

seemingly divine or royal rank, who stand on the left, in contemplation of the yet

' empty seat. In sculpture No. 384 of the Lahore collection, reproduced by Foucher

on page 393 and identified by him as the Preparation of the Seat, a precisely similar

couple occurs which he discusses at length, concluding with the words (page 396),

Or nous ne voyons que deux hypotheses possibles a leur sujet : ou bien ils represen-

tent un couple divin non mentionne dans les textes a present accessibles parmi les per-

sonnages amis presents au Bodhimanda
;
ou bien ce sont bonneinent le Naga Kalika

el sa femme Suvarnaprabhasa que nous retrouvons dans une autre version de lalegend-

figuree.’’ And he adds that the latter hypothesis seems '^beaucoup la plus vraisem-

blable.” But does it, in view of the present sculpture ? The Naga and his wife would

hardly have been represented twice in the same scene by an artist who knew the

legend, for in no form of the legend do they appear more than once. The absence of

the serpent hood behind the head M. Foucher thought was no insuperable obstacle to

the identification proposed by him, bat it gains in significance in the present sculp-

ture, and I feel persuaded that we have here the ‘‘ couple divin mentioned by him.

Nor does it seem impossible to identify them. In the legend according to Beal

(pp. cii,^ page 196) the Bodhisattva is constantly counselled and guided in his progress

to the Enlightenment by the devas of the Suddhavasa heaven, and even in the gathas

put into the mouth ot Kalika their visible presence is proclaimed :

—

“ See them thus advance and greet the Bodhisattva,

Ah ! surely he must soon become a perfect Buddha, Lord of the World

!

And now the Devas of the Suddliavasa Heavens,

Of pure and lovel}’^ form and person

Bending before the virtuous one as he advances !

Pay him reverence 1 soon will he become a perfect Buddha, etc.”

This would appear to me sufficient reason for interpreting these obviously divine

(or royal) figures as two of the devas m question, which does away with what other-

wise would be the meaningless repetition of the Naga figures, and furthermore leads

“to a satisfactory identification of the similar figures in the Lahore sculpture No. 384.

Another scene representing the approach to the Bodhi-seat occurb in the upper

section of fragment No. 787 [Fig. (b) of Plate XLIV], which in all probability

originally formed the central portion of a false niche. Here, however, the h3'^mn of

Kalika is not shown, but merely the Buddha’s advance to the seat in the presence of

the devas above mentioned. At least, so 1 would interpret the two figures to the

(proper) right of the Bodhi tree in the absence of any tradition telling of royal witnes-

ses to the scene, although it must be acknowledged that the presence of the umbrella

is unexpected. In this scene there can be no doubt as to the identit}^ of the tree and

of the throne before it. To begin with, the foliage is as clearly that of a pipal tree as

It is in the former sculpture, while the presence of the deva of the tree and of the

’Earth-Goddess removes all possible doubt.

The scene below this on the same fragment represents the visit paid by Indra to

"the Buddha, the especial laksana of which, as M. Foucher has pointed out, is the

u 2
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figure of the Gandharva Pancha^ikha with his harp, in the left of the composition.

Another representation of the scone will be found in the illustration given by M..

Foucher oa page 493, reproducing a sculpture from Loriyan-tangai preserved in the.

Indian Museum, Calcutta.

'

The third and last scene depicted on this stone may possibly represent the des-

cent of the Buddha from the TrayasirimSa heaven, discussed by.M, Foucher on page

537. But the fragmentary nature of the stone makes it impossible to speak with)*

certainty, and it must be acknowledged that the suggested identification is based chiefly

upon the fact that the Buddha does not appear to be standing in the usual fashion

upon the ground but rather to be descending to it, and that he is surrounded by whab

appear to be divine figures.

Fragment No. 7S9 [Fig. (e) of Plate XLII] I cannot explain. The presence of

the monk ought to imply that the scene is one subsequent to the Enlightenment, but:

1 can find no story w^hich explains it in this portion of the Buddha legend.’ It may be-

worthy of notice, however, that Yajrapani, who here bears the vap’am the right hand,

wears a broad sword on his left hip. How significant this detail may be I am not in a'

position to say, but it is wmrth noticing that in the well-known Dipahkara J ataka the--

Vajrapani very often carries this weapon, which otherwise occurs in his connection in

only one or two sculptures {cf. Griinwedel Buddh. Kunst, page 85). The simplest ex--

planation would seem to be that in this way an attempt was occasionally made to

differentiate the Buddha Dipahkara from the Buddha Sakyamuni. If this is so, it is not

impossible that the fragment in question, No. 789, represents another Jataka scene, and-

that the Buddha w'hich here appears is not the Buddha of history but a previous one.

Another scene so far unidentified is the one occurring on fragment No. 790,

Fig. (a) of Plate XLIL The figure standing over the kneeling child on the (proper)

left of the Buddha and toward whom he is slightly turned appears from the form of the

costume Fig. (b) of Plate XLIIIj to be a Brahman ascetic, while the object at

the extreme right of the stone before tlie bent (and aged ?) hermit is plainly a fire

-

altar. But I have found no legend as 3^et which appears to describe the scene.

Of legendary scenes Included in this section of the collection there remains the very

beautifully carved fragment No. 795 to mention [Fig. (c) of Plate XLII]. We see here-

four women evidently in gala dress advancing, as it seems, towards some figure on the

left now lost. One is accompanied by two children, and she, as well as her neighbour

to the right, bear what are palpable offerings, the former a bunch of flowmrs, the latter

a large covered dish.. The loss of what must have been the central figure to the left is

most regrettable, but I am much mistaken if fragment No. 807 does not give us the ex-

treme left side of the composition. The two pieces however do not fit together, and

the central figure remains unknown. The fragment shows three figures, whether men

or women it is difficult to say, but seemingly the latter. The one on the right is in an

attitude of worship with folded bands, the next catches up her garment from out of

which she is scattering flowers, while the third arid last holds aloft a bunch of flowers*-

These, unfortunately, do not aid much in an interpretation of the scene. But is it not

at least possible that the stone represents Ya^odhara coming to the palace with her

attendant women for her nuptials with Prince Siddhartha? [of, Beal. op. cif,^ page 92.)

The occasion represented seems undeniably a festive one, and that portion of the-
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composition which is preserved to us would seem an appropriate way of depicting the
enicurage of the bride.

Before leaving the legendary scenes reference should be made to the remarkable
fragment illustrated in Fig. (b) of Plate XLIII. The corresponding (proper) right

hand corner of the sculpture was also recovered (as well as a small piece which seems
originally to have been above the figure of the hunter in the upper left hand corner of

the fragment reproduced), but the individual figures on this piece are almost entirely

lost. The excellence and delicacy of the sculpture need no emphasizing, nor does

the delightful naturalism of both animals and plants. The tree above the two ascetics

in the lower ( proper ) left hand corner seems, as Dr. Vogel has pointed out, to be

certainly a bauhinia, the peculiarities of whose foliage are most faithfully reproduced,

but I am unable to identify the tree above the hunter's head. Whether this stone

represents a legendary scene or not, must remain a question from the fragmentary

nature of the stone, but assuming that it does, the reference may be to the story of

the Buddha's sojourn in mount Pandava as told by Beal, page 177, The composition

M'ould seem certainly to represent the Buddha meditating on a mountain crowded

with all sorts of men and animals, but the exact occasion is difficult to determine.

The stones which have been included in the next section as being connected

more with the cult of Buddhism than with the story of the Master’s life, are for the

most part of a sadly fragmentary nature. A number of the pieces seem to have

formed part of one composition [for instance No. 858, shown in Fig. (a) of Plate

XLIV, of which there are other examples], but so far it has proved impossible to fit

them together. The fragment just mentioned is thus typical of a fairly large number

of stones in this section. This idea of inserting a number of miniature Buddhas at

an angle on either side of the central figure seems essentially a later development.

Indeed, it reminds one vividly of certain of the congested compositions one sees in

present da}^ temples of the faith in Japan. The crescent moon on the canopy over

the central Buddha's head both in this fragment and in the sculpture No. 835

[Fig. (c) of Plate XLIV] is a point of interest. Its significance is doubtful, but it

seems improbable either that it is itself without meaning or that its occurrence in

both cases with the same composition is fortuitous. Is it not possible that it was

a definite laksana serving as a mark of differentiation for the deity it is associated

with ? If so, even our limited material may perhaps prove sufficient for a clue.

The onl}^ instance of a composition similar to this in the Sahribahlol collection is

a medallion from the headdress of some large Bodhisattva figure. The only

Bodhisattva figures whose headdresses could have supported such a medallion

appear, furthermore, as I have shown elsewhere, to represent Avalokitesvara . The

iVAtdrct of the Buddha in this Sahribahlol medallion, like that in both of the Takfat-

i-Bahi fragments under discussion is that of meditation, the dhyana-imidra^ wherein

the hands are folded in the lap. All this would seem to point to the conclusion

that in all of these identical compositions the central figure represents one and the

same Buddha, and from such indications as there are this would seem to be

Amitabha. And this hypothesis perhaps explains the crescent moon. For Amitabha,

being but the reflex of AvalokIte§vara, might not unreasonably be characterized or

differentiated by a laksana connected with Avalokite§vara himself, and that the
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<;:escent moon is so associated in later Buddhism ^dth all the various forms of

Avalokite^vara is seen from the Sadhanas quoted by M. Foucher in his'' Etude

sur riconographie bouddhique de PInde 1905 ), page 23 ei seg. Indeed^ in one

Sadhana he is distinctly described as SasMkardhadharam miirdhm. that is, as

bcanng a crescent moon upon his broiv.^

Hoiv old is the doctrine of the dhyani buddhas, is a question which has never

been determined. The expansion of the idea is certainly very late indeed, but it

has long seemed certain that of all the dhyani buddhas Amitabha is the oldest-,

and, if any one of them could be expected to occur in Gandhara, it would naturally

be this one. But in view of the doubt which prevails as to how far even the

Bodhisattvas were differentiated in this school, it seems hazardous to affirm much

in regard to the obviously later doctrine. All that can be said is that figures do

occur in Gandhara an so strongl}- resembling the dhyani-buddha Amitabha of later

times, that it seems impossible to escape the conviction that they are at least the

prototype of this later deit)^ But how far such figures v/ere felt as dhyani-buddhas in

the modern sense of the word we cannot say.^

^ Or. Vogel reminds me that in this connection it is interesting to recall the close relationship between .A.valo-

UiLCsvara and Siva who also wears the crescent in his headdress.

" Koeppen, Die Religion des Buddha, Volume IT, page 27.

^ iiince the above Y»a3 written M. Foucher has published his monograph on “ Le ‘Grand Miracle’ du Buddha

a Sravasti ” in which he expresses the opinion that sculpture No. S35 in the Takht-i-Bahi collection represents

this subject {cf* p. 29, footnote). U his ma}' indeed be so, but I must regretfully differ from him in holding

that the same miracle is represented by such sculptures as B'ig. (rf) of Plate XLIV. Sculptures 15S and 171 in

the Sahribahlol collection of 1907, and sculpture c8o in the Pipon collection prove definitely that the two attendant

figures 3X2. not India and Brahma, as M. Foucher asserts, because these divinities are therein represented un-

mistakably by the two minor figures leaning out of the background ; and their repetition in this scene would

be as difficult to explain as is their undue prominence on M. Foucher’s assumption. The attendant figures,

therefore, remain Bodhisattvas even in Gandhara, and this being the case, I cannot see that such a sculpture

as Fig. (d) of Plate XLIV preserves even a trace of the Sravasti miracle. The figure of the Buddha
is not repeated ; the elevated lotus is co.nspicuously absent ; and the attendant deities are also missing, as

well as all the other figures specifically mentioned in this connection. The only features of the Sravasti miracle

shewn is the lotus under each Bodhisattva, but surely the lotus as a support is too common a device for it alone to

serve as a Lahshana for the Sravasti episode ! It may be that such elaborate compositions as those shown by Al.

Foucher in his plates ^5 and 16 represent this subject, or even that' the Takht-i-Bahl sculpture No. S35 does; but

at the same lime I cannot lielp feeling that the singular prominence in distant Gandhara of one of the four confes-

sedly minor scenes requires explanation. r<or can I believe that the invariable concomitance of i \\2 dhyana-viudra

with the peculiar composition of No. 835 is mere accident. Furthermore, M. Foucher*s assumption that the

crescent moon merel}" marks the “ caract&rc aerostatique du Miracle does not seem to me in keeping with the

methods of this school as we know them, for aerial movement is commonly indicated with considerable success by
radically diflerent devices, which leave little to the imagination of the spectator. Nor -in any case does this

assumption explain the appearance of this same composition in the headdress of Avalokita, when later the Dhyilni-

Buddha Amltubha regularly' occurs. That India and Brahma were the original figures out of which the

sculptural representations of Avalokita and Maitreya were respectively evolved by steps which we cannot trace

at present, is doubtless true, and confirms my theory as to the differentiation of these figures. But that this

evolution was Jan accomplished fact prior to any form of the Gandhara school -with which we are as yet familiar

is, in ray opinion, demonstrable, as the forms of both are stereot5^ped. That the evolution of Amitabha was

similarly advanced m the Gandhara school I do not contend, but I would ccrtainl3’ see in the Buddhas under

discussion which show ihe dhyana^mifdrdf the protot5’pe of this later Dhydni-Buddha, Whether these figures

first arose in connection with the miracle of Sravasti I cannot say. But even granting this, it seems almost

certain that their significance: had altered b}’ the time large sculptures of Avalokitcsvara \vere made with

Dhyani-Buddhas in the headdress ; and for this reason I leave the above text as it stands, as indicative of

the direction in which I believe our knowledge will advance. For I am convinced, not on!}" that Gandhara did

know and worship the Bodhisattvas as 'such, but also that their cult \Yas firmly established in the oldest period

•of this art which we know; and the accumulating evidence, as I read it, points to the hope that before long we
shall be able to trace something like a development of the cult even within Gandhara. That the closely following,

•or possibly contemporaneous, art of Mathura does not show a corresponding development, is po5sibl3' due to the

dad that it was peculiarly Peshawar which cradled these theories. It is sufficiently clear from the tradition
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Another sculpture of special interest included in this section is that shown in Fig.

(d) of Plate XLIV, representing the Buddha seated with a Bodhisattva standing on

either side. Here I think ihere can be no doabt as to the identity of the Bodhisattvas

intended. The one on the (proper) left of the Buddha wearing a high headdress and

holding in his left hrUid a folded wreath ^ (?) and in his upraised right a lotus flower,

must be Avalokite^vara, while the other with a coiffure merely and holding an alabas-

troninthe left hand is as certainly Maitreya. This, it seems to me, finally settles the

question of the fixation of these two Bodhisattvas in the Gandhara School. In my
paper on the Sahribahlol sculptures in the Archseological Annual for 1906-07 an

attempt was made to identify these two Bodhisattvas in sculptures Nos. 158 and 171

of that collection, and it is satisfactory to find that this new sculpture from Takht-i-

Bahl confirms the theory there advanced. Nor is it, perhaps, without significance that

in this new sculpture the Bodhisattvas are seen to have changed sides. That the

Sahribahlol sculptures belong to a much older period than the stone under discussion,

is unquestionable. There we find Maitreya in the place of honour on the left, here

in the later stone this position is given to Avalokite^vara. Does this not seem to

harmonize with the development of Buddhist doctrine as we know it ? Koeppen states

that of all the Podhisattvas Maitreya is the oldest (Religion des Buddha, X’olume If,

page -7). His position on the left in older compositions is therefore natural. But as

the cult of Avalokite^vara grew (and we know it has grown until in certain parts of

the Buddhist world to-day his figure quite overshadows both Maitre3^a and the Buddha

himself) it was but natural that Maitreya should yield the post of honour to him. For

any such development of doctrine as this, of course, a very considerable lapse of

time is necessary, but Is not the difference in artistic feeling and execution between

the Sahribahlol sculptures and this present stone great enough to have allowed for

such a lapse of time ? For, in truth, no stone in the whole Tal^t-i-Bahf collection

shows a greater falling off from the rriginal artistic standards of the Gandhara

School.

The Bodhisattva seciion Itself shows a range and variety hardly second to that of

the devotional sculptures. Six of the full length figures are shown in Plate XLVI,

where it is interestirrg to observe not only tl^e permanence of the looped coiffure In

those images which seem to represent Maitreya, but also the constant association of the

alabastron with this figure, whenever the hands are preserved. Whether figures (a)

and (f) represent Maitreya is at least doubtful, and in view of the definite fixation

of his coiffure in so many sculptures both from Takht-i-Bahi and other places it

regarding Kanishka’s Com^cil that the church in the extreme north-u'cst had struck out new paths for itself, and it

may very well be that the exuberant growth of the Bodhisattva cult was one of the main points of cleavage.

Between the churches of the Hinayana and those of the ATahayana as wc sec them to-day the Bodhisattvas, with

all that they imply, constitute one of the most important differences. And when we can observe that the same

holds true of the ancient art of Peshawar and of India proper, why should wc not .assume that ftlicrc was

a similar divergence of dogma even in the days of the Kushans ?

^ In this connection I should like to offer a possible explanation of this curious doubled wreath

which the Bodhisattva I take to be Avalokite>vara regularly holds in his left hand. Can it not be merely the

result of 3 misunderstanding of the double fold of the garment which certain images clutch with the left hand ^

One hand in the Takht-i- Bahi collection sho^\s this double fold in its original and correct form, and makes-

it plain how easily such a development might have taken place. And it is noteworthy that where this doubled

wreath occurs the hand is always held well down toward the knee in the same position as those hands whmh
do clutch the garment.
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would seem improbable ;
althougli I believe figures have been found with this

•coiffure and carrying the alabastron.

Of the Bodhisattva heads shown in Plate LXIX, the most remarkable is figure 13,

The disc in the centre of the headdress, although broken,' shows ample traces

of the upright shaft or column which formerly supported some medallion. This

medallion undoubtedly bore whatever was the laksana of this Bodhisattva, but

unfortunately it has not been recovered. The strong facial resemblance of this

'figure, however, to other Bodhisattvas, which appear to be Avalokite^vara, is note-

worthy. The most interesting feature of all, though, is tlie extraordinary decoration

of the headdress by means of double tailed Tritons. This definitely Greek element

and the general excellence and beauty of the sculpture would seem to indicate a very

early date for it. Nor is it to be doubted that it is much older than many of the

others.

A very similar head, which also bore a medallion, and which may also very well

represent Avalokite§vara, is the one reproduced in Fig. 8. But the Tritons have

disappeared and the headdress approaches more nearly what appears to be the fixed

form with this type of face. The same general type in a more decadent form is

seen in Fig. 10 of the same Plate,

Another figure of especial interest and which may represent a new and hitherto

unidentified Bodhisattva, is that shown in Fig. 14. The headdress, the general ex-

pression of the face and the peculiar pose of the head would of themselves seem to

indicate a definite differentiation of t3'pe and, consequently, of identity
;
but when it is

added that all three of these features are very closely reproduced in a head found a

Sahribahlol, this hypothesis is very greatly strengthened. I regret, though, that up

to the present 1 am unable to make any suggestion as to which Bodhisattva is

intended.

Another interesting Bodhisattva is that shewn in Fig. 6 in the text, which

apparently represents Maitreya. The resem-

blance of this figure to some of the Bharhut

sculptures is remarkable, but of course this

can only be accidental.

The most beautiful of all the Bodhisatt-

vas recovered, however, is that one the

head of which is shown in Fig. (c) of

Plate LXI. The image is split lengthwise

from the right shoulder, and thus only the

head and -the left half of the body are preser-

ved, but the illustration will show how singu-

larly fine an example of the sculptor’s art this

statue is. It measures 5 feet i inch in height

in its damaged condition, with neither feet

nor pedestal.

Among the Buddha figures recovered the

one shown in Fig. 7 is interesting not only

for the assymetrical grouping of the figures on the pedestal, but. more especially for

Fig. 6.
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the curious fact that even the back of the sculpture shows a number of miniature

Buddhas roughly and crudely incised. These

can hardly have been intended to meet the eye,

as the back is scored in the usual way, which

would seem to indicate that like all the other

images this one also was placed against some

structural background. Nor is the execution of

these little figures of any artistic merit. Indeed

they seem almost like freaks of some appren-

tice's idle moments. But for all this they are

distinctly interesting, and, so far as I know,

unique in Gandhara.

The head reproduced in figure (6) of

k Plate XLIX is the only one in the collection

in terra-cotta, the curious treatment of the hair
"

"*

evidently being in large measure explained by

this difference in material.

But the head next to this in the plate,

namely No. 5, is perhaps more interesting, as

being a very close duplicate of one previously

found at Takht-i-Bahi and now preserved in

the Royal Museum of Ethnology in Berlin.^

Plates XLVII, XLVI II, and XLIX give one a good idea of both the extent

and the variety of the images in this section. It would be interesting if we could

classify and arrange them chronologically, as it were, in such a way as to illustrate the

general development of the Buddha type. But the time is not ripe yet for anything

like a final classification of this kind. Nevertheless, an attempt will perhaps not be

altogether idle, the more particularly in view of the contention recently put forward by

Mr. Havell that Indian sculpture has, in its representation of the Divine, gained in

spirituality, nay even in sincerity, in proportion as it has freed itself more and more from

the vicious traditions of the Gandhara School. Of all the sculptures illustrated in

these three plates 1 imagine most scholars wdl agree with me that figures (a) of

Plate XLVII and (a), (c) and (d) of Plate XLVIII, with Nos. (1) and (4) of Plate

XLIX, are the nearest to the Hellenistic prototype, and accordingly, so far as our

present knowledge goes, worthy to rank as the oldest of the number. These would

therefore form our first group. The second perhaps would include figures (b) of

Plate XLVII and Nos, (2), (3), (7) and (9) of Plate XLIX. The third and latest

group then would include the remainder, namely figures (c) and (d) of Plate XLVII,

figure (b) of Plate XLVIII and Nos. (5), (6) and (i i) of Plate XLIX, although it is

possible that were No. (ii) in better preservation, its inclusion in the second group

would be more natural. Without pretending that this classification is beyond

criticism in regard to individual pieces, 1 believe it very fairly represents what is held

to be the general development in Gandhara, at the present state of our knowledge.

Fig^. 7.

* Compare the illustration in Grunwcdcrs Buddhis^lische Kunst, p^gc 144, English edition, page 166.

X
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It is at least sufficiently accurate to afford us a basis for judgment as to the assertion

mentioned above. That figures (a) of Plate XLVII and (c) of Plate XL

V

111 date

closely from the best period of Gandhara art will not, I believe, be questioned, nor

the further view that figures (c) and (d) of Plate XLVII, (b) of Plate XLVIII and

Nos. (5) and (6) of Plate XLIX are equally close to the period of this school’s

extinction. If this be true, though, how can any one contend that there is a gain

here in spirituality ? Are such purely mechanical and meaningless images as figure

(c) of Plate XLVII or such grotesquely dumpy and senile abnormities as figure (b)

of Plate XLVIII to pose before us as higher expressions of Indian piety than such

sculptures as figure (c) of Plate XLVIII ? Are we to look upo^n them as more

sincerely erabod3dng the Indian ideal of the Divine, as more nearly echoing the cry

of Indians soul, as Mr, Havell would have us think?

The sculptures themselves, I believe, give a sufficiently clear ans\Yer to this ques-

tion. If such palpably degenerate sculptures with their vaunted “ generalization of

t)ie anatomy more nearly embody the spiritual ideals of India, then those ideals

are unworthy of the respect, nay, hardly deserving of the interest of Europe.

D. B. Spooner.
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A BUDDHIST MONASTERY ON THE
SANKARAM HILLS, VIZAGAPATAM

DISTRICT.

T
he taluk town of Anakapalle^ is a Railway Station on the north-east line of the

Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway^ and stands near the centre of a hill-girt

and fertile plain. About a mile to the east of the town is the small village of

Sahkaram,^ and a short distance to the north of it are two isolated hills, surrounded

by rice fields and set contiguously east and west. These hills arc known as the

Bojannakonda,— a name which applies more particularly to the eastern hill, but

includes the western one also
;
though the latter is designated b}'’ other names whi'ch

refer especially to the numerous monolithic remains grouped upon it. The hills cover

an area of over 23 acres, and the monolithic and structural remains extend all over

them. The monuments are amonof the earliest of their class in the south of India

and constitute one of the most remarkable groups of Buddhist remains in the

Presidency. Indeed the only other known site in the South, where monolithic remains

exist in any considerable number, is that of the Seven Pagodas, and though the

Sankaram site is not to be compared with it in point of extent, it takes precedence as

regards the age of its monuments.

Eastern Hill.

The Eastern Hill is the higher of the two, and on its western slopes are a

series of rock-cut caves, numerous groups of monolithic dagohas standing on rock

platforms or terraces in tiers above each other, and, crowning all, a rock-cut stupa^

' The Serada river, which now flows to the west of Anakapalle, formerly passed through the cast portion

of the town and skirted the base of the Sankaram hills on the east of it, but changed its course after a

flood and is now some miles distant to the west. The Monaster}’ at Saiikaram must therefore have originally

stood on the banks of the river. The proofs of this are various. An old temple of Venkataramana in the cast

of Anakapalle was previously on the east bank of the river, which is now some miles away. Cuttings in this

part of the town for house foundations reach river sand at a depth of from six to eight feet. Old documents

describing the position of lands there, mention the rixer as one of the boundaries, and these descriptions arc

continued to the present day. An irrigation channel now passes along what is said to have been the ancient

bed of the river.

- Mentioned in Sewell's LhUof AntiqiiiUes [Vo\. 1
, p. 16). A notice of the monoliths also appears m

Francis’ Ga^clUcr of the Visagapaiam District ( pp. 223-225).

X 2
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with extensive structural remains which have been recently excavated. Viewed from

the west, the numerous monoliths covering the western slope of the eastern hill

present a most picturesque appearance. Group upon group of dagobas converge

upwards, with caves right and left about midway up the ascent, while the summit is

crowned by the central and principal structure, the great stupa rising amid a

cluster of smaller dagobas. (Fig. i.)

At various places on and around the hills, are large monolithic stupas and numer-

ous smaller ones carved out of the outcropping rock. Wherever these have been hewn

from detached boulders, they are surrounded by a small platform
\

but if cut from

the face of a steep rock, the)^ are separated from it by a passage with a vertical wall

Fig. I.

running concentrically with the dagoba. The hills are composed of a dark porous

rock, fractured in all directions and much weather-worn, wherever it appears on

the surface. The rock strata are inclined upwards to the north-east at an angle of

54° and the rock crops out in large masses on the summits and in smaller masses on

the sides of the hills. Whenever this outcropping rock has been sufficiently large,

it has been cut into a dagoha, and the monoliths thus formed are dotted about

irregularly on the liills. Before excavation, the greater number of them were wholly

or partially buried in soil, and the buried parts were found to retain the chisel marks
remarkably well defined, and in many cases, also, remains of the stucco, with which
they were originally covered.
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On the west face of the eastern hill is a stair-way (Fig, 2) partly rock-
cut and partly structural—with at present about 65 steps—, which leads up to a
large double-storeyed cave (Pis. LXI and LXII) situated a short distance below the

west end of the ridge. At this place, there is an extensive protuberance of rock
which has been deepl}’' cut so as to form a platform, 21 9" broad, in front of a
vertical wall facing west. The rock is rough, fractured and weather-worn in all direc-

tions. In the wall are cut two caves, one standing over the other. On the right

ingoing face of the rock facade, is a rough cavity, measuring about 5' 7'' by 5' by 5'

3 partly cut so as to form a small cell, but never completed. The entrance

to the main lower cave is in the centre of the facade. It is flanked on the left by a
square-cut mass of rock, is&'hroad and 15' 5'' high, evidently intended to forma

Fig. 2.

shrine tower surmounted by a square and round cupola. In the front wall of this

tower is a roughly-cut panel measuring 4' by 3', obviously meant as a niche for an

image. On each side of it are the outlines of a crudely formed animal and a seated

image with its hands clasped in adoration.

The cave is entered by a doorway measuring 6' 6" b)^ 4', and is flanked on each

side by a huge roughly-cut dvarapala^ 12 6'" high. That on the right can be but

barely distinguished, owing to the frayed rock and the cracks made by the roots of

some large banyan plants growing in the interstices. Over the door the weather-vrorn

traces of an architrave can be traced. These include two semicircular pediments

with a cornice over, the whole being surmounted by a semicircular recess in which
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is a huge seated image of Buddha. On the left ingoing jamb of the door are a few

letters of an inscription which have been partly obliterated by a channel made for a

door frame. The inscription is evidently a scrawl made by worshippers, and is such

as is often seen in temples, and in the present case is evidently of much later date

than the cave itself, being referable to the 6th or 7 th century A. D.

The cave (PL LXII) is a rectangular chamber measuring 31' 6'^ by 34
2'' and 8^4'^

in height It is divided into twenty compartments by four cross rows of sixteen

massive piers, I'p" square and 8' 4'' high. In the south row the two central piers

have gone, and in the front or west row the central portion of ihe two middle piers

has flaked off. This has also occurred in the south-east central pier. The piers

have a square base, short octagon in the centre and a crudely moulded capital-

surmounted by a square block or bracket - against the fiat stone roof. Responding

pilasters appear against each line of piers on the cave wall. The two central piers^

pjjr- 3-

3) central square have a standing image, apparentl}^ a cliatiri bearer cut on*

the front of the base. One also has an Inscribed scrawl in letters similar to those at

the doorwa3% On the flat ceilings of the front, middle and back compartments are-
the roughly cut outlines of lotus paterae.

In the centre of the cave is a rock-cut dagoba standing on a square platform
with a simply moulded base. The dagoba Itself is a flat cylinder, 4' 3'' in diameter,
with a circular moulded base and cornice, and a dome surmounted by the remains of
a ti. The square platform on which it stands fills up the space betw^een the four
central piers.

Leaving this cave, we will now proceed to describe the one which stands directly

over it (Pis. LXI and LXII, No. 2). The fagade of the upper cave is placed about
8 back from that of the one below it, and its outer entrance is slightly to the left of
the lower one. The door is a rectangular one, 4' 9" broad by 5' 3" high, with a.
weather-worn pilaster on each jamb and flanked by a recess or niche. The ric^ht

niche, which is 4 4'*' broad and 5'^ 9" high, has a seated figure of Buddha with a.
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standing worshipper on each side and a flying celestial figure in each of the upper

•corners. The two figures on the right are so weather-worn as to be indistinguishable,

and it can only be assumed that they are images from their position, which corresponds

to those on the opposite side of the Buddha. The images in the niche on the left

side of the door are so worn as to be unrecognisable.

The open platform in front of this cave is only about 8' broad, and at its left

end stands the square kikhara and cupola of the tower mentioned in the description

of the cave below it.

Over the entrance door is a semicircular recess, 6' 9'' in height, in which is a

large seated image of Buddha, and, on each side of him, a standing image with flying

figures in the upper corners. A recess with a Buddha and similar attendant images

appears on the facade to the left of the centre and directly behind the tower kikhara

in front. These sculptures retain traces of the plaster with which they were originally

coated.

The inside of the cave consists of an inner, roughly rectangular chamber, mea-

suring 6' by 9' 8" and 6' 8" high, with a vestibule measuring 14' 9'^ by 5' \" in front.

Although weather-worn and defaced in every part, it is yet in a much more finished

state than the cave below it. On the left end wall of the vestibule is a Buddha seated

on a lotus (PI. LXl), On each side of him is a standing image, and below in each

corner is a kneeling chattri bearer. Opposite this group, on the right end wall of

the vestibule, is a large seated Buddha with attendants (PI. LXI) as in the other

panel, with a dagoha on the upper right.

The inner wall of the vestibule has a plain rectangular door to the shrine at its

right end. At the opposite extremity is a panel with a seated Buddha and kneeling

worshipper below. The centre of the wall, opposite the outer door, is occupied b}^ a

large panel (PI. LXI). The subject figures are the same as those already described,

but in addition there is a dagoha with a strikingly bulbous dome in each upper corner.

Entering the inner chamber or shrine, we find the back wall entirel}' occupied

by a square recess, 3' 6" deep by 6' in height and breadth, in which is a seated

Buddha with a standing*^:///^?^?7‘ bearer on each side (Pis. LXI and LXII). On each

side is a standing dvarafala. The two side nails of the shrine are divided by

two plain pilasters into three compartments. Both groups are similar in arrange-

ment and detail. In the central panel is a standing image, presumably Buddha,

with right hand depressed and the left raised, and wearing a crown. The two

s dc panels are divided into two vertical compartments. In the lower is a kneel-

ing worshipper, and in the upper one a seated figure with his right hand on his legs

and his left raised. The ceilings of the cave are plain.

Leaving the cave, we come to a platform situated at a slightly lower level on the

left. On it are two rows of six small ddgobas of from 2' to 4' in diameter. Below the

platform, the rock drops abruptly, and the detached boulders close below it are cut

into ten dagobas of various sizes from 4' to 9' in diameter. They are in all stages of

fractured and lichen-grown decay, and some can scarcely be distinguished from

ordinary rocks.

On the top of the rock over the cave is a rock-hewn platform on which are three

.rock ddgobas irregularly placed, while others appear singly among the outcropping
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rocks In adjoining places. Al the back of this platform are the remains of a brick

wall (PL LIII, a).

At the back of the right end of the platform the rock is cut vertically, and in it

is a small rock-cut cave (No. 3, Pis. LXl and LXII), in front of which is a small

square recess with a door measuring 3' 7'^ by i 8'^ in the centre. The cave is

a rough rectangular chamber, measuring 7' 2'^ by 5' and 4' 9'^ high. On the

back wall is cut a pedestal (PL LXI) with a seated image of Buddha. This cave

was completely enveloped in debris and has only recently been uncovered. In

front Is a rock platform Avith five monolithic dagobas and one of plastered brick.

Against the perpendicular rock at the back of the platform is a retaining brick-wall

which continues along the face of the hill for some distance. Its south end returns

against the rock near the cave, and leaves a clear passage around the large dagoha^

AA'hich stands directly in front of the chamber.

The north end of the platform rock dips abruptly, and there is another rock

platform 9' below it On this

stand five large dagobas. The face of

the rock l)ehind and above these

dagobas^ which at this point faces

north, is cut into a large semi-circular

panel (Fig. 4), 13' broad and 6' high,

with two seated Buddhas In adjacent

panels, attended by two figures. The

heads of these figures only are clearly

distinguishable, the bodies being

merely represented by rough weather-

w^orn blocks of stone. The hill side

above this is supported by a retaining

Avail of large bricks. There are a

few other dagobas in the vicinit}" cut

out of huge blocks of detached rocks.

Over this, again, and on the

summit of- the west ridge of the hill is

a more extensive rock-cut terrace

which extends right along the Avhole

western summit of the hill. It is

22' 9" broad and 115' in length from

north to south. On this terrace are a

large number of monolithic dagobas of various forms and sizes, arranged in picturesquely

irregular groups (PL LI, figs, a and b). Before excavation they were so coA^ered with

debris that only traces of a feAV of the larorest domes w^ere Ausible on the surface.
•’ o

Numerous forms of domes are represented, some being bulbous, while others present

numerous A^arieties of flat or elongated semispheres. The bases also are of very

A’-aried form, from the wide low cylinder to the narrow type so elongated as to appear

like a column. The position qf each of the larger dagobas has doubtless been deter-

mined by the natural rocks which stood at the place, and out of which they are cut.

•
* * i •

4 -
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Some of the very smallest, a foot or two only in diameter, have been cut from

detached stones and set on the terrace. No systematic arrangement or measured

plan is apparent. The smaller dagobas, about 2' more or less in diameter and height,

number some 54 in all. One of them at the north-west corner is of brick. The

largest of the ddgobas stands about the centre of the terrace and has a cylindrical

base, 10' 4'^ in diameter and 4' 5" in height, surmounted b}^ a bulbous dome and square

fi. Some fractures in the rock, out of which it has been cut, are filled in with bricks

which were concealed, of course, under the original plaster covering. Flanking it on

the right is an elongated ddgoba of an entirely different form, so much so, that it

might easily be described as a column. It is 4' o!' in diameter and lias a total height

of ii' S''. Its summit is unusual in that it has a small ddgoba over the ft. In front

of the terrace is a rock-cut pillar, 3' 9" square and at present 12' 2" in height. Its top is

irregularly fractured, and it is said that within the memory of the present generation it

was much higher, but that a large portion fell off at a sloping natural fracture in the

stone (PI, LllI, fig. It has evidently been an inscribed pillar, but the rough friable

rock being unsuited to the permanence of such records, all the letters have disappeared

except indistinct traces of one, which are insufficient even to fix the age or cliaracter of

the writing. At the north-west edge of the terrace the top of the rock is cut into a square

of the same dimensions as the large pillar, and it appears as if another column must

have stood here. But it is now only about a foot in height above the terrace, as the

upper part has flaked off and fallen. Near the left or north end of the terrace is a

brick building 7' square. Excavation of the interior resulted in the discovery of four

stone ddgobaSy placed at each of the corners.

The terrace is flanked on the east side by a vertical wall of cut rock, i i' 9" high

and 75' 6" from north to south, faced with a brick wall which forms the west face of the

square basement of the crowning stupa noticed above, but which will be described in

greater detail later on. Beyond the north extremity of the terrace and at a lower

level is a stone ddgoba^ 6' 2" in diameter, standing on a recessed platform cut in the

rock. On the square ft\ a portion of the broken umbrella post remained fixed in position,

and some of the original plaster still adhered to the dome. The circular passage between

the dome and the rock is 1' 10" broad, and on the rock wall is a panel with a ddgoba

outlined in relief, and to the right of it another panel 2' 7" high by 2' 2" broad. On it

is cut a stupa in low relief.^ On the summit of the dome represented on the panel the

rail surmounting the it is distinctly visible. In the rock to the right is a small lamp

niche. Still further to the right is a small rock-cut detached ddgoba on a terrace

which extends southwards along the west face of the east hill.

A picturesque group of rocks and interspersed ddgobas faces the north, and to

the right or south of it are groups of rock ddgobas which stand in front of and on the

sloping rock below the great square pillar, while to the left are a succession of terraces

cut in the rock, or built of brick or rubble. As has before been mentioned, the crown-

ing object on the west ridge of the hill is a rock-cut stupa. It is formed of a square

rock-cut basement n' 9" high by 70' 6" from north to south and 76' 6" from east to

west. On it rests a low rock-cut cylinder, which formed the lower part of a dome,

J R is similar in outline to the small dagohas or sftTpas impressed on the terra cotta estampages, which have

been found in considerable number at the site, and which will be afterwards referred to.
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whose upper part was completed m brick. The square rock basement and the cylindri-

cal drum still retain their brick facing walls in fair preservation. The rock of the dilfa

as is usual here, is^extensively fractured, and large blanks in the rock-cut circle of the

stfcfa and square of the basement occur at various places. These are filled in and

encased with brick-work and packed rubble stones. The upper circular portion of

the rock of the sifcpa is 7' 6" in height from the square lower basement, and about

a dozen courses of the brick-work, which originally encased it, still remain around*

Above this circular portion, which forms the cylindrical drum, there is an insetj 2'

broad, over which is the convex part of the rock-cut dome, 60' in diameter.^ The

remaining portion Is 4' 7" high, and, as the taper is 9" from the vertical, the complete

dome must have been a low curve of less than a semi-circle. The present top sur-

face of the rock is partly floored with plaster. On the east side of the circular drum

is a projection, rock on one side and brick on the other, where the rock has failed.

Some steps are cut on the rock projection, and these lead from the top of the square

basement up to the top of the cylindrical drum. Curiously enough, the cut slope of

the rock stands 10' inside the circuit of the dome.

When complete the stupa must have consisted of a rock basement, faced with

brick, about 80^ square, with a low cylindrical rock-cut and brick-faced drum, 64' 8" in

diameter over it, and a dome, 60' 8^' in diameter, surmounting all. The rock only ex-

tends a little above the base of the dome, and the dome must therefore have been

almost wholly of brick. The upper surface of the rock is irregular, and the plaster

flooring above referred to may have been made to provide a level foundation for the

upper brick-work of the dome.

At the south-east corner of the east face of the square platform is a brick

stairway, n' 4" broad, with a projection of S' S" (PI, -LII} which leads from

the foot of the base up to its top. At the north-east corner- of the same front is a

cavity cut in the rock of the basement. It is. nearly .a quadrant of a circle in plan

and has a concave roof. - It measures 13' 2'^ in breadth by 12' 3" in height, and is

3' 8" from front to back. Through the top of the, recess is a square cutting, opening

on to the top of the square rock basement of the stupa* The brick casing of the

platform must at one time have closed it in, and;the entrance to rit would be from the

top opening. Its use is doubtful, but probably ;It ,^vas ;a store room, a cellar, or a

penitential cell. Below the north-east corner of
;
the platform is a rectano-ular

structural temple with a antechamber and shrine: \It faces/southrinto^ the passage on

the east side of the stupa. . A stone stands ;in the east wall of the shrine.

The ground under the shrine was examined, -but it was evident that it had previous-

ly been dug into, for jt* was composed of loose earth,' . broken ^ bricks and a few large

stones. Between this building and the stupa platform is a small monolithic dagoba^

which almost blocks up the passage between them,

I have described the group of rock dagobas standing on the platform on the west

side of the stupa. On the south side of the stupa there is no outlying rock which
•could be so cut, but the summit of the hill has been levelled, and in a line below the

side of the platform base of the stupa is a row of nine brick dagobas. They have a

^ As thR square basement, the circular drum and dome were originally cased in brick walls of 2! 4" in thick-
ness, the dimensions ot the complete building- would be increased to that eritent.
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diameter of 6' 6'' at the base, and the highest of them at present measures 3' S''.

Their domes have disappeared, but the moulded bases and drums remain. The
interior of these buildings was examined, and they were found to consist of rings of

ladiated brick-work filled in with earth. In two of them were two stone caskets

crudely cut into the form of a dagoha (PI. LIX, fig. 5). At the south-east corner

of the east face there is another of these brick dagohas^ while, adjoining it and fronting

the south, is a miniature chaitya wdth inner measurement of 7' 4" by 5' 3", Imme-
diately to the south of it is a slightly larger chaitya 6' 7'' in breadth b}' 9' 4'' in length

inside, with its apse to the east. The shrine floors of these two buildings were

examined and found to contain only loose earth and bricks. West of the lar<Ter

chaitya^ and adjoining the row of brick dagohas^ are the foundations of a long rect-

angular building. In several of these buildings just noted, traces of the covering

plaster still remain.^ On the terrace on the north side of the sitilpa there are 6 brick

and 25 stone dagobas, varying in size from a foot to five feet in diameter (PI. LI I b).

The smallest are of cut stone placed in position.

At the east end of this terrace, one of the dagobas stands inside a small brick

chaitya (Fig. 5). This building faces outward to the north. It is 7' in length and

Fig- 5*

5' I o'' broad inside. It corresponds in position to the small one on the opposite or

south-east comer of the stupa. Adjoining the chaitya is the base of a brick dagoha^

4' 10" in diameter. The arrangement of the dagobas on this side of the sttlpa is

different from that on the others, for there are four small stone dagobas encircled by

brick walls which must originally have been covering dagobas themselves. There

are also three square brick structures, each of which encloses a small stone

dagoha
y

of about 2' in diameter. Doubtless the small stone dagobas, now enclosed

in brick, at one time stood in the 'open, but were aften\*ards enclosed in an outer

dagoba of brick as an act of devotion. Stupas within stilpas have been found in

other well known sites, and this is the same procedure here repeated on a lesser

scale. The north terrace of the stupa is bounded by retaining rubble walls.

* The sire of bricks used in the various buildings is T S'" bj 9}" by 3". They are laid in a thin Ia>er of roud.

No mortar is used in the joints.

Y2
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The brick wall, built against the north basement wall of the stupa, which forms

the inner wall of the north tei race, remains at its highest point in the centre for a

height of over 8'. It has a moulded base and pillasters on the upper part. All has

been plastered, but only traces of this remain on the lower parts. The upper -
part

of the wall leans forwards at a considerable angle. It has evidently been displaced

b}’’ the brick debris from the upper circular brick casing of the stufa dome, which In

its turn has kept the lower part of the wall from falling. The upper part of this brick

wail of the square basement has similarly disappeared on the other three sides, and

the portion of it that does remain leans over at a similar angle (PI. LII, b).

Down the slopes of the hill below the north-west of the stupa are two rock-cut

caves (PL LXII). One of these is a small cell which faces the north-west. Its

front is plain fractured rock. At the left side of the entrance is a rough bench hewn

in the rock, and above it is a figure of a bearded sanyasv and another image. The

cave is entered by a narrow door, 5' high'by p 10'^ broad. The portion of the cave

directly inside the door is 8' &' square and 7' high. Above the outside of the door is

a horizontal groove and two holes in the rock, all doubtless intended for a structural

pandal in front. On the back inner wall is a large panel (Pl. LXI) with a

seated Buddha and attendants. These latter are scarcely distinguishable owing to

the weathering of the rock, but their arrangement appears to be similar to those at

the other caves already described. At the left side of the shrine, and continuous

with it, is a chamber at a level of 9'^ higher, measuring n
'

9'^ by S' 6". On the back

wall is a central panel (PL LXI) with a seated Buddha and a panel on each side

with a duarapala. On the side wall is a small bas relief of a figure seated on a fish

with a ?2i7^^-headed standing attendant on the left and a small lion below. The pose

of these figures is more graceful than in any of the other cave sculpture here, and I

think it is a work of different date.^

This chamber has had four piers (Pis. LXI and LXII). One of these has now

gone. These are 1 square at the base, octagonal in the centre, with a roll moulded

capital and square abacus. They are more slender than those in the main cave,

though the details are similar. There is a lotus patera at the top of each square, and a

pediment at the top of the octagon. The piers are 6' 3" high.

Traces of plaster remain on the cave walls and ceiling. Down in the rock below

^ The sculptures in all the caves, and on their fa9ades generally, are crude and primitive in design, and have

none of the finished technique so strikingly observable at places like Amaravali, where the highest phase of the

sculptor's art is so lavishly represented. This crudeness may point in either of two ways. It may either

represent a very early period of undeveloped workmanship or a late decadence. The Ruddhists did not survive

sufficiently long after the Amaravati epoch for any such decadence to have so strikingly manifested itself. The
inference therefore is, that the period represented by tliese sculptures is earlier than Amaravati or probably prior

to the first century. .The earliest of the remains here, or the monoliths, may probably belong to the period of

Aj^oka himself. Though the sites founded by him are historically or traditionally described as numerous in

Southern India no traces of any of them have hitherto been found. Every indication points to this being one of

them. One exception there is to the primitive character of the cave sculptures, and to this I have here alluded.

3t is the small panel on a side ;vaJl of the sculptured cave cn the north-west slope of the east hill. The principal

sculpture of the shrine, and the one which would be first cut, is the large figure of Buddha on the back wall. The
small panel is a subsidiary one, and is only a piece of apparently later wall decoration. It is unlikely that it was
cut before the main image, and it may then be contemporary with or subsequent to it. If it were of the same date
it would e.\hibit the same crudeness as the other sculptures, but this is far from being the case, and it brings to

recollection figures seen on the sculptured groups of the Amaravati marbles. This individuality might thus point

to its being contemporary with them, and thus cf a date later than the other sculptures of the caves.
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this, and situated to the left front of the cave, is a circular vault, 8' in diameter, with a

domed roof 8' f high. The top of the roof is on a level with the platform in front of

the cave. It is entered by a roughly hewn cavity at the left end of the platform.

There are only a few steps here, however, and the descent requires to be made by a
ladder. This vault was filled with debris, and before it was cleared out, the prevailing

belief was that it was a well which reached to the bottom of the hill, or that it con-

tained treasure. A. local sanydsi proposed to dig this out, but another dissuaded him,

stating that it would be sacrilege to do so. Tliis cell, like that on the east side of the

siiipa basement, has probably been used for penitential purposes (PI. LXII).

To the left of this cave is a huge out-crop of rock, in which is another cave

(PI. LXII). It is a plain rectangular cell, 8' 2^' by 7' f by 6' high, entered through a

door 4' 5^^ b}’’ '2! 8'^ This cave is entirely devoid of sculpture. Dotted down the

slope of the hill below the caves numerous dd^obas appear singly and in groups on

rock platforms.

We will now proceed to describe the structures which formed the main residen-

tial portion of the monastery. East of the stupa already described is an extensive

group of structural buildings occup3dng the whole eastern summit of the hill, and

clustering around and particularly in front of a chaitya which is situated on the most

elevated position near their eastern end (PI. LXII I). The top of the hill has been

levelled into terraces for these buildings, the uppermost portion of which measures

154' from east to west and 73' from north to south. This ground is composed of the

natural ground of the hill, partly rock, loose stone and earth, all left intact except for

external cutting. On all the four sides, the rock has been cut Into a perpendicular

wall ii' 9^' high. It corresponds in elevation with the square basement of the stupa^

which is situated directly to the west of and separated from it by a passage 23' in

breadth. Rows of brick cells are built against its north, east and south sides, and the

entrance to it is from the west. It is surrounded on all sides by another terrace at a

lower level, which also continues and forms the platform or terrace around the sfiipa

on its west.^

On the eastern end of the summit of the highest terrace is a chaitya^ the principal

building of all structures which surround it. This temple has its apse on the east

and the entrance on the west. The shrine is 9' 9" long internally and S' 6" in

breadth, with walls 3' 8'' thick. On the exterior the base is moulded. The bricks

in the walls are laid in alternate courses as follows :—One course longitudinally, and

then another with longitudinal and transverse bonding bricks. The floor of the shrine

or apsidal portion is raised 9'' above that of the antechamber in front. The flooring

is of brick irregular!}'' laid, and so also is the antechamber of the chaitya. A flight of

brick steps is in front of the door of the antechamber. Excavation below the floor of

the apse showed that there was solid brickwork for a depth of ten courses of brick.

The upper three courses were separated by thin layers of plaster, and the lower ones

* Before excavation, these buildings were in no ’vay indicated, except by a few loose broken bricks scattered

over the surface and some irregularities in the formation of the ground. Situated as these buildings are, on .an

exposed hill top, it is difficult to account for the large amount of natural soil which covered them. One wruld

have expected that the action of the wcathe»* would have tended towards denudation rather than to the deposit 0

earth. Yet the covering mass was but partly composed of fallen bricks. It can only be accounted for by f e

dust and particles of soil carried by the winds through many centuries of exposure.
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by fine earth. The upper layers were built of fragmentary bricks irregularly laid to fit

each other according to their shapes. The three lowest courses were of large com-

plete bricks laid parallel to the side walls of the buildings. Beiow this were packed

earth and stones. Inside the shrine stands a rectangular stone pedestal with
.
a

cavity on the top probably intended for an image. In front or to the west of the

ohaitya, with its floor at a lower level, is a large hall paved with stone flags. It

measures 44 5'' from east to west and is 29' ^ broad. It is enclosed by two brick

walls, the outer of which continues square around the east end of the chaitya. The

inner faces of the walls are lined with pilasters. Outside these walls, and placed at

right angles to them, at the same level, are the remains'of the partitions and the outer

walls of a continuous row of cells or shrines standing on the north, east and south

sides. The doors to these shrines open from the interior.

At the west end of the hall is a broad entrance, 1
1' wide, flanked on each side by

a brick structure measuring 2 ri by 15'. These structures have been apsidal ended

chaityas standing north and south, with their entrances facing the central passage. At

the north end of the north of these buildings a few bricks of the apse remain. A
drain, partly rock- cut and partly built, passes outside the apsidal ends. On the extreme

north side of the hall, the bounding brick wall has fallen, and the paving slabs extend

UD to the edge of the ground laid bare by the excavations. Underneath these is a

pyriform pottery vessel of about o! 6!' in diameter and of slightly greater height.

In form, it resembles the neolithic funeral urns found at prehistoric sites, but it was

crushed and fragmentary, and only retained a semblance of its original form. No
relics remained inside. Perhaps it was connected with the sacrifice of a human victim

placed there, when the foundations of these upper buildings were laid. Such a

ceremony was imperative in ancient times, and the custom survived to a comparatively

late date in the 19th century.

In front of the hall to the west and detached from it, is another brick structure

which has evidently been the principal gateway or elevated entrance to the chattya

court Eight flat stones on the floor at its central front have holes for the insertion

of wooden posts which have doubtless supported a temporary pandaL Directly out-

side to the west of this upper gace-way and on the centre of the west extremity of the

Fig. 6.

raised terrace a rock-cut stair-way (Fig. 6) leads down to the floor of the
passage on the east of the Here, as on all the sides of the chatiya terrace,
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the rock has been cut sheer down, and resting on a lower continuous rock-cut platform

is a brick retaining wall with pilasters and projections at intervals. In the centre of

the wall is a narrow door, 3' 6" broad, above which are the rock-cut steps which lead

to the top of the mound. Flanking the door, at a distance of 19' 9" on either

side, is a stone built stairway of a few steps standing on a rock-cut platform and laid

parallel to the retaining wall. Around the north, east and south sides of the raised

chaiiya terrace, and abutting against its rock-cut walls, are continuous rows of cells.

The floors of these and the passage in front of them are at the same level as the

passage around the square basement of the stupa. Along the inner side of the

passage in front of the cells is a covered drain. The cells on the north side each

measure 8' 4'^ by 6'". The brick walls between them are i' 10''' thick and the front

walls are the same.

Each cell is entered by a door T 7'" broad, and, at the back of each, the walls

are generally of about their original height, that is, about 6' 9'^ There is a small

recess in these walls lintelled over with bracketing bricks. In a few cells on the north

side, the original rock has extended over the line of cells, and in these places the

partition and bads walls are hewn, any irregularities or spaces in the sloping stratified

rock being filled in with bricks. In each cell, small triangular lamp niches are cut in

the rock or formed in the brick walls. The fioors have been laid with mortar and

their walls similarly plastered. Numerous traces of the plastering remain.

A large number of copper coins were found in the fourth cell from the west of

the north row, and some Urra cotta seals and Inscribed stamps, pottery, coins and

other articles in the other cells.

Parallel to the north row of cells, and separated from it by a passage, g' broad,

is another outer detached row of cells which extends for the same length from east

to west. The central chamber in this row is larger than those opposite in the inner

row, and measures 10' long by 6' g' in breadth. This chamber has thick walls all

around, the outside one projects beyond the line of adjacent walls. It has probably

served as an entrance porch like the side gdpurains of temples. The other cells are

about the same size as those on the inner row. The outer partition walls are of

brick and are i'
y''' thick. Near the centre of this length of cells stands a rock

dagoba^ 5' 6"" in diameter and 5' high, which was only unearthed when the adjoining

structural walls were excavated. It abuts into the front line of walls, and partly

blocks up the passage between the two lines of cells. Cavities in the rock of the

dagoba have originally been filled in with bricks, and traces of the plaster covering

remain, A circular brick platform surrounds it. This dagoba was originally coated

with plaster, though now only a few traces remain at the base. It must have needed

a very long period of exposure to the weather for its plaster to wear off, and after-

wards the bare stone must have stood in the winds for many centuries before it could

have acquired its present weather-worn appearance.
^

Subsequent to that, again, it

must probably have stood buried under the debris of the fallen walls of the chaiiya

and cells which stood adjacent to and over it. Us position shows that it must have

been in existence before the structural walls of the cells were erected
;
for if it had then

been a rough block of stone, it would have been removed and not cut into a dagoba.

All these considerations combine to indicate a v'ery early date for it, and with it for the
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other monoliths also on the hillsA Running transversely through the east end of the

outer row of north , cells is a stone built drain.

The row of cells built against the east end of the chaitya terrace contains nine

compartments in all (PI. LIU, b). The three at each of the north and south

extremities are similar to those already described on the north ’ But the three in the

centre are entirely different. They are only of sufficient breadth to allow room for a

person to stand erect, being 2' 7" square and from 5' 6'^
to 8' high. Two of them

still retain the original roof. This is formed of bracketing bricks. Probably,

although the other cells are much longer, they were similarly roofed. The east row

of cells has a passage in front, and another row of outer detached cells similar to

those on the north side. This passage has a drain along its inner side.

Traces of a few walls extend outside the outer line of east cells. The east

slope of the east hill dips just outside the outer row* of cells, and a stairway of rock-

cut steps here leads down the east slope of the hill. It only extends, however, for

a distance of 24' and there is no trace of it below that. It probably connected the

upper levels with some lower habited terraces, traces of which have been found.

The row of cells abutting against the south side' of the chaitya terrace is similar to

the inner north row, and contains twenty apartments. The fourteenth cell from the

west end has its floor at a level of 2 9" higher than the others. All the walls are

of brick, and the roch has not extended so far in this direction as to necessitate its use

for dividing walls. The two cells on the extreme west of the row have floors of solid

rock, and the third has a rock-cut couch T S"' high, while another has a brick couch.

They measure about 6' 9'^ by 5' 7". A drain runs in front of the line, and a short

distance in front of the western end of the row of cells, six flat stones stand in the

ground in the form of a trough. This has seemingly been used for grinding mortar

for building purposes. In front of, and parallel to the row of cells, is a brick found-

ation wall, 4 3
^^ broad. It has evidently formed the floor of the passage in front of the

cells. No traces of an outer row of cells at present remain on this side of the levelled

ground, but at a distance of 3' 6'' south of the cells a few courses of a wall run,

parallel to them east and west. The levelled ground at this point extends over some

50' from the line of cells to the retaining wall on the edge of the slope, and' is

sufficiently broad for other buildings to have been erected on it. Probably others did

stand here, for there are traces of the remains of walls in the form of a few solitar)*

courses of bricks at several places. These, however, are too fragmentary to

be traced or to show any definite plan. Almost continuously around and below

the edges of the levelled platform on the hill top, where stand the three lines of

cells, and bounding the north, east and south sides, a series of retaining walls

of rubble stone have been built into the hill sides and form a succession of terraces

which extend down the upper slopes for about a fourth of the total height of

* The date is probably antecedent to the Christian era. That the structures themselves are of very early
date, is evident from the large size of the bricks (1^5^ by 9-^' by 3*). These have never been found in southern
buildings which date later than the 2nd century A. D, The extent of the remains and their varied character show
that the site has been a peculiarly important one. It bears evidences of having been added to throughout the
centuries of Buddhist supremacy, and 1 would again assert that 1 think it probable that the monoliths may be
ascribed to a time corresponding to that of the shrines erected or founded by Asoka.

^ One of them has a bench and pillow of brick.
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the hill. These lines of terraces are only broken at the places where inter-

vening rocks appear on the surface. They are not built in regular lines and varv

in height and breadth. Generally they are about 10' broad and S' high. Those on

the west slopes are partly rock-cut and partly structural, but it is evident that even

the former have been originally faced with built brick walls. These terraces are

mostly occupied by monolithic dagohas, or form the level passages connecting the

various groups. Apparently, the terraces on the w'est face of the hill w'ere not

occupied by habitations. The western slope of the hill is largely formed by broken

projecting masses of rock, and it is only in the interstices that retaining walls are

built. Tw’O large outcrops appear on the lower north-east slopes, and the retaining

wall there is built at a higher level. These retaining walls are stepped, so as to form

a series of terraces on the hill sides, a feature which is specially noticeable on the

north, west and south sides. Although at present they are only of roughly packed

rubble stone, It is almost certain that originally they were all faced with brick like

some of the terraces on the w*est slopes. Some of the lower courses of such a

facing w^all actually do exist at a few places. Occupying a central position on the

upper southern slope of the east hill, and below the upper rubble retaining walls, arc

some brick walls which evidently mark the site of the principal entrance stairway to

the temples on the summit. A continuous brick wall running east and west is broken

by a projection of twenty feet in width, and between the walls of this, and ascending

over them, are stepped courses of brick as in a stair. Below, there is the sloping

rock with many traces of steps of built stonework. The stairways on the east and

west of the hill are little more than meie pathways. The one on the south side

seems to have been the main ceremonial entrance.

The primary object of the terraces on the hill side was doubtless to support

the loose soil of the hill and thus form a secure foundation for the buildings on the

summit, but, though no traces of habitable buildings have been found on them, other

than the terraced brick retaining walls— several of which have been discovered on the

south-east and south slopes particularly—the spaces

they comprised were probably occupied by the tem-

porary mud huts of pilgrims to the shrine or of

permanent residents who catered for them. This is

evident from the presence of extensive deposits of the

black soil, usually found on the sites of ancient habit-

ations, and ashes which exist for many feet in depth,

and which extend continuously for long distances

around the upper slopes on the north-east, south-east,

south and south-west of the hill immediately below the

summit. In these deposits have been found numerous

small articles of much archaeological interest, which

^^ill be afterwards referred to. On the upper south-

west slope of the hill, and almost directly south of

^
the stupa, is a small rock-cut cell, measuring 3' 6"

from north to south and 5' 3" from east to west by

s'
7" high, ]t is devoid of sculpture. (No. 6, Plate LXII.) The door-way is plain

z
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and measuttis 3' 4" high by 2' 3'' broad. On the top of its facade, are two rock-cut

steps, 2' long. Clustering around it and especially down the hill in front, are a large

number of irregularly placed rock dagobas. (LlV,^z.) In front of one of them is a

rectangular cavity sunk in the rocky floor and measuring 3' 5'' in length with a

breadth and depth of about 3'. Similar rock cuttings have been found on the west

hill, but their use is not at once apparent, unless it may have been for sepulture.

At a sUgiitly lower level to the south-west of this cave, is another small cell with a

panel sculptured with a seated Buddha. (Fig* 7.)

South-east from these rock cuttings and near the base of the hill, is a

group of four dagobas. The base of one of them is square, and in the front

are two panels, in one of w^hich is the weather-worn remains oi a seated

image, probably Buddha. There are a few other Isolated dagobas d\%Oj scattered at

intervals around the slopes of the hill, tlie most noticeable of wnich are two on the

north-east.

At ihe west base of the east hill, and almost blocking up the narrow passage

between It and the west hill, is a huge heap of small

stones, with the head of a stone image appearing

out of the centre of the heap. The head is that of

an image of the Hindu goddess Palakamma Devi^

and it is in ordinary circumstances the only part of

it visible. When however, some of the stones are

removed, the goddess is seen in a seated attitude

with a standing female attendant on each side and a

child seated on her lap. She wears a crown encir-

cled by a circlet of children, and has a profusion

of jewellery, including a necklet strung with children.

Excluding the socket for fixing into a pedestal, the

image is 4' 8" in height by 3/ broad. (Fig. 8.) At

the time of the annual Pongal festival, it is the

special duty of every woman who passes It, to cast

a stone at it
;

and this is done, indeed, on ordinary days, for the women coolies

engaged at the excavation each added a stone to the heap, on leaving work in the

evening. Some of these stones have to be periodlcall)^ removed so as to show at

least the head of the image above the heap.

The erection here of an image of the malignant Hindu goddess, whose pleasure

consists in the destruction of children, may have been originally intended to give a

sinister aspect to the site, and when taken in connection mth the annual ceremony
at the cave, which will be afterwards alluded to, accentuates the supposition that

the Buddhists were expelled by the Hindus who appropriated and desecrated the

shrines.

Tradition hints at this, facts revealed by excavations support the subsequent

occupation, and the two ceremonies referred to, indicate desecration rather than
the ordinary forms of worship.

Fig. 8.

^ The figure shows the image with the stone<% removec^.
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West Hill,

Immediately to the west of the east hill; is another of slightly lower elevation,

with a long serrated ridge running east and west. This ridge is formed of great

masses of rock witli the strata sloping upwards to the north-east at an angle of

about 80° The rock is mostlj^ in evidence on the ridge, which is broken bv

a saddle which cuts through it near the middle of its length. The hill is narrow

from n'^rih to south, and its sloping sides are formed of detritis with isolated boulders

appearing through it at intervals.

The only visible structures appearing on the surface are a few brick walls built

as adjunct‘s to a newly excavated cave (PI. LIV,i^) a wall at the western extremity

of the north side of the hill, and some fragmentary bricks at a monolithic stupa

on the west ridge. Though these are apparently the only remaining structures, (he

monoliths are very numerous, especially along the ridge, and i^o much is this

the case that the hill has been called the lingala viitta and the koltlzugaut (the lull

of the crore of lingams)^ liugams being the name locally applied to the dagobas.

On the eastern half of the hill, but few dagobas appear, the principal group

containing six. On the west upper end of this part of the ridge but just east of

the saddle there is a huge rock about 55' in breadth, which has been partly cut so

as to form the nucleus of a stflpa or chaiiya. The rock, however, is too irregular

in form, and too broken up to form a solid circular core. It is separated from the

ridge on the east of it by a curved passage with a wall cut vertically through the

rock of the hill. This passage is 9' 6" wide, and iS' 3" in height to the summit of

the ridge. In plan it is cut concentric with the curx^e of the detached irregular

rock on the east, which if produced around would form a stilpa of slightly larger

diameter than the rock itself. But the curve onl}' appears on the east side, the

north and south sides being broken and irregular, while there is some undefined

cutting on the lower part of the west side. On the upper part of the rock at this

side are some steps and a cutting. This rock may perhaps have been intended

to be formed into a monolithic chaitya. If this was so, the arrangement of the

principal shrines on this hill would be the same as on the east hill, that is, a chattya

on the east and a stupa and caves on the west, A similar passage is cut through

the rock on the west side, but it is of less height, as the hill at this point begins to

dip into the saddle. The detached rock itself has been cut as far a.s possible on

the east in the semblance of a circle. If completed as a siiipa^ it would undoubtedly

have been encased in brick as the stupa crowning the east hill is. Numerous

broken bricks are lying on the slope and at the base of the hill below it, and

these have doubtless fallen from this place. I have mentioned that some steps

are cut in the upper part of the rock on its west side ; and these appear as if they

were the beginnings of the cutting of the west facade of a chaitya. Aoove them is a

square cutting in the roch about 9' square, probably intended for the erection of

a structure. It is possible that the first idea was to cut the rock into a siupn^ but

this plan being abandoned, it was decided to form it into a chattya, which, however,

was apparently never completed.
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Directlj^ ^vest from the east portion of the hill is the saddle above referred to. On

Its west slope and summit the outcropping rock has been cut into numerous da^obas

There are about thirty of them, and they average from three to four feet in diameter

by a proportionately greater height. Almost all of these are in the last stages of

picturesque decay. In some, the whole or parts of the dome or of the drum have

flaked off, lea^dng only a base outline to indicate, on close inspection, that they have

been dagobas. Some of these fractured portions have fallen and are lying about

in various directions
;
while such of them as are fairly complete are black wnth age,

iractured at the sloping joints of the rock strata and covered with lichen. Indeed, they

are only distinguished from ordinary rocks by their circular domed outline.

Ascending the western slope of the saddle, there is, first, a double row' of about 33

dagobas. These terminate at the upper part of the slope, wdiere almost every available

block of rock is cut into a dagoba. The rock stratum outcrops in layered masses run-

ning east and \vest and the dagobas follow' these lines. At this portion of the hill there

are about eight parallel lines of dagobas with others irregularly placed betw^een them

(PI. LY, ^). Altogether they number over 200. They mostly stand adjacent to

each other on rock-cut terraces or platforms, the smallest being about fifteen inches

In diameter either with or without an elongated cylindrical drum and dome and a square

//, and the largest about 5' in diameter. Among these latter are a series of seven

dagobas w'hich stand in a line on a rock-cut platform. Their drums have moulded bases

and cornices w'ith pilasters placed around.

Tw'O of these dagobas are more complete than the others, and have a fillet

moulded square it. The elevated rock terrace on w^hich they stand faces the south,

and is cut dow’u perpendicularly to a terrace standing about id below’. A projecting

base, 0' 3", high forms the low'er portion of the W'all, and the fa9ade above that is

cut into a line of panels. The latter have never been completely cut, and they only

bear the chisel-marked outlines of w'’hat were intended to be figure-sculptured panels.

A plain cornice crowms the facade, over w^hich stand the seven dagobas above noted.

Still to the south of these, and at a still low^er level, there are other rock- cut terraces

on which stand many irregular row's of various sized some fairly complete,

but most of them in a state of decay.

Immediately west of the last noted group, the ground ascends to the west peak or

ridge of the hill. Here, the steeply sloping rock strata are in broken flaky slabs with

but few solid outstanding boulders w^hich could be cut into monoliths. There are con-

sequently only about nine small on the ridge itself
;
wflille on the north some

short distance below the summit, there are tw'enty-ihree mors.

Slightly below the north side of thew'est summit is a rock-cut cave, (Pis. LIV,
b and LXIV, Fig. 7.) It is square, and measures 10' lo"' from side to side and 9' 7"

from front to back and 6' 5" high. It w'as filled with debris to within a foot of the

ceiling. In front w^as a great mass of earth and broken fallen bricks of large dimensions.

There is no carving or cutting of any description on the rock directly in front of the

cave which is irregularly broken up by fractured uneven rock. But it has been
chiselled on each of the sides of the front.

Along each of the inner sides of the chamber is a rock-cut bench, T 10" broad
and r 10" high. These benches are faced by a moulded brick base, wiiich continues to
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the height of the bench and also along the back uall. In the centre of the cave is a
monolithic with a low tapering circular base, 4' in diameter, a bulbcus dome and
a square stepped surmounted by a small umbrella post. (Fig. g,) Its total height

to the top of the square is 3' 9''. Some plaster remains on the lower part of the
dagcba and the brick walls. The rock walls of the cave also must have been
plastered, for they are rough dressed. The lower part of the front wall of the cave

projects, and on each side of it are brick walls which must originally have formed a
front structural mandapam resting on the rock-cut base.

To the right of the cave is a raised recessed platform, 9' square, cut into the

rock, on which stands a single monolithic dagoha of squat outline, and about 6' in

diameter. On the top of the square stepped ii is a small octagonal block, the

remains of the umbrella post. A higher platform on its left has two dagohas* To

the left front of the cave, and at a lower level are two rows of large and small rock

dagobas, so weather-worn as scarcely to be distinguishable from ordinary rocks. A

rock-cut stair leads to them.

The west termination of the west ridge is cut precipitately down for a height of

26'. Its plan is a hollow curve, cut concentrically with that of a large rock-cut stupa

which stands close to the west of it. The passage between the vertical rock and the

stupa is 4' 9" broad. At its north end the rocky wall is hollowed out and a small

monolithic dagoha stands in the cavity. At the base of the vertical rock}^ wall and

facing west is a rock-cut cave (No. 8, PI. LXIV, Figs. 1 and 2). In front is a vestibule

28' long by 6' 5'^ broad, and 8' 8'^ high, with its floor raised 1' 2" above the level of

the passage surrounding the stupa. In it are two massive square piers, T 10" broad

and 7' lo'^ high. Inside, is a shrine 8' 2" by 5' 10" by 6' high. The wall is 3' i" thick

and the door-way is 4' 6" high and 3' 7''' broad. The cave has no sculpture or carving

of any description.

The large monolithic stupa in front of the cave is a fine example of its class,

more than three-fourths of it being almost complete. On the south side, unfortunately,

the rock is largely fractured with natural cracks, which have been increased by the
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roots of plants, and many portions have flaked off, though the base remains intact

(Pis. LV, b and LXIV, Figs, i and 2.) The base of the drum is 38' 6''
in diameter

and 10" in height : it has a slight batter or taper. Above this is the dome, rS' high

and slightly more than a semi- circle m shape. Almost seven-eighths of the

height of the complete dome has been of rock and it now extends no higher. The

summit and the ti must have been of brick. At the highest part of the stone of the

dome, the flat surface is rough stratified rock. A great fissure between the rocks

runs through the centre from east to west, and this is filled uith earth and broken

bricks. Here are distinct evidences that the summit of the dome has been com-

pleted in brick. At the highest part of the curved rock face of the dome, the

surface is cut with a horizontal check for laying flat sloping bricks in continuation

of the upper curve of the rock. This check in the rock is to prevent them

slipping. At another part, the top of the rock is cut into horizontal steps to the

size of the large bricks used here. The stufo- has doubtless been encased in brick-

work at the parts where the rock is missing. The greater part of the monolith

though perfect in outline is yet but roughly hewn and scored with chisel marks, and

it is certain that it was simply covered with a coating of plaster as undoubtedly all the

monolithic ddgobas have been. Loose bricks were found among the fallen debris of

earth and boulders around the stupa. The nature of the rock is such that no great

extent of smooth unbroken surface was available anywhere, and the only procedure

possible, not only with such large monolithsbut with caves also, was to coat them with

plaster. Among the fallen debris on the south side of the stupa were some large

fallen masses of brickwork, with the bricks still adhering to each other and covered

with a plaster facing, while some boulders of rock which had slipped down, still retain

a coating of plaster, thick on the chiselled surface.

Immediately to the west of the great stupa and separated from it by a passage,

is another stupa (PI. LV, h, and PI. LIV, Figs. 1 and 2 ) of similar outline but smaller

dimensions. Its dome is more elongated vertically than the other. About half of

the summit of the dome and parts of the drum have flaked off. The base is 22'

in diameter and 7' high. The dome is 20' in diameter and 1^3'^ high at the existing

top. This, however, was not the total original height. One curious feature of it is,

that, if the curve of the drum or base next the large stupa had been continued, these

bases would just have touched each other and consequently there would have been

no procession path between them. This has been obviated in a somewhat arbitrary

way by cutting off a vertical portion of the upper part of the base and the lower

part of the side of the dome of the lesser stupa^ leaving a passage between the two of

^ broad, in its upper part. The lowest part the drum or base, however, for a height

of 2 5'' has been carried around at a flatter curve than that of the slflpa itself, and the

breadth ofthelowest part of the passage is thus only 2' 4". On the north and south of

these two st?7pas the rock has been cut and levelled into a terrace for a space of about

27' on the south and 24' on the north. On the soutli platform is a rectangular cavity

sunk in the rock which may possibly have been for sepulchral uurposes. At a lower

level than the south terrace is a rubble retaining wall, 104 long, like those on the east

hill On the west end of this level platform or terrace, and adjacent to the west of the

stupa, is a mass of split rock, which has been cut into a platform, on which stand lesser
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.about ten fractured dagobas varying in diameter from three to eight feet. These stand

at the same level as the siupas^ and crown the summit of the west slope of the hill.

The hill here dips down to the plain below in broken masses of rock, none of

which have been carved as dagobas, but a long expanse of the sloping rock has been

roughly cur into great steps to form a stairu^ay about 6' broad. The rock howeven

is 100 irregular 10 form a continuous rock stairway, and doubtless it was only in parts

rock-cut and the other portions were laid with stone slabs. A short distance down

the slope on ihe north side of the great stupa, a dagoha about 5' 9'' in diameter has

been cut out of a single block, which has since fallen bodil)’ over at right angles to

the slope of the bilk Close to it, is a rough natural boulder with three steps cut on

the upper surface. On the upper of these steps is a miniature dagoha, in diameter

surrounded by a circular space 2Y broad. A short distance north-east of the monolithic

5/77//Z5 and lower down the slope of the hill, is a precipitous rock cliff. The lower

part is cut vertically and scored with chisel marks for a height of 7', the lateral wall

surface so cut measuring 40 feet. The base of the rock is cut at right angles to it for

a breadth of 4' 6", forming part of a floor, and in it is cut a trough 5' 8'' long by 13'^

broad and 8" deep. It may possibly have been intended for fixing an image or for

a sepulchre as suggested in regard to similar cavities mentioned elsewhere. Parallel

to the rock wall, and at a distance of 19' 3", a line of a few bricks of a structural

wall remains, and at right angles to the extremities of the cut rock wall, other traces

of brick walls appear. The whole has evidently been a structural 77iandapam

built against the rock. In the digging here, a portion of a small image with

the head and legs missing was found. It seems to have been a sealed image of

Buddha. (PI. LIX, Fig. 16.)

At other points around the lower northern slopes of the west hill there are a

few small dagobas standing singly
;

but there are none on the south side, nor are there

any other large groups such as those already described.

Minor antiquities.

Numerous minor antiquicies of various kinds were found during the excavations,

the bulk being obtained at the deposits of ashes which exist at- various parts around

the upper slopes of the east hill, and only a comparatively small number in the

buildings themselves. The majority of these articles are of pottery, with a few^

household objects in stone> Others are ier 7‘a cotta architectural ornaments to

dagobas, seals and their impressions in terra cotta, coins in gold, copper and lead.

Only one gold and one lead coin have been found. The gold coin belongs to

Samudragupta, who reigned from about 326 to 375 A,D, Of the copper coins, one

was sent to Dr. Thurston of the Madras Museum, and he assigns it to the Chalukyan

King Vishnuvardhana {663 to 672 A.D.) The lead coin has the impression of a horse,

'

The finding of a solitary coin of this metal is in striking contrast to the results

of excavations made at other South Indian Buddhist sites, such as Amaravati, where

lead coins are found in abundance.

5 Further notes regarding these coins wHl be found on another page.
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Most of the seals recovered came from the north-east deposit of ashes, only a

very few of them being got at the south side. This circumstance seems to

indicate that the office, where these were contained, was situated at the north side

of the buildings, and that the other parts were occupied by servants in attendance

on the offices of the monastery. An idea of the nature of the numerous articles

found can best be conveyed by giving a description of the most interesting of them,

and for this purpose it will be convenient to classify them under the following

heads ;

—

1. Seals, conical and square. 2. Impressions of seals

—

{a) with inscription

only (i) flat, (ii) globular
;

ib) with a ddgoba and inscription below
;

{c) with

smpa and ddgobas at the sides, 3. Ter^a cotta votive dagobas (large and small)

(^) flat, [b) elongated. 4. Iron implements such as daggers, knives, etc. 5. An

ivory dagger. 6. Lamps— (a) in bronze and {b) terra cotta. 7. A small terra cotta

ddgoba. 8. Perforated lids. 9. Soapstone pencils. to. An artificial eye.

II. An inscribed stone. 12. A celt. 13. Beads. 14., Shank bangles. 15, A
marble figure. 16. Mother of pearl bangles. 17. Small panivattain of a lihgani.

18, Terra cotta 19. Spindles. 20, Plaster images. 21. Touch stones.

22. Smoothing implements, 23. Brass rings. 24. A bronze face and bells. 25.

Terra cotta a6 . Terra flowers. 27. Coins

—

{a) gold, (i) copper, (c)

lead. 28. Crystals. 29. Pieces of garnet. 30, Stand for burning camphor.

/. Seals.—Two of the conical seals have 5 lines of an inscription, and are

circular at the bottom. One of them has a hole bored through the top, so that it can

be fastened to a string. Three rectangular and four oval seals have been discovered.

One of the rectangular seals is in ivory. Two of the seals, about 3^" high, are

illustrated in PI. LX, Figs. 5 and ro. An interesting example of these seals is in

height with a ddgoba surmounted by an umbrella^ two attendant figures at the sides,

and three lines of writing below. Stamps of it have been found on several terra

cotta architectural objects used on dagobas.

2. Impressions of seals in terra cotta :

—

(a) With inscriptions only—
(i) Flat ones.—There are 185 of these, and the letters are clearly visible in

69. The largest is in diameter, and the smallest Y iri diameter.

The impresi^ed letters vary in size according to the diameter of the

seal. The illustrations in PI. LX, figs, i, 3,6 and 7, contain a few

representative specimens illustrative of numerous such articles. Some
of the sealings appear to correspond with certain of the seals. One
impression is different from the others inasmuch as the characters are

not in the Pali character but resemble those found at the Fallava

temples of Conjevaram and the Seven Pagodas, On the top of this

seal impression is a crescent, while below is a line of letters. It

measures \Y in diameter (PI. LX, Fig. 15). An almost similar one
but in less perfect preservation is reproduced in Fig. 13 of the same
plate. The letters on many of the seal impressions are much worn,

and in some of them the wet clay before or during the process of

stamping has been slightly bent over (PI. LX, Fig. i).
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(ii) Balt or globular seal -These are 13 in number and while
the largest is about the size of an ordinary playing marble the smallest

is no larger than a pea.

1 hey have from one to four lines of writing in characters similar to those on

the fiat ones. What the obiect of these ball-like seals was^ can only be surmised
;

probably they were used for the same purpose as beads in chanting luanfras and the

\\ riling on them probably is a mantra.

[b) With dagoha and inscription below (PI, LIX, fig. 20).—These were found in

various parts of the excavations. The impression consists of a dagoba with an-

umbrella over it and three lines of an inscription below. In the dagoba is a seated

image of Buddha with the right palm over the left. At the sides of the dagoba are

two attendants in a standing posiure, probably worshipping the dagoba. The original

seal from which these estampages have been prepared has already been noticed under

seals. There are 54 of these estampages, all of which are apparently similar. Three

casts Irom similar or identical moulds and intended probably for being placed

in small niches on the tops of pilasters have a similar estampage in the centre

surrounded by ornamental work (PL LVIll, fig. 2). They arc long at the base.

Three terra cottas with similar seated figures have been found. T'wo of these

are incomplete and are illustrated in PL LVill, figs. 3 and 7. The other 3:}" by

o!\ on fig. 8 of the same plate, is in more perfect condition. In it the dagoba is

surmounted by seven umbrellas.

(c) Stupa with a dagoba at the sides.— Of this class there are seven, the largest

of which is square (FL LX, fig. q), while the others are circular and
-J"

in

diameter.

3. Tef'ra cotta •votive spiral shaped dagohas [PI. LVIII, figs. 26 (a) and

(fl) Flat.—There are 44 of these, which vary in diameter from -i" to i". They

are similar to those exhumed by Cunningham at Bodh-Gaym, and referred to in Part

II, p. 72, of the Annual Report of the Director-General of Archaeology for 1904-05.

(^) Elongated spirals PL LATH, fig. 28).*—Five of these have been discovered,

which vary from to
2''

in height. They are of black clay. A portion of the

top of the largest has been broken and the portion that remains is 2" high.

4. Iron implements.—The implements found are some iron knives (PL LIX,

figs. 6 and 7), an adze (fig. 9), a dagger (fig. 8) and nails. They vary in size from

about 3" lo These implements are similar to those found in prehistoric sites

such as Pallavaram and Perambair in the Chingleput District.

5. An ivory dagger (PL LIX, fig. 24).—This is the only one of its kind found.

It is of similar form to the iron one illustrated in fig. 8 of the same plate. It is 2i

long with a liandle measuring f. In the blade are two holes, which may have been

used for fixing jewels. The bottom portion of the handle below the hasp is orna-

mented, and there are lines at the top and bottom of the blade nhicb serve to

ornament it.

6. Lamps {a) in hrons^e.—Uhtro was only one of this kind found here.l It is oval

spoon-shaped and is only a portion of the handle rcuiains* There are

parallel rows of elongated lines on the inner side. It is illustrated in PL LVII,.

fig- 30-
2 A
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(b) Terra cotta lamps (PI. LVII, fig. 31).—The one illustrated is similar to the

bronze one described above, and is 3" long, of thick material and without handle.

The rim on the under side is raised, and is formed like tlie petal of a lotus. Another

specimen (PI. LVTI^ fig. 33) is peculiar, inasmuch as the cup for holding the oil is

rectangular in shape. The major portion of it is gone. The handle is complete and

is 2Y ^ong. One, similar to this, but of a smaller size, has also been found. A
pottery lamp of ordinary circular form, which occurs in large numbers at all such

Buddhist sites, is illustrated in Pi. LVII, fig. 32. There are 1 14 of this type, and

they vary from 2^" to 4^' in diameter.

Two others, one of which is illustrated in PI. LVIIl, fig. 19, are circular and are

formed like lamps, but it is more probable that they may have been used as umbrellas

for votive dagobas. They have a projecting stem in the centre of the hollow which

may have been meant for a miniature umbrella post.

7. A small terra cotta ddgoba is illustrated in PI. LVIIl, fig. 27. It is if"

high and has a moulded projection at the middle and at the base. It has a vertical

hole running through it, probably for fixing an umbrella.

8. A perforated lid (PL LVIIl, fig. 23).—This is in ierra-coita and is pierced

with five holes. Two small round pieces, about in diameter, and another about

an inch square, have each a hole in their centre. They are similar to those used

in making the sacred thread from cotton,

9. Soapstone pencils of these have been found, which vary from half an

inch to an inch and a half in length with a hole for a string at one end. They are

thicker than the ordinary slate pencil now in use among school-boys. The purpose

of these at that early period can only be surmised.

10. A71 artificial eye,—This is the only one of its kind found here. It is half an

inch in diameter. The central portion or the pupil is slightly black, while the

surrounding portion is white. It has doubtless been used in a statue.

11. An inscribed stone (PI. LX, fig. 12).—This stone is square in section with

a slight taper towards one end, and has an inscription on two sides. It maj" have been

the umbrella post of a small ddgoba. It was found among the debris around a ddgoba

on the west side of the east hill. It is 4^'' by ij" by ij". Two pieces of inscribed

tablets (PI, LX, figs. 8 and 1 1) are 2^ by and 2'^ by 1
5'^ respectively. They differ

drom the other terra-coita objects found here in large numbers in that they have been

engraved with a stylo when the clay was wet. All other objects of whatever form

•except one have been stamped. Fig. 14 of PL LX is a similar one, circular

in form.

An oval estampage (PL LX, fig. 2) measuring 2^' in length has apparently
‘

been used as a token. A unique example of inscribed terra cotta was found

among the exposed near the south-west cave (PL LX, fig. 9). It is
9J:" by

f by 3J'' and is hollow grooved on the under side. It has four lines of an incomplete
'uscription in Pali characters similar to those on many of the marble sculptures at

Amaravati. The right end of the slab is broken off.

12. A celt in black stone,—Only the cutting portion remains. It is i|-" broad at

•the base. Whether it belonged to this site or was brought from some other place it

is difficult to say. It was found in one of the north cells.
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13. Pottery heads (PL LIX, fig. 26).— (^z) with holes. These are 44 in number

and are mostly spherical or cylindrical: nine are elongated. The beads vary in

diameter from a fraction of an inch to more than three-fourths of an incli. Tim

elongated ones extend up to il" in length.

(h) Beads mfkoiif holes.—These number 600. It is impossible to stale for

what purpose they may have been used.

14. Shank bangles.—Twenty pieces of these bangles were found. They are

similar to those excavated at prehistoric sites in other parts of the Presidency,

15. A marble figure (PI. LIX^ fig. 16).—This is the only one of its kind

found. Apparently it has been brought as an offering from some other place and

kept as a sacred object of worship. The figure is a seated one and represents

Buddha There are no marble sculptures as architectural adjuncts at

the site.

16. T'oao fieces of bangles in mothsr-offearl (PL LIX, fig. 25).—They have

diamond shaped ornaments. 1 have not found such objects in any excavations

elsewhere.

17. A small fanhattam of a lliigani.—It is curious to find such an object in

a Buddhist site, and its presence presumably shows a subsequent Hindu occupation of

the buildings after the expulsion of the Buddhists. This must undoubtedly have

occurred, as evidenced by tradition and the Hindu appropriation of the dagoha in tlie

main lower cave and its ^YOrship as an incarnation of Bojanna.

18. lerra coHa ornaments— ear ornaments in terra cotta, resembling

the modern Hindu kammal. PL LVIl, fig. 38, represents one of them. They are

and if' in diameter.

19. Spindle 7vliorls.~-T^o of these are f and high respectively. The

larger (PL LIX, fig. 15) is similar to one found by me at Amaravati during the

similar excavations conducted in 1888. They ha^e a hole through the centre

They are similar to wooden ones used for twisting thread.

20* Plaste7'‘ images.—These number ten, and tney are made to represent human

busts, and the faces of animals such as the dog, and birds like the parrot, and

eagle! Some have been so disfigured as to be scarcely distinguishable. Three an^

illustrated (PL LVIII, figs. 24 and 25, and PL LIX, fig. 22).
^ ^

21. Touch stones.—There are six of these, which are apparently similar to

those used by goldsmiths for testing the quality of gold or silver. They vary from

i-f' to 1^", and are of a black, gray or reddish colour.

22 -“These have apparently been lised for impressing

the clay before impressions were taken from seals. They number five. One found

at the east terrace below the east row of chaitya cells is of black stone, and is

illustrated in (PL LIX, fig. 10). It is like a lota in shape, and is if long.

2^^. Brass rings.—A ringf-" in diameter is without ornament, but a brass bangle

in diameter has line ornaments on one side.

24. A bronze face and bclls.-lh.xot small bells of this material are J long.

The most curious feature about these bells is that on one side of them is a human

face. A similar face (PL LIX, fig, 3) is probably the side of a bell. The figure

shows the actual size.
2 A 2
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25. Terra cotta figures. terra cotta figures such as a bull (PI. LVII,

fig- 36), a ram's head (fig. 34), a female figure without head (fig. 37), a goat

.{fig. 35), and a female bust (PI. LIX, fig. 21) are similar to ihe toys used

•now-a-days by children, and probably they were used as such, except the bull, which

•may have been an object of worship.

26. Terra cotta flowers.—Three spiral flowers are all about the same size,

'vk., 2' in diameter. They have been used as ornaments applied to walls or image

niches. Six other smaller flowers are about the size of jessamine flowers. One of

these is illustrated in (PI. LIX, fig. 19). Another small object in terra cotta is shaped

like a clove.

27# Coins— [a) Gold.—Only one of this metal was discovered. It is illustrated

in PI. LIX, fig. I. It was found near the deposit of black earth on the hili-sideto

the north of the cliaitya. The coin has a standing figure on one side and a seated

one on the other. This coin belongs to Samudragupta, who reigned about the 4lh

century A. D.^ It is in grains In weight.

The other objects in gold are 3 gold iilakavis or diadems which arc similar to

•one of the smallest found at the prehistoric site at Adichanallur in the Tinnevelly

District. They are about long and have holes at the ends for tying them by

strings to the forehead.

[b) Copper coins.—The copper coins are nearly 70 in number, and were

found in various parts of the buildings but particularly in the ashes

deposits. One coin is illustrated full size in PI. LIX, fig. 2, which

shows its obverse and reverse.^

^ The following note on this coin by Mr. Venkayya, Assistant Archzcological Superintendent for Epigraphy,

•contains some interesting particulars :

—

“ The gold coin belongs to the Gupta dynasty of Magadha whose original capital was PaUliputra, the

modern Patna. This is perhaps the only coin of the dynasty found so far south in the Madras Presidency. The
-coin belongs to the reign of Samudragupta, who was the most powerful king of the t.Uipta dynasty. According

to Mr. V. A. Smith 0/ India, Second Edition, p. 2671. Samudragupta's accession took place

in A. D, 326, and he reigned until 375 A. D. Samudragupta claims to have conquered Pittapuram in the Godaveri

District and to have extended his military operations as far south as Conjeevariim in the Chinglepiit District.

The Gupta era, whose first year was equivalent to 320-1 A. D. appears to have been current in the Gnnjam
District in the 7th century A. D. {hpigraphia Indica, Vol. VI, p. 143). Consequently the influence of the Gupta
dynasty may be supposed to have extended into the Vizagapatam District. Of course this single coin of the

Gupta dynasty cannot prove much. It is just possible that the coin found its wa}^ by accident into the Vizaga-

patam District at a later period. This seems to be confirmed by the fact of the coin being worn considerabl^r on

the margin, as will be seen by a comparison of it with the specimen figures by Mr. V, A. Smith {Caialogxtc of
Coins in ihe Indian Museum, Calcutta. Plate XV facing, p. loC). This coin appears to be comparatively rare,

as this particular type is neither figured nor described by Mr. Smith in the Catalogue mentioned above. It seems

‘to be a combination in one coin of the two types described by Mr. Smith as the ‘ archer*, and the * spearman *

types. The obverse resembles No. S ‘ archer on Plate XV, facing p. 106 of the same Catalogue. But the bow,
which is quite clear on the latter, is partly worn on our coin, the bowstring above being seen. Besides, what
remains of the legend round the margin looks like Saxnarasa and (il which is found on
ihe obverse of No, 6 (‘spearman*). The reverse resembles that of No. 8 (‘archer’) but bears the legend

kravia (found on the ‘ spearman *type} instead ol apratiraiha (of the {‘archer ’ type).

' Mr. Venkayya has the following note on these coins :—
** These coins generally bear a lion on one side and on the other a vase or a symbol which has been taken bv

Proiessor Hultzsch for a double trident, I need not mention that the symbol occurs on some Chola coins as well

as on those of Ceylon. Professor Rhys Davids calls it a weapon of some kind while Prinsep calls it ‘an instrii*

ment of w’arfare’ (Numismata Onenialin i Ancient Coins and Measures of Ceylon, p. 25). Those which bear
the double trident are probably to be connected with ihe * base silver * piece figured and described by Mr. Smith
[Catalogue of Coins tn the Indian Museum, Calcutta, p. 312 ; .No. i on Plate XXX, facing p. 324). The latter
Ibears the legends Vishamastddhi, and some of our coins of the ‘ double trident’ type also bear thc-sanie legend.
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A lead row.—Only one lead coin ivas discovered. It was found at the deposit

-of black earth on the north-east side of the chatfyn. One side is embossed with the
image of a horse.

It may not be out of place here to mention the difference between the Sahkaram
-'Coins and those from Ama^a^ ati. The coins from the latter place are almost all of

lead, while those found at Sahkaram are all copper except two, one of gold and one

-of lead.

28. Six of these were unearthed from the deposit of black eartii to

the north of the chaityn. They are of semispherical form and may have been used

for the same purpose as Aihiihyans (Surya) in the household worship of the

Hindus.

29. Garnets.—Two small garnets have evidently been used in a piece of jewellery.

One is slightly larger than a pea, and the other an eighth of that size,

30. Astaudforbtirmiigcamphoy{?lL\n\\^ fig. idj.^-TKis is in term cotta

-and is high.

The other articles are of larger size than those described above and they nia}'

be classed as under :

—

I. Pols. 2. Chatties. 3. Vases. 4. Bowls. 5. Lids. G. Stands. 7, Cru-

-cibles. 8. Jars. 9. Brick ornaments. 10. Icrra cotta umbrellas for votive

n. Umbrellas for monolithic dcigobas. (a) stone. (^) Terra cotta. 12. Terra cotta

pillars, {a) Capitals, (c'l) Bases. 13. Spouts of pots. 14. Hones. 15. Grinding

stones. 16. Rollers. 17. Hammer stones. 18. Stone posts for the ti of the dagobas.

19. Stone relic caskets, 20. A stone image. 21. Polishing stones. 22. Iron torch

lamp.

1. Pots .—The pots from this monastery are not in any way peculiar to this site,

'but resemble in some respects the pottery found in various prehistoric sites such as

Adichanallur in the Tinnevelly District, and Perambair and Pallavaram in the Chinglc*

put District. Specimens of their forms are illusriated in PL L^T, figs, i to 5. They

number in all 25, and are in various states of preservation. Of these 6 liave

spouts on one side. They vary in size from i-^" to 8"''
in height, and in diameter from

2^" to The spouts are generally plain, but some are variously ornamented.

'One with a floral ornament at its base is shown in PI. LVI, fig. i. Fig. 5 show's a

pot which has simply been moulded w'ith the hand, and never put in the potter’s

w^heel. It is 2^^' high and diameter.

2. Chafttes.—These vary in size from 2V to of' in diameter, and number 3 in

all One is illustrated in Pi. LVI, fig. 8,

Vishamasiddhi was ihe burname of the first Eastern ChaluLya Uing \’i5hnuvardhnna, who according to Dr. Elect

reigned from A.D. 615-33 {hid. Ani., Voi. XX, p. 95).

As regards the * vase* type to which most of the coins now sent to me for examination, belong. Sir Waller

Elliot figmes two specimens (Nos. 49 and 50 on Plate 11 of his Coins of Sou*fisrn India), and attributes them to

the i'allava (p. 152 13 of the same volume). If these copper coins are to be attributed to the P.illavas, it may be

that Vishnuvardhana adopted with some alteration the Eallava coinage after he took possession of their domi-

nions. He must have substituted the " double trident ” for the ‘vase’ of the Pailava coinage. It is worthy of

note that the lion was the crest of a family of kings whose dominions lay in the modern Godaveri District (£]?

phia Indica, Vol. IV, p. 194, and No. 3 on plate facing page 244 of the same volume).

I have not been able to identify one of the copper coins (IL S. 30), It bears on the obverse a lion and s vase

(?) on the other side. There is a short legend in ancient characters belonging to the 4lh or 5tU century A.D

'll have tentatively read the legend as Snhavisa, But I do not know* of any king who bore that name.
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3. Pottery vases,-—These are 15 in number and vary in height from to 7^'^

Some of these are complete with stands, but in others the base has gone, A few.

are illustrated in PL LVI, figs. 10 and 13 to 17.

4. Bowls,—There are 24 of these, which vary from if" to 3" in height and

from 6" to 7-^" in diameter. They have no peculiarity about them except the one.

represented in PL LVI I, fig. 1, which has two rows of eight holes around it and 4

legs, which are also perforated. There is also a hole in the bottom. It may have

been used either as a strainer for rice or for the burning of incense. It is 4f" in

diameter and 2" in height.

5. Lids ,—There are eleven of them, and they are mostly complete. They

have been used for covering pottery vessels, and are similar to those in common use at‘

the present day. No complete pots for which they might have been used have been

found, but numerous portions of the rims of certain pots have been. The lids vary in-

diameter from to 7". Two are illustrated in PL LVI, figs. 6 and 7, and PL LIX,

figs. 17 and 18.

6. Stands ,—There are six of these. Illustrations are given in PL LVI, figs, ii,

I 2 and 19. They vary in size from 4^" to 5f". PL LVI, fig. 12, has a hole through*

the centre, which probably suggests that it was used for incense in worship. Three

smaller ones vary in height from 2^ to 3" with a diameter from 3" to 3-^". These

have been stands for the support of globular vessels in pottery.

7. Crncibles .'—There are eight of these vessels. One is complete, but the-

others are more or less broken. The one illustrated in Plate LVI, fig. 9, represents

about three-fourths of the crucible. They vary in height from if" to 4-^', and are

composed of a thinner layer of fine pottery and a thicker one of coarse materiaP

outside it. The crucibles are about f" thick, and may probably have been used for

baking the clay seals and tablets.

8. yars ,—Two mouths of jars are illustrated in PL LVI, figs, 18 and 21, which;

are respectively 5V" and 7^" high.

9. Terra cotta architectural ornaments ,—It has been mentioned previously that

the majority of the monolithic dagohas were covered with plaster, but a few seem to-

have been covered wdth ornamental terra cotta^ probably at a late period. Several

specimens were unearthed, chiefly at the dagobas on the north-west slope of the east

hill. PI. LVIII, fig. i, is a fair specimen of one of them. It is a portion of tile circular

plinth of a dagoba^ 8" high, with a figure of Buddha seated within a dagoba sur-

mounted by five umbrellas. This panel is similar to the small terra cotta estampages

described above. Fig. 2 Is a portion of another panel representing a figure seated

within a dagoba, A fragment with the umbrella of the dagoba of a similar panel was
found Jiear the dagobas which adjoin the south-west cave, It is illustrated in fig. 7 of

the same plate. Fig. 8 is a complete one of rectangular shape which was doubtless

also an architectural ornament. Two pedestals for images are 4f" by 3I" and 9" by
illustrated in figs. 5 and 20. Fig. 20 is only a fragment, and is stamped with a

line of ring ornaments, while fig. 5 has a hole at the top for fixing the image, and
another hollow at the sides. Fig. 4 is another terra cotta ornament which has prob-
ably surmounted a pilaster. Six moulded pieces of terra cotta which form the com-
ponent parts of a cylindrical pillar with base and capital deserve special notice. Two-
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of these are illustrated in figs. 10 and 15. They have a hole through the centre and

'when fitted together form a complete pillar. A rod or a piece of wood has probably

been passed through them to keep them in position. Fig. 13 is a terra coiia railing

slab for a dagoba and is by 3-^'. It has a line of five dagobas and was found near

the stone ddgebas in front of the south-west cave. Other pieces with two dagobas

moulded on them were found near the same place. Besides these, bricks used as

coping stones or for the caps of pilasters have been obtained in some number. Illus-

trations of them are given in figs. 6 and 1 4. Fig. 6 is a brick with a roll moulded

projection on its side, while fig. 14 is either the base or the capital of a pillar. There

are altogether 1 1 of these, but only 5 of them arc complete. They vary in height

from 7'' to 10". One of these bricks has an incised mark, made while the clay was

yet moist, resembling a stand with two flowers at its side.

Along with these terra cotta ornaments may also be classed the ornaments on

the rims of large pottery vessels. The varieties of these arc numerous, but none arc

complete. Some have thumb impressions, while others have carved inscribed floral

or projecting ornaments of various crude designs. A few are illustrated in PI. LVI,

figs. 22 to 32. Altogether there are 1 18 of these fragments, which must have be-

longed to pots of from two to three feet in diameter, A portion of a vessel with the

fio^ure of an elephant and stamped perforations on the top is illustrated in PI, LVI 11,

fig. 18, while fig. 17 is the top of a kalasa in ten^a cotta 6'

high, A similar one

is illustrated in PI. LVII, fig. 5. It is hollow and is i' high. PI. LVI I, fig. 3, is also a

similar Incomplete halasa slightly ornamented. It is 4^-'' high. Pi. LVII I, fig* 22, is

the handle of a lamp or a platter and formed like a crocodile's face, long. There

are five other handles of an ordinary type which have probably belonged to vessels

used in the offerings of pilja, PI. LVII, fig. 4, is a two-handled lamp that has been

affixed to the side of a vessel, while fig. 29 is a leaf ornament on the rim of an urn.

10. Umbrellasfor votive dagobas.—These are all in terra cotta and were found

in very large numbers in the deposits of ashes. A few typical specimens are illustrated

in PI. LVII, figs. 6 to 12. Figs, 6 and 7 are ornamented and are and 4y' high

respectively. The others are 646 in number. They vary from to yV' in height.

PI. LVII, fig. II, is a specimen in thin polished pottery. PL LVII, fig. 28, is a similar

umbrella also in terra cotta^ 2J" high. At the top is a cavity 1" in diameter and ^
deep in which is a small projection. A groove is formed around the rim while others

are on the underside. The post is octagonal in form. Fig. 27 of the same plate is a

similar object, but in this case it appears to be the pedestal for an image of which

the foot still remains.

11. Umbrellasfor vioiiolithic dagobas^—{a) Stone, An almost complete stone-

umbrella was found in a rectangular cavity in front of a rock dagoba near the cave on

the south-west side of the east hill. It has been brolcen and a portion of it is missing.

It is a foot in radius, with a raised rim around, and a projection appears in the

centre which forms a socket for fitting on to the post. A portion of another

‘Umbrella was discovered near the vertical rock wall on the north of the west

hill.

(i) Terra cotta,—One specimen was unearthed near a rock dagoba on the west

-of the east hill. It is interesting as showing in connection w’ith other terra cotta
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objects found, that some of the dagobas either structural or monolithic were encasedi-

in this materia). It has a radius of 10" and* a socket and rim similar to the pne-

in stone above described. Jt is nearly complete though broken into two. Between-

the socket and the rim on the underside are four small knobs, which may have been

used for the affixing of a plaster coating (PI. LIX, fig, 23).

12. Terra cotta pillars, {a) Capitals.—Two capitals were discovered. They

are illustrated in PI. LVm, figs. 9 and 12. Fig. 9 is 6f'', while fig. 12 is 8" higlu

Another, similar to fig. 12, is high and is broken. These were found in the debris -

between the stupa and the chaitya on the east hill,

(J) Bases.—One shown in PI. LVIII, fig. ii, was found near the rubble retaining^

wall on the north side of the chaitya. It is 13'' high, is hollow and variously moulded

on the exterior. Three smaller ones were recovered from the deposit of black

earth to the north of the chaitya. They vary from to in length and have a

diameter at the top of nearly 2". Two of these are illustrated in PI. LYI, fig. 20, and

PK LVIII, fig, 21.

13. Spouts cf pots.— Numerous forms of spouts have been discovered, the most

typical of which are illustrated in PI. LVII, figs, 13 to 26. In some, the end is-

pointed, w^hile in others it is blunt (figs. 1 7 and 26). On fig. 25 there is the face of a lion,.,

while fig. 18 has a knob at the end. The spouts number 734 in all, and vary from

to in length. They have been affixed to large pottery vessels.

14. Ho7ies.—Two of these have been discovered, and are illustrated in PI. LIX,

figs. 13 and 14. The hollow grooves, left by the rubbing of the chisels, show the

various sizes of the implements thus sharpened. These grooves are on two sides of
*

fig. 14 and on three sides of fig. 13, They are about 4^'' long, and were found in the--

deposit of black earth to the north of the chaitya.

15. Grinding stones.—There are six of these, of which three are complete.

-

One discovered in the debris on the chaitya mound is illustrated in PI. LIX, fig. 4. It

is 15" by 7^'^ and is the largest of all. The smallest is G' by and ban four legs.

16. Rollers.—A roller is illustrated in Plate LIX, fig. 4, placed on a grinding^

stone. There are two others, one of which is broken. They vary from 4f'^ to ii"' in-

length.

17. Hammer stones.—Two hammer stones from the deposit of black earth to -

the north of the chaitya are illustrated in Plate LIX, figs. 1 1 and 12. They are 4!'^

and respectivelJ^

18. Sto7ia posts /or the ti of dagobas.—There are eight of these. They lay

underground near dagobas in front of the cave on the south-west side of the east

hiil. They are circular and octagonal in section, var3dng in length from to 13'^,

but originally longer.

iq. Tzvo stone relic caskets w^ere found in the 2nd and 3rd brick dagobas on the-

south of the rock-cut stupa on the east liill. One is 6'" high and 6
"'

broad, while the

larger one is 10'^ by S'''. The smaller one is illustrated in Plate LIX, fig. 5.

20. A stone image .—A panel wnth only the hands and body of a seated figure-

w*as discovered near the vertical rock wall on the north of the west hill. It measures-
1
1" by lY-
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21. Polishing stones,—^Thirty-nine stone implements of this description are

among the finds which have been obtained in various parts of the ashes deposits.

They var}^ from to in length.

22. An iron torch lamp ,—This is illustrated in text (Fig. lo), and its use has been

explained in the descriptive notes. It is about a foot high, and is formed of three

separate pieces.

Neighbouring Sites.

About a mile north-west of the Sahkaram hills is a lofty hill known as the Yedi-

konda. At its base is a low mound with scattered traces of bricks of large size. The

site may have been a Hindu one, as an ancient image of Vishnu lies there, and some

Chalukyan copper coins of the yth century have also been found. A local tradition

mentions a connection betw^een the Yedikonda and the Bojannakonda, which resulted

in a conflict betw^een the people of the two places and the destruction of the latter.

Haripalayam is a village standing at the base of some hills 5 miles south of

Anakapalle. There is a low mound with traces of early brick-work. On the hill side

are a few plain rock-cut cells of small size which are said to have been the residence

of ascetics. Whether these caves are Buddhist or Hindu it is impossible lo say.

About 2 miles north of Sahkaram is the village of Maruturu, standing at the base

of the lofty rocky range of hills w^hich here bounds the plains of rice fields on the

north. There are numerous masses of rock admirably suited for caves or detached

monoliths, and seeing how common these are at the comparatively adjacent Sahkaram

hills, it might have been expected that remains of the same kind would be found

here also. But apparently there are none, and the reason is that the summits of

detached or isolated hills were oftentimes preferred for early temples in this district

whether b}'* the Buddhists or Hindus. Many such conical hills stand detached from

adjoining higher mountainous ranges of the Eastern Ghats, and on these, numbers of

late temples, which may have replaced others of an earlier date, can still be seen in

various places in this district, their position rendering them visible for long distances

on all sides. They are generally brightly whitewashed, and when distantly viewed

they appear as small white specks crowning the black rocky hills.

Among other examples of this class, mention may be made of one on the summit

of a hill named the Pandavalamitia (or Hill of the Pandavas) at Gopalapatnam in the

south of the Vizagapatam District. It Is a small building of no great age, but it is

said to stand on the site of an older shrine, and this contention is borne out by some

ancient Hindu sculptures grouped around. Adjoining it on the summit are several

natural and plain rock-cut caves, cells and tanks which may have been the abode of

early hermits, either Buddhist or Hindu, To these caves is attached the well-known

legend of Rama and Sita. A rock-cut tank is connected with Sita, and the water

is believed still to contain miraculous properties.

The crowning monoliths and structures at the Sahkaram hills are prominent for

miles around; and they must have been much more so in their early days when

everything structural or monolithic, whether grouped in large masses on the

summits, or standing as detached examples on the hill sides, was covered with

stucco.

2 B
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The part of the hilly range near Maruturu is known as Sirhhachalla Appadu

Vaddi. On the summit of a lofty rounded peak of solid rock are three hollows in

the stone, and situated in a straight line a few feet distant from each other. These

are believed to be the heel marks of the god Simhachalla Appadu now at the temple

of Sri Simhachallam near Vizagapatam. This temple is said to have been built by

Langula Gajapati of Orissa, who founded the sun temple at Konarak in Orissa (A. D.

1237—1282)/ The local tradition is that the god intended to settle on the Bojanna

hill at Sahkaram, but was refused permission by the local god to do so, or to remain

anywhere near. On his departing in search of another site for his temple, he halted

to drink from a perennial spring which flows from the Maruturu rock. It was then

that the foot marks were formed, and some other parallel grooves on the rock are said

to be the marks of his chariot wheels.

That the tradition has some foundation in fact is shown b}^ the existence of a

Buddhist stiipci which has been recently discovered on the hills 3 miles north*east

of Simhachallam.

The tradition may possibly have a reference to an attempt at the expulsion of

the Buddhists by the Hindus who subsequently appropriated

the site. The stupa being unsuited to their religious rites, may

then have been dismantled, and possibly the chaiiya also, though

it would have been easy to utilise it for Hindu worship as has been

done with the chattya at Chezarla in the Guntur District. It has

been found possible to transform Buddhist dagohas into Hindu

lihgamSy as with a dagoba in a cave at Guntupalle near Ellore

in the Kistna District. Similarly the dagobas on the Sahkaram hills

are recognised as ithj^ams, though only one of them, the ddgoba in

the principal cave, receives any form of attention, and that not as

a matter of regular daily occurrence, but only on the festival of

^CeePohgal held annually in the Telugu month Pushyam or

about the middle of January. The ceremonies enacted then appear, as I have

already intimated above, to celebrate what was originally an act of desecration.

On this occasion, the vlllagrt cattle are driven up the hill into the main cave, and

preceded by lighted lamps go three times round the ddgoba. Two of the iron lamps

used on such occasions were found on the site. (Fig. 10.)

Fig-. 10.

A. Rea,

’ [Sewell Lists of Antiqmitest Vol. I, p. 16).







EXCAVATIONS AT RAMPURVA.

excavations at Rampurva were started on the loth November, 1907, and lasted

for 59 days continuously. Throughout this period 1 had the valuable co-

operation of Mr, H, P. Ghosal, Executive Engineer, whose services were kindly

borrowed by the Director-General of Archaeology from the Government of Bengal,

and my warmest acknowledgments are due to him for his expert advice in matters

requiring engineering skill. Some difficulty was at first experienced in procuring

sufficient labourers, owing chiefly to the bad climate of the place. The average

number of coolies employed each day was about 50, and the total cost of the work

including the pay of a draftsman-photographer and a fitter to work a hand-pump for

draining the trenches, amounted to Rs, I5I93-12-5. A considerable sum was saved

by the kind loan of a double hand-pump by Mr. A. W. Wakeham, Resident Engineer,

Narkatiaganj, B. & N.-W. Ry., to whom and Mr. L. F, Souter, Assistant Engineer,

Bhiknathoree Railway, I am deeply indebted for the generous assistance accorded

to me.

Rampur\^a Is a tiny village in the district of Champaran, containing some two

dozen huts and about a hundred inhabitants, mostly agriculturists or fishermen. The

village is divided into two small tolas by a few cultivated fields, and is so obscure a

place that it is scarcely known beyond a few miles from it. It is on this account

that the ancient pillars to be described below are generally known in the' neighbourhood

as the pillars of Piparia, a somewhat larger village inhabited by Musahars and

Tharus, about half a mile south of Rampurva, although the lands surrounding the

pillars fall within the boundaries of the Rampurva villageship.

The existence of two important pillars at Rampurva might lead one to assume

that, at the time they were erected, the place was occupied by a flourishing town,

but the total absence of any vestiges of buildings in the area explored in the past

winter strongly militates against any such assumption. That the northern pillar was

set up by A§oka in the 26th year after his coronation (corresponding to about 243

B. C.) is evident from the edicts incised on it. The date of the other column cannot

be so precisely fixed, but it will be seen below that it is of the Mauryan style also,

though perhaps a little later than the northern one. The columns do not appear to

be alluded to by any of the three Chinese pilgrims, possibly because they had seen

2 B 2
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Similar inscribed pillars elsewhere in the country, or, because the hardships of the

road prevented their visiting them. Nor have we any record of their existence, until

they were discovered by Mr. Carlleyle in 1877.

Mr. Carlleyle found the northern pillar buried in a morass, ^Yith some three feet

only protruding above the surface. The southern column was standing to a height

of some 6' above the ground. Its upper portion, including most of the shaft and the

capital, was missing. Mr. Carlleyle did not search for them, but exposed the upper

40' of the northern pillar carrying the trench around it to a depth of more than 8\

At this point his work was stopped by the percolation of water.^

A year or two later, Mr. Garrick was deputed by General Cunningham to

procure a photograph of the capital which crowned the northern pillar, and this he

proceeded to disconnect from the shaft and remove to a distance of about 37^ away.“

The task would seem to have been a somewhat difficult one, if we may judge by

the innumerable small chips, etc., and it: is much to be deplored that it was ever

undertaken. Mr. Garrick also did some digging around the columns and drove shallow

pits into the centrejs of the two mounds situated near the southern pillar, but they

yielded no antiquities of any interest. No attempt was made either by Mr, Garrick

or Mr. Carlleyle to rescue the pillars from the morass which had overwdielmed them,

and it was not until several appeals had been made by Dr. Theo. Bloch ^ to the

Government of Bengal that any steps were taken towards their preservation. The

estimate then framed amounted to Rs. 9,000.^ This estimate was considered too

heavy, and misgivings had also arisen in the meantime about the identity of the

remains at Rampurva as parts of one pillar or two distinct ones. Mr. A. H.

Longhuvst, who inspected the site in the winter of 1906-7 in order to settle the

above questions, submitted his report to the Government in April, 1907. He rightly

concluded that portions of two separate columns existed and suggested that if his

conclusions were proved to be correct by a thorough examination of the pillars,

they might be re-erected on a suitable spot close by. The Director General

accordingly made arrangements for the excavation of the site and deputed me to

conduct the work.

Excavations of 1907^8.

.
T/je Norfim'ii Pillar^

Most of the time, labour and money were taken up by the excavation of the

northern pillar, which is lying in a pit inclined at an angle of about 18°. The first step

was to sink a trench, round about the column, sufficiently large to cover the entire

length of the pillar and wide enough to provide space for the slips, which were sure to

occur on account of the abundance of water and sand with which the soi! is permea*
ted. Up to the depth of 7 feet the digging was quite easy, for we were digging
through layers of clay alternating at irregular intervals with sand (PI. LXV,i)
deposited obviously by some large river, though the only one of any dimensions now
flowing past the site is the Harbora, which now seldom rises so high as to inundate

1 Vol. xxn, p. 51 ff. 5 ihid, Vol. XVI, p. no fl.

^ Annual Report^ Arch. Surrey, Beng’a! Circle, for 1901-2, pp. 3 and 5,
^ Ibid, for 1904-5, p, 2.
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this area. It is noteworthy that no remains or antiquities of any kind came to light in

these strata. At this point we came upon some brick debris extending throughout the

whole length of the trench. The entire bricks measured 1 2^ X I2^''x which by
the way are precisely the dimensions of bricks used in the colossal ruin of Chandkigarh

near Narkatiaganj Railway Station. Similar debris occurred also in the trenches dug in

the western portion of the area. These remains are, I have little doubt, the

remnants of an extensive floor laid in Anoka’s time. This conclusion is supported by

the discovery, at this level, of an ancient well, 2^-4^" in diameter, composed of nine

earthenware rings, 4-!" high each, ingeniously fitted one above the other,' as well as

some quantity of pottery found buried in the debris, and by the fact also that this level

marks the dividing line between the rough and smooth portions of the A^oka column.

Further evidence, moreover, is to be found in the absence, below this level, of any

indication of the ground ever having been disturbed, But to return to the account of

the digging. We were now below the water-level of the localityj and water was

fast percolating in. Accordingly, the work had to be restricted to the unexcavated

portion of the pillar, thus reducing the trench to a rectangle of 20' X 12’. As, how-

ever, innumerable little springs broke out in the trench, some of the workmen had to

be exclusively set apart for clearing out the water and sand w^hich also flowed in in

large quantities. This went on for several days, a little fonvard progress being made

each day, until at the 12th foot below the ground level two large springs burst out, for

coping with which no amount of manual labour would have sufficed. Attempts were

made to check them in various ways, but in vain. Ir was at this juncture that we

received the pump spoken of above from Mr. A. W. Wakeham. The machine was

set up on the south-east corner of the outer trench on a stout wooden platform,

constructed for the purpose on the level of the ground around, and a well was sunk

under it into which to drain the water from the trench before it could be drawn

out by the pump. In this way we got down to the depth of some 13 feet, but, as the

digging proceeded low^er down, it was found necessary to have a deeper reservoir

under the pump. Neither the well, however, already in use nor two others newly

excavated could be made sufficiently deep for the purpose. The only alternative

left to us was adopted. The springs were hemmed around with ga^ii bags filled

with sand and arrangements made to bail out their water by means of earthen

pitchers direct into the well under the machine. This process proved very successful.

The lower end of the pillar was found buried in sandy clay at the depth of about

16' below the ground level, resting edgewise on a stone slab of which only one side,

measuring 7' from corner to corner, could be uncovered. The slab is ri p'

thick, but since most of it has slipped deep into the soil under the pressure of the

huge monolith it supports, it was not found possible to exposethe other sides of

it The stone was originally secured with stout sal wood stakes at the four corners,

two of which were found in a much decayed condition.

The bottom of the pillar is much damaged. About 6
"

of it is broken away at

the lower edge and the fractured surface lies fiat on the bed-stone. Another

portion, about 20" long and the same in widthj has come off the northern edge and

^ Mr. Cousens, who unearthed a similar well at Brahmanabad-Mansnra, states that he found wells formed of

earthenware rings still being made at Patan in North Gujarat. A, S. i?., 1903-4, p. 136.
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a smaller chip has occurred at the upper edge. The pillar forms a valuable

addition to the ten Agoka pillars hitherto known, namely, two at Delhi, and one each

at Allahabad, Lauriya Araraj, Lauriya Nandangarh, Bakhra, Pahladpur, Sanchi,

'Sankisa and Sarnath. Possibly it yields in point of size only to those at Bakhra and

Lauriya Araraj, but this is by no means certain, for, though the latter are a little

thicker at top, their lengths are still undetermined. The newly unearthed pillar of

Rampurva is 44" 9^'' long, exclusive of the capital, which is composed of a separate

block. The polished portion is just 36' in length and the shaft is 3' thick at the top,

3^' at the middle point and a little over 4 at the base. The total weight of the

shaft is about 866 maunds or rather less than 3 if tons, taking a cubic foot of sand-

stone to weigh two maunds.

The cap which crowned the pillar, as observed above, is lying not far from the

pillar, and is described lathe A. S. R,, Vol. XVI, p. 115. The following few details,

however, which Mr. Garrick has omitted may be noticed here. The capital is of

the usual bell-shaped style and in general design resembles the cap of the Nandan-

garh pillar, which, however, it far surpasses in the beauty of its carving. It stands

just three feet high up to the top of the abacus, which originally formed the

pedestal of a lion’s figure and of which it still retains the paws.' The abacus,

which is 6V high, is adorned with a row of geese, twelve in number, which start in

opposite directions from below the lion’s tail and meet below the fore paws.

The next object of my search in connection with this pillar was naturally the

lion^s figure alluded to in the preceding paragraph. Its disappearance was the

subject of much speculation on the part of Mr, Garriclr who concluded by remarking

that “ they (the lion and the missing portions of the southern pillar) mi^ht have

been broken into small fragments and carted away for road works, or to assist in

forming bunds to prevent some of the numberless streams in the district from

inundating the cultivated land ’k Such hypotheses were of course possible, but

surmises were idle while most of the site had yet to be explored. The overthrow

of the pillar "obviously took place at an early date, and the delicate sculpture which

crowned it could not well have withstood the violent calamity which brought

down the mighty column. There was every hope, therefore, ol finding the figure

buried somewhere in the vicinity of the column, and possibly near below the

top of the shaft. This hope was speedily fulfilled. The figure was found at the

depth of 7' below the ground level on some brick debris, which has been described

above as an extension of the floor which surrounded the foot of the pillar, some 4
to the west of the top of the column (PI. LXVT). So well preserved is it

save for the loss of the upper jaw, which unfortunately could not be found, that it

fits almost flawlessly on -to the cap. The figure measures about 5 feet from head

to tail and is exactly 3 feet high. The animal is represented sejant^ with the mouth

wide open and the tongue protruding. The attitude is most natural and the execution

all that could be desired, particularly in the portrayal of the muscles. The polish

which is somewhat faded on the shaft is still quite fresh and bright on the lion.

An important piece of work accomplished in the course of the eixcavation around

» A, S. i?., Vol. XVI, PI. XXVIII. - Ihid. p. 116.
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this pillar, was the preparation of a complete inked estampage ot the A§oka ins-

cription carved on it. Such an impression was needed for the revised edition of the

ASoka inscriptions now being undertaken by Professor Hultzsch, since the copy

said to have been made by Mr. Carlleyle is not known to exist. The inscription

begins at a depth of 22 feet 3 inches below the top, and is divided into two columns,

one of which faces to the south and the other to the north. The northern portion

consists of 20 lines and represents the first four of the famous Pillar Edicts issued by

A§oka in the 26th year after his consecration, Tne other portion, comprising 14J
lines^ contains the fifth and sixth edicts. The inscription is neatly engraved in clear

and deeply cut letters and is throughout so well preserved that scarcely a vowel

stroke is doubtful. A small portion of the epigraph amounting to about a third of

the northern column was copied by Mr. Garrick in 1880-81 and published by Dr.

Buhler, first in the Zeiischrift der DeiiUchen^Morgenldndischm Gesellschafty Volumes

45 and 46, and afteru^ards in the Epigraphia Indica, Volume II, page 245. The ins-

scription corresponds almost letter for letter with those on the Lauriya pillars, and it

is probable, as Dr. Buhler conjectured, that these three versions had either been en-

graved according to the same manuscript or, at least, according to three manuscripts

written out by the same kdrkun. In respect of lexicography and palaeography I

cannot do better than repeat what has been said in an article contributed by the

Director-General of Archaeology to the J. R. A. S. for October, 1908.^ “Dr. Bloch”

says he, " who has examined the estampage, could find not more than eight varieta-

tes lectionis in the Rampurva inscription, when compared with the Lauriya versions

of A^Oka^s six pillar edicts. In two particulars, he says, the new facsimile settles

doubtful points in Buhler’s transcript (Ef> Ind,, Vol. II, p, 245 ff). In line 18 in

edict 4, Biihler read ki^ti (?1 ;
it is now evident that what he mistook for the second

vertical stroke marking the long z is merely the anusmra, placed inside the angle

of In the following line we may now cancel the brackets, between which Buhler

placed the 0 oiyote. There is only one palaeographical point which deserves being

noticed. In line 6 of edict 5 there are two curves, somewhat resembling the usual

Kharoshthf form of da^ placed on each side of the letter in the words tisyam

fumnamdsiyam thus : 5l£ • It is evident that these two marks must have conveyed

some meaning, for they are certainly not later scribblings, but what their significance

was, is not apparent

Southern Pillar,

The excavation around the stump, situated some 900 feet to the south of the

pillar described above, was relatively easy. For though here also a great deal

of water had to be pumped out, it was not necessary to go very deep below the water

level, inasmuch as a brick plinth was found encircling the pillar at the level of the

floor around the northern pillar, which.proved at once that the stump stood in situ

(PI. LXVII,b). This plinth is an irregularly shaped structure, measuring iii'

from east to west and 9' from north to south, built, in the southern half, of bricks of

the same size as those found around the other pillar but of somewhat smaller ones

in the other half. Around the plinth were found on all sides the remains of a brick

* pp. 1086-87.
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floor at the level of about 2' below the top of the former. On this floor were

found a number of terracotta figures. One of

them tFig. i), which was found quite intact

possibly represents a rabbit. It is 3" high.

The modelling is of the rudest kind with no

pretensions to naturalness. The trunk of the

figure is hollow, and the legs and head were

made separately and placed in position. The
feet are not articulated. The other figure

(Fig. 2) is 4" high and represents a quadruped,

presumably a horse. In company with these

Fig. 1. figures was found a baked clay incense*burner

of a type which is still used in Hindu temples.

Another piece of pottery found on -this floor is

(tig. |-Qp Qf ^ goblet ornamented with a series of

bands incised round neck.

The stump measures 12^' from its shattered

top to the level of the plinth. It has, however,

suffered a slight sinkage
;

for though the

ISHHbIDB was continued on its south side for

upwards of three feet below the plinth, the

commencement of the lower rough portion

could not be found. Further digonnsr was
2. ... ^

considered inadvisable because the stump was

slightly out of plumb, and though propped up on all sides with stout wooden struts,

it was feared that it might give way. The missing upper portion of the shaft was

found lying on the floor referred to above, three feet east of the foot of the erect

portion. It is complete at the upper end, in which is sunk a socket hole, about 6"'

in diameter and a foot in depth, intended to iiold the bolt which carried the

capital. The broken portion is 18^4'^ long, making the total length of the shaft

exposed just 34 feet, which vith the nine or ten feet still under ground would give

the pillar a considerable length. Close to the fallen shaft was found a fragment

about 7' long, which no doubt broke off from the lower portion of the former at the

time of its overthrow'.

The capital of the pillar was still wanting. A careful search made on all the

remaining three sides of the stump by means of wide trenches (PI. LXVIII) dug

down to the level of the plinth around the pillar failed to supply an}' clue. The

capital was, however, found quite unexpectedly some five feet from the eastern end

of the fallen shaft while the northern side of the eastern trench, which had been under-

mined by water, was being removed to prevent its fall on the shaft. The same

catastrophe which broke the pillar in twain also severed the cap from the former

and deposited it in a somewhat tilted position where it has been found. The shock

it received was a severe one since it separated from its base a large piece mea-

suring 4' 6
'"

long and more than 6" thick. The bolt wdth which it was fastened

on to the shaft probably still remains fitted into its lower end. An effort was made
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to expose it but had to be abandoned in view of the danger of its falling over when
we began to dig around it. The capital is 6' g"' high, of which 4' is the height of the

statue crowning it. The lower member, the bell, is shaped precisely like that of the

northern pillar, but the figure that surmounts it is that of a bull (PI. LXVll, c). I ^Yas

at first inclined to ascribe the capital and consequently the whole monument to the

Saiva Cult and to a date falling in the Kushana or Gupta period, but the honey

suckle ornament, very much like that occurring on the Allahabad and Sankisa

pillars, which adorns its abacus, the cable ornament which forms the necking

between the bell and the abacus and the polish it has undergone leave absolutely

no doubt that it is a Buddhist memorial of the Mauryan period. The bull’s effigy

which stands on it is in no way antagonistic to Buddhist views, for though we
are not aware of the existence of any other Buddhist which bears this ornament,

we know that Sakya-puhgava was as much a recognized epithet of Buddha as

Sakya-sirhha, etc., and that it is one of the four noble animals sculptured on the

Sarnath capital. Statues of bulls moreover, in the round, were used in ancient

times to decorate Buddhist capitals, for one of the two pillars which the Chinese

pilgrims saw at tiie entrance of the jetavana monastery is said to have carried the

figure of an ox. So far, therefore, from being an anomaly, our statue supplies an

important missing motif in Buddhist art. The lion Is the crowning member of the

Lauriya and other monoliths, the elephant appear.*: on the Sankisa capital,^ and the

horse is said to have been represented on the Rurnmmdei column."

No buildings came to light besides the much dilapidated floors around the two

columns. The two mounds standing 01! each side of the southern pillar which were

hitherto supposed to contain siilpas or other Buddhist remains w’ere also opened,

but though potsherds, brickbats, beads and lumps of burnt ore continued to be found

in them up to the level of the ground around, no structures of any description were

revealed. The mounds are made up of yellowish clay like those explored by Dr. Bloch

at Lauriya Nandangarh/ but they cannot be called sepulchral barrows like them, for

neither of them yielded any of the objects—human bones, gold leaf or wooden posts

—

characteristic of such monuments
;

nor did I observe in them the strata of straw and

leaves which alternate with those of clay in the Nandangarh tumuli.

Nevertheless the object of the digging has been fully realized. It has been

proved, as Mr. Longhurst surmised after his inspection of Rampurva, that what

had previously been taken to be portions of one and the same pillar are in reality

tw’o distinct columns. The entire length of the northern column has been exposed,

the base-stone being struck at the depth of some 15 feet below the present ground

level. The figure of the lion which formed the upper member of the capital has also

been recovered. The excavation around the southern column was equally suc-

cessful, The capital of this pillar, which was found 25' to the east of it, is crowned

with a nearly full size figure of a bull which gives it a peculiar interest inasmuch

as no other statue of this animal in the round has hitherto been found anywhere

else in the country. It is much to be regretted that no writing was found on any

portion of this column.

* A, S, /?., Vol. I, p. 277, and PI. XLVI.
2 Beal‘sJ5«rf, I^ecords of the Western World, \o\. 11, p. 25.

“ Progress Report of the Eastern Circle for the year ending with April 1905, p. it.
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The question of the overthrow of the columns should not detain us long.-

Their destruction evidently took place at a very early date. This is especially

;

manifest in regard to the southern pillar, for its broken shaft and capital were lying on 5

the brick paving around the column, which, there is every reason to believe, is the .

earliest construction on the spot. The northern column would seem to have stood,

much longer in position, though here too the separation of the crowning figure

from the column must be assigned approximately to the same period as the demoli-

tion of the southern column. No clue was found as to the causes of their destruc-

tion, but it may be presumed that it was brought about by an inundation.

This brings us to the proposed repairs of the columns. The restoration of the

southern pillar is out of the question, for it is impossible to put together the three

portions into which it is broken. Nor is the northern column sufficiently well

preserved to justify its re-erection. It is badly cracked for the greater portion of its'

length and the stone has already begun to show signs of deterioration. Another

objection to this measure would be the obvious difficulty of effectively protecting the

inscription carved on it, If it were again hoisted up. A still more serious objection

is the disproportionately large sum which would be required for the completion of this

work. A simpler scheme is, therefore, being adopted- The capitals with their

crowning figures will be removed to the Indian Museum where they will be readily

accessible to all interested in the antiquities of the country. The northern pillar will

be taken out of the swamp in which it is lying and placed on raised platforms on

the top of the mound to the west of the southern column and a plain shed built

over it to protect the inscribed portion from the effects of weather. The brok-*'

shaft of the other pillar will be also removed to the same mound.

Daya Ram Sahni.
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The little village of Aihole^ cut off by the absence of roads from the outer xrorM,

lies nestling beneath the rugged crags of a sandstone ridge that overshadows its

eastern quarter. Being well off all the principal lines of communication, it pursues its

peaceful way, year in and year out, almost untouched, even by the skirts of modern

civilization. During all the thirteen centuries that have passed since it was one of the

principal towns of the Chalukyas, it is difficult to say which has been affected most

by the hand of time, the manners and customs of its people or the massive stone

monuments which their forefathers raised to its glory : I fear the last.

Aihole is in the Badami tdluka of the Bijapur district, and, in a straight line, s

some fourteen miles north-east from the Badami railway station. But easier ways to

get to it are from Katgeri station through Guledgud, or from Bagalkot, through

Kamatgi, Badami, the earliest capital of the Western Chalukyas, after they separated

from the eastern branch of the family, formed, with Aiholc and PaUadkal, between

these two places, a triad of towns of very great importance in those early da3’’s, and

all three have still, in more or less decay, scores of those substantial temples which

^were then erected to the country’s gods.

i An old world air still clings to the village, now little more than five hundred

yards across, which is greatly enhanced by a great portion of its old primitive looking

Cyclopean walls that still exist with their square bastions at close intervals, and the

remains oi ancient stone paving in the principal streets. The great dislocation of the

latter makes it now no pleasure to walk over it, Aihole has been known in old in-

scriptions as Aryapura and Ayyavole, and is said to have been a western Chalukyan

capital in the seventh and eighth centuries A.D.,^ but it could never have been much

larger than it is now, as contained within the sections of the old walls which sweep

round the north and north-east and the south and south-west. Yet it has, within this

circumscribed area, over thirty old temples, mostly more or less ruined and desecrat-

ed, and converted into dwellings, cowsheds, and worse usages, while around the town,

and without it, are some forty more. A Brahmanical and Jaina Cave, and a number

of dolmens, add to tiie archaeological wealth hidden away, uncared for, within this

crowded village or among the forests of prickly pear around it.

‘ Indian VIII, p 237.

2 B 2
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A description of some of the principal remains at Aihole has been given in the

first volume of the Archmological Survey of Western India Reports by Dr. Burgess,

and this article is intended to supplement that account and introduce a few new points

in connection with them.

As'to the age of the Aihole temples, we have a very good starting point in the

dated inscription upon the temple of Meguti, which records its erection in A.D. 634

by a certain Ravikirtti, during the reign of the western Chalukya King> Pulikesi IL

But, before this, about A.D. 578, the Vaishnava Cave III, at Badami, was excavated

by Mahgale^vara, the predecessor of Pulikesi II. The inscription upon it records that

this king excavated the cave, and made a grant of land for its upkeep upon that date.

Though several of the other old temples at Aihole have inscriptions upon them, none

are dated, but a fairl}'' good clue to the dates of these is got from the st)de of charac-.

ter used in the script; and from this we may gather that the temples upon which they

are incised cannot be of later date.

Perhaps the oldest temple at Aiho]e Is that of Lad Khan. There is an inscrip-

tion upon the front of this in characters of the 8th or 9th century A.D., which re-

cords the grant by a certain man to the Five Hundred, the great body of the Chatur-

vedis of the excellent capital of Aryyapura.^ The inscription, therefore, does not

seem to have any connection with the temple other than that it was a convenient and

permanent place upon which to inscribe it. There is no temple at Aihole, nor else-i

where, that I know of, which impresses one so much with its cave-like character. Its

general massiveness, the simplicity of its construction, its plan, and details have much

more in common with cave architecture than with that of later mediseval temples
;
arid

with cave architecture not of the latest. It is peculiarly wooden -looking in its con-

struction, making allowances for the more massive nature of stone work. The walls are!

not walls in the ordinary sense of stone masonry
;
the}^ are composed of posts at inter-J

vals, joined up by screens and lattice windows. The flat roof, and want of elevation

of the same, are cave-like characteristics. But, perhaps, more than anything else are

the great massive square pillars, with roll bracket capitals, which proclaim a simpler

and more dignified style than many of those in Cave III at Badami, and are doubtlesJ

older. The curious position of the shrine, which is placed within the main hal^l

against the back wall, has a very primitive air about it. At first sight, it migln*

almost be said that the building, to begin with, was simply a viafha or hall, in which, by

an after-thought, a shrine was clumsily inserted to convert it into a temple. That this

was not so, is clearly shewn by the fact that in the similar temples of the Kont Gudi

group, the beam, from pillar to pillar, before the shrine, has been placed on a higheV

level in the original construction, in order to admit of the loftier decorated shrine door-

way being seen to its full height. Lion brackets project under the raised beam, one

on each side, to decorate further the entrance to the shrine. After very close ex-

mination of these temples I am fully persuaded that these peculiar shrines are original

Moreover, there are, on the north andi south sides of the temple, three perforated

windows, the central one occupying the central bay of the walling and the
other two the adjoining ones

;
but, in the back wall, which has the same arrangfi-

^ Indian Antiquary VIII, p. 287.
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inent of bays between the pilasters, there are only two windows, the central bay being

left blank on account of the shrine which was to occupy this position on the inside.

Taking all these points together, and noting the total absence of anything like

a iikhara^ the roof having been closed over entirely with flat slabs, I feel con-

strained to give this building an earlier date than that of Meguti, and should consider

about A. D. 450 not far out. The Cave III at Badami is a distinct advance upon

this in the decorative evolution of the style, and the Meguti temple a very consider-

able advance upon it in both plan and details.

Though the decorative details upon this temple are spare, they are vigorous

and expressive. They are suited to their position, and are not so croAvded and

meaningless as in later buildings. The great latticed windows in the north and south

sides are very chaste and effective, introduced, as they are, into otherwise severely

plain walling, which greatly accentuates them. In the west, or back, and front walls,

are pairs of circular windows, set in square frames, in which are radiating fish, forming,

as it were, the spokes of a wheel. The same fish design is found in the ceiling of

Cave II at Badami. The most decorated part of the temple is the front porch, the

pillars of which have life-sized images upon them in high and bold relief. On the

, extreme south pillar of the fagade is a female figure standing upon a tortoise, intend-

I
ed to represent Yarnuna. Probably upon the corresponding pillar at the north end

I will be found Gahga on her Makara, but this has been obscured by the Avail of an

adjacent house. BetAveen the pillars is a Ioav parapet wall Avith a seat running round

I

the inside. The outside of this Avail is panelled and decorated with ornamental
' AA^aterpots and a complicated knotted design. The ceilings are A^ery plain. In the

^ central bay of the hall ceiling is a small Naga figure, with his tail rolled tAvice around

him.

The pillars are, perhaps, the most characteristic feature of the temple. One is

struck by their great massh^eness, the shafts being in single heaA^ square blocks Avith-

out bases from floor to bracket capital, Avhich last is a separate piece. The central

four pillar shafts, without the bracket capitals, are single stones, each g 7" by 2' 5"

square. The roll brackets are thoroughly cave-like in character.

A remarkable feature is the absence of any toAver or stkhara, or of any intention

to have one. This, again, points to the cave prototype, Avhere it was impossible to

have one. Over the central bay of the hall ceiling and roof rises a small plain square

shirine facing the east, and the roof of this shrine, again, is coA^ered with flat slabs

iqM does not appear to have had a sikhara over it. Even if it had, it would not

been over the principal shrine beloAV, and AA^ould have had no connection with it,

^ ^ to the canons which directed the construction ot

I&ifr temples.

1-i

As to the dedication of the original temple, I think there can be no doubt. Upon
dedicatory block, over the shrine door, is Garuda, the A^ehicle of Vishnu. The

Tway is flanked upon either side by a two-armed dmrapala with a club. Upon the

ee sides of the small shrine upon the roof Ave find figures, two of which are but

ly executed. On the north side is a female under a tree, on the south side is a

armed Vishnu with his chakra, sahMa, and mala, while on the AV^est or back is

V This last points to the probability of this small shrine having been dedicated
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to him, being placed upon the roof so that the rays of the rising sun could pene«

trate his cell, unimpeded by the intervening houses of the village. The temple,

therefore, was Vaishnava, We know that all the early kings of the Western Chalukya

dynasty were of the Vaishnava cult, or favoured that religion, since mostly all of

their grants open with an invocation to Vishnu, and they have his boar upon their seals.

Within the shrine has been placed, in later times, a liiiga, and before it, in the centre

of the hall is a large Nandi. .

It will be seen, then, that Lad Khan’s temple illustrates the first step from the

cave

—

vihdra to mediaeval work, as the Durga temple does the transition from the

cave

—

chaitya.

The name Lad Khan, by which this tern pie is known, is merely the name of a Musal*

man, who, not long ago, occupied the building as a residence. In the same way

other old deserted temples in the town are known merely by the names of the parties

who have been lately living in them. They have been so long in disuse as shrines

that the very names of the deities, to which they were dedicated, have been forgotten.

Most have been appropriated by the Lingayats, who have introduced the liiiga and*

Nandi; but even these have been deserted, and no one knows to the worship of

which -isvara they were then converted. The occupants of most of these have but,"

lately been ejected, under the orders of the late Collector, Mr. K. R, Bomanji, I'^

believe, and they now belong to Government. Proposals for their cleaning up and

conservation are being submitted. it

To return to our description of these, three other temples may be taken next as

being of the same type as that just described, namely, the Kont-gudi group, compris-

ing the Kont-gudi itself with two adjacent temples, all desecrated, dirty, and
neglected;

Kont-gudi, again, is not a name of the temple itself, but is now given to it since*

the last occupant of the building, as a residence, was the man whose privilege it was -

te carry the konia or tri'sfda of Siva to the village boundary at the time of the annual-
Dasard festival It is in the same state as he left it, the walls and pillars within

being thickly coated with cowdung plaster which has covered up all the surface""^

carving
;
and it is thick with soot, grime and cobwebs. It is a smaller building, and)

simpler in plan than Lad Khan’s, but except for the pillars, it is hardly less massive
|

in construction. It is a square building with four central pillars. Between the two '

east pillars and the back wall has been built the shrine. Over the four pillars, in i'

middle, the roof is flat, and it slopes away from this square space all around to I

four walls. The shrine is, therefore, as at Lad Khan’s, under the sloping side r(

In this case the shrine door faces the west. Above the flat central bay of the r

rises the square base of a tower or kihhara. It is about five feet high, decorated
amund with mouldings, and having a figure niche in the middle of each side. Tli
niches contain, on the north, what seems to be the tdndam of Siva, but it Is much d
roded

;
on the west, Varaha, the boar avatdra of Vishnu

;
on the south, Bhairaf

while on the east is the Vamana avafdra, Vaishnava sculptures occup)dng the fand west niches, together with Garuda presiding over the shrine door, point to/
temple being originally Vaishnava, A close examination of this upper walling c/
roofs shews very clearly that It is the commencement of an early Chalukyan n/
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Started, perhaps, in the 10th or 1 ith centur3r, and no part of the original temple, which

was, undoubtedly, flat on the top. Compare it with the tower of the shrine on the

east side of the triple-shrined Jaina temple in front of Virupaksha’s temple. It was
not intended for an upper shrine like that of Lad Khan’s, for no doorway had been

left, the centre of each of the four sides having an image niche as already described.

When this tower was commenced, there is little doubt but that the ashtadikpaia

ceiling was added to this central space inside the temple. This was a very favourite

design of ceiling in later Chalukyan temples, and does not accord with the heavy

massive architecture of the temple. This is a flat ceiling divided into nine panels,

in the centre one of which is Brahma, while the others each contain one of the regents

of the eight points of the compass.^ It was very likely that the stone ladder was

placed against the wall on the north side, giving access to the roof, for the workmen,

and was left, where it remains to this day, when the work was interrupted and abandoned.

The four pillars in the temple are of one pattern, and shew a distinct advance

on those of Lad Khan’s, but are not so far advanced as those in Cave III at Badami.

The shafts are of the same type as those in the former temple, being without bases,

and square all the way up
;
but they are provided with around squat cushion capital

between the shaft and ^the brackets above. These are a little clumsy, and have

not the more attenuated and elegant proportions of those in the cave,^ They are

much nearer Lad Khan’s in point of time, I should say, than the latter. The surface

decoration on the bands round them, of bead festoons and lozenge-shaped ornament,

has been executed with a firmer and much more certain touch tlian on chose of Lad

Khan’s, where the prentice hand is apparent. There appears to have been no figure

sculpture on the original building.

Within the temple, placed against a pillar, is an inscribed slab containing a record

of Chamuijda II (A. D. 1169), one of the Sinda Chiefs. It is much worn, and little

can be deciphered, but it begins with an invocation to Siva. This must have been

engraved just about the time of Basava, the founder of the Lingayat sect, and pos-

sibly is connected wdth the conversion to their peculiar use of some old temples here.^

Beside Kont-gudi, on the west, is another of these very early temples, with

the same unusual arrangement of the shrine. The building is more like a long open

verandah, with three rows of columns in its depth. The shrine is inserted behind

and between the central pair of columns in the back row, the back w'all forming

the back of the shrine. The pillars here are of the same type as those at Lad

^an’s, being, if anything, a trifle simpler. In the three central bays of the ceiling,

before the shrine, are three finely carved slabs, bearing images of Vishnu on Sesha

Siva, and Brahma, in this order from north to south, the temple facing east. These

sculptures are found in several of the old temples here, forming ceiling panels. Over

the door of the shrine, w^hich is now empty, presides Canada.

Kont-gudi and this temple are linked together by an intervening porch, which

may or may not be coeval with the temples. Its masonry is disconnected wdth

that of the temples, and it is not placed on the centre line of either the one temple

^ See one of these ceilings in the Technical Att series for i8S6, plate I.

• See plate XXV of the First Report of the A rchfeological Survey of Western India (Burgess).

^Indian Antiquary^ IX, p. o6.
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or the other. Moreover, there is no entrance into Kont-gudi from it; and, as the

two temples are not upon the same centre line, it shows that they were independently

erected without reference to each other’s position,

A fe^v yards to i he south of the last temple is another, rather smaller, of the

same open verandah plan. As in the last, the shrine is built against the back wall,

and over its doorway is Garuda. This doorway is the most elaborate of those in

these four old temples, as may be seen from the accompanying illustration. The

figures are rather clumsy, and the lines of the flowing arabesque work round the

door frame have not the same precise set curves of later w^ork. They show rudimen-

tar}^ endeavour rather than feeble decadence. In the latter case the work, though bad,

would be on the lines of earlier work, especially with regard to the figures, but this is

not so here. There is more of the workman’s individuality expressed. The dvara-

palas below, with their clubs, are four-armed, and hold, on the left, Vishnu’s, and

ou the right, Siva's symbols, beside them being female chauri bearers. Beyond

these, on either side in the corner, sits a squat fat figure such as are seen at the

bottom of one of the doorways at KailaSa, Elura,^ the one on the left holds a ^aiikha^

while that on the right seems to have a lotus in his hand. As in the Kaila^a doorway,

this has Gaja-Lakslwiz^ not on the dedicatory block, which holds Garuda, but

away, high up above, on the beam. Both doorways have the heavy roll cornice,

which is of an early and not a late type, heavier and deeper in this Aihole

doorway.

These four early temples seem to stand apart by themselves, as regards age and

type, and we come now to temples in which the shrine is surmounted by a sikhara or

tower, but which is placed within the body of the building, towards the end of the great

ball, and insulated from the back wall, thereby allowing of a passage around it. Among
these are the Durga, Meguti and Huchchimalli-gudi temples, probably in this order

of sequence after Lad Khan’s.

The Durga temple is, without doubt, the finest and most imposing temple at

Aihole
;
and it is one of the most unique in India, in that the plan follows the lines of

the apsidal cave chaiiya of the Buddhists, the place of the shrine occupying that of the

dagoba. And, like its prototype, two rows of columns separate the body of the hall

into a centre nave and two side aisles. Stone, as the building material, at a time when
constructive arching was unknown, determined that the roof should be flat and not

arched, but sufficient likeness to the chaitya was obtained by making the central roof

lofty and that of the side aisles low and sloping, the slope being the nearest approach

to the half vault of the chaitya. The deep entablature, sculptured wnth friezes of

figures, foliage, and arabesque, reminds one forcibly of the same as seen in the cave

chaityas^ above the pillars, such as that in Cave XXVI at Ajanta."

There is an added outside verandah, all round the central hall A description of

this temple is given in the First Report of the Archaeological Survey of Western

India, so I need only supplement that account here. That the temple is Vaishnava

there is no doubt
;

the sculptures, and Garuda over the door lintel, proclaim that fact

sufficiently. The central flat roof has collapsed and the columns and superstructure

' Seo Elurn Cave Temples (Burgess), Plate XXV, fig, i.

“ See Buddhist Cave Temples (Burgess), Plate XXXV 1.
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-are shattered. The accoinpanying illustrations, together with those already published,

will give a good idea of the building as it stands to-day.

As to its age, Dr. Burgess says the style of the interior is so closely allied to

that of Cave III at Badami that it was evident that it must be placed within a century

after the cave But I would not place it so late as this. Rather, would I say,

within a century before the cave. There is no departure here, as in the cave, from

the plain square column, with no capital between the shaft and the brackets above.

At the same time, the columns are a great deal less massive than in Lad Khan’s,

One would rather expect to find a fon\mrd development in style taking place, first and

more readily, in a structural building than an excavated one, where the nature of the

construction lends itself more readily to a change to more elaborate forms
;
and cer-

tainly the cave, with its varied types of pillars, shows a very great advance upon the

Lad Khan type.

Taking the Meguti temple next in point of sequence, we find the plan and the

pillars, within, shew a further advance upon the general style of the Durga temple.

This building is fortunatel}^ dated in Saka 556 (A.D, 634) in a long well-engraved

inscription of the time of Pulike^l II, built into its wall on the east. It is situated upon

the top of the hill, overlooking the village, within a walled enclosure, and not in the

village as stated in Dr. Burgess ’ account.

The Meguti Temple consists of a square, which is the shrine, within a larger

square, thus giving a passage all around the shrine, lighted dimly by small perforated

stone windows in the walls. In front of this the rest of the building narrows con-

siderably, and contains a small antechamber and an outer hall, which appears to have

been originally open all around. It has been converted to use at some time, when

the open spaces between the pillars were filled with rubble walling, which also helped

to support sundry broken beams.

The temple faces the north, the Jainas being indifferent, apparently, to any parti-

cular direction for rheir buildings. The temple of VirQpaksha, now in use in the vil-

lage as a Lingayat shrine, faces the south, and, though I found no definite proof of

its having been so, I strongly suspect it was originally a Jaina shrine. The image on

the dedicatory block over the shrine door has been damaged, plastered and painted

beyond recognition. The old deserted Jaina temple across the road, in front of this

temple, a triple-shrined one, faces the east
;
anotlier beside the Charanti Matha faces

the north, while the 7natJia itself, now used as a residence, but which appears to have

been a temple, faces the south.

The interior of Meguti is very dark, and Is full of bats, and their filth. Within

the shrine, seated on his throne against the back wall, is a colossal Jina, while, lying

in the passage round the shrine, on the west side, is a huge slab containing the image

of a dem^ The passage, where it goes round the back of the shrine, has been closed

off from the rest with doors, probably to form a couple of store rooms in which to

keep the temple valuables. The shrine doorway, as well as those of the antechamber,

is very plain, having simple vertical mouldings up the sides, and a row of small

,chazlya-mn&ori\^ ornaments along over the top.

The exterior walls will be seen to be composed of much smaller blocks of masonry

ithan in the temples we have been considering
;
and we are here introduced to a mode

2 D
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of decorating the walis by narrow pilasters at intervals with little bracket capitals. A,

similar adornment of the walls occurs on the old Buddhist brick chaitya discovered

at Ter in the Nizam’s dominions.^

The wall surfaces were not intended to be left devoid of figure sculpture and as-

bare as Lad Khan’s, for there are, on each of the three sides, four panels provided

for that purpose. The two central ones are sunk in order to receive separately-

carved image slabs, and two such, which, from their measurements, fit these, are lying*

near the temple.^

The other two on each face have the stone left in rough block, projecting from

the wall, on which to carve images or arabesque, on completion of the avails. This-

not having been done, shews that the temple has been left unfinished.

The inner shrine -walls are carried up through the roof to form the walls of an*

upper shrine, but whether this was surmounted by a ^ikhara or not is uncertain. My
own impression is that it was intended to carry one,* which would have been of the early

Dravidian type and perfectly simple, somewhat like those depicted on Plate LXIX.

The next five temples, w^hich 1 am about to describe, though taken up after

Meguti, are, I am inclined to think, rather older. I judge from the general style*

and, especially, from the cyclopean raasonr3\ Meguti is so important,- as 'being the

earliest dated temple, that it somehow^ gets on one’s mind that it ’is also the earlie.^^t

temple, and one Is almost afraid, in the face of its undoubted hoary antiquity, to

presume to think that any other building here could possibly take precedence. Yet

it requires but a glance at the walls of the Hiichchimalli-gudi, situated in the fields a

short distance to the north of the town, to feel convinced that it* can * claim; on the

score of its massive simplicity, a somewhat earlier date.

Here, again, in the Huchchimalli-gudi, the shrine is contained within the main-

body or hall of the temple, being placed towards its east end, so that a passage, or

pradakMna is left around it. This arrangement of the. shrine within the hall is found

at the Elephanta Caves and in the Dumar Lena at Elura. From the shrine to the

entrance doorway extend two rows of pillars with three in each row. Across, between

the middle pair, has been inserted a screen with a door through it, thus forming an

incipient antechamber, which, however, is not closed at the sides. A plain square

porch on four pillars, with heavy roll cornice, stands out before the entrance, and the

outside of the dwarf walls of this is decorated with panels containing the vase bv

w'aterpot ornament, which we have alread}" noticed in Lad Iran’s. . 1

As in the case of the Dnrga temple, the shrine of Huchchimallf-gudi is sur-

mounted by a Ukhara of the northern type, yet not so simple in design as might

have been expected for so early a type of temple. But since we find them the same
on all these old temples, not only at Aihole, but at Pattadka] as well, we must accept

them as part of the original design. I am not, however, prepared to accept the-

frontal decoration, at the base of the tower, -within the arch of which is a group

representing the taridava oi Siva, as original. Whatever sculpture was there at

first, has, without doubt, been removed to make room for the present slab, probably

J Sec A. S, /?., 1903-03 Plate XXIX.
- On one are two standing Tigures, a man and a woman. The man holds r.n offering like a pot and the-

woman is cn his right. The other is a similar sculpture, but the woman is on the man’s left, evidently so.-

arranged that the poses should be symmetrical as regards the centre of the walling.
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•when the temple was appropriated by the Lihgayats to their use, and the linga was

set up In the shrine. The dedicatory block over the door tells a different tale, for on

it is found Garuda. The shrine doorway is elaborately carved, but in the postures

•of some of its little figures there is a suggestion of indelicacy,

It is interesting to compare with this temple that of Para^uramesvara at

Bhuvanesvara in Orissa.^ There is a very great similarity, the latter, however,

being much more decorated. Fergusson was inclined to place it at A.D, 450. The

outline of the tower has a slightly older look than that of the Aihoie temple, but, at

"the same time, its sculptures of the most elaborate character ’’ tend to give its

'Walls a later appearance. But, in judging the age of these temples, locality has to

be taken into account as well as time.

\ lO 5 Ip EO

Fig. 1.

In the field No. 270 to the south-west of the village of Aihoie, stands another ol

'temple of this same heavy massive style, but it has its shrine as a separate compartment

from the hall, and in this respect follows the usual plan of medieval temples (fig. i).

Otherwise the general characteristics are the same. The outer walls of this are very

similar to tho.se of the last, having the same mouldings and the same plain surface

between the plinth and the cornice. The hikhara^ however, takes more of the older

"Curve of the Bhuvanesvara temple, that of HuchchimallPgudi being considerably

.straighter in oulline. There is only one temple at Aihoie which still preserves its old

northern style of kikhara entire, the others having had their finials or kctlnscts thrown

-down. It stands close to Lad Khan’s on the south. The curves of its outline come

between that of the last described temple and the one now under notice. The hala^a^

in this complete spire, seems to be very small for the body of the stihara^ and, at first

sight, looks as if it were an odd one mounted at some later period to take the place of

'
I Hhiory of Indian and Eastern (Fergusson), First edition, p. 418*

2 D 2
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the original destroyed. But this is not so. An examination of these spires shows that

they were all surmounted with these undersized finials. The rules of construction,

however, have not been transgressed,^as a reference to the diagram on Plate LXXVHI,
will show. The upward curved lines*of a siMara should touch the dinalsart] or

ribbed melon shaped m ember, and meet at the topmost point. Therefore, the longer

or higher the neck, the smaller must be the dmahdri. The higher neck and

smaller was certainly not quite so pleasing as a lower neck and broader

dmalsd?'z\ and this the architects discovered for themselves, as will be seen in later

and mediaeval buildings. In the present case the long neck lifts the crowning,

members too far from the body of the spire, and produces a disjointed effect, which*

is not apparent in later w^ork.

Fig. 2

To return to our temple. Another development will be observed in the figure

niches round the shrine walls, one on each face. These contain the Vaisbnava
sculpture, Narasimha, in the back or principal niche, and the Saiva image of Bhairava
in the north niche. The image from the south niche has been removed. The
temple laces the east, at which end is the entrance porch supported upon four"

massive square pillars adorned with pairs of figures in high relief, as on the porch.
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of Lad Khan^s. On a slab, in the ceiling of the porch, is a group representing the

tandava of Siva, but 1 feel convinced that this has been placed there at a later time

when the temple was converted to Saiva worship. Similar!}’^ the slab bearing

Kartikeya on his peacock, in the porch of Huchchimalli-gudi, may have been put

there when the tandava sculpture was added to the front of the tower. On the

front of this tower, also, there has been placed a similar sculpture, but the slab has

just been laid against it on the roof, and does not appear ever to have been fixed

in position. This tandava sculpture, in the roof of the porch, is an altogether

inferior piece of work {fig. 2).

The eaves of the porch are formed of great heavy roll mouldings, quite a

quadrant in section, the underneath side of which is ribbed like the eaves of the

Indra Sabha and Kaila^a at the Elura caves and, like the latter, the centre and

corners are decorated with rich flowing arabesque in low relief.

The hall of the temple is divided, longitudinally, into a central nave and two

side aisles, as in the Durga temple, the central roof being raised, by a deep sculptured

entablature, considerably above the lower sloping roofs of the sides. There are two

free-standing pillars on either side, which, with the adjacent pilasters, support the

running architrave. Cross slabs, laid over from one entablature to the other, close

in the roof, and the under sides of these have been carved. But the three slabs w’hich

occupied the three middle bays, one in each, are missing, and the remainder have

been pushed up together towards the shrine end.

In my Revhed Lists of Aiiliqiiarian Remains in the Bombay Presidency

y

under

Dharu^ar I have entered 'Tour massive slabs bearing sculptures of Siva

(2 slabs), Brahma, and Vishnu on Sesha, In 1885 they were found lying in the

garden of Mr. Fletcher's house. On enquiries being made, in February 1S93, it

was found they had been built into the porch and verandah of the house then

in the occupancy of Mr. J. Campbell, Agent, Southern Maratha Railway. The

slabs are supposed to have been brought from Badami some 25 years ago by

Mr* William Frere, formerly District Judge of Dharwar, who then occupied the

house". In 1885 I had these slabs photographed and drawn, and I now find that

three of them, illustrated in Plate LXXVI, are the missing slabs from this temple.

When at Aihole, I measured the gaps as well as I could, now that the remain-

ing slabs have been displaced, and the whole structure slightly shifted by

subsidence, and found them to be, in width, 4' 4'', 4' 6'' and 3' 9'^ Looking up

the measurements of the Dharwar slabs, on return to head-quarters, I find they

are 4' 2^'', 4' 3", and 3' which are close enough, allowing for an inch or so of play

between the joints wTere the roughness of their edges prevented them coming together

quite flush. The length of each slab, between the outside edges of the arabesque

bands, is the same in each, and corresponds exactly to the span of the roof

from the inside edge of one entablature to that of the other. The stone bej'ond this

on each side, has been cut away to reduce the weight for easier transport. In two

other old temples, of the same type, at Aihole, there are similar sculptures, in which

Brahma is placed in the ceiling bay next the shrine and Siva in the central one.

* EUira cave ieniples (Burgess), p. 27.
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This then was probably the order here, and Vishnu on Sesha, the narrowest slab,

occupied the narrowest gap nearest the entrance doorway.

On the face of the entablature and cross beams separating the three bays from

one another, are small sculptures. Those in the first bay from the door represent,

generally, the avataras of Vishnu, while those in the central bay, around the great

Siva slab, show ashiadikpalas, or Regents of the eight points of the compass, of

which two, Varuna and Nirriti are missing, the beam being broken off; Agni and

Kuvera have interchanged their usual places. There are no such sculptures in the

bay nearest the shrine ;
this was probably never finished.

On the entablatures, on either side, are running bands of richly carved arabesque

and lotus designs, the latter reminding one very strongly of such decoration on the

Sanchi gates. There is a refreshing feeling about its unconventional simplicity, the

soft vegetable forms of the stalks, leaves, and flowers being so well shewn and so un-

Jike the harder metallic forms of mediaeval work. Above these bands runs a frieze of

little distorted dwarf figures, in all sorts of eccentric attitudes, amongst them

some very dirty litrie rascals. But all are possessed of nerve and go, and have not {he

stereotyped stiffness of later work.
I

The pillars are of a more simple and severe outline than those of Lad Khan’s, and

are just a single step in .-jd-

vance of the perfectly pUin

square ones in the Tin Thai

cave at Elura, with their square

slab-like bracket capitals (fig.

3). The square lower edge 'of

the bracket is rounded, and a

plain broad band is left round

the middle of the shaft, with a

raised plain lunette on each

face at the bottom = The very

bald simplicity of these accen-

tuates and acts as a foil to the

rich carving of the entablature.

On the dedicatory block,

over the shrine door, is Garuda,

holding the tails of tw^o Naga
figures, which run down the

door mouldings to the bottom

of the door on each side, where

they reverse upward in human

bodies, each canopied wdth a

threedioodcd snake. This,

wdth the Vaishnava image of

Narasirfiha in the niche on the

back wall of the shrine shows that the temple was originally dedicated 10 Vishnu.

There is a great block of stone still lying in the otherwise empty shrine which
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1

has the appearance of being part of the square altar on \yhich an image was placed

;

it is certainly not part of a linga.

The method of roofing these temples is worth a passing notice. The central

nave is covered over by great flat slabs stretching from side to side, and the side aisles

are covered by similar slabs, which, however, slope downward to the outer walK As

the stones are not so closely dressed as to make the joints watertight, narrow chan*

nels are cut along each side of each slab, leaving narrow raised ridges at the edges.

When the slabs are placed close up, side by side, the joint is between these ridges.

Covering these joints, and fitting into the channels are long stones concave on the

under surface. The idea is that of ordinary roofing tiles, the upper one being re-

versed m order to cover and protect the joint below% and divert the rain water down

the channels. See Plate LXXVIII.

Another old temple of the same style and plan as this, except that it has three

pillars on each side of the nave, is situated in survey No. 268, near the temple of

Galagnatha The tikhara or tower, however, is totally different, being far more ar-

chaic looking and clumsy. It gives one the idea of an early sta^e in the evolution of

the northern style of tower
;
but this cannot be, since the rest of the building is so

similar 10 the last that they must be practicaliy contempoianeous, and it would not be

likely that a crude attempt would be erected side by side with the perfected article.

The alternative is that it was added at a very late period where none had previously

existed. But this idea is hardly tenable, for forms became more complex and more

ornate, and outlines more graceful, until decadence set in at a very late period, far too

late to account for the ancient look and weather-worn condition of the stone. The

builders would hardly have elaborated the interior, and have added the great group

sculptures of the ceiling, while the tower was incomplete. It was either a whim, or

the finished northern tow^er was intioduced into Aihole by some architect, summoned

to the w^ork from elsewhere, between the building of this temple and the last (fig. 4).
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The ceiling had, no doubt, the same group of sculptures upon its slabs, but the

only one now remaining is that of Brahma, next to the shrine. He is represented

seated cross-legged upon the back of his peacock, and the bird crouches sidesvays.

The sculpture is very weather-worn. The rest have been removed.

The pillars are simple square shafts with roll bracket capitals. There are, as

on Lad Khan’s, raised plain broad flat bands round them, surmounted by lunettes,

which it was probably intended to carve into ornament, such as bead festoons and

arabesque in low relief, as on the one or two, so commenced, in the hall of that tem-

ple. The roll mouldings of the bracket capitals, here, are not quite so graceful
;
the

bundle of rolls, bound by a broad fillet, are very simple, and their significance is

obvious. The pillars have no bases (fig. 5).

On either side of the shrine door, below, are Gafiga and Yamuna accompanied

•each by two pairs of figures.

Built against, but not into, the front of the temple is a porch of very late work-

manship, the pillars of which are

of the round la the- turned t3"pe of

the 12th or I3tli century. The

whole structure is falling out-

wards and away from the temple

and is in a very dangerous state.

Two other buildings of the

same class—a temple and a

maiha—must close the de-

scription of these very old tem-

ples, though there are others at

Aihole fully deserving of study,

passing from these very old ex-

amples to those of the later

“ Chalukyan’’ style. These are

of the same [style as the last two

described, but, while the temple

has a shrine, the other has none.

A description of the pillars, entab-

lature and other parts would be

but a repetition of what I have

already said about these features

in the temples described. The

ceiling slabs, with the groups, are

here entire, There is Brahma on

his peacock, silling astride it,

with the bird full to the front and wings outspread, nearest the shrine. In the middle

bay is Siva. The bay nearest the door, however, has, instead of the usual Vishnu, a

figure seated, with a five-hooded snake canopying him (fig. 6). In one of his four hands,

the left upper, he holds Vishnu’s kankha^ and, In the right upper, the chakra. But

there is no doubt that this is really Vishnu seated upon the rolls of Sesha’s body, and
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Is merely another pose of the same sabject shewn in Plate LXXV where Vishnu is lying

upon Sesha.

In the hall, as in the last temple described, there are three pillars on either

side of I he nave, Garuda presides above the shrine doorway
;

and, on the pilasters,

'On each side, are pairs of amatory figures. Similar pairs of figures adorn the pilas-

ters outside on the front of the temple, one pair being distinctly indecent.

The shrine has no hikhara, but there appears to be the lower course of such

a one as surmounts the shrine of the last temple. Figure niches are placed on the

outside walls of the shrine, one on each, but these are partly broken down and

the images are absent. Little chattya-mn^oTx ornaments further adorn the walls, on

either side of each niche.

This temple, like most of the others, has been converted to Saiva use, a Ixfiqa

has ^been installed in the shrine, and a great Nandi placed in the middle of the

Fig. 6.

Tiall
;
but there is no regular worship carried on now, and the place is very dirty.

The building at the back of this, composed of a hall and porch, of the same heavy

masonry, appears to have been built as a maiha or religious hall, there being no

shrine. There is a conspicuous absence of decorative sculpture and images
j

every-

thing is severely plain. Gaia-Lakshmi presides over the entrance doorway, and this

IS the earliest temple I know of, in the Chalukyan districts, with her representation on

the dedicatory block, though we find her, with her elephants, among the ornamental

details in the Sanclii gates and elsewhere. The whole roof is flat, and has no iikhara.

In the middle of the inner fiall is a single plain lotus rosette.

Cunningham has already noticed certain peculiarities in connection with the

old temple at Tigowa, in the Central Provinces, which, as I have shewn, occur in

these older Aihole buildings, and considers them characteristics of Gupta temples.

Among these are flat roofs, without spires, where the two adjoining edges of the
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roof slabs are channelled, and are covered by a long stone grooved to fit exactljr

over the joint, and statues of the rivers Ganges and Jumna guarding the entrance

door. He says^ “ when the architect, whose work had hitherto been confined to the

erection of porticoes in front of caves, was first called upon to build the temple itself

as well as the portico, he naturally copied this only prototype, and thus reproduced'

in a structural form the exact facsimile of a foek-hewn cave/’ As to his estimated’

date of the Tigowa temple, he says, The original temple undoubtedly belongs to

the Gupta period, and cannot, therefore, be later than the fifth century A.D.
;

but

it is more probably as old as the third century. In considering^ the age of Lad

Khan^Sj I had not then remembered what Cunningham said about this Tigowa.

temple, nor had I at the moment remembered it, so that my guess was made

independently. I am at present not prepared, however, to ascribe the Aihole

temples to an earlier date than the fifth century
;
and, comparing these with Tigowa

I would consider them older, but we must take into consideration the fact that

they were not erected under Gupta influence, and make allowance for locally devel-

oped features. A further study of them is desirable.

This article is by no means exhaustive
;

it has been written up rather hurriedly

and, to bring it within the compass of a contribution to the Annual, very much

has had to be left out, both of descriptive matter snd illustration. There is a good‘

deal more that might be said with regard to the details of these temples, and >

there are many more of them which are not described at all, some of w^hich illustrate-

the transition of the older styles into the later Cbalukyan. My principal aim-

has been to bring these older and more peculiar ones to notice, and to explain their'

most salient points.

Henry Cousens.

^ Arch<eological Survey of India Reports, Vol. IX. p.42.
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RanPUR is in the Desurl district of the Godvad province, Jodhpur State. It is six

miles south of Sadadi, the largest town in the district, and is now a deserted

village. It is situated in a valley piercing the western flank of Adabala^ (Aravalli),

-and a more lovely spot is not to be found in the whole of Marv^ar. Here is a group

, of fanes, the most celebrated of wdiich is the Chaiimiikli temple of Adinatha, the

' first itrthamkara. It is on account of this temple that Ranpur is looked upon by the

‘ Jainas as one of the panchatirtha or five sacred places in Marwar. In fact, the

temple is held in so much veneration, that it is identified with the place itself, and is

called R anpurji. Not a day passes without its stream of pilgrims pouring in. Most

of these come from Gujarat and Western Rajputana, but instances are not wanting

of persons coming from so remote a country as the Panjab.

Formerly all Jaina temples in Satrunjaya, Ranpur, and elsewhere were looked after

and repaired by Hemabhai Hathesing. When he became reduced In circumstances,

the temples at Ranpur came under the supervision of the viahajanas of Sadadi. But

mismanagement reigned supreme, and they had to be entrusted to the care of Anandji

Kullianji. This last is a name coined by the Jaina conference held in Ahmedabad to

signify the managing committee of the representatives of the Jainas of India. One

agent of Anandji Kullianji stays at Sadadi, and is styled Munim, Ranpurji Kcirkhana,

The work of this KdrkJidna includes the supervision and maintenance of the Jaina

temples not only at Ranpur but also at Sadadi, Madda, and Rajpura. When I was

at Ranpur last, the agent came to see me. He took me over the various parts

-of the Chatmtikh temple where lintels, etc., had been cracked. He asked me what

should be done to strengthen them. I showed him and his Sompura“ a copy of our

* The range of mountains that separates Mewar from Marwar is locally known as Adabala. It is this name

that was transcribed Aravallt by Tod. Tod’s AravalU with the diacritical marks is really Aravalli, almost

-exactly the same as Aclabala. B«t as no diacritical marks w’ere used, the name has now come to be pronounced

Aravli. This wrong pronunciation is in vogue not only in other countries where Tod’s books are read but,

strange to say, also in Rajputana, where the English'knowing natives of the country even while speaking in their

vernacular call this range Aravli, and do not, as a rule, know that the name is, in reality, Adabala. Acfabala is

a compound name formed of the two words djdj a bar and vald or 'ualU ^ mountain, meaning a mountain uliir.h

acts, as it were, as a bar preventing the people of Marwar from going into Mewar or ww versa {Prog. Report

Arch(eol^ Survey, Western Ctrcic, for 1907- igoS, pp. 47-48).

• Sompuras are a Br5h mana caste but following the occupation of safdts. They are so called because their

progenitor, it is said, was brought into existence for the construction of the temple of Somariatha-Mahadeva

(Prabhas-Pataii) and on the Somvar day, :\e. Monday. According to their tradition, they were brought by

.Siddharaja-Jayaslmha into Gujarat, where temples were being built in numbers. From there they were taken

2 E 2
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Progress Report for 1906, containing an account of the devices that might be used

for supporting broken beams. But this satisfied neither, and they both said that

as no less than Rs. 20,000 had been sanctioned by Anandji Kullianji for rejiairs at

Ranpui alone, it was better to renew the lintels than to strengthen them with angle

iron or other such means.

The following is a local account that Is given of the builder of the temple and the

manner in which it came to be erected. Dhanna and Ratna were two brothers, of the

Porvad caste and residents of Nandy^a in the Sirohl State, The son of a certain

Muhammadan emperor, at enmity with his father, was passing through Raj^utana.

The two brothers succeeded In pacifying his anger, and induced him to retlirn to

his father’s capital. The emperor was so pleased that he retained both th^ brothers

in his court. Soon after, however, slander was at work, and they were put into prison

The emperor took coins of eighty- four kinds as a fine^ and released them.
^ The

brothers returned to their country, but quitted their old place Nandiya and fettled

themselves at Malgad, which was situated to the south of Ranpur high up on tile hill.

They erected a temple at Madadi, which came to be known as Ranpur, because all

the space occupied by the temple was bought by them from Rana Kumbha. ^ The

land was sold on condition that it should bear his name. The first component of the

name, vrs,, Ran, is the same as Rana, the royal title of Kumbha; the second,^ vis,,

Pur, being an abbreviated form of Porvad, their caste name. One night at Malgad,

Dhanna saw a celestial car in his dream He called numerous Sompuras, gave a

description of it, and asked them to produce plans thereof. All were rejected

except that of the Sompura called Dipa, a native of Mundada. His plan was approved

of, because it was exactly of the type of the celestial car he saw in his dream. When
Madadi was desolated, its people went and settled themselves at Sadadi, six miles

to its north. Dhanna, his brother Ratna, and the latter’s family also left Malgad and

stayed at Sadadi, from where they soon went to Ghanerav. In Ghanerav I was lucky

enough to meet one Nath Mallaji Sah, who looks upon himself as a descendant of

Ratna and as fourteen generations removed from him. There is no descendant of

Dhanna, because he died without a son. Nath Mallaji told me that the edifice at

Ranpur was originally intended to have seven storeys, of which four only were

completed, including the subterranean vault. This non-completion of the building as

originally intended is put forth as the reason why no descendant of Ratna, not exclud-

ing even children, now shaves his head with a razor. Of the present descendants of

Ratna, those at Ghanerav are supposed to be the most important. These last are

twelve families, which enjoy the privilege of applying saffron and ointment^ waving

to Mount Abu for erecting temples there, and from Abu they have spread themselves in Godvncj. Sompuras
are the only caste I have met with in Rajputana, the people of which possess Mss. dealing with ancient

.archiiccture or iconography and know something of their contents. Ttvo of these I have found to be most
intelligent. One is Nanna-Khumma, the Sompura whom I saw .at Ranpur and who is entrusted with the repairs

of the temple there ; and the other is Kevalra in, an old Sompura highly respected for his learning. The latter

is a native of Kosilav in the Bali district, but I met him at Ahor in the Jalor district, where he had been taken by
the banias for reconstructing their temples.

* This snows that Dhanna and Ratna were Sahs, Sd/i is, of course, the same as sadhu. And either of

these w^e find, in later inscriptions, conjoined to the names of wealthy merchants [e.g. Vimala Sah, Sadhu
Gunariija, and so forth). Monier-Wjlliams’ dictionary gives for sadhu also the sense “a merchant, money-lender,

usurer ”, which suits ' here excellently. Sadhu and Sdh again are the same as SahuUar, According to the

popular belief, a merchant is called a Sdh or '^dhtihdr, only when he possesses numerous coins of eighty-four kinds

at least.
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lights, and renewing the flag cloth of the flag staff on the loth of the dark half of

Chaitra, when a great fair is held at Ranpur. This privilege is exercised by the families

in turn, and even widows in families, where there are no adults, maintain this right, by
paying off the necessary expenses and requesting males of other families to do it for

them. Another day, on which a similar fair is held, is the 13th of the bright half

of A§vina, when also the whole of the ceremony is gone through except that of raising

the flag.

Let us now see what we can gather from the inscriptions themselves, which have

been engraved in the temple. The longest and most important of these is that incised

on a slab of white marble measuring I'l" broad by 3' 3" high and containing forty-

seven lines of Sanskrit prose. It is built up in a pillar close beside the entrance of the

main shrine on its proper right. The transcript of the whole of the inscription is

given in Appendix I. It is important in many respects
;

e.g. it is one of the very

few records of the Udaipur dynasty which give a regular list of the princes that

flourished since the time of Bappa, their reputed founder. But what we are solely

concerned with here is the account that is supplied of the temple itself and its builder.

The very first line of this inscription tells us to what god the temple is dedicated. It

offers obeisance to the Jina Yugadi^vara, who is also called Chainrmukha (lit. with

four faces). Yugadi^vara is another name for Rishabhanatha, the first tirthamharay

and the expression Chaticrmukha means that it was not a single, but a quadruple,

image of the god that had been enshrined in the temple. It was thus, to use a popu-

lar phrase, a chaumukh temple, and dedicated to Rishabhanatha. The next twenty-

nine lines set forth the genealogy of the prince, during whose reign the temple was

built. But this account may be passed over here excepting the name of the prince

himself, who is the celebrated Rapa Sri-Kumbhakarna, or, as the people call him,

Rana Kumbho. In the remaining lines we are informed that the temple was built by

one Dharanaka. He is called paravidrhata^ i.e. a devout worshipper of the Arhats,

i.e. the tlrthamkaras. This shows that he was a Jalna by religion. It is worthy of

note that he is also styled which is an abbreviated form of sarnghapati^ the leader

of a samgha, i.e. a company of Jaina pilgrims. It is looked upon by popular Jainism

as one of the most pious acts on the part of its lay followers to start a samgha^ take

it to the sacred places, and pay off all the expenses that may be so incurred
;

and

glowing descriptions are met with in Jaina works of such ^ainghas inaugurated by

wealthy merchants and bankers. Dharanaka was thus not a mere Jaina by persuasion,

but an active and keen adherent of that faith. Again, he is spoken of as an ornament

of the Pragvata va 7hka or family. In other words, it means that he was a Porvad bania.

Further details of his family are specified. His grand-father was Marhgana,

and his father Kurapala. His mother^s name is also given, Kamale-de. Both

his father and grand-father are called samgliapaits. Dharanaka thus appears not

to have been the first to originate a saihghai but to have rather been one who kept up

the tradition of his family. Lines 32-34 show that he had been aided in the perform-

ance of this religious deed by another Jaina banker called Gunaraja. But it was not

in merely organising a suingha that his fame for piety lay. He is also said to have

erected new, and renovated old, temples at such places as Ajahari, Pioidaravataka and

Salera. Lines 39-40 inform us that even in ereciing the Chaumukh temple at

' For the description of a zarnghat see Pros^ Report Archaot. Survey, Wesi. Circ., for 1907-1908, p. 55.
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Ranpur, he had been joined by other members of his family. Those that are men-

tioned are his elder brother and his nephews. The name of the former was Ratna.

He had by his wife Ratna-de, four sons, vis., Lakha, Maja, Sona^ and Saliga.

Those, who are mentioned next, are the sons of Dharanaka himself, who, from his

wife Dharala-de, had at least two sons. They were Jajna, and javada. We are then

informed of the genesis of the name Ranpur. Lines 41-42 distinctly speak of the

city of Ranapura as having been founded and called after his name by Rana Kuni-

bhakariia. The temple appears to have been built here in accordance with the

orders of this Guhila king. It was generally known, we are further told, as cha?

iurmxihha-yiigadtsvara-vihara, i.e, a Chatimukh temple of Rishabhanatha, as stated

above, but was called by the particular name of iratlokya^dipaka^ the light of the

three worlds. In line 46, we are told that it was erecied by the sUiradhara

Depaka.
i

If we now compare the two accounts—the local and the epigraphic—we shall

find that they agree in many respects. First the names of the builders, according to

the local account, are Dhanna and Ratna. The former is doubtless the popular form

of Dharanaka occurring in the inscription, whereas Ratna is mentioned therein by

this very name. Again, the tradition says that Dhanna was the younger brother

of Ratna. This is also borne out by the epigraphic record. But the tradition has

it that they were originally natives of Nandia in Sirohi. This is neither corroborated

nor conlroverted by the inscription. The latter, however, furnishes an indication

wdiich confirms it. Dharanaka (Dhanna) is spoken of as having rebuilt temples at

such places as Ajaharl, Piriidaravataka and Salera. Ajaharl and Salera have still

preserved their names in these unaltered forms, and Piriidaravataka is doubtless

Pindwada. All these places are in the Sirohi State and not far removed from Nandia.

It is, therefore, not improbable that Nandia was the native place of both Dharanaka

and Ratna, The local account says that they were both Porvads, and Porvad is only

the Prakrit form of Pragvata, to which caste, according to the inscription, they be-

longed. The tradition again says that the architect, whose design w'as approved of

by Dhanna, was named Dipa, which is but the abbreviated form of Depaka, the name

of the siitradhara given by the inscription, There is, however, one discrepancy in the

tw^o accounts. According to tradition, Dhanna died without any issue, but the inscrip-

tion mentions no less than two of his sons, vis. Jajna and Javada. In all other

respects the accounts agree.

The only European, who visited and described the temple, was Sir James
Fergusson. It is, indeed, strange that Tod did not visit it. He, however, gives a short

account of it in his description of Rapa Kumbha in the Annals and Antiquities of

Rajasthan.^^ ^Besides these monuments of his genius/ he says, 'two consecrated to

religion have survived
;
that of “ Koombho Sham ” on Aboo, which, though worthy to

attract notice elsewhere, is here eclipsed by a crowd of more interesting objects. The
other, one of the largest edifices existing, cost upwards of a million sterling, towards
which Koombho contributed eighty thousand pounds. It is erected in the Sadri pass

leading from the western descent of the highlands of Mewar, and is dedicated to

Rishub-deva. Its secluded position has preserved it from bigoted fury, and its only

visitants now are the wild beasts who take shelter in its sanctuary^* To this descrip-

' Tod’s Ajtnals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, Vol. I, p. 268 (edited in 1S94 by Uhiri <fc Co., Cafcutta).
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tion lie adds the following foot-note : ‘^The R ana’s minister of the Jain faith, and of
the tribe Porwar (one of the twelve and a half divisions) laid the foundation of this
temple in A. D. 1438. It was completed by subscription. It consists of three stones
and is supported by numerous columns of granite, upwards of forty feet in height.
The interior is inlaid with mosaics of cornelian and agate. The statues of the jaina
saints are in its subterranean vaults. We could not expect much elegance at a
period when the arts had long been declining, but it would doubtless afford a fair

specimen of them, and enable us to trace their gradual descent in the scale of refine-
ment. This temple is an additional proof of the early existence of the art of inlaying.
That I did not see it, is now to me one of the many vain regrets which I might have
avoided.” Tod’s account, though on the whole* correct, is faulty in some respects.
In the first place, the person, who built the temple, was no doubt a Pon^ad by caste,
as he says, but we have no proof to assert that he was a minister of Rana Kumbha!
Secondly, it is not clear what Tod means by saying that the temple was completed by
subscription. He actually states the cost of the edifice to have been upwards of a
million sterling, out of which eighty thousand pounds were contributed by the Rana.
This statement is confirmed neither by any local tradition nor by inscriptions. Thirdly,
Tod is not quite correct in saying that the secluded position of the temple saved it

from the iconoclastic fury of the Muhammadans. According to one local story
Aurangzeb in one of his expeditions of conquest in Rajputana, visited this temple and
commenced the work of breaking idols in the shrine. The broken and
toi'anas in the sanctum are still pointed out by the people as the result of this bigotry.
But on the very same night of the day when this work of destruction began, both he
and one of his Begums fell ill. The Begum saw in her dream the iirthamkara
Rishabhanatha, to whom the temple is dedicated, and the latter ordered her to compel

her husband to stop the work of destruc-

tion and wave lights before his images
the next day. The behests w’ere duly

fulfilled, and Aurangzeb, who had be-

come panic-stricken, also worshipped the

images, A figure is shown on a pillar in

the eastern sabhdmaitdafa^ above an

inscription, which is said to be of this

Muhammadan emperor (Fig. t). The
figure has its hands reverentially folded

and this, it is believed, represents the

worshipful attitude assumed by him when
he came to do homage. Now', though the

broken sculptures in the shrine and else-

where are an undoubted indication of the

Muhammadan pollution, the story about

such a bigoted and obstinate Muham-
madan as Aurangzeb relenting and w'or-

shipping the idols is anything but credible.

Fig- 1. In this connection it is worthy of note

that three small miniature idgahs are noticeable in this temple, two at the voxy
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entrance, one on each side, and the other on the second storey. And it is isaid^

according to another story which is also current^ that they were built in a single

night to prevent Aurangzeb from doing further damage to the edifice, Whetiier

Aurangzeb, as a matter of fact, visited the temple or not is uncertain, but certain it:is

Fig. 2.

that the work of destruction had been commenced by the Muhammadans as is

evidenced by the broken parikaras and toranas in the shrine and the shattered domes

of the southern sablimnandapa

;

and, in order to put a stop to this molestation, the

people had no recourse but to erect these idgahs ,—a nase too frequently practised in

Rajputana to require any proof. Thirdly, the figure on the pillar is anything but that
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of a Muhammadan, and is, in all likelihood, of one of the two bania brothers of IJsama-

pura, who, as the inscription engraved below tells us, repaired the east snbhamandapa'

The temple, as has been mentioned at the outset, is a chaumuhh temple. A
chauvitikh is a group of four images, either of one ilrihawhara or of four different

tiriliawkaras, placed on a pedestal back to back so as to face the four cardinal direc-

tions. The shrine is thus occupied by a quadruple image, and is consequently open

on the four sides, each facing an image. The images are of white marble, and are, in

the present instance, all of one tirthamkara^ viz,^ of Rishabha, the first of them. The
upper storey also contains a similar shrine, accessible by four doors opening from the

terraced roofs of the building. The lower and principal slirine has no gfidhaviandapaov

closed hall in front of each door, as is very often the case with Jaina temples, but only

a small porch called ’tmikhamandafa

.

Further, on a lower level, is a sohhamandapa

or open assembly hall, on each side, approached b}^ a vnlor fliglit of stairs (Fig. 2).

Outside this flight of stairs is an open porch, and above, a closed one popularly

known as nal-ivandap^ Each one of the open porches is accessible by another flight

of stairs, but of the latter, that facing the west, contains far more stairs than the

others, and consequently the entrance on the west is considered to be the

principal one. Facing the sides of each of the vutkha 7}ia?}dapns of the principal or

chaiimvkh shrine is a mcidar or larger subsidiary^ shrine
;

and facing each sahha-

mandapa is a smaller subsidiary^ shrine, or khunt^i'o. mandai'^ so called because they^

stand exactly on the nasaks or angles formed by^ lines drawn through the centres of

the sabhdj7iandapas. Around these four shrines are four groups of domes, resting on

about 420 columns. The central ones of each group—four in number—are three storey^s

high and tower over the others of the same group. And one of these central domes
— that facing the principal entrance—is double, having a second dome over the inner,

and supported by’’ the very^ unusual number of sixteen columns. The sides of the temple

•between the madars and the entrances are occupied by^ bhdmtis or ranges of cells for

images, each with a pyramidal roof of its own but without any partitioning walls/ They

contain inscriptions belonging to the first half of the i6th century and recording the

erection of devakidikns or cells by Jaina devotees, most of whom were Osvals,

hailing from Patna, Cambay’* and other places.

As regards the general internal and external effect produced on the mind by^ the

Ranpur temple, 1 cannot do better than quote the following words of Sir James

Fergusson :

The internal effect of this forest of columns may be gathered from the view

(Woodcut No, 134) taken across one of its courts
;

but it is impossible that any^ view

can reproduce the endless variety’’ of perspective and the play of light and shade

which results from the disposition of the pillars, and of the domes, and from the mode,

in which the light is introduced. A wonderful effect also results from the number of

cells, most of them containing images of the Tirthankar, which everywhere meet the

view. Besides the twelve in the central sikras there are eighty^-six cells of very varied

form and size surrounding the interior, and all their fagades more or less adorned with

sculpture.

* Vide Appendix No. 2 below.
* The plan given by Fergusson on p. 240 of his History of Indian and Eastern ArchiiecUtre is not free

fronn inaccuracies and consequently is not quite reliable. The plan herewith published is the only one that is

correct and accurate.
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“The general external effect of the Sadri Temple may be. judged of by Woodcut’

No. 135 ;
owing to its lofty basement, and the greater elevation of the principal domes,

it gives a more favourable impression of a Jaina temple than is usually the case, the

greatest defect of these buildings as architectural designs being the want of ornament

on their exterior faces; this, however, is more generally tlie case in the older than in

•the more modem temples h

“The immense number of parts in the building, and their general smallness, pre-

I’ig. 3.

vents its laying claim to anything like architectural grandeur
;
but their variety, their

beauty of detail—no two pillars in the whole building being exactly alike—the grace

with which they are arranged, the tasteful admixture of domes of different heights

with flat ceilings, and the mode In which the light is introduced, combine to pro-

duce an excellent effect. Indeed, I know of no other building in India, of the same

class, that leaves so pleasing an impression, or affords so many hints for the graceful

arrangement of columns in an interior*.

Besides its merits of design, its dimensions are by no means to be despised; it

covers altogether about 48,000 sq. ft. or nearly as much as one of our ordinary

mediaeval cathedrals and, taking the basement into account, is nearly of equal bulk
;

while in amount of labour and of sculptural decorations it far surpasses any.“^

The exterior of the temple is built of two different kinds of stone. That of the

basement is popularly knowm as the Sevadi stone and that of the walls the Sonana

5tone. The latter kind has been used for the w^hole of the interior \vork except for

^ See plate (a] & {b).

2 See 3.

^ Nisioty of Indian and Eastern Archtiecittret pp. 241-2.
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images In the shrine. The silhara or spire is built of bricks. As repairs were going

on in the interior of the temple when 1 was there, stone from Sonana had been brought

at the rate of annas 5 per cart. The Jahagirdar of Sonana, who is a charan b}'

caste, seeing that this stone was being exported in large quantities, suddenly increased

the price of the stone to Rs. 1-4-0 per cart. And the Agent of the Anandji Kullianji

was, therefore, compelled for some time to discontinue bringing stone from there.

From the iconographic point of view also the chawmtkh temple at Ranpur is in-

teresting. In the madar or larger subsidiary shrine towards the north-west of the main

shrine is a sculpture of

a Sawmetakikhai’a [PI.

LXXXl (a)], and, in the

madar just opposite to it,

is another of an Asliia'

pada but left in an un-

finished condition. Just

outside the former but

on its proper right is a

slab representing the

sacred hills of Girnar

and Satrunja3^a [PI

LXXXI{^)]. On its pro-

per left, /.(?. in the ndl-

mandap on the north

stands a sculpture of

sahasrokftla [PI.

LXXXl (c)]. Outside

the second madar just

referred to but near it is

a curious piece depicting

Par^vanatha, the 23rd

tirthamkara, canopied

by the hoods of a cobra,

the manifold and com-

plex ceilings of whose

tails have been elegantly

sculptured (Fig. 4). But

the stone is said to have
4 - been brought from out-

side and not to have been originally in the temple. It seems to have been broken

into three, the pieces being afterwards joined by mortar. Below, is engraved a small

inscription with the date Samvat 1903 (A.D. 1S46) and containing the name of

Kakkasuri of the Kevala gachchha' All these sculptures except the last are very

important, and require each a separate detailed description, which must, however,,

be reserved for a future occasion.

* Vide Appendix, No. 3 below.
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APPENDIX.

No. I.'

1

2
-

3

4

6

0

7

Text.“

tt[^] =a\^ \ ^ »fr^ ^ 8

<i. WfTire ^ re^ 'Q c

^ M cfllfrt'iW ^8

H ^'3 Ifrf^^ ^C %pa=f ic.

8 Ro "Ti'sRi’^ 5
:^^ %ri're'f

9 5,8 ^rranf^i ^8, rs i

10 ^.L ^0

11 ?iT^^ w<T-

12 ^3 ?^t51h3|-

13 ^8

11 ^8.

15 ^£. 5i^5I^^^lf^^15TpsT-

17 80
1 f^RffrnHJi^ii-

19 ^Tj^rs^gn^TF^^RrirwrfST^I'^rTJTm’fnriT^Trfnr-

20 rr1%rI^TfiT^lf«TrT5T^ 1

21
I 5i^ittir5iaTr^^r^f^?^5ifg=fim-

22
I Trg55^^f%^xfnf^^^r5TT^5i5T^z[?TRifrT-

23 ^TWi%ftm^TKfg'?^3I I ^^r^ff^fert^T^r^T-
24

1 ^5fgjii5T^?i?^gT5f5rT^mT5iimTtf^-

25
I

27 m
^8 5tW?ThrK^ ^'f^V

tran7r'''"lT‘!?'’‘''’T’'r’-^“’''‘''’'‘^‘"
‘he f,. fl«^ i-*. W^., p. ns .‘f. But its transcript and™ those of other mscnptions therein published, are anything but satisfactory. 1, therefore, o0er no

«€.\cu3e for publishing it here»

^ From the original stone.
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-29

"30 8 1 ftwtr-

31 nT^ro^ rf^ ftiTgfgtgrl^f^ra^vrgm-

32

31- 1 ^t-
30 ’fTtrir3KgTZ^T^TTf5Wf^TSfi5^|i?f^i5lT€t"’ffepC-

36 p^^irr5tTfti^mtfiJrfl^nK5i-RTTRimrlTiihT<=J\«a^3-

37 c^?:T5jn^g’®ipfr^^inr^Tj<jTt\»nvraT«nBgm^’T^Tr-

38 TigtJi5i*troTJim^nr ^°?Tt^nncT

39 tri5f WTo^ratrt WT»

10 xm^ g’^o^iqiiTSTT^Timf^n

11 5n^Tf?Tigtf[T^€HTVTg§^ TT’Trr€t^«^’W-

12 5tT?»!r ^T^3T 0T%f3IrT(^)

13 fvnrr^T; ^fcr: Hf^fer;

14 =^Rcr]

16 TTSi^^[TT]^^i^[fK:lii II [^fi]fH^ =5

17 =5- ^[^g«^Pll^iTc[ si?[rlT]ct II W vigg 11
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Translation.

A bow to the illustrious Jina, the lord of the beginning of the world, and having

four faces. In the year numbering 1496 after Vikrama, thesupremerulerofSri--

Medapata Sri'Bappa, i
;
Sri-Guhila, 2; Bhoja, 3; Sila, 4; Kalabhoja, 5; Bhartri-.

bhata, 6 ;

Sirtiha, 7 ;

Mahayaka, 8; Sri*Khummana, the weigher of the weight in-

gold of himself with his son and wife, 9; the famous Allata, 10 ;
Naravahana, u

Saktikumara, 12; Suchivarman, 13; Kfrtivarman, 14; Yogaraja, 15; Varata, 16;'

Vam§apala, 17 ;
Vairisirhha, 18; Virasirhha, 19; Sri-Arisimha, 20

;
Chodasimha, 21 ;

.

Vikramasimha, 22
;
Ranasirnha, 23 ;

Khemasirhha, 24; Samaititasirhlia, 25; Kumara-.

simha, 26; Mathanasiriiha, 27; Padmasimha, 28; Jaitrasimha, 29; Tejasvisimha, 30

;

Samarasimha, 31 ;
Sri-Bhuvanasirnha, a descendant of Bappa and the conqueror of''

Sri-Allavaddiiia Sultan and of the Chahumana king Srl-KitCika/ 32; (his) son Srl-

Ja)^asiriiha, 33 ;
Lakshmasimha, the vanquisher of Gogadeva,“ the king of Malava,

34 ' (his) son Sri-Mpy^shhha, 35 ;
(bis) brother Sri-Arisimba, 36; Sn-HammJra, 37;

Sri-Khetasimha. 38 ;
the incomparable king named SrI-Laksha, 39 ;

(his) son king

Sri-Mokala, who was Indra’s garden of repose to the celestial trees, the excellent

qualities such as liberality consisting of snvarna-ltda and so forth, righteousness,

beneficence, etc., 40 ;
the lion of the forest, vis,, (his) family, the king Rana Sri-

Kurhbbakarna, 41 ;
who had demonstrated the pride of the effulgence of a conqueror

by seizing, in mere play, the several great fortresses (such as those) of the very

inaccessible and impregnable Sarariigapura, Nagapura, Gagarana, Naranaka, Aja3^a-

meru, Mandora, Mandalakara, Bumdi, KhalU, Chatasu, Jana, and others who was

like the lord of elephants, being exalted by his own bhitja (arms or trunk) and having'

acquired many bliadras (auspicious qualities, or elephants of a particular class) ; who •

was the lord of birds, ix. Garuda, in having destroyed hoards of snake-like Mlechchha

kings, whose foot-lotus was caressed by the rows of the foreheads of the kings of

various countries, whose obstinate resistence was baffled by his terrible staff-like arm

;

who was a Govinda for his amorous dalliance with the faithful and lovely Lakshnu'

(goddess of sovereignty or the goddess Lakshml)
;
by the spreading of whose valour,

which acted like wild fire to burn the thicket of bad polity, droves of beasts, viz,^ all

the powerful hostile kings, were fleeing away
;
whose title as the Hindu Sultan was pro-

claimed by the umbrella of royalty given (him) by the Sultans protecting Gurjaratra

and the territory of Dhilli which were occupied by his great exploits
;
(who was) the

asylum of the sacrifice of gold ,* who was the supporter of the duties (enjoined) in the

six systems of philosophy
;
who was the ocean to the river, viz,, his quadripartite

> He is probably Kitu, son of the Sonagra Maladeva, and brother of Vanavira, for whom we have an

inscription dated V. E. 1394.

2 Gogadeva (Kokadeo) is also mentioned in the Taxwihh Farishtdh as having been conquered by
Ala-ud«din.

2 The forts may be identified as follows : Saraiiigapura is Sarargpur in Scindia's territory, MaKva ;

Nagapura is Nagaur, the principal town of the district of the same name, Jodhpur State j Gagarana is Gagron in

the Kota State ; NarSnaka is Narana, in the Jaipur territory, celebrated for being the place of the pontiff of the

Dadupanthis; Ajayameru is, of course, Ajmer; Mamdora is .>kindor, six miles to the north of Jodhpur;

Mandalakara is probably Mandalgadh, the principal town of the district of the same name, Mewar; Bumdi is

obviously Bundi; Khatu is either the place of that name in the Nagaur district, Marwar, or in Sekhavaii, Jaipur

;

ChatasQ is Chatsu also called Chakshu, in the Jaipur State, a railway station on the jaipur-Sawai-Madliopur
line. Jana is unidentifiable.
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-army; who imitated Sri-Rama, Yudhishthira, and other kings by his fame, virtue,

protection of his subjects, truthfulness and other qualities ;—in the victorious reign of

this paramount sovereign
;
by his favourite, the Sa?hghapati Dharanaka, the most

devout worshipper of the Arhats—the son of Kamalade, wife of Samghapaii Kurapala,

son of Samghapati Mamgana, who was the crest-jewel of the Pragvata caste ;—whose

body shone with ornaments studded with the gems of modesty, discrimination, forti-

tude, generosity, auspicious deeds, spotless disposition and other wonderful qualities
;

who had made pilgrimages to the^Sri-Satruhjaya and other holy places, preceded by

the pageant of wonder-inspiring temples and so forth and accompanied by sadhu

Gunaraja,' the leader of a Sarngha, who had secured the fannan of the illustrious

Ahammada, the Sultan
;
whose ship, the human life, was able to cross the ocean,

the worldly existence, being filled with rich wares, viz,, countless merits, such as

respect for the (Jaina) community and beneficent acts of various kinds (consisting

of the opening) of alms-houses in hard limes, the installation of the foot-marks (of

the Jaina gods), the repairs of old and (the erection of) new Jaina temples at Ajahari

Pindaravataka, Saleray and many other places
;
together with (his) increasing progeny

consisting of the samghapaiis Janja, Javada and others, (his) sons by his wife

Dharalade, and his (Dharanaka’s) eldest brother Ratna, his wife Ratnade, and (their)

sons Lakba, Maja, Sona, Saliga
;

in Ranapura founded in his own name, by the king

Rana SrI-Kumbhakarna through his favour and order, the temple of (Rishabhanatha)

the lord of the beginning of the \^orld (in the form) of Chaumukh (having a quadruple

face), called Trailokya-dipaka, was constructed. And it was consecrated by Sri-

Somasundarasuri of SrI-Brihattapagachchha, who was the controller of the well-

esiablished Purandaragachchha, a great Guru, and the sun of the pontific seat of the

illustrious Sri-Devasundarasurl, (and) who was in the line of Srl-Jagachchandrasurl

and Sri-Devendrasuri.® This was made by the architect Depaka, And may tins

Sri-Chaturmukha-vihara prosper till the sun and the moon endure 1 May happiness

attend it 1

^ For Gunarap, SuUan Ahammada, and the Jarman^ see my paper on Chitorgadh prafasUp contri.

bated to the Bom, As* Soc. VoL, XKIII., p. 42 ff.

^ For the identificaiicn of these places see the remarks above. Vide also Prog. Report ArebaeoK Sun*cv,
West. Circle, for 1905-06, pp. 48-49.

^ For the list of these Jaina pontiffs, see /ttd. Ani, Vol. XI, pp. 254-56.
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No. 2.

On pillar in east sabhamandapa, ground floor.

1 11^ ell ^i^cT tarre"!?!-

2 (ll)f? ?? ^ITrreTT%

di (ll)^fmRTWT(=^T)fgTI5f¥riT^^r^l ^

6 (iOht’iht

8 (il)gK^t^5qitt’^(T^T)E:m^l^mo KtgJT-

9 rn5=^[^rTo]

10 (ll)^rtT ^to^ra^wf ^ ’^1

11 (lO^THit Tj#f^(^iT)(Tt^ ^gin^Tf%(fw)-

12 (ii)'!ft fi'sttCtr:) gjiftrL II ^55^-

13 (iOK^iTraTi!Stift^siT^fg?;f^ff(ri:)[ii*]

No, 3.

{a) On left side of Par§vanatha Sculpture.

1 IW^cI S|£-o^

2 55^ ^ ^

3 ig^5?trrr?T^-

5 ^^fTT

7 f% 1 ti I I II

(b) Below same,

iw^ 11 £-0^ U I tr 1 ftraH?[r.]

D. R. Bhandarkar.



THE LATE LIEUTENANT-COLONEL JAMES
TOD.

has not dipped into “Tod ” and revelled in his delightful accounts of the old

* ^ world’s doings in that ancient home of chivalry—the land of the Rajputs
;
and

who, when once deep in his recital of its ancient lore, has not resented the unwelcome

interruption that has rudel}" recalled him to the ordinary humdrum duties of life !

Lieutenant-Colonel James Tod, late Political Agent to the Western Rajput States,

lived in those early days of British rule in India when British officers, cut off from

their ovrn home land for long years together, identified themselves more thoroughly

with their surroundings in their new country of adoption
;
and when they settled down

long enough in their respective districts and provinces to become intimate with the

people of the land, and to make whole-hearted and lifelong friendships among them.

His two voluminous works, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan and Travels in West-

ern India, testify to the unflagging interest he took in all their doings, their works and

their history, and the untiring zeal with which he unravelled the tangled skeins of their

chronicles, and ferretted out the invaluable information which is contained, so closely

packed, within the covers of those works.

Here and there, in these volumes, he gives us passing glimpses into his own daily

life and methods of work, which show how he ever subordinated personal comfort to

interest in this fascinating pursuit. “ From the earliest period of my official connection

with this interesting country, I applied myself to collect and explore Its early historical

records, with a view of throwing some light upon a people scarcely yet known in

Europe, and whose political connection with England appeared to me to be capable of

undergoing a material change, with benefit to both parties. It would be wearisome to

the reader to be minutely informed of the process I adopted to collect the scattered

relics of Rajpoot histor}’’ into the form and substance in which he now sees them.

“For a period of ten years, I was employed, with the aid of a learned Jain, in ran-

sacking every work which could contribute any facts or incidents to the history of the

Rajpoots, or diffuse any liglit upon their manners and character- Extracts and ver-

sions of all such passages were made by my Jain assistant into the more familiar dia-

lects which are formed from the Sanskrit of these tribes, in whose language my long
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residence amongst them enabled me to converse with facility. At much expense, and

during many wearisome hours, to support which required no ordinary degree of enthu-

siasm, I endeavoured to possess myself not merely of their history, but of their reli-

gious notions, their familiar opinions, and their characteristic manners, by association

with their Chiefs and bardic chroniclers, and by listening to their traditionary tales and

allegorical poems. I might ultimately, as the circle of my enquiries enlarged, have

materially augmented my knowledge of these subjects
;
but ill-health compelled*me to

relinquish this pleasing though toilsome pursuit, and forced me to revisit my native

land just as I had obtained permission to look across the threshold of the Hindu Min-

erva
;
whence, however, 1 brought some relics, the examination of which 1 now con-

sign to*other bands

m.
•0 ft '

'•>#4

A
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Tod’s industry rvas unbounded. After spending the day and half the night

patiently listening to “ dismal tales of sterile fields, exhausted funds, exiles unreturned,

and the depredations of the wild mountain Bhil ”, he seizes the first opportunity of

release, even at that late hour, to continue his journal and to write up a lengthy account

of the day’s visitors. Even sickness, so long as he had possession of his reason and
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1

strength enough to write or travel, never deterred him from these self-imposed duties.

The last four months of our residence at Kotah was a continued struggle against

cholera and deadly fever : never in the memory of man was such a season known.

This is not a state of mind or body fit for recording passing events
;
and although the

period of the last six months—from my arrival at Kotah in February last, to my leaving

it this morning^has been one of the most eventful of my life, it has left fewer traces of

these events upon my mind for notice in my journal than if I had been less occupied

To try back for the less important events which furnish the

thread of the Personal Narrative would be vain, suffering, whilst this journal is written,

under fever and ague, and all my friends and sealants in a similar plight. Though we

more than once changed our ground of encampment, sickness still followed us”. Then

later, “My journalizing had nearly terminated yesterday. Duncan and Cary being still

confined to their beds, my relative. Captain Waugh, sat down with me to dinner, but

fever and ague having destroyed all appetite on my part, I was a mere spectator He
then describes an attack that followed, characterised by all the symptoms of irritant

poisoning, until his head seemed to expand to such an enormous size as if it alone

would have filled the tent. Fortunately he rallied, else we should probably never have

heard of him or his work.

Towards the end of his journal he says “ Fourteen years have elapsed since I

first put my foot in Mewar, as a subaltern of the Resident’s escort, when it passed

through Rasmy. Since that period, my whole thoughts have been occupied with her

history and that of her neighbour/’

The thorough abandon with w’hich Tod let himself go, when in the presence of

the past, is w'ell seen in the following passage : “My heart beat high as I approached

the ancient capital of the Seesodias (Chitorgarh) teeming with reminiscences of glory,

which every stone in her giant-like hangras (battlements) attested. It was from this

side that the imperial hosts under Alla and Akbar advanced to force the descendant

of Rama to do homage to their power. How the summons w'as answered, the deeds

of Ranas Ursi and Pertap have already told Here I got out of my Palki,

and ventured the ascent, not through one, but five gates, upon the same faithless

elephant ; but wdth this difference, that I had no howda to encase me and prevent my
sliding off, if I found any impediment; nevertheless in passing under each successive

portal 1 felt an involuntary tendency to stoop, though there was a superfluity of room

over head. I hastened to my bechoba, pitched upon the margin of the Suryacoond^

or ^ fountain of the Sun,’ and with the wweeks of ages around me, I abandoned myself

to contemplation. I gazed until the sun’s last beam fell upon ^ The ringlet of

Cheetore/ illuminating its gray and grief-worn aspect, like a lambent gleam lighting

up the face of sorrow. Who could look on this lonely, this majestic column,

wdiich tells, in language more easy of interpretation than the tablets vrithin, of

' deeds which should not pass away.

And names that must not uither/

and wdthout a sigh for its departed glories ? But in vain I dipped my pen to embody

my thoughts in language
;
for wherever the eye fell, it filled the mind with images of

the past, and ideas rushed too tumultuously to be recorded. In this mood I continued

for some time, gazing listlessly, until the shades of evening gradually enshrouded the
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temples, columns, and palaces
;
and as I folded up niy paper till the morrow, the

words of the prophetic bard of Israel came forcibly to my recollection : 'How doth

the City sit solitary that was full of people ! how is she become a widow ! she that

was great among the nations, and princess among provinces, how is she become

tributary !

’ ”

With this introduction I call the readeris attention to the accompanying illustra-

tion unearthed by Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar during his last season’s tour in Rajputana.

It is from a photograph in the possession of a Jaghirdar at Ajmir, taken from a painting

which is now in the possession of a person in the Udaipur State. This interesting

picture, which bears the stamp of genuineness, depicts Colonel Tod at his favourite

occupation, assisted by his Sastri or pandit, whose pedantry, unfortunately, led the

Colonel into not a few errors, especially in connection with the translation of inscrip-

tions. It is possible that the pandit here portrayed is the learned Yati Gyanchandra

of whom he speaks in the opening chapter of the Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan,

He was a Jaina Yati whom he met at Jaipur, of the Kharataragachchha sub-division

of the Jains, and was always in attendance upon him. Bhim Simha, Maharana

of Udaipur, granted this Yati several htghas of land near Mandal, close to BhilwM.

The artist, who drew the original picture, may have been "'Ghassi/' whom Tod

frequently mentions in his personal narrative as preparing his illustrations for him.

Soon after the Colonel left India he wrote : The hand of genius which has illustrated

this work, and which will, I trust, perpetuate his own name with the monuments time

has spared of Hindu art, is now cold in death

Henry Cousens.



EPIGRAPHY.

'^HE number of inscriptions copied during the year totals SS2, distributed as

follows :—129 in the Northern Circle, 20 in the Eastern Circle, 84 in the West-

ern Circle, 62S in the Southern Circle, and 21 in Burma, In the Eastern Circle,

Dr. Bloch has examined several inscriptions without apparentl}’ taking impressions

of them, and in the Frontier Province three inscribed stones have been acquired for

the Peshawar Museum.

Three parts of the Epigraphia Indica Vi^e.xQ issued during the year, Part

VIII of Volume VI il, and Parts II and III, of Volume IX. Among the more

important inscriptions published are those on the Mathura Lion Capital now preserved

in the Buddhist Room at the British Museum which have been re-edited by

Mr. F. W. Thomas. They are in the Kharoshthi alphabet and the Prakrit language.

The latter is distinguished by its closeness to Sanskrit. One of the records registers

the deposit of a Buddhist relic by Nandasi-Akasa, chief queen of the Satrap Rajula,

z.c., Ranjubula (about no B. C.) whose son Kharaosta is also mentioned. The stupa

and the monastery [at Mathura] are declared to be for the acceptance of the universal

sangJia of the Sarvastivadins. Another refers to Sudasa, son of Rajola
\
a third to

the Satraps Kusulaka Padika and Mevaki Miyika; and a fourth to the satrap

Khardaa.

Another Prakrit record is a grant of the Salahkayana king V’^ijaya-Devavarman

published by Professor Hultzsch. The orthography of the Prakrit portion of this

inscription agrees to a certain extent with that of the literary Prakrit and of the

British Museum plates of CharudevI, while the language is more archaic in one

important point, 'yrsr., that single consonants between vowels generally remain un-

changed. The charter of Vijaya-Devavarman agrees with the British Museum
plates of Charudevi in another point. Both contain imprecatory verses in Sanskrit at

the end. Though the find spot of the former is unknown, the two show when taken

with the Mayidavolu plates of Sivaskandavarman, the Kondamudi plates of Jayavar-

man and the Amaravati inscriptions, that Prakrit was the court language in the Telugu

country in the early centuries of the Christian era.

Professor Kielhoni contributes an article on the Chahamanas of Naddula and a

note on two inscriptions of Mahendrapala based on impressions prepared by the
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Assistant Superintendent of the Southern Circle. The original plates were lent to the

latter by Mr. Sarabhai Tulsi Das, Curator of the Junagadli Museum, for taking

impressions. Professor Hultzsch edits the Maliyapuiidi grant of the Eastern Chaluhya

king Amma 11 . and the Talamanchi plates of the Western Chalukya Vikramaditya I.

A transcript and translation of each of these two grants were printed in the

volume of Nellore inscriptions by Messrs. Butterworth, I.C.S., and Venugopaul

Chetty, l.C.S. Of the Eastern Chalukya Amma II., a fresh grant found at Vandram

in the Kistna District is also published by Professor Hultzsch. Dr. Konow writes an

article on a grant of the Eastern Gahga king Vajrahasta III, The Ambasamudram

inscription of Varaguna-Pandya is an early record in the Vatteluttu alphabet belonging

to the period of Pandya ascendency in Southern India, Mr. Hira Lai contributes a

paper on the Kanker epigraph of Bhanudeva and Pandit Dayaram Sahni on the

Benares inscription of Pantha.

Of the three inscribed stones acquired for the Peshawar Museum, two are in the

Kharoshthi alphabet, but they are historically unimportant. Perhaps the earliest

Brahmi inscriptions discovered during the year are from Southern India, where they

have been found in natural caves with beds cut into the rock. Two such caves were

examined by the Assistant Superintendent, one at \'arichchiyur near Madura and the

other at Mettupp^Uh about ii miles from the Ammayanaj^akanur Station on the

South-Indian Railway* It has not been possible to make out any of them satisfac-

torily. In the AnmialV^r. Konow stated that the language of these South

Indian records might be Dravidian. But, in one of the inscriptions now brought to

light can be traced case terminations which generally occur in Pali.

Another Brahmi inscription was discovered at the village of Garikapadu-Agra-

hara in the Sattenapalle taluka of the Guntur District. Though it is not historically

important, it shows that the mound near which the stone was found may contain more

such inscriptions and therefore deserves to be carefully examined.

As remarked by Dr. Vogel, the year 1907-08Jias been fruitful in epigraphical

discoveries in the Northern Circle. At Mathura, fresh Brahmi inscriptions of the

Kushana period have come to light. These are interesting on account of the sculp-

tures on which they occur. At the Kafcra was found a statuette which the Brahmana

owner was worshipping as the sage ViSvamitra. The two flywhisk-bearers and the

two flower-showering celestials of the group were taken by him for Rama, Lakshmana

Bharata, and Satrughna. The inscription engraved on the pedestal makes it clear

that the statuette is a Bodhisattva set up in a vibara founded by a lady called

Amoha-asi, the mother of Budharakhita (Sanskrit Buddharakshita).

A similar case of worshipping an image under a mistaken identity has been

observed at Chhargaon, 5 miles due south of Mathura. The villagers of Chhargaon

were worshipping a life-sizie statue believing it to represent Dauji alias Balarama, the

brother of the god Krishna. The back of the statue bears a well-preserved inscrip-

tiori in six lines dated in the 40th year and in the reign of Huvishka. The image is

here described as the lord Naga ” [bhagava Nago) ^ It was erected in connection

with the construction of a idsik [pukharani)

,

Dr. Vogel remarks the statue affords

additional proof that these so-called snake-gods are not human-shaped reptiles, far

less deified heroes, but water-spirits propitiated in their alternately beneficial and
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destructive nature. The mention of the Naga king Dadhikarna in another Mathura

inscription coupled with the fact that personal names derivable from the word

are common in records of the Scythian period may be taken to show that side by side

with Buddhism there flourished in Mathura cults of the deified elements of nature.

The dedicatory inscriptions on some of the pillars of the railing at Bodh-Gaya have

now for the first time become legible. ‘‘They prove” obsers^es Dr. Bloch “that the

term ‘ A§Dka railing’ which has been given to the stone at Bodh-Gaya, cannot any

longer be upheld.” There is reason to suppose that the railing was put up about

a century subsequent to the reign of AlOka by the queens of Indram itra and Brahma-

mitra mentioned in the dedicatory epigraphs. This date of the railing might already

have been inferred from the characters of the inscriptions of "the noble lady

Kurangi” who had her name cut on the stones of the railing presented by her. The

kings Indramitra and Brahmamitra whose consorts are said to have put up the

railing must have been contemporaries of the Sunga dynast}’' which flourished in the

second and first centuries B. C. The Bodh-Gaya railing is accordingly s3’nchronous

with the railings around the stupas at Bharahat and Sanchi. If A§oka really erected

any structures in connection with the shrines at Bodh-Gaya, no traces have been

found of them so far.

At Kodavalu in the Pithapuram Zamindari of the Godavari District has been

found a rock-cut inscription of the Andhra king Vasithiputa Chadasata, This is the

only lithic record hitherto discovered of this Andhra king who is known from a number

of coins found in the Kistna and Godavari districts.

A hoard of 359 silver coins was found near the village of Kazad in the Indapur

taluka of the Poona District. The coins have been examined by the Rev. H. R.

Scott, who contributes a paper on them to the J-onrnal of the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society^ Voh XXIII. Three hundred and fifty of the hoard belong to the

TraikQta^a king Dahragana, son of Indradatta
; 3 to Dahrasena, son of Indradatta

\

and 4 to Vyaghragana, son of Dahragana. The remaining two had been hammered

out of all recognition. From the Pardf copper-plates we know that Dahrasena was

reigning in A. D. 456.

Two inscriptions of the Gupta period deserve special notice. The earlier of the

two is engraved on a lihga discovered at Bharadi Dih near thi village of Ivaramdande,

Faizabad District. It is dated in the njth 3^ear of the Gupta era— A. D. 436 and is

the record of a certain PHthivishena, who was councillor and minister of the Crown-

prince {manirl-kumaramatya) and afterwards general {vtahabalddhikrtia) under

Kumaragupta 1 . Prithivishena’s father Sikharasvamin was in the service of

Kumaragupta’s father Chandragupta II. Vikramaditya. The other inscription of the

Gupta period is cut on a large irregular piece of sandstone found at the foot of a spur

running into the Talai plain in the Wano District. The stone is mutilated and the

rif^ht half of each line is incomDlete. The aloliabet is of the Gupta period and most

closely agrees with that used in Nepalese inscriptions from the Harsha year 45 etc.

The record consists of seven lines and a second epigraph of two lines has been incised

across the stone on the left side. The letters are very much defaced. The main in-

scription on the stone is dated in the l^ijayasamvatsara 40+8 ‘ in the victorious year 48',

which, according to Dr. Konow, must refer to the Harsha era. In this case, the date
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would be A.D. 653, The record mentions the son of a Maharaja, whose name ends

in Mihira, the son’s name begmmng with Tossana,

At Broach, Mr. Bhandarhar examined a set of copper-plates discovered in a field

in the village of Hansot (Broach Collectorate), and found that the inscription was the

grant referred to by the late Professor Kielhom in his paper on the Chahamanas of

Naddula. It is dated in the year 813, which, if referred to the Vikrama era, would

correspond to A. D. 756. The donor Bhartrivadda II, of whom more will be said in

the sequel, belonged to the Chahamana family and was the feudatory of Nagavaloka.

The dynasty to which the latter belonged is not stated. Perhaps he was a Rashtra-

kuta and might be identical with his namesake mentioned in the Harsha inscription

as the overlord of the Chahamana Guvaka I. Another copper-plate record brought

to light in the Western Circle was found at Daulatabad in the Nizam’s Dominions. It

registers a grant made by the Rashtrakuta king Sankaragana, cousin of Dhruva, in

Saka-Sarhvat 7 15=A.D. 793.

In an inscription at Bhadund (Jodhpur), the Paramara prince Purnapala is said to

be holding the Arbuda-mandala, the territory round about Mount Abu. The in-

scription is dated in Sariwat 1102 corresponding to A.D. 1044-5. In the Vasantgadh

epigraph, dated in A. D. 1042, Purnapala is said to be ruling bltft-mandalam Arhtt-

dasya^ In all probability, Purnapala was the elder brother of the Paramara king Krish-

naraja, whose dates are Vikrama-Sariivat ii 17 (
= A,D- 1060) and V, E. 1123 (i=A.D.

1066). What happened to the Paramaras subsequently is not known." Mr. Bhandar-

kar thinks they must have been supplanted by the Chohans of Nadol and Jalor. The

earliest Chohan inscription found in this tract of country is dated in V. E. i I47(=A.D.

S090) i.e,^ 24 3'ears subsequent to the latest known date of Krishnaraja,

The Paramaras of ChandravatT are represented by a weather-worn inscription

found at Nana. It is dated Samvat 1290 and refers itself to the reign of the MaJia-

rajadhiraja Sri-Soniasimhadeva. Here we are told that Nanaka (Nana in the Jodh-

pur State) was in the possession of a favourite of the heir-apparent Kanhadadeva.

Both Somasimha and his son Kanhadadeva (or Krishnarajadeva) are mentioned in

two inscritpions from Mount Abu, one of which tells us that Somasirnha remitted the

taxes of Brahmanas.^

The Chaulukyas of Anahilapataka are represented by several inscriptions. One

of them is a copper-plate charter found at Balera in the Sanchor District of the Jodh-

pur State. It is dated in Samvat 1051 (A. D. 993-4) during the reign of Mularaja

and shows that Chaulukya dominion had been established in the southern portion of

Marwar. Two of the stone inscriptions belong to the reign of Jayasiiiiha-Siddharaja,

one found at Bhinmal and the other at Bali. The former is dated in V, E, 1186 and

the latter in V. E. 1 200. The Bali epigraph mentions the king’s feudatory, the Maha-

raja Sri-Asvaka, probably identical with the Chohan chieftain Asvaraja who will be

mentioned in the sequel. Three records of Kumarapala have been found
;
one at

Pall, dated V. E. 1209; another at Bhatund, dated V. E. 1210
;
and the third at Bali,

dated in V. E. 1216. The two latter mention a dandnnayaka named Sri-Vaijaka or

* Ep.Ind. Vol. IX., p.ii.
- In V. E. 1257 "‘e is described as a Paramara Rajput.
“ Ep, lud. Vol. VIII., p. 203.
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Vayajaladeva as being in charge of the district of Nadol. The dandanayaha VaTja is

also referred to in a SevadI inscription of V. E. 1213. The mahaviandalchvara

Vaijalladeva^ who figures as the donor in a copper-plate grant, dated V, E. 1231,

during the reign of the Chaulukya king Ajayapala published by Dr. Fleet,' is probably

identical with this Vaija, Srl-Vaijaka or Vayajaladeva. A Marwari inscription in the

temple of Nilakaotha-Mahadeva at Nana fin Jodhpur) speaks of its having been re-

paired in Sarhvat 12B3 when Bhyivadeva (Bhimadeva), * son of Ajayapaladeva, was

paramount sovereign at Anahilanagara.

Three important copper-plate grants of the Gahadavalas of Kanauj have been

brought to light in the Northern Circle during the period under review. One of them

is the Chandravati plate dated in Sariivat 114S (=A. D. 1090) during the reign of

king Chandradeva, the founder of the dynasty. The Chandravati plate is the earliest

known record of the family. In fact according to Mr. V, A. Smith, Chandradeva

founded the Gahadavala dynasty about A.D. i ogo." One of the finds during the ex-

cavations at Saheth-Maheth is a copper-plate of GOvindachandra dated in Sarhvat

1186 (=A. D. 1128). It records the grant of six villages to “ the community of

Buddhist friars, of which BuddhabhaUaraka is the chief and foremost, residing in the

great convent of Holy Jetavana.” The grant was found in an earthenware case in a

cell of the large monastery which occupied the south-west corner of the mound and

had been partially excavated by Dr. Hoey. Dr. Vogel remarks^ that this copper-

plate inscription establishes the identity of Saheth-Maheth with SravastI and adds

that this identification is of vital importance to the millions of Buddhists who regard

the favourite abode of their lord as one of the most hallowed spots on the face of the

earth. - *

The third copper-plate inscription brought to light in the Northern Circle was

found in a famine work at Machhlishahr in the Jaunpur District. It is dated in Sarhvat

1253 (A.D. 1195-96) and belongs to the reign of Hari§chandra, son of Jayach-

chandra. At Belkhara, 12 miles to the south-east of Chunar, is a stone pillar contain-

ing a damaged Gahadavala inscription. The name of the king is not preserved, but

the date is Sarhvat 1253"* and is apparently a few months earlier than the Machh-

lishahr record. The former is one of the very few stone inscriptions of the Gahada-

valas. One of the KamauH plates (T.) belonging to the reign of Jayachchandra

(Sarhvat 1232) records a gift made by the king at Kasi (Benares) on the occasion

jatakarman birth ceremony, when the navel string is cut) of the king’s

son Hari^chandradeva.^ The date of this inscription corresponds to the loth August

1
1
75. Apparently that was the day on which Hari^chandra was bom. Accord-

ingly, he must have been about 2
1
years old at the time of the Machhlishahr plates.

In A.D. 1193 Jayachchandra was defeated and killed and the city of Kanauj was

completely devastated by Shihab-ud-din, and the accession of Hari^chandra may be

presumed to have taken place subsequent to A,D. 1193- His territory must have

been very limited and his connection with Kanauj was perhaps merely nominal. It is

* Ind.Ant, Vol. XVIII, p. 8l

.

’
J. R, A. S. July igoSj p. 791.

^ J. R. A. S. October 1908, p. 974.
^ Cunnlngham*5 Reports, Vo\, XI, p. 128.

• h'p./nd,Vo\^ IV, p, 126.
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also possible that he acknowledged himself a tributary of the Sultan at Delhi and was

allowed to reign in a portion of his ancestral dominions.^

Before closing the section dealing with the Gahadavalas, it is necessary to refer

to a damaged and Incomplete inscription of the dynasty found as far south as Gahgai-

konda-cho|apuram, the ancient Chola capital, In the Trichinopoly District of the Mad-

ras Presidency, The inscription forms part of a record of the 41st year of the reign

of the Chola emperor Kulottuhga I, corresponding to A.D. iiio-it and thus belongs

to the interval between the latest known date of Madanapala and the earliest of Govin-

dachandra. It looks as if some member of the Gahadavala family proposed to make

a grant to the temple in the Cho]a capital. For some reason or other, either the

proposed grant was not made, or it was not engraved in full on the stone. But what is

actually found on the stone may be taken to show that some sort of relationship or

connection existed between the Gahadavalas of Kanauj and the Cholas of Tanjore.

There is also some reason to suppose that the Gahadavalas might have introduced

the worship of the Sun into the Chola country,

Mr. Bhandarkar's tour in Rajputana has been fruitful in bringing to light a num-

ber of Chahamana inscriptions. Some of these refer to the reigns of kings for

whom no inscriptions had been discovered. The antiquity of the family is carried

into the 7th century “ by the Hansot plates which have been already referred to and

which mention six generations of Chahamana princes ending with Bhartrivadda il,

who was apparently the feudatory of a king named Nagavaloka about the middle

of the 8th century A. D. As I have already remarked, Nagavaloka seems also to

have been the overlord of another Chahamana chief named Guvaka I of SakambharL

From inscriptions engraved on two of the pillars in the temple of Jage^vara at

Sadadi, it appears that they belonged originally to the temple of Lakshmanasvamin or

Lokhanadeva at Nadula, t.e,, Nadol. From the name of the temple Mr. Bhandarkar

argues that it must have been built by Lakshmana, the founder of the Marw’ar

branch of the Chohan family. For this chief a Nadol inscription furnishes the date

V. E. io39=A.D, 982,

Of Jojala two inscriptions v/ere found, dated in V, E. H47=A.D, 1090. For

his younger bruther Aivaraja, also known as A§araja, we have the date V. E. 1167

(=:A.D. 1109-10) and A.D. 1143 for the latter’s son Katukaraja, hitherto unknown

from other records. The dates of Rayapala range from V. E. 1189 to V. E. 1202

(corresponding, respectively, to A.D. 1131-32 to 1144-45). Next in point of time

comes the dandanayaha Vaija (also called Sri-Vaijaka or Vayajaladeva)^ already men-

tioned as a feudatory of the Cliaulukya kings Kumarapala and Ajayapfila with dates

ranging from V. E. 1210 to 1231. Contemporary with the last chief was the Nadol

Chohan Kelhanadeva, for whom we have the date Sarhvat 1224 (=A.D. ! 166-7).

^ As Harischandra’s copper-plate has been found in the Jaunpur District, it is not unlikely that his capital

was situated somewhere in that district. Zafarabad, miles south-east of Jaunpur, is said to be the site of a palace
of the later rulers of Kanauj (Cunningham’s VoL XI, p. 104). In A, D. 1219-20 the king* of Kanauj
{Gadhipuradhipa) wasGcipala, who was succeeded by Madana AwU Vol.XVn,p 61).

” The Chahamanas of the Sapadalaksha country claim a higher antiquity according to a manuscript of
Rajaiekhara’s found in a private library at Tanjore. For the earliest king of this branch named
VasudSva, the date assigned is Samvat Co8 = A.D. 550-51 ; see Dr. Hultzsch’s Reports on Sanskrit Manuscript^
in Southern India, No. Ill, p. 114,

“ This name does not occur in the gcneology on p, S3 of Ep» hid. Vol. IX.
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A^a/zamjacf/nrq/a ]ayatsighad6va*ii^ dates range horn y. E, 1239 (A.D. iiSr-2) to

1251 (A.D, 1 193-4) Udayasirnhadeva's from V. E. 1274 {=A.D. 1217) to V. E.

1306 (=A.D. 1249). Contemporary v:ith the latter was Dhandbaladcva, son of Visa-

dhavala who seems to have been a Chahamana and whose dates are V. E 1265 and

V. E. 1283. The son of Udayasiriiha was Chachigadeva, whose inscriptions bear

the dates V, E. 1328, 1333 and 1334, corresponding to A. D. 1271, 1276 and 1277,

respective!)’. His son was tlie Maharajaknla Sariivatasimha (or Samantasirhha) for

whom the Bhinmal inscriptions furnish dates ranging from V. E, 1339 to 1345=A.D.

1282 to 1288. He is also mentioned in a Hathundi epigraph of the latter date as

ruling over the district of NadQla. The inscribed pillar in the prison room of the

kacheri at Saneho r is dated in the same year and belongs to the reign of the Chohan

king Sarhvatasirnhadeva. A century later came Pratapasimha who was reigning at

Satyapura or Sanchor.

Of the southern dynasties, the Eastern Chalukyas of Vengi are represented by

two copper- plate grants, one belonging to the reign of the founder of the d3'’nast3',

vis,, Vishnuvardhana L ^^ishamasiddhi and issued from the capital {vasaka) Pishta-

pura, the modern Pithapuram in the Godavari District. The other copper-plate

grant is incomplete, but seems to be a charter of Mahgi-Yuvaraja, whose birtida

Sri-Vijayasiddhi is cut on the seal.

Earl)'' Pand3’^a history receives further elucidation from a copper-plate inscription

in the Grantha and Vatteluttu alphabets, the original of which has not been

traced. But several impressions of it are available. The tentative genealogy of the

early Pand)'’as given in the last Animal Report of the Assistant Superintendent is im-

proved upon. An important event mentioned in the copper-plate under reference is

the Kalabhra occupation of the Pandya country sometime after the reign of king

Palyaga-Mudukudumi-Peruvaludi. This Pandya king is already known to us from

earl)" Tamil literature, where he is called Palyaga§alai-Mudukudumi-Peruvaludi.

The period of his reign as well as that of the Kalabhra occupation are not known.

The latter may possibly refer to the Karnataka occupation of the Pandya country,

reminiscences of which are preserved to us in the Tamil Periyapui'anain, Tradition

has it that the town of Madura was once destroyed by a tidal wave and that the god

Siva created afresh all castes and nations just as before. The copper-plate grant

under reference seems to mention this tidal wave when it talks of the deluge and

reports that a Pandya king survived it.

In spite of recent researches, early Pandya chronology is not free from difficulties.

But diligent search for ancient Vatteluttu records in the Pandya country comprising

the districts of Madura and Tinnevelly may be expected to clear up most of the

doubtful points and help us to carry the authentic history of Dravidian civilization

to the period of early Tamil literature. Indigenous religious history is also

intimately connected with the rise and fall of the Tamil dynasties. The history of

the Vaishijava cult, for instance, is sure to unravel itself as we get to the earlier

period of Papdya history. Early Pandya records which have been examined so far

make it clear that the Pandya dynasty was in the ascendant for a pretty long time prior

1 This name docs not figure in the genealogical table published by Prof. Kielhorn in Ept hid, Vol. IX, p. S3 .

2 H2 ,
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to the rise of the Cholas of Tanjore about the end of the 9th century A.D. and that

the Pandyas were the chief enemies of Pallava expansion in the 7th and 8th centuries

when the Cholas had sunk into a very low position. In the 13th century again, the

Pandyas became supreme while the Cholas again sank down. The Muhammadan

historian Rashid-ud-din, writing about A. D. 1300, speaks of M’abar, which was

apparently another name for the Pandya country, as extending from Kulam (Quilon)

to Nellore. This statement had been corroborated several years ago by an inscription

of the Pandya king Sundara Pandya found in the town of Nellore. Further confirma*

tion is afforded by a number of Tamil records discovered in the southern portion of

the modern Cuddapah District.

Another interesting fact revealed by these and other Tamil records found in

the Telugu and the Kanarese country is that the Tamil language has receded in com-

paratively recent times. During the period of Cho]a ascendency in Southern India in

the loth and nth centuries, the Tamil language seems to have somehow or other

prevailed in the provinces conquered by the Cholas. In later times, the language

gradually receded. This recession has been noticed so far in the Nellore, North

Arcot and Cuddapah districts of the Madras Presidency as well as in the Mysore,

Kolar and Bangalore districts of the Mysore State.

As regards Cho]a histor}'-, a date has been found in a stone inscription for a king

named Parakesarivarman, whose other name is damaged on the original. There is,

however, some reason to suppose that the missing name is Uttama-Chola. If this be

the case, it is possible to ascertain the date of his accession. The date given in the

inscription is Kaliyuga 40S3, which corresponds to A.D. 981-82, and this is said to

have been the 13th year of Parakesarivarman^ s reign. Accordingly, his accession

must have taken place in A.D. 969-70. Assuming this to be the initial date of the

Chola king Madhurantaka Uttama-Cho]a, the latest known year of his reign, the

i6th, would correspond roughly with the date of accession of his successor Rajaraja I.

About A.D. 948-9^ the battle of Takkolam was fought and the Chola prince

Rajaditya was killed by the Rashtrakula king Krishna III, who apparently undertook

a second expedition against the Tondai-mandalam, z.e.^ the ancient Pallava territory.

In A.D. 959 he was encamped with his victorious army at MelpaU Melpadi in the

North Arcot District of the Madras Presidency) for establishing his followers in the

Southern Provinces.^

Records of Krishna III have been found in the Tamil country down to the 28th

year of his reign corresponding to about 967-8. Thus it appears that Uttama-Choja’s

accession took place immediately after the death of Krishna III. If it be borne in mind

that Uttama-Chola was himself a usurper, it is easy to understand how the interval of

37 years between the latest known date of Parantaka I. and the accession of Raja-

raja I was occupied by the reigns of no less than six Chola kings.

From an inscription found at Kumbhakonam it appears that the Chola king Ra-
jadhiraja I. (A.D. 1018 to at least 1053) was also known as Vijayarajcndradeva and

that he reigned not less than 36 years. An epigraph found at Pedda-Tippasamu-

‘ It seems to me that in the Sojapuram inscription published by Dr. Hult^sch (Ep, lud, Vol. VII, p. 195),
the year “two” does not refer to the reign of the Chola king Rajaditya, who was probably dead at the time, but to
the second year after the conquest of the Tondai-mandalam by the Rashtrakula Krishna III.

5 Ep, Ind. Vol. IV, p. 281. This seems to imply a revolt against Rashtrakula rule in the Tamil country.
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•dram shows that RSjadhiraja reigned until A.D. 1057-S. In a Sanskrit epigraph

at Tribhuvanam in the Tanjore District, KulOttuhga III. (A.D. 1178-1217) claims to

have built the 7mikha7?ia?tdapa of Sabhapati and the jodpura of the shrine of the god-

dess Girmdraja and the enclosing verandah These evidently refer

to the Nataraja temple at Chidambaram in the South Arcot District, where the king must

have built the viuhhainandapa^ the gdpiira of the shrine of the goddess Sivakami-

Amman and the verandah enclosing the central shrine. The same king is credited

•with having built the beautiful temple of Ekatnresvara (at Conjeevaram); the temple

of Halahalasya at Madhura; the temple at Madhyarjuna (/>., Tiruvidaimarudur

in the Tanjore District)
;
the temple of the Sn-Rajara3i§vara *, the temple of

Valmike^vara (at Tiruvarur in the Tanjore District)
;
the sabhdmandapa and the

big gdpnra of Valmikadhipati (/.e., the temple at TiravarCir). As these are all

old temples, the king’s boast probably means that he either repaired them or made some

substantial additions to the old shrines. Kulottuhga III also built the Trlbhuvanavi-

re§vara temple (t.c., the modern Kampahare^vara temple at Tribhuvanam) which was

evidently called after his title TrihhuvanavJra^ The consecration ceremony at this

temple was performed by the king’s gurti SomeSvara, who was the son of Srikantha-

Sariibhu and bore the surname I§vara-^iva. Some§vara was well versed in the

taiva-darsana and the eighteen vidydf and had expounded the greatness of Siva

taught in the Upanishads. He was also the author of a work entitled Siddlidn-

iaratnakara^ I§vara§iva is probably identical with Igana§iva, who wrote the Siddhan-

iasara. In the same line of teachers there was also a Snkantha. Both l5ana§iYa

and Srikantha are mentioned by the Saiva teacher Vedajnana in his Atmdrtha-

pujdpaddhaii. Srikantha-Sariibhu is probably identical with Svamidevar-SrTkanlha-

.^iva, who was a contemporary of the Choja king Vikrama-Choja.

The Airavate§vara temple at Daraiuram near Kumbhakonam is called Sri-Raja-

raji§vara in its inscriptions and is built in the style of the Kampahare§vara temple at

Tribhuvanam. Both of them seem to have been copied from the Brihadiivara temple

at Tanjore which is also called SrI-Rajarajisvara in its epigraphical records. Perhaps

the Dara^uram temple was also built by Kulottuhga III, during whose reign the Tri-

bhuvanam temple came into existence as mentioned in the last paragraph. The for-

mer is of unique interest to students of Tamil literature. The north, west and south

walls of the central shrine bear a belt of sculptures representing scenes from the lives

of the Tamil devotees of Siva. A large number of these sculptures are accompanied

by labels in characters belonging roughly to the 13th century A.D,

Coming to the Vijayanagara period we find that the underground temple at

Yijayanagara was called Prasanna-Virupaksha in ancient times. The inscribed stone

found in it is dated in Saka-Sariivat 1435, the cyclic year SrJmukha, corresponding to

A.D. 1513-4 and records a gift made by the Vijayanagara king Krishnaraya on the

occasion of his coronation. Krishnaraya’ s remission of some taxes in favour of certain

Siva and ^rishnu temples is registered in an inscription at Tiruvi^alur in the Tanjore

District. The revenue remitted amounted to 10,000 varcthas. Four other copies of

this order of the king were discovered in previous years.

Among the feudatory families, the Telugu Chodas and the Kodumbajur chiefs

deserve to be noticed. Interesting information about the former has been obtained
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mainly from inscriptions examined at Nandalur in the Cuddapah District; and

Pottappi, the place with which the Telugu-Choda chiefs are associated, has been

identified with a village of the same name in the Cuddapah District. Kodumbalur or

Kodumbai is an ancient village in the Pudukkottai State. In an early Tamil poem

the village and Its tank are mentioned as being in the Pandya countr)' and on

the road to Madura from Uraiyur (at present a suburb of Trichinopoly). The

tank at Kodumbalur is still an important feature of the village. The chiefs of

Kodumbalur claim to have defeated the Chalukyas, Pallavas and Pandyas. One of

them boasts of having conquered Vatapi. They seem to have been on friendly terms

with the Cho]as and, accordingly, a number of inscriptions of the family have been

found in the Trichinopoly District. The Muvarkovil the temple of the three)

at Kodumbalur is popularly ascribed to the Chera, Chola, and Pandya kings. But

the Grantha inscription found on its walls informs us that the three shrines were built

by the KodumbalOr chief Bhutl-Vikrainakesarin, who probably lived during the first

half of the loth century A.D.

In the National Museum at Copenhagen are preserved two Kanarese inscriptions

from Mysore and a Buddhist image with the creed engraved on its pedestal in North

Indian characters of about the 9th or loth century. Impressions of the former and

a plaster cast of the latter were sent to the Assistant Superintendent, Southern Circle,

for examination. Of the Kanarese inscriptions, one is a vtragal^ a memorial

tablet describing the death of a hero in battle and belongs to the Ho3^sala period. It

was apparently a battle in which the brothers Vlra-Narasiriihadcva HI. and Ramanatha

were interested, and may be referred to the second half of the 13th century A.D. The

other Kanarese epigraph refers to the military operations of a certain Sakveya who

is described as the general of the Seunas. If this general is identical with Saluva-

Tikkamadeva, who was a military officer of the Yadava king Ramachandra, the record

would belong to the 3rd quarter of the 13th century A.D.

In Burma impressions were prepared of 21 inscriptions. The earliest of them is

dated in A.D. 1288 and the latest in 1881 A.D., when king Thibaw, the last of the

Alaungpaya dynasty, started building diminutive shrines about 1 5 feet high at each of

the ancient capitals of Burma, in order to prolong his reign. The majority of the

inscriptions relate to the construction of religious edifices, such as pagodas, temples,

monasteries and ordination halls, and the dedication, for their maintenance, of

endowments. With the single exception of an inscription found in the Kyaukse

District, which is Talaing, the language of these lithic records is either Burmese or

Pali or a mixture of both.

Reference is made in the Report of the Burma Circle to two Chinese inscriptions

found in Central Asia. One of them has been attributed to A.D. 158. “But its in-

ternal evidence, remarks Mr. Taw Sein Ko, shows that It was set up in the 7th

century A.D., as a tombstone to the memory [of Liu Kuo, the Chinese general,

who invaded the Kokonor region, was defeated by the Tibetans and died in captivity.”

The second epigraph appears to be a legend inscribed on the gateway of a Buddhist

monastery. Neither Its date nor locality is mentioned. But the calligraphy appears

to belong to the Pang dynasty (A. D. 618-905).

Mr. Taw Sein Ko reverts to the history of Buddhism in Burma and says he
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has discovered architectural evidence to support his theor}" of the derivation of

Burmese Buddhism from China, This he finds in the symbolism of the component
parts of some of the notable pagodas of Pagan which is inexplicable to the Burmese
of the present day, but is accounted for by the Chinese.

As regards the Burmese alphabet, its origin and development can be satisfactor-

ily worked out only when more cpigraphical records become accessible, especially the

older ones. Mr. Taw Sein Ko states that the two Maunggun gold plates, published

by Maung Tun Nyein {Sp- Ind. Vol. V, p. loi), are engraved in the Eastern Chalukya

script of the 7th or loth century. These plates are certainly older than the loth

century A.D. At Buitenzorg in Java are two stone inscriptions mentioning a king

named PQrnavarman\ who had evidently occupied the island. The language of these

inscriptions is Sanskrit, while the alphabet is Indian. One of them may belong to

about the 6th century A.D. and the other must be later. Thus there is undoubted

evidence of the island of Java having been occupied about the 6th century A. D. b}’’

a king, who, if he was not an Indian, must have been influenced by Indian culture

either directly or indirectly.” Further, we know from Tamil literature that trade

relations existed in ancient times between Southern India and Kalagam {/.^., Kadiiram

in Burma),^ It is thus not difficult to imagine how Burma became subject to Indian

influences. But the exact process can be determined only when authentic docu-

ments bearing on the subject become available.

The. history of Indian religion and mythology deserve in conclusion a brief notice.

The Lakull§a-Pa§upata is a Saiva sect whose history has been specially investigated by

Mr. Bhandarkar. He carries the antiquity of the sect to a ver}’’ early period. Duting

the field season of 1907-08 he visited Karvari which is the reputed centre of the sect

and secured a copy of the local viahatmya. Here the god is called Lakutapani, ix., the

god who bears a staff in his (left) hand. He is said to hold a citron {hljapurakd) in his

right hand. At Karvan is a temple dedicated to Nakle^var which is evidently the pop-

ular form of the name LakiiliSvara. The god is generally represented with two arms

and a club in his left hand and is often taken for the god Siva in the form of a yOgin.

Mr. Bhandarkar has found the ruins of a shrine of Lakullla near the temple of

Nilkantha-Mahadeva at Nana in the Jodhpur State. Dr. Bloch has been studying

the subject of the avataras of the god Vishnu. Students of Indian mythology will be

eagerly looking forward to the article which he proposes to publish in the next

AnnuaL He observes that Bodh-Gaya was the place where the ninth or Bauddha

avatai^a of Vishnu first came into existence. Dr. Bloch considers it beyond doubt

that the desire of the Brahmins to get a share of the Buddhist cult led them to create

it. “ Perhaps the loth century A.D.” he adds was the time when the Bauddha ava^

tara of Vishnu became officially recognized.” At Tegowa, in the Jubbulpore District,

is a neat little specimen of Gupta architecture of the 5th or 6th century A.D. which

^ hid. An(., Vol. IV, pp. 355-8, A king of this nnme is said to have restored the Bodhi tree at B5dh*Gaya
about A. D. 620 after it had been cut down by king Sj^rihka.

• If Purnavarman was notan Indian king, he was, as Dr. Vogel suggests, probably a ruler of Cambodia. It

is well known that a number of Sanskrit inscriptions have been found in Cambodia.
® A king of Kntaha or Kidaram (in Burma) built a Buddhist vihara at Negapatam in the Tanjorc District.

The Chola king Rajendra-Chola claims to have defeated a king of ICicjaram. There is, however, no reference to

the Choja king having set up a pillar of victory :n Burma as stated by Mr. Taw’ Scin Ko in paragraph 75 of his

Annual Kepofi*
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now goes by the name of Kankalidevi. Among the carvings of this temple the most

interesting is a slab with a standing figure of the god Vishnu in the centre and small

representations of the nine avataras of Vishnu around, vi?, (i) the Matsya ow the top,-

(2) Kurina, Vamana, Krishna and Nrisimha to the left, from below
;
and (3) Varalia,

Kama, Pai^akirania and Kalkt to the right, from above. In the last or Kalki-avatara,

onl)^ a horse is figured without the male figure riding on it as we find in later represent-

ations. The order in which the avataras follow indicates that at that time they were not

generally grouped together according to the strict chronological arrangement of later

days. But the most important point is the omission of the ninth or Bauddha avatara,

the total number thus being nine instead of ten. When the carving was made in the

5th or 6th century, the Bauddha avatara had evidently not become recognized.

Some light is thrown on the Kalamukha sect by a Grantha inscription on stone found

at Kodumbalur which has already been mentioned. W' e are introduced to a certain

Mallikarjuna of Madhura (Madura) who belonged to the Atreya-^J/rrr and was the

disciple of two teachers named Vid3^ara§i and Taporaii. The 'Kodumbajur chief

Vikramakesarin is said to have presented a big mailia {brihan-inaihom) to Mallikarjuna

who was the chief ascetic of the Kalamukha (sect), with eleven villages for feeding

fifty ascetics of the same sect (here called asita-vahtra]. There is thus no doubt

that Kodumbalur was a centre of the Kalamukha sect, though Mallikarjuna and his

preceptors are unknown from other records. The stronghold of the sect in later

times was apparently the Kanarese country. The later preceptors of the sect were in

The service of the temple of Dakshina-Kedare§vara at Balagarhve in the Mysore State.

The origin and history of the sect will have to be determined by future researches.

The Chaunsath Jogini temple at Bheraghat in the Jubbulpore District is an interesting

collection of images which have been already described by Cunningham. But their

present arrangement differs considerably from the old one. Dr. Bloch states that

during the last thirty years the statues have been shifted a good deal. The date of

the statues can be determined by an inscription placed to the proper left of the door

leading into the temple, which stands in the centre of the court. It refers the

erection of the temple to the time of Vijayasirnha and Ajayasirhha, two princes of

the Kalachuris of Tripuri, who ruled over portions of Central India in the 12th century

A. D. The alphabet of the labels engraved on the pedestals of the statues points

to the same period. Dr. Bloch adds : Another general consideration also shows

that the 12th century A. D. fits in very well with the setting up of this remarkable

series of images of female deities. For it is just towards this period that we observe a
general tendency in India to worship the divine nature in the shape of a woman/^

V. Venkayva.



THE FIRST VIJAYANAGARA DYNASTY; ITS

VICEROYS AND MINISTERS.

I

t is 'well-known that the touch between the ruler and the ruled was not very close in

ancient Indian kingdoms Even the worst despot had, therefoie, to depend

largely on feudatories. Indian History is mainly the story of feudatory families rising

into power w’^hen the time was opportune. The last Hindu kingdom of Southern India

illustrates this point both in its origin and in its downfall. In the sequel this aspect

of the first Vijayanagara dynasty will be explained in the light of the available

materials, and only so much of the general history of the dynasty will be introduced

as is necessary foi a proper appreciation of the theme.

The Hoysala kingdom, 'which had extended over almost the 'whole of Southern

India about the end of the 13th Century received a severe blow^ from the invasion

of Malik Kafur in A.D. 1310 Ballala HI, the then ruling king, was first captured

and subsequently released But in A D. 1327 Muhammad Tughlak appears to have

made another attempt to annex the Hoysala dominions. The Hoysala power, in

consequence, became much enfeebled and practically came to a close with the

demolition of the capital Dhorasamudra^ by the Muhammadans in that year.^

Ballala III is, however, known to have luled until A.D, 1342-43.^ In the latter part of

* In a record of the time of Narasimha. II (A D 122 j. and 1234), the Hoysala empire is said to ha\c extended

up to Nangjli on the east, Kongn (Salem and Coimbatorej on the south, AUakheda (South- C.nnara) on ihc nest,

and Heddore (Krishna^ on thenorth A general of Vlrti-Somes^ ara, son of Naiasimha 11
,
conquered K.^na-nadu

jn the Pudukkottai State during the reign of iMara\arman Sundara-Pand}a II (A D 1239 to 1251) and SomC^-

xara's southern capital uas Kannarmr near jambukCsvaram Narasimha III and Vira Ramanatha, the tuo

claun?nls tc *he throne after Sumeivara, became divided, the former apparently ruling the ancestral dominions,

including Dhorasamudra, and the latter the southern portion of the Hoysala empire. But Narasimha III appears

to have supplanted or survived his haU-b-othcr Vira-Rainanatha. Practically therefore Narasimha bequeathed to

his successor Ballala III a united empire, which about that period extended almost ov'cr the whole of Southern

India Sec also Caldwell’s I^tsiory of T^uvc^elly^ p 44,
* Two other forms Dornsamudea and DvSrasamudra also occur m wscnpliovs The dcrii ation of the name

is not dear Mr Rice would connect it with DCvarapuri mentioned in a legend which traces the Hovsalas to

the mythical person Safa. As, however, village names ending m samjtdra arc often called after their founders or

donors, 1 believe that the Hoysala capital also must have been so named after its founder who was called

cither Dhora or Dora The modern name Haleb Idu which means * the old capital’ was perhaps applied to it

after the scat of Government was transferred thence to Tiruvannamalai, by BalUla III.

'' Bnvihay Gacciicer, Vol. I, Part II, pp 509-10,
* Aufitial Rfporl on epigraphy for 1905*7, paragraph 51
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his reign, Ballaja changed his capital to Tlruvann5malai in the South-Arcot District.^

His son/ Ballala IV Ms known to us only from one or two stray records in the

Mysore State. It is doubtful if ever he ruled as an independent sovereign. Perhaps

the change of capital by Ballala III from Dhorasamudra to Tiruvannamalai

was due not only to the fear of the Muhammadans, but also to the rising power of

his feudatory chiefs Harihara I and Bukka 1 . It is not ascertained as yet from

epigraphical records what definite position these two chiefs held under the

Hoysalas
;

but that they were powerful enough to exercise much influence in the

Hoysala kingdom long before they could declare their independence, is proved by

certain known facts. Ibn Batuta (A. D. 1333 to 1342) ^ speaks of a Muhammadan

Chief of Honore (Honavar) on the western coast who w^as subject to '' Haraib or

Harib,” ie., Hariyappa (Harihara I). The fort at Badami was built by a subordinate

of Harihara I in A. D., 1340.^ Mr. Sturrock in his South-Canara Manual (Vol. I,

P* 55) ^y i336‘-“the traditionary date of the foundation of

Vijayanagara—the Bairasu Wodears of the West Coast had been forced to acknow-

ledge the suzerainty of Vija)mnagara, and that a fort had been built at Barukuru by

Harihara I {ihid., p. 65). In an inscription assigned by Mr. Rice to about the same

period [Bira]-Bukkanna-Vodeya (or his son) is represented as attacking a town in the

Shimoga district which was within the Hoysaja country The fact that Sihgaya-

Dannayaka, one of the Hoysala feudatories at Danayakankottai, acknowledges the

suzerainty of Ballala III in a record of A. D. 1340, but figures as a semi-independent

ruler in A. D. 1346-47,® also shows that the Hoysala power had declined by that time

and was passing into other hands in the interval. Subsequent to the destruction of

Dhorasamudra by the Muhammadans, Harihara I and Bukka I perhaps began slowly

to grow in power, and about A.D. 1340 they had acquired sufficient importance to

build forts and attract the notice of foreign travellers, though they were not still in a

position to assume the titles of independent sovereignty. In fact there is strong

reason to believe that prior to A.D, 1346, by which time, perhaps^ Ballaja had

died, there was no attempt made by Harihara and his brothers to declare their

independence.

In Saka-Saihvat 1268=A.D. 1346—-47 the fire brothers Vlra-Hariyappodeya,

Kampannodeya, Bukkannodeya, Marappodcya and Muddappodeya, their son-in-law

{aliya) Ballappa-Daimayaka and prince Sovanna-Vodeya, together with other members
of the family, jointly made a grant to the forty Brahmanas w’hom they had employed
at Srihgeri to render service to the teacher Bharatitirtha-Sripada and his pupils, in

order that these latter might continue to perform their penances at that place. The
record’ that supplies this interesting information also states that Harihara I had by
that time Saka-Sarhvat 1268) brought under his control the whole countrv
between the Eastern and the Western Oceans. This grant made to the teacher at

' Mysore Gnzctiecr, Vol. 1
, p. 342.

2 The full name of this prince, Vira-Virfipaksh a- Ballala (IV) (£>, Cam,, Vol. IX, Introduction, p. '*3)
or Hampe-Vodeyaru {ibid., Vol. IV, Yd. 29) indicates his connection with Hampe. In the Virupaksha temple at
Hampe there is an unpublished lithic record which refers itself to the reign of a Hoysaja king.

^

Fovgoilcn Empire, p. 7» and Manual of the Soiith-Canara District, Vol. I, p. 65.
Ind, Ant., Vol. X, p. 63. Ep. Cam,, Vol. VII, Introduction, p. 34.

® Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1906-7, paragraph 51.
^ Ep. Cam.,, Vol. VI, Sg, No. i, and Introduction, p. 21.
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Sringcri^ by the founders of the Vijayanagara family seems to bear out the

traditional connection claimed in later records for the teachers of the religious

institution at that place with the rise of the new empire and the foundation of the

town of Vijayanagara. The joint donation by the five brothers further indicates the

undivided interest which they had in the building up of the new kingdom. Bukka I

was apparently governing the eastern and ceniral divisions of the Hoysala country,

while Harihara I was in charge of the western and portions at least of the southern

districts which belonged to the Yadavas of Devaglri." Kampana I was ruling over

the Nellore and Cuddapah districts, and Marapa, the Shimoga and North-Canara

districts. Kampana II, son of Bukka, was a powerful prince, who recovered the

south from the Hfuhammadans and was in sole charge of it about Saka-San’ivat 12S3.

Bukka changed his capital from Dhorasamudra to Hosapatiana between Saka-Saiiivat

1274 and 1276, and thence to the town of Vijayanagara, newly constructed by him
;

apparently, because the latter was more central and afforded greater facilities for the

administration of a big kingdom.

The Vijayanagara empire must have been composed of many principalities and

divisions already in the time of Harihara I and Bukka I, While some of these were

placed under viceroys and princes of the ruling family, others were, apparently, looked

after and governed by the rulers themselves, Barakur—the Barakanya or Baraha-

kanyapura of lithic records® and the Pacainuria of Nicolo dei Conti*—was a city of

great importance and the seat of a viceroy in charge of the northern portion of the

Tulu country from early Vijayanagara times. ® It is stated to have occupied the

same important position also during the reign of the Hoysal.a kings to whom the whole

of the Tulu-nad ^svas subordinate.® Mahgaluru (Mangalore) was an equally important

place and the capital of the Southern Tulu country. Hadapada Gautarasa, a minister

of Harihara I, is known to have been ruling the Mahgalura-rajya in Saka-Saiiivat

5271 (=A. 0.1349)^* Coins named Mahgalura-gadyai.ia and Barakanura-gadyana are

often referred to in inscriptions® and show that the Viceroys at these two places w^ere

' It is not stated who Bharatitirtha was. The identity of Bharatitirtha with Vidyaranya ft.?., the minister

Madhavacharya who wrote the works Para^aramadhaviya, Sarvadarsanasarhgraha, cic.) has been based upon

tradition and upon the authorship of certain works noticed in the TViu/or? and attributed by Dr.

Burnell to Bharalitirlha Vidyaranya (Madhavacharya). It is, however, possible that Bharatitirtha referred to

in the Sriujjeri inscription is identical with Bharati-Krishnatirtha, who is mentioned as the second in the succession

list of Srihgeri teachers (Mr. Rice's Afysore Gaseiieer, Vol. I, p.474) as the predecessor of Vidyaranya.
= Inscriptions from the Bangalore and Kolar districts of the Mysore State printed in the volumes of the

Epigraphia CaYuatica^ suggest that prior to Saka 1276, Bukka I was ruling jointly with his brother Harihara I.

But, as about this same period ue find in the Cuddapah and Anantapur districts independent records of Bukka I.

and in the Kadur, South-Canara «and Bijapur districts, those exclusively of Harihara I, one is inclined to suppose

that though joint rulers, the territorial charges of the two brothers were defined.

^ Epigraphical collection for 1901, Nos. 92, 157, 171 and 175.

* ForgoiUn Empire^ p. 82 and note l.

* South-Canara Manual, Vol. II, p. 2G4f.

® Caldwell’s //I’sfory of TtufievcUy, P-44* In Saka-Samvat 1261 (=A. D. 1339) when Harihara I was in

power, Ballala in appears to have visited his military stronghold of Barakur (jE*/. Cam., V'ol. V, Ak. 1S3).

Perhaps Ballala was still recognised as the nominal ruler. The last representative of the Yadava or Ballul

supremacy in the Tulu country is slated to have been a certain Shankra-Naik to whom a Rani of Barcclore

was subordinate (South-Canara Jilauuol, Vol. 1, p. 64). Of Bukka I it is slated that at his approach ^ankaparys

of the Ronkanas was filled with fear {Ep, Cam., Vol. VI, Kp. 25}. It is not unlikely that this Sahkaparya ts Ihe-

&nmc as Shahkra-Naik referred to in the South-Canara Manual,
* Epigraphical collection for 190I, No. 57.
s Ep. lud., Vol. VllI, p. 130, note i.

2 I 2
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even authorized to issue coins from their own mints. Araga, Araga-Gutti or Male-

lajya located in the Shimoga district of the Mysore State, and including portions, if

not the whole, of North Canara appears to have formed another of the main divisions

of the western portion of the Vijayanagara kingdom. Marapa, the brother of

Harihara I, was in charge of it. It is stated of him that he conquered the whole

of the Kadamba or Banavasi 12,000 country (the modern N. Canara district) and

was residing at Chandragutti in Saka 1268* having for his minister a celebrated

scholar named Madhava.' Santalige looo, which included part of the Shimoga

district in the Mysore State and part at least of South Canara,^ was governed in Saka- .

Sarhvat 1 269 by a feudatory chief who bore the title Papdya-Chakravarti.'* An inscrip-

tion of the time of Harihara I from the Kolar district® furnishes the name of one

of his Dandanayalas, the Mahamandalckvara Ar(ya-VaUa.ppa, who is perhaps identi-

cal with aljya [i.e., son-in-law) Ballappa-Dannayaka already referred to in the Srihgeri

inscription {Ep. Cam. Vol. VI, Sg. No. i, and Introduction, p. 21). In the same

rear {i.e., Saka-Sariivat 1268) Harihara and his brother Muttana-Udaiyar {i.e.,

Muddapa?) appear to have jointly issued an order to the inhabitants of Tekkal-nadu®

which must have been included in the Mu]uvayi-rajya noticed in the sequel.

I'dayagiri-raiya comprising the modern Nellore and Cuddapah distriets was governed

by Kampa 1 as is proved by an inscription from the Nellore district dated in Saka-

Sarhvat 1268.'^ His son Sariigama II was in charge of the Paka-vishaya from his

capital at \®ikramasimhapiira, i.e., Nellore, in Saka 127S, and made a grant of a

village in the Muliln-country (Cuddapahl to the Saiva temple at Pushpagiri.® This

shows that the latter district was also included in Sarhgama’s dominions. About the

same period ViragrI Savannodeya, another son of Kampa I, was ruling at Udaya-

giri-pattana as “ the lord of the eastern ocean.” ® Perhaps Savanna and Sarhgama II

divided betwixt them the Nellore and Cuddapah districts which must have formed

£/). Cari!. Vol. Vni, Sb. 375.

‘ This minister who is also called Madbavariika and I\Iadarasa-Odcya in some inscriptions is stated to have

been a great Vedic scholar and an adherent of pure Saivism as taught by the teacher Kiisivilasa-Kriyasakti and

10 have been the governor of Bannvii si 12,000 country. He was the son of a certain Chaunda of the Ahgirasa-

gotra {Ep. Carn.j Vol. VII, Sk. No. 281). Professor Weber in bid, Ani.j Vol.. VI, p. 162, footnote ii, refers to

a record which purports to state that Madhava was temporarily entrusted with the town (and district) of Jayanli;

conquered Goa and granted lands to 24 Brahmanas, who co-operated with him in the composition of works
hearing his name and identifies this Madhava with the Advaita teacher Madhavncnnrya-Vidu3Tanva, Hut the

conqueror of Goa is the minister mentioned in Sic. No. 28 r, and his father’s name :mdgotra as given in tliat record

differ from those of the Advaita teacher which are elsewhere {Ep. hid., Vol. Ill, p. 23, note 5, and p. 1 19)

found to be Mayana and Bharadvaja. The pure Saivism, too, which Madhava of Sk. 281 is stated to have
followed is opposed to the notions of the Advaita religion where Vishnu and Siva are not looked upon with the

prejudice of the sectarian. Consequently, it lcx)ks as if there flourished at this period in the service of the Vijava-
nagara kings two scholars of the name Madhava, -one, an adherent of §aivism and the other, a follower of Vne
Advaita school of SauikarSchar3'a, The commentary’’ on noticed on page I94<i of Burnell’s Tn/z/erc
Catalogue was written by the former, tuo., Madhavamantrin, who was a pupil of Kusivilfisa Kriy’iisakti.

^ Ep, Jnd.f Vol. VIII, p. 1 26, note 4.

ii/>. Czim., Vol. VIIIjTl. 154. "J'hc title denotes that the chief, whose name is lost, might have been an
-anrestor of Pandyachakravarti Vira-Pandyadeva who, in Saka 1308, was ruling in South Canara (Epigraphical
colbct’on for 1901, No. 50). Before him the title was borne by the Alva or Alupa chief Kulasckhara in the
beginning of the 1310 century (Epigraphical collection for the same year. Nos. 51 to 53). The earlv Ahiva
kings Pritbvisagara and Vijaynditya bore the surname Uttama-Pandya (Ep. lud. A^ol. IX, np 21 and 22I

^^Mr,6i. « Ditto, 39.
" Nellore Inscriptions) p. 789, No. 28.

® Ep. Ind.y Vol. Hi, p. 24.

® Epigraphical collection for 1906, Nos. 500 and 503.
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the eastern portion of the \’ijayanagara empire. iMuluvayi--ajya and the more central

divisions were ruled b)" BuUka I himself and his son Kampana while the

Penugonda-raiya was placed under the charge of another of his sons Mra-\’irupani}a*

Odeya." A few years after, Kampana II acquired the Rrijagambliira-rajya which

perhaps comprised the southern country in general but particularly that of the

Pandyas. Thus we see that Harihara, Bukka and other princes of the Vijayanagara

family extended their influence in every direction almost simultaneously ; and before

the accession of Harihara 11, the first sovereign who could be so called, the

empire had literally extended over the whole of Southern India spreading between

the Eastern, Southern and the Western Oceans,^ some of its important divisions

being (i) the Udayagiri-rajya, including Paka-vishaya and the Muliki-de^a, (2) the

Penugonda-raj)'a (which later on included Gutti>rajya as stated in a copper-plate ins-

'Cription of the time of Mallikarjuna, dated Saka ?3Si), (3) the Araga, Male or

Maleha-rajya, including the ancient Banavase 12,000, Chandragutti and GOve, (4) the

Muluvayi-rajya, (5) the Barakuru and the MahgalQra-raj3’a or, clubbed together,

Tulu-rajya, and (6) the Rajagarhblnra-rajya.

Records of Harihara I are very limited in number. We do not know of reliable

inscriptions of his lime beside those of Badami‘ and Kantavara® and a few published

In Mr. Rice’s Efi^raphia CarnaticaP Some suspicious copper plate records, which

liave been noticed by Mr. Ricc^ and Mr. Butterworth,® call him a chief of Kufija-

rakona—the modern Anegondi—attribute to him the foundation of the city of VIjaya*

nagara with the help and advice of Vidyaranya who w^as then performing penance in

the temple at Hampi and give the date Saka-Sariivat 1258 for his coronation.^

From inscriptions of later kings which give a lengthy account of the origin of the

we learn that Harihara I and his four brothers were sons of a certain

Samgama of the race of the Moon. Sartigama’s sons are staled each in turn to have

conquered the Muhammadans (Turushkas), which shows that in the early stage of

Vijayanagara history there was continuous struggle with the intruders. It has been

stated already that Harihara was mainly occupied with the subjugation of the

western portion of the Hoysak dominions, including the Kadur and Shimoga districts

’ See below, p. 12 1. From a stone record recently copied at Tinippnttnr in the Salem district (Epiijra-

phical collection for igog, No. 251), Muluva5d-rujya is known to have comprised the Tagadn-nacltr, Eyyil-nadu,

Kalin garaipnyru, Purur-^patrii, Mukkanfir-parru, Puramalai-nudu and many other minor divisions, in the time of

Devaruya I, in baka 133S. This shows that it comprised at the time large portions of Salem and South Arcot

districts of the Madras Presidency*

= Ep. hid,, V0I. VI, p. 327.

^ Accordingly we find Harihara I and Bukka I assuming the title Mord of the Eastern and Western
oceans* ; [^Ep, hid., Vol. Ill, p. ii4f, and Vol. VI, p. 327, footnote 2).

< hid. Ant., VoL X, p. 63.

* Epigraphical collection for iqot, No. 57,

“Vol. V, Ak. I59J Vol. VI, Sg. i; Vol. VIII, Tl. 154; V^ol. IX, Bn. 59, 97, Dv. 50 and Kl. 19

and Vnl, X, Mr. 39 and 61. The first of these gives Harihara the imperial titles yfahardjadhirCija, etc., and be-

gins with a Sanskrit verse [asita^giri’^sainaih syat, etc.) which is found in the Stvainatnvniahstava of Pushpadantn.
• Ep. Cam,, Vol X, Bg. 70.

® NeUore hiseriptions, Vol. I, pp. logft; sec also hid. Ant., Vol. XXXVIII, pp. Sg topi,
* As the traditional date of the foundation of Vijayanagara is also believed to be .A.T), 133(5 ft.e., 6aka

1258), It is not improbable that Harihara 1 in this > ear actually nndc an attempt to dcclnrc his independence

ano in order to secure that object befriended a teacher of the §rinceri-/;w//;fl. The date of the two copper-

plates might thus be granted to be genuine—being based on tradition—though the records on them may not be
beyond suspicion. It maj be noted that in these records Ghanakaila (Peiiugondal-r.ljya and Chanclragirhra.jya

arc Slated to have been included in Harihara^s dominions.
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of Mysore, Gautarasa at Mangalore has also been mentioned as one of his,

subordinates. Gopesa appears to have been another ruling at Kuppatur in the

Nagarakhanda-country (Shimoga district).^ Chameya-nayaka built the fort at Badami in

Saka 1261 under the orders of Harihara, As Harihara was only a mahamanclalesvara

and had not established himself as a sovereign in his newly acquired kingdom, we do

not find in the records of his time any reference to a capital town from which he

would have ruled. But Bukka I who was concerned with the central portion of the

Hoysala kingdom is said to have had his capital at DhOrasamudra in Saka-Saiiivat

1274” and to have thence changed it to Ho.sapattana and to Vijayanagara

(Vidyanagara).^

Bukka I was probably administering the empire in the earlier years of his reign,

jointly with his brother Harihara 1 . A record from the Bangalore district, dated in

Saka 1 268,“^ is explicit in stating that Ariyappa-Udai)^ar Harihara I) and

Bukkanna-Udaiyar were ruling together. We do not know when Bukka become

the sole ruler
;
or in other words, when Harihara died. As, however, the latest date

known for the latter is Saka 1276,^ we may suppose that the event happened
some time after that date, when, as noted alread)-, it was also found necessary for

Bukka to shift the capital from Dhorasamudra. The chief minister {viaha^pradhmci)

of [Bukka I] in Saka-Sarhvat 1274, was Naganr,a-Dannayaka.^ Mahdmandalc^vara-
Mallinatha-Vodeya, son of (iliya son-in-law) Nadegonte Sayana or Sai-Nayaka
\\ as about this period, governing Bemmattanakallu (Chitaldroog) as Bukka’s viceroy.*

Tl.is Mallinatha is, apparently, different from Mallinatha or Mallappodeyar, son of

Bukka P and a brother of Harihara II. Perhaps, prince Ma]]appode3’ar was the deputy

of his father Bukkanna-Odeyar and was ruling with him. A record from the Bangalore-

district dated in Saka 1285, registers a grant by this prince {Ep. Cam,, Yol. IX, An.

82). Barakura-rajya was ruled between Saka 1282 and ^ 2 ^^ hy Mahdpradhmia
Malleya-DannayakaP Between Saka 12S5 1290 the general administration of'

the empire appears to have been in the hands of Basaveya or Basavay^^a-

MahdpvadhoAKi GoparasarOde^^a was ruling the Baraktira-rajya from
Saka-Sarhvat i28[S] to 1293.^^ The famous Brahmana general of Bukka’ s-

son, Kampana-Udaiyar was Goppana, whose Rafiganatha inscription has been
published on pp. 322ff of Epigraphsa indtea, Vol. VI. Goppana appears tO'-*

have entered service under Kampana as early as Saka-Saiiivat 1275, wdien tlie-

^ Ep, Cam., Vol, Viri, Sb. 263.
- Epijjraphical collection for 1906, No. 522.

In Saka 1276 Bukka s capital was Hosapattana. In the following year he was still ruling from Hosa-
paliapa in the Hoysana-desa {Bp. Cnrn„ Vol. XI, Cd. Nos, 2 and 3). A record from the Pavagada talukaof theTumkur district, also dated in Saka 1377 states, however, that Bukka was ruling from his ‘jewelled throne * at
Vidynnagara (tiii., Vol. XII, Pg.^74). Hence the change of capital from Hosapattana to Vidy-inagara musthave happened about the end of Saka 1277. Vidyanagara, which Bukka is said to have made his permanent-
metropolis /izrf., Vol. Ill, p. 1 15, note 9) is not often referred to in his records.

^ Ep. Cam., Vol. IX, Bn. 59.
s Ibid., Vol. VIII, Sb. 104,

« Ibid., Vol. IX, Dv. 29.

' Vol. XI, Cd. Nos. 2 and 3.
® Professor Kielhorn^s Southern Lhi, No. 456, note 8.
^ Epigraphical collection for 1901, Nos. 132, 138, 130 and 141.
Ep .Cam., Vol, IV, Ch. Nos. 113 and 117.

Epigraphical collection for igoi, Nos. 117 and lag.
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prime-minister {inahapradhani) of Kanipana was SOmappa or Suvappagalu as he

is called in a stone record at Kadiri in the Cuddapah district.* In his early career,

before he was deputed about Saka 12S3* reduce the southern dominions and to

subdue the Mussalmans of ^ladura/ Kampana, who was distinguished from his

uncle Kanipa I by the epithet chihka or l'Uj;tara\ was apparently in charge of the

Muluva}’! country.^ After subduing the south and taking possession of the Rilja-

gambhtra-rajya prince Kumara-Kampana appears to have ruled as an independent

sovereign.*^ His rule must have extended over the whole of the south and parts

also of the Mysore State, including at least the Bangalore and Kolar districts and the

south Mysore district {Ep. Carn.y Vol, IV, Introduction, p. 24). In Saka 12S9

Bukka himself appears ruling from his camp at Muluvayi,’ In the same year Bukka

is stated to have decided a dispute between the Jainas and the Bhaktas (z'.f?., Srl-

Vaishnavas) by declaring “that there was no difference between Jaina religion

{darhancC) and Vaishnava religion” (Mr. Rice^s Inscriptions at Sravana-Bclgola^

Translations, p. 180). The territory immediately south of the KavGri in Mysore,

“which was included in the kingdom of Vishniivardhana Pratapa-Hoysala, ” was

governed in Saka 1290 by an official of Vira-Bukkaiina-Odeya.* Uchchaiigi and

Sosavur (the birth-place of the Hoysalas) appear also to have been subdued by

Bukka’s general, Tippana-Vodeya.® Prince Sovanna-Vodeya, son of Marappa-Yodeya,

who may possibly be identical with his namesake mentioned in the Srihgeri record, is

stated to have granted a village in Maduvahka-nadu in Saka-Samvat 1291.^® It is not

unlikely too that this Sovanna-Vodeya is identical with one of the two princes of the

same name mentioned as sons of Kampa I and Bukka I in the Annnal Report on

Epigraphy for 1906-7, Table, p. 86. In the eastern division we have seen that

Sarhgama 11 and Vira-Savannodeya were ruling about Saka 1278. Perhaps they

•died issueless. In Saka-Sarfivat 1291 Bhaskara-Bhavadura, one of the sons of

Bukka I, appears to have been placed in charge of the eastern country, which

he ruled from the fortress of Udayagiri.’' Penugonda-rajya was administered by

prince Vira-Virupanna-Odeya as Bukka Ps deputy in Saka-Sarhvat 1276.^“ Viruparuia

appears to have, subsequentl}^ been transferred to the Aragada-rajya in or before

‘'Sska-Sarhvat 1285.^^ An inscription of 1290 from the Kadur distrieP^ records gifts

* Epi^rapbif'al collection for lgo6, No. 523. No. 250 of igor and No. 8g of iBS.y also mention the

vialilpradhajin Somappa [Ep. Itid.j Vol. VI, p. 324.^ The same person is aqain referrred to in Ep. Cam,, Vol.

X, Kl. 203, 222 and Mb. 5S,

" The earliest dale for Kampana available from Tamil records is Saka 12S3 (No. 250 of the Eplgraphical

collection for 1901) and the latest, 1296 (No. 282 of 1933)* Inscriptions of his time found in the Kolar district

ran^c between Saka 1277 1296,

3 Mr, Scwcirs Usis 0/ Atiiigiiiitcs, Vol. U, p. 223.

* Ep, Iiid„ Vol. VI, p. 324.

» £p. Car ft., Vo). X, Kl. 203. The Kadiri record of Saka 1275 (Epigraphical collection for 1906, No. 523)

calls him Krtmdra Knmpaunaof I\Iiili2v«ya.

* Bp. Jnd., Vo). VT, p. 324. "* Ep. Cam., Vol. X, Mr. 79.

” Jbiti

,

Vol. IV, Ch. 1 13. ® Ibid., Vol. VI, Introduction, p. 21.

Ibtd^y Vol. VIII, Tl. 132. Epigraphical coHcction for 1903, So. 91.

^ Ep. /uif., Vt>l. VI, p. 327. Bukka is here stated to have been * rultnjr the territory bclongingto the kings

of the Iloysala Kings (wearing it with .*is much ease and grace] as an ornament on his shoulder.'

'^Ep. Canu, Vol. VIII, TI. Nos. 20 and 37.

/6iW., Vol. VI, Kp- 6. Nr. 34 of the Shimogn di«;trict is dated in the cyclic year PI avafiga which is one year

iprior to the date of Kp. C and records a grant for the “ permanent domain '* of Virupar.lya, son of Bukkariya
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made in order to secure the rule of the Earth ” to Yirupanna-Odeya. The Araga.

country or Male-rajya^ was at this interval, perhaps, temporarily placed in charge of

Madarasa-Odeya, the Saiva scholar and contemporary of the great Advaita teacher,

Madhavacharya-Vidyaranya. The object with which the gift was made indicates-,

that Virupanna was recalled to Vijayanagara for some political reasons, whjch are not

quite apparent" He was, however, reconciled to his viceroy's place in Saka 1292;

for, an inscription from the Kadur district^ states that he made in that year a grant to-

the temple of Kala^anatha at Kalasa. A certain Naganna-Vodeya was in charge

of the Sadaliya-rajya in Saka 1293/ About the close of Bukka’s reign his viahapra-

dhana was Anantarasar, under whose orders Cholappagalu, the minister at Penugonda,

constructed a canal/ It was, perhaps, at the instance of this same Anantarasa that

the tank at Porumainilla. was dugin Saka-Samvat 1292 by prince Bhaskara-Bhavadura

and vas designated Anantasagara after that minister/ Ananta or Anantaraja is

stated in the Porumamilla record to have been the minister of the five sons of

Samgama 1 (verse 16) 'as in the past, Vishnu— the beloved of his devotees, served

the (five) Pandavas (both) as a charioteer and a servant/ An earlier inscription

from Penugonda dated in Saka-Sarhvat 1276,^ mentions the same maluipradliMa

/\nautarasa*Odeyaru and states that he built the fortifications at that place—the-

would-be capital of the later Vijayanagara kings/ A copper-plate record from

Yedatore gives the date of Bukka^s death as Saka 1298, Nala, with astronomical

details/

Harlhara II, the son of Bukka, must have succeeded in Saka 1298-9/® He was

the first to assume the 'mperial titles Maharajadhiraja, Rajaparametoaray eic,^ and to

establish himself on the throne of Vijayanagara. The kingdom in his time seems to

have reached the utmost limits and to have been firmly secured/^ The earliest

records dated in Saka 1299 do not refer to any of Harihara's viceroys or ministers.

Mudda or Muddana-dandanayaka was his prime- minister in Saka 1300^" and appears

to have continued in that position till at least Saka 1309.^^ At this time, a certain

^ Ep. Cain,^ Vol. VI 11, Introduction, p. 12 nnd above, p. 239.
“ An inscription from the Tirthahajli taluka Tl.'ii4’), which gives the date Saka 1301 to Udageri VirOpa-

ksharaya, son of Bukka raya, falls into the reign of Harihara II. No. 167 from the same tfiluka is dated in Saka
1303 and calls the prince Virupiiksharriya giving him the imperial titles of mahariijadhiraja, paramesvara, etc.

These records, perhaps, show that Virupanna was then ruling independently of Harihara and give a clue to the poli-

tical reasons for which he was obliged to be absent from his viceregal seat in the latter part of Bukka's reign j see
also TI. Xo. 116.

® Ep, Cam., Voh VT, hfg, 52.

^ Ibid., Vol. X, Cb. 63.

^ Ibid., Vol. XII, Pg. 92,

® Epigraphical collection for 1903, No. 91.

* Ep. Ind., Vol. VI, p. 327.
« Ibid., Voh 111, p. 238.
5 Ep. Car7i., Vol. IV, Yd. 46.

This is corroborated by an inscription from Ncllore (Nellore Inscripfions, N. 76) which states that ^aka
1322 was the 25th regnal year of Harihara II.

” Forgotten Empire, p. 48, and Ep. Ind., Vol. Ill, p. usf.

,r 2 °g- 34 , that the prime-minister
Mudda-dandnatha was mready serving in that capacity under Harihara’s father, Bukha I. The former refers-
to Kriyasakti as the spiritual giira of king Harihara II. From what is stated in No. 58 of the Epipraphical
collection fcr 1892, Mudda also appears to have followed tlie teachings of Kriyasakti. We liave seen’ already-
that this Kriyasakti was the guru of the minister Miidhava) see above, p. 2^8 note 2

nid, Vol. V, Bl. 63.
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Maldgarasa of the KaSmira-vam^a setup a golden pinnacle on the temple at Belur. Thi^

Malagarasa may be identical "nith Malagarasa-0de3'a, who was ruling the Mangaluru-

ra]3'a under orders of Harihara 11 in Saka-Samvat 1312. ^ Harihara’s prime-minister

betueenSaka 1302 and 1304 was Kainpanna, during whose regime the BclOr temple

was partly repaired, and four new pillars presented “ The famous minister Sayana or

Sayanacharya of literary celebrity is referred to in Mr, Venkayya’s article on the Xailur

grant of Harihara From Saka 1300 to Saka 1306, Depanna-Ode3’a nas apparent!}*

m charge of the Sadali-rajya‘ which, in the time of Bukka 1 was ruled by his father

Naganna-Ode}’a,“ A minister Bhavadura-Odeya is said to have made n grant to tlie

temple of Tripurantake^vara at Tripurantakam (Kumool District) in Saka 130S (Epi-

graphical Collection for 1905, No. 257). Mahapradhana iMallappa-Odcya w ho w'as ruling

the Araga country in Saka 1312,'^ ma)* be identified with that MalIap-Ode3’a who in

Saka-Sanivat 1309 w^hile the king was ruling from his camp at DhOrasamudra (r.c.

Halebid)' w'as himself governing the Tulu, Haive and the Konkana countries from his

capital Barakfiru.® He must also be identical with Mal!ana“Ode3ar who was ruling

Haive with his residence at Honnavura (Hona\ar) in Saka-Samvat 1309° Prior to

Mallappa BarakuruTajya was in charge of a certain Bommarasa-Odeya

between Saka-Sarhvat 1301 and 1303^® and of Jakkanna-Ode3’a In Saka 1304."

In Saka 1314 Singanna-Odeya was in charge of Tulu and iMaIaha-raj}*a with his

capital at Barakuru while the king was encamped at DhOrasamudra This princi-

pality was governed b)^ Heggade-Samkarasa or Sariikaradeva-Odeya in Saka-

Samvat 1316 and In the latter part of Harihara’s reign, / c. about Saka

1324-25, Araga (Maleha-rajya) was ruled b} Vitthanna-Ode3^a^^ w'lio, as we shall see

in the sequel, continued to serve also under Dcvara}^a w liile Baraloiru was

* Epjgraphical Collection for 1901* No 55
= C/iJJS, Vol. Bl. 52. An m‘=cnplion at Homma ^tbtd,Vo\ IV, ch Oxidated during tliL rule ol

Kampana in 5aka-Sartuat 1302, designates the \illagc Sarvaji'ia* Vishnu pura cirdentl^ after a teacher of

SI} ana the minister of Harihara II. [Hp /nt/, Vol. lll,p iiS )

Cp. Ind f V6\ 111, p. 117. Harihara appears to ha\e bad ajaina mini'xter by name Baicha Hjsson

Iruga was the nom1n.1l author (the actual author being his protege 3hlskara)of the levicon

and built the Gunigitti temple at Vi]a>anagara (5*-/. /., Vol I, p 156;. Iruga apparently took up service under

Bukka n, son of Hanhar«i II (sec p. 3 of Dr. Hullszch^s Progress Repari for Teb to April iFpo)

^ Ibtd Vol. X, Sd 112, KI Nos 67 and So, and Vol IX, Ht 113

a lUd, Vol X, Cb 63
^ Cp Cflrw , \ ol VII, Sk 313

The destruction of the Ho^sala capital Dhorasamudra in AD. 13^7 during the tune of Muhammad
Tugiaq could not have been an> thing like complete Bukka I m Saka 1276 (:=A D 135.1) tnenty-seten

)cars after us supposed demolition, is «;aid to lia\e been ruling from DhDra^mudra and Penugonda Wcscc
Hanhsra II encamped at the place in Saka 1309 (= A D, 1387) and Saka 1314 (= \.D. 1 392). It appears as

if the town \\as renored to its original condition in the time of the Viia^’anagara kings and maintained its

imporl.'inceas the capital toun in that part of the Vija^amgara empire.

* Epigraphical Collection for igoi. No 154 Nos. 156 and 164 also refer to the same chief

^ Kp. /ad. Vol III, p 117-

Epigraphical Collection for 1901, Nos 12G, 135 iind 155

Ditto, No 174

Ditto, No. 151. Malaba-rajja or Malc-rujja is the same as Araga-rujva; see Mr. Rice’s Ep*
Crtri/., Vek ^ HI, Introduction, p. T2.

Cpigr.aphical Collection for 1901, Nos 112 and 139
w Ep. Cam . Vol. VI, Kp. 52 Yitthanna is here stated to have been a Brahma-K5hatri}a descended from the

family of Sankapa-R.ljap.a ; to have been the son of Virupambi and a pupil of the teacher Kri\w«,aktf. Kri-

j.l'^akti has been nireadv mentioned in connection with M.ldhaxa and Mudda-Dandanjtha ; sec above p 242,

note 12.

See below
,
p. 245

2 K
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governed by Basavannodeya.' Princes Immadi-Bukka {{.e. Bukka II) and Chikka-

Taya were governing Muluvayi' (Mulbagal) and Araga “ respectively.
^

Chikkaraya’s

minister- was Vira-Vasanta-Madhavaraya, who may perhaps be identical with

Madhavaraja, the minister of Harihara II in Saka 1313.^ Bachannaraya, the son of

Madhavaraja, is mentioned in Saka 1317 to be ruling at Gova ‘being establish-

ed on the throne of the kings of Kadamba The same chief evidently is

oalled Bachappodeya in an inscription of Saka-Samvat 1318.“ A record at

Makaravalli in the Hangal taluka of the Dharwar District, dated in Saka 1321 men-

tions Vira-Bachaniia-Vodeya ruling at Gove.' This Vira-Bachaima-Vodeya may

be identical with Bachaniiaraya, son of Madhavaraja, From the Alampuiidi plates® we

learn that Harihara’s son by Mallactevi was Virupaksha I (or Virupaniia-Udaiyar II,

as he is called in lithic records) who conquered the Tundira, Choja and the Pandy’a

countries for his father." From his inscriptions extant mostly in the Tamil country

it appears that Virupantia was in charge of portions of the present North Arcot and

South Arcot Districts of the Madras Presidency. In Saka 1327, Virupanna is stated

to have been actually ruling at Vijayanagara.'" The crown prince Devaraya 1 was

Harihara’s viceroy at Udayagiri in Saka-Sarhvat 1304“ and continued in that capacity

until at least Saka-Samvat 1316.'" Two princes of the royal family—the sons of

Harihara’s younger brother Mallinatha-Odeya, are mentioned in epigraphical records

of the period. Vira-Channappa-Vodeya in Saka 1302, claims to have conquered the

Muham.madans who were encroaching upon Adavanidurga (Adoni). He took pos-

session of the fortress and presented it to Harihara II.“ This encounter of Channappa

with the Muhammadans near Adoni’* must have been in connection with the

“ continued fight between the Hindus and the Muhammadans ” which began in the

latter part of Bukka’s reign. Narayanadev-Odeya was the other son of Malli-

natha and is mentioned in a copper-plate grant of Saka-Sariivat 1319.’"

Harihara Is stated to have died on Sunday, the 31st of August 1404, Tarana.’"

The succession to the throne :it Vijayanagara immediately after Harihara’s death

' Epigraphical Collection for Nos. go, 133 and 134. ” Ep. C«rK., Vol. X, Bp. 17, and Mb. 74.

^ Vol. Yl, Kp. 3T,and Vol. VII, HI. S4. ^ Prof. Kielhorn’s Sotiihcrn List, No. 471,
^ Ep, Cam,, Vol. VII, HI. 71. ^ Ibid,, Sk. 741

,

^ Ep. 2nd., Vol. in, p, 1 17. A record from M uclabidure, dated in Saka 1329, states that a certain Bachappo-

<;le3'a was ruling at IMangaluru while Jorr.maya-Darmfi^^aka was the minister of Vira-Bukkaraj'a II and that

he then made a grant to the temple of Chandograparsvadeva (No. 41 of the Epigraphical Collection for 1901).

Perhaps this Bachappodeya is different from Bachanna of Goa ; but may be identical with Baicha II of the

Sravana-Belgola inscription of Irugapa II [Ep. hid. Vol. X'lH, p. i6j. Baicha’s father Iruga I and his grandfather
Baicha I served also as ministers of the Vijayanagara kings Bukka II and Harihara II (see above p. 243,
note 3)-

® Ibid., Vol. HI, pp. 224 to 230. A record from Tirumani in the Kolar District (£>. Cam., Vol. X, Bg. 10)
apparently mentions a daughter of Vira-Bukka-hlaharaya named VirupadOvi and her daughter Jommadevi.

® This implies that the conquest and occupation of the South by Kampana II was disputed and the Vijaya-
nagara supremacy ignored subsequent to the death of Kampana 11.

^^EpXarn., Vol. Vni,Tl. 196.

” Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1904-05, p. 5S,and Ind. Ant., Vol. XXKVIIl, p. 91.

Ndlore Inscriptions, Kg. 23,

Ep. Ca> n ,
Vol. XII, Kg 43. Chennaya-Nhlyaka was another officer of Harihara II, who fell in a fight with

the Muhammadans while capturing Rangini in Saka 1317 [ibid], Tp. 44).
“ Foi’goifen Empire, p. 36.

//Iff., Vol, V I, p. 327.

Professor ICielhorn’s List, No. 478,
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seems to iiase been disputed.^ Devaraya, however, secured the succession for

himself about the end of Saka 132S,— the exact date of his coronation being Friday,

5th November, A.D, 1406." One of Dcvaiaya^s powerful viceroys was VitUiannodeva

who ruled over the Aragada-ralya.** He held the same high position under Harihara

rr and his t^Yo other sons, Virupaksha I and Bukka II ^ Another minister of

Devaraya, who was related on his maternal side to the Advaita teacher Madhavachar) a,

"was LakshruanB or Lakshmidhara, who is stated t() have heroically quelled a plot on

the life of the king organised by ^ some ungrateful wretches who besieged the main

entrance (into the palace) of the glorious and powerful Devara}a with sharp sw’ords

(in hand).’ Lakshmana also set up the image of a Ganapati “ in a natural cavern on

the southern side of the Malvavat hill which was situated to the east of the Pampa-

kshetra {i.e, Hampe)/’ The iithic record which supplies this information is now'

set up in one of the inanrlapas on the road between Krishnapura and Hampe.^

It further states that Lakshmana was one of the five sons of Singale, a

sister of Madarsa and Sayana, “the first ministers in this (7 e. Devaraya’s) family.”

There can be little doubt that the reference here is to the celebrated Vedic scholars

Madhavacharya-Yidyaranya and his \ounger brother Sayana thougli the form

Madarsa suggests the Saiva scholar Madarasa-Odeya. Nagappa-Dannayaka is

stated to have been one of Devara^a's executive officers about the time of Ins

coronation.' The same chief appears later on in Saka 1339 to have been raised to the

rank of MahCipradhana and to be governing Mulu\ayi.‘^ Until then, almost from the

\ery beginning of De\ara)a‘s reign, Muluvayi-raj} a was under the crown prince

Vijayaraya^ In Saka 1339, the Go^e-Gutti-raj)a was in charge of Virupa-Dannayaka,‘°

and tlip Brirakura-rajya w'as governed b}'’ Sanikaradeva-Odeya.” The Mahapj adhana

Mallappode) a, }Ounger brother of Bachaima-Odeya, is stated to liaie been ruling the

Gutti-durga (ix Chaiidragutti) in Saka-Sanivat 1341.^“ Princes Hanhararaya-

Mlis sons, Vtrupanna-Udatyar II, Bukka II and DtNaraja I, must have tried each in Ids turn to succeed to

the throne j for, in the jears Saka 1327 and 1328 which followed the death of Harihara, we find records which

refer to one or the other of the first two princes as ruling from the throne at Vijajanagara
’ Prof. Kielhorn’s Southern Lzsty No 4S0.

^ Eff* Cam , Vol. VII, Sn, 70 ; ^btd

,

Vok VI, Mg. S5 Kp 33 in the same \oliime is dated in Saka 1329,

and mentions pnree Bh.iska*Raya,SQn of Virapratapa-Raja The latter is e\identl\ the same as DCvara^a 1. If

so, Bhlska (perhaps Bhlskara)-Rnja must be a hitherto unkao\^n prince of the Vijajnnagnra d)rast>. Under

orders of this prince, \ itthanna, was ruling * Araga, GiUti, Blrakuni, Mangalriru and the whnle of the Kami taka,

rajja up to the borders of the western ocean
’*

* See abD\c, p. 24^
^ '1 hi3 was at the lime when Virfipaksha and Bukka had occupied the llirone at Vtjajan ig.ara in s;pilc of the

crown prince Devara) a I, in Saka 1327 and 1328 BvidcntU, the postion of Vilthanna tnc Mccroj' at Arnga

was not disturbed b) the political changes at the capital.

® Originally the pillar (No 38 of the Epigraphical Collection for iSSS-Sp) was “ b ing on the southern elope

of a hill on the cast of the Krishnasvamin temple, and the record on it has been translated in Astatic Researches

Vol XN, p 31. The pillar was recommended for conscr\ation in Madras G O No. S49, Pubhe, dated lOth

October 1893, and removed to the mandaba on the road

* Epigraphical Collection for 1905, No 345 ^ Ep Cant ^ V^ol X, Mb 7.

5 Ibid>, Introduction, p. wvuf Ihtd

,

Vok VII, Sk 37.

** Epigraphical Collection for 1901. Nos 120, 143, 147 and 172

Ep. Cam y
Vol. VII, Sk 2SS. It is c\trcmcl> doubtful if we could identify this Buchanna with Blchap-

podaja who was governing the Mangaluru-rajja under Bukka II (sec above, p. 244 note 7) and wiUi Balcha U,
of the §ravana-Belgola Jama record, which is dated in baka 1344 He is certainl) identical with Vira-Baui ini a-

Odeva of the MakaravalU record and with Brichaninrava, son of Mudliavaraja Bayichava-dandanatha, who was
a Jama chief and the vtahapraihana of \h3a>a-Bukka in baka 1344 {Ep, Cam ^ Vok X, K1 17S; and »

Vok VII, SU. 93) baka 134G Vol IV, Ilg. i) is, however, the same as Baicha 11 .

2 K 2
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Udaiyar III and Vira-Mallanna-Vodeya served as viceroys in the country on the banks

of the BhavanI (river) and in Bemmattinakallu (Chitajdroog) respectively. Prince

Vira-Bhupati-Udaiyar, whose dates range between Saka 1331 and 1343, is known

from the colophon of Chauirdapacharya s Py{iyo^(zyGt7i(ii}iciicl to have been a son

of Bukka (II) by Tippamba.* It is open to question if all the llthic records of

Vira-Bhupati so far discovered have to be attributed to this prince, or if some of

them must be assigned also to Vira-Vijaya-Bhupati or Vira-Vijaya, the son of

Devaraya The Nellore Inscriptions published by Messrs. Butterwoith and

Venu.aopaul Chetty, disclose to us the name of prince Ramachandraraya-Odeya,

son of Devaraya 1
,
ruling the Udayagiri-rajya in Saka 1338.=

A copper-plate inscription from the Gundlupet taluka appears to suggest that

Devaraya probably died about Saka-Sarhvat 1 344.^ If this is correct, Vijaya must

have succeeded to the throne in the same ymar. We find a vlragal of this date at

Baligami which gives him the imperial titles Maharajadhiraja, etc., and states that he

was ruling from his capital Hastinavati.”' Nuniz ascribes to Vijaya a reign of 6 years,

during which he is said to have done nothing worth mentioning. From lithic records

and copper-plates, however, we gather that he must have been chosen crown jirince

very early in his fathei’s reign—about Saka 1330*'— and that he was also known by the

other names Vira-Bukka, Vijaya-Bukka, ^Tra-Vijaya^ and Vira-Vijaya-Bhupati.® A

few inscriptions of Saka-Samvat 1368, the last year of Vijaya’s son Devaraya II,*

refer to the reigning sovereign as Vlrapratapa-Vijayaraya-Maharaya.’* It is disputed

if this king is identical with Vijaya, the son of Devaraya I, or if he is some unknown

prince of the first Vija3'anagara dynasty
;
or if, again, Vijaya is only a surname of

Immadi-Praudhadevaraya (Mallikarjuna), who was the grandson of Vijaya, and as

such, was entitled to be called by that name in accordance with the well-known Hindu

custom of naming grandsons after their grandfathers. The last alternative appears

to be the most probable one
;

for, it is unlikely that a father would be ruling as a

subordinate of his son or that he would have survived him to succeed once more to

the throne. Consequently, Vijaya mentioned in these later records of Saka i '16S

may provisionally be taken to be identical with Mallikarjuna until the contrary

is proved by future researches. .'\n interesting fact of the reign of Vijayaraya

is worth noticing. It is stated tliat the ministers “ in the kingdom had been

taking presents fby force) from all ryots belonging to both the right-hand and

* Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1904-5, p, 58, paragraph 30.
" Ditto for igo8-y, Part II, paragraph 67.
^ Ind, Vol. XXXVIII, p. pif. Mr. Rice^sjE"^. Cam,., Vol.IX, Kn. 2, refers to a prince Ramachandradeva-

Odeya, who was the son of Harihara- Maharaja. As the date of the record is not dear, it is impossible to state
who this prince was.

^ Ep. Car«.,V ol. IV, Gn. 24, and Introduction, p. 24. An. 79 of Vol. IX and Kl. 178 of Vol. X, slate that in
this year {i,e„ Saka 1344) Vira- Vijaya or Vijaya-Bukka, son of Devaraya, was ruling on the throne, Th 14 of
Voi. ViII, however, which is dated one year later, refers to the sovereign as Devara3*a-Mahara3*a, son of Harihara-
Maharaya. this king must be identical with Devaraya II, though be is called the son of Harihara (see Nellore
imeriptions, Pan I II, p. 1469, and Ind, Ant, Vol. XXXVIII, p. 02, footnote iS).

^ Ep. Cam., Vol. VII, Sic. 93.
® Ibid., Vol. X, Introduction, p,:^xxv.
‘ fud» Atit.y Vd[ XXXVIII, 9,92.
® See above, note 2. a Se0 below, p. 251,

Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1906-7, p. S3, paragraph 55.
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left-liand classes at ihe commcncancni of oach reign} In consequence of iliis, ai]

tlic ryots were harassed and ran away to foreign countries. Worship and festivals

ceased in temples ; the country became full of disease
;

all people (that remained)

either died or suffered.*’ This extortion was put a stop to, by an order of the

king communicated, first, through Annappa-Odeyar and then through the minister

Nagarasa-Odeyar.” We have noted already, that one of Vijaya's ministers was

Bayichappa-dandanatha probably identical with Baicha II of the Sravana-Deigola

Jaina record. Mr. Rice refers to a prince ^"ira-Parvatiraya-Vodeya, son of \*ija-

yaraya, who was ruling the Terakanambi country in Saka 1347.^

We do not, at present, know the exact date when Devaraya I!, the son of \’ijava,

succeeded to the throne. As stated alread}', Devaraya 1
,

the father of Vijaya,

died about Saka 1343 or 1344. Although, may, in the ordinary course, be

expected to have ascended the throne soon after his father’s death, the paucity of

inscriptions attributable to his reign except the few stray ones noticed above, make it

appear as though Vija3'^a did not either succeed Devaraya I, or that if he did, he con-

tinued to be CO -regent for a time with his father Devaraya I, and for a time with his

own son Devaraya II, as will be clear from the sequel. A record at BarakQru* states

that Virapratapa Devaraya (II) began to reign from the summer month” {bestgeya-

iihgaln) of Saha-Sariivat 1343, by which, perhaps, the lunar month Chaitra, which

commences the summer season, is meant. There is no reason to suspect tlie accuracy

of this date and to accept it as the date of the accession of Devaraya II. Another

record dated in the same year belongs to the reign of Devaraya, son of Harihararaya.

This king may be taken to be either Devaraya I or Devaraya II, the latter being known,

sometimes, also as the son of Harihara.'^ If, however, the two records quoted above,

do really belong to the reign of Devaraya II, the date A.D. 1419’ suggested by Mr.

Sewell for his accession will be very nearly correct, being only two years too

early. Again, records of Vijayaraya-Maharaya with the imperial titles Maharaja-

dhtraja, etc., are dated in Saka-Samvat 1344,® ^345/'^ *34^?^^ and 136S, the name

of the king in these sometimes occurring as Vira-Bukka or Vijaya- Bukka.^' pointed

out in the preceding paragraph, Vira- Vijaya-Mahfiraya with date Saka 136S, may be

a possible surname of Mallikarjuna
;
but Vira-Vijaya who was ruling between Saka 1344

and 1346 cannot be any other than \hjaya, the son of Dcvara3’’a I. If, according to

Nuniz, Vija3’a actually reigned for 6 3^ears, his initial date calculated backwards

from Saka-Sariivat 1346—the latest reliable date available for him—would take us to

* The words in italics indicate that Saka 136S, the date of these disputed records must have f.allcn into tl«c

commencement of some reign which could only be that of Immadi-Praudli.adevaraya.

* /l»/KTiaZ Report on Epigraphy for !90^“5, p. 53, paragraph 30.

* E^. Cam., Vol. IV, Ch. 195.
^ Epigraphical Collection for 1901, No. 160.

^ Ditto for 1907, No. 15S.

® See helow', p. 248.

' • Rorgoiten Empire, p. 62!.

^ Prof. Kielh»m*s Southern List, No. 485 and abo^'c, p. 246, note 4.

^ Annual Report on Epigr.aphy for 1906, p. 82.

Ep. Com., Vol. IV, Hg. I.

“ Ep. Cam., Vol. VI 11, Sb. 461, states that in Saka 1344 Vlra*Devdr5ya-Pralapn-Vijava-Tjuk»«ar.aya was
ruling the country * pressing on the four oceans-* Perhaps the first portion of the name re'ers to \hjaya*s
father Dovnr^ya I,
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A,D. 1418^ which very nearly coincides with the initial date given by Mr. Sewell for

Devaraya II. Consequently, it is not unlikely that Yijaya and his son Devaraya 11

were joint rulers during the period between at least Saka 13^3 and 1346. Yijaya

must also have been co-regent with his father Devaraya I for two or three

years prior to Saka 1343, in case the statement of Nuniz that he ruled 6 years,

IS true. From a lithic record in the Shimoga District it appears as if Yijaya died in

Saka 1346, and in consequence a grant was made by Devaraya II for the merit of his

father {ayyciga/uY- Devaraya, consequently, must bare become the sole ruler in that

year.^

Before mentioning the ministers and generals who played a prominent part in

the administration of Devaraya 11
,

it may be recorded that the king is sometimes

also called I mmadi' Devaraya^ and Pratapa- Devaraya.^ In a few records his fathers

name is given as Harihara, by which we have perhaps to understand Harihara III,

his uncle. ® Devaraya's inscriptions are found in large numbers in almost every part

of the X'ijayanagara empire." Aragada-rajya was, in his time, ruled by Sirigirinatha-

Odeyar, son of Rayappa-Odeyar of the Brahma-Kshatra family ^ to which Yitthanna-

Vodeyar also belonged.® Sirigirinatha was apparently in charge of this province till

about Saka 1354- At this time GOve-Gutti or Gove-Chandragulti was governed

successively by Tryambakadeva and Handiyaraya. Mangalura-rajya was under

Naganna-Odeya and Devaraya-Yodeya of Nagamahgala while Chandarasa and

Narasiiiihadeva-Odeya ruled the Barakura-rajya (also called Barakrira-Tu]u-rajya),^“

Prince \ ^ra-ParYatiraya-^’odeya, son of Yijayaraya, and consequently, a brother of

Devaraya, has been already referred to as being in charge of the Terakanambi-rajya

^ Earlier dates do occur for Vijaya. in some of which he .assumes the imperial titles rajiidhiraja and
paramt'svara. A record from the Pavagada tolul^a [Ep. Cam., Vo). XII, pg. $S), which is dated in Saka 1336-
might be cited as an instance. Another of Saha 1335 (Epigraphical Collection ior 1902, bJo. 568) also gives him
the same titles, though the tidaiyar which it adds to his name shows his position as a subordinate
prince. These dates ma}' confirm the initial date suggested by Mr. Sen’cJi (ForgoUet: Empire^ p, 62}, r?.r. A. D.
1414 for Vijaya j but then, the stalemen^t of Nuniz that he ruled for 6 years, will have to be altered into 10 years j.

for, the latest date known for Vija.va is Saka 1346- A.D. 1424. Perhaps, tlie imperial titles in these records were
applied to Vijaya because he was the crown prince.

- Ep. Canu, Voh VIII, Tl. 163.

^ This conclusion is supported by the statement that Oe varaya was ruling on apermanent throne in Saka
“ See C.S. Ep. Cam., Vol. VII, 5k. 240, dated Saka 1364, and the Epigraphical Collection for 1901, No. 177.

'

' It IS, consequently, often difficult to distinguish between the inscriptions of Devarrq-a II and his brother
Pratapa-Deiaraya who was ruling in a Subordinate capacity over the Maratakanagara-pranta, which com-
prised portions of the modern N. Arcot District. Inscriptions from that part of the country in which the suffix
Odeya is added to the name of the king may provisionally be t.nken to belong to Dev.nraya’s brother Pratapa-
Devaran's. *

® See above, p. 246, note 4.

‘ Forgoiten Evip'nw p. 77I3 and EcUorc Inscriptious, p. 1469.
® Cun:., Vol. Vn I, 11 . Nos. 2, i4jmd 23 and ibid., Vcl. VI, Kp. 27. It is stated {Hid., Vol. VH Sh. 71 )

also that a certain Rayaim-Ocicya was in Saka 1352 ruling a portion of the Aragada-raiya. This RSyanna iras aSairaand the great-grandson of Ba.chapa-Dandanayaka who was the MaUdpradhana of Bukkaraia. Baicha’s sonMahgapa and his son a second Baicha, the father of RSyanna. It is curious that the genea'ogy of thisSaiva
chief should so closely agree with that of the Jaina chief Bfficha II disclosed by the Sravana-Belgola record ofbaka 1344 Ind., Vol. VIII, p. 16). If ,t is not due to a pure accident we must perhaps' presume tint R-lv

"’"’st Itrp .T3,°nl'
--diatLanccstors wer; Jamas'.

".
"ff-

and Vol. kTI. Sk. 40. Chandragutti-Govc was about Saka ,365 iindcr Iru^gappa-Vedeya (£^. Carr.., N'ol V 111, Sb. 489) and in Saka 1367 under Mallarasa-Odcya {Hid., NoEpigraphical Collection foi igyi, No.s. 25 and 28.
- J \ j o.

“ Ditto, Nos. oC, 14S, 173, 177, no-'so.

495 i-
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in Saka 1347.^ The Salyamahgalam plates of Devaraya II and the Madras Museum
plates of Srlgiri establish that Pratapa-Dcvaraya (or Srigiri) was a younger brother of

Devaraya II and was ruling over portions of the North Arcot District. Pemmalc-
Dai;na)^aka referred to in inscriptions from the West Coast was the primcMninister in

Saka 1351 wlien, the Hosabasti at Mudabidure was constructed by Devaraja-

Vodeya of Naganiahgala.~ Two other ministers were Sihgana-Dahnayaka ^ and

Lakkhanna-Dannayaka/ the latter of whom appears to have been placed in indepen-

dent charge of Devaraya’s Southern dominions (perhtips the RajagambhTra-rajt'a)

and consequently, to have assumed the title “ Lord of the Southern Ocean.'*

Nagarasa, son of Siddharasa, who in Saka 1362, made a grant for the merit of the

minister Lakkhanna,^ is perhaps identical with the immediate superior of Annappa-

Udaiyar who was mentioned already in connection with \'ira-\'ijaya-iMaharaya.*

This must be the same as Annappa who was ruling Barakuru in Saka 135S, under

orders of Singana-Dannayaka, ^ and was in charge of botii BarakOrii and Mahgaluru

in the early part of Saka 1362, when Lakkhanna was managing the afTairs {jiariipaiya)

of the whole country at Vijayanagara.^ Annappodeya appears also to have

continued as governor of the Mafigaloru and the Barakuru countries during the reign

of Devaraya's son and successor Mallikurjuna.® IMr. Venkayya attributes a copper

coin with the Kanarese legend \kha^mana’‘(hinayakaru on the reverse and the

initial La on the obverse, to the Dandanayaka Lakkhanna and has identified him with

Danaik,” the vizier tvho went on a voyage 10 the frontier of Ceylon, during the

reign of Devaraya Lakkhanna is known to have made gifts for the merit

of his brother Madana-Udaiyar at Piraiimalai in Sakn *360;^* and before this,

wdiile he was governing the Muluvayi country he granted some villages to the

Prasanna-Virupaksha temple at Virupakshapura in the Kolar District, in Saka 1353

and in 1350 for the merit of Devaraya II. Lakkhanna and Madanna under orders

from the king appear to have handed over charge of the Tekal country to Sajuva

Goparaja,''* perhaps in consequence of their transfer to the Southern viceroyalty

* Sec ubove, p. 247. ' Epicraphicnl Collection for 1901, No, 28.

® Ditto, No. 109, ^ Ditto, No. 12S.

Atmtial depart on Epigraphy foi 1904-5, p. 5S, paragraph 31.

® Sec above, p. 247.

Epigraphical Collection for 1901, No. 109.

® Ditto. No, 12S and Ep. Carn.^ Vol, X, Bp. 11,

® See below, p. 251, and Epigraphical Collection for 1901, No. S5,

Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1904-5, p. 581. Nuniz sa3*s that in bis (f.r. Drvar.l}a Il’s) lime the

hingof Coullao and Ceyllao (Ceylon) and Palcacale (Pnlicat) and Pcggii and Tcnn^ary (Tenas«-cnm) and main

-other countries paid tributes to him. ** These nere evidently countries which had not submitted to Vipyanagara

suzerainty before the time of Devaraya.

** Epigraphical Collection for 1903, No. 141. ^
*' Ep» Cnrn., Vol. X. Mb. Nos, 2 and 96 and KI. 104.

/o/rf., Mr. 1. The Saka dale as itis Iierc given, is wrong ; but from No. 3 of the sc.mc taluUa it becomes clear

that it was meant For b.aka 1356. From other records {Ep. Cam.^ Vol. XI, Cd. 29) uc learn that Saluva T 5ppnra[a,

father oi Saluva-Gopar.lja, was the husband of Ilarim.l, a sister of Devaraya 11 . h may bo that the S.-ifuvas

rose to power anH prominence in consequence of this relationship.

Mr. Nelson, accordingly, places in the list of the NMynka rulers 0: Madura between A.D. 1404 and

1451, Laltkana Nayakka and Mattanan NayaUka nho are presumably identical wllh Lak‘?hmuna-DannJyaka

and his brother Madanna. But as insciiptions of Lakkana in the Madura country earlier than Eaka 1360 (-^A.D.

1438) arc not yet discovered, and as we know that he was in the Muluva\i country till at least Faka 1353 (^A D.

1431) there appears to be some discrepanry in the dates given by .Mr. Nelson.
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About Saka 1362, the Kalasa-raj)'a tvas in charge of Vira-Pandva*

uho must have been an earlier member of the family to which the Kajasa-Karkala

chief Bhairava II belonged and identical, perhaps, with that Vira-Pandj'a who set up

the colossus at Karkala in the South Canara District.' It is interesting to note that

the famous Italian traveller Nicolo Dei Conti and the Persian envoy Abdur Razzak

visited Vijayanagara during the reign of Devaraya II. The glowing descriptions

which these have given of the great city, its king and his people^ shows that the empire

had reached the height of prosperity during the reign of Devaraya II. The kingdom

must, as we have already seen, extended in his time over the whole of Southern

India, even to the shores of Ceylon.'

Devaraya II is distinguished in inscriptions by the title gajabctekara. Some
of the copper coins issued by him, are described on p, 303f of the Indian

Antiquary, \'ol. XX. They bear on the reverse the legend while on
their obverse is engraved the figure of an elephant. We have perhaps to expect

some term synonymous with this, in his title also. If this is probable, " gajabcje-
kara" translated in Tamil records into “ gajavcttai-kand-arvHya" (r.e. who was
pleased to witness the elephant hunt) must have been either misunderstood by the

translators or its real significance ignored. The complete form of the title would,

if it is to correspond to the legend rayagaja-gandabhcrunda of the coins, be raya-

gaja-bciekara [ox arirdya-gaici). Consequently, the title must mean ‘s^bcte-

kara or gandabhcrunda to the elephants fzvT.) enemy kings.’ Bcniekara or bctekara
in Kauarese is now applied to the bird known as the kingfisher. I do not know if

legendary bird which is supposed to be capable of carryin<r

aw ay elephants and lions on its beak and claws,'' is ever applied to the kingfisher.
The title gaja-mfigayd-vihara assumed by Virupaksharaya in a later record of
Saka 1389 from the Kolar District (Mb. 20) points, however, definitely to the fact
that the legend gajabdekara was, already in the time of \'’irupaksha, understood
in the sense of

'
the elephant hunter.” Abdur Razzak also mentions the elephant-

hunt in which ‘ the sovereigns of Hindusthan took part,’ evidently referrincr to the sport
winch gave rise to the title gojabcmra of Devaraya 11. Consequently, elephant-
hunting, as a pastime, was recognised first in this reign and must, in a way,
be presumed to indicate the peaceful and prosperous state of the country when
kings could safely turn their attention to sports of that kind. The people, too must have
been enjoying a happy rule as they could then think of social reforms. For, it is stated
that the evil practice of bargaining for marriage by one, at least, of the parties concerned
was as rampant m Saka ,347 (=A.D. tqzs) as it is to-day. The Brahman, of
the kingdom of Padaividu among whom were the Karnata, Tamil, Telu-u and

‘

Lata'
brahmanas signed an agreement to the effect that henceforth marriages among their
families had only to be concluded b^r kanyadana, '

free gift of the bride.’ “ The marriacre
toe_s among all classes in the village of Balajapura were remitted in Saka 1354.^

"

’ Ep. Cam. Yol. VI, Md. 42.

‘ Inscriptions, t^ol. 1 , p. g^f. r Ep. Cam., Vol. X, Gd. r;.
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An inscription at Kodakani, which mentions the setting ” {t\i\ the end) of

Devaraya II in or before Saka 1370^ apparently refers to his death - Processor

Kielhorn, who has calculated the date, viz, Saka 1368, Kshaya, given in a record at

Sravana-Belgola for the death of DCvanlya, states that it refers to the death of Pratapa-

Devara)’’a, the younger brother of Devaraya If.® From the Kodakani insenption, how-

ever, it appears as if Devaraya II, too, must have died about tlie same time. As the

earliest records of Mallikarjuna are dated in Saka 1369, Prabhava,* we have perhaps

to conclude that Devaraya 11 died in or before Saka 13^39 and that Mallikarjuna suc-

ceeded to the throne in the latter half of that year. It v as during the reign of this king

that the Siluvas who eventually usurped the Vijayanagara throne became powerful.

Mallikarjuna was known by his other names Inimadi-Praudhadeva-MaliMya

and sometimes also Devaraya-Mahara.ya'^ and like his father bore the ga/alfZnfcldra,

In the early years of bis reign, Sirigirinatha-Odeya of the Brahma-Kshatriya family,^

already referred to,^ was ruling the Aragada-rajya, and Bayichanna-Odeya, the son of

Triyambaka, was in charge of the Chandragutti-rajya.® After Singiri, the principality

appears to have passed into the hands of his son, Devappa-Dandanatha. A copper-

plate inscription now preserved in the Puttige-matha at Tirthahalli,'^ states that this

Oandanatha’s father SrTgiri was a cousin {dayddn) of king Harihara and a descendant

of Rayapa. It is difficult to e\plain in wliat sense Srigiri was a cousin of Harihara.

The gift referred to in the Tirthahalli plates, was. however, made in Saka 13S6 on the

occasion of the name-giving ceremony {ndmakaranci) of [a son] Devaraya to a

son of Mallikarjuna.**'® If the genuineness of these copper-plates is above suspicion,

and if my interpretation of the particular passage in question is correct, the date Saka

13S6 would be the birthday of Devaiaya, a grandson of iMallikarjuna, who in all

probability is identical with the Padea Rao of Kuniz.'' Annappodeya has already

» Cam , Vol VIIl, Sb iS

'

* Abcliir sa\s that a desperate attempt on the lilc of DCvarvTja '\as made b\ one of his brothers m
A.D 1443 (Saka isGs) Nuniz confirms the statement and records that DC vara} a died a few months after this

event {Forgotten Frnptre, p 7S f. and Annual Report on Epigraplij for 1905*5, pa^c 82, parag'raph 46)
s Southern List, No, 495.
* J2p. Cam f Vol. VII,Sk 239, and Vol. KII, Pg. Gp of the time 0^ ICrishnir<l\a referring to an earlier grant

bv Immadi-DCva^Mahur'i^ a, t e , MaUik'irjiinn, An inscription from the Bangalore District, dated m Saka 1369

{Cp Cam., Vol IX, Dv% 38), refers to the pcnii’incnt rule of Virtlpaksln Tins could not be csplamcd

otherwise than by supposing that the king was also called Virfipuksha

* Mr, Scv^ell {Forgotten Empire, p So) rightly suggests that a DCvanlya III must ha\c succccde 1

Devaraya 11 on the V^jiyangara throne, but says that this must ha\. e been only between \ D 1444 and 1449,after

which Mallikarjuna followed (f6tV,p gG) But as it is showji alread\ that DCv’nraya ff died about Sak*i 13G9.

and as in the earliest records of Mallikarjiim, dated between Saka 13G9 and 1371, he is sometimes called Dctaraya
(eg, £7>. Carn., Vol. VUE Nr. 67, and Vol. VI, ICp 44), which is only a shorter form of Immadi-Praudha-
Devaraya, there is no doubt that Mr Scwell*s DCvara\a III, is no other than Malhk.1 rjuna himself. Pinarao

and his unnamed son, whom Nuntz places between DCvaraya II and Virfipaksharaja have not jetbeen identified.

One of the two must bo Mallikarjuna,— probably the former ; for, ns Mr. Sewell remarks {ForgotUn Empire,

p 302, note 5), Pinarao or Chikkaru^a would appropriate!) be the title of a crown prince It is not unlikcl) aRo
that Nuniz who apparently out of confusion states that an attempt was made on the life of prince Pinarao while

actuall) it w.is one made on the life of his father Devaraya II {ibid , p. 97) would similarly have made the crown
prince Pinarao and his successor two different individuals

* Cp Cam
I
Vo! VI, Kp. 32.

* Sec above, p . 248
* Ep. Cam t Vol. VIII, Sb 473 Trhambaka, too, has been alrcad) noticed as the governor of Go\c-

Gutli O’* Gtj\c*Chandragntti under Dilvara)a II (abo\c, p sjSk
« Ibid., Tl. 2oG

Mr. Rice bclic\cs the occasion to be the name-giving ccrcmonj of DCvaraja, a son of Mallikarjuna ; but
w'c do not know of any son of Mallikarjuna of that name ft is more likely that the author omitted to repeat
the vord ianayasya a second lime for the sake of the metre.

** Sec below
, p. 253
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been mentioned as viceroy of Barakftru and Mangalfira-rajya in the last days of

Devarayall. He continued to hold the same high position in the beginning of

Mallikarjuna’s rule as well.^ But in ^aka 1 372 Rayarasa-Odeya is stated to have been

the viceroy at Barakuru. In ^aka 1 373 a vmkha-inandapa v'as added to the Hosabasti

at Mudabidure, while the prime-minister was Ganapannodeya. Guruvappodeya

and Lakkhanna-Odeya were governing Barakuru in §aka 1380 and 1385 respectively.

During the reign of Mallikarjuna an invasion into the Vijayanagara country by

the combined forces of the Gajapati king KapilcSvara and the Sultan of the South is

said to have taken place.^ Mr. Venka37a makes mention of a subsequent Pandya

invasion into the town of Kanchl about Saka-Sariivat'1391.^ These two invasions must

be sufficient to indicate that the kingdom of Vijayanagara was alread}- growing weak.

Virupaksha should have succeeded to the throne in §aka 13S7 : for, prior to that

year, we do not know of any records which refer to ^^irupaksha as the ruling

sovereign. The relation which he bore to Mallikarjuna is not clear. A record from

Conjeeveram, dated in A.D. 1470, makes him the son of Devaraya and, as such, a

brother of Mallikarjuna; while another, dated in A.D. 1483 from Gangaikondachola-

puram states that he was the son of Mallikarjuna.* The large number of epigraphs

from the Mysore State published by Mr. Rice in the volumes of the Epigraphia

Carnaiicn, do not distinguish two different kings of the name VirQpaksha. The dates

ranee from A.D, 3466 to 1^85 and it is difficult to say if all these refer to one and

the same Virupaksha or to two, though it is not altogether impossible to accept the

fonuer alternative, as Mallikarjuna also bore the surname Devaraya. In the genea-

logical tables hitherto published, two different Virupakshas arc made out subsequent

to Devara3’a II—one, the 3munger brother of Mallikarjuna, and the other his son.®

We do not know of any powerful minister of Virupaksha other than the Saluva

chief Narasingaraja-Odeyar, who in several records of this period, makes grants

independently of the ruling sovereign Virupaksha. He is stated to have been the

real ruler of the country in Saka 1407—the king being assigned only the dignit}’ of

occupying the throne,” About Saka 1392 Sihgappa-Dandanayaka appears to

have held the high office of minister." Under his orders Vittharasa was ruling the
t> ^ &

Barakura-rajya and the MangalCira-rajya, between Saka-Sarhvat 1393 and 1398.®

Devappodeya, the son of Srigirinatha ’ was ruling the Aragada-rajya as Virtipaksba’s

viceroy in Saka-Saihvat 1389.’” Virupaksha’s records extend up to Saka 1407.'*

No. 593 of the Epigraphical Collection for 1902, dated in Saka 1408, suggests that

^ Epigraphical Collection for rpot. No. $3. Here the date and the cyclic year have been misread as Saka
i3[4]o, He[vilambin’]. On re*examinalian of the original 1 find that they should be read §aka 1370, Vibhava,

“ /Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1906-7, paragraph 56.
^ Ihid.^ paragraph 57,
^ See Annual Report on Epigraphy for 189 [-92, p. 9, paragraph 9.

^ Professor Kiclhorn, in his succession list of the Vijayanagara kings of the first dynasty {Ep, Ind.y Vol.
V, Appendix 11

, iSa) makes Virupaksha, the son of Devaraya li, from Siibhaladevi. The Sajjalur plates {Ep.
Vol. III. MI. 1 21), from which this information is derived, seem to call Virupaksha’s father Pratapa or

Praiidha-PratSpa who “acquired the Kingdom from his elder brother.'^ In all probabillt}', he was the younger
brother of Devaraya H, referred to in the genealogical tables.

Ep. Cam., Vol. X, Mb. 104. In one cf the records dated in Saka 1406 {ibid., Vol. IX, Ma. 22)
Narasihga assumes the title Maharaya.

’ ’

* Ibid., Vol. Xll, Gb, 29, 8 Epigraphical Collection for 1901, Nos. 158 and 20
See above, p. 251. 10 ^arn., Vol. VIII, Tl. 14%
MiU, VoK, X, Mb., 104.
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there must have been a Praudhadevaraya-Maharaj'a who was a son of Virupaksha

and a grandson of Dcvaraya (/.i?. Mallikarjuna).* The Parnapalle record of J?aka

1398, wliich Mr, Sewell mentions on p. 97 of his Forgotten Empire^ may have

to be identified with this Praudhadeva.’ Nuniz also refers to a son of VirQ-

paksha by name Padea Rao in whose time the Sajuva usurpation took place. In all

probability, Virupaksha left two sons, of whom one was Padea Rao (Praudhadevaraya)

of No. 593, so named after his grandfather Mallikarjuna I mmadi-Fraudhadevaraya.®

VirDpaksha appears to have continued to rule, jointly with his son ^ Padea Rao * almost

until the actual usurpation of the throne by the minister Saluva-Nrisimharaja.

The exact dale of the Saluva usurpation and the manner in which it came about

are not known from epigraphic records. The account given by Nuniz {Forgotten

Empire

i

pp. 306 and 307) was the first to suggest the theory of a Saluva usurpation

and the Devulapalle plates discovered by Mr. Rama3Ta Pantulu appear to confirm

this suggestion.^ Though the actual usurpation took place about the end of the 1 5th

century A.D. as will be pointed out presently, records of Siluva chiefs who were at

first feudatories of the Vijayanagara kings, have been extant from much earlier times.

The first reference in lithic records is to Saluva Mangu-Maharaja, who is mentioned

in a Dalavanur inscription of Saka 1285,^ as an officer of Kampana If. He has

been identified with Sajuva Mangi, the grandfather of Tippa referred to in the Telugu

poem Jaivnni Bfiaraiamu? The Saluva chiefs who succeeded Jklangi appear to

have continued as Vijayanagara subordinates in subsequent reigns. Tipparaja and

his son Goparaja were ruling Tekal under the Vijayanagara king Devaraya H in

§aka 1352-53.^ The former is stated to have married a sister of the ruling

sovereign® and was perhaps in consequence raised to the position of a maliavtand^

aletmra. He made gifts at Tiruvalangadu in Saka 1362® and at Tirupparkadal in

§aka 1
364'® being perhaps then placed in charge of the North Arcot District. The

Saluva chief, Gopa-Timma or Tirumalaideva- Maharaja, was, perhaps, a grandson of

Tippa, just mentioned, and the son of GOparaja^^; while the usurper Narasirnhara^'u

• See above, p. 25i»

' No. 15S of the Epigraphical Collection for igoi, wh'cli is dated in Saka 1393 and in the reign of Praudha-

devarava, may have also to be referred to PraudhadGva, the son of Virupaksha. It is possible, too, that about

this period the elder Praudhadeva, vie., AfatlikaTjuna was ruling jointly with his son Virupaksha. The younger

nould be only “ jears old if we adopt the former alternative.

3 MalUkarjima with the date §aka 1405 mentioned at the end of paragraph 33 on p. 59 of the Anuttal

Report on Epigraphy for 1904-5, must, in my opinion, be the same as Praudhadevaraya son of ^^^^Jp:lksha. If

this Praudhadeva was so called after a surname of his grandfather Mallikarjuna, it will net be difficult to <;cc

that he \\as like him known by the name Mallikarjuna also.

EjK /iirf., Vol. Vn, pp. 74fT. Verse 13 states that Nrislmha ‘became an emperor by defeating all his

enemies with the sole assistance of bis sword.’ Mr. Ramayva Panlulu is of opinion that in this statement is found

a hint to Nrlsimha’s usurpation li&fd., p. S4, note 2).

6 No. 52 of the Epigraphical Collection for 1905 and Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1904-5, p. C2, para-

graph 44-
- ^ .

« Loc^ ciU ' See above, p. 249, note 13.

Ditto. ® Epigraphical Collection for I905, No. 498.

Epigraphical Collection for 1904, Nos. (394 and 703.

Ep, . Vo). VII, p. 76, footnote 11, and p. 77, footnote 2. Gopa-Tippa, Gopa-Tiinma and S’iluwi

Tiriimalaidcva-Mah.irvjji do perhaps all refer to the same individual as Ihcir dates indicate. Professor Huhzsch

apparently distinguishes Gopa-Tippa from Gopa-Timma ^and identifies the first with Tippa, son of GatiU; and

the second with I'inima, son of Guttda. The names, compounded as they are with Gopa, show that Tippa .ind

Timma, even if they be dificrent individuals, must have been sons of Gopa. No. 67 of 1903 from jambukOsvaram

actually calls S.lluva Tirumalairuja, a son of Gopparaja. Timma, the son of Gun.la, is designated Timmaraja-

dC’va in a record from Tirumala, dated in §aka 1385 (Nc. 249 of 1904).
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was the son of Gunda, an elder brother of Tipparaja.' The former appears

as an independent sovereign in the South, in the^ years between Saka 1375

-and 1388; for, his inscriptions found at Srirahgam,® Jambuke^varam ®

Kudumiyamalai;^ TimkattupalH" and Tanjore® do not make reference to the

ruling sovereign at Vijayanagara who at this time was Mallikarjuna, The inscrip-

tions of Narasirhharaya are even more numerous and extend over the whole of the

Eastern and the Central divisions of the Vijayanagara empire.’ In these, generally,

Narasihgarajodeya makes gifts independently of the king; or sometimes the king makes

them for Narasihga’s merit. Two records in the North Arcot District show that sub-

sequent to Tipparaja and Goparaja, Narasihga may have been put in charge of that

part of the country as early as Saka 1378.^ Narasihgaraja’s power as a chief seems to

have grown so great that, ignoring the authority of his sovereign, he went on acquiring

territory after territory till he was sufficiently strong to assume the reins of govern-

ment himself.^ Even in records where a formal mention of the emperor is made

Narasirnharaja does not figure as a feudatory making gifts for the merit of his over*

lord The earliest epigraph in which Narasihga styles himself a maharaja^ is dated

in Saka 1406,’® though in Saka 1407 he appears again as the malmnandalekvara

Narasihgaraja-Odeya.^^ In Saka 1408 Narasimha assumed the imperial titles

rajadhiraja, The earliest record of his son Immadi-Nrisimha, is dated in

Saka 1414.^^ Accordingly, the Sajuva usurpation must have taken place between

Saka 1408 and 1414—perhaps most probably in Saka i4o8=A.D. 14S6-87, as

Dr Caldwell suggests

H. Krishxa Sastri.

* Ep. Ind,^ Yol. VII, p. 76. - Epigrapbica! Colled ion for 1892, No. 59,
^ Epigrapical Collection for 1903, No. 67. * Ditto for 190O, No. 37S.
^ Ditto for 1897, No. 55 c Souih'Ind, Inscrs,, Vol. II, No. 1*3.

7 Vol. VII, p. 78. Inscriptions oF Saliiva Nrisimha are not found on the west coast and in the

South. Perhaps the Kalasa chiefs asserted their independence for a time and extended their sway over the
former while Gopa-Tippa or Sajuva Tirumalaideva-ISIaharaja was perhaps occupying the latter. Udayagiri-
rajya, too, must have been lost to the Vijayanagara kingdom and occupied by the Gajapati king already during
the time of Mallikarjuna. Gove-Gultl was captured by Mahmud Gawan in the reign of VirHp.lksha.

* Epigraphical Collection for 1904, No. 253 Nos 251, 252 and 2540! the same Collection refer to other chiefs
of the Sajuva family, whose relation to Narasimlia is not known.

® According to Perish tab, Narasiriiha^s country lay ‘ between Carnatic and Telihgana extending along the
sea-coast to Matchilipnttam (Masulipatam)\ Narasiriiha ‘added much of the Bcejanaggur territory to his own
by conquest with several strong forts ’ {Foygoiten EmpivCt p* loi). This latter statement shows that even before
he actually usurped the throne ;?nd became the ruling sovereign, he was independent enough to extend his
conquests and to enlarge his dominions,

» Ep. Cant., Vol. IX, Ma. 32. n /*,,£ Voi. X, Mb. to.,.
'= /AiV, Vol. XH, Tm. 54.

Ibid Vnl. VI., Mg. Nos. 54 and 56. Taking the earliest date available for Sfiluva Narasingaraja (i.e.

U commencement of his reign, if we calculate 44 years -the period attributed to himhy Nun.r Empire, page 307) -we get to the year gaka 1422, which will take us very near to thesecond usurpafon of the Vtjayanagara kingdom by the Tnluva general Narasana-Nayaka. Perhaps Nuniz did

mm" s."
' " ’'"-'i’-'^nsimbarnya, which is proved by the Devulapalli pLs .and othlr

Krl^'rT/ P; 'S lot here distinctly stated that the famous predecessor of

that thrSaJa^general “s mean! anTnouS Tulu^t ''ror’’lt?'"r
^oubt

latter happened about the commence.,.ent ofL “fith c=. tur\ 0 M "Tf
for ,907-08, Part 11. paragraph 8.1

^ Kpigraphy



A FORGED COPPER-PLATE INSCRIPTION
FROM EASTERN BENGAL.

This inscription is written on both sides of a single sheet of copper, measuring

S" by The plate has no raised rims, and bears, on its left-hand side,

clear indications of having been soldered on to a seal. Nothing is known to me
about the exact find spot of the plate, beyond the vague fact, that it came from

Eastern Bengal. When I saw it in July, igoS, it was with some Bengali gentleman

in Calcutta
;
however, I understand, that it has since been returned to its owner.

The main point of interest attaching to the inscription on this plate, is the fact

that it proves to be an ancient legal forgery, made with the object of claiming the

ownership of certain landed property, which, by a previous copper-plate, had been

given to certain persons. This fact becomes evident both from palaeographical

and grammatical reasons. To begin with palaeography, the inscription, at first sight,

conveys the impression of being written in the alphabet current in North-Eastern

India from 6oQ to Soo A. D, approximately. There are, perhaps, even a few letters

that would carry us a little further back, especially such forms as the letter ha in the

end of 1. 20 {sahasranit)^ and in its combined form, in the group hinai in 11. ii and 14

This form of ha may generally be taken as a test letter proving

that any form of writing, in which it occurs, belongs to the 4th or 5ih century

A.D.^ and I believe, there can be no possible doubt about the spuriousness of any

inscription, which exhibits, by the side of the ancient Gupta ha^ such late forms, as

the of 1,10 {catu-)^ and the la of 1 . 12 {alani) and {lopari-). This last letter la Is

particularly instructive, as its younger form occurs only twice, in one and the same

line, while in the many other places where la has been employed we find forms

varying but slightly from the ordinary la oF the North-Eastern variety of the Indian

Alphabet during the Gupta time. Evidently, the writer had become absent-minded

for a moment, and forgot his part as a clever forger, which, otherwise, he has not

played badly up to the end. The ht^ which he wrote in 1 . 10, likewise, shows that he

was generally accustomed to wTite this letter in a way which somewhat resembles

the modern Bengali form of

* See A. S. R. 1903.4, p, 102.

“It may be seen e,g. ini. of the Deopara Inscription of Vijayasena, chatur»jjal{idhi= i sec Ep.

Jfid. Vol, /, p, 30P, and plait.
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The grammar of the inscription, especially the syntax, is in such a bad state-

of confusion, that it would be impossible to attempt anything like a connected and

literal translation of the text. Thus, in the beginning, in 1 . 2, we find the loc. sing,

of the present participle, connected with the name of the king, Scii}icictiT(i"

deve. Evidently this phrase was intended to mean :
‘ while Samacaradeva was reign-

ing,’ but pra-iap- is never used in that sense, and the writer of the inscription clearly

blundered, perhaps from such phrases as prathivlpatmi
'
while Samacaradeva was

lord of the earth.’ Following close upon this wrongly employed phrase, we read in

11. 3 and 4 siLvarna-visyadlnkrt-antaranga, an epithet, referring to the uparika

Ji-vadatta (I. 4). We may well imagine that the writer had in his mind an e.xpression

meaning that Jivadatta gained the affection {aniaranga, lit. heart) of the people by

magnificent gifts of gold (suvarna-viirmana), but here as well as in all the following

lines of the inscription, it is altogether hopeless to attempt any corrections.

The inscription purports to record a grant of land made during the reign of the

Makarajadhiraia, the illustrious Samacaradeva tl. 2), by the uparikd Jivadatta

(1 . 4). The grant was made in supersession of a previous one, by w’hich a portion

of the land had already been given to certain persons, whose names are not mentioned

(11 . i5ff. prak~tdmrapatll-krta-ksettra~lulyavapa~ttrayam-apasya). The recipient of

the present grant appears to have been a certain Supratlkasvamm
(
11

. 5 and

17). The land was situated in the district {viandala) of Kavdraka (1 . 4).

So far, at least, it appears to me possible to grasp the general meaning

of the inscription. But, here again, grave doubts arise in regard to its genuineness.

First of all, a name like that of the grantee Snpratlkasvdmin, seems to me an

extremely dubious form of an Indian proper name. Likewise, the king’s name,

Samacaradeva ( 1 . 2), meaning ‘ His Highness, Decency,’ is certainly' very'

surprising, and I can only Imagine, that it might have been employ'ed as a

binida, one of those secondary titles often borne by Indian princes. The case-

of two of the proper names of mahattaras, mentioned in 11. 7 and 8, is still more

suspicious, .^re we really to believe, that such words as Vatsakunda and

Janarddanakunda can ever have been employed as personal proper names? In-

Sanskrit huida means ‘a pond,’ and any name, formed with this word, certainly

can only be taken as a local, but never as a personal name. Nevertheless,

I believe, we are able to understand how the forger came to introduce these two-

names into the inscription. For it seems very reasonable to assume that he actually’

found them mentioned in an ancient, genuine grant, which he used for his forgery ;

but failing to understand them properly, he committed himself to the grave error of

treating two local names as personal proper names.

I have already given it as my opinion, that the grant has been forged with the
help of and in accordance with another genuine grant, dating approximately from the
7th or 8th century A. D. We may well imagine, that the forger used a genuine
document, or a draft of a genuine document, which he found in the Record Office
lak^apaiala) of one of the States of Eastern Bengal. This genuine document.

^

‘ This term still requires explanation. 1 only find tlie Marathi warAvfari expl.ained bv Molcsworthas a tenant or .armer, having no right of occupancy; ss cpp. (0 thalaiari, a handed proprie'tor but this,modern term does not appear to help us much further.
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TBoxeover, does not appear to have been lost to us altogether. In the Indian

Antzqzciry for 1892, page 45, Dr. Hoernle mentions a copper-plate from the Farid-

pur District in Eastern Bengal, which, as he informs us, had just been sent to him for

decipherment. As far as I know, this plate has never been edited completely, and I

have at present only the initial lines, published b}'- Dr. Hoernle, to go on with.

However, they agree so closely with the opening lines of our present inscription, that

I have not the slightest hesitation in looking upon the Faridpur inscription as the

genuine arclietypns of the present, forged copy. ^

It is possible to assume, that Sa7ndcaradeva, the name of the king in the forged

inscription, may have been a or second name, borne by Dharmddiiya^ the

king, mentioned in the opening lines of Dr. Hoernle’s inscription from Faridpur. For

I feel rather reluctant to beliex^e that Saindcm^adeva could be a mere invention.

Allowing, as we certainly may do, a great state of confusion for any Record Office

in Eastern Bengal at the time when the forgery was made, we must, nevertheless, keep

in mind that the forgery was made with the object of proving that an entire plot of

land was rightly claimed by certain persons, who, hitherto, had been enjo5’ing the

possession of only a part of it At least, the words prdk-idm7^apaiiX-kria-hsettra-^

knlydvdpa-ttrayajn^apdsya, in II. 15-16, uncertain and doubtful though their exact

meaning remains to me, were still probabty intended for the purpose above mentioned.

The case of the present inscription, thus, appears to be the reverse of that of

the Madhuban copper-plate inscription of Harsavardhana of Kanauj.^ Here we

observe the kmg, the famous Harsavardhana, issuing a grant of land, in order to set

aside a previous forged grant, ^ by which the village of Somahundaha had been

'€n303^ed by a Brahman, called Vdmarathya, The proprietary right to the said village

was transferred by Harsavardhana to the Brahmans Vdtasvd7mn and Szvadcvasvdiniii.

But, while the Madhuban plate of Harsavardhana contains a genuine grant, made in

order to set aside a kiliakdsona or forged grant, we have in our plate from Eastern

Bengal clearly a kniaidsana^ prepared with the object of proving certain claims to

some landed property, which could only be substantiated by means of a forgery. And

from the fact, referred to above, that this forged cop per- plate from Eastern Bengal

bears clear indications of having been soldered on to a seal, we may well conjecture,

that this seal actually was a genuine seal, to which the forged plate had been attached

in the same manner, as the spurious Gaya plate of Samudragupta actually still bears

a genuine seal of one of the Gupta kings attached to it.'^

^ Dr Hoernle s Fandpur Grant, according to his transcript e.), reads as follows :

—

S'sasiy^a%yam-p% ilnvydm-^apyatii afUs Ntg'a-Naghusa-Vaydiy-Ambansa-Samadhrta {sic I) ^Jifahdrdjddht-

rdja'Sri-Dhat jnviddttya-bJiattdrala-ydjye iad'anitmodan-dlabdh-dspade [nadhydiia?) Kdhkdydm viahapratihur-

opaiiha-Ndgadcvasy-addhydsaiia'ldls. With regard lo the word, put by Dr Hoernle into bracLets, compare

II 2 and 3 of the present inscription: ctac^cai ana karala (read: lamalayyngaUdrddhan-opdtta-nazyd-

vakaStldyam. Dr Hoernle’s reading probably ha2 to be corrected accordingly. Read also sama-dhiiau for

sama-dln ^a-in the beginning of Dr. Hocrnle’s transcript,

» Ep Ind Vou I,p 7j.

• The term litiasdsana^ ‘ a forged grant/ is ofsome interest Sanskrit kii^a of course, means * deceit/ but

its original meaning is * horn/ it came to be cuiplnyed in the wider sense of ‘ forgery’ evidently, because jt

was a common thing in ancient India, to sell any carving, made of horn, as ivory'. I may mention in this

connection, that we learn from one of the inscriptions on the gateways of the Sanchi Stupa, that the stone

carving of a certain portion of it as done by the tva17*worAm of Vidisa^ the modem Bhilsa, a town close to

Sanchi: s^^Ep,Ind Vo/, //, jyS, No 200 Vedisakeht damta'’kdrac!it rtipakammcm kaiam.

See riecr, Gufta jftscriplio 7ts pp. 2Q4-2sy and Plate XXXVI.
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In regard to the time, when the present forger}^ was made, the forms of thejletters;

//7 and mentioned above, on page 255, seem to carry us back to a compara-

tively late period, perhaps not earlier than the iith or 12th century A.D., but I feel*,

rather reluctant to allow too wide a margin for this, as the forger’s work appears to^

me too clever to be anything that we might call fairly modern.

I now edit the inscription from photographs and impressions prepared from

the original copper- plate.

Obve7'se.

(1) Svasty=Asyams^prthiv5mm=apratirathe Nrga-Naghusa-Yayaty-'Amvarisa-

sama-

(2) dhrto (tau) ^ M3i\^x^]^Ah\T^] 2i-s\;l-Samaca 7'adev3 pratapatj^-etac-carana-

karala-
"

(3) yugal-aradhan-opatta-navy-avakagi-kayatfi suvarna-visyadhikrt-antara-

(/{) hga \l^^nk^.-^JTvadattas^t^d~3ir\umoA\t^-Ka^'araka'm^.l^i] 3i\e visaya-

(5) ^2ii\’P(rvitfrako 3Mto=s3^a vyavaharatah Suprattkasvdmiiia jyesth-adhi-

(6) karanika-Z^^Tww/J'^-pramukha-sadhikarana-svisaya-mahattara-f^rt'/j'^-

( 7 ;
kiaida-mahattara-5n rfipdlita •’-mahattara- ViIi itdghsahiida-

(8) mdhdiliSiX3i-Priyaddsa-md}iaX.tBX^-ya 7?drdclafiaku 7jda-^Aays}\ an)m cha

(g) vahavah pradhana \'yavaha [ri*^] na§'Cha vijhaptaderacehasyaharin

bhavata prasa-"*

(jo) dac=cirovasanna-khela-bhu-khandaia»kamval [e] catu ^ [h-sl^]m[a^']- ntra

(nta)-pracanta ih ni3^a-

(11) vrahmanopa5mgaya ca tamrapatukrtya tad=aham 6a-prasada-kattra-

m=iti j^atadhanadaty-alam nasupalatya-saml-oparilikhita-

Reversc*

{13) live vyavaharibhih samanyasagalaS^^ca padijhamhrarajhaidha svarfisarii-

niraksala-

(14) [i]cchatog3dkrtahhumindam pasyai carthadhamyarn krtadas3^ai vrahman-
adayatanii

(15} yyavadhrtya* karanika' A(t7_;'fl?/(7g^7-/\'^^r?7J-adln=kulacaran=prakalpya prak-

tamrapattl-

(16) krta-ksctira-kulyavapa-Ura3’am=apas3^a vyaghra-corakair=yacchepatac-

catuh'Sima-

(17) lmgabhir=d=distarii krtv=asya Svpraiihasiamwah tamrapaUi-krtya.
pratipadita[m*‘]

^ The last aksara looks almost like iifn.

‘ Read ihe preceding' word pratapnii is the !oc. sing, of the
'
present participle of pra^tap

'while he was shining ,

^ f t r

2 This should be either Smnpaltia or Srlvipalita.
* As the writer mibcaiculaUd the space on the plate, half of the last ^a, has been written above-

the line.
,

‘This letter looks almost like v. Evidently the forger was used to write tii in a similar way as it is-
written in modern Bengali, ^ j

n. a
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(18) simalifigani c=attra II Purvvasya[m*] pigacapakkariittr daksinena ndyd-

(19) dharajaigika pagciniaySrh candra-campakogakenah uttarena fna) Go-

(20) pendracoraka-grama-sima c=^eti n Bhavanti c^attra .^lokrih Sastim«=

•varsa-saha-

^21) sraiii svarge modati bhumidah aksppta c-anunianta ca ^ tany«eva

Tiarake vaset 1

(22) Sva*da[t*]tam=para-dattam=\^a yo hareta vasundharam sva * vlsthaya-

'[m*"] krmi[r’’]=bhQtva pitrbhih

(23) saha pacyate 11 Samvat 10 4 Kartti di 111

T. Bloch.

2 M

’ Read ca. * Read s/i.
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TXULU is a sub-division of the Kafigrfi district of the Panjab and comprises the-

Upper Bias Valle}^ Waziri Rupi, Saraj, Lahiil and Spiti. It lies betv/eerr

31^ 20' and 30° 55' latitude and 76^50' and 78° 35" longitude. On the north it is

bounded by Ladakh, on the east by Tibet, on the 'west by the principalities of

Chamba, Mandi and Suket, on the south by the Satluj and the Bushahr States.^

The total area of the sub-division is 6^025 square miles, ^vhich is a little less than

half the area of Holland. Its population, according to the census of 1901, is only

1 19,585, which is about one-fifth of that of Amsterdam. For administrative purposes

ihis tract is now divided into two fa//sYls, called Kulu and Saraj. The latter and

a portion of the former tahsil together form a liomogeneous region whicli may be

termed Kujri proper. The remainder of the Kulu ialml consists of Lahul and Spiti."

As has been pointed out by General Cunningham/ the old name of Kulu was

Kulnia^ a term which from Hiuen Tsiang’s account, noticed below, appears to have

designated Kulu proper. According to a popular derivation, which is also admitted

by Captain Harcourt, the valley was originally called Rulaniapliha, signifying the

er.d of the inhabitable world, as the Hindus' considered il to be the last boundaries-

of civilization. The name, indeed, occurs in a booklet called K'nlaninplihainaliatmya,

which will be noticed subsequently. Phonetically the change of Knianfaplfha into»

KiihJ is an impossibility, and rhe derivation should, therefore, be treated as an instance
of popular etymology. Some connect the name of Kula with Sanskrit Kaula meaning
fv^tror-worshipper. Others trace it to the caste names Kdl and KdlT. These*
derivations are evidently fanciful and must be at once set aside.

The material for building up the history of Kulu is ver}^ scant}*. This scarcity
is perhaps due to the proverbial ignorance of the people.* References scattered
m Sanskrit literature ana a few epigraphical and other documents that have cometo
llght arc noticed below, with a view to glean from them facts regarding the history of

» Harcourt, " Himalayan Districts of Kooloo, etc., pp. 7-8.
= Kangra Gaseiieey Part A (1904), p. 48.
® Ancient Geography

^

p. 142,

< Cf. The popular sayings KulUt h uUu and Gave Kullu hoc ulJu.
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"the valley. The Mnlidbharata^ mentions Kulnta in the list of countries in the north

of India, The Mdrkandcya*piiydna'~ and the Brihaisavthitd^ notice it among the

tracts situated in the north-east of India. Obviously then Knlrda had a distinct

existence in old times. Kalhana* indicates that about the 6th century it was a

separate State, when he says that Raiisena, the king of the Cholas, sent his daughter

Ranarambha to the residence of his friend, the king of Kvltlia, and '' Ranaditya went
with joy to that not distant land to receive her." Dana" (middle ot the 5th century

A.D.) in his Kddamhciri tells us that Kiilflta was conquered bv the great King

Tarapida of Ujjayinl, who took captive the princess Patralekha, the daughter of the

king of that country, and that Queen Vilasvati sent her to Prince Chandrapida, her

son, to be his betel-bearer, Tarapida of L/jjaylni is not knovrn to history, but it is

curious that Chandrapida and Tarapida are the names of the immediate predecessors

of Lalitaditya-Muktapida of Kasmir, At any race it shows that Bana recognized

Kulu as a distinct kingdom. From the chronicle of Jonaraja^ we find that in the

fifteenth century the valley was in the possession of a Tibetan power. For it is stated

there that Sultan Zainu-l-'abidin (A.D. 1420-70) in an expedition against Goggadc^a^

i.e., the kingdom of Guge, robbed by his splendour the glory of the town of Kuluia.

Hiuen Tsiang^ places the country of K’iu-lu-to at 700 li, ix., 117 miles to the

north-east of Jalandhara. This exactly corresponds with the position of Kulo which

must be identical with Kiu-lu-to— the Chinese rendering of the Sanskrit

The circuit of this tract given by the pilgrim is 3,000 /?, 500 miles. This figure is

very much exaggerated, if compared with the present limits of Kulu, and might have

been given on hearsay. Besides, we know that Kiuen Tsiang usually overrates distances

in mountainous tracts. For instance, he places the country of Lo-u-lo (Lahul) about

1,800 or 1,900 li to the north of the country of Kiu-lu-to (Kulu), though the distance

between the capital of these two countries, Ac., between Nagar and Kyelang, is only

about 400 li or 70 miles approximately. Cunningham, ® however, relies upon tradition

and is inclined to accept the above figure. For he says :
“ As the ancient kingdom is

said by the people themselves to have included Mandi and Suket on the west, and a

large tract of territory to the south of the Satluj, it is probable that the frontier measure-

ment of 500 miles may be very near the truth, if taken in road distance.’' But a more

-common tradition limits the ancient territory of the State to Waziri Parol which was

extended in the reign of Bahadur Singh in the i6th century,^ The account

given by the pilgrim shows that in the beginning of the 7th cenlur}^ Kula formed a

-distinct State, He makes mention of a Stufa^ which Aibha had built in the middle

of the country to commemorate Buddha's visit to the valley. He further tells us that

* Book VI, Canto IX.

2 Canto 55, sts. 48-52. The reading iduia is a clerical error, Cf. Rapson J.R.AS., 1900, p. 531.

3 Chap. t4, sts. 29-30. Some of the names in these lists are tribal, e.g,, Kira i but It can be presumed that they

^re intended to designate the regions inhabited by those tribes.

* Rajataranginl II, A35 '^'

® P. 204 (Bombay, 1896).

® Jonaraja, Rajaiarangiin verse I loS. It may be added in passing that Mr. J. C. D jtt’s rendering '• Kttliiia-

’’into *' the city of Luta ” is evidently wrong. Cf. J. C. Dutt, Kings of Aas/rmfr a Yd. Ill, App,

tp. XXII and Du ft, Chronology of India, p, 315*

7 Si-yu’kif Beal’s translation, Vol. I, p. 177.

® Ancient Geography) p. / p.
Havconrt, 0p» dt. p. 115, and Kangra GazcHeert 1897, Farts II to IV, p. 19.

2 iM 2
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in his time there were about ivfex\iy sanghdramas and some 1,000 priests, who mostly

studied the Great Vehicle. There were moreover fifteen Deva temples which-

different sects used without distinction. Along the precipitous sides of the mountains

were found stone chambers facing one another and hollowed in the rocks, wherein-

the Arhots dwelled and the BisJiis stayed. This shows how flourishing Buddhism'

must have been here in the 7th century, though it has now practically disappeared

from thevallev, A stone image of Avaldktiesvara is still being worshipped at Kelat

near Sultanpur, but the people call it Kapilaiiinni} The description given of the-

climate, the fauna and flora, of course, holds good now also.

Among the local records that have been brought to light the Bansaxdl, or

genealogical list on which Captain Harcourt based his account of the rulers of Kulu,

stands foremost in virtue of the information it supplies. It is much to be regretted

that the original document was not published, for it is not forthcoming now. Such-

records, provided they are genuine, are very interesting and possess great historical

value. Copying might invalidate them, yet much of the information they supply is

often confirmed by other sources. The Chamba Bansaull, for instance, gives, as is-

proved by copper-plate inscriptions, the correct names of the rajas of Chamba after

A.D. 1300. The names of those who ruled between A.D. 700 and 1300 are partly

changed
;
but there the person who copied the old records may be at fault.

The list, which the Bansaull of Kula contains, is also corroborated by copper-

plate and other inscriptions, so far as the Singh dynasty is concerned. For example,

the grant of Bahadur Singh mentions as second donor the heir-apparent Pratap Singh,

whom the roll rightly makes the successor of the former. The Tibetan records also-

confirm it. It is true that such local chronicles are apt to exaggerate the exploits of

the families to which they belong and leave out events which detract from their glory^

The BansauU of Chamba relates, for instance, that Raja Prithi Singh conquered Jagat

Singh Pathaniya of Nurpur, while we know from other sources that he played only

a secondary part there. The Kulu chronicle makes no mention of the fact that

Kulu ever fell under the sway of Ladakh or was conquered by Zainu-l-'abidin.

Accordingly, the accounts which these records contain should be sifted and compared

with those supplied by other sources. Still for all that, it cannot be denied that they

possess much historical value.

The roll published in Captain Harcourt’s book (pp. 370-5) gives a list of no-

less than eighty-eight rulers of Kulu.“ The names of the earlier princes end in Pal
starting from Bihangamani (?) Pal, the reputed founder of the dynasty. Sidh Pal,

74th in descent from the first Pal, was the first Raja who took the surname of Singh,
and since his time the chiefs of Kula have had names ending in Singh, Bihangamani
and his eleven immediate successors reigned at Jagat Sukh, the old capital of Kuju.
In the reign of Uttam Pal, the twelfth prince, the seat of Government was transferred

to Nagar, whence it was finally shifted to Sultanpur in the reign of Jagat Singh,
who was eightieth in descent from the founder of the dynasty. It is said that during

Sridatte§var Pal, the 31st Pal, there was war with Chamba, in which Amar

ir /t
mixture of Lamaism and Hinduism in these regions see Dr. Vogel's article Trilvhnath in

ViiU i.Xx_ nar^ T •n. t. j i

" Captain Harcourt has used the old spelling which

of these names. Change;, have, therefore, been made to

makes it difficult to grasp the correct pronunciation
give such names in the right form.
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Siiigh. the ruler of the latter country, who was contemporary with a Delhi (Indrnpat)

king, Gobardhan, killed the Kulu Raja. This statement is obviously wrong, for no^

such ruler of Chamba is known, ^ The names of the chiefs of this country, ended in

varman down to the time of Gane§avarman, whose successor Pratap Singh was the

first Raja of Chamba who adopted the cognomen Singh, Ma}^ not Amar Singh

be the name of some petty chief or commander under the ruler of Chamba ?

During the time that followed, Chamba must have held sway over Kulu, till

SrijareSvar (?) Pal asserted his independence. In the reign of Narad Pal, who was

fortieth in descent from Bihangamani, war again broke out with Chamba and lasted

for twelve years. The troops of Chamba advanced as far as Majnakot, a village

near the Rohtang pass, and built a fort there. But a peace was patched up at last

and the people of Kulu, inveigling the soldiers of Chamba, threw them into the Biv^s

near Ralla, where they all perished. The Bansauli further informs us that Sikandar

Pal, the fiftieth Pal, went to the king of Delhi to seek shelter against the Chinese

who had invaded his kingdom. The Raja of Delhi headed an army in person and,

marching through Kulu, took Gya Murr Orr (?) and Baltlstan, together with the

country as far as Mantilae, Mansarovar lake. This, if true, is a curious record,

for it shows, as Captain Harcourt remarks, that an Indian army could successfully

penetrate so far north as the Mansarovar lake. During the reign of Nirati Pal, ‘Ali

Sher Khan is said to have ruled in Ka§mfr. No ruler of Ka^mir had such a name,

but it is possible that Alt Shah (A. D. 1413-20), the brother and predecessor of

Zainu-l-^abidln, is meant. Kulu was conquered by Bushahr, Kahgra and Suket during

the reign of Hast Pal, N and Pal and Kirat Pal, who were respectively 56th, 62nd

and 67th in descent from their progenitor.

The kingdom of Kulu w^as consolidated and enlarged in the time of Bahadur

Singh, who was the 75th raja of the valley. Jagat Singh, the fifth successor of this

prince, had a long reign of sixty-one years, during which he considerably extended

his dominions by conquest. His rule was contemporary with the latter part of Shah

Jahan's and the earlier years of Aurangzeb’s reign. He introduced the worship of

Vishpu in the form of Rama and Krishna into the valley. Bidhi Singh, his successor,

made Kulu a really important state. All Kulu, Wazirl Rupl, Saraj, Lahul, Spiti,

Bushahr, Bangahal, a great portion of Mandi and Suket, with the hill states close up

to Simla were under this chief s sway, Man Singh, who succeeded him, subdued

Mandi entirely, but gave it up after^vards. It was in his time that the power of Kulu

reached its zenith. The princes who followed this powerful Raja could not keep up

their position. Jay Singh, his second successor, had to go to Lahore and ask for

aid against Mandi. He was in turn succeeded by Tedhi (*' the Crooked ”) Singh

and Pritam Singh. During the rule of the latter the country was torn by internal

dissensions. In Bikram Singh’s time the Sikhs invaded Kulu. Jit Singh, the last

ruling chief, who was 88th in descent from the founder of the dynasty, was deposed

in A. D. 1840. With this event the old principality of KtUfda ceased to exist. In

1841 Jit Singh died without issue at Shangri, where he had retired after having

escaped the oppression of the Sikhs. Jhagar Singh, his uncle, vas ^^ith him at

TDrT Hutchison conjectures tha^ Aleru or Meruvarman is meant. He uses the spelling: Vvitr which he

c.xplains as a transposition of Merii.
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the time of his death and got possession of Shangri. Rai Hira Singh, Jhagar

Sihgh^s son, still holds his Jagir at that place. Thakur Singh, a collateral of ]It

Singh, was made titular raja, and VVazirl Rupi was given to him in Jmr. Cyan

Sifi^h' his son and successor, was called Rai instead of Raja. Megh Singh, the

present Rai of Rupi, is Cyan Singh’s grandson.^

We have already noticed that there exists a booklet bearing on the sacred

ore of the valley, which, though not published, can be seen with the priests of

Mauikarn, the principal place of pilgrimage in Kulu. It is called KiiUmtapitha-

mdhatmya and pretends to be a part of the Brahmanda-ptirdna, Though possessing

little historical interest, it is not unimportant for local topography and its contents

may be noticed here briefly. Kulantapitha, ” it says, lies to the north-east of

Jalandhara and south of HcmahrUa mountain. U is ten ydjanas (about 90 miles) in

length and three (?) ybjanas (about 27 miles) in width. The sacred place of Yyasa lies

to its north and the Bandhaua mountain to its south. The river Bias flows to its west

and the Pa§upati (Siva) lies to the west. The deity presiding over the valley is

^avari. Indrakila is the principal hill. The Samgama or confluence of the Bias and

the Parbati river is the chief sacred place. It was in this land that Siva in the guise

of a Sahara fought with Arjuna.

Though the extent which this Mdhdimya gives to the Kulantapitha is nearly

equal to that of Kulu proper, yet there is hardly any reason to assume that the

latter term ever meant Kulu. Mr. G. C. L. Howell, Assistant Commissioner of

Kulu, informs me that this designation is still applied to the tract on the left bank of

the Bias, between the Bias-Parbati confluence and the source of the Bias, the latter

being its western boundary. ITis then is another argument against the assumption

that the appellation Kuldniapitha dwindled into Kulu in course of years. The

information supplied by the abovenamed officer enables me to identify some of the

names mentioned in the text. The northern limit of the tract [pTUid) is termed

HemahVa^ which according to the Puranas is a Slmaparvata, rie., a boundary

mountain. The Pir Panjal range being the northern boundary of Kulu, Hemakula,

if it means any particular peak, would mean the Snowy Peak M. of the said range,

wherein lies the true source of the Bias, known as Bias Kur)di, the place ndth which

the Vydsatfrtlia of the text must be identified, Indrakila is the name of the well-

know mountain in the same range and lies to the south of the Hamtu. It must be

nearly 20,000 feet high and in shape resembles a wedge, whence the designation Ma,
Both these features give it a very Impressive appearance, in consequence of which

perhaps it is so well-known in the Puranic literature.

Another important source for the history of Kulu is the Tibetan chronicle of

Ladakh rGyrzZ-rck or ‘Hhe Book of Kings”. What we gather from it is this:'

Skyid-lde-nyima-mgon (about A.D. 1000), the first king of West Tibet or Ladakh,
had three sons, of whom Lha«chin-dpahgyi-mgon was the eldest The latter had two
sons aGro-mgon and Chos-mgon. The great-grandson of aGro-mgon was Lha-chen-
rgyalpo, who, according to Mr. Francke/ reigned between A.D. 1030 and 1080.

^ Ka}i^rra Gaseitecr, 1S97, Part IMV, pp, 26-27.

* y. A, S, Vol.LX, i8pi, p. 57 ff,

^ A. H. 1‘rancke, Bisiory of Western Tibet, p. 63 ff.
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His son was Lha-chen-Utpala (A.D. loSo-ii 10), who united the forces of Upper and
Lower Ladakh and invaded or Kulu. The ruler of the latter country bound
himself by oath so long as the glaciers of the /^mVasa will not melt away, or
Mansarovar lake dry up'' to pay his tribute in Dsos ^ and iron to the king of Ladakh.
This treaty remained in force at least down to the time of king Sengge-namgyal, and
Dr. Marx tells us that the tax collectors^ of the king of Ladakh used to visit Lahul
and probably Kulu till A.D. 1870, although the two districts were then already

under British rule. Further on we find that Tsewang rNamgyal I (These dbang)
between A.D. 1530 and 1560 subdued Ku]a “ whose chiefs were made to feel the

weight of his arm, " From the high titles assumed by Bahadur Singh in his copper-

plate grant, it would appear that this event happened before the latter prince rose to

power in Kulu; these titles paramabhaiiaraka maharajadhiraja would suit an

independent ra]a only. Further, in the beginning of the nineteenth century (/>.,

when Bikram or Vikramajit Singh ruled over Kuja and Tsepal over Ladakh) we find

that, encouraged by the gross carelessness of the latter prince, the army of Kulu

invaded Spiti and, after having destroyed the villages, carried away all property.

Later on, the people of Kulu and Lahul combined against Zangskar, laid waste that

tract and took away whatever was valuable.

The inscriptions, hitherto discovered, which throw considerable light on the

history of the valley, may now be briefly noticed. The foremost of these is the

legend on the coin of a Kiduta king YirayaSa, which reads rajna Kblufasya Vtraya-

sasya? As has been pointed out by Professor Rapson, it can be ascribed on

palaeographical grounds to the first or second century A.D. Here, then, we have the

earliest archaeological record of the Ktiltifas, Next in date is the rock inscription at

Salrl near Salanu, which though lying in the territory of Mandi, may be regarded as

geographically belongingto the Kulu valley. The characters of this record are of the

fourth or fifth century A.D. Its purport is to record that a Maharaja Srl-Chande§vara-

hastin, who was the son of a Maharaja I svarahastin and belonged to the family of

Vatsa (?), conquered in battle a Rajjilabala (?) and founded a town of which the name

apparently was balipiiri. This town, I think, is the present Salri village situated near

the inscription. It is not known v/ho these personages were, and consequently the

significance of the document (Plate LXXXIII) cannot at present be fully realized.

From the copper-plate grants^ of Rajas Somavarman and Asata of Chamba

we learn that in the eleventh century the dynasties of Chamba and KulCi were related

and allied to each oiher. They describe the Chamba raja Sahilla as one who was

asked the favour of bestowing royalty in return for services by his kinsman the

Lord of Kuluta anxious to render him homage." Here the use of the attribute

“kinsman” {sroakulya) cads for remark. The ruling family of Chamba is Kshairiya

by caste and consequently the Lords of Kuluta must also have been Ksliairiyas,

rcross^tween yaks and cows according to Dr. Marx. It is strange to find Dzos mentioned as tribute for

thcv are not found in Kulu.
.

2 Mr. A. H. Francke tells me that they were not tav collectors ; it was the trade contract winch required such

payments.

^ Mr. A. V. Bergny, y. i?. A. S., 1900, p. 415 and p. 537.

Annual Progress Report, Punjab and (J. Prov„ 1904-5. U. No. 66. I am indebted to Mr. D. R. Bhan-

darkar for the decipherment of this epigraph.

5 A. S. R., 1902-0:5, pp. 255 ff.
^ Op. cit., p. 257.
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Otherwise they could not be called svaktiiya\ meaning of one’s own family or

relative.*^ This inference is confirmed by Bahadur Singh’s grant, which mentions

three Kuju princesses given in marriage apparently to the heir-apparent of Chamba.^

1 may note here that Vi^akhadatta classes the Kulutas with Mlechchhas. In the

play Mudrarakshasa “ he mentions Chitravarman, the king of Kuluta, among the five

leading Mlcchchha allies of Rakshasa. Neither Chitravarman, nor the other con-

federate rajas, appear to have been historical persons. At any rate, this shows that

1 .

in ViSakhadatta’s time (c.A.D. 6oo ?) the people of Kulu were regarded as bar-
barians, if not foreigners. Un the other hand, their coin noticed above proves for
certain that the Kulutas had Indo-Aryan names in the first or second century A.D.
Consequently, if they were non-Hindus, they must have rapidly become Hinduized
hke the phatrapas of Surashtra. In Vigakhadatta’s time their origin could not
ut have been forgotten. That the latter should call them Mlcchckhas is, therefore

a puzzle, ,£ his statement is not to be regarded as a mere poetic licence. Or should

* A.S. R., 1903-04, p, 266*
= Mudrardhhasa (ed, Telang), pp. 48 and 407.
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we take in the sense of ^Mvell disposed or friendly to one’s family” and
translate the expression svahdya-KidfliZsvara in the grants by “ his friend the Lord
of Kuluta’» ?

The epigraph found in the temple of Sandhya Devi at Jagat Sukh is another
document of Kulu history. It is cut on two slabs placed on the enclosing wall at

the entrance of the courtyard. It contains the name of Maharaja Udhran Pal and
the date 4 (?) ba. ii\ 2 which corresponds with A.D. 1428. Evidently, this is the

date of the temple as well as of Udhran Pal, the third predecessor of Bahadur Singh.

.While showing the importance of ]agatsukh long after it had ceased to be the

capital, the record makes the shrine of Sandhya Devi the oldest temple in Kulu of

which the date is known.

The inscription on the famous temple of Dhungri near Manall iccords the

foundation of that sanctuary by Bahadur Singh in the Sastra year 29, i e,, A.D., 1553.

It may be remarked here in passing that this shrine, where human sacrifices used to

be made uithin the living memory of the people, possesses perhaps the finest speci-

mens of wood carving in the valley (r/. fig. i).

Another important inscription belonging to this period, that has already been

published by Dr. Vogel, is a "rant of Bahadur Singh in favour of Ramapati, the

Rajaguru of Chamba, From this we learn that

the said luler in A.D. 1559 governed the vhole

of Kulu pioper and that the principality of Lag,

situated between Bajaura and Dhungri, both of

which places formed part of Bahadur Smgh’s

dominion, was tributary to Kulu. In thi^ docu-

ment the chief of Kulu is called Sto at7'ana-

{Surafrana) raja^ “ Raja Sultan The

latter epithet has been connected v ith the name

of Sultanpur, ’ the present capital of Kulu, the

origin of V hich it will not be out of place to
o

notice here. According to tradition, preserved

in the BansaulT, Jagatsukh was the first capital

of Kulu. It is said that Bihangamani Pal, a

fugitive prince from Ma)'apurl near Badri-

Narayan, took shelter with a potter at Jagatsukh,

and the people, disgusted with the rule of their

Thakur, made him raja. A rock known by the

name of Jagatipat, is still pointed out midway

between Manall and Jagatsukh, where this prince

used to sleep. He is regarded as the founder

of the Kulu dynasty. The only relics of the

F,g 2. former prosperity of the town are a few old

sculptures placed” in the shrine of Sandhja Devi, the best of which, representing

Gangs on her vehicle the viaka7a, I lately secured for and deposited in the

Lahore Museum (fig. 2).
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Nagar is said to be the second capital, from where in the seventeenth century

the seat of government was transferred to Sultanpur. Tibetan sources, however,

take no notice of the first two capitals of Kulu. The chronicle of Tinan, for instance,

completed in the reign of Bahadur Singh of Kulu, speaks of the latter ruler as

residing in Magarsa. So do the documents belonging to the time of Partap Singh

and Parbat Singh. It is under Pritam Singh, who ruled about A.D. 1780, that

Sultanpur is first mentioned by the Tibetans under the form Setanpicr. It is certain

that, before the seat of government was shifted to -Sultanpur, the capital of the valley

was Nagar. How then could the Tibetans ignore the real capital and mention

another instead? Perhaps they took Magarsa and Nagar as Identical, i.o,, they

called Nagar by the name of Magarsa. Captain Harcourt identifies one with the

other and supports his identification by the following statement of Moorcroft.^ ” On

the nth wc passed a house belonging to the Raja on our right, situated on an

eminence, at the foot of which stood the ancient capital of Kulu called Makarsa. A
few houses are all that remains of it, as the removal to Sultanpur took place about

three centuries ago.” Tradition, however, does not corroborate this identification.

According to It, Magarsa is not a town or city but a tract or district of Ku]q named

after a town Makarahar which Avas founded by Makarsa, a son of Vidura of the

Mahahhdrata? The site of this town is still pointed out near Hurla in Kdthi Kot

Kandi, some 22 miles north-west of Nagar. This tradition is preserved in the following

popular saying ^

—

Rane Tha-kar 7narie Iceril bhurasa

Makarahar haste raj ba?m Makarsa
“ The Rapas and Thakurs were killed and smashed [by the rulers of Kula].

Owing to the residence at Makarahar, the raj (State) became known by the name

of Makarsa.”

Sardar Hardyal Singh in} his account of Kulu ^ states that Bahadur Singh,

after completely subjugating the tract called Rupl, repopulated the ruined town of

Makarahar, where he built a palace for his residence and died in A. D, 1569. It

would have been Interesting had that author given some authority for his

assertion,

Rai Hira Singh of ShangrI informs me that this town was very prosperous

in the days of Ja^at Singh, who erected there a temple of Rama and deposited in

it a mnrali (flute) which he had obtained from Ayodh)^a. !n support of this

statement he sent me this couplet :—

>

MaharMiar Ajddhyapnrt mdnohem Braj hi rit

Jagat Singh mnharaj ki Sri Raghojl sem

Makarahar is another Ayodhya and is the counterpart of Braj (tract round
Mathura). Maharaja Jagat Singh is devoted to the illustrious Ragho-ji {Le.y

Ramachandra).’^ Magarsa of the Tibetan chronicles would then be not a town but
a tract or district where the above-named rulers resided.

According to the genealogical roll, as has been remarked already, the capital was

* Moorcroft, Travels in ihe Ifimalayan Provincest Vol. I, p. 184.
It should be noted that Makarsa is nowhere mentioned In the Mahabhiirata.

® i^faj 77ta—ia'SMdrikh"ytydsat^hat’‘jK6his{(iii'Patijdhf Part III, pp. 29*3o«
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transferred from Nagar to Sultanpur in the days of Jagat Singh, who flourished at

the close of Shah Jahan’s reign. Tradition ascribes the origin of the name of

Sultanpur to one Sultan Chand, the brother of Raja JOg Chand of Lag. At the

death of the latter, it is said, Jagat Singh (after killing Sultan Chand, who governed

the tract round^ Sultanpur which he designated after himself) seized the whole

country up the Sarvari valley as far as the Bhubu Pass. On account of its better

situation, Jagat Singh preferred Sultanpur to Nagar and made it his capital. It

was, as Captain Harcourt tells us, a regularly walled town, but now its fortifications

have all been razed and there remain only two gateways on the north and south, both

of which are difficult of access.

Dr. Vogel, however, holds that Sultanpur was probably founded by Bahadur

Singh. He is led to this hypothesis by the title Sultan (Skr, Siiratrana), wdiich

he takes to be a second name of this prince. But the grant, as far as I can see,

mentions this as an epithet and not as a second name. Supposing Sultan Singh

was another name, it is not ciepr why the primary appellation should not have

been selected to designate the capital town; Bahadurpur would have been more

appropriate. Nor is it apparent that importance can be attached to the circumstance

adduced in support of this theory that '‘the name of the Raja of Lag, after whose

death Jagat Singh annexed the territory, is neither Jay Chand nor Sultan Chand

but Jog Chand in the sanads to be noticed below. The foundation of Sultanpur

is ascribed to Sultan Chand, and not to his brother. At any rate the roll and

the chronicle of Ladakh, do not countenance that assumption, and there is little to

commend it.

In the year 1904-05 the survey brought lo light ten more lithic records

in the valley. Five of these a-e dated between A.D. 1673 and 1870 and are partly

illegible except one engraved on an image of Vishnu, at Hat near Bajaura, which, so

far as decipherable, reads : Srl-Paramabhatiaraka fa. They are ail written in Tankan

and composed in the local aialect.^ The most important of this lot are two. One

written on the jambs of the doorway of the Siva temple at Hat, is dated in the Sastra

year 49 (A.D. 1673) and in the reign of Syam Sen of Mandi, and records

a grant of land to the temple. This indicates that in A,D. 1673 Hat was

perhaps under the jurisdiction of Mandi. The second is on a stone slab in the

wall of the Murlidhar temple at Chahni, two miles above Baiijar (Inner Saraj).

A part of it is written in Sanskrit. It was engraved in the reign of Bidhi

Siho-h in Sri Sarhvat 50, on the i^th day of Pausha and in the Vikrama year 1731

(A,D. 1674-5). Inscriptions on copper-plate were discovered. Two belong

to the reign of Jagat Singh, one being dated in the Sastra or Saptarshi year 27

(A.D. 1651) and the other in 32 (A.D. 1656). They record grants of land, and

show that the worship of Vishnu in the form of Rama and Krishna, became the State

religion in Kulu about the middle of the seventeenth century, ue., in the time of

Jagat Singh who consigned his State to Rama and acted as an agent of the Lord.

The third record belongs to the reign of Raj Siiigh, but is not dated. The fourth

was written in the Sastra year 56 (A.D. 17S0) in the reign of Pritam Singh.

1 Cf, Ait)wal Progress Report, Punjab and U.Prov,, for 1904-05, pp. 12. ff.Nos. 50-59.

2 N 2
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.'.Besides', the ' documents noticed above; the valley possesses epigraphi'cal'

material of- chronological- interest in the inscriptions on nietal masks called deS,

which represent Hindu gods and deified personages. Unfortunately, the tendency

to replace old' objects by new ones has caused much loss, as the custodians

unscrupulously melted the old masks in order to renew them. Perhaps it is owing,

to this circumstance that- very few old inscribed • masks are met with., Of the

ancient Pal dynasty only -two have been noticed. One, engraved on the mask' of

Hirma, gives 94 as the date for Udhran Pal. The other, on the effigy of Vishnu

at Sajala in Kothi Barsaiya, -gives Sastra-Samvat 76 and Saura year 1422 as the

date of Sidh Pal. Evidently §aura stands for §aia, and 1500 is the equivalent

Christian date of Sidh Pal. This, therefore, shows that Udhran Pal, the second

predecessor of Sidh Pal, flourished in the beginning of the fifteenth century A.D,

Accordingly the date of the Sandhya Devi temple must be 1428 and not 1528, the

alternative proposed by Dr. Vogel. As the rajas of the Singh dynasty are cornpara.

lively modern, iheir gifts are better preserved and consequently the names of most of

them are found on these masks. Their dates are also given, but generally in the

^dstra era. In none of them does the week day or any other chronological date

seem to be indicated, excepting the firavt'sli/a, viz., the day of the month. These

dates therefore do not admit of verification.

Some or official letters issued from- the Mughal Court at Delhi between

the SijrT years 1061 and 1068 (A.D. 1650 and 1658) to Raja Jagat Siiigh of Ku]u

also furnish interesting information. These are thirteen in number, four of which

are original sanads in possession of Rai Hira Singh of ShangrI, while nine are copies,’

the originals of which are lost, belonging to the present Rai of Rupl. Twelve were

issued under the seal of Dara Shikoh, and one in A. H. 106S by Aurangzeb. In the

latter, Jagat Singh is asked to join hands with Dhan Chand KahlCiria of Bilaspur in

order to close the roads against Sulaiman Shikoh, who desired to join his father at

Lahore from Garhwal. Sulaim.an Shikoh, as we learn from Bernier and Manucci",

fled to the hills after his father Dara had lost the battle at Samu-garh. This battle, it

should be remembered, took place in June 165S. Manucci wrongly gives 1656, 33

has been pointed out by Mr. Irvine. One of these sanads is addressed to Sayyid Ibrahim,

who appears to have been an officer of the court of Delhi, placed in charge of the

Kahgra valley. The prefix Sayyid shows him to be a different person from the General

Ibrahim Khan, who was with Dara Shikoh, at the battle near SamQ-garh. The
remaining farmdns are addressed to Jagat Singh, who is therein called zamindar, i.e.,

“landlord” of KulCi. It is only once that he is st3ded A’d/a. What we gather from

them is.this
;

Jagat Singh was held in considerable esteem at the Mugflal Court, for

Aurangzeb spoke of him as “ well-established in his royal ways He sent presents

of hawks and crystal, and deputed his son to the Imperial Court at Delhi, and thus

' A copy of one of these 5n«arfi which is kept in our office gives Badshah Ghazi Muhan-imad ibii Sait?)
Dara Shikoh as the superscription. A comparison with other letters shows that this is wrongly copied. No king
Uuhammad is known as the son of a Sai Darii Shiksh. .Another mistake is also to be noticed in this copy.
It gives A. H. ton as the date of the sanad which is altogether irnpossible, for it was Akbar who ruled then.

" Bernier Voyages (Amsterdam idgg). Vol. I, pn. 84 f. Manucci, Storia do Mogor (transl.-W. Irvine), Vol. I,

p. 2'/i. Cy. also Gaaeifrer (Lahore 1907) p. 13. where a /anauM of A. H. 1069 is quoted in which
Aurangzeb addressed similar instructions to Raja Subhag Parkash of Sirmiir.
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xecognized Shah Jahan, as his liege lord, who in turnVas highly pleased with him and,
iesides granting some crystal mines, extended his protection to him and his people.
Later on, however, he was apparently ready to defy the suzerainty of Delhi, presum-
ably because of his getting scent of the internal dissensions that had arisen at the
Mughal Court towards the close of Shah Jahan’s rule. For we learn from one of
these documents that he took possession of the estate of Jog Chand at the latter’s
demise and carried captive some of his relatives, although he knew well tliat they
were under the protection of the Emperor. He does not appear to have surrendered
the tract he bad seized, notwithstanding Dara Shikoh's farman issued to him in

A. H. 1067 with the threat that “ if from obstinacy and imprudence he deferred

releasing Jog Chand’s grandson and giving up the district, we would order... Raja
Raj R up... Jahangir Quli Beg and the Faujdar of Jammu that they should go up to the

districts of his zamtnddrl and annihilate him Raja Raj Rup mentioned here is the

Raja of Nurpur, who met Dara at Lahore. Manucci’ tells us how he was entreated

by the unfortunate heir to the Mughal throne. “To gain him more securely to his

side, he (Dara) allowed his wife to send for the raja to her harem. ..she addressed him

.as her son. ..and offered him water to drink with which she had washed her breasts,

not having milk in them as a confirmation of her words. He' drank with the greatest

.acceptance and swore he would be ever true, and never fail in the duties of a son.”

He is stated by Manucci to have obtained ten lakhs from .Dara to enlist soldiers.

Notwithstanding all this, he proved faithless and was rvon over by Aurangzeb. He

was the son of Raja Jagat Singh of Nurpur" and not an uncle of Raja Jaswant Singh

of Jodhpur, as is stated in the Sinnur State Gazetteer.® The name of Jahangir Quli

Beg does not occur in the list of the principal Generals given by Manucci. It

may, therefore, be surmised that he was a General of secondary rank.‘

A perusal of what has been said above shows how' history repeats itself. What

happened in the Ravi Valley about the tenth century was repeated in the Bias valley in

the sixteenth century. Both Chamba and Kulu, ' before being consolidated into

states, were governed by petty Ranas and Thakurs, each supreme in his own sphere.

The ruler of the upper valley conquered the lower part and this led to the removal of

the seat of government from Brahmor to Chamba in one case and from Jagatsukh

to Sultanpur in the other. The earlier rulers worshipped. Devi, as is evidenced by

Meruvarman’s images of Lakshana Devi and Sakti Devi in the Ravi Valley and by

the sanctuaries of Sandhya and Hirma in KulU. In later days \’ishnuism became

State religion. This is more clearly marked in KuIQ, where Jagat Singh made

Raghunath the real Maharaja or ruler of the State,' whereas thn.dcvatds became his

wassals and once a year had to attend court at Sultanpur, a practice which continues

down to the present time (Plate LXXXV).

Though resembling each other in their history, these sister valleys have been very

dissimilar in culture. Chamba has proved to be an inexhaustible mine of inscriptions,

some of which rank with first-class Sanskrit compositions, and in this respec^ has

* op. cit,, Vol. I, p. 310.
’ '9“4'05> P- II4-

® Sinnur State Gaseiteerf lc)04» P* ^3*

* Thzkarddr or manager of the Sita Ram temple at Gojrj, k«3thi Jagatsukh, also possesses somr sattads.

They are said to be dated between Sastra Samvat 95 and 5, i.e., between A.U, 1719 and 1729, but Ihave not

’•‘been able to inspect them.
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been far superior to Kulu, which has probably never known a period of literary

activity. It is in point of conquests that Kuju far surpassed its rival States. In its

palmy days, we have seen, it held sway over Lahul, Spiti, Bushahr, Bangahal and

Saraj
;
and even Maodi had to submit to it.

Finally, it will not be out of place to note that, though poor in written records,

the Kulu valley is very rich in legends and traditions highly interesting to students

of folklore. The sages as well as the heroes of the epics of ancient India have

their shrines here, and curious legends are attached to them. Above Jagatsukh a

cave is still pointed out where Arjuna passed his days of asceticism, when Siva

appeared to him in the form of a savage Kirata. Hirma, the man-eating rakshast

Hidimba of the Mahabharata, is here worshipped as a goddess, and was once the

presiding deity of the valley.

List of the Rajas of Kulu.

No.
Names as given by Captain

Harcotirt.
Corrected names,* Dates.

j

References.

1

1

Behungamunnee Bihangamani Pal

1

2
1

!

Puch Pal Pachch (ksa) Pal

j

3
'

1

Baheg Pal Blliang Prd

1

4 1

Doorheen Pal Hin Pal ...

5 Soorg Pal - Svarg Pal

6 Sooktee Pal . Sakti Pal

7 Mahida Pal - Mahisvar (or Mahlndar?)
Pa).

S Oom Pal Om Pfil

9 Rajinda Pal . Rajetidar Prd

10 Busud Pal Visad Pal

1

1

Busuda Pal . Visuddh Pal .

12 Ootum Pal Uttam Pal

13 Doja Pal Dvij Pal ...

H Chukkur Pal . Chakar Pal

15 Kurun Pal Kara Pal

16 Sooruj Pal Suraj Pal

17 Ruxsh Pal P^aksh Pal . . . • 4 *

iS Roodur Pal Rudar Pal

-
e corrected names m the list, as far as the Pal d3’nasty is concerned, are necessarily conjectural j the dates

are those of the inscriptions referred to in the last column. The names Hamir (Arabic amlrh Surat, Tegh and
Sikandarcan, of course, never have been borne by rulers of the pre-Muhammadan period, [ J. Ph. V. ]
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No. Names as given by Captain
Harcoiirt. Corrected names. Dates. References.

19 Haemur Pal . Hamir Pal

20 Pursidh Pal . ParsidU Pal . ...

21 Hurree Chund Pal • Harichand Pal ...

22 Soobuf Pal . • Subliat Pal
j

23 Saom Pal Som Pal

24 Sunsar Pal • • Sansar Pal ...

55 Bagh Pal BhOg Pal
(

{

26 Bubyah Pal • Vibhay Pal ...
,

27 Brahmo Pal . Brahm Pal
1

siS Gunaesh Pal . Ganes Pal ...

29 Gumbheer Pal Gambhir Pal . ...

30 Bhoomee Pal . Bhumi Pal

31 Shureedut Taeshur Pal SrJddattesvar Pal ...

32 Umr Pal Amar Pal ...

33 Seetul Pal Sltal Pal ...

34 Shirree Jerasliur Pal Sri Jaresvar Pal

35 Purkash Pal . Parkas Pa! ...

36 Ajumba Pal Ajambar (?) Pal (perhaps

Achamba).
...

37 Tupanaeshur Pal Tapaaesvar Pal ...

38 Purum Pal . • Param Pal

39 Najindur Pal Nagendar Pal ... ... .

40 Nard Pal . , . Narad Pal

41 Norotum Pal . Narottam Pal ...

42 Shae'sh Pal Sesh Pal ...

43 Bhoob Pal Bhu (or Bhup) Pal . ...

44 Janeerood Pal Aniruddh Pal ...

45 Hust Pal Hast Pal ...

46 Soortee Pal . Sur (or Surat Pal .

47 Suotokh PsI . Santokh Pal » ...
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No. _ Names as given by Captair
*''

* ' Harcourt.

1
,

^ Corrected names.

i

I

^ 'Dates. -

References.
;

48 .Taegya Pal ...
j

Tegji Pal J i
*:

’

*
..

49 .
Oocht, or Kuchet Pal Ucliit Pal '

' .«.»«.

50 .Sichundur Pal • Sikandar Pal .

'

, .

'

51 Surus Pal Saras Pal .

52 Saedaeb Pal . Sahdev Pal .

' ‘

...

53 Siri Mabadaeb Pal . SrlrMaha.dev PJll

54 Nirtee Pal .
’

j

' Kirati Pal

55 Baen Pal . . 1 .

t

Bain Pal. .
*

. . . .
,

••• ^ ......

56 Hust Pal . .
'

.

j

Hast Pal .
'

. ; ......

57 Saesee Pal SasI Pal .. .
’

.

58 Gumbheer Pal . ,
. GambliTi: Pal . . . • .

J > . . i .

.

59 Nisodhun Pal Nishudan Pal .
•

,

60 Narinda Pal . Narendar Pal

61 Siintokh Pal . Santokh Pal .
> * «

62 Nundli Pal Nand Prd . .

- '

,

63 Dhurtee Pal . ,
.

,

Dharti Pal.

64 Indur Pal Indar Pal . . .
"

-

65 Mahec Chukur Pal , Mald-chakar Pal
^ ...

66 Yeodhur Pal .

,

Ja3^a (or Yaso) dhar Pal
|

.
i

67 Keral Pal
}

Keral Prd , ,
‘

. I

. 1 .

68 Huns Pal . . - . Hans Prd . .
'

. ...

69 Augustli Pal , Agast Prd . .
'

. ...

70 Muddum Pal . , Madan Pal . . i
.

71 Muddho Pal . . . i Madliu Pal , ' .

72

t

Oodhun Pal , Udbran Pal . .
!

» HIS-28 Hirma mask and
Sandh

3'’a Devf
temple inscrip-

tion.
,

73 Kelas Pal Kailas Pal . , ,
« • t

74 Sidh Pal . ,

t

SiddhPnl ..
. 1500 Vishnu ' jmask

inscription Sajla^

Kothl Bars^iya,
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No.

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

S3

84

85

* Names as given by Captain
Harcourt.

Bahadur Sing

Pertab Sing

Purbut Sing .

Prithi Sing

Kalian Sing

Juggut Sing

Boodh Sing

Maun Sing

Raj Sing

Jae Sing

Tedhi Sing

Corrected names.

Bahadur Singh

Partap Singh

Parbat Singh .

Pirthl Singh .

Kalyan Singh

Jagat Singh .

Bidhi Singh .

Man Singh

,

Raj Singh
I

I

I

I

j

Jay Singh

I

Tedhi Singh .

275

1

Cates,
j

References.

* 553’9 Hirma temple and
coppcr-platc in»

scriptions. Also
Tinan chronicles.

... Tibetan document
from Barbog.

1575 Devi Sidh'Bhaga
mask inscription

at Phil, Kothi
Kayas.

1608-35 Tibetan docu-

ments, Barbog,
and mask ins-

criptions of Deo
Dhumval in

Syal, Kathi
Chong and Deo

j
Chirmal at

j

Nagai n Kothi
I Kbt Kancli,

1651-7 Copper-plate in-

scriptions and
farmdns.

1688 Narayan Deo
mask inscription

at Chamahan,
Kotht Ka;yas.

17 12-19 Mahadeo mask
inscription at

Jvani, Kdfht
Rayasan and
Kapilamuni
mask inscription

at Basauna,
Koiki Kot
Kan4i*

1729 Devi Kotrdi mask
inscription at

Soyal, Kothi
Barsayi.

1731 Narayan mask
inscription at

Chanahan, Kcthi

Kayas.

1753 Adi-Brahma ins-

j

cription at Silha

1

in Khokhan.

2 o
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no.

1

5

Names as given by Captain
j

Harcouft.
|

i

! Corrected names. Date.

86

1

Prithum Sing . •
1

j

Pritam Singh 1780

00 ' Bikhama Sing . .
1

1
1

1

1

Bikram Singh

1

!

1802-7

88
j

'

i

Jeet Sing . . .

'

1

'

1

j

Jit Singh

[ Postscript.—To the documents above discussed may be added certain papers in
^

the

Statewhich have latclybccome available and are now being examined by Dr. Hutchison,

shortly appear in an Appendix to the Chamba State Gazetteer and in the Catalogue of the

j. Ph. V.j

References.

Copper-plate in-

scription.

Harclasa tnask at

Manikarn.

Archives of Chamba
A list of them will

Bluiri Singh Museum.

HiRANANDA.



TWO CHINESE INSCRIPTIONS FROM
BAI IN CENTRAL ASIA.

I—INSCRIPTIOM OF LIU P4NQ KUO.

M CHAVANNES^S decipherment of this inscription, unaccompanied by any
translation, is published at page 37 of Memoires presentes par divers

savants a I'academie des inscriptions et belles-lettres First Series, Volume XI,

Part II. The learned scholar says that it is not mentioned in any of the Chinese

epigraphical works he has consulted that it appears to be unknown to the learned

Chinese, but that it is an important record as it furnishes us with testimony regarding

the Chinese occupation of Koutcha '' in the year 158 of the Christian era. The
dissertation is mainly confined to the discussion of that date, whose correctness, of

course, depends on the right decipherment of the inscription itself.

My own decipherment appears on Plate LXXXVI, a.

It may be translated thus :

L27ie /. Lm P'ing Kuo, the General of the Left, Kuei T^zu

^ ^ *

enriched his famil)\

* »

Line 2. From ^ the men of Meng Pai Shan in the northern regions, full of

enthusiasm, hastened to rally round the district officer
*

^ ^ ^ *

Line 3, A (Shih Na Chung Chieh), ([IpJ ^ ^]’j) the (faithful and)

pure Minister, came together
^9:

Line 4, On the first day of the eighth month, the rocks on the hills were, for the

first time, broken down, and paths (leading to Kuei T‘zu) were searched for

^ ^ ^ *

^ #

L{?!e 5. In order to afford, for all lime, joy and longevity to the people of t tie

Imperial capital (of China)
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Line 6 . (The regnal year called “ Ch‘ang-shou ” or Longevity, was decreed).

On the 7th day of the Sth month of the first year of Ch'ang-shou, ” which is in-

dicated by the cyclical sign “ Cbia-su.
”

Line 7. In that eastern region, the local chieftains, in order to acquire a record

of meritoriou.s service, established barricades, strategic defences, and walled forts.

Line S. Here ends the record of the services rendered by the General.

Notes.

The inscription appears to be the tomb-stone of Liu P‘ing Kuo, a celebrated

aeneral, who flourished during the reign of Empress Wu, who set aside the rightful

sovereign, Jui Tsung, and usurped the Throne for twenty years, and adopted the

dvnastic title of Chou in lieu of T'ang. It was she who adopted the regnal year of

“ Ch‘ang Shou,” which corresponds to 692 A.D.,’ and which is mentioned in the

inscription.

It is recorded in the Annals of the T'ang dynasty that, during the reign of Kao

Tsung, in the year 678 A.D., Liu Shen Li (^|J who was “Tso wei ta

ChlangChun, ” or Military Warden of the Left Marches, marched to K‘o Liang

Chou :^'H)
In Tibet in the capacity of Commander-in-Chief. On reaching

Ch'ing Hai or Kokonor, he was defeated and taken prisoner. In 6S2 A.D., Liu died

in captivity. The “ Liu P'ing Kuo ” of the inscription appears to be an alias of the

“ Liu Shen Li ” of the T'ang Annals. In the inscription, his military rank is given

as “ Tso Chiang Chiin, ” while it is mentioned as “ Tso Wei Ta Chiang Chun ” in

the Annals.

It is further recorded in the Kang Chien that .A Shih Na Chung Chieh

(M ^ M ffi) 'was one of the two Generals, who marched into Tibet in

692 A.D., the other being Wang Hsiao Chieh f^). His name shows that

he w'as of Ivlongol nationality, and he was probably instrumental in gathering the

auxiliar}^ forces of the North and in persuading them to join the Chinese expedition

to Tibet, as hinted in Line 2 of the Inscription. Apparently, it was he who set up a

tomb-stone to the memory of Liu P^ing Kuo.

M. Chavannes's attempt to fix the date of the inscription as early as 158 A.D.

appears to be somewhat vitiated by the fact that the regnal year, Yung Shou ” of

Emperor Huan Ti of the Han d3masty ran only for three years, and not for four,

namely 155, 156, and 157 A.D.,“ and that, in the Annals of that dynasty, no Chinese

general bearing the surname Liu is mentioned as having been sent on a military

expedition to Tibet.

In line 6 of the inscription, however, ‘^Chia-su’' is mentioned as the cyclical

name of the regnal year “ Ch^ang-Shou.’* A Chinese cycle consists of sixty vears,

-and the last “ Chia-su 5^ear fell in 1874.^ Working backwards to 20 cycles, the

result obtained is 674 and not 692 A.D. There is thus a difference of 1 8 years
between the commonly accepted date assigned to Chiang Shou '' and the date
indicated by the cyclical sign.

^ Mayers’ Chivne Reader s Manual, page 381.
" Mayers’ Chinese Reader^s Manual, pages 37 2*3 73.
^ Mac Gillivray's Mandarin Romanined Dicfionayy of Chinese, page 9G9.
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A
^Xi ^^
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e b 4: 3

LEGEND ON THE GATEWAY OF A BUDDHIST
MONASTERY, (MUTILATED).

INSCRIPTION OF LIN P^ING KUO
LFOEND ON THE CfATEVrAY OF A BUDDHIST

MONASTERY, (RESTORED).
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II—This appears to be a legend inscribed on the gateway of a Buddhistmonastery.
either locality nor date is mentioned; but its epigraphy seems to belong to the

Pang dynasty (638-905 A.D.).

M} reading of it is shown on Plate LXXXVI, b. The inscription is in a muti-
lated condition, and the entire legend, when restored, appears to run as shown in Plate

LXXXVI,

The complete legend may be rendered into English thus ; Wild geese flv and
fishes swim to and fro; and Heaven may be sought alike in caves and open spaces.

This is a subject for joyful utterance.”

Taw Skin Ko.
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Illustrations of ancient buildings

in Kashmir.

Name and official designation
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H, H. Cole, Lieutenant, R.E.,

Superintendent, Archaeolo-

gical Surve)', North-West-

ern Provinces.

Press, and date of

publication.

W. H, Allen & Co.,

I3
j

Waterloo Place,

London^ S. W., i86g.

Report in connection with oper-

ations in the N.-W. Provinces

and the Punjab, etc., for 1 869-70.

|

Lieutenant H. H. Cole

Four reports made during the

years 1862*63-64-65, Volume 1 .

(C. S.)

A. Cunningham, Director-

General, Archaeological

Survey of India.

Four reports made during the Ditto

years 1862-63-64-65, Volume II.

(C. S.)

Report for the 5’'ear 1871-72, Ditto

Volume III. (C. S.)

Illustrations of buildings near
Muttra and Agra, showing the

mixed Hindu-Mahomedan style

of Upper India,

“Tree and Serpent Worship “

from the sculptures of the

Buddhist Topes at Sanchi and
Amaravati.

Report for the year
Delhi and Agra, Volume IV.

(C. S.)

H. H. Cole, Lieutenant, R.E.,

late Superintendent,

Archaeological Surve)’',

North-Western Provinces.

Janies Fergusson, D.C.L.,

F.R.S.

J. D. Beglar and A, C. L.

Carlleyle, Assistants,

Arclneological Survey of

India.

1870.

Government Central

Press, Simla, 1871,

Ditto.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing.^

Calcutta, 1S73.

W. H. Allen & Co.,

13, Waterloo Place,

London, S.W., 1873.

Ditto.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing,

Calcutta, 1874.

Note.—The continued series of reports by A. Cunningham (Director-General of the Arcnaeoluijlnal Survey
of India), which exterd over the years 1862-1 S84 inclusive, are marked (C. S.) in thi.s list.

The reports of the New Imperial Series, which began in 1874 and are still in progress, are marked (N. I. S.)
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Report of the first season’s opera-

tions in the Belg^m and Kaladgi

districts. (N. 1. S.)

J. Burgess, Archaeological

Surveyor and Reporter to

Government.

W. H. Allen & Co.,

13, Waterloo Place,

London, S.W., 1874.

The Antiquities of Orissa^ Volume

1.

RajendraUla Mitra Wyman & Co.. Calcutta,

'875-

Report for the year 1872-73,

yolume V. (C. S.)

A. Cunningham, Director-

General, Archseological

Survey of India.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing, Calcutta,

»S75.

Report on the antiquities of

Kathiawrtd and Kachh. (N. I. S.)

J. Burgess, Archaeological

Surveyor and Reporter to

Government, Western
India.

W. H. Allen & Co.,

13, Waterloo Place,

London, S.W., 1 S76.

Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum.

Volume I; Inscriptions of Asoka.

A. Cunningham, Director-

1

General, Archaeological

Survey of India.

Superintendent, Govern-

ment Printing, Calcutta,

1877.

The Rock Temples of Elura or

Verul.

J, Burgess 1877.

Report on the antiquities in the

Bidar and Aurangabad districts.

(N. 1. S.)

j. Burgess, Archaeological

Surveyor and Reporter to

Government, Western

India.

W. H. Allen & Co.,

13, Waterloo Place,

London. S.W., 187S.

Report of a tour in Eastern Raj-

putanain audl872-73i

Volume VL (C. S.)
1

A, C. L. Carileyle, Assistant,

Archaeological Survey.

1

Superintendent, Govern-

ment Printing, Calcutta,

1878.

Report .of a tour in Bundelkhand

and Malwa, 1871-72; and in

the Central Provinces, 1873-74,

Volume VH. (C. S.)

3. D. Beglar, Assistant,

!

Archaeological Survey.

Ditto.

Report of a tour through the

Bengal Provinces of Patna,

Gaya, Mongir, and Bhagalpur;

The Santal Parganas, Manbhum,

Singhbhum, and Birbhiim, Ban-

kura, Raniganj, Bardwan and

Hughli in 1872-73, Volume

Vlll. {C. S.)

Ditto .
Ditto.

Pali Sanskrit, and old Canarese

Inscriptions, from the Bombay

Presidency and parts ^of the

Madras Presidency and Maisur,

arranged and explained.

J. F. Fleet, Bombay Civil

Service, and J.
Burgess,

Archaeological Surveyor,

Western India.

G. E. Eyre and W,
Spottiswoode, London,

1878.

The Stupa .of Bharhut; a Bud-

dhist monument ornamented

with numerous sculptures, illus-

trative of Buddhist legend and

history in the third century B. C

A Cunningham, Director-
"
General, Archaeological

Survey of India.

W. H. Allen & Cor,

13, Waterloo Place,

London, S. W,, 1879.
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Report of tours in Central Doab

and Gorakhpur in 1874-75

1875-

76, Volume XII. (C. S.)

Report of a tour in the Central

Provinces in 1873*74

1874-75, Volume IX. (C. S.)

Report of tours in Bundelkhand

and Mahva in 1874-75 and

1876-

77, Volume X. (C, S.)

Report of lours in the Gangetic

Provinces from Badaon to Bihar

in 1875-76 and 1877-78, Volume

XL (C. S.)

Report on the Amar^vati tope and

excavations on its site in 1877.

The Antiquities of Orissa,

Volume 11.
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First Report of the Curator of
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Report of tours in the South-
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(C. S.)
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the Presidency of Madras.

I. S.)

Preliminary reports by Curator,

Ancient Monuments in India.
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of author.
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A. Cunningham, Director-
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Survey of India.

Ditto

Ditto .
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Service,

RdjendraUla Mitra

J. Fergusson and J. Burgess

H. H. Cole, Curator of

Ancient Monuments in
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J. D. Beglar, Assistant,

Archaeological Survey.

A. Cunningham, Director-
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Survey of India.

Ditto .

R. Sewell, Madras Civil

Service.
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cient Monuments in India.
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Superintendent^ Govern-
ment Printing,
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Ditto.
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Ditto.

G. E. Eyre and W.
Spottiswoode, London,
1880.
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Calcutta, 1S80,

\V. H. Allen & Co.,

I3» Waterloo Place,

London, S.W,, 1880.

Government Central
Branch Press, Simla,

1882,

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing,

Calcutta, 1S82.

Ditto,

Ditto.

Government Press,.

Madras, 1882.

Government Central
Branch Press, Simla,
i88r to 1883.

[a) Madras Presidency

—

The Seven Pagodas

1

Ditto .

1

Ditto.
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Ditto.
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R. Sewell, Madras. Civil-

Service.
Government . Press,

Madras, 1884.
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J. Wood-Mason and J. D.
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1890.

South Indian Inscriptions (Vol. II).

(N. I. S.)

E. Hultzsch, Government
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Government ' Press,
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tor General, Archaeological
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Waterloo Place, London,
S. W., 1892.

Epigraphia Indica of the. Archaeo-
logical Survey of India (Vol. Ih.
(N. I. i.) !

1

J. Burgess, late Director-
General, Archaeological
Survey of India.

i

Superintendent. Govern-
ment Printing, Calcutta,

1894. •
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Title oI ^vo^k, Isamc nntl ofRchl dcsignaiicjn
of author.

Prtos, .nnd dale of

pubitention.

lm\h~contd.
Notes on the Antiquities, Ethno-

graphy, and History of Las Bela
and ^lekran.

1 . H. Moldich, Superinten-
dent, Survey of India.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing, Cal-
cutta, 1894.

South Indian Buddhist Antiqui-

ties. (N. I. S.)

A. Rea, Superintendent,
Archaeological Survey.
Madras.

Government Press
Madras, 1894.

*

List of Architectural and Archaeo-

logical R emains in Coorcr.

(N.I.S.)

' Ditto ,

(

1

Ditto.

List of photographic negati\e3

belonging to the India Office.

1

i

1

1

Ditto.

Bower Manuscripts. (N. I. S.) A. Hoernic, Principal, Cal- :

cutta Madrassah. '

t
i

! i

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing, Cal-
cutta, 1893-97,

The Moghul Architecture of
| E. Smith, Archeological Sur-

Fathpur-Sikri, Parts I—IV,
! vey, North-Western Pro-

(N. I. S.) t vinces and Oudh.

1

Government Press, North-

j

Western Provinces and
i

Oudh, 1894-9S.

'On the Muhammadan Architec-

ture in Gujrat. (N. I. S.)

^ J. Burgess, late Director-

General, Arcliseological

1

Survey of India.

Eyre & Spotliswoodc,
London, 1896.

1

Chalukyan Architecture, intruding

examples from the BallAri
|

District, Madras Presidency. 1

(N.I.S.) '

1

A. Rea, Superintendent,

Arclneological Survey,

Madras.

Government Press,

Madras, 1896.

1

Lists of Antiquarian Remains in

the Central Provinces and

Ber^r. (N. L S.)

H, Cousens, Superintendent,

Archseological Survey,

Bombay.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing, Cal-
cutta, ’.897.

. Monumental Remains of the

Dutch East India Company

in the Presidency of iladras.

(N. 1 . S.)

A. Rea, Superintendent,

Archmological Survey,

Madras.

Government Press,

Madras, 1897.

Revised lists of Antiquarian Re-

mains in the Bombay Presi-

dency. (N. I. S.)

H, Cousens, Superintendent,

Archseological Survey,

Bombay.

Government Central

Press, Bombay, 1S97.

South Indian Inscriptions (Volume

111
,
Part I). (N. I. S.)

E. Huitzsch, Government
Epigraphist.

Government Press,

Madras, 1899.

A list of photographic negatives

of Indian Antiquities in the
’

collection of the Indian Museum
with which is incorporated the

list of similar negatives in the

.possession of the India Othce,

Dr. T. Bloch, ist Assistant

Superintendent, Indian

Museum,

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing, Calcutta,

igoo.

List of Antiquarian Remains in

/ His Highness the, Niram’s

territories. (N. 1 . S.

)

H. Cousens, Superintendent,

Archjeological Survey,

Bombay.

Ditto.
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Title of worU.

India—
^

.

The -Muhammadan ArchUecture
’ '

' of Ahmedabad, Parti. (N. I. S.)

Report on results of explorations

in the Nepal Tarai, Part I.

(N. L 5.)

The Jaina Stupa and some other

Antiquities of Mathurd. (N. I. S.)

Moghul Colour Decoration of

Agra, Part I. (N. I. S.)

The Architectural Antiquities of

Northern Guirat. (N. I. S.)

The Muhammadan Architecture of

Ahmedabad, Part II, with

Mu.slim and Hindu Remains in

e vicinity, (N. 1 . S.)

Portfolio of illustrations of Sind
Tiles.

Pallava Architecture

Akbar^s Tomb, Sikandarahj near
Agra,

Annual Report of the Director-

General of Archseolog}^ in India

tor the year 1902-03, Parts 1

and U.

Ditto for the year 1903-04,
Parts I and 11 .

Ditto for the year 1904-05,
Part I.

Ditto for the rear 1904-0S,
Part U.

Ditto for the 5'ear 1905-06,
Part I.

Ditto for the 3'ear 190S-06,
Part ID

Name and oRicial designation
*

“ of author.

J. Durgess, late Director-

General, Arcli aeological

Survey of India.

P. C. i\Iuklierji, lately em-
p]o3"ed on Archaeological

explorations under the

Government of the North-

Western Provinces and
Oudh.

V. A. Smith, Indian Civil

Service.

E. Smith, Archaeological

Surveyor, North-Western
Provinces and- Oudh.'

J, Burgess, late Director-

General, Archaeological

Survey of India, and H.

Cousens, . Superintendent,

Archaeological Survey,

Western India

J. Burgess, late Director-

General of the Archaeologi-

cal Survey of India.

H. Cousens, Superintendent,

Archaeological Survey of

India, Western Circle.

A. Rea, Superintendent,

Archaeological Survey.

E. W. Smith, late Arcliasologi-

cal Surveyor, North-West-
ern Provinces and Oudh.

J, H. Marshall, Director-

General of Archaeology
in India.

Ditto

Ditto .

Ditto .

Ditto , . .

.
. /

Ditto . • . .

Pressj and date of

’ publication.

Eyre & Spottiswoode,
London, 1900.

Superintendent, Govern-
mentprinting, Calcutta,

1901.

Government Press.

United Provinces, 190K.

Ditto.

Eyre & Spottiswoode,.

London, 1903.

Ditto, 1905,

W. Griggs & Sons,

Limited, 1906.

Government Press,

Madras, 1909.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Press, United
Provinces, 1909.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing, Calcutta,.

1964.

Ditto, 1905-06.

Ditto, 1906.

Ditto, 1908.

Ditto, 1907.

Ditto, 1 90S.
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'ritle of work,

India—concld.

^ . Annual Report of the Director-

General of Archseolosy in India

he the year 1906-07, Part I

Ditto for the vear 1006-07,

Part n.

Ditto for the year 1907-08,
Part I.

Ditto for the year 1907-0S

. Part 11 .

*Madras—
Notes on the Amaravati Stupa

Notes and Inscriptions from Tera-

. pies in the I^Iadura District,

Vol. IV.

Tamil and Sanskrit Inst Liptioi..>

with some notes on \ illage

antiquities collected, chieB^ in

the south of the Madras Presi-

,
dency.

List of ancient monuments for

conservation in the idadrai)

Presidency in 1884.

Ditto, in 1891

<Epigraphia Indica and.Rocord of

the Archaeological Suivcy of

India, Vol. Ill, 1894-93.

Name and official deMgnation
of auikot.

J. H. Marshall, Dircctor-Gcn-;
oral of Archaeology in India,

Ditto .

Ditto

Ditto

I J. Burgess, Government

I

Archieological Surveyor for

I

Western and Southern

j

India.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

A. Rea, Archseological Sur-

veyor, Madras.
E. Hultzsch, Government
Epigraphist.

Press, and d.iic of

public "ition.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Central 13rancli

Press, Simla, 190S.

Superintendent. Govern-
ment Printing, Cal-

cutta, igog.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Central Branch
Press, Simla^ 1909.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing, Cal-

cutta, 1911.

Government Press,

Miidras, 1S82.

Ditto, 1S85-S6.

Ditto, 1 886.

Ditto, 1886-S7.

Ditto, 1891.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing,

Calcutta, 1895.

Ditto Vol. IV, 189G 97 Ditto .
.

^

Ditto, 1897.

Ditto V, 1^9 ' -99 Ditto . .

!

Ditto, 1S99.

Ditto ;>
VI, 1900-01 Ditto . .

1

Ditto, 1901.

Ditto I)
Vli, 19 ^-03

’

Ditto Ditto, 1904.

Ditto n VUl, 1:05-06 Ditto . .
I

j

Ditto, 1907.

Ditto }> IX, 1907.09
1

Dr. S. Konow and Rai Bah a-

1

dur M. R. Ry V. Venkayya
Ditto^ 1909.

List of tombs and monum^ cs of

Europeans, etc., In the hiaflras

District,

List of .tombs and momrrents

erected in Madras.

Avergal, Government Epi<

graphists.

Government of Madras

Ditto

Government Press,

Madras, 1S98.

Ditto.
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Title of work.
Name and official designation

of author.
Press, and dale of

ptibi teat ion.

Madras—
List of statuesj monuments and

busts erected in Madras in

honour of distinguished servants

of the Stale.

Government of Madras
'

Government Press
Madras, 189^.

^

Llstofa.'icient monuments^ Madras
Presidency.

A. Rea, Superintendent,

Archaeological Survey,
Ditto, loii.

Annual Report of the Archseolo-

gical Survey, Madras and Coorg,

for the year 1899-1900.

Ditto Ditto, 1900.

Ditto, 1900-01 Ditto Ditto, 1901.

Ditto, 1901-02 Ditto Ditto, 1902.

Ditto, 1902-03 Ditto Ditto, 1903.'

Ditto, 1903-04 Ditto Ditto, 1904.

Ditto, 1904-05 Ditto Ditto, 1905.

Annual Progress Report of the

Archaeological .Survey Depart-

ment, Southern Circle, for the

year 1005-06.

Ditto Ditto, 1906.

Ditto, for the year 1906-07 . Ditto Ditto, 1907..

Ditto, for the year 1907-0S . Ditto , , Ditto, igoS.

Report on Epigraphical work
accomplished from July i8gi

to June 1892.

E. Hultzsch, Government
Epigraphist.

Ditto, 1S92,..

Ditto

1893.

July 1892 to June Ditto « * Ditto, 1893..

Ditto

1894.

do. 1893 to do. Ditto . , Ditto, 1894.

Ditto

1895.

do. 1894 to do. Ditto Ditto, 1895.

Ditto

1896.

do. 1S95 to do. Ditto , . Ditto, i8g6.

Ditto

1897.

do. 1S96 to do. Ditto , , Ditto, 1897.

Ditto

1898.

do. 1S97 to do.. • Ditto * * Ditto, 1S98.

Ditto

1899.

do. 1898 to do. V. Venkayya, ist Assistant to

the Government Epigraphist.
Ditto, 1899.

I’ilto

1900.

do. 1899 to. do. Ditto . * Ditto, rgad.

i
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Title of work. iSame and ofilcinl d?i'gnatfon
of author.

Press, and date of
publicalion.

Madras—
Report on Epigraphical work ac-

complished from July 1900 to

June 1901.

^Nultzsch, Government
Epigraphist.

Government Press,.

Madras, 1901,

Ditto July 1901 to June
1902.

Ditto Ditto, tqo3.

Ditto do. 1902 to do.

1903.
Ditto Ditto, 1903.

Ditto do. 1903 to do.

1904.

V. Venkayya, Officiating 1

Government Epigraphist.
Ditto, 1904,

Ditto do. 1904 to do. Ditto
. .

1 Ditto, 1905.

Annual Report of the Assistant

Archseological Superintendent

for Epigraphy, Southern Circle,

for the vear 1905-06.

1

V, A^enkayva, Assistant
|

Archaeological Superintend- i

ent for Epigraphy.
,

Ditto, 190G,

Dilto for the year 1906-07. Ditto Ditto, 1907.

Ditto for the year 1907-08.

Ditto for the year 1908-09.

Ditto .

M. R. Ry H. Krishna
' Sastri Aul.

' Ditto, 190S.

Ditto, 1909,

Bombay—
The Antiquities of the Kolaba

Agency. (Ser. 330^ Scl. Rec.,

Bombay) N. S. No. 7.)

^S54 -

The Antiquities of Kolhapoor illus-

trated. (Ser. 350, Sel. Rec.,

Bombay, N. S. No. 8.)

1854.

Extracts in connection with Maho-

medan Architecture at Beeja-

poor, in the Satara Districts, etc.

(1854). (Ser. 35O) Sel. Rcc.,

Bombay, N. S. No. 40.)

1S57.

Observations on inscriptions on

copper-plates dug up at Naroor,

in the Koodal Division of the

Sa^Yunt Waree State, 1848;

with translations and facsimiles,

1851. (Ser. 350, Sel. Rec.,

Bombay, N. S. No. 10.)

Major G. LeG. Jacob ^^55.

Rock-cut Temples of Western

India.

]. Fergusson, F.R.S., M.R.

A.S.

Cundal! & Doivncs,.

London, 1864.

Report on the illustration of the

Archaic Architecture of India,

etc.

Dr. Forbes Watson and

Mr. Fergusson, General

Cunningham, and Colonel

Meadows Taylor.

1860.

2 S
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Title of work.

Bombay

—

cojitd.

Notes to accompany a series of

photographs designed to illustrate

the Ancient Architecture of

Western India,

Memorandum on the Buddhist

Caves at Junnar.

Memorandum on the antiquities

at Dabhoi, Ahmedabad, Than,

Junagadhj Girnar, and Dhank,

Memorandum on the remains at

Gumli, Gop, and in Kachh, etc.

Provisional lists of Architectural

and other Archaeological remains

in Western India, including the

Bombay Presidency, Sindh,

Berar, Central Provinces, and
Hyderabad.

Translations of inscriptions from

Belgaum and KaMdgi Districts

in the Report of the first season’s

operations of the Archaeological

Survey of Western India and of

inscriptions from Kathiaivar and
Kachh.

Name and official designation

of author.

Captain Lyon, late of Her
Majesty's 68th Regiment
of Light lnfantr3\

James Burgess, Archieolo-

gical Surveyor and Reporter

to Government, and ]. F.

Fleet, Bo.C.S.

James Burgess, Archaeolo-

gical Surveyor and Reporter!

to Government.

Ditto

Ditto

J. F. Fleet, Bo.C.S., and Hari

Vaman Limaya, B.A.

Buddhist Caves
Second edition.

of Ajanta. Prepared b3' Major R. Gill

and revised by James
Burgess, F.R.G.S., M.R.
A.S.

W. F. Sinclair, Bo.C.S., and

J. Burgess, Archaeological

Surveyor and Reporter to

Government.

Notes on the antiquities of the

Talukas of Parner, Sangamner,
Ankole and Kopergaum, form-
ing the charge of the 2nd Assis-

tant Collector, Ahmadnagar,
with revised lists of remains In

the Ahmadnagar, Nasik, Puna,
Thana, and Kaladgi Zillahs.

Architectural and Archaeological
) W. H. Propert, Collector of

remains in Khandesh in 1877. 1 Khandesh,

Reports (from the Collectors) re-

garding the Archaeological re-

mains in the Karachi, Haidara-
bad, and Shikarpur Collectorates
in Sindh, with plans of tombs.

Press, and date of

publication.

Carey Brothers, Old
College Street, 3,
Geneva, 187 r.

Government Central

Press, Bombay, 1874.

Ditto, 1875.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto, 1876.

Ditto, 1876.

Ditto, 1877.

Ditto.

Ditto.
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Title of work. Name and official designs
of author.

i

tion
I

t

Press, and date of

publication.

Bombay—coflif/.

Report on the Arcliitectural and
Archaeological remains in the

Province of Kachh^ with 5
papers by the late Sir Alex.

Burnes. (Selections from the

records of the Bombay Govern-
ment, No. CLII, new series.)

Notes on the Buddha Rock-Temp-
les of Ajanta, their paintings

and sculptures, and on the paint-

ings ol the Bagh Caves, modern
Buddha Mythology, etc.

inscriptions from the Cave Tem-
ples of Western India v/itli

descriptive notes, etc.

Lists of the antiquarian remains in

the Bombay Presidency, Sindh
and Ber^r, with an Appendi.x
of inscriptions from Gujarat.

Scheme for the protection and
conservation of ancientluildings

in and around the City 01

Ahmedabad.

List of photographs of ancient

buildings and antiquities,

Bombay.

Dalpatram Praniivan
Khar.

Kha- Government Central

Press, Bombay.

J. Burgess, Archaeological

Surveyor, Western India.

Ditto

J. Burgess, Archseological

Surveyor, and Bhag\vanlal

Indraji Pandit.

J. Burgess, Arcliasological

Surveyor and Reporter to

Government.

Ditto, iSBi.

Ditto, 1S85.

A. W. Crawley Boevy, C.S. Education Societ/s Press,

Bombay, 1SS6.

Superintendent, Govern-

ment Printing, Calcutta,

1887.

The antiquities of the town of

Dabhoi in Gujarat.

James Burgess, LL.D., C.I.E.,

Director-General of the

Archaeological Survey of

India, and H. Cousens,

M.R.A.S., Archaeological

Surveyor, Western India.

George Waterston &
Sons, Edinburgh, iSSS.

List of Photographic Negatives

of ancient buildings and anti-

quities of the Bombay Presi-

dency.

H. Cousens,

Archaeological

Western India,

M.R.A.S., Government Central

Surveyor, Press, Bombay, 18SS.

List of Photographic Negatives

of the paintings copied from

the Ajanta Caves between 1872

and 1885 at the Government
School of Art, Bombay. Sup-

plement to the Bombay List of

Photographic Negatives.

Janies Burgess Superintendent, Govern-

ment Printing, Calcutta,

i88g.

Bijapur Guide H. Cousens,

Archseological

Western India.

M.R.A.S., * Orphanage Press, Poona,

Surveyor, 1889,

2Q2
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Title of work.

Bombay — ^^7 7/ r^.

Name and official designation

of author.

Dittc

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Press, and date of
publication.

Government Central

Press, Bombay, 1890.

Ditto, 1891.

Ditto, i8go.

Ditto, 1891.

Ditto, 1S92.

Ditto, 1S93.

Ditto, 3S94.

Ditto, 1895.

Ditto, J896.

Ditto, 1S97.

Ditto, 1898-

Kotes on the buildings and other

antiquarian remains at Bijapur,

with translations of the inscrip-

tions.

An account of the Caves at Nad-

sur and Karsambla.

Progress Report of the Archaeo-

logical Survey of Western India

for the months of December

1889 to April 1890.

Ditto for the months of May 1S90

to April 1S91.

Ditto for the months of May 1891

to April 1892.

Ditto for the months of May 1892

to April 1893.

Ditto for the months of May 1893

to April 1894,

Ditto for the months of May 1894
to Augubt 1895.

Ditto for the months of Sep-
tember 1895 to April 1896,

Ditto for the year ending 30th

June 1897.

Ditto for the year ending 30th
June 1898.

H. Cousens, Archaeological

Surveyor, Western India,

and E. Rehatsek,

H. Cousens, Archaeological

Surveyor, Western India.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto for the year ending 30tli

June 3899.

Ditto Ditto, 3899.

Ditto for the year ending 30th
June 1900.

Ditto Ditto, 1900.

Ditto for the year ending 30th
June 1901.

Ditto Ditto, igoi.

Ditto for the year ending 30th
June 1902.

Ditto for the year ending 30th
June 3903.

Ditto for the year ending 30th
June 1904.

Ditto lor the year ending 30 ih
June 1905,

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto, 1902,

Ditto, 1903.

Ditto, 1904.

Ditto, 1905.
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Title o^ work Name and ofhdal designation
of author.

^

Pres^. and dale of

public.mion

IBOMBAY

—

concld. i

1

Progress Report of the Archaeo-

logical Survey of India, Western
Circle, for the months of July to '

March 1906, inclusive.

H. Cousens, Archmological
Surteyor, Western India.

Got eminent Central
Press, Bombay, 190G,

Ditto for the year ending 3Tst

March 1907.
Ditto . Ditto, 1908.

Ditto for the year ending 31st

March igo8.
Ditto . Ditto. 190S.

Ditto for the year ending 31st

March 1909.

Ditto Ditto, 1909.

Paintings in the Buddhist Cave-

Temples of Ajanta, Khandesh,

India. Volume I (Pictorial sub-

jects).

John Griffiths, late Principal

of the Sir Jamshedji
Jijibhai School of Art,

Bombay, Fellow of the

University of Bombay,
Member of the Bombay
Branch of the Royal Asia-

tic Societ)^

W. Griggs, London, 1S9O.

Ditto ditto. Volume II

(Decoracive derails).
i

Ditto . . ,
1

Ditto, 1900,

3ENGAL—
Account of a visit to Mount

Parisnath (in Chutia Nagpoor)

and the Jain Temples thereon

in 1S27. (Ser 250, Sel. Rec.,

Bengal, No. 38.)

i

A. P

j

1S61.

Ruins of the Nalanda Monasteries

at Burgaon, Sub-Di\ision Bihar,

District Patna.

A. M. Broadley, B.C.S. Bengal Secretariat Press,

Calcutta, 1872.

Report on the Archaeology of the

District of Midnapore,
j

H- L. Harrison, B.C.S. .

!

Ditto, 1S73.

Buddha Gaya, the Hermitage of

S^kya Muni.

1
Rajendraldla Mitra, LL. D.,

:

;

C.LE.
1

Ditto, 1S7S.

List of objects of antiquarian

interest in Bengal.
1

Ditto, 1879.

A List of the objects of anti-

quarian interest in the Lower

Provinces of Bengal (uith his-

torical descriptions).

1

Ditto, 1879.

Revised list of ancient monuments

in Bengal, 1886.

Government of Bengal, P.W.
Department, assisted bv

i

J. D. Beglar and W. B. E'

Ditto, 1887.

Some Historical and Ethnical

aspects of the Burdn an District.

' W._B. Oldham, C.I.E., Indian

Civil Service.

Ditto, 1S91.
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Title of work.

Discovery of the exact site of

Anoka’s classic Capital of Pata-

liputra; the PalibothrcL of the

Greeks, and description of the

superficial remains.

A Brief History of the BodlrGaya
Math.

Sikkim Gazetteer

Some Historical and Ethnical

aspects of the Burdwan District

with an explanatory Index (Re-

print).

List of Statues, Monuments, and
Busts in Calcutta of historical

interest.

List of Inscriptions on tombs or

monuments possessing historical

or archaeological interest.

List of Ancient Monuments in

Bengal—Revised and corrected

up to 31st August 1895.

List of ancient monuments ;

—

Dacca Division

Name and official designation

of author.

L. A. Waddell, M.B.

Rai Ram Anugrah Narayan

SInsfh, Bahadur,

W. B. Oldham, C.l.E., Indian

Civil Service.

C. R. Wilson, M.A., of the

Bengal Educational Service

Press, and date of

publication.

Bengal Secretariat Press,
Calcutta, 1892.

Ditto, 1S93.

Ditto, 1894.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Printing, Calcutta,.

1896.

Bengal Secretariat Press,

Calcutta, 1896.

Ditto.

Rajshahi Division Ditto.

Orissa Division Ditto.

Chota Nagpur Division

Bhagalpur Division

Chittagong Division

Burdwan Division .

Patna Division

Presidency Division

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Report with photographs of the
repairs executed to some of the
principal temples at Bhubanes-
var and caves in the Khandagiri
and Udaigiri Hills, Orissa,
betiveen 1898 and 1903.

M. H. Arnott, M.lnst.C.E.,

Executive Engineer, Bengal
Public Works.

Waterlow & Sons,.

Limited, London, W.,
1903.

Annual Report of the Archseolo- T. Bloch, Archaeological
gical Survey, Bengal Circle, for Surveyor, Bengal Circle,
the year 1900-01.

Bengal Secretariat Press,
Calcutta, jgoi.
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Title of work. Name and official designation
j

of author,
1

1

Prc^s.ard d.itcof

publication.

Bengal—concld.

Annual Report of the Archaeolo-
gical Survey, Bengal Circle, for

the year ended April 1902.

1

”
‘

T. Bloch. Archmologiral Sur*
|

veyor, Bengal Circle,
j

j

1

Bengal Secretariat Press,

Calcutta, 1*902.

Ditto for the year ended
April 1903.

Ditto Ditto, 1003,

Ditto for the year ended
I

April 1904.
Ditto Ditto, 1904.

Ditto for the year ended
April 1905.

Ditto

1

Ditto, 1905.

Annual Report of the Archaeolo-

gical Survey, Eastern Circle, for

1905-06.

1
Ditto ,

1

Ditto, 1906.

Ditto for 1906-07
‘

I

Longhurst, Officiating Ditto, 1907.
Superintendent, Archaeolo-

gical Survey, Eastern Circle.

Ditto for 1907-08 , . . T. Bloch, Superintendent, Ditto, 190S.

Archaeological Survey,

Eastern Circle.

Ditto for 190S-09 , . . Ditto . . Ditto, 1909.

United Provinces—
Description of the antiquities at F. Maisey . , . Baptist Mission Press,

Kaliniar ;S4S.

List of Photographic Negatives A. Fiihrer, Ph.D., Archaeolo- Superintendent, Govern-
or the monumental antiquities gical Surveyor, and E-W. ment Printing,

in the North-Western Provinces Smith, Architectural Sur- Calcutta, 1SS9.

and Oudh. veyor, North-Western Pro-

vinces and Oudh.

Catalogue of the Archseological J. Ph. Vogel, Ph.D., Super- Superintendent, Govern-

Museum at Mathura. intendent, Archseological ment Press, United Pro-

Survey. vinccs, 1910.

progress Reports of the Epigra- A. Fiihrer, Ph.D., Archaeolo- Government Press, North-

phical and Architectural gical Surveyor, and E. W. Western Provinces and

Branches of the North-Western Smith, Archaeological Sur- Oudh, 1892.

Provinces and Oudh from veyor, North-Western Pro-

October 1889 till 30th June vinces and Oudh.

1891.

Annual Progress Report of the A. Fiihrer, Ph.D., Archaeolo- Thomason College Press,

Archseological Survey Circle, gical Surveyor. Roorkce, 1892.

North-Western Provinces and
Oudh, fortheyear 1S91-92.

Ditto for the year ending June Ditto . . Ditto, 1893-

1893.

Ditto for the year ending June

1894-

Ditto Ditto, 1894.
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. , . ,
Name and official designation

'ritle of work. of author.

United Provinces—
Annual Progress Report of the A. Fulirer, Ph.D., Archseolo-

Archa^olagieal Survey Circle; gical Surveyor

North-Western Province and

Oudh, lor the year ending June

1895.

Ditto for the year ending June Ditto

1896.

Ditto for the year ending June Ditto

1897.

Ditto for the year ending June Ditto

1898.

Ditto for the year ending June V. A. Smith, I.C.S., and

1899. E. W. Smith, Archaeological

Survaj^'or.

Ditto for the year ending 31st E. W. Smith, Arclijeological

March 1900. Surve3"or.

Ditto for the 3'ear ending 31st Ditto

March 1901.

Annual Progress Report of the

Archaeological Survey Circle,

United Provinces, for the 3Trir

ending 31st March 1902.

Ditto for the year ending 31st E. B. S. Shepherd, Archreo-

March 1903. logical Surve3^or.

Annual Progress Report of the W, H. Nicholls, Archseologi-
Archaeological Surveyor, United cal Surve3"or.

Provinces and Punjab, for the

year ending 31st March 1904.

Ditto for the year ending 31st Ditto
March 1905.

Annual Progress Report of the Ditto

Archaeological Surveyor, North-

ern Circle, for the year ending
3i‘:t March 1906.

Dido for the year 1906-07. Ditto

Ditto for the 3^ear 1907-08. R. F. Tucker, Archteological

Surve3"or.

Ditto for the year 1908-09. Ditto ,

List of Christian tombs and monu- A, Fiihrer, Archieological
ments of archaeological and his- Surveyor, North-Western
torical interest and their inscrip- Provinces and Oudh.
tions in the North-Western
Provinces and Oudh.

Press, and dale of
publication.

Thomason College Press,.
Roorkee, 1S95.

Ditto, 1896.

Ditto, 1897.

Ditto, 1S9S.

Government Press, North-

Western Provinces and

-

Oudh, 1899.

Ditto, 1900.

Ditto, 1901.

Government Press, United-

Provinces, 1902.

Ditto, 1903

Ditto. 1904.

Ditto, 1905.

Ditto, igoG.

Ditto, tgo/.

Ditto, 190S.

Ditto, 1909.

Government Press, North-
Western Provinces and
Oudh, 1896.
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Title of work.
Name and official designation

of author.
Presf. nncl date of
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United Provinces—
Tlie remains near Kasia in the

Gorakhpur District.
^

Portfolio of Indian Architectural

drawings. Part I.

Report on the antiquities in the

district of Lalitpur, North-Wes-

’ tern Provinces.

Plates illustrating the Report on thej

antiquities in the district of Lalit-

pur, North-Western Provinces.

Punjab—
. . . , ,

.

Obiects of Antiquarian interest in

the Punjab and its dependencies

compiled from statements fur-

nished by the several Deputy

Commissioners, His Highness

the Maharajah of Kashmir, and

the Superintendents Cis-Sutlej,

Bahawalpur, and Chamba States.

Descriptive List of the Principal

Buddhist Sculptures m the

< Lahore Museum.

Descriptive List of Photographic

Negatives of Buddhist Sculptures

in the Lahore Central Museum.

Report of the Punjab Circle of the

Archaeological Survey, iSSS-bp-

List of inscriptions in the Lahore

Museum. ,

Revised list of objects ofArchaeo-^

logical interest in the Punjab.

A descriptive Guide to the Depart-

ment of Archseolog)^ and Anti-

quities, Lahore Museum.

V. A. Smith, LC.S.

E. W, Smith, Archaeological

Surveyor, North-Western
Provinces and Oudh.

Poorno Chandcr Muklierji .

Ditto

Government Press, Norlh-

Wcsiern Provinces and
Oudh, 1896,

Gri^s & Sons, London.

Thomason College Press,

Roorkee, 1899.

Ditto.

Public Works Depart-

ment Press, Lahore,

^875.

A. Cunningham, Direclor-

Gcneral, Archaeological

Survey.

J. L. Kipling, Curator

C. J. Rodgers, Archmologicalj

Surveyor.

Dr. M. A. Stein

C. J.
Rodgers, Archseological

Surveyor.

Percy Brown Curator,

Lahore Museum.

X889,

W. Ball & Co., Lahore,

iSgt.
'

1899.

Baptist Mission Press^

Calcutta.

Civil and Military Press^

Lahore, 1908.

Baptist Mission Press,

CUlogm oI the Delhi Museem “< P' SehJofegS '
i9oS-

A.eh..loB.

^ J
Cataloi^ue of the Bhari Singh >

Museum 'at Chambay (Chambaj

Slate, Punjab).
^

Report of the Archsologfcal

Survey, Punjab Circle, for the

period from ist January to 30th

June 1901.

nr 1 Ph Voitel, Archsolo- Lahore Caxton Printing
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Title of worV.

Punjab

—

concld.

Annual Progress Report of the

Archgeological Surveyor, Punjab
Circle, for the year ending 3 ist

March 1902.

Ditto for the year ending 31st

March 1903.

Annual Progress Report of the

Superintendent, Archaeological

Survey, Punjab and United Pro-
vinces Circle, for the j^ear ending
3tst March 1904.

Ditto for the year ending 31st

March 1905.

Annual Progress Report of the

Superintendent of the Archseo-

logical Survey, Northern Circle,

for the year ending 3tst March
1906.

Ditto for the year ending 31st
March 1907.

Ditto for the year ending 31st
March 1908.

Ditto for the year ending 31st
March 1909.

N.-W. F. Province

—

Report on the explorations of the
Buddhist ruins at Jamalgarhi
during the months of March and
April 1S73. (Supplement to the
P«^ja^ f^overnment Gazette of
12th February 1874.)

Report on the explorations of the
Buddhist ruins near Kharkai
during the months of March
and April 1874. (Supplement

^ the Punjab Government
Gazette of nth June 1S74.)]

Report on the exploration of the
Buddhist ruins at Takht-i-Bai
Yusafzai, during the months of
Januaty, February, March and
April 1871. (Supplement to
the Pimjal> Government Gazette
of 6th August 1874.)

Name and official designation

of author.

Dr, J. Ph. Vogel, Archaeolo- Lahore Caxton Printing
gical Surveyor, Punjab. Works, 1902.

Press, and date of
publication.

Ditto

Dr. J, Ph. Vogel, Superinten-
dent, Archaeological Survey,

Ditto

Ditto

Pt. Hirananda, for Superin-
tendent, Archaeological
Su^ve3^

Dr. J. Ph. Vogel, Superin-
tendent, Archaeological
Survey,

A. H. Longhurst, Offg.

Superintendent, Archaeolo-
gical Survey.

Lieut, A. Crompton, R.E. ,

Lieut. Skene Grant, R.E.

Sergeant F. H. Wilcher, R.E.

Ditto, 1903.

Ditto, 1904.

Economical Press,
Lahore, 1905,

Ditto, 1906.

Ditto, 1907.

Ditto, 1908.

Ditto, 1909.

1874,

J874.

1874.

1
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Title of work. Name and oHicial designation
of author.

Pre«:. .and date of
publication.

N.-W. F. Province—ro;;oW.

Report on the^ explorations at Lieut. C, A. Crompton, R.E.
mound Shahji-ka-dheri near

Peshawar. (Supplement to the

Punjab Government Gazette of

1 8th November 1875.I

Report on the explorations at Lieut P. Haslett, R.IL
Taikal near Peshawar. (Supple-

ment to the Punjab Government
Gazette of rSth November 1S75

and of 30i:h March 1876.)

Reports of Buddhist explorations Lieut. C. Maxwell, R.E.
in the Pesliawar District by the

loth Compan}' of Sappers and
Miners.

Public \A"orks Depart-
ment, Punjab, tS82.

Memorandum on excavations at Capt. H. A. Deane, Assistant Punjab Government Press,
Sikri, Yusafzai. Commissioner Lahore, 1SS9.

Detailed report of an Archa^olo- Dr. M. A. Stein, Ph.D.,
gical tour with the Buner Field Principal, Oriental College,

Force. Lahore.

Ditto, 1S9S.

Report of Archseological Survey M. A. Stein, Ph.D., Inspec- Government Pre^s,
work in the North-West Fron- tor General of Education North-West Frontier
tier Province and Baluchistan for and Archreological Sur- Province, 1905.
the period from January and, veyor, North-West Frontier

1904, to March 31st, 1905. Province and Baluchistan,

Annual report of the Archaeologi- Dr. D. B. Spooner, Superin-

cal Survey of India, Frontier tendent, Archaeological Sur-

Circle, for 1906-07. vey, Frontier Circle.

Ditto for 1907-08 . . Ditto

Ditto for 1908-09

Ditto, 1907.

Commercial Press, Pesha-
war, igoS.

Ditto, 1909.

Burma

—

List of objects of antiquarian Dr. E. Forclihammer, Government Press, Burma,
interest in British Burma.

Notes on the early History and
Geography of British Burma—

*

[. The Shwe Dagon Pagoda

II. The first Buddhist Mission

to Suvarnabhumi.

Government Archaeologist, 1680.

Burma.

Ditto, 1883.

DittOj 1884.

List of objects of Antiquarian and
A.rchreological interest in British

Burma.

2 Q 2
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Title of work.

Burma

—

contd.

Reports on Archseological work

done in Burma during the years

5879-89. (Being a Review,

dated iSth June 1889.)

The Po U Daung inscription,

erected by King Sinbyuyin in

1774 A.D.

List of objects of antiquarian

interest in Arakan.

List of objects of antiquarian

interest in Burma.

Inscription of Pagan, Pinya, and

Ava (deciphered from the ink

impressions found among the

papers of the late Dr. l^orcli-

hammer).

Report on the Antiquities of

Arakan.

Report on the Kyaukku Temple
at Pagan.

The Kalyani Inscriptions

Memorandum of a tour in parts

of the Amherst, Shwegyin, and
Pegu Districts.

Note on a tour in Burma in

March and April 1892.

Notes on an Archseological tour
through Ramannadesa.
(The Talaing country of Burma.)

A preliminary study of the Po U
Dauns: Inscription of Sinbyuyin,

1774 A.D.

A preliminary study of the Kaly-
ani Inscriptions.

Notes, on antiquities in Ramanna-
desa.

(The Taking country of Burma.)

Name and official designation

of author.

Dr. E. Forchhammer

Taw Sc in Ko, Government
Translator, Burma.

Dr. E. Forchhammer,
Government Archaeologist,

Burma.

Ditto

Taw Sein Ko, Government
Translator, Burma.

Dr. E. Forchhammer,
Government Archaeologist,

Burma.

Ditto

Taw Sein Ko, Government
Translator, Burma.

Ditto , ,

F. 0. Oertel, Assistant

Engineer on special duty,

Public Works Department,
North-Western Provinces
and Oudh.

Taw Sein Ko, Government
Translator, Burma.

Ditto

Ditto

Lieutenant-Colonel R. C.
Temple, late Prjisident,
Rangoon Municioality,
Burma.

{

Press, and dale of
publication.

1889.

Government Press,
Burma, 1881.

Ditto.

Ditto, 1892.

Ditto,

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto, 1893.

Reprinted from . the

Indian Antiquary by

j

the Educational
I

Society's Steam Press,

I

Bombay, 1893. .

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto, 1S94.

)
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Title of work.

i
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of author.

Prcs«:, .and date of
publicalion.

j

BURMA—concld. 1

Some remarks on the Kalyani
|

Inscriptions.
j

1

1

Taw Sein Ko, Government
Translator, Burma.

Reprinted from the
Ilidian Aufiquary by
the Educational
Society’s Steam Press,
Bombay, iSpq,

Inscriptions copied from the

stones collected by King Bodaw- .

paya and placed near the
j

Arakan Pagoda, Mandalay.

Maung Tun Nycin, Officiating

Government Translator,
Burma.

Government Press,
Burma, 1S97.

Inscriptions of Pagan^ Pinya and

Ava.
Translation with notes.

Ditto Ditto, iSgg.

Inscriptions collected in Upper
Eurma.

Taw Sein Ko, Government
Archseologist, Burma.

Ditto, I goo— 1903.

Index, Inscriptionum B. Birmani-

carum, Vol. I.

Ditto

1

Ditto, 1900.

List of objects of antiquarian and
archccological interest in Upper
Burma.

1

Ditto . .
! Ditto, 1901.

List of Pagodas at Pagan under

the custody of Government.
Ditto Ditto.

Keport on archseological work In

Burma for the year i90i'02.

Ditto Ditto, 1902.

Ditto, for the year 1902-03 Ditto- Ditto, 1903.

Ditto, for the year 1903-04 Ditto Ditto, 1904.

Ditto, for the year 190^-05 Ditto Ditto, 1905.

Report of the Superintendent,
,

Archseological Survey, Burma, I

for the year ending 31st March
igo6.

1

Taw Sein Ko, Superinten-

1 dent, Archieoiogical Survey.

Ditto, igo6.

Ditto, for the year ending 31st

;

March 1907,

Ditto Ditto, 1907.

Ditto, for the year ending 31st

March 1908.

Ditto Ditto, 190S.

Ditto for the year ending 31st

March 1909.

Ditto Ditto, 1909.

^Iysore and Coorg—-

Mysore Inscriptions . L. Rice, Director of Public

Instruction.

^ Mysore Government
Press, 1879.

Coorg Inscriptions L. Rice, Secretary to Gov- Ditto, 1886.

eminent.
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Title of work.
Name and official drsignalion

of author.
Press, and date of

publication.

Mysore and Coorg—co?icIc/.

Inscriptions- at Sravana Belgola,

a chief seat of the Jains

(Mysore).

L. Rice, Director of Archseo-

logical Researches and

Secretary to Government,

Mysore.

Mysore Government
Press, iSSg,

Epigraphia * Carnatica—Inscrip-

tions in the Mysore District,

Part I.

Ditto Ditto, 1894.

Ditto, Part II . Ditto Ditto, iSg8,

Ditto, Inscriptions in the Kadur
District.

L. Rice, Director of Archaeo-

logical Researches,

Ditto, I go I.

Ditto, Inscriptions in the Hassan
District in 2 sections.

Ditto Basel Mission Press,

Mangalore, 1902.

Ditto, Inscriptions in the Simoga
District, Parts I and II.

j*.

Ditto Ditto, I go 2.

Ditto, Inscriptions in the Chital-

drug district.

Ditto Ditto, 1903,

Inscriptions at Tumkur Ditto Ditto, 1904.

Inscriptions at Kolar . Ditto Ditto, 1905.

Assam—

Report on the progress of his-

torical research in Assam.
E. A. Gait, LC.S., Honorary
Director of Ethnography
in Assam.

Assam Secretariat Print-

ing Office, Shillong,

1897.

List of archaeological remains in

the Province of Assam.
V. ..

Ditto, 1902.

,

—



I.ist of Public Libraries, etc., to which copies of the Director Generals ^Unuat
Report, Part II, are regularly supplied.

1.—COUNTRIES OUTSIDE .INDIA.

United Kingdom.

British Museum Library, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, London.

Bodleian Library, Oxford.

London University Library, Imperial Institute, London, S.W.

-Cambridge University Library, Cambridge,

Edinburgh „ „ Edinburgh.

Glasgow jj jj Glasgow.

Aberdeen „ „ Aberdeen.

Trinity College Library, Dublin.

Folklore Society, ir. Old Square Lincoln’s Inn, London, W.C.

National Art Library, South Kensington Museum, London.

JR^oyal Institute of British Architects, 9, Conduit Street, Hanover Square, London, W.

Advocates’ Library, Edinburgh.

The Royal „ Windsor Castle, Berks.

Royal Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London.

Royal Society, Edinburgh.

Royal Irish Academy, ig, Dawson Street, Dublin,

J^ational Library of Ireland, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin.

Royal Asiatic Society, 22, Albermarle Street, London.

Society of Antiquaries of London, Burlington House, Piccadilly
, W.

Roy'al Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, National Museum of Antiquities, Queen Street,

Edinburgh.

Imperial Institute, London.

Indian Institute, Oxford.

Society for Protection of Ancient Buildings, 10, Buckingham Street, Adelphi, W.C.

The Royal Academy of Arts, Burlington House, London.

Society for the Pomotion of^Hellenic Studies, London.

Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain^and Ireland, 3, Hanover Sireet, W.
London.

Fkance.

Biblioth^ue Naiionale Paris.

Institute de France, Pans,

JVlusee Guimet, 7, Place d’lena, Paris,
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i.^COUNTRlES OUTSIDE mDlA-contci,

Germany.

BibJ/othelv der Deatschen Ajorgenliindischen Gesellschaff; Halle (Saale), Germanv.

Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences, Berlin.'

Royal Museum for Ethnolog)^, Berlin.

Konigliche Gesellschaft der Wissenchaften zu Gottingen, Gottingen.

Austria,

Imperial Academy of Sciences, Vienna. ^ ‘

Hungarian Academy, Buda-Pesth,;

Italy.

Biblioteca Nazionale, Vittorio Emanuele-Rome.

R. Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze.

The Societa Asiatica Italiana Firenze,

British School at Rome.

American School of Classical Studies at Rome.

Other Countries in Europe,
’

Koninldijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam, Holland.

Royal Institute of Netherlands, India, The Hague, Holland,

Imperial Academy of Sciences (for the Asiatic Museum), St. Petersburg, Russia.

Royal Library, Copenhagen, Denmark.

National ^Inseum, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Academic Royale d’Arch^ologie de Belgique, Anvers.

University Library, Upsala, Sweden.

„ „ Christiania^ Norway,

British School at Athens, Greece.

La Socidte Archeologique d’Ath^ncs, Athens, Greece.

Americ.a.

American Oriental Society, 235, Bishop Street, New Ha^en, Conn, U.S.A.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D, C., U. S. A.

Secretary, National Museum, Washington, U. S, A.

Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago.

British Colonies.
The Museum, Canterbury, New Zealand. -

Literary and Historical Society, Quebec, Canada.

Melbourne Library, Melbourne.

University Library, Sydney, New South Wales. - •
. .

Victoria Public Library, Perth, Western Australia.

Royal Asiatic Society, Ceylon Branch, Colombo.

Straits Branch, Ro^ral Asiatic Society, Singapore.

North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Shanghai.
Museum of Arabic Art, Cairo, Egypt.
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t.~COUNTRIES OUTSIDE }ND\h^onM,
Foreign Colonies.

Directeur del'Ecole fran9aise d^extrfeme Orient, Hanoi.

Bataviaasch Genoolschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen, Batavia.

Institut Fran^ais D^Archcoiogie Orientale du Caire, Cairo, Egypt.

Ethnological Survey for the Philippine Islands, Department of Interior, Manila.

II.--INDIA.

(t) Imperial.

Imperial Library, Calcutta.

Indian Museum, Calcutta.

^Press Room, Calcutta and Simla.

(2) Provincial.

Madras.

Secretariat Library, Fort St George,

University „ Madras.

Public „ „

Presidency College „

School of Art,
,,

Government Central Museum, Madras.

Christian College Library „

Bombay.

Secretariat Library, Bombay.

University ,, „

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Town Hall, Bombay

School of Art, Bombay.

The College ot Science, Poona.

Bengal.

Secretariat Library, Writers^ Buildings, Calcutta.

University Library, the Senate House, Calcutta.

Presidency College Library, i, College Square, Calcutta,

Sanskrit College Library, i, College Square, Calcutta.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, 57, Park Street, Calcutta.

United Provinces.

Secretariat Library, P. W, D., Allahabad.

University „ Allahabad.

Public Library, Allahabad.

Provincial Museum Library, Lucknow.

Sanskrit College, Benares.

Thomason College, Roorkee.
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ll^WD}A^cof:ci(i. .

Punjab.

Secretariat Library, Public Works Department, Lahore.

Punjab Public Library, Lahore.

Museum Libraty, Lahore.

University Library Lahore.

Government College Library, Lahore.

Delhi Museum and Institute, Delhi.

North-West Frontier Province.

Secretariat Library, Peshav’ar,

Museum Library, Pesha'war.

Burma.

Secretariat Library, Rangoon.

The Bernard Free Library, Rangoon.

The Phayre Museum, Rangoon.

Central Provinces.

Secretariat Library, Nagpur,

Museum Library, Nagpur.

Assam.

Secretariat Library, Shillong,

COORG.

The Chief Commissioner of Coorg’s Library, Bangalore.

Native States.

Hyderabad.

The Resident’s Library, Hyderabad.

Central India.

Library of the Agent to the Governor-General, Indore.

Jhe Librarian, Dhar Museum Library, Dhar.

Rajkumar College, Indore,

^eijpt^iana.

Library ot the Chief Commissioner and Agent to the Governor-General, Ajmer.
College Library, Ajmer.

Library of the Resident at Ramrl

Barodn,




